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Peopling of the World,

Prehistory –2500 B.C.
Connect History and Geography
Archaeologists believe that the first human ancestors, or hominids,
emerged in Africa around four million years ago. By 1,000,000
B.C.,

one of these early human species, called Homo erectus, had

begun to migrate. The map at the right shows the various paths
that Homo erectus took as they spread around the world. Use the
map to help you answer the following questions.
1. Where did the migrations begin?
2. What paths did the migrations take?
3. Which sites were directly on rivers? Why might
they have been located there?
For more information about human prehistory, the
development of civilization, and related topics . . .
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Interact with History

Y

ou have joined a team of scientists on an expedition to
an ancient site where early humans once lived. The
scientists’ goal is to search for evidence that might unlock the
mysteries of the past.
You’re an eyewitness to their astounding discovery—
human-made tools around 5,000 years old.

1.5
inches

This small sharp-tipped
tool is made of bone.

X-rays indicate that the wedge-shaped blade of
this tool is made of copper. Birch tar, a gummy
substance from the bark of a tree, binds the
blade to a 2-foot-long wooden handle partially
wrapped with strips of animal hide.

What were these
tools used for?
EXAMINING
Roughly the size of an
arrowhead, the 1.5-inch tip
of this hand-held tool is
made of flint, a very hard
rock. The wooden handle is
about 3 inches long.

3
inches

the

ISSUES

• What did early humans need to do to
survive?
• What physical actions would these tools
help humans do?
• What materials did early humans use
from their physical environment to make
these tools?
• What modern tools do these early tools
resemble?

As a class, discuss these questions. In your
discussion, think about recent tools and
inventions that have dramatically changed
people’s daily lives.
As you read about the ancestors of present-day

humans, notice how early toolmakers applied
their creativity and problem-solving skills.

6 Chapter 1
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TERMS & NAMES

Human Origins
in Africa

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Fossil evidence shows that the earliest
humans originated in Africa.

Early humans’ discoveries helped them
survive, grow in numbers, and spread
across the globe.

artifact
culture
hominid
Paleolithic Age
Neolithic Age
technology
Homo sapiens

SETTING THE STAGE What were the earliest humans like? Many people have asked

themselves this question. Because there are no written records of prehistoric peoples,
scientists have to piece together information about the past. Teams of scientists use a
variety of research methods and techniques to learn more about how, where, and
when early humans developed. Interestingly, recent discoveries provide the most
knowledge about human origins and the way prehistoric people lived. Yet the picture
of prehistory is still far from complete.

Scientists Search for Human Origins
Written documents provide a window to the distant past. For several thousand years,
people have recorded information about their beliefs, activities, and important events.
Prehistory, however, dates back to the time before the invention of writing—roughly
5,000 years ago. Without access to written records, scientists investigating the lives of
prehistoric peoples face special challenges.
Scientists Discover Clues Specially trained scientists work like detectives to
Vocabulary
excavating: uncovering by digging

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Making
Inferences Why are
scientists who study
prehistory so important in providing
knowledge about the
distant past?
A. Possible Answer
Using various
research methods,
they analyze clues
that help explain what
life was like before
written records.

uncover the story of prehistoric peoples. Archaeologists are scientists who learn about
early people by excavating and studying the traces of early settlements. An excavated
site, called an archaeological dig, provides one of the richest sources of clues to the
prehistoric way of life. Archaeologists sift through the dirt in a small plot of land.
They analyze all existing evidence, such as bones and artifacts. Bones might
reveal what the people looked like, how tall they were, and how long they
lived. Artifacts are remains, such as tools, jewelry, and other human-made
objects. These items might hint at how people dressed, what work they
did, or how they worshiped.
Scientists called anthropologists study culture, or people’s unique
way of life. Anthropologists examine the artifacts at archaeological digs.
From these, they re-create a picture of early people’s cultural behavior,
including customs, family life, and social relationships.
Other scientists, called paleontologists, study fossils—evidence of early
life preserved in rocks. Human fossils often consist of small fragments of
teeth, skulls, or other bones. Paleontologists use complex techniques to date
ancient fossil remains and rocks. Archaeologists, anthropologists, paleontologists,
and other scientists work as a team to make new discoveries about how prehistoric
people lived.
Mary Leakey Finds Footprints In the mid-1970s, Mary Leakey, an archaeologist,

led a scientific expedition to the region of Laetoli in Tanzania, an East African nation.
There she and her team looked for new clues about human origins. In 1978, they made
an amazing discovery. They found prehistoric footprints that resembled those of modern humans. These footprints were made by humanlike beings now called australopithecines (aw STRAY loh PIHTH ih SYNZ). Humans and other creatures that walk
•

•

•

•

This artifact from
around 200,000 B.C.
is a hand ax made
of flint. An allpurpose tool, the
hand ax was probably a hunting
weapon, chopper,
scraper, and slicer.

•
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Australopithecines

Homo habilis

• 4 million to 1 million B.C.
• found in southern and
eastern Africa
• brain size 500 cm3 (cubic centimeters)
• first humanlike creature to walk upright

4 million years ago

• 2.5 million to 1.5 million B.C.
• found in East Africa
• brain size 700 cm3
• first to make stone tools

3 million years ago

Homo habilis

Australopithecines

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ upright, such as australopithecines, are called hominids. The Laetoli
■HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ footprints provided striking evidence about the origins of humans:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
What do these footprints tell us? First, . . . that at least 3,600,000 years
ago, what I believe to be man’s direct ancestor walked fully upright
with a . . . free-striding gait. Second, that the form of the foot was
exactly the same as ours. . . . [The footprints produced] a kind of
poignant time wrench. At one point, . . . she [the female hominid]
stops, pauses, turns to the left to glance at some possible threat or
irregularity, and then continues to the north. This motion, so intensely
human, transcends time. . . .
MARY LEAKEY, quoted in National Geographic

Mary Leakey
1913–1996
Born in London, England, Mary
Leakey left a remarkable legacy
in the fields of archaeology and
anthropology. “She was one of the
world’s great originals,” said a
scientist who worked with the
Leakey family on fossil hunts. Mary
earned respect for her excavations
and well-documented findings.
At 22, she made her first visit to
East Africa. In her autobiography she
reflected on her experiences there:
“I am lucky enough to have
been involved for half a century
with work, mostly in East Africa,
that very much belongs to
everyone, since it concerns the
human origins that are common
to the whole human race.”

Johanson Discovers “Lucy” While Mary Leakey was working in

East Africa, American anthropologist Donald Johanson and his team
were also searching for fossils. They were exploring sites in Ethiopia,
1,000 miles to the north. In 1974, Johanson’s team made a remarkable find—an unusually complete skeleton of an adult female
hominid. They nicknamed her “Lucy” after the Beatles song “Lucy
in the Sky with Diamonds.” She had lived around 3.5 million years
ago—the oldest hominid found to date.
Hominids in Motion Lucy and the hominids who left their foot-

prints in East Africa were species of australopithecines. Walking
upright helped them travel distances more easily. They were also able
to spot threatening animals and carry food and children.
These early hominids had already developed the opposable
thumb. This means that the tip of the thumb can cross the palm of
the hand. The opposable thumb was crucial for tasks such as picking
up small objects and making tools. (To see its importance, try picking
up a coin with just the index and middle fingers. Imagine all the
other things that cannot be done without the opposable thumb.)

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Drawing
Conclusions
Why were the discoveries of hominid footprints and “Lucy”
important?
B. Possible Answer
Provided clues about
human prehistory and
evidence that earliest
hominids may have
lived in Africa.

Progress During the Old Stone Age
The invention of tools, mastery over fire, and the development of language are some of
the most impressive achievements in human history. These occurred during the prehistoric period known as the Stone Age. It spanned an enormous length of time. The earlier and longer part of the Stone Age, called the Old Stone Age or Paleolithic Age,
lasted from about 2.5 million to 8000 B.C. The oldest stone chopping tools date back to
this era. The New Stone Age, or Neolithic Age, began about 8000 B.C. and ended as
early as 3000 B.C. in some areas. People who lived during this second phase of the
Stone Age learned to polish stone tools, make pottery, grow crops, and raise animals.
Much of the Paleolithic Age occurred during the period in the earth’s history
known as the Ice Age. During this time, glaciers alternately advanced and retreated as
many as 18 times. The last of these ice ages ended about 10,000 years ago. By the
beginning of the Neolithic Age, glaciers had retreated to roughly the same area they
now occupy.

8 Chapter 1

Vocabulary
glaciers: huge
masses of slowly
moving ice
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Homo erectus

• 1.6 million to 30,000 B.C.
• found in Africa, Asia,
and Europe
• brain size 1,000 cm3
2 million
years ago

Page 3 of 5

Neanderthal

Cro-Magnon

• 200,000 to 30,000 B.C.
• found in Europe and
Southwest Asia
• brain size 1,450 cm3
• first to have ritual burials

• 40,000 to 8000 B.C.
• found in Europe
• brain size 1,400 cm3
• fully modern humans
• created art
Present

Homo erectus
Neanderthal

1 million years ago

Cro-Magnon

Homo Habilis: The First Toolmaker? Before the australopithecines eventually van-

ished, new hominids appeared in East Africa around 2.5 million years ago. In 1960,
Mary Leakey and her husband, Louis, discovered a hominid fossil at Olduvai
(OHL duh VY) Gorge in northern Tanzania. The Leakeys named the fossil Homo
habilis, which means “man of skill.” Scientists jokingly called this hominid “Handy
Man.” The Leakeys and other researchers found tools made of lava rock. They
believed Homo habilis used these tools to cut meat and crack open bones. Modern
archaeologists have shown that these stone blades could butcher elephant meat.
•

•

Homo Erectus Is More Intelligent About 1.6 million years ago, before Homo

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Recognizing
Effects How did
Homo erectus use
fire to control the
environment?
C. Possible Answer
To control animals
and to adapt to new
regions.

habilis left the scene, another species of hominids appeared in East Africa. This
species is now known as Homo erectus, or “upright man.” Some
anthropologists believe Homo erectus was a more intelligent and
CONNECT to TODAY
adaptable species than Homo habilis. Homo erectus people used
intelligence to develop technology—ways of applying knowledge,
Cheddar Man
tools, and inventions to meet their needs. Tools made the task of surIn 1997, scientists at Oxford
University tested samples of
vival easier. These hominids gradually became skillful hunters and
DNA from a Stone Age skeleton
invented more sophisticated tools for digging, scraping, and cutting.
nicknamed “Cheddar Man.” This
They also eventually became the first hominids to migrate, or to
young hunter from around 7150 B.C.
move, from Africa. Fossils and stone tools show that bands of Homo
was found buried in the Cheddar
Caves in England.
erectus hunters settled in India, China, Southeast Asia, and Europe.
Scientists then compared the
According to anthropologists, Homo erectus was the first to use
skeleton’s samples to samples
fire. Fire provided warmth in cold climates, cooked food, and frightfrom people whose families had
ened away attacking animals. A band of hunters may have carried
lived in the area for generations.
The results of the genetic tests
torches to drive herds of animals into marshes in order to slaughter
surprised Adrian Targett, a 42-yearthem. The control of fire also probably helped Homo erectus settle
old history teacher who participated
new lands.
in the study. He discovered that
Homo erectus might also have developed the beginnings of spoCheddar Man was his ancient
ken language. Language, like technology, probably gave Homo erecrelative. Cheddar Man’s and
Targett’s DNA were nearly identical.
tus greater control over the environment and boosted chances for
Scientists believe that the DNA
survival. The teamwork needed to plan hunts and cooperate in other
match also proves that Britain’s
tasks probably relied on language. Homo erectus might have named
native population is descended
objects, places, animals, and plants and exchanged ideas.
from Stone Age humans.

The Dawn of Modern Humans

Background
Thal (as in
Neanderthal ) is
the German word
for valley.

Many scientists believe Homo erectus eventually developed into Homo sapiens—the
species name for modern humans. Homo sapiens means “wise men.” While they physically resembled Homo erectus, Homo sapiens had much larger brains. Scientists have
traditionally classified Neanderthals and Cro-Magnons as early groups of Homo sapiens.
However, in 1997, DNA tests on a Neanderthal skeleton indicated that Neanderthals
were not ancestors of modern humans. They were, however, affected by the arrival of
Cro-Magnons, who may have competed with Neanderthals for land and food.
Neanderthals’ Way of Life In 1856, as quarry workers were digging for limestone

in the Neander Valley in Germany, they spotted fossilized bone fragments. These
were the remains of Neanderthals, whose bones were discovered elsewhere in
The Peopling of the World 9
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Early Human Migration, 1,600,000–10,000
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G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps

Fossil Hunters
Famous Finds
● 1960 At Olduvai Gorge, Louis
Leakey finds 2 million-year-old
stone tools.

1. Movement To what continents did Homo erectus groups migrate after leaving
Africa?
2. Human-Environment Interaction What do the migration routes of Homo sapiens
reveal about their survival skills and ability to adapt?

Europe and Southwest Asia. These people were powerfully built.
They had heavy slanted brows, well-developed muscles, and thick
bones. To many people, the name “Neanderthal” calls up the comicstrip image of a club-carrying caveman. However, archaeological dis● 1978 At Laetoli, Mary Leakey
finds 3.6-million-year-old hominid
coveries reveal a more realistic picture of these early hominids, who
footprints.
lived between 200,000 and 30,000 years ago.
● 1994 In Ethiopia, an international
Evidence suggests that Neanderthals tried to explain and control
team of scientists finds 2.33 milliontheir world. They developed religious beliefs and performed rituals.
year-old hominid jaw.
About 60,000 years ago, Neanderthals held a funeral for a man in
Shanidar Cave, located in northeastern Iraq. Archaeologists theorize
that during the funeral, the Neanderthal’s family covered his body with flowers. The
prehistoric funeral points to a belief in a world beyond the grave. Fossil hunter
Richard Leakey, the son of Mary and Louis Leakey, wrote about the meaning of this
Neanderthal burial:
● 1974 In Ethiopia, Donald
Johanson finds “Lucy,” a 3.5 millionyear-old hominid skeleton.

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
The Shanidar events . . . speak clearly of a deep feeling for the spiritual quality of life. A
concern for the fate of the human soul is universal in human societies today, and it was
evidently a theme of Neanderthal society too. There is also reason to believe that the
Neanderthals cared for the old and the sick of their group. A number of individuals buried
at the Shanidar Cave, for instance, showed signs of injury during life, and in one case a
man was severely crippled. . . . These people lived for a long time, although they needed
constant support and care to do so.
RICHARD E. LEAKEY, The Making of Mankind

10 Chapter 1

40°N

D. Possible Answer
Neanderthals held
religious beliefs and
provided care for old
and disabled people.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
D. Comparing
How were
Neanderthals similar
to people today?

40°S
40°W

EUROPE

Malta, Russia
15,000 years ago
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Neanderthals were also resourceful. They survived harsh Ice
Age winters by living in caves or temporary shelters made of
wood and animal skins. Animal bones found with fossils of
Neanderthals indicate their ability to hunt in subarctic regions
of Europe. To cut up and skin their prey, Neanderthals fashioned stone blades, scrapers, and other tools.
The Neanderthals survived for some 170,000 years and then
vanished about 30,000 years ago. Their disappearance remains
a mystery.
Cro-Magnons Emerge About 40,000 years ago, a group of

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
E. Contrasting
Why did Cro-Magnons
have a better chance
of survival than
Neanderthals?
E. Possible Answer
Cro-Magnons used
more effective hunting strategies and had
a more highly
developed spoken
language.

prehistoric humans called Cro-Magnons appeared. Their skeletal remains show that they are identical to modern humans.
Unlike the Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons planned their hunts.
They studied animals’ habits and stalked their prey. Evidently,
Cro-Magnons’ superior hunting strategies allowed them to survive more easily. This may have caused Cro-Magnon populations to grow at a slightly faster rate and eventually replace the
Neanderthals. Cro-Magnons’ advanced skill in spoken language
may also have helped them to plan more difficult projects. This
cooperation perhaps gave them an edge over the Neanderthals.
Recent Findings Add New Knowledge The story of

SPOTLIGHT ON
Time Line of Planet Earth
Imagine the 102 stories of the
Empire State Building as a scale
for a time line of the earth’s history.
Each story represents about 40
million years. Modern human
beings have existed for just a tiny
percentage of the life of this planet.
Present

40,000 years ago
Cro-Magnons appear.
200,000 years ago
Neanderthals appear.

1
billion
years
ago

4 million years ago
Australopithecines
appear.
65 million years ago
Dinosaurs disappear;
first mammals appear.

2
billion
years
ago

human origins is constantly changing with new discoveries.
Reports of such findings continue to update when and where
various species of hominids are believed to have originated. In
3
billion
1994, two fossil hunters in Ethiopia found a 2.33 million-yearyears
old jaw. It was the oldest fossil belonging to the species that
ago
includes modern humans. They also unearthed stone tools at
the same site. This find suggests that the first toolmakers
emerged earlier than previously thought.
In 1996, a team of researchers from Canada and the United
States, including a high school student from New York, dated a
Neanderthal bone flute. They believe it is between 43,000 and
82,000 years old. This discovery hints at a previously unknown
talent of the Neanderthals—their gift of musical expression.
Each new scientific discovery helps add further details to the still sketchy picture of
human prehistory. As time progressed, early humans’ skills and tools for surviving and
adapting to their environment became more sophisticated. These technological
advances would help launch a revolution in the way people lived.

240 million years ago
First dinosaurs appear.

3.5 billion years
ago First singlecell life appears.
4 billion
years ago
4.4 billion
years ago
Earth is formed.

Section 1 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• artifact
• culture
• hominid
• Paleolithic Age
• Neolithic Age
• technology
• Homo sapiens

2. TAKING NOTES

3. SYNTHESIZING

Create a chart like the one below,
showing the advances,
discoveries, and inventions of
hominids.
Australo- Homo
pithecines erectus

Neanderthals

CroMagnons

How do recent findings keep
revising knowledge of the
prehistoric past?

THINK ABOUT
• modern scientific methods
• the way various species of
hominids are classified
• dates relating to hominids

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Interaction with
Environment Which of the
following skills—toolmaking, the
use of fire, or the development of
language—do you think gave
hominids the most control over
their environment? Why?

THINK ABOUT
• the kinds of tools early humans
developed
• the various uses of fire
• the benefits of language
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Humans Try to
Control Nature
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

The development of agriculture
spurred an increase in population
and the growth of a settled way of life.

New methods for obtaining food and
the development of technology laid the
foundations for modern civilizations.

TERMS & NAMES

• nomad
• hunter-gatherer
• Neolithic
Revolution
• slash-and-burn
farming
• domestication

SETTING THE STAGE By about 40,000 years ago, human beings had become fully

modern in their physical appearance. With a shave, a haircut, and a suit, a Cro-Magnon
man would have looked like a businessman. However, over the following thousands of
years, the human way of life underwent incredible changes. People developed new
technology, artistic skills, and most importantly, agriculture.

Achievements in Technology and Art
Early modern humans quickly distinguished themselves from their ancestors, who had
devoted most of their time to the task of survival. As inventors and artists, more
advanced humans stepped up the pace of cultural changes.

SPOTLIGHT ON

The Iceman’s Tool Kit
In 1991, a German couple made
an accidental discovery. It gave
archaeologists a firsthand look at
the technology of early toolmakers.
Near the border of Austria and
Italy, the two hikers spotted the
mummified body of a prehistoric
traveler, preserved in ice for some
5,000 years.
Nicknamed the “Iceman,”
this early human was not emptyhanded. The tool kit found with him
included a six-foot longbow and a
deerskin case with 14 arrows. It also
contained a stick with an antler tip
for sharpening flint blades, a small
flint dagger in a woven sheath, and
a copper ax. Unfortunately, officials
damaged both Iceman’s belongings
and his body as they tried to remove
him from the ice.

12 Chapter 1

A New Tool Kit For thousands of years, men and women of the
Old Stone Age were nomads. Nomads wander from place to place,
rather than making permanent settlements. These highly mobile people were always searching for new sources of food. Nomadic groups
whose food supply depends on hunting animals and collecting plant
foods are called hunter-gatherers. Prehistoric hunter-gatherers,
such as roving bands of Cro-Magnons, increased their food supply
by inventing tools. For example, hunters crafted special spears that
enabled them to kill game at greater distances. Digging sticks helped
food gatherers pry plants loose at the roots.
Early modern humans had launched a technological revolution.
They skillfully used stone, bone, and wood to fashion more than 100
different tools. These expanded tool kits included knives to kill and
butcher game and fish hooks and harpoons to catch fish. A chisel-like
cutter was designed to make other tools. Cro-Magnons used bone
needles to sew clothing made of animal hides.
Paleolithic Art The tools of early modern humans explain how

they met their survival needs. Yet their world best springs to life
through their artistic creations. Necklaces of seashells, lion teeth, and
bear claws adorned both men and women. People ground mammoth
tusks into polished beads. They also carved small realistic sculptures
of animals that inhabited their world.
The best-known Stone Age works of art are the paintings on the walls
and ceilings of European caves, mainly in France and Spain. Here
early artists drew lifelike images of wild animals. Cave artists
made colored paints from charcoal, mud, and animal blood.
In Africa, early artists engraved pictures
on rocks or painted scenes in caves or rock shelters. In Australia, they created paintings on
large rocks.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Making
Inferences How did
Cro-Magnons’ new
tool kit make the task
of survival easier?
A. Possible Answer
Improved hunting-andgathering tools helped
Cro-Magnons increase
their food supply.
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HISTORY THROUGH ART: Fine Art

Cave Painting
Prehistoric paintings probably served a more meaningful
role than just showing vivid scenes from daily life. They
may have represented religious beliefs. Early artists may
have also hoped their images had magical power that
would bring hunters good luck. Perhaps some paintings
acted as a kind of textbook to help young hunters identify
various animals. The use of pictures to communicate
information represents an important first step in the
development of writing.

Algeria
Farming and herding gradually replaced
hunting as a means of getting food. This
African cave painting from Algeria shows
women and children tending cattle. The
white rings—symbols for huts—illustrate
an early version of signs
used in writing.

Australia
This rock painting from Australia
features two humanlike figures
holding up their hands. Early
artists used stencils to create
these outstretched hands, which
commonly appear in Australian
rock art.

France
Stampeding wild horses and
bison seem to come alive in this
prehistoric painting below from
Lascaux Cave in France. After
viewing such striking scenes, the
world-famous, 20th-century artist
Picasso reportedly said, “We
have learned nothing.”

Connect

to History

Comparing What do you think
is the purpose of each of
these paintings?
SEE SKILLBUILDER
HANDBOOK, PAGE R7

Connect

to Today

Analyzing Motives Prehistoric
artists painted images on the
walls of caves. What motives
do you think compel today’s
artists to paint murals on the
walls of city buildings?
For an Internet activity on Cave Art . . .

NET ACTIVITY
CL ASSZONE .COM
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The Neolithic Revolution
For thousands upon thousands of years, humans survived by hunting game and gathering
edible plants. They lived in bands of no more than two dozen to three dozen people. The
men almost certainly did the hunting. The women gathered fruits, berries, roots, and
grasses. Then about 10,000 years ago, some of the women may have scattered seeds near
a regular campsite. When they returned the next season, they may have found new crops
growing. This discovery would usher in the Neolithic Revolution, or the agricultural
revolution—the far-reaching changes in human life resulting from the beginnings of
farming. The shift from food-gathering to food-producing culture represents one of
the great breakthroughs in history.
Causes of the Agricultural Revolution Scientists do not know exactly why the

agricultural revolution occurred during this period. Change in climate was probably a
key factor. Rising temperatures worldwide provided longer growing seasons and drier
land for cultivating wild grasses. A rich supply of grain helped support a small population boom. As populations slowly rose, hunter-gatherers felt pressure to find new food
sources. Farming offered an attractive alternative. Unlike hunting, farming provided a
steady source of food.

Vocabulary
edible: safe to eat

Background
The agricultural
revolution caused a
dramatic change in
human diet. Huntergatherers consumed
about 80 percent
meat and 20 percent
plant foods.
The agricultural
revolution reversed
these percentages.

Agricultural Revolution
Population

Average Global Temperature
(in Fahrenheit)
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Beginnings of
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PostAgricultural
Revolution
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100
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Revolution
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25 20 15 10 5
0
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S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Charts
1. How was the agricultural revolution linked to a change in temperature?
2. What effect did the agricultural revolution have on population growth? Why?

Early Farming Methods Some groups practiced slash-and-burn farming, in

which they cut trees or grasses and burned them to clear a field. The remaining ashes
fertilized the soil. Farmers planted crops for a year or two. Then they moved on to
another area of land. After several years, the trees and grass grew back, and other
farmers repeated the process of slashing and burning.
Domestication of Animals Food gatherers’ understanding of plants probably

spurred the development of farming. Meanwhile, hunters’ expert knowledge of wild
animals likely played a key role in the domestication, or the taming of animals. They
tamed horses, dogs, goats, and pigs. Like farming, domestication of animals came slowly.
Stone Age hunters may have driven herds of animals into rocky ravines to be slaughtered. It was then a small step to drive herds into human-made enclosures. From there,
farmers could keep the animals as a constant source of food and gradually tame them.
Not only farmers domesticated animals. Pastoral nomads, or wandering herders, tended sheep, goats, camels, or other animals. These herders moved their animals
to new pastures and watering places.
Revolution in Jarmo Today the eroded and barren rolling foothills of the Zagros

Mountains in northeastern Iraq seem an unlikely site for the birthplace of agriculture.

14 Chapter 1

Background
Dogs were probably
the first domesticated
animals, serving as
pets and hunting companions. The oldest
discovery of human
and dog fossils found
together dates back to
roughly 8000 B.C.
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Agriculture Emerges, 5,000–500 B.C.
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G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
1. Location On which continent were most of the earliest agricultural sites located?
2. Place What geographic feature favored the development of agricultural areas
before 5000 B.C.?

According to archaeologist Robert Braidwood, thousands of years ago, the environmental conditions of this region favored the development of agriculture. Wild wheat
and barley, along with wild goats, pigs, sheep, and horses, had once thrived near the
Zagros Mountains.
During the early 1950s, Braidwood conducted an archaeological dig at a site called
Jarmo. He concluded that its residents first established this agricultural settlement
about 9,000 years ago:

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Making
Inferences
What evidence
discovered at Jarmo
shows how farming
created new technological needs?
B. Possible Answer
Early farmers invented
digging sticks, hoes,
sickles, and other tools
for clearing the land,
cultivating the soil, and
reaping harvests; dug
pits for storing grains;
used milling stones for
grinding grains.

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
We found weights for digging sticks, hoe-like [tools], flint-sickle blades, and a wide variety of milling stones. . . . We also discovered several pits that were probably used for the
storage of grain. Perhaps the most important evidence of all was animal bones and the
impressions left in the mud by cereal grains. . . . The people of Jarmo were adjusting
themselves to a completely new way of life, just as we are adjusting ourselves to the consequences of such things as the steam engine. What they learned about living in a revolution may be of more than academic interest to us in our troubled times.
ROBERT BRAIDWOOD, quoted in Scientific American

The farmers at Jarmo, and others like them in places as far apart as Mexico and
Thailand, were pioneering a new way of life. Villages such as Jarmo marked the beginning of a new era and laid the foundation for modern life.

Villages Grow and Prosper
The changeover from hunting and gathering to farming and herding took place not
once, but many times. Neolithic people in many parts of the world independently
developed agriculture.
The Peopling of the World 15
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Farming Develops in Many Places Within a few thousand years, people in many

other regions worldwide, especially in fertile river valleys, turned to farming:
• Africa The Nile River Valley developed into an important agricultural center for
growing wheat, barley, and other crops.
• China About 8,000 years ago, farmers along the middle stretches of the Huang
He cultivated a grain called millet. About 1,000 years later, Neolithic farmers
first domesticated wild rice in the Chang Jiang River delta.
• Mexico and Central America Farmers cultivated corn, beans, and squash.
• Peru Farmers in the Central Andes were the first to grow tomatoes, sweet potatoes, and white potatoes.
From these early centers of agriculture, farming spread to surrounding regions.
These cooking
utensils—a pot,
a bone spatula,
and a fork—are
from a kitchen in
Catal Huyuk. They
provide a glimpse
of the settled life in
new agricultural
communities.

Catal Huyuk The agricultural village now known as Catal Huyuk (chuh•TUL

hoo YOOK) was located on a fertile plain in south-central Turkey. The village showed
the benefits of settled life. Farmers there produced large crops of wheat, barley,
and peas. Villagers also raised sheep and cattle.
Many highly skilled workers, such as potters and weavers, worked in Catal
Huyuk. The village was best known for its obsidian products. This dark volcanic
rock looks like glass. It was used to make mirrors, jewelry, and knives for trade.
At its peak 8,000 years ago, Catal Huyuk was home to about 6,000 people.
Its prosperity supported a varied cultural life. Archaeologists
have uncovered colorful wall paintings depicting animals and
hunting scenes. Many religious shrines were dedicated to a
mother goddess. According to her worshipers, she controlled
the supply of grain.
The new settled way of life also had its drawbacks.
Floods, fire, drought, and other natural disasters could
destroy a village. Diseases spread easily among people
living close together. Jealous neighbors and roving
nomadic bands might attack
and loot a wealthy village
like Catal Huyuk.
Despite these problems,
some early villages
expanded into cities
that would become
the setting for more
complex cultures.
•

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Evaluating
What advantages did
farming and herding
have over hunting
and gathering?
C. Possible Answer
Steadier food supply;
safer, more stable
way of life; more
leisure time.

Vocabulary
shrines: places
where sacred
relics are kept

Section 2 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• nomad
• hunter-gatherer
• Neolithic Revolution
• slash-and-burn
farming
• domestication

2. TAKING NOTES

Using a web diagram like the one
below, show the effects of the
development of agriculture.

Why do you think the development
of agriculture occurred around the
same time in several different
places?

THINK ABOUT
Development of
Agriculture

Choose one effect and write a
paragraph about it.

16 Chapter 1

3. HYPOTHESIZING

• the migrations of early peoples
• changes in the earth’s climate
• a rise in human population

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Science and Technology
Create a chart explaining new
tools, utensils, and other artifacts
that archaeologists would likely
find at the site of a permanent
farming settlement. Use information from the text on Jarmo and
Catal Huyuk to make your list of
objects.
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Civilization
CASE STUDY: Ur in Sumer

MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Prospering agricultural villages, food
surpluses, and new technology led to
the rise of civilizations.

Contemporary civilizations share the
same characteristics typical of ancient
civilizations.

TERMS & NAMES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

civilization
specialization
artisan
institution
scribe
cuneiform
Bronze Age
barter
ziggurat

SETTING THE STAGE Agriculture marked a dramatic change in how people lived

together. They began dwelling in larger, more organized communities, such as farming
villages and towns. Gradually, from some of these permanent settlements, cities
emerged, forming the backdrop of a much more complex way of life—civilization.

Villages Grow into Cities
Over the centuries, people settled in stable communities that were based on agriculture. Domesticated animals became more common. The invention of new tools—
hoes, sickles, and plow sticks—made the task of farming easier. As people gradually
developed the technology to control their natural environment, they reaped larger
harvests. Settlements with a plentiful supply of food could support more heavily populated communities.
As the population of some early farming villages increased, social relationships
became more complex. The change from a nomadic hunting-gathering way of life to
settled village life took a long time. Likewise, the change from village life to city life
was a gradual process that spanned several generations.
Economic Changes To cultivate more land and to produce extra crops, ancient peo-

ple in larger villages built elaborate irrigation systems. The resulting food surpluses
freed some villagers to pursue other jobs and to develop skills besides farming.
Individuals who learned to become craftspeople created valuable new products, such
as pottery, metal objects, and woven cloth. In turn, people who became traders profited from a broader range of goods to exchange—craftwork, grains, and many raw
materials. Two important inventions also
fostered the expanded trade between villages. The wheel and the sail enabled
traders to transport more goods over
longer distances.
Social Changes A more complex and

prosperous economy affected the social
structure of village life. For example,
building and operating large irrigation
systems required the cooperation and
labor of many people. As other special
groups of workers formed, social classes
with varying wealth, power and influence
began to emerge. A system of social
classes would later become more clearly
defined as cities grew.
Religion also became more organized.
During the Old Stone Age, prehistoric

This photograph
shows the wellpreserved remains
of Skara Brae. This
small agricultural
village emerged
around 3000 B.C.
It is located on
an island off the
coast of northern
Scotland.
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peoples’ religious beliefs centered around nature, animal spirits, and some idea of an
afterlife. During the New Stone Age, farming peoples worshiped the many gods and
goddesses who they believed had power over the rain, wind, and other forces of nature.
Early city dwellers developed rituals founded on these earlier religious beliefs. As populations grew, common spiritual values became lasting religious traditions.

What Is Civilization?
Most historians believe that one of the first civilizations arose in Sumer, a region that
is now part of modern Iraq. Sumer was located in Mesopotamia. Just what set the
Sumerians apart from their neighbors? Most scholars define civilization as a complex
culture with these five characteristics: (1) advanced cities, (2) specialized workers,
(3) complex institutions, (4) record keeping, and (5) advanced technology.
Advanced Cities Cities were the birthplaces of the first civilizations. In fact, the

word civilization comes from the Latin word for city. A city is more than a large
group of people living together. The size of the population alone does not distinguish
a village from a city. One of the key differences is that a city is a center of trade for a
larger area. Like their modern-day counterparts, ancient city dwellers depended on
trade. Farmers, merchants, and traders brought goods to market in the cities. The city
dwellers themselves produced a variety of goods for exchange.
Specialized Workers As cities grew, so did the need for more specialized workers,

such as traders, government officials, and priests. Food surpluses provided the opportunity for specialization—the development of skills in a specific kind of work. An
abundant food supply allowed some people to become expert at jobs besides farming.
In early civilizations, some city dwellers became artisans—skilled workers who make
goods by hand. Specialization helped artisans develop their skill at designing jewelry,
fashioning metal tools and weapons, or making pottery. The wide range of crafts that
artisans produced helped cities become thriving centers of trade.
Complex Institutions The soaring populations of early cities made government,

or a system of ruling, necessary. In civilizations, leaders emerged to maintain order
among people and to establish laws. Government is an example of an institution—a
long-lasting pattern of organization in a community. Complex institutions, such as
government, religion, and the economy, are another characteristic of civilization.
With the growth of cities, religion became a formal institution. Most cities had
great temples where dozens of priests took charge of religious duties.
Sumerians believed that every city belonged to a god who lived in
POTLIGHT N
the temple and governed the city’s activities. The temple became the
The Inca’s System of
hub of both government and religious affairs. It also served as the
Record Keeping
city’s economic center. There food and trade items were distributed
The empire of the ancient Inca
to the city’s residents.

S

O

civilization stretched along the
western coast of South America.
Though the Inca had no writing
system, they kept records using a
quipu, a complicated set of colored
strings tied with different-sized
knots at various intervals. Each knot
represented a certain amount or its
multiple. The colors of each cord
represented the item being counted:
people, animals, land, and so on.
The quipucamayoc, special
officials who knew how to use the
quipu, kept records of births,
deaths, marriages, crops, and even
important historical events.

18 CHAPTER 1

Record Keeping As government, religion, and the economy
became more complex and structured, people recognized the need
to keep records. In early civilizations, government officials had to
document tax collections, the passage of laws, and the storage of
grain. Priests needed some way to keep track of the yearly calendar
and important rituals. Merchants had to record accounts of debts
and payments.
Most civilizations developed a system of writing, though some
devised other methods of record keeping. Around 3000 B.C.,
Sumerian scribes—or professional record keepers—invented a system of writing called cuneiform (KYOO nee uh FAWRM), which
means “wedge-shaped.” (Earlier versions of Sumerian writing consisted of signs called pictographs—symbols of the objects or things
•

•

•

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Drawing
Conclusions
Why were cities
essential to the
growth of civilizations?
A. Possible Answer
Cities were the centers of trade, worship, and government
and offered a broad
range of jobs in
which people could
specialize.
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they represented.) The scribe’s tool, called a stylus,
was a sharpened reed with a wedge-shaped point. It
was pressed into moist clay to create symbols.
Scribes baked their clay tablets in the sun to preserve the writing.
People soon began to use writing for other purposes besides record keeping. They also wrote about
their cities’ dramatic events—wars, natural disasters,
the reign of kings. Thus, the beginning of civilization
in Sumer also signaled the beginning of written history.
Advanced Technology New tools and techniques

Background
Toolmakers discovered how to combine copper with a
small amount of tin
to make bronze.
Bronze is harder
than copper.

are always needed to solve the problems that emerge
when large groups of people live together. In early
civilizations, some farmers began to harness the powers of animals and nature. For example, they used oxdrawn plows to turn the soil. They created elaborate
irrigation systems to expand planting areas.
Artisans relied on new technology to make their
tasks easier. Around 3500 B.C., Sumerian artisans first
used the potter’s wheel to shape jugs, plates, and bowls.
Sumerian metalworkers discovered that melting
together certain amounts of copper and tin made
bronze. After 2500 B.C., skilled metalworkers in Sumer’s
cities turned out bronze spearheads by the thousands.
The period called the Bronze Age refers to the time when people began
using bronze, rather than copper and stone, to fashion tools and weapons. The Bronze
Age began in Sumer around 3000 B.C., but the starting date varied in different parts
of Europe and Asia.

The wedgeshaped symbols
of cuneiform are
visible in this
close-up of a
clay tablet.

PATTERNS OF CHANGE: Key Traits of Civilizations
Characteristics

Examples from Sumer

Advanced Cities

• Uruk—population of about 10,000, which doubled in two centuries
• Lagash—population of about 19,000
• Umma—population of about 16,000

Specialized Workers

• priests

• metalworkers

• weavers • merchants

• scribes

• soldiers

• government officials • potters

• teachers
• farmers

Complex Institutions

• Formal governments with officials and laws
• Priests with both religious and political power
• A rigorous education system for training of scribes

Record Keeping

• Cuneiform tablets—records of business transactions, historical events,
customs, and traditions

Advanced Technology

By around 3000 B.C.:
• The wheel, the plow, and the sailboat probably in daily use
• Bronze weapons and body armor that gave Sumerians a military
advantage over their enemies

S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Charts
1. Based on the chart, what is one important feature of a city?
2. What kinds of social behavior are basic to the five characteristics of civilizations?

PATTERNS OF CHANGE
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The City of Ur

2
●

1
●

Page 4 of 5

1 Ziggurat A massive temple
●
2 Court of Nanna Sacred place of Ur’s moon god
●
3 Home of the High Priestess Place where a woman
●

5
●

with great religious authority lived

4
●

The white lines
indicate the shape of
the original structure,
which once rose as
high as 80 feet.

4 Surrounding Wall Defense for
●

●

protecting Ur residents

3

6
●

5 Temple and Treasury
●

Administrative centers in Ur

6 Royal Cemetery
●

Burial site of the
queen and
king of Ur

Aerial photograph of Ur
taken in 1930.

The underlying photograph at the right
shows how the temple mound looked
after Leonard Woolley excavated it
during the 1920s and 1930s

CASE STUDY: Ur in Sumer

Civilization Emerges in Ur
Ur, one of the earliest cities in Sumer, stood on the banks of the Euphrates River in
what is now southern Iraq. Some 30,000 people once lived in this ancient city. Ur was
the site of a highly sophisticated civilization.
After a series of excavations from 1922 to 1934, English archaeologist Leonard
Woolley and his team unraveled the mystery of this long-lost civilization. Woolley’s
archaeological dig at Ur revealed important clues about Ur’s past. Woolley concluded
that around 3000 B.C., Ur was a flourishing urban civilization. People in Ur lived in
well-defined social classes. Priests and rulers wielded great power. Wealthy merchants
profited from foreign trade. Artists and artisans created many extraordinary works,
such as lavish ornaments and jewelry, musical instruments, and gold helmets and daggers. Woolley’s finds have enabled historians to reconstruct scenes illustrating Ur’s
advanced culture.
An Agricultural Economy Imagine a time nearly 5,000 years ago. Outside the

mud-brick walls surrounding Ur, ox-driven plows cultivate the fields. People are working barefoot in the irrigation ditches that run between patches of green plants. With
stone hoes, the workers widen the ditches. The ditches carry water into their fields
from the reservoir a mile away. The people of Ur have developed this large-scale irrigation system to provide Ur with food surpluses, which keep the economy thriving.
The government officials who plan and direct this public works project ensure its
smooth operation.
A Glimpse of City Life A broad dirt road leads from the fields up to the city’s wall.

Inside the city gate, the city dwellers go about their daily lives. Most people live in
small, windowless, one-story, boxlike houses packed tightly together along the street.
However, a few wealthy families live in two-story houses with an inner courtyard.
Down another street, accomplished artisans work full-time in their shops. A metalworker makes bronze by carefully mixing molten copper with just the right quantity
of tin. Later he will hammer the bronze to make sharp spears—weapons to help Ur’s
well-organized armies defend the city. As a potter spins his potter’s wheel, he expertly
shapes the moist clay into a large bowl. These artisans and other craftworkers produce
trade goods that help the city of Ur prosper.

20 CHAPTER 1

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Analyzing
Causes
How did Ur’s agricultural way of life foster
the development of
civilization there?
B. Possible Answer
Food surpluses freed
Ur residents to
develop specialized
skills other than farming; sparked a need
for advanced technology such as irrigation
systems; allowed Ur’s
economy to flourish;
provided a wide range
of goods for trade.
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Ur’s Thriving Trade The narrow streets open out into a broad

avenue where merchants squat under their awnings and trade farmers’ crops and artisans’ crafts. This is the city’s bazaar, or marketplace. People do not use coins to make purchases because money
has not yet been invented. However, merchants and their customers
know roughly how many pots of grain a farmer must give to buy a
jug of wine. This way of trading goods and services without money is
called barter. More complicated trades require the services of a
scribe. He carefully forms cuneiform signs on a clay tablet. The signs
show how much barley one farmer owes a merchant for a donkey.
The Temple: Center of City Life Farther down the main avenue
Background
The ziggurat of Ur
was a huge temple
dedicated to the moon
god Nanna. The tiers
are supposed to represent steps leading
toward the heavens.

CONNECT to TODAY
Ziggurat’s Role in Persian
Gulf War
After 4,000 years, the city of Ur
is still making history. During the
Persian Gulf War in 1991, the Iraqi
military established an air base near
the site of the city of Ur. The ziggurat
there had been reconstructed.
Hoping that U.S. and Allied
forces would not risk destroying
the ancient ziggurat, Iraqi forces
parked aircraft next to the
structure at Ur for protection.
However, enemy planes targeted
the city of Ur. Exploding bombs
caused large craters at the site.
Machine-gun attacks from enemy
planes also left many bullet holes
in the sides of the ziggurat itself.

stands Ur’s tallest and most important building—the temple. Like a
city within a city, the temple is surrounded by a heavy wall. Within
the temple gate, a massive, tiered structure towers over the city. This
pyramid-shaped monument is called a ziggurat (ZIHG uh RAT),
which means “mountain of god.” On the exterior of the ziggurat, a
flight of perhaps 100 mud-brick stairs leads to the top. At the peak,
priests conduct rituals to worship the city god who looms over Ur.
Every day, priests with shaved heads climb these stairs. They often
drag a plump goat or sheep for a sacrifice. The temple also houses storage areas for
grains, woven fabrics, and gems—offerings to the city’s god.
•

•

A Religious Ritual Recorded A poem preserved in cuneiform tablets reveals

Sumerians’ burial rituals and their belief in an afterlife. The following is a lament for a
young woman’s lover who was killed in a distant land. These lines describe what foods
she will provide for his spirit when his body is returned home for his funeral:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
I will offer him cakes and herbs of the grove,
I will provide him with the fruits of the field,
I will provide him with roasted barley and dates . . .
I will provide him with grapes on the vine,
I will provide him with apples of the wide earth,
I will provide him with figs of the wide earth . . .
I will provide him with dates on their cluster.
Quoted in From the Poetry of Sumer by Samuel Kramer

The fruits, grains, and other foods mentioned in these lines also suggest the wide
range of crops that Sumerians either grew themselves or received as trade goods.
The first early cities such as Ur represent a model of civilizations that continued to
arise throughout history. While the Sumerians were advancing their culture, civilizations were also developing in Egypt, China, and other countries in Asia.

Section 3 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• civilization
• specialization
• artisan
• institution
• scribe
• cuneiform
• Bronze Age
• barter
• ziggurat

2. TAKING NOTES

Create a two-column chart like the
one below. List the five
characteristics of civilization and
give an example from Ur.

3. MAKING INFERENCES

In what ways does the ziggurat of
Ur reveal that Sumerians had
developed an advanced
civilization?

THINK ABOUT
Characteristics
of Civilization
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Example from Ur

• the skills required to build the
monument
• the various purposes of the
ziggurat
• its location

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Economics Role-play a
character from Ur who has a
specialized skill, such as an
artisan, a trader, or a scribe.
Write a monologue explaining
how you contribute to the
economic welfare of the city.
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Assessment

1

TERMS & NAMES

REVIEW QUESTIONS

Briefly explain the importance of each of the following
to human prehistory.

SECTION 1 (pages 7–11)

1. artifact

6. domestication

2. culture

7. civilization

3. technology

8. specialization

4. hunter-gatherer

9. institution

5. Neolithic Revolution

Human Origins in Africa
11. What kinds of evidence do archaeologists, anthropologists, and
paleontologists study to find out how prehistoric people lived?
12. Why did the ability to walk upright and the development of the
opposable thumb represent important breakthroughs for early
hominids?

10. Bronze Age

13. Why is the prehistoric period called the Stone Age?
14. What evidence supports archaeologists’ beliefs that Neanderthals
developed a form of religion?
SECTION 2 (pages 12–16)

Humans Try to Control Nature
15. Why do some archaeologists believe that women were the
first farmers?
16. What role did the food supply play in shaping the nomadic life of
hunter-gatherers and the settled life of farmers?

Interact

with History

17. In what areas of the world did agriculture first develop?
SECTION 3 (pages 17–21)

On page 6, you played the role of an amateur archaeologist as you tried to figure out the uses of three
prehistoric tools. Now that you’ve read the chapter,
what new clues have you discovered that would help
you unravel the mystery of who made the tool with
the wedge-shaped blade, and why? What evidence
can you use to support your conclusions about its
purpose? Discuss your ideas with a small group.

PATTERNS OF CHANGE: CIVILIZATION
18. What economic changes resulted from food surpluses in agricultural
villages?
19. Why did the growth of civilization make government necessary?
20. Why did a system of record keeping develop in civilizations?

Visual Summary

Hunting-Gathering Bands
Beginning about 2 million B.C.

Achievements

Social
Organization

The Peopling of the World
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Growth of Villages
Beginning about 8000 B.C.

Key Achievements

Key Achievements

• Invention of tools
• Mastery over fire
• Development of
language
• Creation of art

• Development of
agriculture
• Domestication of animals
• Breakthroughs in farming
technology
• Food surpluses

Rise of Cities
Beginning about 3000 B.C.

Key Achievements
• Specialized workers
• Record keeping
• Complex institutions
• Advanced technology
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CRITICAL THINKING

CHAPTER ACTIVITIES

1. EFFECTS OF TRADE

1. LIVING HISTORY: Unit Portfolio Project

What impact did trade have on
the development of civilization?
THEME ECONOMICS

2. STONE AGE CULTURES

Create a comparison chart like the one below to
show the differences between Paleolithic and
Neolithic cultures.
Paleolithic

Neolithic

Source
of food
Means of
living
Technology
Type of
community

• Make a poster featuring how early humans adapted to the changing
environment. Draw a series of pictures or cartoons showing how they used
fire, built shelters, made clothing, and found new sources of food.
• Write a “Top 10” list of important steps that early humans took to control
their environment. Read them aloud to your class. Be prepared to explain
your rankings.
• Imagine you are an archaeologist working on the first dig of Ur at Sumer.
You must organize the artifacts and discuss how Sumerians may have used
them to adapt to their environment. Write your findings as field notes.
2. CONNECT TO TODAY: Cooperative Learning

3. THE ROLE OF RELIGION

What trends occurred in religious beliefs over the
course of the Stone Age? Consider the religious
practices of the Neanderthals, the villagers of Catal
Huyuk, and the city dwellers of Ur.
4. ANALYZING PRIMARY SOURCES

The following quotation from Richard Leakey’s book
The Making of Mankind explains how archaeologists
learn about the past. Read the paragraph and answer
the questions that follow.
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
Litter of the past is the basis of archaeology.
The coins, the pottery, the textiles and the
buildings of bygone eras offer us clues as to
how our [early ancestors] behaved, how they
ran their economy, what they believed in and
what was important to them. What archaeologists retrieve from excavations are images of
past lives. . . . [These images] are pieced
together slowly and painstakingly from the
information contained in objects found.
• Why is the “litter” that humans leave behind so
valuable to archaeologists?
• If archaeologists inspected a week’s worth of your
family’s household trash, what conclusions might
they draw about your way of life?

Additional Test Practice,
pp. S1–S33

THEME INTERACTION WITH ENVIRONMENT Your unit portfolio project focuses
on showing the ways in which hominids interacted with the environment.
For Chapter 1, you might use one of the following ideas:

TEST PRACTICE
CL ASSZONE .COM

THEME SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY In early civilizations, ox-drawn plows
turned the soil, and elaborate irrigation systems expanded planting areas.
Today, breakthroughs in technology continue to revolutionize farming
methods in the United States and other countries.

Work with a team to create a chart explaining the latest high-tech
equipment and machines used on a modern industrialized farm.
Use the Internet or books to research your topic. Look for information
that explains the most recent advances in farming technology.
• Find diagrams that illustrate how farm machines work. You may wish to
focus on computerized farm equipment.
• Make comparisons between these labor-saving farm machines and the
simple farming tools and methods of early farmers.
3. INTERPRETING A TIME LINE

Revisit the unit time line on pages 2–3. Think of two or more events to add
to the Chapter 1 segment of the time line.

FOCUS ON FINE ART
Study this cave painting
created during the Stone
Age in Argentina.
• What is depicted in the
painting?
• What do you think the
hands represent?
Connect to History Do
you think the painting
portrays a scene from daily
life, represents religious
beliefs, or shows an illustrated story about an
important event? Support
your answer with reasons.
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TERMS & NAMES

City-States in
Mesopotamia
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

The earliest civilization in Asia arose
in Mesopotamia and organized into
city-states.

The development of this civilization
reflects a pattern that has occurred
repeatedly throughout history.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fertile Crescent
silt
irrigation
city-state
dynasty
cultural diffusion
polytheism
empire
Hammurabi

SETTING THE STAGE Two rivers flow from the mountains of what is now Turkey,

down through Syria and Iraq, and finally to the Persian Gulf. Six thousand years ago,
the waters of these rivers provided the lifeblood that allowed the formation of farming
settlements. These grew into villages and then cities. This pattern would also occur
along other river systems in northern Africa, India, and China, as the world’s first civilizations developed.

Geography of the Fertile Crescent
A desert climate dominates the landscape between the Persian Gulf and the Mediterranean Sea in Southwest Asia. Yet within this dry region lies an arc of land that provides some of the best farming in Southwest Asia. The region’s curved shape and the
richness of its land led scholars to call it the Fertile Crescent.

The Zagros
Mountains in Iran
lie to the east of
Mesopotamia.
Melting snows from
this and other
ranges swelled
the Tigris and
Euphrates rivers
each spring.

Fertile Plains In the eastern

part of the Fertile Crescent, the
Tigris (TY grihs) and Euphrates
(yoo FRAY teez) rivers flow
southeastward to the Persian
Gulf. (See the map on page 28.)
Between them lies a plain that
became known as Mesopotamia
(MEHS uh puh TAY mee uh),
which in Greek means “land
between the rivers.”
The Tigris and Euphrates
rivers flooded Mesopotamia at
least once a year. As the floodwater receded, it left a thick bed
of mud called silt. In this rich,
new soil, farmers could plant and
harvest enormous quantities of
wheat and barley. The surpluses
from their harvests allowed villages to grow.
•

•

•

•

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Clarifying Why
was silt so important
to the inhabitants of
Mesopotamia?
A. Answer A new
bed of fertile soil
each year, it produced
surplus harvests and
allowed villages to
grow.

•

•

•

•

Environmental Challenges People first began to settle and farm in southern

Mesopotamia before 4500 B.C. Around 3500 B.C., the people called the Sumerians,
whom you read about in Chapter 1, arrived on the scene. The Sumerians mixed with
the local farmers, and their language became dominant in the region. No one knows
for sure where the Sumerians came from. Good soil was the advantage that attracted
these settlers to the flat, swampy land of Sumer. There were, however, three disadvantages to their new environment.
Early River Valley Civilizations 27
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G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
1. Location Where is the Tigris and Euphrates river valley found?
2. Place What are the physical characteristics of this valley?

First, the flooding of the rivers was unpredictable. Sometimes it came as early as
April, sometimes as late as June. After the flood receded, the hot sun quickly dried
out the mud. Little or no rain fell, and the land became almost a desert. How could
Sumerian farmers water their fields during the dry summer months in order to make
their barley grow?
Second, Sumer was a small region, only about the size of Massachusetts. The villages were little clusters of reed huts standing in the middle of an open plain. With no
natural barriers for protection, a Sumerian village was almost defenseless. How could
the villagers protect themselves?
Third, the natural resources of Sumer were extremely limited. Without a good supply of stone, wood, and metal, what were the Sumerians to use for tools or buildings?
Creating Solutions Over a long period of time, the people of Sumer created solu-

tions to deal with these problems. To provide water, they dug irrigation ditches that
carried river water to their fields and allowed them to produce a surplus of crops. For
defense, they built city walls with mud bricks. Finally, Sumerians traded with the peoples of the mountains and the desert for the products they lacked. Sumerians traded
their grain, cloth, and crafted tools for the stone, wood, and metal they needed to
make their tools and buildings.
These activities required organization, cooperation, and leadership. It took many
people working together, for example, for the Sumerians to construct their large
irrigation systems. Leaders were needed to plan the projects and supervise the digging. These projects also created a need for laws to settle disputes over how land
and water would be distributed. These leaders and laws were the beginning of
organized government.

28 Chapter 2

B. Answer: A people
called Sumerians
lived there; they
irrigated, grew crops,
traded, and developed
organized government.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Making
Inferences What
were the human
characteristics of the
Tigris and Euphrates
river valley?
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Sumerians Create City-States
The Sumerians stand out in history as one of the first groups of people to form a
civilization. Five key characteristics set Sumer apart from earlier human societies:
(1) advanced cities, (2) specialized workers, (3) complex institutions, (4) record keeping, and (5) advanced technology. All the later peoples who lived in this region of the
world built upon the innovations of Sumerian civilization.
By 3000 B.C., the Sumerians had built a number of cities, each surrounded by fields
of barley and wheat. Although these cities shared the same culture, they developed
their own governments, each with its own rulers. Each city and the surrounding land
it controlled formed a city-state. A city-state functioned much as an independent
country does today. Sumerian city-states included Uruk, Kish, Lagash, Umma, and Ur.
As in Ur, which Chapter 1 describes, the center of all Sumerian cities was the walled
temple with a ziggurat at its center. There the priests appealed to the gods for the
well-being of the city-state.
The Power of Priests Sumer’s earliest governments were controlled by the temple

priests. The farmers believed that the success of their crops depended upon the blessings of the gods, and the priests acted as go-betweens with the gods. In addition to
being a place of worship, the ziggurat was like a city hall. From the ziggurat the
priests managed the irrigation system. They also demanded a portion of every farmer’s
crop as taxes.

The writing on this
Sumerian copper
figurine from about
2100 B.C. tells that a
king of Ur erected a
temple for the
goddess Inanna.

Monarchs Take Control In time of war, however, the priests did not lead

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Analyzing
Causes How did
monarchs gain power
in the city-states?
C. Answer Frequent
wars led Sumerians to
give military leaders
control of standing
armies; these leaders
eventually took political power.

the city. Instead, the men of the city chose a tough fighter who could command the city’s soldiers. At first, a commander’s power ended as soon as
the war was over. After 3000 B.C., wars between cities became more and
more frequent. Gradually, Sumerian priests and people gave commanders permanent control of standing armies.
In time, some military leaders became full-time rulers, or monarchs. These rulers usually passed their power on to their sons, who
eventually passed it on to their own heirs. Such a series of rulers from a
single family is called a dynasty. Between 3000 and 2500 B.C., many
Sumerian city-states came under the rule of dynasties.
The Spread of Cities Sumer’s city-states grew prosperous from the surplus

food produced on their farms. These surpluses allowed Sumerians to increase
long-distance trade, exchanging the extra food and other goods for items they
needed but did not have.
As their population and trade expanded, the Sumerians came into contact with
other peoples, and their ideas—such as living in cities—spread. By 2500 B.C.,
new cities were arising all over the Fertile Crescent, in what is now Syria, northern Iraq, and Turkey. So, too, did the Sumerians absorb ideas such as religious
beliefs from neighboring cultures. This process of a new idea or a product
spreading from one culture to another is called cultural diffusion.

Sumerian Culture
The belief systems, social structure, technology, and arts of the Sumerians
reflected their civilization’s triumph over its harsh environment.
A Religion of Many Gods Like many peoples in the Fertile Crescent, the

Sumerians believed that many different gods controlled the various forces in
nature. The belief in many gods is called polytheism (PAHL ee thee ihz uhm).
Enlil, the god of clouds and air, was among the most powerful gods. Sumerians
feared him as “the raging flood that has no rival.” Lowest of all the gods were
demons known as Wicked Udugs, who caused disease, misfortune, and every kind
•

•

•

•
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of human trouble. Altogether, the Sumerians believed in roughly 3,000 gods.
Sumerians described their gods as doing many of the same things humans do—
falling in love, having children, quarreling, and so on. Yet the Sumerians also believed
that their gods were both immortal and all-powerful. Humans were nothing but their
servants. At any moment, the mighty anger of the gods might strike, sending a fire, a
flood, or an enemy to destroy a city. To keep the gods happy, the Sumerians built
impressive ziggurats for them and offered rich sacrifices of animals, food, and wine.
Sumerians worked hard to earn the gods’ protection in this life. Yet they expected little
help from the gods after death. The Sumerians believed that the souls of the dead went
to the “land of no return,” a dismal, gloomy place between the earth’s crust and the
ancient sea. No joy awaited souls there. A passage in a Sumerian poem describes the fate
of dead souls: “Dust is their fare and clay their food.”
Some of the richest accounts of Mesopotamian myths and legends appear in a
long poem called the Epic of Gilgamesh. It is one of the earliest works of literature
in the world. Through the heroic adventures of Gilgamesh, a legendary king, the
narrative offers a glimpse into the beliefs and concerns of the ancient Sumerians.
The epic tells of Gilgamesh’s unsuccessful quest for immortality, a theme that recurs
in ancient literature.
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
Gilgamesh, whither are you wandering?
Life, which you look for, you will never find.
For when the gods created man, they let
Death be his share, and withheld life
In their own hands.
Epic of Gilgamesh

Sumerian beliefs and legends such as those in the Epic of Gilgamesh greatly influenced other ancient cultures, including the Hebrews and the Greeks.
Life in Sumerian Society With civilization came greater differences between

groups in society, or the beginning of what we call social classes. Priests and kings
made up the highest level in Sumerian society. Wealthy merchants ranked next. The
vast majority of ordinary Sumerian people worked with their hands in fields and workshops. At the lowest level of Sumerian society were the slaves. Some slaves were foreigners who had been captured in war. Others were Sumerians who had been sold
into slavery as children to pay the debts of their poor parents. By working obediently
day and night, Sumerian slaves could hope to earn freedom.
Social class affected the lives of both men and women. On the whole, Sumerian
women could pursue most of the occupations of city life, from merchant to farmer to
artisan. They could hold property in their own name. Women could also join the
lower ranks of the priesthood. However, Sumer’s written records mention few female

30 Chapter 2

Vocabulary
epic: a long heroic
poem that tells the
story of a historical or
legendary figure.
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scribes. Therefore, scholars have concluded that girls were not allowed to
attend the schools where upper-class
boys learned to read and write. Even so,
Sumerian women had more rights than women
in many later civilizations.
Sumerian Science and Technology

Sumerians invented the wheel, the sail, and the
plow; they were the first to use bronze; and
they developed the first system of writing,
cuneiform. Cuneiform tablets provide evidence
of other Mesopotamian innovations. One of the
first known maps was made on a clay tablet in
about 2300 B.C. Other tablets contain some of the oldest written records of scientific
investigations in the areas of astronomy, chemical substances, and symptoms of disease.
Many other new ideas arose from the Sumerians’ practical needs. In order to erect
city walls and buildings, plan irrigation systems, and survey flooded fields, they
needed arithmetic and geometry. They developed a number system in base 60, from
which stem the modern units for measuring time (60 seconds = 1 minute) and the
360 degrees of a circle. Sumerian building techniques, including the use of mud
bricks and mortar, made the most of the resources available. Their architectural
innovations—such as arches, columns, ramps, and the pyramid-shaped design of the
ziggurat—permanently influenced Mesopotamian civilization.

The First Empire Builders
From 3000 to 2000 B.C., the city-states of Sumer were almost constantly at war with
one another. The weakened city-states could no longer ward off attacks from the peoples of the surrounding deserts and hills. Although the Sumerians never recovered
from the attacks on their cities, their civilization did not die. Succeeding sets of rulers
adapted the basic ideas of Sumerian culture to meet their own needs.
Sargon of Akkad About 2350 B.C., a conqueror named Sargon
defeated the city-states of Sumer. Sargon led his army from Akkad
(AK ad), a city-state north of Sumer. Unlike the Sumerians, the
Akkadians were a Semitic (suh MIHT ihk) people—that is, they
spoke a language related to Arabic and Hebrew. The Akkadians
had long before adopted most aspects of Sumerian culture.
Sargon’s conquests helped to spread that culture even farther,
beyond the Tigris-Euphrates Valley.
By taking control of both northern and southern Mesopotamia, Sargon created the world’s first empire. An empire
brings together several peoples, nations, or previously independent states under the control of one ruler. At its height, the
Akkadian Empire extended from the Mediterranean Coast in the
west to present-day Iran in the east. Sargon’s dynasty lasted only
about 200 years, after which it declined due to internal fighting,
invasions, and a severe famine.

This bronze head
depicts Sargon of
Akkad, who created
the world’s first
empire.

•

•

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
D. Contrasting How
does an empire differ
from a city-state?
D. Answer Both are
independent political
units. However, a citystate controls only a
city and its surrounding territory, whereas
an empire controls
many peoples,
nations, or states.

•

Babylonian Empire In about 2000 B.C., nomadic warriors
known as Amorites, another Semitic group, invaded Mesopotamia.
Within a short time, the Amorites overwhelmed the Sumerians and
established their capital at Babylon, on the Euphrates River. The Babylonian Empire
reached its peak during the reign of Hammurabi, from 1792 B.C.to 1750 B.C. Hammurabi’s most enduring legacy is the code of laws he put together.
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■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ Hammurabi’s Code Although individual Sumerian cities had
■HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ developed codes of laws, Hammurabi recognized that a single, uni-

Hammurabi
? –1750 B.C.
The noted lawgiver Hammurabi was
also an able military leader, diplomat,
and administrator of a vast empire.
Hammurabi himself described some
of his accomplishments:
When [the gods] Anu and
Bel gave me the land of Sumer
and Akkad to rule, . . . I dug
out the Hammurabi-canal
named Nuhus-nisi, which
bringeth abundance of water
unto the land of Sumer and
Akkad. Both the banks thereof
I changed to fields for cultivation, and I garnered piles of
grain, and I procured unfailing
water for the land. . . .
As for the land of Sumer and
Akkad, I collected the scattered peoples thereof, and I
procured food and drink for
them. In abundance and
plenty I pastured them, and I
caused them to dwell in
peaceful habitation.

form code would help to unify the diverse groups within his empire.
He therefore collected existing rules, judgments, and laws into the
Code of Hammurabi. Hammurabi had the code engraved in stone,
and copies were placed all over his empire.
The code lists 282 specific laws dealing with everything that
affected the community, including family relations, business conduct,
and crime. The laws tell us a great deal about the Mesopotamians’
beliefs and what they valued. Since many were merchants and
traders, for example, many of the laws related to property issues.
Although the code applied to everyone, it set different punishments for rich and poor and for men and women. It frequently
applied the principle of retaliation (an eye for an eye and a tooth for
a tooth) to punish crimes. Following are two of the laws:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
• If a man has stolen an ox, a sheep, a pig, or a boat that belonged to
a temple or palace, he shall repay thirty times its cost. If it belonged
to a private citizen, he shall repay ten times. If the thief cannot pay,
he shall be put to death.
• If a woman hates her husband and says to him “You cannot be with
me,” the authorities in her district will investigate the case. If she has
been chaste and without fault, even though her husband has
neglected or belittled her, she will be held innocent and may return
to her father’s house. . . . If the woman is at fault, she shall be
thrown into the river.
Code of Hammurabi, adapted from a translation by L. W. King

Despite its severity, Hammurabi’s Code carried forward an important idea in Mesopotamian civilization. It reinforced the principle
that government had a responsibility for what occurred in society.
For example, if a man was robbed and the thief was not caught, the
government was required to compensate the victim for his loss.
Two centuries after Hammurabi’s reign, the Babylonian Empire
fell to nomadic warriors. Over the years, new groups dominated the
Fertile Crescent. Yet many ideas of the early Sumerians would be
adopted by the later peoples, including the Assyrians, Phoenicians, and Hebrews.
Meanwhile, a similar pattern of development, rise, and fall, was taking place to the
west, along the Nile River in Egypt. Egyptian civilization is described in Section 2.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
E. Recognizing
Effects How did
Hammurabi’s law
code advance
civilization?
E. Possible
Answers It established a uniform law
code for all the groups
in his empire; it reinforced the principle
that government had
a responsibility to its
citizens.

Section 1 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Fertile Crescent
• silt
• irrigation
• city-state
• dynasty
• cultural diffusion
• polytheism
• empire
• Hammurabi

32 Chapter 2

2. TAKING NOTES

Recreate the chart below on your
paper. List three environmental
challenges the Sumerians faced
and their solutions to these
challenges.
Challenges

Solutions

3. MAKING INFERENCES

What advantages did living in
cities offer the people of ancient
Mesopotamia? Do modern cities
offer any of the same advantages?
Support your answer with
references to the text.

THINK ABOUT
• characteristics of Sumer’s
city-states
• characteristics of Sumer’s
economy and society
• development of organized
government

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Interaction with Environment
Do you think that living in a river
valley with little rainfall helped or
hurt the development of
civilization in Mesopotamia?
Explain your response.
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Pyramids on the Nile
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Along the Nile River, civilization
emerged in Egypt and became united
into a kingdom ruled by pharaohs.

Many of the monuments built by the
Egyptians stand as a testament to their
ancient civilization.

TERMS & NAMES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

cataract
delta
Menes
pharaoh
theocracy
pyramid
mummification
hieroglyphics
papyrus

SETTING THE STAGE To the west of the Fertile Crescent in Africa, another river

makes its way to the sea. While Sumerian civilization was on the rise, a similar process
took place along the banks of this river, the Nile in Egypt. Yet the Egyptian civilization
turned out to be very different from the collection of city-states in Mesopotamia. Early
on, Egypt was united into a single kingdom, which allowed it to enjoy a high degree of
unity, stability, and cultural continuity over a period of 3,000 years.

The Geography of Egypt
From the highlands of east-central Africa to the Mediterranean
Sea, the Nile River flows northward for over 4,100 miles, making
it the longest river in the world. (See the map on page 34.) A thin
ribbon of water in a parched desert land, the great river brings
its water to Egypt from distant mountains, plateaus, and lakes in
present-day Burundi, Tanzania, Uganda, and Ethiopia.
Egypt’s settlements arose along the Nile on a narrow strip of
land made fertile by the river. The change from fertile soil to
desert—from the Black Land to the Red Land—was so abrupt
that a person could stand with one foot in each.
The Gift of the Nile As in Mesopotamia, yearly flooding

Image not available for us on CD-ROM.
brought the water and rich soil that allowed settlements to grow.
Please refer to the image in the textbook.
Every year in July, rains and melting snow from the mountains of
east-central Africa caused the Nile River to rise and spill over its
banks. When the river receded in October, it left behind a rich
deposit of fertile black mud.
Before the scorching sun could dry out the soil, the peasants
would hitch their cattle to plows and prepare their fields for
planting. All fall and winter, they tended the wheat and barley
plants. They watered their crops from an intricate network of
irrigation ditches. At last came the welcome harvest. This cycle
repeated itself year after year—flood, plant, harvest; flood,
plant, harvest.
In an otherwise parched land, the abundance brought by the Nile was so great that A traditional
sailboat sails the
the Egyptians worshiped it as a god who gave life and seldom turned against them. As Nile River in Egypt.
the ancient Greek historian Herodotus (hih RAHD uh tuhs) remarked in the fifth century B.C., Egypt was the “gift of the Nile.”
•

•

•

Upper Egypt and Lower Egypt For most of their history, ancient Egyptians knew

only the lower part of the Nile—the last 750 miles before the river empties north into
the Mediterranean Sea. Their domain ended at a point where jagged granite cliffs and
boulders turn the river into churning rapids called a cataract (KAT uh rakt). Riverboats
could not pass this spot, known as the First Cataract, to continue upstream to the south.
•

•
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The Mighty Nile

30°E

35°E

Ancient Egypt, 3000–2000 B.C.

An outline of the continental United
States shows the length of the
Nile’s course. The actual length of
the Nile with all its twists and
turns is more than 4,100 miles.
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G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
1. Movement In which direction does the Nile flow?
2. Location Describe the location of Upper Egypt and Lower Egypt.

Between the First Cataract and the Mediterranean lay two very different regions.
Upper Egypt (to the south) was a skinny strip of land from the First Cataract to the
point where the river starts to fan out into many branches. Lower Egypt (to the north,
near the sea) consisted of the Nile delta region, which begins about 100 miles before
the river enters the Mediterranean. The delta is a broad, marshy, triangular area of
land formed by deposits of silt at the mouth of the river. This rich land provided a
home for many birds and wild animals.
The Nile provided a reliable system of transportation between Upper and Lower
Egypt. The Nile flows north, so northbound boats simply drifted with the current.
Southbound boats hoisted a wide sail. The prevailing winds of Egypt blow from north
to south, carrying sailboats against the river current. The ease of contact made possible by this watery highway helped unify Egypt’s villages and promote trade.
Environmental Challenges Egyptian farmers were much more fortunate than the

villagers of Mesopotamia. Compared to the unpredictable Tigris and Euphrates rivers,
the Nile was as regular as clockwork. Even so, life in Egypt had its risks. If the Nile’s
floodwaters were just a few feet lower than normal, the amount of fresh silt and water
for crops was greatly reduced. Thousands of people might starve. If the floodwaters
were a few feet higher than usual, the water would spread beyond the fields to the
mud-brick villages nearby. The unwanted water might destroy houses, granaries, and
the precious seeds that farmers needed for planting.
The vast and forbidding deserts on either side of the Nile acted as natural barriers
between Egypt and other lands. They forced Egyptians to stay close to the river, their
lifeline, which reduced their interaction with other peoples. At the same time, the
deserts also shut out invaders. For much of its early history, Egypt was spared the
constant warfare that plagued the Fertile Crescent.
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Contrasting
What was the main
difference between
the flooding of the Nile
and that of the rivers
in Mesopotamia?
A. Answer Nile
flooding occurred with
greater regularity than
the flooding of the
Tigris and Euphrates.
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Movement of Goods and Ideas By 3200 B.C., Egyptians were coming into contact
with the people of Mesopotamia. Caravans loaded with goods for trade were traveling
between the two regions. By about 2000 B.C., Egyptian traders were also traveling up
the Nile on barges to the lands of Nubia and Kush to the south. They were in search of
such goods as gold, ivory, cattle, and granite blocks for their massive temples and tombs.
Whole groups of people seem to have moved freely from one region to another in
search of better land for farming or grazing. The early Egyptians may have borrowed
some ideas from the Mesopotamians in the early development of their cities and in
their system of writing. However, the period of Mesopotamian influence ended
quickly. From then on, Egypt followed its own cultural path, which was very different
from Mesopotamia’s. Egypt blended the cultures of the Nile Valley peoples with the
cultures of peoples who migrated into the valley from other parts of Africa and from
the Fertile Crescent. Egypt thus was a land of cultural, ethnic, and racial diversity
throughout its 3,000-year history.

Egypt Unites into a Kingdom
Egyptians lived in farming villages as far back as 5000 B.C., perhaps
even earlier. Each village had its own rituals, gods, and chieftain. By
3200 B.C., the villages of Egypt were under the rule of two separate
kingdoms, Lower Egypt and Upper Egypt.
According to legend, the king of Lower Egypt wore a red crown,
and the king of Upper Egypt wore a tall white crown shaped like a
bowling pin. About 3100 B.C., a strong-willed king of Upper Egypt
named Menes (MEE neez) united all of Egypt. As a symbol of his
united kingdom, Menes created a double crown from the red and
white crowns. Menes shrewdly established his capital, Memphis, near
the spot where Upper and Lower Egypt met, and established the first
Egyptian dynasty. Eventually, the history of ancient Egypt would consist of 31 dynasties, spanning 2,600 years.
Little is known of Egypt’s first two dynasties, but records
improve with the Third Dynasty. The Third Dynasty begins
the period historians call the Old Kingdom, which lasted
from 2660 to 2180 B.C. The Old Kingdom set the pattern for
Egypt’s great civilization.
•

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
■HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Menes
Who was Menes? Did he exist at
all? Historians cannot answer
these questions, because the
evidence of this early period is very
limited. Written accounts of Menes’
accomplishments were recorded
hundreds or even thousands of
years later. By then, Menes had
become a legendary hero.
In the retelling, Menes’ deeds
became imaginary myths. According
to one story, Menes finally died after
a long and triumphant reign when he
was carried off and killed by a
hippopotamus.

Pharaohs Rule as Gods The role of the king was one

striking difference between Egypt and Mesopotamia. In
Mesopotamia, kings were considered to be representatives
of the gods. To the Egyptians, kings were gods, almost as
crown of
crown of Upper
splendid and powerful as the gods of the heavens. The
Upper Egypt
and Lower Egypt
Egyptian god-kings came to be called pharaohs (FAIR ohz).
The pharaoh stood at the center of Egypt’s religion as well as its government
and army. This type of government in which the ruler is a divine figure is called a
theocracy. Egyptians believed that the pharaoh bore full responsibility for the kingdom’s well-being. It was the pharaoh who caused the sun to rise, the Nile to flood,
and the crops to grow. It was the pharaoh’s duty to promote truth and justice.

crown of
Lower Egypt

•

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Making
Inferences Why
were Egypt’s pharaohs
unusually powerful
rulers?
B. Answer They
were believed to be
gods as well as temporal rulers.

Builders of the Pyramids Egyptians believed that their king ruled even after his

death. He had an eternal spirit, or ka (kah), which continued to take part in the governing of Egypt. In the Egyptian’s mind, the ka remained much like a living king in its
needs and pleasures. Since kings expected to reign forever, their tombs were even
more important than their palaces. For the kings of the Old Kingdom, the resting
place after death was an immense structure called a pyramid. The Old Kingdom was
the great age of pyramid building in ancient Egypt.
Early River Valley Civilizations 35
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The largest of the pyramids is the Great Pyramid (right
background) at Giza, completed about 2556 B.C. The
diagram shows how the interior of a pyramid looks.
King’s chamber
Air shaft
Grand gallery
Queen’s chamber
Ascending passage

Escape passage
Unfinished chamber

Daily Life
Builders of the Pyramids
Etched into some of the stones of
the pyramids are the nicknames of
the teams of workers who built
them—“the Victorious Gang,” “the
Enduring Gang,” and “the Craftsman Gang,” for example. Just as
construction workers today leave
their marks on the skyscrapers they
build, the pyramid builders
scratched messages for the ages
inside the pyramids.
Who were the pyramid builders?
The ancient Greek historian Herodotus claimed that the pharaohs
worked an army of laborers to
death. However, it was actually
peasants who provided most of the
labor. They had to work for the
government when the Nile was in
flood and they could not farm. In
return for their service, the country
provided the workers with food and
housing during this period.

These magnificent monuments were remarkable engineering
achievements, built by people who had not even begun to use the
wheel. Unlike the Sumerians, however, the Egyptians did have a good
supply of stone, both granite and limestone. For the Great Pyramid of
Giza, for example, the limestone facing was quarried 400 miles upriver.
Each perfectly cut stone block weighed at least 2 1/2 tons. Some
weighed 15 tons. More than 2 million of these blocks were stacked with
precision to a height of 481 feet. The entire structure covered more than 13 acres.
The pyramids also reflect the strength of the Egyptian civilization. They show
that Old Kingdom dynasties had developed the economic strength to support massive public works projects, as well as the leadership and government organization to
carry them out.

Egyptian Culture
With nature so much in their favor, Egyptians tended to approach life more confidently and optimistically than their neighbors in the Fertile Crescent.
Religion and Life Like the Mesopotamians, the early Egyptians were polytheistic,

believing in many gods. The most important gods were Ra, the sun god, and Horus,
the god of light. The most important goddess was Isis, who represented the ideal
mother and wife. In all, Egyptians worshiped more than 2,000 gods and goddesses.
They built huge temples to honor the major deities.

36 Chapter 2
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In contrast to the Mesopotamians, with their bleak view of death, Egyptians
believed in an afterlife, a life that continued after death. Egyptians believed they
would be judged for their deeds when they died. Osiris (oh SY rihs), the powerful god
of the dead, would weigh each dead person’s heart. To win eternal life, the heart
could be no heavier than a feather. If the heart tipped the scale, showing that it was
heavy with sin, a fierce beast known as the Devourer of Souls would pounce on the
impure heart and gobble it up. But if the soul passed this test for purity and truth, it
would live forever in the beautiful Other World.
People of all classes planned for their burials, so that they might safely reach the
Other World. Kings and queens built great tombs, such as the pyramids, and other
Egyptians built smaller tombs. Egyptians preserved a dead person’s body by
mummification—embalming and drying the corpse to prevent it from decaying. (See
Something in Common, pages 40–41.) Scholars still accept Herodotus’ description of
the process of mummification.
•

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Analyzing
Motives Why do you
think the Egyptians
used mummification?
How does it reflect
their religious beliefs?
C. Possible Answer
Mummification helped
preserve the body for
use in the afterlife; it
provided a body in
which the ka, or eternal spirit, could
reside.

•

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
First, they draw out the brains through the nostrils with an iron hook. . . . Then with a
sharp stone they make an incision in the side, and take out all the bowels. . . . Then, having filled the belly with pure myrrh, cassia, and other perfumes, they sew it up again;
and when they have done this they steep it in natron [a mineral salt],
leaving it under for 70 days. . . . At the end of 70 days, they wash the
corpse, and wrap the whole body in bandages of waxen cloth.

Daily Life

HERODOTUS, The History of Herodotus

Attendants placed the mummy in a coffin inside a tomb.
Then they filled the tomb with items the dead person could
use in the afterlife, such as clothing, food, cosmetics, and jewelry. Many Egyptians purchased scrolls that contained hymns,
prayers, and magic spells intended to guide the soul in the
afterlife. This collection of texts is known as the Book of the
Dead. These texts often contained declarations intended to
prove the soul was worthy of eternal life.
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
Behold, I have come to you, I have brought you truth, I have repelled
falsehood for you. I have not done falsehood against men, I have not
impoverished my associates, I have done no wrong in the Place of Truth,
I have not learnt that which is not, I have done no evil. . . . I have not
caused pain, I have not made hungry, I have not made to weep, I have
not killed, I have not commanded to kill, I have not made suffering for
anyone. . . . I am pure, pure, pure, pure!
Book of the Dead, translated by Raymond O. Faulkner

Life in Egyptian Society Like the grand monuments to the kings,

Egyptian society formed a pyramid. The king, queen, and royal family stood at the top. Below them were the other members of the
upper class, which included wealthy landowners, government officials, priests, and army commanders. The next tier of the pyramid
was the middle class, which included merchants and artisans. At the
base of the pyramid was the lower class, by far the largest class. It
consisted of peasant farmers and unskilled laborers.
In the later periods of Egyptian history, slavery became a
widespread source of labor. Slaves, usually captives from foreign
wars, served in the homes of the rich or toiled endlessly in the gold
mines of Upper Egypt.
The Egyptians were not locked into their social classes. Lowerand middle-class Egyptians could gain higher status through

Egyptian Cosmetics
The dark-lined eyes that look out at
us from the artwork of ancient
Egypt were the height of fashion
3,000 years ago. Men and women
applied the makeup, called kohl, to
their eyes with small sticks. They
made kohl from powdered minerals
mixed with water.
The Egyptians also wore lipstick,
made from powdered red ocher
(iron oxide) mixed with oil. They
soaked flowers and fragrant woods
in oil and rubbed the oil into their
skin. Sometimes they decked their
hairdos with cones of scented wax,
which melted slowly in the heat.
These cosmetics were more
than just beauty aids. The dark eye
makeup softened the glare of the
desert sun. The oils protected skin,
lips, and hair from the dry desert
air. Egyptians kept their cosmetics
in chests such as the one shown
above, which was found in an
Egyptian tomb.
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marriage or success in their jobs. Even some slaves could hope to earn their freedom
as a reward for their loyal service. To win the highest positions, people had to be able
to read and write. Once a person had these skills, many careers were open in the
army, the royal treasury, the priesthood, and the king’s court.
Women in Egypt held many of the same rights as men. For example,
a wealthy or middle-class woman could own and trade property. She
POTLIGHT N
could propose marriage or seek divorce. If she were granted a divorce,
The Rosetta Stone
she would be entitled to one-third of the couple’s property.

S

O

Although it lasted more than 2,500
years, Egyptian civilization eventually declined. Soon after, the ability to read hieroglyphics was lost
and remained so for many centuries.
In 1799, near the delta village of
Rosetta, some French soldiers found
a polished black stone inscribed with
a message in three languages. One
version was written in hieroglyphics
(top inset). A second version was in
a simpler form of hieroglyphics and
the third was in Greek (both are
shown in the bottom inset).
Since ancient Greek was a wellknown language, it provided clues to
the meaning of the hieroglyphics.
Still, deciphering the Rosetta
Stone took many years. In 1822,
a French scholar named
Jean François Champollion
(shahm•paw•LYAWN)
finally broke the code
of the hieroglyphics.

Egyptian Writing As in Mesopotamia, the development of writing

was one of the keys to the growth of Egyptian civilization. Crude pictographs were the earliest form of writing in Egypt, but scribes quickly
developed a more flexible writing system called hieroglyphics
(HY ur uh GLIHF ihks). This term comes from the Greek words hieros
and gluphe, meaning “sacred carving.”
As with Sumerian cuneiform writing, in the earliest form of hieroglyphics a picture stood for an idea. For instance, a picture of a man stood
for the idea of a man; a picture of a bird stood for the idea of a bird. In
time, the system changed so that pictures stood for sounds as well as ideas.
The owl, for example, stood for an m sound. Hieroglyphics could be used
almost like letters of the alphabet.
Although hieroglyphics were first written on
stone and clay, as in Mesopotamia, the Egyptians
soon invented a better writing surface. They used
another gift of the Nile, the tall stalks of the
papyrus (puh PY ruhs) reeds that grew in the
marshy delta. The Egyptians split the reeds into narrow strips, dampened them, and then pressed them.
As the papyrus dried, the plant’s sap glued the strips
together into a paperlike sheet.
•

•

•

•

•

•

Egyptian Science and Technology Practical needs led

to many Egyptian inventions. In order to assess and collect taxes, the Egyptians developed a system of written
numbers for counting, adding, and subtracting. Farmers
used an early form of geometry to survey and reset property boundaries after the annual floods.
Mathematical knowledge helped Egypt’s skillful engineers and architects as well. Builders needed to make
accurate calculations and measurements to construct
their remarkable pyramids and palaces. Egyptian
architects were also the first to use stone columns in
homes, palaces, and temples.
To help them keep track of the time between
floods and plan their planting season, the Egyptians
developed a calendar. Egyptian priests had
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
D. Comparing How
was the status of
women similar in
Egyptian and
Sumerian society?
D. Answer Women
in both societies could
own property and had
many rights.
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E. Summarizing
What were the main
achievements of the
ancient Egyptians?
E. Possible Answer
System of written
numbers, hieroglyphics, geometry, pyramids, stone columns,
accurate calendar,
medicine.
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observed that a very bright star, now known as Sirius, began to appear above the eastern horizon just before the floods came. The time between one rising of Sirius and
the next was 365 days. They divided this year into 12 months of 30 days each and
added five days for holidays and feasting. This calendar was so accurate that it fell
short of the true solar year by only six hours.
Egyptian medicine was also famous in the ancient world. Although Egyptian medical writings contain all sorts of magic charms and chants, Egyptian doctors also relied
on practical knowledge. They knew how to check a person’s heart rate by feeling for a
pulse in different parts of the body. They set splints for broken bones and had effective treatments for wounds and fevers. They also used surgery to treat some conditions. All in all, the Egyptians approached their study of medicine in a remarkably
scientific way.

This detail from a
tomb painting
shows how the
Egyptians grew
their grain.

Chariot Riders Invade Egypt
The power of the pharaohs declined about 2180 B.C., marking the end of the Old
Kingdom. Historians call the period of weakness and turmoil that followed the First
Intermediate Period. Strong pharaohs regained control during the Middle Kingdom
(2080–1640 B.C.) and restored law and order. They improved trade and transportation
by having a canal dug from the Nile to the Red Sea. With the wealth from new trade,
the kings undertook other public projects. They had huge dikes built to trap and
channel the Nile’s floodwaters for irrigation. They also created thousands of new acres
of farmland by draining the swamps of Lower Egypt.
The prosperity of the Middle Kingdom did not last. In about 1640 B.C., a group of
Asian nomads swept across the Isthmus of Suez into Egypt in horse-drawn chariots.
These chariot-riders were the Hyksos (HIHK sahs), which meant “the rulers of the
uplands.” The Hyksos ruled much of Egypt from 1640 to 1570 B.C. This 70-year
period is sometimes called the Second Intermediate Period.
Egypt fell to the Hyksos at roughly the same time other nomads were invading
Mesopotamia and the Indus Valley farther to the east. But Egypt would rise again for a
new period of power and glory, the New Kingdom, which is discussed in Chapter 4.
•

Section 2 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• cataract
• delta
• Menes
• pharaoh
• theocracy
• pyramid
• mummification
• hieroglyphics
• papyrus

2. TAKING NOTES

Recreate the web below on your
paper and fill in examples related
to the main idea in the center.

Egyptian
Achievements

3. DRAWING CONCLUSIONS
Look at the map on page 34. Three
natural features determined the
boundaries of ancient Egyptian
civilization: the Nile River, the First
Cataract, and the surrounding
desert. In your judgment, which of
these features was most important to Egypt’s history? Explain
your conclusion.

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Interaction with Environment
Using information from Sections 1
and 2, create a chart, sketch, or
drawing to show how Sumerians
and Egyptians made use of their
environment. Then tell which
group you think made better use
of what they had. Be prepared to
defend your opinions.

Which would you consider most
important? Why?
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something in common across cultures

Dealing with Death
All humans face death. Anthropologists believe that religious beliefs grew out of
humanity’s attempts to explain what happens after death. The Egyptians wrapped their
dead as mummies to preserve the body for an afterlife. The ways other cultures treat
their dead reveal their own beliefs about God and the soul. As you compare and
contrast the customs on these pages, look for how they are influenced by the religious
beliefs of the people who practice them.

Ireland

Bali
United
States

Ancient Egypt
Among the first people to
believe in life after death, the
ancient Egyptians mummified
the body so the soul could
return to it later. Embalmers
used chemicals to dry out the
body. Then they wrapped the
mummy in fine linen and
adorned it with jewelry. Egyptian embalmers were so skillful that modern
archaeologists have found
mummies that still have hair,
skin, and teeth thousands of
years after burial.

a

closer
look

The Egyptians also
mummified the pets of the
deceased. These are
mummies of a cat and a dog.

EGYPTIAN MUMMIES

40 Chapter 2

Egypt

9th-Century Ireland
Christians believe that the dead will be
resurrected—brought back to life—
before the time of final judgment. Until
modern times, therefore, the Roman
Catholic Church discouraged cremation.
Since the first century A.D., Christians
have buried their dead in cemeteries and
marked each grave with a stone, a
monument, or a cross. The carvings
on this 9th-century Irish cross
reflect Christian symbolism.

These clay vessels are
called Canopic jars. After
preparing the mummy,
embalmers placed the
brain, liver, and other
internal organs of the
mummy in these jars.
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Modern Bali
Hindus cremate, or burn, their dead. They
consider the body as just a container for a soul
that never dies. After a person dies, they believe
the soul is reborn in another person. Hindu
cremations are sacred rituals. On the Indonesian
island of Bali, these rituals involve an elaborate
celebration. Several bodies are put in a tall tower
made of wood and bamboo, such as the one
pictured at right. The whole tower is burned and
the ashes scattered in the ocean.
19th-Century Native Americans
Just as Native American languages and lifestyles varied
widely, so did Native American customs for dealing with the
dead. Many 19th-century Plains Indians, such as the Sioux
and the Blackfeet (pictured below), placed their dead on
raised platforms. This protected the bodies from wild
animals and also lifted the dead closer to the sky, where
many spirits were believed to dwell.

Connect

to History

Recognizing Effects Which
groups believed in preserving the
body after death? How did those
religious beliefs affect their
customs?
SEE SKILLBUILDER
HANDBOOK, PAGE R6

Connect

This solid gold death mask of the
pharaoh Tutankhamen covered the
head of his mummy. The mask, which
weighs 22.5 pounds, is part of a
popular exhibit in the Egyptian
Museum in Cairo, Egypt.

to Today

Reporting Find out about modern
Jewish and Muslim burial practices. Illustrate each of these with
a picture and a caption like those
above. Then write a paragraph
comparing them to either
Christian or Hindu practices.
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TERMS & NAMES

Planned Cities
on the Indus

• subcontinent
• monsoon

MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

The first Indian civilization built wellplanned cities on the banks of the
Indus River.

The culture of India today has it roots
in the civilization of the early Indus
cities.

SETTING THE STAGE The great civilizations of Mesopotamia and Egypt rose and fell.

They left behind rich histories, but the current cultures in those areas have few links
to their predecessors’ ancient glories. Farther east, in India, another civilization arose
about 2500 B.C. Historians know less about its origins and the reasons for its eventual
decline than they do about the origins and decline of Mesopotamia and Egypt. Yet
many characteristics of modern Indian culture can be traced to that early civilization.

The Geography of South Asia
A wall of mountains—the Hindu Kush, Karakoram, and Himalaya ranges—separates
South Asia from the rest of the continent. As a result, geographers often refer to the
land mass that includes what is now India, Pakistan, Nepal, and Bangladesh as a
subcontinent—the Indian subcontinent.
Rivers, Mountains, and Monsoons The mountains guard an enormous flat and

fertile plain formed by two rivers—the Indus and the Ganges (GAN jeez). These
two rivers and the lands they water
make up a large area that stretches
1,500 miles across northern India and
Ancient India, 2500–1500 B.C.
is called the Indus-Ganges Plain.
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G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
1. Location From what mountain ranges do the Indus River and its
branches flow?
10°N Interaction What landforms presented natural
2. Human-Environment
barriers around the Indus Valley?
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Environmental Challenges The civilization that emerged along the Indus River
THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Identifying
Problems What
environmental challenge did the farmers
of the Indus Valley
face that the Sumerians and Egyptians
did not?
A. Answer floods
were unpredictable,
river changed course,
monsoons

faced many of the same challenges as the ancient Mesopotamian and Egyptian civilizations. The Indus River flows southwest from the Himalayas to the Arabian Sea. As
in Mesopotamia and Egypt, yearly floods spread deposits of rich soil over a wide area.
Unlike the Nile floods, however, the floods along the Indus were unpredictable. The
river sometimes changed its course. Unlike both the Mesopotamians and the Egyptians, the people of the Indus Valley had to cope with the cycle of wet and dry seasons
brought by the monsoon winds. If there was too little rain, plants withered in the
fields and people went hungry. Too much rain, and floods swept away whole villages.
The world’s tallest mountains to the north and a large desert to the west presented
natural boundaries between the Indus Valley and other areas. As in Egypt, the natural
barriers helped protect the Indus Valley from invasion. At the same time, the Indus
River provided a link to the sea. The river allowed valley inhabitants to develop trade
with distant peoples, including the Mesopotamians.

Civilization Emerges on the Indus
Historians know less about the civilization in the Indus Valley than about those to the
west. They have not yet deciphered the Indus system of writing. Evidence comes
largely from archaeological digs, although many sites remain unexplored, and floods
probably washed away others long ago. At its height, however, the civilization of the
Indus Valley influenced an area much larger than either Mesopotamia or Egypt.
Earliest Arrivals No one is sure how human settlement began in India. Perhaps
people who arrived by sea from Africa settled the south. Northern migrants may have
made their way through the Khyber Pass in the Hindu Kush mountains. Archaeologists have found evidence in the highlands of agriculture and domesticated sheep and
goats dating to about 7000 B.C. By about 3200 B.C., people were farming in villages
along the Indus River.
Planned Cities Around 2500 B.C., while Egyptians were building pyramids, people in
the Indus Valley were laying the bricks for India’s first cities. Archaeologists have found
the ruins of more than 100 settlements along the Indus. The largest cities were Kalibangan, Mohenjo-Daro, and Harappa. (Indus Valley civilization is sometimes called Harappan civilization, because of the many archaeological discoveries made at that site.)
One of the most remarkable achievements of the Indus Valley people was their
sophisticated city planning. The cities of the early Mesopotamians were a jumble of
buildings connected by a maze of winding streets. In contrast, the people of the Indus
laid out their cities on a precise grid system. Cities featured a fortified area called a
citadel, which contained the major buildings of the city. There were also separate residential districts. Buildings were constructed of oven-baked bricks cut in standard

The citadel arises
out of the ruins of
Mohenjo-Daro.
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&TECHNOLOGY

Plumbing in
Mohenjo-Daro
From the time people began living in cities, they have faced the problem
of plumbing: how to obtain clean water and remove human wastes? In
most ancient cities, people retrieved water from the river or a central well.
They dumped wastes into open drainage ditches or carted them out of
town. Only the rich had separate bathrooms in their homes.
By contrast, the Indus peoples built extensive and modern-looking
plumbing systems. In Mohenjo-Daro, almost every house had a private bathroom and toilet. No other civilization achieved this level of
convenience until the 19th and 20th centuries. The toilets were
neatly built of brick with a wooden seat. Pipes connected to each
house carried wastewater into an underground sewer system.

The swimming pool–sized Great Bath
in Mohenjo-Daro was probably used
for ritual bathing or other religious
purposes. Private dressing rooms,
some with their own toilets,
surrounded the pool.

In their private baths,
people took showers
by pouring pitchers of
water over their head.

Plumbing Facts
Connect to History

• The ancient Romans also built
sophisticated plumbing and
sewage systems. Aqueducts
supplied Roman cities with water.
• In the 17th century, engineers
installed a series of water wheels
to pump water for the fountains of
Versailles, the palace of French
king Louis XIV. The water was
pumped from a river ten miles
away. This was the first watersupply system powered by
machine rather than gravity.
• The first flush toilet was patented
in 1775 by Alexander Cumming, a
British mathematician and
watchmaker.

44 Chapter 2

Making Inferences What does the
attention the Indus people gave to
the plumbing and sewer systems
suggest about their culture?
SEE SKILLBUILDER
HANDBOOK, PAGE R16

Wastes drained through
clay pipes into brick
sewers running below
the streets. These sewers
had manholes, through
which sanitation workers
could inspect the drains
and clean out the muck.

Connect to Today
Researching Find out how water
is supplied and wastewater disposed of in your home or community. Is your home connected to a
municipal system? If so, when
was this system built and how
does it function? If not, how does
your home system work? How
does the system in your home or
community compare to what was
used in Mohenjo-Daro?
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sizes, unlike the simpler, irregular, sun-dried mud bricks of the Mesopotamians. Early
engineers also created sophisticated plumbing and sewage systems. These systems
could rival any urban drainage systems built before the 19th century. The uniformity
in the cities’ planning and construction suggests that the Indus peoples had developed
a strong central government.
Culture and Trade Archaeological evidence shows that Indus civilization was gener-

ally stable. The uniform housing suggests that social divisions in the society were not
great. Artifacts such as clay and wooden children’s toys suggest a relatively prosperous
society that could afford to produce nonessential goods. Finally, few weapons of warfare
have been found, suggesting that conflict was limited.
Religious artifacts reveal links to modern Hindu culture. Figures
show what may be early representations of Shiva, a major Indian god.
Other figures relate to a mother goddess, fertility images, and the worship of cattle. All of these became part of later Indian civilization.
Stamps and seals made of carved stone were probably used by Indus
merchants to identify their goods. These show that the Indus peoples
conducted long-distance trade. Indus seals found in Sumer, and
Sumerian objects found in the Indus Valley ruins, reveal that the two
civilizations traded a great deal. Trading began as early as the reign of
Sargon of Akkad, around 2350 B.C., and continued until 2000 B.C.

Mysterious End to Indus Valley Culture

B. Answer Change
in river’s course,
overuse of land, sudden catastrophe.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Analyzing
Causes What factors
may have contributed
to the decline of
the Indus Valley
civilization?

Around 1750 B.C., the quality of building in the Indus Valley cities declined. Gradually, the great cities fell into decay. What happened? Some historians think that the
Indus River changed course, as it tended to do, so that its floods no longer fertilized
the fields near the cities. Other scholars suggest that people wore out the valley’s land.
They overgrazed it, overfarmed it, and overcut its trees, brush, and grass.
As the Indus Valley civilization neared its end, around 1500 B.C., a sudden catastrophe may have helped cause the cities’ downfall. Archaeologists have found the
remains of 38 bodies in the ruins of Mohenjo-Daro, seemingly never buried. Their
presence suggests that residents may have abandoned the city after a natural disaster
or an attack from human enemies. As Chapter 3 explains, the Aryans, a nomadic people from north of the Hindu Kush mountains, swept into the Indus Valley at about
this time. Whether they caused the collapse of the first Indus civilization or followed
later is not known.
Indian civilization would later grow again under the influence of these nomads. At
this same time, farther to the east, another civilization was arising. It too was isolated
from outside influences, as you will learn in Section 4.

Many Indus seals
depict animals,
especially cattle.
This seal depicts a
long-horned bull.

Section 3 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• subcontinent
• monsoon

2. TAKING NOTES

Create a two-column chart like the
one below. In the left column, list
the environmental conditions faced
by the people of the Indus Valley.
Next to each condition, in the right
column, put a plus sign (+) if it was
a benefit or a minus sign (–) if it
was a drawback.
Environmental
Condition

Benefit or
Drawback

3. DRAWING CONCLUSIONS

What evidence has led historians
to the following beliefs about Indus
civilization?
(a) The cities were run by a strong
central government.
(b) Indus people carried on trade
with Sumer.
(c) Society was generally peaceful
and stable.
Choose one of these conclusions
and provide a different explanation
based on the evidence.

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Science and Technology
Create a “Wall of Remarkable
Indus Valley Achievements.”
Working in teams, write a paragraph about how your team’s
designated achievement simplified
or complicated the Indus people’s
lives. Include an illustration or a
cartoon.
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TERMS & NAMES

River Dynasties
in China

• loess
• oracle bone
• Mandate of
Heaven
• dynastic cycle
• feudalism

MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

The early rulers introduced ideas about
government and society that shaped
Chinese civilization.

The culture that took root during
ancient times still affects Chinese
ways of life today.

SETTING THE STAGE The walls of China’s first cities were built 1,500 years after the

walls of Ur, 1,000 years after the great pyramids of Egypt, and 1,000 years after the
planned cities of the Indus valley. Though a late starter, the civilization that began
along one of China’s river systems 3,500 years ago continues to thrive today. The reason for this endurance lies partly in China’s geography.

Background
With a few exceptions, this book uses
the Pinyin system for
writing Chinese
names, which is now
standard in most
publications.

The Geography of China
Natural barriers isolated ancient China from all other civilizations. To China’s east lay
the Pacific Ocean. To the west lay the Taklimakan (TAH kluh muh KAHN) desert and the
icy 14,000-foot Plateau of Tibet. To the southwest were the Himalaya Mountains. And
to the north was the desolate Gobi Desert and the Mongolian Plateau. Two major river
systems flow from the mountainous west to the Pacific Ocean. They are the Huang He
(hwahng HUH) in the north and the Yangtze (yang SEE), in central China.
•

•

•

•

•

China’s Heartland China’s geography helps explain why early settlements developed

along these main river systems. Mountain ranges and deserts dominate about twothirds of China’s land mass. About 90 percent of the remaining land that is suitable for
farming lies within the comparatively small plain between the Huang
CONNECT to TODAY He and Yangtze in eastern China. This plain was China’s heartland.
Throughout China’s long history, its political boundaries have
Three Gorges Project
expanded and contracted depending on the strength or weakness of its
The world’s largest dam is being built
ruling families. Yet China remained a center of civilization. In the
between the dramatic granite cliffs
Chinese view, people who lived outside of Chinese civilization were
that overlook the Yangtze River in
barbarians. Because the Chinese saw their country as the center of the
central China. The dam, which is
civilized world, their own name for China was the Middle Kingdom.
slated to open in 2003, promises to
provide China with electrical power
equivalent to ten nuclear power
plants. However, no one is certain
how control of the river’s flooding
will affect the plains downstream
from the dam, which provide onethird of China’s food.
Chinese officials hail the dam as
an engineering achievement that
ranks with the 2,000-year-old Great
Wall of China. Yet its impact will
affect both the future and the past.
The lake created by the dam will
displace more than a million
Chinese residents. It will also drown
forever the archaeological sites of
some of China’s earliest
settlements.

46 Chapter 2

Environmental Challenges Like the other ancient civilizations in

this chapter, China’s first civilization arose in a river valley. Then as
now, the Huang He, whose name means “yellow river,” deposited
huge amounts of dusty yellowish silt when it overflowed its banks.
This silt is actually fertile soil called loess (LOH uhs) that is blown by
the winds from deserts to the west. Like the Tigris, Euphrates, and
Indus, the Huang He’s floods could be generous or ruinous. At its
worst, the floods devoured whole villages, earning the river the nickname “China’s Sorrow.” (One great flood in A.D. 1887 killed nearly a
million people.)
Because of China’s relative geographic isolation, early settlers had
to supply their own goods rather than trading with outside peoples.
However, China’s natural boundaries did not completely protect
these settlers from outsiders. Invasions from the west and north
occurred again and again in Chinese history.
•

Background
The Yangtze is also
called the Chang
Jiang (chahng jyahng).
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Ancient China, 2000–200 B.C.
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The Huang He, or Yellow River, is
so-called for the color of its silt.
This silt nurtured early development of Chinese civilization and
is still a vital resource today.

PACIFIC
OCEAN

G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
1. Location Describe the location of the Huang He and Yangtze River in terms of where they
rise and end.
2. Region What area did the Shang and Zhou dynasties control?

Civilization Emerges in Shang Times
Although Chinese civilization arose later than the others discussed in this chapter,
humans have inhabited China for about a million years. Fossil remains show that
ancestors of modern humans lived in southwest China about 1.7 million years ago. In
northern China near Beijing, a Homo erectus skeleton was found. Known as Peking
man, his remains show that people settled the river valley about 500,000 years ago.
The First Dynasties Even before the Sumerians settled in southern Mesopotamia,

early Chinese cultures were building farming settlements along the Huang He. Around
2000 B.C., some of these settlements grew into China’s first cities. According to legend,
the first Chinese dynasty, the Xia (shyah) Dynasty, emerged about this time. Its leader
was an engineer and mathematician named Yu. Yu’s flood-control and irrigation projects
helped tame the Huang He and its tributaries so settlements could grow. Since there
are no written records from this period, the actual events of this time are unknown.
During this period, however, farm surpluses allowed cities to grow. However, the legend
of Yu reflects the level of technology of a society making the transition to civilization.
About the time the civilizations of Mesopotamia, Egypt, and the Indus Valley fell to
outside invaders, a people called the Shang rose to power in northern China. The
Shang Dynasty, which lasted from about 1532 to 1027 B.C., became the first family of
Chinese rulers to leave written records. The Shang kings also built elaborate palaces
and tombs that have been uncovered by archaeologists. Artifacts found among the
remains have revealed a great deal about Shang society.
Early Cities Among the oldest and most important Shang cities was Anyang

(ahn YAHNG), one of the capitals of the Shang Dynasty. Unlike the cities of the Indus
Valley or Fertile Crescent, Anyang was built mainly of wood. The city stood in a forest
•
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SPOTLIGHT ON
Lady Hao’s Tomb
Archaeologists have discovered
several Shang royal tombs near
Anyang. While most of these vast
underground tombs had been
robbed over the centuries, a
significant one was unearthed
intact—the tomb of Fu Hao.
Lady Hao was a wife of king Wu
Ding, who ruled during the 1200s B.C.
Her relatively small grave contained
some 460 bronze artifacts, 750 jade
objects, and more than 6,880 cowry
shells. The other, far larger Shang
royal tombs must have contained
even greater wealth.
Writings found in other places
reveal a remarkable figure in Lady
Hao. On behalf of her husband, she
led more than one military campaign, once with a force of 13,000
troops. She also took charge of
rituals dedicated to the spirits of
Shang ancestors, a duty reserved
for the most distinguished members
of the royal family.

Page 3 of 6

clearing. The higher classes lived in timber-framed houses with walls
of clay and straw. These houses lay inside the city walls. The peasants
lived in hovels outside the city.
The Shang surrounded their cities with massive earthen walls for
protection. The archaeological remains of one city include a wall of
packed earth 118 feet wide at its base that encircled an area of 1.2
square miles. It likely took 10,000 men more than 12 years to build
such a structure. Like the pyramids of Egypt, these walls demonstrate
the Shang rulers’ ability to raise and control large forces of workers.
Shang peoples needed walled cities because they were constantly waging war. The chariot, one of the major tools of war, was
probably first introduced by contact with cultures from western
Asia. The professional warriors, who made up the noble class,
underwent lengthy training to learn the techniques of driving and
shooting from horse-drawn chariots.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Compare What
did Shang cities have
in common with those
of Sumer?
A. Answer City
walls for protection.

Social Classes Shang society was sharply divided between nobles

and peasants. The Shang were governed by a ruling class of warriornobles headed by a king. These noble families owned the land. They
governed the scattered villages within the Shang lands and sent tribute to the Shang ruler in exchange for local control.
Meanwhile, peasants tilled the soil for their overlords. The
farmers had no plows, only wooden digging sticks, and hoes and
sickles made of stone. (The Shang made magnificent bronze
weapons and ceremonial vessels, but they believed bronze was too
precious to be used for mere tools.) The soil was so rich, though,
that it yielded two crops a year of millet, rice, and wheat.

The Origins of Chinese Culture
The culture that grew up in China had strong bonds that made for unity. From earliest times, the group seems to have been more important than the individual. Above
all, people’s lives were governed by their duties to two important authorities—their
family and their king or emperor.
Family and Society The family was central to Chinese society. The most important

virtue was respect for one’s parents. The elder men in the family controlled the
family’s property and made important decisions. Women, on the other hand, were
treated as inferiors. They were expected to obey their fathers, their husbands, and
later, their own sons. When a girl was between 13 and 16 years old, her marriage
was arranged, and she moved into the house of her husband. Only by bearing
sons for her husband’s family could she hope to improve her status.
A person’s chief loyalty throughout life was to the family. Beyond this,
people owed obedience and respect to the ruler of the Middle
Kingdom, just as they did to the elders in their family.
Religious Beliefs In China, the family was closely linked to reli-

gion. The Chinese believed that the spirits of family ancestors had
the power to bring good fortune or disaster to living members of
the family. The Chinese did not regard these spirits as mighty gods.
Rather, the spirits were more like troublesome or helpful neighbors
who demanded attention and respect. Every family paid respect to the
father’s ancestors and made sacrifices in their honor.
Through the spirits of the ancestors, the Shang consulted the gods.
The Shang worshiped a supreme god, Shang Di, as well as many lesser
gods. Shang kings consulted the gods through the use of oracle bones,

48 Chapter 2

This Shang oracle
bone was found in
the city of Anyang.
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Chinese Writing
The earliest writing systems in the world—including
Chinese, Sumerian, and Egyptian—developed from
pictographs, or simplified drawings of objects. The
writing system used in China today is directly related to

ox

goat, sheep

tree

moon

the pictographic writing found on Shang oracle bones.
As you can see in the chart below, the ancient pictographs can still be recognized in many modern Chinese
characters.

earth

water

field

heaven

to pray

Ancient
symbol

Modern
character

animal bones and tortoise shells on which priests had scratched questions for the
gods. After inscribing a question on the bone, a priest applied a hot poker to it,
which caused it to crack. The priests then interpreted the cracks to see how the
gods had answered.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Recognizing
Effects How did writing help unite China?
B. Answer People
whose spoken languages were different
could read the written
language.

Development of Writing The earliest evidence of Chinese writing comes from the
oracle bones. In the Chinese method of writing, each character stands for an idea, not
a sound. Recall that many of the Egyptian hieroglyphs stood for sounds in the spoken
language. In contrast, there were practically no links between China’s spoken language and its written language. One could read Chinese without being able to speak a
word of it. (This seems less strange when you think of our own number system. Both
a French person and an American can understand the written equation 2 + 2 = 4. But
an American may not understand the spoken statement “Deux et deux font quatre.”)
The Chinese system of writing had one major advantage. People in all parts of
China could learn the same system of writing, even if their spoken languages were very
different. Thus, the Chinese written language helped unify a large and diverse land.
The disadvantage of the Chinese system was the enormous number of written characters to be memorized—a different one for each idea. A person needed to know over
1,000 characters to be barely literate. To be a true scholar, one needed to know at least
10,000 characters. For centuries, this severely limited the number
of literate, educated Chinese. As a general rule, a noble’s children
learned to write, but a peasant’s children did not.

This detail from the
ritual vessel shown
on page 25 reveals
the artistry of Shang
bronze workers.

Shang Technology and Artistry People who were skilled in
special crafts made up a separate class in Chinese society. Like
other commoners, this group lived outside the walls of cities such
as Anyang. They manufactured weapons, jewelry, and religious
items for the city’s nobles.
Bronzeworking was the leading craft in which Shang artisans
excelled. Beautiful bronze objects were used in religious rituals
and were also symbols of royal power. Some of these objects
were small and graceful, such as bronze bells. Others were massive caldrons, weighing almost a ton.
In earliest Shang times, the Chinese also learned how to
make silk cloth by drawing the fine threads from a silkworm’s
cocoon and weaving them into a light, beautiful fabric. Nobles
prided themselves on their finely embroidered silk shoes, which
they regarded as a symbol of civilization.
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Zhou Bring New Ideas
Around 1027 B.C., a people called the Zhou (joh) overthrew the Shang and established
their own dynasty. Due to their prior contact with the Shang, the Zhou had adopted
much of the Shang culture. Therefore, the change in dynasty did not bring a new culture. Nevertheless, Zhou rule brought new ideas to Chinese civilization.
To justify their conquest, the Zhou leaders declared that the final Shang king had
been such a poor ruler that the gods had taken away the Shang’s rule and given it to
the Zhou. This justification developed over time into a broader view that royal authority came from heaven. A just ruler had divine approval, known as the Mandate of
Heaven. A wicked or foolish king could lose the Mandate of Heaven and so lose the
right to rule. The Duke of Shao, an aide of the Zhou leader who conquered the
Shang, described the mandate:

Vocabulary
mandate: a command
or instruction from a
higher authority.

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
Heaven, unpitying, has sent down ruin on Yin [another name for Shang]. Yin has lost the
Mandate, and we Zhou have received it. I dare not say that our fortune would continue
to prosper, even though I believe that heaven favors those who are sincere in their
intentions. I dare not say, either that it would end in certain disaster. . . .
The Mandate of Heaven is not easy to gain. It will be lost when men fail to live up to
the reverent and illustrious virtues of their forefathers.
DUKE OF SHAO, quoted in The Chinese Heritage

The Mandate of Heaven became central to the Chinese
view of government. Floods, riots, and other calamities might be signs that the ancestral spirits were
displeased with a king’s rule. In that case, the
Mandate of Heaven might pass to another
New dynasty gains power,
In time, dynasty declines
noble family. This was the Chinese explanarestores peace and order,
and becomes corrupt;
and claims to have
taxes are raised; power
tion for rebellion, civil war, and the rise of a
Mandate of Heaven.
grows weaker.
new dynasty.
Chinese history is marked by a succession
of dynasties until dynastic rule was
Dynastic Cycle in China
finally overthrown in the early 1900s.
Historians describe the pattern of rise,
Role of Mandate of Heaven
decline, and replacement of dynasties as
Dynasty is overthrown
Disasters such as floods,
the dynastic cycle.
Strong dynasty
establishes peace
and prosperity; it is
considered to have
Mandate of Heaven.

through rebellion and
bloodshed; new
dynasty emerges.

famines, peasant revolts,
and invasions occur.

Control Through Feudalism The Zhou
Dynasty controlled lands that stretched far
beyond the Huang He in the north to the Yangtze
Old dynasty is seen
as having lost Mandate
in the south. In response to the challenge of governof Heaven; rebellion
ing this vast area, they gave control over different regions
is justified.
to members of the royal family and other trusted nobles. This
established a system called feudalism. Feudalism is a political system in which
nobles, or lords, are granted the use of lands that legally belong to the king. In return,
the nobles owe loyalty and military service to the king and protection to the people
who live on their estates. (Similar systems would arise centuries later in both Japan
and Europe.)
At first, the local lords lived in small walled towns and had to submit to the superior strength and control of the Zhou rulers. Gradually, however, the lords grew
stronger as the towns grew into cities and expanded into the surrounding territory.
Peoples who had been hostile toward the lords gradually accepted their rule and
adopted Zhou ways. As a result, the local lords became less dependent on the king.
More and more, they fought among themselves and with neighboring peoples for
wealth and territory.

50 Chapter 2

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Synthesizing
According to Chinese
beliefs, what role did
the Mandate of
Heaven play in the
dynastic cycle?
C. Answer The
Mandate of Heaven
helped explain the
cycle of rise, decline,
and replacement of
dynasties: disaster
and decline showed
that the mandate was
lost and justified
rebellion; the ability
to restore order
showed a new rule
had gained the
mandate.
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Background
By about 1000 B.C.,
most advanced civilizations produced iron
tools and weapons.
The cast iron of the
Chinese was produced
by a special process in
which molten iron was
poured into molds and
allowed to harden.
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Improvements in Technology and Trade Although warfare
was common throughout the Zhou Dynasty, the era also produced
many innovations. As large cities grew, the Zhou built roads and
canals to supply them. These in turn stimulated trade and agriculture. The Zhou also introduced coined money, which further
improved trade. To run the daily operations of the cities, a new class
of civil servants, or government administrative workers, emerged.
The major technological advancement was the use of iron. The Zhou
developed blast furnaces that allowed them to produce cast iron. This skill
would not be matched in Europe until the Middle Ages. The Zhou used
iron to create weapons, especially dagger-axes and swords. They also used it
for common agricultural tools such as sickles, knives, and spades.
Since iron is stronger than bronze, iron tools made farm work
easier and more productive. The ability to grow more food
helped Zhou farmers support thriving cities.
A Period of Warring States The Zhou ruled from around 1027 to 256 B.C. For the

first 300 years of this long period, the Zhou empire was generally peaceful and stable.
Gradually, however, Zhou rule weakened. In 771 B.C., nomads from the north and
west sacked the city of Hao, the Zhou capital. They murdered the Zhou monarch, but
a few members of the royal family escaped eastward to the city of Luoyang (lwoh
YAHNG). Here in this new capital on the Huang He, the Zhou Dynasty pretended to
rule for another 500 years.
In fact, the Zhou kings at Luoyang were almost powerless, and they could not control the noble families. Trained as warriors, the lords sought every opportunity to pick
fights with neighboring lords. As their power grew, these warlords claimed to be kings
in their own territory. As a result, the later years of the Zhou are often called “the
time of the warring states.”
Even the style of warfare changed. Under feudalism, nobles had fought according
to an honorable code of conduct. With the decline of law and order, professional
warriors and mercenaries set the rules of battle. Peasant foot soldiers, supported by
cavalry, replaced chariots as the main force on the battlefield. New weapons came
into use, such as the crossbow, which would not be introduced in Europe until the
Middle Ages.
In this time of bloodshed, traditional values collapsed. At the very heart of Chinese
civilization was a love of order, harmony, and respect for authority. Now there was
chaos, arrogance, and defiance. How could China be saved? The dynastic cycle was
about to bring a new start at a time when migrations and invasions were changing the
lands of all the early civilizations.
•

Vocabulary
mercenary: a soldier
who will fight in any
army for pay.

These Chinese
coins shaped like
a hoe and a knife
come from the Zhou
period. Their
shapes may reflect
the practice of
using tools such as
hoes and knives for
payment before
coins existed.

Section 4 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• loess
• oracle bone
• Mandate of Heaven
• dynastic cycle
• feudalism

2. TAKING NOTES

3. ANALYZING

Create a time line of the major
developments in the early Chinese
dynasties, using a form such as
the one below.
event
one

event
three

event
two

event
four

Which event do you think was the
most critical turning point? Why?

4. ANALYZING THEMES

The group was often more important than the individual in Chinese
culture. In your judgment, what
are the benefits and drawbacks of
this belief?

Power and Authority Do you

THINK ABOUT

THINK ABOUT

• family roles
• the characteristics of a ruler
• role of spirit gods

• feudalism
• the large division of rich and
poor
• the vast controlled lands
• the noble-king relationship

think that the Zhou Dynasty’s
downfall resulted because of their
method of control? Why or why
not?
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Assessment

TERMS & NAMES

REVIEW QUESTIONS

Briefly explain the importance of each of the following
to early river valley civilizations, 3500–450 B.C.

SECTION 1 (pages 27–32)

1. irrigation

6. hieroglyphics

2. city-state

7. subcontinent

3. polytheism

8. monsoon

4. empire

9. Mandate of Heaven

5. mummification

10. feudalism

City-States in Mesopotamia
11. What is the Fertile Crescent and why is it called that?
12. Name three disadvantages of Sumer’s natural environment.
13. What circumstances led to the beginning of organized government?
SECTION 2 (pages 33–41)

Pyramids on the Nile
14. Why did the Egyptians build pyramids?
15. Herodotus remarked that Egypt was the “gift of the Nile.” What
did he mean by this?
SECTION 3 (pages 42–45)

Interact

with History

On page 26, you looked at the justice of Hammurabi’s Code. Now that
you have read about the development of four civilizations, think
about how laws differ from place to
place. How have they developed
and changed over time? What similarities do you see between
Hammurabi’s Code and the laws
you live under today? How are they
different? Discuss your opinions
with a small group.

Planned Cities on the Indus
16. What does the uniformity of Indus Valley cities tell us about
their government?
17. Give two reasons historians use to explain the downfall of
Indus Valley cities.
SECTION 4 (pages 46–51)

River Dynasties in China
18. Why is it not surprising that China’s early settlements developed
where they did?
19. What was the great advantage of the Chinese written language?
20. Explain the dynastic cycle in China.

Visual Summary
Early River Valley Civilizations
Environment

Power & Authority

Science & Technology

Sumer

• Flooding of Tigris and Euphrates
unpredictable
• No natural barriers
• Limited natural resources for making
tools or buildings

• Independent city-states, often warring
• City-states governed first by priests,
then by generals who became kings
• City-states eventually united into first
empires by conquerors

• Irrigation
• Cuneiform
• Bronze
• Wheel, sail, plow

Egypt

• Flooding of the Nile predictable
• Nile an easy transportation link
between Egypt’s villages
• Deserts were natural barriers

• Kingdom with strong government
organization
• Theocracy, with pharaohs ruling as gods
• Pharaohs built pyramids

• Hieroglyphics
• Pyramids
• Mathematics, geometry
• Medicine

Indus Valley

• Indus flooding unpredictable
• Monsoon winds
• Mountains, deserts were natural barriers

• Strong centralized government
• Planned cities
• Social divisions not significant

• Writing (not yet deciphered)
• Cities built on precise grid
• Plumbing and sewage systems

China

• Huang He flooding unpredictable
• Mountains, deserts natural barriers
• Geographically isolated from other
ancient civilizations

• Community and family more important
than individual
• Sharp divisions between nobles and
peasants
• Mandate of Heaven

• Writing
• Silk
• Coined money
• Cast iron
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CRITICAL THINKING

CHAPTER ACTIVITIES

1. RELIGIOUS BELIEFS

1. LIVING HISTORY: Unit Portfolio Project

Create a Venn diagram like the one shown below to
indicate differences and similarities in religious beliefs
among these ancient civilizations.

• You are a news reporter reporting on the flood conditions in early Sumer.
Ask classmates to role-play citizens before and after the invention of
irrigation ditches. Tape-record your interviews.

Egypt
Similarities

• Write four poems, one for each civilization in the chapter. Include some
reference to how each civilization interacted with the environment.

China

• Make a map of China showing how natural barriers helped to isolate the
country from other areas. Create your map on paper using an outline map,
or make a three-dimensional salt map.

If you had been a woman during this time, in which
of the four civilizations would you have preferred to
live? Why?
4. ANALYZING PRIMARY SOURCES
The following is an excerpt from an ancient Egyptian
hymn praising the Nile. Read the paragraph and
answer the questions below it.

3. INTERPRETING A TIME LINE
Revisit the unit time line on pages 2–3 and study the segment for Chapter 2.
Which of the events are examples of a well-organized government? Why?

FOCUS ON GEOGRAPHY
Look at the four ancient cities shown on the
following climate map.
• Which cities are located in desert climates?
• Which city is not located in a dry climate? What
is its climate region called?
Connect to History Identify which civilization
each city belongs to. Which of these civilizations
developed the latest?
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• What does the hymn show about ancient
Egyptian culture?

TEST PRACTICE

Casp

Black Sea

• How does this quote show the importance
of the Nile?

Additional Test Practice,
pp. S1–S33

Tropical-wet
Tropical-dry
Semidesert
Desert
Mediterranean
Humid subtropical
Humid continental
Subarctic
Mountain

Climate Regions of the Ancient World

Eup

“Hymn to the Nile,” from Ancient Near Eastern Texts

Using the Internet, the library, or government resources, research the
structure of your hometown, then draw it. Was it a planned city?

40°E

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
The Lord of Fishes, He Who Makes the marsh
birds to Go Upstream. There are no birds
which come down because of the hot winds.
He who makes barley and brings emmer [a
kind of wheat] into being, that he may make
the temples festive. If he is sluggish, then nostrils are stopped up, and everybody is poor. If
there be thus a cutting down in the food
offerings of the gods, then a million men perish among mortals, covetousness is practiced,
the entire land is in a fury, and great and
small are on the execution-block. . . . When
he rises, then the land is in jubilation, then
every belly is in joy, every backbone takes on
laughter, and every tooth is exposed.

• Look at street maps of Washington, D.C. and Boston. Boston was not a
planned city. Washington, D.C. was planned. How can you tell?

He
R .)

3. WOMEN IN ANCIENT SOCIETIES

THEME SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY Indus Valley cities were laid out on a grid
system. They were planned cities. Many cities without a grid system probably
developed over a long time. Work with a team to create a street map of your
hometown.

ng

public project that might be done today, such as
building a large dam. In terms of government power
and authority, how would this be similar to the
building of the pyramids? How would it be different?

2. CONNECT TO TODAY: Cooperative Learning

ow

THEME POWER AND AUTHORITY Think about a massive

us R
.

2. PUBLIC WORKS

I nd

Sumer

THEME INTERACTION WITH ENVIRONMENT Your unit portfolio project focuses
on showing how people in history have interacted with the environment (see
page 3). For Chapter 2, you might use one of the following ideas.
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People and Ideas on
the Move, 3500 B.C.–259 B.C.
Connect History and Geography
By 1500 B.C., the world was connected by trade routes
stretching from the Mediterranean Sea to the Indian Ocean
and beyond. Trading ships sailed the seas, while caravans
traveled overland routes. This trade produced a lively
exchange of goods and ideas throughout the ancient world.
Use the map at the right to answer the following questions.
1. In what part of the world would the Phoenicians have
focused their trading efforts?
2. How was the Arabian Peninsula well situated to take part
in world trade?
3. Why did so many of the ancient trade routes
cross the seas?
For more information about people and ideas on the move . . .

CLASSZONE.COM

Artisans in Carthage produced this glass bead
of a human face around 400 B.C.

2000 B.C.
Hittites migrate
to Anatolia.
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The Ancient World, 1500 B.C. to 259 B.C.
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Interact with History

Y

ou are drawing water from your well when,
without warning, a magnificent white horse
appears on the horizon. You have heard stories
about this horse. You know that once a year, it is
sent out by a foreign king to roam freely outside
his land. The armed soldiers who are following
the horse will claim all the land it travels through
for their king.

Will the invaders capture and
enslave you? Or will they
allow you to continue to live
as you have?

You have three choices. You can stay and
fight for your land. However, there are so many
soldiers that it is unlikely that you and the other
villagers would win. You can stay and accept the
domination of the new ruler from the north. Or
you can gather up your family and flee, as many
others have done before you.

Will you stay
or flee?

Will the invaders take
your land?
What new laws and
beliefs will these
invaders bring? How
will they affect you?

EXAMINING

the

ISSUES

• If you stay, will you be able to live
in peace with the conquerors?
• Can you pretend to accept their rules and
go about your life as before, perhaps
practicing your religion in secret?
• If you leave, will you be welcomed in the
land you flee to? Will you have to adopt
the customs of the people living there?
How will you acquire farmland?

As a class, discuss these options. In your
discussion, weigh the advantages and
disadvantages of both choices.
As you read about migration in this chapter,

see how old and new ways of doing things can
blend together when groups of people move.
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TERMS & NAMES

Indo-European
Migrations
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Indo-European peoples migrated into
Europe, India, and Southwest Asia and
interacted with peoples living there.

Half the people living today speak
languages that stem from the original
Indo-European languages.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Indo-Europeans
steppes
migration
Hittites
Anatolia
Aryans
Vedas
Brahmin
caste
Mahabharata

SETTING THE STAGE In India and in Mesopotamia, civilizations first developed

along lush river valleys. Even as large cities such as Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa
declined, agriculture and small urban communities flourished. These wealthy river
valleys attracted seminomadic tribes. These peoples may have left their own homelands because of politics or changes in the environment.

Indo-Europeans Migrate
Background
This steppe area
included parts of
present-day Romania,
Moldova, Ukraine,
southern Russia, and
Kazakhstan.

The Indo-Europeans were a group of seminomadic peoples who came from the
steppes—dry grasslands that stretched north of the Caucasus (KAW kuh suhs). The
Caucasus are the mountains between the Black and Caspian seas. (See the map on
pages 54–55.) These primarily pastoral people herded cattle, sheep, and goats. The
Indo-Europeans also tamed horses and rode into battle in light, two-wheeled chariots.
They lived in tribes that spoke forms of a language that we call Indo-European.
•

•

The Indo-European Language Family The languages of the Indo-Europeans were

Vocabulary
Slavic-speakers:
speakers of a language that developed
into most of today’s
eastern European
languages.

the ancestors of many of the modern languages of Europe, Southwest Asia, and South
Asia. English, Spanish, Persian, and Hindi all trace their origins back to different
forms of the original Indo-European language.
Historians can actually tell where different Indo-European tribes settled by the languages they spoke. Some Slavic-speakers moved north and west. Others, who spoke
early Celtic, Germanic, and Italic languages, moved west through Europe. Still others,
Greek- and Persian-speakers, went south. The Aryans (AIR ee uhnz), who spoke an early
form of Sanskrit, penetrated the mountain passes of the Hindu Kush and entered India.
Notice the similarities of words within the Indo-European family of languages.
•

•

Language Family Resemblances
English
Sanskrit
Persian
Spanish
German

mother

father

daughter

new

six

mAtár

pitár

duhitá

návas

sát

muhdáhr

puhdáhr

dukhtáhr

now

shahsh

madre

padre

hija

nuevo

seis

Mutter

Vater

Tochter

neu

sechs

An Unexplained Migration No one is quite sure why these people left their home-

lands in the steppes. The lands where their animals grazed may have dried up. Their
human or animal population may have grown too large to feed. They may also have
tried to escape from invaders, or from an outbreak of disease.
Whatever the reason, Indo-European nomads began to migrate outward in all
directions between 1700 and 1200 b.c. These migrations, movements of a people
from one region to another, did not happen all at once, but in waves over a long
period of time.
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Indo-European Migrations,
Starting about 1700 B.C.

The origins and migrations of the Indo-European peoples are controversial
topics among scholars. This map presents a widely held view of where the
Indo-Europeans came from and how they migrated. However, it is not the
only view. In fact, there are many differing views.
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G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
1. Location Which Indo-European people reached the farthest west?
2. Movement Describe the movement of the Indo-Europeans in their earliest migrations.

Hittites Blend Empire and Technology
By about 2000 b.c., one group of Indo-European speakers, the Hittites, occupied
Anatolia (an uh TOH lee ah), also called Asia Minor. Anatolia is a huge peninsula in
modern-day Turkey that juts out into the Black and Mediterranean seas. Anatolia was
a high, rocky plateau, rich in timber and agriculture. Nearby mountains held important mineral deposits. Separate Hittite city-states came together to form an empire
there in about 1650 b.c. The city of Hattusas (hah TOO sahs) was its capital.
The Hittite empire went on to dominate Southwest Asia for 450 years. Hittites
occupied Babylon, the chief city in the Tigris-Euphrates Valley, and struggled with
Egypt for control of northern Syria. Neither the Hittites nor the Egyptians were able
to get the upper hand. So, the two peoples ended their conflicts by signing an unusual
peace treaty. In it, they each pledged to help the other fight off future invaders.
•

•

•

•

•

•

Hittites Adopt and Adapt The Hittites used their own Indo-European language

with one another. However, for international use, they adopted Akkadian, the language of the Babylonians they had conquered. Akkadian was already widely spoken in
Mesopotamia, and Babylonian culture was more advanced. The Hittites thus blended
their own traditions with those of other, more advanced peoples. In the process, they
spread many innovative ideas throughout Southwest Asia.
The Hittites borrowed ideas about literature, art, politics, and law from the
Mesopotamian peoples they encountered. However, they always managed to give
these ideas a distinctive twist. Their own legal code, for example, was similar to
Hammurabi’s Code but was more forgiving. Murderers were not automatically pun-
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ished by death. A convicted murderer could make up for the crime by giving the
victim’s family a slave or a child from his own family.
Chariots and Iron Bring Victory The Hittites excelled in the technology of

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Analyzing Effects
How did environmental features in
Anatolia help the
Hittites advance
technologically?
A. Answer Iron ore
and wood in the
mountains of Anatolia
helped them smelt
iron.

war. They conquered an empire even against Egyptian opposition—largely
through their superior chariots and their iron weapons. The Hittite war chariot
was light and easy to maneuver even at high speeds. The chariot had two
wheels and a wooden frame covered with leather and was pulled by two or
sometimes four horses. On the battlefield, the Hittite chariot proved itself a
superb fighting machine. It helped make the Hittites conquerors.
The Hittites used iron in their chariots, and they owed many of their military victories to the skill of their ironworkers. Ancient peoples had long
known that iron was stronger than bronze. They also knew that it could
hold a sharper edge. However, the process of purifying iron ore and working it into weapons and tools is complex. For centuries, prehistoric people
used only the purified iron they obtained from meteorites. Around 1500 b.c., the
Hittites were the first in Southwest Asia to smelt iron and harden it into weapons
of war. The raw materials they needed—iron ore and wood to make charcoal—
were easily available to them in the mountains of Anatolia. Knowledge of iron
technology traveled widely with the Hittites—in both their trade and conquests.
Despite its military might, the powerful Hittite empire fell quite suddenly
around the year 1190 b.c. As part of a great wave of invasions, tribes attacked
from the north and burned the Hittite capital city. Hittite supremacy in Southwest
Asia had ended.

Aryan Invaders Transform India
In about 1500 b.c., the Hittites were establishing themselves in Anatolia. At the same
time, another Indo-European people, the Aryans, crossed over the northwest mountain passes into the Indus River Valley of India. Though they left almost no archaeological record, their sacred literature, the Vedas (VAY duhz), left a fairly reliable
picture of Aryan life. The Vedas are four collections of prayers, magical spells, and
instructions for performing rituals. The most important of the collections is the Rig
Veda. The Rig Veda contains 1028 hymns, all devoted to Aryan gods.
For many years, no written form of the Vedas existed. Instead, elders of one generation passed on this tradition orally to men of the next generation. If a prayer was
uttered incorrectly, they believed terrible consequences might result. So accuracy
was crucial.
•

Hittites sometimes
owned small gold
statues of their
gods—probably
intended to protect
them from danger
or bad fortune.

A Caste System Develops The Aryans (“the nobles” in their language) called the

Background
Indra was the most
popular god in the
Rig Veda. Indra hurled
thunderbolts, ate
bulls, and raced his
chariot across the sky.

people they found in India dasas (“dark”), referring to the color of their skin. (Dasa
eventually became the Aryan word for slave.) The Aryans differed from the dasas in
many ways. Aryans were taller, lighter in skin color, and spoke a different language.
Unlike the earlier inhabitants of the Indus Valley, the Aryans had not developed a
writing system. They were also a pastoral people and counted their wealth in cows.
The dasas, on the other hand, were town dwellers who lived in communities protected by walls. The Aryans offered sacrifices to heroic nature gods, such as Indra, the
thunder god, and Agni, the fire god. Archaeological evidence seems to show that the
dasas worshiped life-giving principles, such as the “Great God” Shiva and various
mother goddesses.
When they first arrived in India, Aryans were divided into three social classes:
Brahmins (priests), warriors, and peasants or traders. The class that an Aryan
belonged to determined his or her role in society. At first, the three classes mixed
freely. Eventually, non-Aryan laborers or craftsmen (shudras) formed a fourth group.
People and Ideas on the Move 59
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The Aryan Caste System
MOUTH
Brahmins
(priests)

According to Indian tradition, the
four major castes emerged from
the mouth, arms, legs, and feet of
Perusha (the first human being).
Perusha is identified with the
creator god Brahma. The body part
indicated the dignity and role of
the caste that emerged from it.

ARMS
Kshatriyas
(rulers and warriors)
FEET
Shudras
(laborers)

LEGS
Vaishyas
(peasants and traders)

As the Aryans settled in India, they developed closer contacts with non-Aryans. To
regulate those contacts, the Aryans made class restrictions more rigid. Shudras did
work that Aryans did not want to do. Varna, or skin color, was a disCONNECT to TODAY tinguishing feature of this system. So the four major groups came to
be known as the varnas. Much later—in the fifteenth century a.d.—
Untouchables Then and Now
explorers from Portugal encountered this social system and called
In the sixth century B.C., ritual purity
these groups castes (kasts).
was so important to upper-caste
As time went on, the four basic castes gradually grew more comIndians that untouchables had to
plex—with hundreds of subdivisions. People were born into their
ring a bell to warn that they were
caste for life. Their caste membership determined the work they
coming near. Even the shadow of an
untouchable falling on upper-caste
did, the man or woman they could marry, and the people with whom
Hindus would contaminate them.
they could eat. Ritual purity—for example, habits of eating and
They would have to bathe before
washing that made a person physically and spiritually clean—
worshiping or eating.
became all-important. Those who were the most impure because of
In the 20th century, the great
Indian leader Mahatma Gandhi
their work (butchers, gravediggers, collectors of trash) lived outside
called the untouchables harijans, or
the caste structure. They were known as “untouchables,” since even
“children of God.” Through his
their touch endangered the ritual purity of others.
efforts, caste distinctions were
outlawed by the Indian constitution.
Later, the 1955 Untouchability Act
provided penalties for discrimination. However, 3,000-year-old
traditions do not die easily. Most
former untouchables in India today
still suffer from extreme poverty and
caste discrimination.

Aryan Kingdoms Arise Over the next few centuries, Aryans

extended their settlements east, along the Ganges and Yamuna river
valleys. (See map on page 61.) Progress was slow because of difficulties clearing the jungle for farming. This task grew easier when iron
came into use in India about 1000 b.c.
When the Aryans first arrived in India, chiefs were elected by the
entire tribe. Around 1000 b.c., however, minor kings who wanted to
set up territorial kingdoms arose among the Aryans. They struggled
with one another for land and power. And each claimed his authority as a right from
the gods. Out of this strife emerged a major kingdom: Magadha. Under a series of
ambitious kings, Magadha began expanding in the sixth century b.c. by taking over
surrounding kingdoms. By the second century b.c., Magadha had expanded south to
occupy almost all of the Indian subcontinent.
One of the great epics of India, the Mahabharata (muh HAH BAHR ah tuh),
reflects the struggles that took place in India as the Aryans moved relentlessly south.
The poem is the story of a great war between two sets of cousins, the Pandavas and
the Kauravas. The Mahabharata’s 106,000 verses make it the longest single poem in
the world. For several hundred years, it survived as an oral tradition.
•
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Making
Inferences How
were the more physical forms of work
viewed by Aryans?
B. Possible Answer
As impure and
degrading.
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A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
He who thinks this Self [eternal spirit] to
be a slayer, and he who thinks this Self to
be slain, are both without discernment;
the Soul slays not, neither is it slain. . . .
But if you will not wage this lawful battle, then will you fail your own (caste)
law and incur sin. . . . The people will
name you with dishonor; and to a man
of fame dishonor is worse than death.

Lines of Aryan penetrations
Consolidation of kingdoms
(PAKISTAN) Modern place name

R

(PAKISTAN)

P .
T UR

Harappa

R.

•

Aryan Invasions of India,
1500–250 B.C.

Yam u n a

Elements of the Mahabharata indicate that a blending of cultures was taking place between Aryan and non-Aryan
peoples. For example, Krishna, a semidivine hero of the Mahabharata, is
described as dark-faced. This suggests
that he is non-Aryan.
One of the most famous incidents in
all of Indian literature occurs when
Krishna instructs one of the Pandavas,
Arjuna (ahr JUH nuh), on the proper
way to live one’s life. Arjuna loses the
will to fight when he sees his cousins
lined up among the enemies he faces.
He asks Krishna how we can find joy in
killing our own kinsmen. Krishna
answers that the eternal spirit (or Self)
of every human being cannot kill or be
killed. However, Arjuna must still do his
duty and wage war:

(SRI LANKA)

INDIAN
OCEAN

GEOGRAPHY SKILLBUILDER:
Interpreting Maps
1. Location What waterway served as the focal point for
the Aryan kingdom of Magadha?
2. Human-Environment Interaction Why do you think the
Aryans migrated to the east of the Western Ghats?

KRISHNA, speaking in the Mahabharata

The violence and confusion of the time led many, like Krishna himself, to speculate
about the place of the gods and human beings in the world. As a result of these speculations, religion in India gradually changed. New religions were born, which you will
read about in Section 2.

Section 1 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Indo-Europeans
• steppes
• migration
• Hittites
• Anatolia
• Aryans
• Vedas
• Brahmin
• caste
• Mahabharata

2. TAKING NOTES

Re-create the web below on your
own paper, and fill in the names of
some modern languages that stem
from Indo-European roots.

Indo-European

3. FORMING OPINIONS

What important contributions did
the Aryan invaders make to the
culture and way of life in India?

THINK ABOUT
• roles in society
• religion
• literature

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Interaction with
Environment For what
environmental reasons might the
Indo-Europeans have migrated?

THINK ABOUT
• weather
• occupational needs
• health

Why did so many languages
originate from Indo-European
roots?
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Roots of Hinduism
and Buddhism
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

The religious beliefs of the Vedic Age
eventually developed into Hinduism
and Buddhism.

Almost one-fifth of the world’s people
today practice one of these two
religions.

TERMS & NAMES

•
•
•
•

reincarnation
karma
Jainism
Siddhartha
Gautama
• enlightenment
• nirvana

SETTING THE STAGE At first, the Aryans and non-Aryans followed their own forms of

religion. Then as the two groups intermingled, the gods and forms of their religions also
tended to blend together. This blending resulted in the worship of thousands of gods.
Different ways of living and different beliefs made life more complex for both groups.
This complexity led some people to question the world and their place in it. They even
questioned the enormous wealth and power held by the Brahmin priests. These priests
officiated at elaborate state ceremonies and sacrifices. Out of this turmoil, new religious
ideas arose that have continued to influence millions of people today.

Hinduism Develops Over Centuries

Vishnu grew to
become a major
Hindu god after the
age of the Vedas.
He is seen here as
the whole Universe
in all its variety. He
is blue, the color of
infinity.

Hinduism is a collection of religious beliefs that developed slowly over a long period
of time. Some aspects of the religion can be traced back to ancient times. In a Hindu
marriage today, for example, the bride and groom marry in the presence of the sacred
fire as they did centuries ago. Verses from the Vedas are recited daily by the faithful.
Also, some non-Aryan gods known in Vedic times, such as Krishna of the Mahabharata, continue to be worshiped.
From time to time, scholars have tried to organize the many popular cults, gods,
and traditions into one grand system of belief. However, Hinduism—unlike religions
such as Buddhism, Christianity, or Islam—cannot be traced back to one founder with
a single set of ideas.
Origins and Beliefs Hindus share a common

world-view. They see religion as a way of liberating the soul from the illusions, disappointments,
and mistakes of everyday existence. Sometime
between 750 and 550 b.c., Hindu teachers tried
to interpret and explain the hidden meaning of
the Vedic hymns. As they meditated on the
Vedas, they asked: What is the nature of reality?
What is morality? Is there eternal life? What is
the soul? The teachers’ comments were later
written down and became known as the
Upanishads (oo PAHN ih shahdz).
The Upanishads are written as dialogues, or
discussions, between a student and a teacher.
In the course of the dialogues, the two explore
how a person can achieve liberation from desires
and suffering. This is described as moksha
(MOHK shah), a state of perfect understanding
of all things. The teacher distinguishes between
atman, the individual soul of a living being, and
Brahman, the world soul that contains and
•

•
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•

•

Background
Both the Vedas and
the Upanishads are
counted among
Hinduism’s sacred
books.
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unites all atmans. The interconnectedness of all life is a basic concept in all Indian
religions. Here is how one teacher explains the unifying spirit of Brahman:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
Thou art woman, Thou art man, Thou art the lad and the maiden too. Thou art the old
man tottering on his staff: Once born thou comest to be, thy face turned every way! A
dark-blue moth art Thou, green [parrot] with red eyes. Pregnant with lightning—seasons, seas: Thyself beginningless, all things dost Thou pervade. From thee all worlds
were born.
Svetasvatara Upanishad. IV. 3–4

When a person understands the relationship between atman and Brahman, that
person achieves perfect understanding (moksha) and a release from life in this world.
This understanding does not usually come in one lifetime. By the process of reincarnation (rebirth), an individual soul or spirit is born again and again until moksha is
achieved. A soul’s karma—good or bad deeds—follows from one reincarnation to
another. Karma influences specific life circumstances, such as the caste one is born
into, one’s state of health, wealth or poverty, and so on.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Making
Inferences How
might the lack of a
single founder result
in Hinduism changing
more over time than
other religions?
A. Answer Not having a single founder
means that no set of
original beliefs will
determine Hinduism’s
development. The religion can thus change
more freely than religions with a founder.

Hinduism Changes and Develops Hinduism has gone through many changes over
the last 2,500 years. The world soul, Brahman, was sometimes seen as having the personalities of three gods: Brahma, the creator; Vishnu, the protector; and Shiva, the
destroyer. Vishnu also took on many forms or personalities, for example, as Krishna,
the divine cowherder, and as Rama, the perfect king. Over the centuries, Brahma
gradually faded into the background, while the many forms of a great Mother
Goddess grew in importance.
Hindus today are free to choose the deity they worship or to choose none at all.
Most, however, follow a family tradition that may go back centuries. They are also free
to choose among three different paths for achieving moksha. They are the path of
right thinking, the path of right action, or the path of religious devotion.
Hinduism and Society Hindu ideas about karma and reincarnation strengthened

the caste system. If a person was born as an upper-caste male—a Brahmin, warrior, or
merchant—his good fortune was said to come from good karma earned in a former
life. However, a person who was born as a female, a laborer, or an untouchable
might be getting the results of bad deeds in a former life. With some exceptions, only men of the top three varnas could hope to achieve moksha in
their present life. The laws of karma worked with the same certainty as the
world’s other natural laws. Good karma brought good fortune and bad karma
resulted in bad fortune.
Together, the beliefs of Hinduism and its caste structure dominated every
aspect of a person’s life. These beliefs determined what one could eat and
how one ate it, personal cleanliness, the people one could associate with, how
one dressed, and so on. Today, even in the most ordinary activities of daily
life, Hindus turn to their religion for guidance.

A Jain man wears
a mask and carries
a brush to prevent
harm to small
creatures.

New Religions Arise The same period of speculation reflected in

the Upanishads also led to the rise of two other religions: Jainism
(JY nihz uhm) and Buddhism. Mahavira, the founder of
Jainism, was born about 599 b.c. and died in 527 b.c.
Mahavira believed that everything in the universe
has a soul and so should not be harmed. Jain
monks carry the doctrine of nonviolence
to its logical conclusion. They sweep
ants off their path and wear gauze
masks over their mouths to avoid
breathing in an insect accidentally.
•

Background
The doctrine of nonviolence (ahimsa) is
important both to
Hindus and Jains.

•
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In keeping with this nonviolence, followers of Jainism looked for occupations that
would not harm any creature. So they have a tradition of working in trade and
commerce.
Because of their business activities, Jains today make up one of the wealthiest communities in India. Jains have traditionally preached tolerance of all religions. As a
result, they have made few efforts to convert followers of other faiths. Because of this
tolerance, Jains have not sent out missionaries. So, almost all the nearly 5 million Jains
in the world today live in India.

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ The Buddha Seeks Enlightenment
■HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ Buddhism developed out of the same period of religious questioning
that shaped modern Hinduism and Jainism. The founder of
Buddhism, Siddhartha Gautama (sihd DAHR tuh GOW tuh muh)
was born into a noble family that lived in Kapilavastu, in the foothills
of the Himalayas in Nepal. According to Buddhist legend, the baby
exhibited the marks of a great man. A prophecy indicated that if the
child stayed at home he was destined to become a world ruler. If the
child left home, however, he would become a universal spiritual
leader. To make sure the boy would be a great king, his father isolated him in his palace. Separated from the world, Siddhartha married and had a son.
•

Siddhartha Gautama
c. 563–483 B.C.
According to Buddhist tradition,
signs predicted even before his
birth that Siddhartha Gautama
would be a great man. His mother
Mahamaya had dreamt of a
beautiful elephant that was bright
as silver. When asked to interpret
the dream, Brahmin priests
declared that the child to be born
would either be a great monarch or
a Buddha (an enlightened one).
Tradition also relates that at
Gautama’s birth, he exhibited the
signs of a child destined for
greatness. There were 32 such
signs, including golden-tinged skin,
webbed fingers and toes, a knob on
the top of his skull, a long tongue, a
tuft of hair between his eyebrows,
and a thousand-spoked wheel on
each foot. Some images of the
Buddha display these traits.

•

•

B. Synthesizing
How far might the
Jain respect for life
extend?
B. Possible Answer
To viruses and bacteria; to not eating at all
(no plant life, no animal life).

•

Siddhartha’s Quest Siddhartha never ceased thinking about the

world that lay outside the palace, which he had never seen. When he
was 29, he ventured outside the palace four times. First he saw an
old man, next a sick man, then a corpse being carried to the cremation grounds, and finally a wandering holy man who seemed at peace
with himself. Siddhartha understood these events to mean that every
living thing experiences old age, sickness, and death and that only a
religious life offers a refuge from this inevitable suffering. Siddhartha
decided to spend his life searching for religious truth and an end to
suffering. So, soon after learning of his son’s birth, he left the palace.
Siddhartha wandered through the forests of India for six years
seeking enlightenment, or wisdom. He tried many ways of reaching
an enlightened state. He first debated with other religious seekers.
Then he fasted, eating only six grains of rice a day. (It was said that
his stomach became so empty that by poking a finger into it, he
could touch his backbone.) Yet none of these methods brought him
to the truth, and he continued to suffer. Finally, he sat in meditation
under a large fig tree. After 49 days of meditation, he achieved an
understanding of the cause of suffering in this world. From then on,
he was known as the Buddha, meaning “the enlightened one.”
Origins and Beliefs The Buddha preached his first sermon to five

companions who had accompanied him on his wanderings. That first sermon became a
landmark in the history of the world’s religions. In it, he laid out the four main ideas that
he had understood in his enlightenment. He called those ideas the Four Noble Truths:
First Noble Truth
Second Noble Truth
Third Noble Truth
Fourth Noble Truth

64 Chapter 3

THINK THROUGH HISTORY

Everything in life is suffering and sorrow.
The cause of all suffering is people’s selfish desire for the
temporary pleasures of this world.
The way to end all suffering is to end all desires.
The way to overcome such desires and attain enlightenment is to
follow the Eightfold Path, which is called the Middle Way between
desires and self-denial.

Vocabulary
fasted: did not eat.
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The Eightfold Path was like a staircase. For the Buddha, those who were seeking
enlightenment had to master one step at a time. Most often, this mastery would occur
over many lifetimes. Here is how he described the Middle Way and its Eightfold Path:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
What is the Middle Way? . . . It is the Noble Eightfold Path—Right Views, Right Resolve,
Right Speech, Right Conduct, Right Livelihood, Right Effort, Right Mindfulness, and
Right Concentration. This is the Middle Way.
The Buddha, from Samyutta Nikaya

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Comparing In
what ways are
Buddhism and
Hinduism similar?
C. Possible Answer
Search for perfect
understanding and an
end to suffering; reincarnation; quest to
end the chain of reincarnations; cyclical
view of history.

By following the Eightfold Path, anyone could reach nirvana, the Buddha’s word
for release from selfishness and pain. The Buddha’s teachings included many ideas
from the Hindu tradition. However, they also differed sharply from that tradition.
As in Hinduism, the Buddha accepted the idea of reincarnation. He also accepted a
cyclical, or repetitive, view of history, where the world is created and destroyed over
and over again. However, the Buddha rejected the many gods of Hinduism. Instead, he
taught a way of enlightenment. Like many of his time, the Buddha reacted against the
privileges of the Brahmin priests, and thus he rejected the caste system. The final goals
of both religions—moksha for Hindus and nirvana for Buddhists—are similar. Both
involve a perfect state of understanding and a break from the chain of reincarnations.
The Religious Community The five disciples who heard the Buddha’s first sermon

were the first monks admitted to a sangha, or Buddhist religious order. At first, the
sangha was a community of Buddhist monks and nuns. However, sangha eventually
referred to the entire religious community. It included Buddhist laity (those who hadn’t
devoted their entire life to religion). The religious community, together with the
Buddha and the dharma (Buddhist doctrine or law), make up the “Three Jewels” of
Buddhism. Every day, Buddhists all over the world recognize the importance of the
Three Jewels of their faith by declaring: “I take refuge in the Buddha. I take refuge in
the law. I take refuge in the community.”
Buddhism and Society Because of his rejection of the caste system, many of the

Buddha’s early followers included laborers and craftspeople. He also gained a large
following in northeast India, where the Aryans had less influence. The Buddha reluctantly admitted women to religious orders. He feared, however, that women’s presence would distract men from their religious duties.
Monks and nuns took vows (solemn promises) to live a life of poverty, to be
nonviolent, and not to marry. They wandered throughout India spreading the
Buddha’s teachings. Missionaries carried only a begging bowl to receive
daily charity offerings from people. During the rainy season, they
retreated to caves high up in the hillsides. Gradually, these seasonal
retreats became permanent monasteries—some for men, others for
women. One monastery, Nalanda, developed into a great university
that also attracted non-Buddhists.
The teachings of the Buddha were written down shortly after
his death. Buddhist sacred literature also includes commentaries, rules about monastic life, manuals on how to meditate,

Image not available for use on CD-ROM. Please refer to the image in the textbook.

Buddhist tradition
tells that just
before he died, the
Buddha lay
peacefully on his
right side between
two trees.
Reclining Buddhas,
like this one in
Laos, point to this
calm acceptance of
death as the ideal.
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and legends about the Buddha’s previous reincarnations (the Jatakas). This sacred literature was first written down in the first century b.c.
Buddhism in India During the centuries following the Buddha’s death, missionaries

were able to spread his faith over large parts of Asia. Buddhist missionaries went to
Sri Lanka and Southeast Asia in the third century b.c. Buddhist
ideas
also traveled along Central Asian trade routes to China.
CONNECT to TODAY
However, Buddhism never gained a significant foothold in India, the
Buddhism in the West
country of its origin. Several theories exist about Buddhism’s gradual
Throughout the 20th century,
disappearance in India. One theory states that Hinduism simply
large numbers of Asians have
absorbed Buddhism. The two religions constantly influenced each
immigrated to live in the West,
other. Over time, the Buddha came to be identified by Hindus as
particularly in North America.
one of the ten incarnations (reappearances on earth) of the god
Many of them naturally brought
their Buddhist religion with them.
Vishnu. Hindus, thus, felt no need to convert to Buddhism. They
Today, Buddhist temples have
believed it had already become a part of their own religion.
become a common feature of
Nonetheless, despite the small number of Buddhists in India,
many large cities in the West.
the region has always been an important place of pilgrimages for
Since the 1950s, many nonAsians who were dissatisfied with
Buddhists. Today, as they have for centuries, Buddhist pilgrims flock
the religions of the West have
to visit spots associated with the Buddha’s life. These sites include his
turned to Buddhism for insight into
birthplace at Kapilavastu, the fig tree near Gaya, and the site of his
life’s meaning and for peace of
first sermon near Varanasi. Buddhists also visit the stupas, or sacred
mind. They have particularly
responded to Zen Buddhism, which
mounds, that are said to contain his relics. The pilgrims circle around
stresses everyone’s ability to reach
the sacred object or sanctuary, moving in a clockwise direction. They
enlightenment during this lifetime.
also lie face down on the ground and leave flowers. These three
Today, Buddhism can claim 920,000
actions—circling a shrine, lying face down as a sign of humility, and
Asian and non-Asian believers in
North America alone.
offering flowers—are important rituals in Buddhist worship.

Vocabulary
pilgrimages: travels
to holy places.

Trade and the Spread of Buddhism As important as missionaries
were to the spread of Buddhism, traders played an even more crucial role in this process. Along with their products, traders carried Buddhism beyond India to Sri Lanka.
Buddhist religion was also brought southeast along trade routes to Burma, Thailand,
and the island of Sumatra. Likewise, Buddhism followed the Central Asian trade
routes, called the Silk Roads, all the way to China. From China, Buddhism spread to
Korea—and from Korea to Japan. The movement of trade thus succeeded in making
Buddhism the most widespread religion of East Asia. Throughout human history,
trade has been a powerful force for the spread of ideas. Just as trade spread
Buddhism in East Asia, it helped spread cultural influences in another major region of
the world: the Mediterranean basin, as you will learn in Section 3.

Section 2 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• reincarnation
• karma
• Jainism
• Siddhartha Gautama
• enlightenment
• nirvana

66 Chapter 3

2. TAKING NOTES

3. MAKING INFERENCES

Compare Hindu and Buddhist
beliefs and practices using a Venn
diagram like the one below.

How might the belief in
reincarnation provide a form of
social control?

THINK ABOUT

Hinduism
only

Both

Buddhism
only

• karma
• the belief in the interrelatedness
of all life
• caste

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Religious and Ethical
Systems Create an illustrated
information board showing the life
of Siddhartha Gautama. Include
family background, accomplishments, and a list of his
religious and ethical beliefs.
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TERMS & NAMES

Seafaring Traders
Extend Boundaries

•
•
•
•
•

MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Trading societies extended the
development of civilizations beyond
the Fertile Crescent region.

Traders spread knowledge of reading
and writing, including an ancient form
of the alphabet that we use today.

Minoans
Aegean Sea
Knossos
King Minos
Phoenicians

SETTING THE STAGE Buddhism spread to Southeast Asia and to East Asia partly

through missionaries, but even more importantly through Buddhist traders. In the
Mediterranean, the same process took place: traders in the region carried many new
ideas from one society to another. They carried new ways of writing, of governing, and
of worshiping their gods.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Drawing
Conclusions How
do you think archaeologists can identify
places in the Mediterranean where
Minoans traded?
A. Answers Finding
Minoan products (pottery, figurines, swords,
etc.); finding evidence
of Minoan influence
(architecture, clothing,
religion, burial customs, etc.).

Minoans Trade Far and Wide
A powerful seafaring people, the Minoans (mih NOH uhnz) dominated trade in the
eastern Mediterranean from about 2000 to 1400 b.c. They lived on Crete, a large
island on the southern edge of the Aegean Sea (ee JEE uhn). The
Minoans produced some of the finest painted pottery of the time.
Daily
They traded that pottery, along with swords, figurines, and vessels of
precious metals, over a large area.
Along with their goods, Minoans also exported their art and culture. These included a unique architectural style, burial customs, and
religious ritual. Minoan culture had an enormous influence on
Greece, for example. Trading turned Crete into a kind of “stepping
stone” for cultural exchange throughout the Mediterranean world.
•

•

•

Life

Unearthing a Brilliant Civilization Archaeologists in the 19th

n

CE

gea

EE

Ae

century excavated Knossos, the Minoan capital city. There, they
found the remains of an advanced and thriving
culture. It must have been a peaceful one as well,
ANATOLIA
since Minoan cities did not seem to need fortifications to protect them. The archaeologists
Knossos
named the civilization they found in Crete Minoa
CRETE
after King Minos (MY nuhs). According to a legMediterranean Sea
end, Minos was a king who kept a half-human,
half-bull monster, called the Minotaur (MIHN uh tawr). He kept
the monster locked inside a labyrinth, a complicated maze from
which no one could escape.
The excavation of Knossos and its colorful painted walls produced
a great deal of information about Minoans. The wall paintings, as well
as the official seals and painted vases, show the Minoans as graceful,
athletic people who loved nature and beautiful objects. They also
enjoyed vigorous sports such as boxing, wrestling, and bull-leaping.
Many Minoan artworks depict women and their role in religious
ceremonies. The art suggests that women held a higher rank than in
most neighboring cultures. A great Mother Earth Goddess seems to
have ruled over the other gods of Crete. Also, priestesses took charge
of some shrines, aided by male assistants.
GR

Se

a

Background
A Greek legend says
that every year, King
Minos sacrificed 14
Athenian boys and
girls to the Minotaur.
The mythical hero
Theseus finally killed
the Minotaur and
ended the slaughter.

•

•

•

•

Bull Leapers of Knossos
The bronze statue above captures
the death-defying jump of a Minoan
bull leaper in mid-flight. Many
works of Minoan art show young
men performing incredible
acrobatic leaps over the horns of
angry bulls. In one case, the
gymnast jumps over the bull’s
horns, makes a somersault off its
back, and lands behind its tail.
In another gymnastic feat, some
team members hang on to the
horns of a bull, using their bodies
to cushion its horns and to force its
head low, while another team
member jumps over its back.
What was the reason for this
bull-leaping? Was it a sport? Just a
“fun” activity? An initiation for
young warriors? Or a religious
ritual? Most likely it was all of
those. It probably also expressed a
deep link between Minoans and
nature, symbolized by the bull.
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The Minoans sacrificed bulls and other animals to their gods. In at least one case, a
young man was sacrificed. Excavation of a mountain temple revealed the bones of a
17-year-old boy on an altar, along with the skeletons of three priests. The positions of
the skeletons suggest that the priests carried out the human sacrifice just before the
building collapsed.
Minoan Culture’s Mysterious End The Minoan civilization finally ended about

1200 b.c. The reasons for its end are unclear. Could it have been the result of some
natural disaster? Did the island become overpopulated? Or was it overrun by invaders?
The civilization had withstood previous disasters. In about 1700 b.c., a great disaster, perhaps an earthquake, destroyed most Minoan towns and cities. The Minoans
rebuilt the cities with equal richness. Then again in 1470 b.c. a series of earthquakes
rocked Crete. The quakes were followed by a violent volcanic eruption on the neighboring island of Thera. Imagine the frightening catastrophe: first the shaking of the
earth, then the fiery volcanic blast, next a huge tidal wave on Crete’s northern coast,
and finally a dense rain of white volcanic ash.
The disaster of 1470 b.c. was a blow from which the Minoans did not recover. This
time, the Minoans did not succeed in rebuilding their cities. Nonetheless, Minoan civilization did linger on for almost 300 years. After that, invaders from Greece may have
taken advantage of their weakened condition to destroy them. Some Minoans fled to
the mountains to escape the ruin of the kingdom. Crete’s influence as a major sea
power and cultural force was over.

Phoenicians Spread Trade and Civilization
About 1100 B.C., after Crete’s decline, the most powerful traders along the Mediterranean were the Phoenicians (fih NIHSH uhnz). Phoenicia was mainly the area now
known as Lebanon. Phoenicians never united into a country. Instead, they founded a
number of wealthy city-states around the Mediterranean that sometimes competed
with one another. (See the map on pages 54–55.) The first cities in Phoenicia, such as
Byblos, Tyre (tyr), and Sidon (SYD uhn), were important trading centers.
The Phoenicians were remarkable shipbuilders and seafarers. They were the first
Mediterranean people to venture beyond the Strait of Gibraltar. Some scholars
believe that the Phoenicians traded for tin with inhabitants of the southern coast of
Britain. Some evidence exists for an even more remarkable feat—sailing around the
continent of Africa by way of the Red Sea and back through the Strait of Gibraltar.
•

Phoenicians made
vows to their cruel
gods and goddesses, shown in
statues like these
from Byblos. The
Phoenicians would
sacrifice their firstborn children and
animals to please
these deities.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Summarizing
What adjectives
might describe
Minoan civilization?
B. Answer seagoing,
artistic, advanced,
peaceful

•

•

Background
Lebanon is found on
the eastern end of the
Mediterranean Sea.
The Straits of
Gibraltar are on the
western end.
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Such a trip was not repeated again for 2,000 years. The Greek historian Herodotus
(hih RAHD uh tuhs) relates the feat.
•

•

•

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
The Phoenicians set out from the Red Sea and sailed the southern sea [the Indian
Ocean]; whenever autumn came they would put in and sow the land, to whatever part
of Libya [Africa] they might come, and there await the harvest; then, having gathered
in the crop, they sailed on, so that after two years had passed, it was in the third that
they rounded the Pillars of Heracles [Strait of Gibraltar] and came to Egypt. There they
said (what some may believe, though I do not) that in sailing round Libya they had the
sun on their right hand [in reverse position].
HERODOTUS, in History, Book IV (5th century B.C.).

Commercial Outposts Around the Mediterranean The Phoenicians’ most
Background
Byblos was so famous
for its papyrus that it
gave the Greeks their
word for book, biblos,
from which the
English word Bible
comes.

Background
Though not the first,
the Phoenician alphabet was one of the
earliest. And because
they were traders, the
Phoenicians spread
the idea of the alphabet far and wide.

important city-states in the eastern Mediterranean were Sidon and Tyre, both known
for their production of purple dye; Berytus (now Beirut, in Lebanon); and Byblos, a
trading center for papyrus. Phoenicians built colonies along the northern coast of
Africa and the coasts of Sicily, Sardinia, and Spain. The colonies strung out like beads
on a chain about 30 miles apart—about the distance a Phoenician ship could sail in a
day. The greatest Phoenician colony was at Carthage (KAHR thihj), in North Africa.
Settlers from Tyre founded Carthage in about 725 b.c.
The Phoenicians traded goods they got from other lands— Alphabets—Ancient and Modern
wine, weapons, precious metals, ivory, and slaves. They also
Greek
English
Phoenician
were known as superb craftsmen who worked in wood,

A
metal, glass, and ivory. Their famous purple dye was pro
B
duced from the murex, a kind of snail that lived in the waters

C
off Sidon and Tyre. One snail, when left to rot, produced just

D

E
a drop or two of a liquid of a deep purple color. Some 60,000
F
snails were needed to produce one pound of dye.
G

Phoenicia’s Great Legacy: The Alphabet As mer
H
chants, the Phoenicians needed a way of recording transac
tions clearly and quickly. So, the Phoenicians developed a
I
J
writing system that used symbols to represent sounds. The
K
Phoenician system was phonetic—that is, one sign was used
L
for one sound. In fact, the word alphabet comes directly
M
N
from the first two letters of the Phoenician alphabet: aleph

and beth. As they traveled around the Mediterranean, the

O
Phoenicians introduced this writing system to their trading

P
partners. The Greeks, for example, adopted the Phoenician
Q
alphabet and changed the form of some of the letters.

R
Few examples of Phoenician writing exist. Most was on

S

papyrus, which crumbled easily over time. However, the
T

U
Phoenician contribution to the world was enormous. With

a simplified alphabet, learning was now accessible to many
V
more people.
W

X
Phoenician trade was upset when their eastern cities

were captured by Assyrians in 842 b.c. However, these
Y
defeats encouraged exiles to set up city-states like Carthage
Z

to the west. The Phoenician homeland later came under
the control of the Babylonians, and still later, of the
SKILLBUILDER: Interpreting Charts
Persian empire of King Cyrus I. Their conquerors recog1. Which letters show the most similarity
nized the Phoenicians’ superb ability both as shipbuilders
across the three alphabets?
and as seamen. Nonetheless, one of their most lasting con2. Why might one language have fewer
tributions remains the spread of the alphabet.
letters in its alphabet than another?
•
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Daily Life in 660 B.C.

Phoenician Financial News
Dye Prices Go Up!
Murex, the snail from which the
famous purple dye is made, is now an
exclusive Phoenician monopoly.
Workers break the murex shell,
then take out the shellfish and
put it in large vats. When
the snails have died
and rotted, they
excrete a yellow
liquid. When exposed
to the sun for long
periods, the liquid
turns purple. The small
amount of dye extracted
from huge numbers of
snails means that only the
richest Romans can afford to
use the dye for their robes.
Thus the dye has been named
“royal purple.”
Residents living near dye centers
complain of the stench of rotting
snails and the huge piles of empty
shells left near the factories.

This bronze plaque from the gates in the city of Balawat shows
sailors leaving Tyre on yet another profitable trading expedition.

Shipping News
As usual, Phoenician shipping fleets are exploring new territories. The
latest trip has taken our vessels past the Rock of Gibraltar into the
Atlantic Ocean. Consider the danger faced by our sailors as they row
past the placid Mediterranean . . . into who-knows-what. These brave
mariners have only the gods and their skill to rely on.

Home Construction
C arthage, Tyre, Sidon
Crowded conditions within these walled towns have led to the construction
of two-story homes. Many are adding balconies onto the second story, so
residents can look out over the city wall. Walls are still being constructed of
brick or clay and covered with stucco. Some of the latest homes sport
bathrooms, with tubs featuring a bath seat.
Connect

Making Inferences Based on
these articles, what kinds of jobs
might be listed under Employment
Opportunities in the classified ads
of this newspaper?

Glassmaking
The glass manufacturing and export
business is growing by leaps and
bounds. The sands of Lebanon are rich
in silica and make the best glass in the
Mediterranean area. Borrowing techniques from Palestine has resulted in
the creation of window glass. Romans
are extremely interested in this process
and are also experimenting with glassblowing techniques. Less expensive
glass is quickly replacing metal in Roman
home decoration.

70 Chapter 3

to History

SEE SKILLBUILDER
HANDBOOK, PAGE R16

Connect

The horse and date palm have
been chosen as official symbols on
Carthaginian coins.

to Today

Researching Do research on
Phoenician agriculture, shipbuilding, or the city of Carthage and
submit an article to “Phoenician
Financial News.”
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The Patterns of Ancient Trade, 2000–250 B.C.
.
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G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
1. Movement What area of the ancient world had the greatest number of land routes?
2. Human-Environment Interaction What natural inland feature often served as a highway for trade?

The Long Reach of Ancient Trade

Vocabulary
monsoon: a wind
that affects climate by
changing direction in
certain seasons.

Trading in ancient times also connected the Mediterranean Sea with other centers of
world commerce, such as South and East Asia. Several land routes crossed Central
Asia and connected to India through Afghanistan. Two sea routes began by crossing
the Arabian Sea to ports on the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea. From there, traders
either went overland to Egypt, Syria, and Mediterranean countries, or they continued
to sail up the Red Sea. To cross the Arabian Sea, sailors learned to make use of the
monsoon winds. These winds blow from the southwest during the hot months and
from the northeast during the cool season.
To widen the variety of their exports, Indian traders used other monsoon winds to
travel to Southeast Asia and Indonesia. Once there, they obtained spices and other
products not native to India.
Though traveling was difficult in ancient times, trading networks like those of the
Phoenicians assured the exchange of products and information. Along with their
goods, traders carried ideas, religious beliefs, art, and ways of living. They helped with
the process of cultural diffusion as well as with moving merchandise.
Phoenician traders by their travels made crucial contributions to world civilization. At
nearly the same time, another eastern Mediterranean people, the Jews, were creating a
religious tradition that has lasted for more than 3,000 years. This is discussed in Section 4.

Section 3 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Minoans
• Aegean Sea
• Knossos
• King Minos
• Phoenicians

2. TAKING NOTES

3. EVALUATING SOURCES

Below is a list of accomplishments.
Copy the chart beneath the list on
your paper. Then fill in the chart,
identifying feats that were Minoan
and those that were Phoenician.
• dominated trade (2000–1400 B.C.)
• set up numerous city-states
• developed an alphabet
• produced a famous purple dye
• jumped over bulls for fun
• produced fine painted pottery
Minoan

Phoenician

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Go back to page 69. Read
Herodotus’s account of how the
Phoenicians sailed around Africa.
What words show Herodotus’s
doubt? Why do you think he
expresses doubts?

THINK ABOUT
• the sources that reported the
feat
• Herodotus as a historian
• the Phoenicians’ seafaring skills
• the fact that the trip was not
repeated for 2000 years

Economics The Phoenicians
founded wealthy city-states
around the Mediterranean. These
city-states often competed with
one another. Do you think it would
have made more sense for the
city-states to cooperate or did
competition make them stronger?
Explain your reasons.

THINK ABOUT
• advantages of a unified country
• advantages of independence
• benefits of competition
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The Origins of Judaism
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

The Hebrews maintained monotheistic
religious beliefs that were unique in
the ancient world.

From this tradition, Judaism, the
religion of the Jews, evolved. Judaism
is one of the world’s major religions.

TERMS & NAMES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Palestine
Canaan
Torah
Abraham
monotheism
covenant
Moses
Israel
Judah
tribute

SETTING THE STAGE The Phoenicians lived in a region at the eastern end of the

Mediterranean Sea that was later called Palestine. The Phoenicians were not the only
ancient people to live in Palestine. Nor were they the only Palestinian people to make
a great contribution to world civilization. The area of Palestine called Canaan
(KAY nuhn) was the ancient home of the Hebrews, later called the Jews. Their history,
legends, and moral laws are a major influence on Western culture, and they began a
tradition also shared by Christianity and Islam.
•

Background
Many scholars use
the name Israelite,
instead of Hebrew.

The Search for a Promised Land
Ancient Palestine’s location made it a cultural crossroads of the ancient world. By
land, it connected Asia and Africa and two great empires, both eager to expand. To
the east lay Assyria and Babylonia and to the west Egypt. Palestine’s seaports opened
onto the two most important waterways of that time: the Mediterranean, which connected to the Atlantic Ocean, and the Red Sea, which flowed into
the Indian Ocean. The Hebrews settled in Canaan, the part of
POTLIGHT N
ancient Palestine that lay between the Jordan River and the Mediterranean Sea. In fact, Hebrews often used the word Canaan to refer to
Philistines
all of ancient Palestine. According to the Bible, Canaan was the land
The Philistines were another
ancient people who settled in
God had promised to the Hebrew people.

S

O

Canaan. The Greeks called the area
where they lived “Palestine” after
the Philistines. Much of what we
know about the Philistines comes
from their neighbors, the Hebrews,
who disliked them and fought with
them over control of the land.
The Philistines enjoyed definite
military advantages over the
Hebrews. They had a fleet of ships
and swift chariots. More importantly, they knew how to forge iron
into swords and shields. Over time,
Hebrews learned the secret of
smelting iron and were able to fight
the Philistines on more even terms.

From Ur to Egypt Most of what we know about the early history of

the Hebrews is contained in the first five books of the Hebrew Bible.
Jews call these books the Torah (TAWR uh) and consider them the
most sacred writings in their tradition. Christians respect them as
part of the Old Testament. As in other sacred literatures, the books
of the Torah describe some events that actually happened. However,
those books also contain stories told to teach important lessons.
In the Torah, God chose Abraham (AY bruh ham) to be the
“father,” or first, of the Hebrew people. God’s first words to Abraham
expressed a promise of land and a pledge: “Go from your country
and your kindred and your father’s house to the land that I will show
you. I will make of you a great nation, and I will bless you, and make
your name great. . . .” (Genesis 12:1–2)
The Torah says that Abraham was a shepherd who lived in the city of
Ur, in Mesopotamia. The Torah tells that God commanded him to move his people and
their flocks to Canaan. This would have occurred around 2000 b.c. The story of how and
why he moved to Canaan is told in the Book of Genesis. Abraham, his family, and their
herds made their way from the lower Tigris and Euphrates region to Canaan. Then, possibly around 1650 b.c., the descendants of Abraham moved again—this time to Egypt.
•

•

•

The God of Abraham The Bible tells how Abraham and his family roamed for many

years from Mesopotamia to Canaan to Egypt and back to Canaan. All the while, their
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Vocabulary
Bible: the name
given to the sacred
books of Judaism, as
well as to those of
Christianity.

Background
The Book of Genesis
is the first book of the
Bible. Genesis means
“beginning.”
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God, whose name was Yahweh, went with them. Gods
worshiped by other people at that time were often local,
associated with a specific place. Because the God of the
Hebrews did not belong to any one place, the Hebrews
could carry their worship of him wherever they went.
Unlike the other groups around them, who were polytheists, the Hebrews were monotheists. They prayed only
to one God. Monotheism (MAHN uh thee ihz uhm), a
belief in a single god, comes from the Greek words mono,
meaning “one” and theism, meaning “god-worship.” The
Hebrews had made a startling leap. They proclaimed
Yahweh as the one and only God. In their eyes, Yahweh
had power not only over the Hebrews, but over all peoples, everywhere. To the Hebrews, God was not a physical
being, and no physical images were to be made of him.
The Hebrews asked Yahweh for protection from their
enemies, just as other people prayed to their gods to
defend them. According to the Bible, Yahweh looked after
the Hebrews not so much because of ritual ceremonies
and sacrifices, but because Abraham had promised to obey
him. In return, Yahweh had promised to protect Abraham and his descendants. This
mutual promise between God and the founder of the Hebrew people is called a
covenant (KUHV uh nuhnt). This was the first of a series of covenants that Yahweh
and the Hebrews would make together.

Background
The name Yahweh
later became Jehovah
to some Christians.

•

•
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“Let My People Go.” The Bible says the Hebrews migrated to Egypt because of a
drought and threat of a famine. At first, the Hebrews were given places of honor in
the Egyptian kingdom. Later, however, they were forced into slavery, their lives made
“bitter with hard service, in mortar and brick, and in all kinds of work in the field.”
(Exodus 1:14)
The Hebrews fled Egypt—perhaps between 1300 and 1200 B.C. Jews call this event
“the Exodus,” and they remember it every year during the festival of Passover. The
Torah says that the man who led the Hebrews out of slavery was named Moses. At
Passover, it is told that at the time of Moses’ birth, the Egyptian
pharaoh felt threatened by the number of Hebrews in Egypt.
SYRIA
He thus ordered all Hebrew male babies to be killed. Moses’

Background
In the Book of Exodus,
God strikes down
the first-born of the
Egyptians, but he
“passes over” the
homes of the Hebrews.
Passover celebrates
this episode.
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mother hid her baby in the reeds along the banks of the Nile. There, an Egyptian
princess found and adopted him. Though raised in luxury, he did not forget his Hebrew
birth. When God commanded him to lead the Jews out of Egypt, he obeyed. From that
time on, Moses has been considered the greatest figure in Jewish history.

The Ten Commandments*

A New Covenant While the Hebrews were

traveling across the Sinai (SY ny) Peninsula,
Moses climbed to the top of a mountain—Mount
The first four commandments
The last six commandments
Sinai—to pray. The Bible says he spoke with
concerned the Hebrews’ relaconcerned the Hebrews’ relaGod. When Moses came down from Mount
tionship with God:
tionship with one another:
Sinai, he brought down two stone tablets on
• I am the Lord thy God. . . .
• Honor thy father and thy
Thou shalt have no other
mother. . . .
which Yahweh had written ten laws, the Ten
gods before me.
• Thou shalt not kill.
Commandments of the Bible.
• Thou shalt not make unto
• Thou shalt not commit
These commandments and the other teachings
thee any graven image. . . .
adultery.
that
Moses delivered to his people became the
• Thou shalt not take the name • Thou shalt not steal.
basis for the civil and religious laws of Judaism.
of the Lord thy God in
• Thou shalt not bear false
The Hebrews believed that these laws formed a
vain. . . .
witness against thy neighbor.
• Remember the Sabbath day
• Thou shalt not covet . . .
new covenant between God and the Hebrew
to keep it holy.
anything that is thy neighbor’s.
people. God promised to protect the Hebrews.
*Jews and Catholics word the commandments in ways slightly different from this version.
They, in turn, promised to keep God’s commandments. The covenant was based on the idea that
God is just—and not arbitrary. In addition, the laws given to Moses required a high
standard of moral conduct.
•

Background
The Hebrew word for
these ten laws,
devarím, actually
means “words” or
“utterances,” not
“commandments.”

The Land and People of the Bible The Torah reports that the Hebrews wandered
Tradition dictates
that the Torah
should be written
on a scroll and kept
at the synagogue in
an ornamented
chest called an ark.

for 40 years in the Sinai Desert. Later books of the Bible tell about the history of the
Hebrews after their wanderings. After the death of Moses, they returned to Canaan,
where Abraham had lived. The Hebrews frequently fought with their neighbors over
land. They were also making a change from a nomadic, tribal society to settled
herders, farmers, and city dwellers. They were learning new technologies from neighboring peoples in ancient Palestine. These changes in their previously simple way of
life made settling down a difficult experience for the Hebrews.
The Hebrews Are Ruled by Judges When the Hebrews arrived in

Canaan, they were loosely organized into twelve tribes. These tribes
lived in separate territories and were self-governing. In times of
emergency, the Bible reports that God would raise up judges. They
would unite the tribes and provide judicial and military leadership
during a crisis. What the judges had in common was charisma,
a personal magnetism that attracted many followers to their
cause. In the course of time, God chose a series of judges,
one of the most prominent of whom was a woman, Deborah.
Hebrew Law Deborah’s leadership was unusual for a

Hebrew woman. The roles of men and women were quite
separate in Hebrew society. This was generally the case among
peoples of the region. Women could not officiate at religious
ceremonies. In general, a Hebrew woman’s most important
duty was to raise her children and provide moral leadership
for them.
The Ten Commandments were part of a code of laws delivered to Moses. The code included other rules regulating social
and religious behavior. In some ways, this code resembled
Hammurabi’s Code with its attitude of “an eye for an eye and
a tooth for a tooth.” However, its strict justice was softened by

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Contrasting How
did the religion of the
Hebrews differ from
many of the religions
of their neighbors?
A. Answer The
Hebrews worshiped
only one God. Yahweh
was not only the God
of Hebrews, but of all
peoples. Yahweh fulfilled promises to the
Hebrews in a
covenant.
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Summarizing
What does Hebrew
law require of
believers?
B. Answer To worship God and to treat
other human beings
fairly.
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expressions of God’s mercy. The code was later interpreted by religious teachers
called prophets. The prophets believed that they had been chosen as messengers to
reveal God’s will to his people. They constantly urged the Hebrews to stay true to
their covenant with God.
The prophets taught that the Hebrews had a duty both to worship God and to live
justly with one another. The goal was a moral life lived in accordance with God’s laws.
In the words of the prophet Micah, “He has told you, O mortal/ what is good;/ and
what does the Lord require/of you/but to do justice, and to love/kindness,/ and to walk
humbly with your/God?” This emphasis on right conduct and the worship of one God
is called ethical monotheism—a Hebrew idea that has influenced human behavior for
thousands of years through Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. From ethical monotheism, the three religions derive much of the moral force that characterizes them.

The Kingdom of Israel
Canaan—the land that the Hebrews believed had been promised them by God—
combined largely harsh features such as arid desert, rocky wilderness, grassy hills, and
the dry, hot valley of the Jordan River. Water was never plentiful;
even the numerous limestone formations soaked up any excess
CONNECT to TODAY
rainfall. After first settling in the south-central area of ancient
The State of Israel
Palestine, the Hebrews expanded south and north.
Saul and David Establish a Kingdom The judges occasion-

ally pulled together the widely scattered tribes for a united military effort. Nonetheless, Philistines continued to threaten the
Hebrews’ position in ancient Palestine. The Hebrews got along
somewhat better with their Canaanite neighbors. After the exile,
the only large tribe left was the tribe of Judah. As a result,
Hebrews came to be called Jews and their religion, Judaism.
From about 1020 to 922 b.c., the Hebrews united under three
able kings: Saul, David, and Solomon. The new kingdom was
called Israel (IHZ ree uhl). For 100 years, Israel enjoyed its
greatest period of power and independence.
Saul, the first of the three kings, was chosen largely because of
his success in driving out the Philistines from the central hills of
ancient Palestine. Saul is portrayed in the Bible as a tragic man,
who was given to bouts of jealousy. After his death, he was succeeded by his son-in-law, David. King David, an extremely popular leader, united the tribes, established Jerusalem as the capital,
and founded a dynasty.
•

•

On May 14, 1948, Jews and many
non-Jews around the world
celebrated the birth of the modern
state of Israel. Israel owes its
existence in part to the idea of the
Promised Land. Jewish tradition
kept that idea alive for almost 18
centuries after Jewish rule had
ended in Palestine. By the 1800s,
persecution of Jews in Europe led
many to believe that Jews should
return to the land given to them by
God—to Palestine.
In the late 1800s, a movement
called Zionism called for “a
(Jewish) home in Palestine
secured by law.” In 1947, after the
horrors of Nazism, the United
Nations answered that call. It
established Israel as a Jewish
homeland. Jews had regained their
Promised Land.

Solomon Builds the Kingdom About the year 962 b.c., David was succeeded by

Background
Solomon formed
alliances by marrying
the sisters or daughters of other kings.
The Bible says that he
had 700 wives, who
turned him away from
God. (I Kings 11:3–4)

his son Solomon, whose mother was Bathsheba. Solomon was the most powerful of
the Hebrew kings. He built a trading empire with the help of his friend Hiram, the
king of the Phoenician city of Tyre. Solomon also beautified the capital city of
Jerusalem. The crowning achievement of his extensive building program in Jerusalem
was a great temple, which he built to glorify God. The temple was also to be a permanent home for the Ark of the Covenant, which contained the tablets of Moses’s law.
The temple that Solomon built was not large, but it gleamed like a precious gem.
Bronze pillars stood at its entrance. The temple was stone on the outside, while its
inner walls were made of cedar covered in gold. The main hall was richly decorated
with brass and gold. Solomon also built a royal palace even more costly and more
magnificent than the temple.
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The Kingdom Divides Solomon’s building projects required

high taxes and badly strained the kingdom’s finances. In addition,
men were forced to spend one month out of every three working
on the temple. The expense and forced labor caused much discontent. As a result, after Solomon’s death, the Jews in the northern
part of the kingdom—geographically distant from the south—
revolted. By 922 b.c., the kingdom had divided in two—with
Israel in the north and Judah (JOO duh) in the south.
The next 200 years was a period of confusing ups and downs for
the two kingdoms. Sometimes they fought each other; sometimes
they joined together to fight common enemies. Each of the kingdoms had periods of prosperity, followed by low periods.
•

King Solomon
962?–922? B.C.
Solomon’s fame as a wise man
became a legend. In the Bible, he
prays to God for “an understanding
mind,” which God grants him.
Soon after, the story goes, two
women and a baby boy were
brought before him. Each woman
claimed the baby was hers. After
hearing their testimony, Solomon
declared, “Divide the living boy in
two; then give half to the one and
half to the other.” He then waited
for the women’s reactions.
One said: “Please, my lord, give
her the living boy; certainly do not
kill him!” However, the other
woman accepted: “It shall be
neither mine nor yours; divide it.”
By his great wisdom, Solomon
knew that the woman who would
give up the child to save it was the
real mother.

The Babylonian Captivity

Disaster finally struck as the independence of the two kingdoms was
lost. In 738 b.c., both Israel and Judah began paying tribute—peace
money paid by a weaker power to a stronger—to Assyria. By paying
tribute, Israel and Judah hoped to assure that the mighty Assyrian
empire would not attack. Then everything began to fall apart. The
Assyrians began the siege of Samaria, the capital of Israel, in 725. By
722, the whole northern kingdom had fallen to the Assyrians.
The southern kingdom of Judah resisted for another 150 years
before it too was destroyed. The destruction of Judah was to come at
the hands of the Babylonians. After conquering Israel, the Assyrians
rapidly lost power to a rising Babylonian empire. The Babylonian
king Nebuchadnezzar (nehb uh kuhd NEHZ uhr) ran the Egyptians
out of Syria and ancient Palestine, and he twice attacked Jerusalem.
The city finally fell in 586 b.c. Solomon’s Temple was destroyed in
the Babylonian victory. Many of the survivors were exiled to Babylon.
During their exile in Babylon, the Bible describes how the prophet
Ezekiel urged his people to keep their religion alive in a foreign land.
Then about 50 years after the fall of Judah, another change of fortune occurred: in 539 b.c., the Persian king Cyrus the Great conquered Babylon. The next year, Cyrus allowed some 40,000 exiles to
return to Jerusalem to rebuild the Temple. Many, however, were kept in Babylonia.
Work on the Second Temple was completed in 515 b.c. The walls of Jerusalem
were rebuilt in 445 b.c. Soon, however, other empires would rise and fall in
Southwest Asia. These new empires would take control both of ancient Palestine and
the destiny of the Jewish people.
•

•

•

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Drawing
Conclusions How
might geographical
distance make the
split of Israel and
Judah more likely?
C. Possible
Answers Poor communications in
ancient times would
have made it difficult
for the king to enforce
his laws in distant
places. Geographical
distance meant little
contact between
Israel and Judah; so
they would have different ways of thinking and living.

•

D. Possible Answer
Their religion was
more important to
their lives than even
the defense of their
capital.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
D. Making
Inferences The
Temple was rebuilt
before the walls of
Jerusalem. What does
this fact indicate about
the Jews after the
Babylonian captivity?

Section 4 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Palestine
• Canaan
• Torah
• Abraham
• monotheism
• covenant
• Moses
• Israel
• Judah
• tribute

76 Chapter 3

2. TAKING NOTES

On your own paper, create a time
line showing major Hebrew
leaders. Then, below the time line,
give one piece of information
about each.
2000 B.C.
Abraham:
Father of
Jewish people

3. IDENTIFYING PROBLEMS

What were the main problems
faced by the Hebrews between
2000 B.C. and 700 B.C.?

THINK ABOUT
•
•
•
•

the quest for a homeland
other peoples
hardships
problems among Hebrews

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Interaction with
Environment You are the
leader of a Hebrew tribe. Write a
short speech explaining to your
people why Palestine is the best
choice as a homeland.
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different PERSPECTIVES

The Flood Story
The tale of a devastating flood appears among the legends of ancient
peoples throughout the world. In some versions, the story of the flood
serves to explain how the world came to be. In others, the flood is heaven’s
punishment for evil deeds committed by humans. At the right is a fifthcentury a.d. view of Noah and his ark in the Hebrew flood story.
H E B R E W L I T E R AT U R E

The Torah
When Yahweh saw how wickedly humans were acting,
he was sorry that he had created them. Only one man,
Noah, found favor in God’s eyes.

And God said to Noah, “I have
determined to make an end of all
flesh, for the earth is filled with
violence because of them. . . . Make
yourself an ark of cypress wood; make
rooms in the ark, and cover it inside
and out with pitch. . . . And of every
living thing, of all flesh, you shall bring

two of every kind in the ark, to
keep them alive with you; they
shall be male and female. . . .
The rain fell on the earth forty
days and forty nights. . . . At the end
of the forty days Noah opened the
window of the ark . . . and . . . sent out
the dove from the ark; and the dove
came back in the evening and there in
its beak was a freshly plucked olive
leaf; so Noah knew the waters had
subsided from the earth. . . .
Then God said to Noah, “Go out of
the ark, you and your wife, and your

M E S O P O TA M I A N M Y T H

The Epic of Gilgamesh
In this legend, Utnapishtim, like Noah, escapes a worldwide flood by building an
ark. The gods are unable to sleep because of the uproar caused by humans. To
have peace, they agree to destroy the human race in a great flood. However, Ea,
the god of wisdom, warns Utnapishtim of the coming catastrophe in a dream.

O man of Shurrupak, son of Ubara-Tutu; tear down
your house and build a boat, abandon possessions and
look for life. . . .
I loaded into (the boat) all that I had of gold and of
living things, my family, my kin, the beasts of the field

sons and your sons’ wives with you.
Bring out with you every living thing
that is with you. . . . I establish my
covenant with you, that . . . never
again shall there be a flood to destroy
the earth.”

both wild and tame, and all the craftsmen. I sent them
on board. . . .
For six days and six nights the winds blew, torrent and
tempest and flood overwhelmed the world. . . . When the
seventh day dawned the storm from the south subsided,
the sea grew calm, the flood was stilled; I looked at the
face of the world and there was silence, all mankind was
turned to clay. . . . I opened a hatch and the light fell on
my face. Then I bowed low, I sat down and I wept, the
tears streamed down my face, for on every side was the
waste of water.

Connect
A RETELLING OF
A N I N D I A N TA L E

The Fish Incarnation
of Vishnu
The Hindu god Vishnu is said to have reappeared on
earth many times. In his first earthly incarnation, he
took the form of Matsya, the fish, and saved mankind.

One day, as the sage Manu was
praying at the river Ganges, a small fish
asked for his protection. Manu put the
fish in an earthen jar, but soon the fish
was too big for the jar. So Manu put it
into the river, but soon it outgrew the
river. So Manu put the fish in the
ocean. By now Manu began to suspect
the divine nature of this fish.

The fish told Manu there would be
a great deluge [flood]. He advised
Manu to build a large boat and take
seven Rishis (saints), the seeds of
various kinds of plants and one of each
type of animal. When the deluge
came, the fish said, he would take the
ark and its inhabitants to safety.
Sure enough, when the deluge
occurred, the fish was there. Manu
tied the boat to the horns of the fish,
using the divine snake Vasuki as a
rope. The fish then pulled the boat
through the waters until it reached a
mountain peak.

to History

Drawing Conclusions List the similarities among the different versions.
Why do you think that stories from
such different geographical areas and
time periods are so similar?
SEE SKILLBUILDER
HANDBOOK, PAGE R17

Connect

to Today

Researching Look in newspapers
and magazines for accounts of people
fleeing a great flood. Share what you
find with the class.
For another perspective on
the Flood Story, see World
History: Electronic Library of Primary Sources.

CD-ROM
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Assessment

TERMS & NAMES

REVIEW QUESTIONS

Briefly explain the importance of each of the following
in the years 3500 B.C. to 259 B.C.

SECTION 1 (pages 57–61)

1. Indo-Europeans

6. Minoans

2. caste

7. Phoenicians

3. reincarnation

8. Torah

4. karma

9. monotheism

5. Siddhartha Gautama

Indo-European Migrations
11. Name three reasons that historians give to explain why Indo-Europeans
migrated.
12. What are two technologies that helped the Hittites build their empire?
13. How were the Aryans different from the non-Aryans (dasas) that they
encountered when migrating to India?

10. Moses
SECTION 2 (pages 62–66)

Roots of Hinduism and Buddhism
14. In Hinduism, how are the ideas of karma, reincarnation, and
moksha connected?
15. Why were lower castes more likely to convert to Buddhism?
SECTION 3 (pages 67–71)

Seafaring Traders Extend Boundaries
16. What did the Minoans export?
17. What is Phoenicia’s greatest legacy to the world?

Interact

with History

On page 56, you considered staying or fleeing from a foreign invader before you knew what some of the consequences of your decision might be. Now that you’ve read
the chapter, reconsider your decision to stay or flee.
Would you still make the same choice, or have you
changed your mind? Discuss the consequences of your
decision on your life.

SECTION 4 (pages 72–77)

The Origins of Judaism
18. What is ethical monotheism and why is it important?
19. What caused the division of Solomon’s kingdom?
20. Name two ways that early Judaism differed from other religions of the
time.

Visual Summary

People and Ideas on the Move
Hinduism

Buddhism

Judaism

Number of Gods

Many gods, all faces of
Brahman

Originally, no gods

One God

Holy Books

Vedas; Upanishads,
Mahabharata, and others

Books on the teachings and
life of the Buddha

The Torah and other books of
the Hebrew Bible

Moral Law

Karma

Eightfold Path

Ten Commandments

Leaders

Brahmins

Monks

Priests, judges, kings,
prophets

Final Goal

Moksha

Enlightenment, Nirvana

A moral life through
obedience to God’s law
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CRITICAL THINKING

CHAPTER ACTIVITIES

1. EFFECTS OF MIGRATION

1. LIVING HISTORY: Unit Portfolio Project

How important were the migrations of the IndoEuropean peoples? How lasting were the changes that
they brought? Explain your conclusion.

THEME INTERACTION WITH ENVIRONMENT Your unit portfolio project focuses
on showing how people in history have interacted with the environment. For
Chapter 3, you might use one of the following ideas.

2. WORLD RELIGIONS
THEME RELIGIOUS AND ETHICAL SYSTEMS Using a chart
like the one below, fill in the information about the
three world religions listed.

Religion

Founder

Approximate
Time
Originated

Area
Originated

• You are an Indo-European scout. Draw a map showing your chief the
route to the place where you want your people to migrate. Then, explain
to the chief why you have chosen this place.
• Write a dialogue between King Minos and a Minoan sailor describing the
dangers of seagoing trade routes. Be specific. Include possible ways to
minimize these dangers.
• Write a myth telling about events that might have occurred as the
Phoenicians sailed around Africa. The events can be imaginary, but should
be based on the route that the Phoenicians reportedly took.

Hinduism
Buddhism
Judaism

2. CONNECT TO TODAY: Cooperative Learning

3. SOLOMON’S KINGDOM
How would you evaluate King Solomon’s reign?
Support your opinion with evidence from the chapter.
4. ANALYZING PRIMARY SOURCES
This passage tells how the Hebrews asked the
prophet Samuel to appoint their king. Read the
paragraph and answer the questions below it.
THE BIBLE
Then all the elders of Israel gathered together
and came to Samuel at Ramah and said to
him, “. . . Appoint for us then a king to govern us, like other nations. . . .” Samuel prayed
to the Lord, and the Lord said to Samuel,
“Listen to the voice of the people in all that
they say to you; for they have not rejected
you, but they have rejected me from being
king over them. Just as they have done to me
from the day I brought them out of Egypt to
this day forsaking me and serving other gods,
so also they are doing to you.”
I SAMUEL 8:4–8

• How does the writer present the idea of choosing
a king? What words give you that impression?
• Who does this passage say was Israel’s real king?

THEME ECONOMICS Although the caste system was officially abolished by
the Indian government in 1955, a castelike system based on occupations still
exists in India today. Work with a team to research and create a bar graph.
In the bar graph, compare the percentage of people in certain occupations in
today’s India with the percentage of the wealth they own. For example, 2%
of the working population in today’s India are government officials and
white collar workers; they own, say, 25% of the country’s wealth.

Use the Internet, magazines, or your library to research statistics
about the topic. Look for statistics that answer such questions as:
What percentage of working people in today’s India belong to each major
occupational group? What percentage of the country’s wealth is owned by
people in these occupational groups?
• Look for statistics. Show those figures visually in a bar graph.
• Label the graph clearly.
• Compare the working population in India today with the ownership of
wealth in the country.

FOCUS ON TIME LINES
Review the time line below. It
shows the development of new
ideas in the ancient world. Then
make two charts.
• In the first chart, group the
new ideas by category.
• In the second chart, list the

Additional Test Practice,
pp. S1–S33

TEST PRACTICE

2650 B.C. The “step”
pyramid designed
in Egypt

Connect to History
How could ironworking help
Aryans to carry out their migrations in India? To conquer territory? To settle territory?

1500 B.C. Egyptians invent a
method for raising water
from rivers to irrigate fields.
Hittites begin smelting iron

CL ASSZONE .COM

2000 B.C. First Minoan
palace built on Crete

3000 B.C. Writing
invented in
Mesopotamia

new ideas by order of
importance.

1640 B.C. Chariots
introduced into Egypt

280 B.C. First lighthouse
built in Alexandria, Egypt

1000 B.C. Ironworking
arrives in India

1400 B.C. Invention of the
Phoenician alphabet

600 B.C. First official
coins of fixed weight
produced in Anatolia
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First Age of Empires,
1570 B.C.–200 B.C.

Connect History and Geography
During the first age of empires, great kingdoms expanded their
boundaries and extended their influence across vast areas of
the ancient world. The map at the right shows four important
empires of this period: Assyrian, Kush, Persian, and the Qin
dynasties. Use the map to answer the questions below.
1. What part of the world was ruled by three different
empires during this period? What were the empires?
2. How do you think the Qin Dynasty’s distance from the
other civilizations affected its development?
3. Why do you think so many empires fought over the
region around the Nile, Tigris, and Eurphrates rivers?
For more information about Egypt, Nubia, Assyria, Persia, and China . . .

CLASSZONE.COM

Shi Huangdi, a Chinese ruler,
assumed the title of “First Emperor”
in 221 B.C. He attempted to unify
China, defeat nomadic invaders,
abolish the feudal system, and
establish a new social order.

The Nubian king, Taharqa, commissioned
statues of himself, such as this one
ordered for his temple.
1554 B.C.
Egypt’s New Kingdom
established.
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Ancient Empires, 850 B.C.–206 B.C.
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to power.
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kingdom of Kush
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under Cyrus.
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Interact with History

Y

ou are a merchant who travels great distances with your
camel caravan in order to sell and trade goods. Your life
has become increasingly difficult because bandits and thieves
plague the roads. They ambush and rob unwary travelers,
particularly merchants selling their wares. There is a new
military power expanding its empire throughout the region of
your travels that is suppressing the worst of the outlaw bands.
At the same time that it is putting down lawlessness and
disorder, however, the military empire is imposing harsh laws
and heavy taxes on the regions that it conquers.

Empire—Good or Bad?
An armed cavalry escort protects a
caravan from an armed raiding
party. Mounted troops bring a new
sense of order and safety to
travelers and merchants.

A raiding party plans
to attack a caravan.
The caravan carries
a fortune in exotic
goods, including
silks and spices from
distant lands.

EXAMINING

Merchant caravans, such as
this one, cross the Fertile Crescent
and travel the Silk Road from
China. Such caravans are often
raided by thieves.

• Why might a merchant or other
common person favor the
establishment of a strong empire?
• Why might such a person oppose a
strong empire?
• Why might a victorious army
enslave a subject people?
• What advantages or abuses might
a strong military power bring to a
region?

82 Chapter 4

the

ISSUES

In small groups, answer the questions,
then report back to the class. In your
discussion, remember what you’ve
learned about military conquest and
the behavior of such groups as the
Sumerians, Egyptians, and Hittites.
As you read about the empires in this

chapter, consider how the winners treat
the people under their power and how
the conquered people respond.
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The Empires of Egypt
and Nubia Collide
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Two empires along the Nile, Egypt and
Nubia, forged commercial, cultural,
and political connections.

Neighboring civilizations
participate in cultural exchange
as well as conflict.

TERMS & NAMES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hyksos
New Kingdom
Hatshepsut
Thutmose III
Nubia
Ramses II
Kush
Piankhi
Meroë

SETTING THE STAGE During the Middle Kingdom (about 2080–1640 B.C.), trade

with Mesopotamia and the Indus Valley enriched Egypt, located in northeastern
Africa. Meanwhile, up the Nile River, less than 600 miles south of the Egyptian city of
Thebes, a major kingdom had developed in the region of Nubia. For centuries, the
Nubian kingdom of Kush traded with Egypt. The two kingdoms influenced each other.

The New Kingdom of Egypt

After the prosperity of the Middle Kingdom, Egypt descended into ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
HISTORY MAKERS
war and violence. This was caused by a succession of weak pharaohs ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
and power struggles among rival nobles. The weakened country fell
to invaders who swept across the Isthmus of Suez in chariots, a
weapon of war unknown to the Egyptians. These invaders, nomads
called Hyksos (HIHK sohs), ruled Egypt from 1640 to 1570 B.C.
The Hyksos invasion shook the Egyptians’ confidence in the desert
barriers that had protected their kingdom.
Around 1600 B.C., a series of warlike rulers began to restore
Egypt’s power. Among those who helped drive out the Hyksos was
Queen Ahhotep (ah HOH tehp). The queen took over when her
husband died in battle. The next pharaoh, Kamose (KAH mohs),
won a great victory over the hated Hyksos. His successors drove the
Hatshepsut
Hyksos completely out of Egypt and pursued them across the Sinai
reigned 1472–1458 B.C.
Peninsula into Palestine.
Hatshepsut was an excellent ruler
After overthrowing the Hyksos rulers, the pharaohs of the New
of outstanding achievement who
Kingdom (about 1570–1075 B.C.) sought to strengthen Egypt by
made Egypt more prosperous. As
pharaoh, she sent traders down the
building an empire. Egypt now entered its third period of glory in
Red Sea to bring back gold, ebony,
the New Kingdom. During this time it was wealthier and more
baboons, and myrrh trees.
powerful than ever before.
As male pharaohs had done,
•

•

•

•

Egypt’s Empire Builders in the New Kingdom Equipped with
Vocabulary
dynasty: a series
of rulers from a
single family.

bronze weapons and two-wheeled chariots, the Egyptians became
conquerors. The pharaohs of the Eighteenth Dynasty (1570–1365 B.C.)
set up an army including archers, charioteers, and infantry, or foot
soldiers. The symbols of royal power had always been the red crown
and the white crown. Now the pharaohs added a new piece of royal
headgear—the blue crown, a war crown shaped like a battle helmet.
Among the rulers of the New Kingdom, Hatshepsut
(hat SHEHP soot), who boldly declared herself pharaoh around
1472 B.C., was unique. She took over because her stepson, the male
heir to the throne, was a young child at the time. Unlike other New
Kingdom rulers, Hatshepsut spent her reign encouraging trade
rather than just waging war.
•

•

Hatshepsut planned a tomb for herself in the Valley of the Kings. Carved
reliefs on the walls of the temple
reveal the glories of her reign.
The inscription from
Hatshepsut’s obelisk (tall stone
shaft) at Karnak trumpets her glory
and her feelings about herself:
“I swear as Re loves me, as
my father Amon favors me, as
my nostrils are filled with
satisfying life, as I wear the
white crown, as I appear in the
red crown, . . . as I rule this
land like the son of Isis . . .”
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Hatshepsut’s stepson, Thutmose III (thoot MOH suh), proved to be a much more
warlike ruler. In fact, in his eagerness to ascend to the throne, Thutmose III
may even have murdered his stepmother, Hatshepsut. Between the
time he took power and his death around 1425 B.C., Thutmose III
led a number of victorious invasions into Palestine and Syria.
Under Thutmose’s rule, Egyptian armies also pushed farther
south into Nubia, a region of Africa that straddled the upper
Nile River. From the Blue Nile, the southern boundary of
Nubia, to the shores of the Mediterranean was a distance of
approximately 1,000 miles. From Nubia, Egyptian soldiers
returned carrying gold, cattle, ivory, and many captives
whom they enslaved. The destinies of Egypt and Nubia
would be connected for hundreds of years.
Egypt was now a mighty empire. It controlled lands
around the Nile and far beyond. In addition, it drew boundless wealth from them. Contact with other cultures brought
Egypt new ideas as well as material goods. Egypt had never
before—nor has it since—commanded such power and
wealth as during the reigns of the New Kingdom pharaohs.
•

In this wall painting
from an Egyptian
tomb, Nubians
bring tribute to
the pharaoh.

•

The Egyptians and the Hittites By about 1400 B.C.,
Egyptian armies had crossed the Sinai Peninsula and conquered
parts of Syria and Palestine. These conquests brought the Egyptians into conflict with
the Hittites. The Hittites had moved into Asia Minor around 1900 B.C. and later
expanded southward into Palestine.
After several battles, the Egyptian and Hittite armies met at the Battle of Kadesh
around 1285 B.C. There the two armies fought each other to a standstill. The pharaoh,
Ramses II (RAM seez), and a Hittite king later made a treaty that promised “peace
and brotherhood between us forever.” Their alliance lasted for the rest of the century.
•

An Age of Builders Like the Old Kingdom with its towering pyramids, rulers of the

New Kingdom erected magnificent palaces, temples, and tombs. In search of security
in the afterlife, they hid their splendid tombs beneath desert cliffs. In this way, they
would not be plundered by grave robbers and looters. The site they chose was the
remote Valley of the Kings near Thebes. Besides royal tombs, the pharaohs of this
period also built great palaces and magnificent temples. Indeed, the word pharaoh
means “great house” and comes from this time period. The word became a royal title.
Ramses II, whose reign extended from approximately 1290 to 1224 B.C., stood out
among the great builders of the New Kingdom. He lived to the age of 99 and was the
father of 150 children. At Karnak, he added to a monumental temple to Amon
(AH muhn), Egypt’s chief god. Ramses also ordered a temple to be carved into the
red sandstone cliffs above the Nile River at Abu Simbel (AH boo SIHM buhl). Egypt’s
last great pharaoh ordered these temples decorated with enormous statues of himself.
The ears alone measured over three feet. Although these buildings are huge and
impressive, they were not as skillfully built as those of the Old Kingdom.
•

•

•

The Empire Declines
The empire that Thutmose III had built and Ramses II had ruled came apart slowly
after 1200 B.C. as other strong civilizations rose to challenge Egypt’s power. Shortly
after Ramses died, the entire eastern Mediterranean suffered a wave of invasions
around 1200 B.C. These invasions destroyed many kingdoms.
Invasions by Land and Sea Both the Egyptian empire and the Hittite kingdom

were attacked by “the People of the Sea.” Scholars have not conclusively identified
these invaders, although they may well have been the Philistines often mentioned
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Recognizing
Effects What were
some of the political
and economic effects
of Egypt’s conquests?
A. Possible Answer
Conquest brought
Egypt riches and
cultural influences;
it also brought conflict with conquered
peoples.
Background The
word pharaoh became
a royal title because
the ruler’s own name
was considered too
sacred to use.
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in the Bible. Whoever they were, the People of the Sea caused great destruction.
From the east, the tribes of Palestine often rebelled against their Egyptian
overlords. From the west, even the vast desert no longer stopped Libyans from
raiding Egyptian villages.
Egypt’s Empire Fades After these invasions, Egypt never recovered its previous

power. Egypt broke apart into regional units. Isolated rural populations erected their
own walled defenses. In Egypt’s former empire numerous small kingdoms arose.
Each was eager to protect its independence. As the empire faded to a distant memory,
princes of these small kingdoms treated Egyptian officials with contempt.
Powerless at home and abroad, Egypt fell to its neighbors’ invasions. Libyans
crossed the desert to the Nile delta. There they established independent dynasties.
From 950 to 730 B.C., Libyan pharaohs ruled Egypt and erected cities. Far from
imposing their own culture, the Libyans embraced the Egyptian way of life. When
the Nubians came north to seize power, they, too, would adopt the Egyptian religion,
manners, and culture.

The Kushites Conquer the Nile Region
For centuries, Nubia, the area along the upper Nile River south of Egypt, had been a
source of products and slaves for Egypt. Egypt’s domination of Nubia and the Nubian
kingdom of Kush lasted for about a thousand years, between 2000 B.C. and 1000 B.C.
During this time, Egyptian armies raided and even occupied Kush for a brief period.
But as Egypt fell into decline around 1000 B.C., Kush was emerging as a regional
power. Nubia would now establish its own Kushite dynasty on the
throne of Egypt.

Kush Empire, 700 B.C.
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Napata, the capital of Kush, was a center of trade in
the Nubian and Egyptian empires. Goods traded in
Napata included pottery such as the vessel with
giraffes shown above. This jug was probably used
for wine storage.
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G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
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1. Place What landform to the west of the Nile might have
prevented the Egyptian and Kush empires from expanding in
that direction?
2. Region Compare the size of the Kush and Egyptian empires.
Which was larger, and why?
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The People of Nubia Nubia lay south of Egypt between the first cataract of the Nile

and the division of the river into the Blue and White Niles. Despite several cataracts
around which boats had to be carried, the lengthy Nile provided the best north-south
trade route. Several Nubian kingdoms (including Kush) served as a trade corridor.
They linked Egypt and the Mediterranean world to the north with the interior of
Africa to the south and to the Red Sea. Along the river, goods and ideas flowed back
and forth for centuries. The first Nubian kingdom, Kerma, arose shortly after 2000
b.c. Kerma’s kings were buried in chambers larger than those in any Egyptian pyramid. Red-and-black Kerma pottery of great beauty fetched high prices from Egyptian
nobles. Kerma prospered during Egypt’s Hyksos period.
The Interaction of Egypt and Nubia With Egypt’s revival during the New Kingdom,

pharaohs forcefully imposed Egyptian rule on Nubia’s next great kingdom, Kush. During a
long period, Egypt ruled Kush. Egyptian governors, priests, soldiers, and artists strongly
influenced the Nubians. Indeed, Kush’s capital, Napata, became the center for the spread
of Egyptian culture to Kush’s other African trading partners.
Kushite princes went to Egypt. They learned the Egyptian language and worshiped
Egyptian gods. They adopted the customs and clothing styles of the Egyptian upper class.
When they returned home, the Kushite nobles brought back royal rituals and hieroglyphic writing. They built pyramids based on Egyptian models, but with steeper sides.
With Egypt’s decline, beginning about 1100 B.C., Kush regained its independence.
The Kushites viewed themselves as the guardians of Egyptian values. They sought to
restore the Egyptian way of life. They tried to do this by conquering Egypt and ousting its Libyan rulers.
Piankhi Captures the Egyptian Throne In 751 B.C., a Kushite king named

Piankhi led an army down the Nile and overthrew the Libyan dynasty that had ruled
Egypt for over 200 years. He united the entire Nile Valley from the delta in the north to
Napata in the south. Piankhi and his descendants became Egypt’s Twenty-fifth Dynasty.
After his victory, Piankhi erected a monument in his homeland of Kush. It tells the story
of his military triumph, which he viewed as the restoration of Egypt’s glory.

HISTORY THROUGH ART: Sculpture
The interaction of Egypt and Nubia
can be seen in the art and sculpture
of the two kingdoms. The portrait of
the Egyptian pharaoh to the left is
over a thousand years older than
that of the Nubian king to the right.
Connect

to History

Comparing What similarities
can you see between the two
portraits? What qualities do they
suggest in the rulers?
SEE SKILLBUILDER
HANDBOOK, PAGE R7

Connect
Granite sculpture of Amenemhat III of
Egypt as a sphinx dates back to the
Twelfth Dynasty, 1844–1797 B.C.
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to Today

Planning a Portrait What are
some elements that you would
include in a portrait of a powerful
person in today’s society?

This granite sphinx of King Taharqa of
Nubia comes from the Amon Temple at
Kawa, 690–664 B.C.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Making
Inferences Why
might the Kushites
have viewed themselves as guardians
of Egyptian values?
B. Possible Answer
For centuries,
Nubian nobles
received their education in Egypt.
When they returned
home, they carried
back Egyptian
styles and ideas,
which strongly
influenced Nubian
culture.
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On the monument he had words inscribed that celebrated his victory. The inscription
provided a catalog of the riches of the north, including those of Egypt and Syria:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
Then the ships were laden with silver, gold, copper, clothing, and everything of the
Northland, every product of Syria and all sweet woods of God’s-Land. His Majesty sailed
upstream [south], with glad heart, the shores on his either side were jubilating. West
and east were jubilating in the presence of His Majesty.
PIANKHI, monument in Cairo Museum

However, Piankhi’s dynasty proved short-lived. In 671 B.C., the Assyrians, a warlike
people from Southwest Asia, conquered Egypt. The Kushites fought bravely, but they
were forced to retreat south up the Nile by the Assyrians. There the Kushites would
experience a golden age, despite their loss of Egypt.

The Golden Age of Meroë
After their defeat by the Assyrians, the Kushite royal family
eventually moved south to Meroë (MEHR oh ee). Far
enough away from Egypt to provide security, Meroë lay
closer to the Red Sea than Napata did. It became active
in the booming trade between Africa, Arabia, and India.
•

•

The Wealth of Kush It was here that Kush made use of

Background
The use of iron
weapons favored
people who could
forge iron and paved
the way for an age
of empires.

rich natural resources to thrive independently of Egypt for
several hundred years. Unlike Egyptian cities along the Nile,
Meroë enjoyed significant rainfall. And, unlike Egypt, Meroë boasted
abundant supplies of iron ore. Meroë became a major center for the manufacture of
iron weapons and tools.
In Meroë, ambitious merchants loaded iron bars, tools, and spearheads onto their
donkeys. They then transported the goods to the Red Sea, where they exchanged these
goods for jewelry, fine cotton cloth, silver lamps, and glass bottles. As the mineral
wealth of the central Nile valley flowed out of Meroë, luxury goods from India and
Arabia flowed in. The Kushite kings lived like pharaohs, ruling from palaces and spending the afterlife in splendid stone-faced pyramids. Unlike the Egyptian pharaohs, their
succession was determined by the agreement of the leaders and nobles.

This armlet dates
from Meroë in the
late first century
B.C. It is made of
gold with fusedglass inlays. On the
hinge is a goddess
wearing a vulture
headdress and a
double crown.

The Decline of Meroë After four centuries of prosperity, from about 250 B.C. to
A.D.

150, Meroë began to decline. The rise of Aksum, a rival power located 400 miles
southeast, contributed to Meroë’s fall. With a seaport along the Red Sea, Aksum now
dominated North African trade. Aksum defeated Meroë around A.D. 350.
Centuries earlier, around the time the Kushite pharaoh sat on Egypt’s throne, a new
empire had gathered in the north. Like Kush, Assyria would come to dominate Egypt.

Section 1 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Hyksos
• New Kingdom
• Hatshepsut
• Thutmose III
• Nubia
• Ramses II
• Kush
• Piankhi
• Meroë

2. TAKING NOTES

3. RECOGNIZING BIAS

Create a time line showing
important events in the history of
Egypt and Kush.
1570 B.C.

Egyptian
New
Kingdom

A.D.

350

Aksum
defeats
Meroë

Which empire was invaded more
often? Why?

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Read the temple inscription
written by Piankhi and quoted at
the top of this page. Explain how
an Egyptian might have written
the inscription differently.

Empire Building How did

THINK ABOUT

• the role of trade and the
movement of goods
• the impact of military
movements
• the influence of cultural
developments

• what bias Piankhi had
• how Egyptians benefited from
Piankhi’s invasion
• why Egyptians might have
disagreed with Piankhi

Egypt and Nubia strengthen each
other at various times in their
histories?

THINK ABOUT
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Assyria Dominates
the Fertile Crescent

TERMS & NAMES
• Assyria

•
•
•
•
•
•

MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Assyria developed a military machine,
conquered an empire, and established
imperial administration.

Some leaders still use military force to
extend their rule, stamp out opposition,
and gain wealth and power.

Sennacherib
Nineveh
Ashurbanipal
Medes
Chaldeans
Nebuchadnezzar

SETTING THE STAGE For more than two centuries, the Assyrian army advanced

across Southwest Asia. It overwhelmed foes with its military strength. After the
Assyrians seized control of Egypt, the Assyrian king Esarhaddon proclaimed, “I tore
up the root of Kush, and not one therein escaped to submit to me.” The last Kushite
pharaoh retreated to Napata, Kush’s capital city.

A Mighty Military Machine
Beginning around 850 B.C., Assyria (uh SEER ee uh) acquired a large
empire. It accomplished this by means of a sophisticated military organization and state-of-the-art weaponry. For a time, this campaign of
conquest made Assyria the greatest power in Southwest Asia.
•

•

•

The Rise of a Warrior People The Assyrians came from the northern

part of Mesopotamia. Their flat, exposed farmland made them easy to
attack. Invaders swept down from the nearby mountains. The Assyrians
may have developed their warlike behavior in response to these invasions. Lacking natural barriers such as mountains or deserts, they
repelled invaders by developing a strong army. Through constant warfare, Assyrian kings built an empire that stretched from east and north
of the Tigris River all the way to central Egypt.
One of these Assyrian kings, Sennacherib (sih NAK uhr ihb),
bragged that he had sacked 89 cities and 820 villages, burned Babylon,
and ordered most of its inhabitants killed. Centuries later, in the 1800s,
the English poet George Gordon, Lord Byron, romanticized the
Assyrians’ bloody exploits in a poem:
•

•

•

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Analyzing
Causes What caused
the Assyrians to
develop a strong army
and large empire?
A. Possible Answer
No natural barriers
to invasion; needed
strong army to repel
invaders; constant
warfare produced
large empire.

A V O I C E A B O U T T H E PA S T
The Assyrian came down like a wolf on the fold,
And his cohorts were gleaming in purple and gold;
And the sheen of their spears was like stars on the sea,
When the blue wave rolls nightly on deep Galilee.
GEORGE GORDON, LORD BYRON, “The Destruction of Sennacherib”

This detail of a
sandstone relief
shows an Assyrian
soldier with a
shield and irontipped spear.

88 Chapter 4

Military Organization and Conquest Assyria was a society which glorified military

strength. Its soldiers were well equipped for conquering an empire. Making use of the
iron-working technology of the time, the soldiers covered themselves in stiff leather
and metal armor. They wore copper or iron helmets, padded loincloths, and leather
skirts layered with metal scales. Their weapons were iron swords and iron-pointed
spears. Infantry, archers, and spear throwers protected themselves with huge shields.
Advance planning and technical skill allowed the Assyrians to lay siege to enemy
cities. When deep water blocked their passage, engineers would bridge the rivers with
pontoons, or floating structures used to support a bridge. Tying inflated animal skins

Vocabulary
siege: a military
blockade to force a
city to surrender.
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Assyrian Military Power
Assyrian warriors were ferocious in combat. In this
relief—sculpture that has figures standing out from a flat
background—they are shown launching an assault on a
fortified city. The Assyrian war machine included a variety
of weapons and methods of attack.
1

Ladders

While Assyrian archers launched waves of arrows
against their opponents defending the city walls,
Assyrian troops threw their ladders up against the walls
and began their climb into the enemy’s stronghold.
2

1
2

Weapons
3

Troops were armed with the best weapons of the time,
iron-tipped spears, as well as iron daggers and swords.
They were also protected with armor and large shields.
3

Tactics

The Assyrians were savage in their treatment of defeated
opponents. Those who weren’t slaughtered in the initial
attack were often impaled or beheaded, while women and
children were sometimes murdered or sold into slavery.

2

4
4

Tunnels

The Assyrian army used sappers—soldiers who dug
tunnels to sap, or undermine, the foundations of the
enemy’s walls so that they would fall.

Background
Assyrian archers
served as a kind of
early form of artillery,
clearing the enemy’s
walls of defenders
so Assyrian troops
could storm them.

together, they connected these pontoons to the shore with beams. Then they erected
a raised dirt roadway at both ends. An armed guard protected the soldiers who
installed a support structure of stones, brush, and clay.
Before attacking, the Assyrians dug beneath the city’s walls to weaken them. Then,
with disciplined organization, foot soldiers marched shoulder to shoulder. A trained
cavalry, or troops riding horses, galloped into battle, following their generals, who rode
in chariots. With courage and coordination, foot soldiers approached to within an
arrow’s shot of the city walls. At a signal from their commander, they stopped, strung
their bows, and released a shower of arrows. Wave upon wave of arrows hissed over the
walls of the besieged city. Meanwhile, another group of troops hammered the city’s
gates with massive, iron-tipped battering rams. When at last the city gates splintered,
the Assyrians showed no mercy. They killed or enslaved their victims. Because soldiers
received a bounty for severed heads, many of the defeated were beheaded.
One Assyrian king bragged of burning 3,000 captives to death. Another told how
“all the chiefs who had revolted I flayed, with their skins I covered the pillar, some in
the midst I walled up, others on stakes I impaled, still others I arranged around the
pillar on stakes.” To prevent later rebellions, the Assyrians forced groups of captives to
leave their homelands. They were forced to settle far away as exiles in the empire’s
distant provinces and dependent states.

An Expanding Empire
Between 850 and 650 B.C., the kings of Assyria defeated Syria, Palestine, and
Babylonia. Reaching beyond the Fertile Crescent, Assyrian rule extended into Egypt
and Anatolia. With the conquest of Egypt, the Assyrian Empire had established itself
in North Africa.
First Age of Empires 89
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Assyrian Empire, 650 B.C.

Assyrian Rule At its peak around 650
B.C.,
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this empire included almost all of
the old centers of civilization and power
in Southwest Asia. With great efficiency,
the Assyrians organized their conquered
territories into an empire. Assyrian officials governed lands closest to Assyria as
provinces and made them dependent territories. Assyrian kings influenced these
dependent regions by choosing their
rulers. Or, they supported kings who
aligned themselves with Assyria. Assyrian
armies protected the dependent territories from invasion by other enemies.
In addition, the military campaigns
added new territory to the empire.
This brought in taxes and tribute to the
Assyrian treasury. These became an
instrument of control. If a conquered
people refused to pay, the Assyrians
destroyed their cities and sent the
people into exile. By these means the
Assyrians developed an effective method
of governing an extended empire.
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G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
1. Location What is the approximate distance between Nineveh
and Thebes?
2. Location What is the southernmost part of the Assyrian Empire
and to what other empire did it previously belong?

•

•

•

The Empire Crumbles
Ashurbanipal proved to be one of the last of the mighty Assyrian kings. Assyrian
power had spread itself too thin. Also, the cruelty displayed by the Assyrians had
earned them many enemies. Shortly after Ashurbanipal’s death, Nineveh fell.
Decline and Fall Just as Assyrians had destroyed so many cities, Assyria’s enemies

demolished Nineveh. In 612 B.C., a combined army of Medes (meedz), Chaldeans
(kal DEE uhnz), and others rammed open the city’s gates. Their armies burned and
leveled Nineveh. The fire glazed the tablets in the library, which preserved them for
archaeologists to study centuries later. So thoroughly did the armies destroy Nineveh
that two centuries later only mounds remained.

90 Chapter 4

•

B. Recognizing
Causes What methods enabled the
Assyrians to rule their
empire effectively?

•

•

•

THINK THROUGH HISTORY

Assyrian Culture Some of Assyria’s

most fearsome warriors earned a reputation as great builders. For example,
the same King Sennacherib who had burned Babylon also established Assyria’s capital
at Nineveh (NIHN uh vuh) along the Tigris River. This great walled city, about three
miles long and a mile wide, was famous as the largest city of its day. In the ruins of
Nineveh and other Assyrian cities, archaeologists found finely carved sculptures. Two
artistic subjects particularly fascinated the Assyrians: brutal military campaigns and
the lion hunt.
In addition to the treasures of empire, Nineveh also held one of the ancient world’s
largest libraries. King Ashurbanipal (ah shur BAH nuh pahl) prided himself on his
ability to read in several languages: “The beautiful writings in Sumerian that are
obscure, in Akkadian that are difficult to bear in mind, it was my joy to repeat.” This
kingly reader collected more than 25,000 clay tablets from throughout the Fertile
Crescent. Some were dictionaries containing the same words in several languages.
When archaeologists uncovered the library’s remains in the mid-1800s, the dictionary
tablets enabled scholars to better understand Mesopotamian writing.
•

B. Possible Answer
Efficient organization; military power;
taxes; tribute;
system of provinces
made dependent
territories.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Making
Inferences Why
might the Assyrian
warrior kings have
had such a great
interest in writing and
reading?
C. Possible Answer
They may have
envisioned the writing of their history
as a way to impress
future generations
with their military
achievements.
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Many people in the region rejoiced at Nineveh’s destruction. The Hebrew prophet
Nahum (NAY huhm) gave voice to the feelings of many:
•

THE BIBLE
And it shall come to pass, that all they that look upon thee shall flee from thee, and
say, Nineveh is laid waste: who will bemoan her? Whence shall I seek comforters for
thee? . . . Thy shepherds slumber, O king of Assyria: thy nobles shall dwell in the dust:
thy people is scattered upon the mountains, and no man gathereth them.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
D. Clarifying What
was Nahum’s opinion
about the collapse of
the Assyrian Empire?
D. Possible Answer
This cruel empire
would have no
mourners; it would
be dispersed and no
one would care.

NAHUM 3:7,18

Rebirth of Babylon Under the Chaldeans After defeating the Assyrians, the

Chaldeans made Babylon their capital. Around 600 B.C., Babylon became the center of a
new empire, more than 1,000 years after Hammurabi had ruled there. A Chaldean king
named Nebuchadnezzar (nehb uh kuhd NEHZ uhr) restored Babylon. The most
impressive part of his palace may
have been the famous hanging
gardens. Greek scholars later listed
them as one of the Seven Wonders
of the World. According to legend,
one of Nebuchadnezzar’s wives
missed the flowering shrubs of her
mountain homeland. To please
her, the king had fragrant trees
and mountain shrubs planted on
terraces. They rose 75 feet above
Babylon’s flat, dry plain. Slaves
watered the plants from hidden
pumps.
Indeed, the entire city was a
wonder. Its walls were so thick that, according to one report, a four-horse chariot
could wheel around on top of them. To ensure that the world knew who ruled
Babylon, even the bricks were inscribed, “I am Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon.”
The highest building in Babylon was a great, seven-tiered ziggurat more than 300
feet high. It was visible for miles. At night, priests observed the stars from the top of
this tower and others in the city. They kept detailed records of how the stars and planets seemed to change position in the night sky. The Chaldeans’ observations formed
the basis for both astronomy and astrology.
Nebuchadnezzar’s empire fell shortly after his death. The Persians who next came to
power adopted many Assyrian military, political, and artistic inventions. The Persians
would use the organization the Assyrians had developed to stabilize the region.
•

•

•

•

Lions made
of glazed bricks
decorated walls
along the broad
road that passed
the Ishtar Gate of
Nebuchadnezzar
in Babylon.

Section 2 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

2. TAKING NOTES

Identify
• Assyria
• Sennacherib
• Nineveh
• Ashurbanipal
• Medes
• Chaldeans
• Nebuchadnezzar

Create a diagram showing the
causes of the rise and of the
decline of Assyrian power.
Assyrian
Military
Power

Causes of
Increasing
Power
1.
2.
3.

Causes of
Declining
Power
1.
2.
3.

3. FORMING AND
SUPPORTING OPINIONS

The Assyrians relied almost
exclusively on military power in
building, maintaining, and ruling
their empire. Explain whether you
think this was a good strategy.

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Science and Technology
Work with a partner to draw
a mural highlighting how
developments in technology
influenced the rise and decline
of the Assyrian Empire.

THINK ABOUT
• the causes of Assyrian
military power
• the stability of the empire
• the methods that empires use
to become stronger
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TERMS & NAMES
• Cyrus

Persia Unites
Many Lands
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

The Persian Empire ruled with
tolerance and wise government.

Tolerance and wise government are
characteristics of the most successful
methods of rule.

•
•
•
•
•

Cambyses
Darius
satrap
Royal Road
Zoroaster

SETTING THE STAGE The Medes, along with the Chaldeans, helped to overthrow

the Assyrian Empire in 612 B.C. The Medes marched to Nineveh from their homeland in the area of present-day northern Iran. Meanwhile, the Medes’ close neighbor
to the south, Persia, began to expand its horizons and territorial ambitions.

The Rise of Persia
The Assyrians employed military force to control a vast empire. In contrast,
the Persians would base their empire on tolerance and diplomacy. They relied
on a strong military to back up their policies. Ancient Persia included what is
today Iran.

CONNECT to TODAY
The Natural Wealth of Iran
Iran has always had substantial mineral wealth and natural resources.
These have attracted invaders
throughout the ages. In the past, its
rich deposits of iron, copper, and
lapis lazuli attracted bands of invading nomads and warriors, including
Assyrian raiders. Equally important,
Iran’s mineral wealth encouraged
trade with the outside world.
Today, huge reserves of oil lie
beneath the surface of Iran. Various
foreign powers compete for these
rich oil fields. The Iranian government awards contracts to companies to develop oil fields in Iran and
the Persian Gulf. Iran’s economy
relies heavily on revenue from its oil
reserves.

The Persian Homeland About 1000 B.C., Indo-Europeans first

migrated from Central Europe and southern Russia to the mountains
and plateaus east of the Fertile Crescent. This area extended from
the Caspian Sea in the north to the Persian Gulf in the south. In
addition to prosperous farmland, ancient Iran boasted a wealth
of minerals. These included copper, lead, gold, silver, and gleaming
blue lapis lazuli. A thriving trade put the settlers in contact with their
neighbors to the east and the west.
At first, dozens of tiny kingdoms ruled in the region. The Medes
and others joined forces to overthrow the Assyrian Empire in 612 B.C.
Eventually two major powers emerged: the Medes and the Persians. A
remarkable ruler would soon lead Persia to dominate not only the
Medes but also a huge empire.
Cyrus the Great Founds an Empire The rest of the world paid lit-

tle attention to the Persians until 550 B.C. That year, Cyrus (SY ruhs),
Persia’s king, began his conquest of several neighboring kingdoms in
Iran. A new power was rising in the region. Eventually, the Persians
extended their rule from the Indus River in the east to Anatolia in the
west. This empire spanned over two thousand miles.
Cyrus’s soldiers wore leather pants and thick felt boots. Riding
mountain ponies, they shot arrows from the short bows that their
ancestors had used on the steppes of Russia. Their leader proved to be a military genius.
He led his army from victory to victory between 550 and 539 B.C. Cyrus and his armies
conquered the entire Fertile Crescent and most of Anatolia.
Even more than his military genius, though, Cyrus’s most enduring legacy was his
method of governing. His kindness toward conquered peoples revealed a wise and
tolerant view of empire. For example, when Cyrus’s army marched into a city, his
generals enforced strict discipline against looting and burning. Unlike other
conquerors, Cyrus believed in honoring local customs and religions. Instead of
destroying the local temple, Cyrus would kneel there to pray.

92 Chapter 4

•

Vocabulary
legacy: something
handed down from
the past.
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Under Persian rule, subject peoples enjoyed remarkable
freedom. Indeed, Babylon peacefully opened its gates for
Cyrus in 539 B.C. Thankful for the bloodless victory, Cyrus
offered prayers to Babylon’s chief god, Marduk. According to
Persian accounts, “all the inhabitants of Babylon . . . princes
and governors included, bowed to Cyrus and kissed his feet,
jubilant and with shining faces.”
Cyrus also allowed the Jews, who had been deported from
their homeland by the Babylonians, to return to Jerusalem in
538 B.C. Under Persian rule, the Jews rebuilt their city and
temple. They also resumed their sacred rituals. Many portions
of the Old Testament first appeared in written form during
this period. The Jews were forever grateful to Cyrus, whom
they considered one of God’s anointed ones. The Hebrew
prophet Ezra tells of Cyrus’s kindness:
THE BIBLE
This is the word of Cyrus king of Persia: The Lord the God of heaven has given me all the
kingdoms of the earth, and he himself has charged me to build him a house at Jerusalem
in Judah. To every man of his people now among you I say, God be with him, and let
him go up to Jerusalem in Judah, and rebuild the house of the Lord the God of Israel,
the God whose city is Jerusalem.
EZRA 1:2–3.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Summarizing
What are some examples of Cyrus’s tolerant
method of governing?
A. Possible Answer
Kindness toward conquered peoples; looting and burning by
troops forbidden; local
customs and religions
honored; subject peoples granted certain
freedoms.
This stone relief
of Darius on his
throne shows him
receiving his heir,
the royal prince,
Xerxes.

The tomb of Cyrus
the Great still
stands. It is notable
for its simplicity
when compared
with other royal
tombs of the
ancient world.

This wise and tolerant ruler was above all a warrior. Cyrus lost his life in battle,
fighting nomadic invaders on the eastern border of his empire. According to the
Greek historian Arrian, his simple, house-shaped tomb bore these poignant words:
“O man, I am Cyrus the son of Cambyses. I established the Persian Empire and was
king of Asia. Do not begrudge me my memorial.”

Persian Rule and Religion
The task of organizing and unifying conquered territories fell to rulers who followed
Cyrus. They succeeded by combining Persian control with local self-government.
Cambyses and Darius Cyrus died in 530 B.C. His son Cambyses (kam•BY•seez),

named after Cyrus’s father, extended the Persian Empire by conquering Egypt.
However, the son neglected to follow his father’s wise example. Cambyses publicly
scorned the Egyptian religion. He ordered the images of Egyptian gods to be burned.
After ruling for only eight years, Cambyses died. Immediately, widespread rebellions
broke out across the empire. Persian control had seemed strong a decade earlier. It now
seemed surprisingly fragile.
Cambyses’s successor, Darius (duh RY uhs), a noble of the ruling dynasty, had
begun his career as a member of the king’s bodyguard. An elite
group of Persian soldiers, the Ten Thousand Immortals, helped
Darius seize the throne in 522–521 b.c. Darius spent the first
three years of his reign putting down revolts. He spent the
next few years establishing an unusually efficient and wellorganized administration.
Soon the new king extended Persian conquests in the
east. He led armies up into the mountains of present-day
Afghanistan and down into the river valleys of India. The
immense Persian Empire now embraced Egypt and Anatolia in the west, part of India in the east, and the Fertile
Crescent in the center. This vast empire extended
over 2,500 miles from east to west. Darius’s only failure,
and that of his son, was his inability to conquer Greece.
First Age of Empires 93
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Persian Empire, 500 B.C.

Persian Empire under Cyrus
Persian Empire under Cambyses
Persian Empire under Darius
Former Assyrian Empire
The Royal Road
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G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
1. Region What part of the ancient world did Cambyses add to the Persian Empire?
2. Region Compare the map of the Persian Empire with that of the Assyrian Empire. What areas
did the Persians rule that the Assyrians did not?

Provinces and Satraps Although a great warrior, Darius’s greatest genius lay in

administration. To govern his sprawling empire, the king divided it into 20 provinces.
These provinces were roughly similar to the homelands of the many groups of people
within the Persian Empire. Under Persian rule, the people of each province still practiced their own religion. They also spoke their own language and followed many of
their own laws. This administrative policy of many groups—sometimes called “nationalities”—living by their own laws within one empire would be repeatedly practiced in
Southwest Asia. This continued in the early 1900s in the Ottoman Empire.
Although tolerant of the many groups within his empire, Darius still ruled with
absolute power. In each province of the Persian Empire, Darius installed a governor
called a satrap (SAY trap), who ruled locally. To ensure his satraps’ loyalty, Darius
sent out inspectors known as the “King’s Eyes and Ears.” They checked up on the
administration of each province in every corner of the kingdom. Darius also appointed
an army leader and a tax collector for each province.
Two other tools helped the Persian king hold his empire together. An excellent road
system and the use of standard money helped unite the empire. The famous Royal
Road of the Persian Empire ran from Susa in Persia to Sardis in Anatolia, a distance
of 1,677 miles.
Darius borrowed his second idea, manufacturing metal coins, from the Lydians of
Asia Minor. For the first time, coins of a standard value circulated throughout an
extended empire. No longer did people have to weigh and measure odd pieces of gold
or silver to pay for what they bought. Like the road system, the wider use of standardized coins promoted trade. Trade, in turn, helped to hold the empire together.
•
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F E A T U IRmpact
E T I T L: EEmpire Building
Global

The Royal Road
One of the ways in which societies build and maintain empires
is by establishing systems of communication and transportation.
The Royal Road built by the Persian Empire
connected Susa in Persia to Sardis in Anatolia.
Because of this road, royal commands
could quickly reach most parts of
the empire.

This four-horse chariot dates from the
6th–4th century B.C. It is the type of vehicle
that would have traveled the Royal Road in
the time of Darius. The studs on the wheels
were designed to help prevent the chariot
from slipping. The large wheels provided a
smoother ride over rough ground.

Neither snow, nor rain, nor
heat, nor gloom of night
stays these couriers from
the swift completion of their
appointed rounds.
Greek historian Herodotus, writing in
the 400s BB.CC. about the Persian messengers
on the Royal Road.

A Ride Along the Royal Road
The Road
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Ca
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The road was 1,677 miles in length. There were 111 post or
relay stations spaced about 15 miles apart along the road,
similar to the American Pony Express system. Other roads
branched off the main road to distant parts of the empire.

Nineveh

ASIA

The Ride

Susa

SOUTHWEST
ASIA
500 Miles
1,000 Kilometers

INDIA

Arabian
Sea

Relay stations were equipped with fresh horses for the
king’s messengers. Royal messengers could cover the
length of the Royal Road in seven days. Normal travel
time along the road was longer. A caravan, for example,
might take three months to travel the whole distance.

Patterns of Interaction
“There is nothing in the world which travels faster than these Persian couriers,”
Herodotus wrote about the messengers of the Royal Road. Strong road
networks like the Royal Road enabled empires to expand and
maintain control over people and places. Like the Persians,
the Inca of South America created a road system thousands
of miles long. These roads allowed the Inca to extend their
rule over as many as 16 million people. Empires throughout
history have shared characteristics such as efficient communication systems, effective leaders, and powerful armies.
A bronze figure of a
Persian horseman,
5th–4th century B.C.

Connect

to History

Recognizing Effects How
would the Royal Road enable
the ruler to maintain power in
the empire?
SEE SKILLBUILDER
HANDBOOK, PAGE R6

Connect

to Today

Comparing What systems of
communication and transportation
today might be compared to the
Royal Road of the Persians?

VIDEO Building Empires: The Rise of the
Persians and the Inca
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Persian Religion By the time of Darius’s rule, about 2,500 years had passed since

the first Sumerian city-states had been built. During those years, people of the Fertile
Crescent had endured war, conquest, and famine. This gave rise to a basic question:
Why should so much suffering and chaos exist in the world? A Persian prophet and
religious reformer named Zoroaster (ZAWR oh AS tuhr), who lived around 600 B.C.,
offered an answer.
Zoroaster taught that two spiritual armies
fight for possession of a person’s soul. The god
of truth and light, Ahura Mazda (ah HUR uh
MAZ duh), leads one army. The god of evil
and darkness, Ahriman (AH rih muhn), leads
the other. At the end of time, Zoroaster
preached, all souls would be judged according to which side they had chosen. Followers
of Ahura Mazda would be lifted into
paradise. Followers of Ahriman would suffer
forever in a fiery pit. A collection of books
called the Avesta became the holy writings of
the Zoroastrian religion. In Zoroaster’s religion, people’s own choices controlled their
fate. At the final judgment, those who had
chosen the side of goodness would not be
doomed to a dismal underworld. Instead,
they would ascend to paradise.
The Zoroastrian religion developed ideas
about heaven, hell, and a final judgment that
were similar to concepts in Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. The faith of Zoroaster
spread eastward into India. There, it became the Parsi sect, the largest group of
Zoroastrians in the world today. Zoroastrianism also was an important influence in the
development of Manicheanism, a religious system that competed with early Christianity
for believers. The cult of Mithra, a Zoroastrian god, spread westward to become a popular religion among the military legions in the Roman Empire.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

This stone relief
from the royal
palace at Persepolis depicts
the Persian god
Ahura Mazda. The
ancient Persians
believed that this
god embodied light
and truth.

•

Background
Scholars know almost
nothing about the life
of Zoroaster. Even the
date of his birth is
unknown, with some
historians dating it as
early as the 1100s
B.C., although most
date it around the
sixth century B.C.

B. Possible Answer
Zoroastrianism
shared the ideas of
a final judgment,
heaven and hell, as
well as the view
that people had free
will to choose good
or evil.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Comparing What
ideas and world view
did Zoroastrianism
share with other
religions?

The Persian Legacy Through their tolerance and good government, the Persians

brought political order to Southwest Asia. They preserved ideas from earlier civilizations and found new ways to live and rule. Their respect for other cultures helped to
preserve those cultures for the future. The powerful dynasty Cyrus established in
Persia lasted 200 years and grew into a huge empire. Likewise in China, as you will
learn in Section 4, great empires arose that dominated their regions.

Section 3 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Cyrus
• Cambyses
• Darius
• satrap
• Royal Road
• Zoroaster

2. TAKING NOTES

3. HYPOTHESIZING

Create a Venn diagram to show
the similarities and differences
between Cyrus and Darius.

Cyrus
Only

Both

Darius
Only

Which of the differences do you
consider most important? Why?

96 Chapter 4

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Why do you think Persians and
other peoples were able to turn
their thoughts to religion?

Empire Building How did

THINK ABOUT

THINK ABOUT

• past history of peoples in the
Fertile Crescent
• living conditions in the Persian
Empire
• role of leaders in the Persian
Empire

• the structure of the empire
• policy of tolerance
• the role of the satrap

Darius’s methods of administration
give stability to his empire?
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An Empire
Unifies China
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

The social disorder of the warring
states contributed to Chinese
philosophy and unification.

The people, events, and ideas that
shaped China’s early history continue to
influence China’s role in today’s world.

TERMS & NAMES
• Confucius

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

filial piety
bureaucracy
Daoism
Legalism
I Ching
yin and yang
Qin dynasty
Shi Huangdi
autocracy

SETTING THE STAGE The Zhou Dynasty, as you read in Chapter 2, endured for at

least eight centuries, from approximately 1027 B.C. to 256 B.C. For the first 300 years
of their long reign, the Zhou kings controlled a large empire, including both eastern
and western lands. Local rulers represented the king, but he had the ultimate power.
By the latter years of the Zhou Dynasty, the lords of dependent territories began to think of themselves as independent kings. Their
bloody warfare led to the decline of the Zhou Dynasty.

Philosophy and the Social Order
China’s ancient values of social order, harmony, and respect
for authority were put aside toward the end of the Zhou
Dynasty. To restore these values, Chinese scholars and
philosophers developed different solutions.
Confucius Urges Harmony China’s most influential

scholar was Confucius (kuhn FYOO shuhs). Born in 551
B.C., Confucius lived at a time when the Zhou Dynasty was
being torn apart by warring lords. He led a scholarly life,
studying and teaching history, music, and moral character.
Confucius believed that social order, harmony, and good
government could be restored in China if society was organized
around five basic relationships. These were the relationships between:
1) ruler and subject, 2) father and son, 3) husband and wife, 4) older
brother and younger brother, and 5) friend and friend. A code of proper conduct regulated each of these relationships. For example, rulers should practice kindness and
virtuous living. In return, subjects should be loyal and law-abiding.
Three of Confucius’s five relationships were based upon the family. Confucius
stressed that children should practice what he called filial piety, or respect for
their parents and elders:
•

•

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
In serving his parents, a filial son renders utmost respect to them at home; he supports
them with joy; he gives them tender care in sickness; he grieves at their death; he
sacrifices to them with solemnity . . .

This 18th-century
painting shows
Chinese students
taking an examination on the
Confucian classics.
They wish to
advance in the
government.
Written tests for
civil servants in
China go back to
the Han Dynasty.

CONFUCIUS, the Analects

Confucius was not content to be merely a great teacher. He wanted to reform
Chinese society by showing a prince or duke how to govern wisely. Impressed by
Confucius’s wisdom, the duke of Lu appointed him Minister of Justice. According to
legend, Confucius so overwhelmed people by his kindness and courtesy that almost
overnight, crime vanished from Lu. When the duke’s ways changed, however,
Confucius felt compelled to resign.
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Confucius spent the remainder of his life teaching. The only record of his ideas
are the writings of his students. His students later collected his words in a book called
the Analects. A disciple named Mencius (MEHN shee uhs) also spread Confucius’s
ideas. Both Confucius and Mencius taught that leaders should be virtuous.
•

•

Confucian Ideas About Government Confucius said that education could trans-

form a humbly born person into a gentleman. In saying this, he laid the groundwork
for the creation of a bureaucracy, a trained civil service, or those who run the
government. According to Confucius, a gentleman had four virtues: “In his private
conduct he was courteous, in serving his master he was punctilious [precise], in
providing for the needs of the people he gave them even more than their due; in
exacting service from the people, he was just.” Education became critically
important to career advancement in the bureaucracy.
Confucianism was never a religion, but it was an ethical system. It became the
foundation for Chinese government and social order. In addition, the ideas of
Confucius spread beyond China and influenced civilizations throughout East Asia.
Daoists Seek Harmony For Confucius, the social order of family and government

was most important. For another Chinese thinker named Laozi, who may have lived
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ during the sixth century B.C., only
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■ MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ the natural order was important.
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
His book Dao De Ching (The Way
of Virtue) expressed Laozi’s belief.
He said that a universal force called
the Dao (tow), meaning “the Way,”
guides all things.
If you seek order and harmony,
said Laozi, go up into the hills, sit
by a stream, and observe a drifting
cloud or a soft breeze. Observe that
nothing in nature strives for fame,
power, or even wisdom. The cloud,
the breeze, and the stream move
Confucius
Laozi
without effort because they follow
551–479 B.C.
6th century B.C.
the Dao or way.
Born to a poor family, Confucius
Legend has it that Laozi’s mother
Of all the creatures of nature,
earned his living as a teacher.
carried him in her womb for 62
according to Laozi, only humans fail
But he longed to put his principles
years and that he was born with
into action by advising political
white hair and wrinkled skin. Laozi’s
to follow the Dao. They argue about
leaders. Finally, at around age 50,
followers claimed that he was a
questions of right and wrong, good
Confucius won a post as minister
contemporary of Confucius.
manners and bad. According to
in his home state.
Unlike Confucius and the
Laozi, such arguments are pointless.
According to legend, he set
Legalists, however, Laozi believed
such a virtuous example that a
that government should do as little as
The philosophy of Laozi came to
purse lying in the middle of the
possible and leave the people alone:
be known as Daoism. Its search for
street would lie untouched for
Therefore in governing the
knowledge and understanding of
days. As Confucius said, “If a ruler
people, the sage empties their
nature led Daoism’s followers to purhimself is upright, all will go well
minds but fills their bellies,
without orders. But if he himself is
sue scientific studies. Daoists made
weakens their wills but
not upright, even though he gives
strengthens their bones. He
contributions to the sciences of
orders, they will not be obeyed.”
always keeps them innocent of
alchemy, astronomy, and medicine.
Driven from office by political
intrigue, Confucius returned to
teaching. He considered himself
a failure because he had never
held high office. Yet Confucius’s
ideas have molded Chinese
thought for centuries.
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knowledge and free from
desire, and ensures that the
clever never dare to act.

Laozi thought that people could
do little to influence the outcome of
events. Daoism offered communion
with nature as an alternative to
political chaos.

Legalists Urge Harsh Rule In

sharp contrast to the followers of
Confucius was a group of practical
political thinkers called the Legalists.
They believed that a highly efficient
and powerful government was the
key to restoring order. They got their

Background
The Analects was
compiled around 400
B.C. It became a fundamental part of
traditional education
in China. The word
analects means
“selections from a literary work.”

Vocabulary
social order: having
to do with relations
between people.
natural order: having
to do with relations
between all living
things.

Vocabulary
legend: a story
handed down from
earlier times, especially one believed to
be historical.
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Chinese Ethical Systems
Confucianism

Daoism

Legalism

• Social order, harmony, and
good government should be
based on family relationships.

• The natural order is
more important than
the social order.
• A universal force guides
all things.
• Human beings should live
simply and in harmony
with nature.

• A highly efficient and
powerful government is the
key to social order.
• Punishments are useful to
maintain social order.
• Thinkers and their ideas
should be strictly controlled
by the government.

• Respect for parents and
elders is important to a
well-ordered society.
• Education is important both to
the welfare of the individual
and to society.

S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Charts
1. Which of these three systems stress the importance of government and a well-ordered society?
2. Which system emphasizes the natural order over the social order?
3. Which of these systems seems to be most moderate and balanced? Explain.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Summarizing
How did the Legalists
think that a society
could be made to run
well?
A. Possible Answer
Government should
use law to end civil
disorder and
restore harmony;
the obedient should
be rewarded and
the disobedient
punished; ideas
should be controlled by government.

name from their belief that government should use the law to end civil disorder and
restore harmony. Among the founders of Legalism were Hanfeizi and Li Si.
The Legalists taught that a ruler should provide rich rewards for people who
carried out their duties well. Likewise, the disobedient should be harshly punished.
In practice, the Legalists stressed punishment more than rewards. For example,
anyone caught outside his own village without a travel permit should have his ears
or nose chopped off, said the Legalists.
The Legalists believed in controlling ideas as well as actions. They
suggested that a ruler burn all writings that might encourage people
to think critically about government. After all, it was for the prince to
POTLIGHT
govern and the people to obey. Eventually, Legalist ideas gained favor
with a prince of a new dynasty that replaced the Zhou. That powerful
ruler was soon to put an end to China’s long period of disorder.

S

I Ching and Yin and Yang People with little interest in these
philosophical debates consulted a book of oracles called I Ching
(also spelled Yi Jing) to answer ethical or practical problems. Readers
used the book by throwing a set of coins, interpreting the results,
and then reading the appropriate oracle. The I Ching (The Book of
Changes) helped people to lead a happy life by dispensing good
advice and simple common sense.
Ancient thinkers developed the concept of yin and yang, two
powers that together represented the natural rhythms of life. Yang
represents the masculine qualities in the universe, yin the feminine.
Both forces represent the rhythm of the universe and complement
each other. Both the I Ching and yin and yang helped Chinese
people understand how they fit into the world.

The Qin Dynasty
A short-lived dynasty replaced the Zhou Dynasty in the third century
B.C. It emerged from the western state of Qin (chihn). The 13-year-old
Qin Dynasty ruler who came to the throne in the third century B.C.
employed Legalist ideas to subdue warring states and unify his country.
A New Emperor Takes Control After ruling for over 20 years,

in 221 b.c., the Qin ruler assumed the name Shi Huangdi (shihr
hwahng dee), which means “First Emperor.” The new emperor had

ON

Yin and Yang
The symbol of yin and yang is a
circle divided into halves, as shown
in the emblem above. The circle
represents the harmony of yin (earth,
female, passive) and yang (heaven,
male, active). Yin is represented by
the tiger and the color orange; yang
is represented by the dragon and the
color blue.
Ancient Chinese thinkers
believed that pain is caused by an
imbalance in the body between the
forces of yin and yang. They
believed that acupuncture helped
to restore this balance by releasing
blocked energy.

•
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begun his reign by halting the internal battles that had sapped China’s strength. Next
he turned his attention to defeating invaders and crushing internal resistance to his
rule. Shi Huangdi’s armies attacked the invaders north of the Yellow River and south
as far as what is now Vietnam. His victories doubled China’s size. Shi Huangdi was
determined to unify China.
The Qin emperor acted decisively to crush political opposition at home. To destroy
the power of rival warlords, Shi Huangdi instituted a policy called “strengthening the
trunk and weakening the branches.” He commanded all the noble families to live at
the capital city under his suspicious gaze. This edict, according to tradition, uprooted
120,000 noble families. Seizing their land, the emperor carved China into 36 administrative districts. He sent Qin officials to control them.
To silence criticism, the emperor and his prime minister, the Legalist philosopher
Li Su, murdered hundreds of Confucian scholars. They also ordered “useless” books
burned. These books were the works of Confucian thinkers and poets who disagreed
with the Legalists. Practical books about medicine and farming were spared. Through
measures such as these, Shi Huangdi established an autocracy—a government in
which the ruler has unlimited power and uses it in an arbitrary manner.
A Program of Centralization Shi Huangdi’s sweeping program of centralization

included the building of a highway network of over 4,000 miles. He forced peasants to
work on roads against their will. He also set uniform standards for Chinese writing,
law, currency, and weights and measures, down to the length of cart axles. This last
standard ensured that all vehicles could fit into the ruts of China’s main roads.
Under Shi Huangdi’s rule, irrigation projects increased farm production. Trade
blossomed, thanks to the new road system. Trade pushed a new class—merchants—
into prominence. Despite these social advances, harsh taxes and repressive government made the Qin regime unpopular. Shi Huangdi had unified China at the expense
of human freedom.
Great Wall of China Scholars hated

Qin Dynasty, 221–202 B.C.
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Shi Huangdi for his book burning; poor
people hated him for their forced labor
in building a unified wall. Earlier, Zhou
rulers had erected smaller walls to
discourage attacks by northern nomads.
Shi Huangdi determined to close the
gaps and unify the wall 1,400 miles to
the west. Now enemies would have to
gallop halfway to Tibet to get around it.
The Great Wall of China arose on
the backs of hundreds of thousands of
peasants. The wall builders worked neither for wages nor for love of empire.
They faced a terrible choice: work on
the wall or die. Many of the laborers
worked on the wall and died anyway,
victims of the crushing labor or the
winter winds. The Great Wall of China
is so huge that it is one of the few
human-made features on Earth visible
from space.

G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps

The Fall of the Qin The Qin Dynasty

1. Region How far south did the Qin empire extend?
2. Human-Environment Interaction How does the wall’s location
reflect its function?

proved short-lived. Though fully as cruel
as his father, Shi Huangdi’s son proved
less able. Peasants rebelled just three

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Recognizing
Effects What were
the positive and negative effects of Shi
Huangdi’s rule?
B. Possible Answer
He unified the
empire and made
changes that
boosted trade,
transportation, and
communication. He
was a cruel dictator
who used slave
labor, murdered
people to stifle criticism, and burned
books.
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From the Yellow Sea in the east to the
Gobi Desert in the west, the Great Wall
twisted like a dragon’s tail for thousands
of miles. Watch towers rose every 200
to 300 yards along the wall.

The Great Wall of China

Slabs of cut stone
on the outside of
the wall enclosed
a heap of pebbles
and rubble on
the inside. Each
section of the wall
rose to a height
of 20 to 25 feet.

Although Shi Huangdi built the earliest unified wall,
the wall as it exists today dates from the later Ming
Dynasty (1368–1644).

In the time of Shi Huangdi, hundreds of
thousands of peasants collected, hauled, and
dumped millions of tons of stone, dirt, and
rubble to fill the core of the Great Wall. Many
who died working on the wall were buried in
the core.

years after the second Qin emperor took office. One of their leaders, a peasant from
the land of Han, marched his troops into the capital city. By 202 B.C., the harsh Qin
Dynasty gave way to the Han Dynasty.
While the Chinese explored the best ways to govern, ancient Greece was experimenting with different forms of government, as you will read in Chapter 5.

Section 4 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Confucius
• filial piety
• bureaucracy
• Daoism
• Legalism
• I Ching
• yin and yang
• Qin Dynasty
• Shi Huangdi
• autocracy

2. TAKING NOTES

3. HYPOTHESIZING

Create a web like the one below,
and indicate how the chaos of the
warring states affected Chinese
philosophy, politics, and the
growth of cities.
Politics

In 1776, the American Declaration
of Independence declared that
“all men are created equal.” How
would followers of the three
philosophical traditions in China
react to that statement?

THINK ABOUT

Philosophy

• their views on equality
• views on opposition to
government

Chaos of the
warring states

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Interaction with
Environment Make a chart
that compares and contrasts the
monumental projects of the
Persian Royal Road and the Great
Wall of China. Include their
purposes, how they changed the
environment, and how they
affected the peoples living there.

Cities
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Assessment

TERMS & NAMES

REVIEW QUESTIONS

Briefly explain the importance of each of the following
to the first great age of empires.

SECTION 1 (pages 83–87)

The Empires of Egypt and Nubia Collide

1. Ramses II

6. Royal Road

11. How were the reigns of Thutmose III and Piankhi alike?

2. Kush

7. Zoroaster

3. Assyria

8. Confucius

12. Explain how the declines of the New Kingdom in Egypt and the Kushite
empire in Meroë were similar.

4. Ashurbanipal

9. Daoism

SECTION 2 (pages 88–91)

5. Cyrus

Assyria Dominates the Fertile Crescent

10. Shi Huangdi

13. Why was the Assyrian military so powerful?

Interact

with History

14. What were the positive achievements of the Assyrian Empire?

On page 82, you thought about the advantages and
disadvantages of empire before studying the rise of the
first great empires. Now that you’ve read the chapter,
rethink the advantages and disadvantages of empire.
Do empires benefit conquered peoples? Do empires
impose penalties on those they conquer? Which outweighs the other? Discuss your opinions with a small
group.

SECTION 3 (pages 92–96)

Persia Unites Many Lands
15. Give two examples to show the enlightened view of empire held by
Cyrus.
16. How was Darius able to rule such a large empire with absolute power?
17. Summarize the beliefs of Zoroaster.
SECTION 4 (pages 97–101)

An Empire Unifies China
18. Why are the later years of the Zhou Dynasty called “the time of the
warring states”?
19. Summarize differences in how Confucius, the Legalists, and Laozi
viewed government.
20. How did the Great Wall help to unify China?

Visual Summary

First Age of Empires
Persia 550–330 B.C.
Egypt 1570–1075 B.C.
• Pharaohs set up a professional
army.
• Pharaohs invaded surrounding
territories in Africa and Southwest
Asia.
• Egypt drew vast wealth from the
lands it controlled around the Nile
and far beyond.

EMPIRE
BUILDING

Nubia 751 B.C.– A.D. 350
• Nubia and Egypt interacted and
spread their culture to their trading
partners.
• The kings of Nubia conquered Egypt,
ousted Libyan rulers, and restored
Egyptian way of life.
• Nubia made use of abundant natural
resources to establish trade
between Africa, Arabia, and India.

102 Chapter 4

• Persian kings were tolerant in their
treatment of peoples and cultures
that made up their empire.
• Kings permitted a high degree of local
self-government, so that conquered
peoples enjoyed remarkable freedom.
• The empire was divided into 20
provinces, each ruled by a satrap
(or governor).
China 221–202 B.C.

Assyria 850–612 B.C.
• Assyria developed a sophisticated
military organization and state-of-theart weaponry to conquer an empire.
• The empire engaged in brutal
treatment of its conquered peoples.
• Kings used harsh taxes as well as
military power to control conquered
peoples.

• Confucian and Legalist ideas laid the
groundwork for a strong central
government and a bureaucracy.
• Chinese emperors of the Qin Dynasty
defeated invaders and crushed
internal resistance.
• China crushed political opposition
at home in a sweeping program
of centralization.
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CRITICAL THINKING

CHAPTER ACTIVITIES

1. IMPACT OF EMPIRES

1. LIVING HISTORY: Unit Portfolio Project

THEME EMPIRE BUILDING When large empires were

created, power shifted from local to empire rulers.
Explain what was good and bad about this shift.
2. EVALUATING RULERS
Copy the table below and complete it by evaluating
the military, economic, and political conditions in the
empire under each leader. Then explain which leader
you consider the most successful.
Leader

Military
Strengths

Economic
Growth

Political
Stability

THEME INTERACTION WITH ENVIRONMENT Your unit portfolio tracks the ways
early peoples adjusted to their environments (see page 3). For Chapter 4,
you might use one of the following ideas.

• Create a mural that shows how plains, rivers, roads, walls, and other
elements of the natural and human environment influenced the
developments of Egypt, Assyria, Persia, and China.
• Create a map highlighting how the climates and geographic features of
Egypt, Assyria, Persia, and China are similar and different. Write a short
analysis of how climate and geography affected these empires.
• Write a short story set in one of these empires. Include descriptions of the
environment and demonstrate how it influenced the lives of people.

Thutmose III

2. CONNECT TO TODAY: Cooperative Learning
Sennacherib
Cyrus
Darius
Shi Huangdi

3. HISTORICAL CONTEXT
How were the conditions that led to Zoroastrianism
similar to the conditions that led to Confucianism?
4. ANALYZING PRIMARY SOURCES
The following quotation from Confucius reflects his
beliefs about human nature and politics. Read the
paragraph and answer the questions below it.
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
Guide the people with governmental measures and control or regulate them by the
threat of punishment, and the people will try
to keep out of jail, but will have no sense of
honor or shame. Guide the people by virtue
and control or regulate them by li [moral
rules and customs], and the people will have
a sense of honor and respect.
CONFUCIUS, the Analects

THEME SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY The Assyrians and the Chinese built
their power on technological innovation. Today, countries continue to
compete to develop improved military technology. Work with a team to
find out how much the United States and one other country spend
on their militaries today.

Use the Internet or magazines to research statistics that answer such
questions as: How much money does each country spend on its
military? What percentage of the country’s total government spending goes to
the military? What is the total world spending for military?
• Present the statistics in a table, bar graph, or other visual.
• Consider whether the money is spent for current conflicts, for maintaining a
peacetime military, for research and development, or for other uses. Note any
patterns in military spending by region, by level of economic prosperity, or by
any other trait. Write a summary of your findings.
3. INTERPRETING A TIME LINE
Revisit the unit time line on pages 2–3. Compare three events listed on the
Chapter 4 time line. How were they similar?

FOCUS ON ART
The relief below comes from Ashurbanipal’s palace at Nineveh. It depicts
the king and queen at a garden party. The queen is sitting on a throne and
the king is reclining on a couch. In the tree hangs the head (circled in
yellow) of one of the defeated opponents of the Assyrian conqueror.

• How might Ramses II, Sennacherib, and Cyrus
respond to this statement? Explain.

• What elements in the relief suggest that the monarchs are relaxing?

• Do you think the U. S. government should follow
this advice?

Connect to History What details in the relief show causes of the Assyrian
Empire’s downfall?

Additional Test Practice,
pp. S1–S33

TEST PRACTICE
CL ASSZONE .COM

• What characteristics of the Assyrians does this relief seem to express?
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Classical Greece,
2000 B.C.–300 B.C.
Connect History and Geography
While empires were forming in Africa and Asia, the ancient Greeks
were building city-states on the lands surrounding the Aegean Sea.
Over several centuries, these city-states (particularly Athens)
produced a civilization that would have a profound impact on the
rest of the world. The map at the right shows the Greek city-states
in 750 B.C. Use the map to answer the questions that follow.
1. Where were the Greek city-states located?
2. Why would the sea have been important to these
early city-states?
3. What factors might have kept the Greek city-states
from uniting as a single kingdom?
For more information about ancient Greece,
Alexander, and related topics . . .

CLASSZONE.COM

This mosaic shows Alexander
the Great at the Battle of Issus
in 333 B.C. Alexander led a
charge against a much larger
army. Alexander’s startled
enemies fled.

Athens was named after the
goddess Athena.
2000 B.C.
Minoan civilization
prospers on Crete.

108

1500 B.C.
Mycenaean culture thrives
on Greek mainland.
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Greek City-States, 750 B.C.
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750 B.C.
Greek city-states
flourish.
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479 B.C.
Greece triumphs
in Persian Wars.

334 B.C.
Alexander starts to
build his empire.
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Interact with History

W

hat is the first thing that comes to mind when you think
of ancient Greece? You can learn much about what a
culture values from its works of art, literature, and from the
statements of its leaders and philosophers. Look at these famous
works of art from Greece and read the quotations.

What did the Greeks value?
“The river-god . . . Achelous took
the form of a bull and attacked
him fiercely . . . but Hercules . . .
conquered him and broke off
one of his horns.”
Edith Hamilton, in Mythology
(from Apollodorus)
This Greek vase depicts the mythological hero
Hercules, noted for his strength and courage,
battling Achelous.

This stone relief panel of Democracy crowning
Athens was placed in the marketplace, where
citizens could see it daily.

The Greeks often used sculptures of
graceful maidens, called caryatids,
as building support columns.

“Our constitution is called a
democracy because power is
in the hands not of a minority
but of the whole people.”

“For we are lovers of the
beautiful, yet simple in
our tastes. . . .”

Pericles, an Athenian statesman

Thucydides, a historian

EXAMINING
• What does the relief panel suggest
about the role of democracy in
Greek society?
• What special qualities do heroes and
athletes possess?
• Why would the Greeks carve a statue
of a lovely woman onto a building
column or decorate their pottery with
a heroic scene?

110

the

ISSUES

Break into small groups and talk about
what common elements you see in these
artworks. Also discuss what the quotes tell
you about Greek culture and ideals. In
what ways do you think Greek values still
influence us today?
As you read about ancient Greece—its

history, culture, and forms of government—
note what roles these ideals played in
Greek society.
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Cultures of the
Mountains and the Sea
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Physical geography caused separate
groups of Greek-speaking peoples to
develop isolated societies.

The seeds of much of Western
cultural heritage were planted during
this time period.

TERMS & NAMES

•
•
•
•
•
•

Mycenaeans
Trojan War
Dorians
Homer
epics
myths

SETTING THE STAGE In ancient times, Greece was not a united country. It was a

collection of separate lands where Greek-speaking people lived. By 2000 B.C., the
Minoans lived on the large Greek island of Crete. The Minoans created an elegant
civilization that had great power in the Mediterranean world. At the same time, IndoEuropean peoples migrated from the plains along the Black Sea and Anatolia. The
Indo-Europeans settled in mainland Greece. Seaborne commercial networks spread
ideas as well as resources throughout the eastern Mediterranean.

Vocabulary
peninsula: a piece
of land that extends
into a body of water
and is connected to
the mainland

Geography Shapes Greek Life
Ancient Greece consisted mainly of a mountainous peninsula jutting out into the
Mediterranean Sea. It also included approximately 1,400 islands in the Aegean
(ih JEE uhn) and Ionian (eye OH nee uhn) seas. Lands on the western coast of
Anatolia were also part of ancient Greece. (See the map on page 112.) The region’s
physical geography directly shaped Greek traditions and customs.
•

•

•

•

•

The Sea The sea shaped Greek civilization just as rivers shaped the ancient civilizations

A. Possible
Answers The closeness of the sea promoted trade between
city-states and surrounding societies.
The mountains isolated the valleys. This
fostered independence and made it
more difficult to
establish central
control.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Analyzing
Causes In what
ways did Greece’s
location by the sea
and its mountainous
land affect the development of its society?

of Egypt, the Fertile Crescent, India, and China. In one sense, the Greeks did not live on
a land but around a sea. Greeks rarely traveled more than 85 miles to reach the coastline.
The Aegean Sea, the Ionian Sea, and the neighboring Black Sea were important
transportation routes for the Greek people. These liquid highways
linked most parts of Greece. As the Greeks became skilled sailors,
sea travel also connected Greece with other societies. Sea travel
and trade were also important because Greece itself was poor
in natural resources. Greece lacked timber, precious metals,
and usable farmland.

Nestled at the base
of a mountain
range, this coastal
Greek city has a
rugged shoreline.

The Land Rugged mountains covered about three-fourths

of ancient Greece. Mountains divided the land into a number of different regions. The mountain chains ran mainly
from northwest to southeast along the Balkan peninsula.
They significantly influenced Greek political life. Unlike the
Egyptians or the Chinese, it was difficult to unite the ancient
Greeks under a single government. Greece developed small, independent communities within each little valley and its surrounding
mountains. Most Greeks gave their loyalty to these local communities.
In ancient times, the uneven terrain also made land transportation
difficult. Early Greek roads were little more than dirt paths. For example, the city-state of Sparta was only about 60 miles from Olympia, the
site of the Olympic Games. Yet it took Spartans almost seven days
to travel that distance.
Much of the land itself was stony and only a small part of it—
approximately 20 percent—was arable, or suitable for farming.
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G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
1. Movement Based on the map, how did Greek traders conduct most of their trade?
2. Human-Environment Interaction How might the topography or surface features of
Greece have affected communications among early Greek settlements?

Tiny but fertile valleys covered about one-fourth of Greece. The
small streams that watered these valleys were not suitable for
large-scale irrigation projects.
With so little fertile farmland or fresh water for irrigation,
Greece was never able to support a large population. It is estimated that no more than a few million people lived in ancient
Greece at any given time. Even this small population couldn’t expect the land to support a life of luxury. As a result, the Greeks based their diet on basic staple crops such
as grains, grapes, and olives. A desire for more living space, grassland for raising livestock, and adequate farmland may have been factors that motivated the Greeks to
seek new sites for colonies.
The Climate Climate was the third important environmental influence on Greek

civilization. Greece has a varied climate with temperatures averaging 48 degrees
Fahrenheit in the winter and 80 degrees Fahrenheit in the summer. In ancient
times, these moderate temperatures supported an outdoor life for many Greek citizens. Men spent much of their leisure time at outdoor public events. They met often
to discuss public issues, exchange news, and take an active part in civic life.

Mycenaean Civilization Develops
As Chapter 3 explained, a large wave of Indo-Europeans migrated from the Eurasian
steppes to Europe, India, and Southwest Asia. Some of these people who settled on the
Greek mainland around 2000 B.C. were later known as Mycenaeans. The name came
from their leading city, Mycenae (my SEE nee).
Mycenae was located on a steep, rocky ridge and surrounded by a protective wall up
to 20 feet thick. The fortified city of Mycenae could withstand almost any attack. From
•
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Mycenae, a warrior-king ruled the surrounding villages and farms. Similar Mycenaean
palace-forts dotted the southern part of Greece. Influential and militaristic rulers controlled the Mycenaean communities in towns such as Tiryns and Athens. These kings
dominated Greece from about 1600 to 1200 B.C.
Culture and Trade The nobles who lived within the fortresses enjoyed a life of sur-

Background
On the Aegean island
of Thera, near Crete,
a volcano erupted
around 1470 B.C. This
event may have
helped to bring about
the end of Minoan
civilization.

Vocabulary
Western civilization:
the culture that
evolved in Europe and
spread to the
Americas

prising splendor. They feasted in great halls 35 feet wide and 50 feet long. During banquets, the firelight from a huge circular hearth glittered on a dazzling variety of gold
pitchers and silver cups. When the royal Mycenaeans died, they were buried with their
richest treasures. Warrior-kings won their enormous wealth by controlling local production and commercial trade. They also led their armies in search of plunder. However,
few other Mycenaeans had the wealth of the warrior-kings. Wealthy kings of the Bronze
Age (2000–1100 B.C.) wielded bronze weapons and drank from cups of gold. The common people used tools made from less expensive materials such as stone and wood.
Most were farmers, but others worked as weavers, goat herders, or stonemasons.
The warrior-kings of Mycenae also invaded Crete. The Minoan civilization had flourished on Crete for 600 years. The civilization ended abruptly and mysteriously in 1400
B.C. The Mycenaean invasions prevented the Minoans from rebuilding. However, the
Mycenaeans preserved elements of Minoan culture by making it part of their own lives.
From their contact with the Minoans, the Mycenaeans saw the value of seaborne
trade. Mycenaean traders sailed to islands in the Aegean, coastal towns of Anatolia, and
to cities in Syria, Egypt, Italy, and Crete. The Minoans influenced Mycenaean culture in
other ways as well. The Mycenaeans adapted the Minoan writing system to the Greek
language and decorated vases with Minoan designs. Their legacy survived in the form of
legends. These legends later formed the core of Greek religious practice, art, politics, and
literature. Western civilization has roots in these early Greek civilizations.

Greek stories tell of
their army’s capture
of the legendary
city of Troy. Some
scholars think that
the hollow wooden
horse of Western
literature may
actually have been
a gigantic siege
engine or battering
ram.

The Trojan War About 1200 B.C. the Mycenaean kings
fought a ten-year war against Troy, an independent trading
city located in Anatolia. According to legend, a Greek army
besieged and destroyed Troy because a Trojan youth had kidnapped Helen, the beautiful wife of a Greek king.
For many years, historians thought that the legendary stories
told of the Trojan War were totally fictional. Then around 1870,
a German archaeologist, Heinrich Schliemann, began excavating
a hill in northwestern Turkey. He found the remains of nine layers of city life, one of which may date from this time period. His
discoveries suggest that the stories of the Trojan War may have
been based on real cities, people, and events.
In 1988, another German historian, Manfred Korfmann,
excavated an ancient maritime cemetery near the hill believed to
be the site of ancient Troy. Although some scholars disagree,
Korfmann believes the Trojan War was a struggle for control of a
crucial waterway in the Aegean Sea. In any event, the attack on
Troy was probably one of the last campaigns of the Mycenaeans.

Greek Culture Declines Under the Dorians
Not long after the Trojan War, Mycenaean civilization collapsed. Around 1200 B.C., sea
raiders attacked and burned palace after palace. At Mycenae, a layer of ashes from a
terrible fire covered the entire palace site. According to tradition, a new group of people, the Dorians (DAWR ee uhnz), moved into this war-torn countryside. The Dorians
spoke a dialect of Greek and were distant relatives of the Bronze Age Greeks.
The Dorians were far less advanced than the Mycenaean Greeks. The centralized
economy collapsed and trade eventually came to a standstill with their arrival. Most
•

•
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important to historians, Greeks appear to have temporarily forgotten the art of writing
during the Dorian Age. No written record exists from the 400-year period between
1150 and 750 B.C. Without written records, little is known about this period of decline.
Epics of Homer Lacking writing, the Greeks of this time learned about the Trojan

War through the spoken word. Their greatest storyteller, according to Greek tradition,
was a blind man named Homer. Little is known of his personal life. Some historians
believe Homer composed his epics, narrative poems celebrating heroic deeds,
between 750 and 700 B.C. The Trojan War forms the backdrop for Homer’s two great
epic poems, The Iliad and The Odyssey.
The heroes of The Iliad are warriors: the fierce Greek, Achilles (uh KIHL eez), and
the courageous and noble Hector of Troy. In the following dramatic excerpt, Hector’s
wife begs him not to fight Achilles:
•

This is a marble
sculpture of
Polyphemus, a
cyclops, or oneeyed monster, in
Homer’s The
Odyssey.

•

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
“O Hector, your courage will be your destruction; and you have no pity on your little
son or on me, who will soon be your widow. . . if I lose you, it would be better for me
to die. . . .”
Then tall Hector. . . answered, “Wife, I too have thought upon all this. But I would
feel deep shame if like a coward I stayed away from battle. All my life I have learned
to be brave and to fight always in the front ranks of the Trojans, winning glory for
myself. . . .”

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Making
Inferences Why
was the oral tradition
during the Dorian Age
important to later
historians?
B. Possible
Answers
Archaeologists have
dug up artworks,
tools, weapons, and
other objects from
this period. Historians
use the myths and
legends that were a
part of this oral tradition to interpret these
finds.

HOMER, The Iliad

Hector’s response to his wife gives insight into the Greek heroic ideal of
aretē (ar uh TAY), meaning virtue and excellence. A Greek could display this
ideal on the battlefield, in combat, or in athletic contests.
Homer’s other epic, The Odyssey, concerns the adventures of Odysseus
(oh DIH see uhs). Odysseus uses his wits and trickery to defeat the
Trojans. Much of this epic is set after the war. It concerns his ten-year
journey home and the strange and mysterious lands Odysseus visits along
the way.
•

•

•

•

•

Greeks Create Myths The Greeks developed a rich set of myths, or tradi-

tional stories, about their gods. Through these myths, the Greeks sought to
understand the mysteries of nature and the power of human passions. Myths
explained the changing of the seasons, for example.
Greeks attributed human qualities, such as love, hate, and jealousy, to their
gods. The gods quarreled and competed with each other constantly. However,
unlike humans, the gods lived forever. Zeus, the ruler of the gods, lived on Mount
Olympus with his wife, Hera. Hera was often jealous of Zeus’ relationships with other
women. Athena, goddess of wisdom, was Zeus’ daughter and his favorite child. The
Greeks thought of Athena as the guardian of cities, especially of Athens, which was
named in her honor. You will learn about Athens and other cities in Section 2.

Section 1 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Mycenaeans
• Trojan War
• Dorians
• Homer
• epics
• myths

2. TAKING NOTES

Re-create the graph below on
your paper and fill in examples of
how geography affected early
Greek civilization.
Geographic Feature
sea
land
climate

114 Chapter 5

3. DRAWING CONCLUSIONS

Effects

Why did the lack of writing
represent a setback to the
development of Greek civilization?

THINK ABOUT
• Minoan and Mycenaean
accomplishments
• uses of writing
• other forms of communication

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Cultural Interaction Why do
you think that early Greek epics
and myths are so well known and
studied in today’s society?

THINK ABOUT
• aretē
• Greek ideals compared to ideals
in today’s world
• early Greeks’ purpose of
storytelling
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TERMS & NAMES

Warring City-States
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

The growth of city-states in Greece led
to the development of several political
systems, including democracy.

Many political systems in today’s world
mirror the varied forms of government
that evolved in Greece.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

polis
acropolis
monarchy
aristocracy
oligarchy
phalanx
tyrant
helot
democracy
Persian Wars

SETTING THE STAGE After the sea peoples invaded mainland Greece around

1200 B.C., the Dorians moved into the area. Greek civilization experienced a period
of decline during the Dorian period. After many centuries, Dorians and Mycenaeans
alike identified less with the culture of their ancestors and more with their local
city-state. By 750 B.C. the Greeks saw the rise of powerful city-states.

Rule and Order in Greek City-States
By 750 B.C., the city-state, or polis, was the fundamental political unit in ancient
Greece. A polis was made up of a city and its surrounding countryside, which
included numerous villages. Most city-states controlled between 50 and 500 square
miles of territory. They were often home to fewer than 20,000 residents. At the agora
(the public center), or on a fortified hilltop called an acropolis (uh KRAHP uh lihs),
male citizens gathered to conduct business.
•

•

•

Greek Political Structures There were many ways to rule a

Greek polis. In some city-states, much like river-valley civilizations,
kings or monarchs ruled in a government called a monarchy. In
time, some city-states adopted an aristocracy (AR uh STAHK
ruh see), a government ruled by a small group of noble, land-owning families. These very rich families often gained political power
after working in a king’s military cavalry.
Later, as trade expanded, a new class of wealthy merchants and
artisans emerged in some cities. When these groups became dissatisfied with aristocratic rule, they sometimes took power or
shared it with the nobility. They formed an oligarchy, a government ruled by a few powerful people. The idea of representative
government also began to take root in many city-states. Regardless of its political structure, each polis enjoyed a close-knit community. Most Greeks looked down on all non-Greek foreigners,
whom they considered barbarians.
•

•

•

•

A. Possible Answer
Individual citizens
would tend to feel
more confident and
personally responsible
for defending the citystate. They might
demand a share in
governing themselves.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Making
Inferences How
would the ability to
own weapons change
the outlook of ordinary citizens?

Background
The term hoplite
comes from the word
hoplon, a shield that
covered half of the
soldier’s body.

A New Kind of Army Emerges During the Dorian Age, only the rich could afford

bronze spears, shields, breastplates, and chariots. Iron later replaced bronze in the
manufacture of weapons. Harder than bronze, iron was more common and therefore
cheaper. Soon, ordinary citizens could afford to arm and defend themselves.
The shift from bronze to iron weapons made possible a new kind of army composed of merchants, artisans, and small landowners. Citizens were expected to
defend the polis. Foot soldiers, called hoplites, stood side by side, holding a spear in
one hand and a shield in the other. This fearsome formation, or phalanx (FAY lanks),
was the most powerful fighting force in the ancient world.

Armed with spears,
shields, and
protective headgear,
Greek foot soldiers
marched into battle.
Artists often recreated scenes like
the one pictured
above on Greek
pottery.

•

Tyrants Seize Power No ruler could ignore the power of the citizen-soldiers. In many

city-states, unemployed farmers and debt-ridden artisans joined in revolt against the
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nobles. Powerful individuals, called tyrants, gained control of the government by appealing to the poor and the discontented for support.
The rule of some city-states passed from one tyrant to the next as competing groups
took power. Other cities, however, found new ways of governing. Among these city-states
were two of the most powerful, Sparta and Athens.

Sparta Builds a Military State
Located in the southern part of Greece known as the Peloponnesus (PEHL uh puh NEE
sus), Sparta was nearly cut off from the rest of Greece by the Gulf of Corinth. (See the
map on page 112.) Unlike other city-states, Sparta built a military state.
•

SPOTLIGHT ON

•

•

•

Sparta Dominates Messenians While other city-states founded

colonies abroad, Sparta conquered neighboring Messenia around 725
B.C. and took over the land. The Messenians became helots (HEHL
uhts), peasants forced to stay on the land they worked. Each year, the
Spartans demanded half of the helots’ yearly crop. Around 600 B.C.,
the Messenians, who outnumbered the Spartans eight to one, revolted.
The Spartans just barely put down the revolt, and then dedicated
themselves to the creation of a strong city-state.
•

Warrior-Women
Greek myths of an army of fierce
warrior-women called Amazons have
thrilled readers for centuries. Legend
has it that the Amazons fought and
governed, while their husbands
cooked and cleaned. Skilled archers
and swordswomen, Amazons were
expected to kill before marrying.
For centuries historians dismissed
tales of the Amazons as fantasy.
In 1997, however, Russian and
American archaeologists unearthed
contrary evidence. In Pokrovka,
Kazakhstan, they dug up 44 burial
mounds. Inside they found the
skeletons of women buried with
swords and iron daggers.
Scientists think these ancient
women may have inspired Greek
legend. These finds have also cast
new light on the roles of women
in societies long ago.

Sparta’s Government and Society Two groups governed Sparta.

An assembly, composed of all free adult males, elected officials and
voted on major issues. The second group was the Council of Elders.
It proposed laws on which the assembly voted. Five elected officials
called ephors carried out the laws the council passed. These men
controlled education and prosecuted court cases. In addition, two
kings ruled over Sparta’s military.
Like its political structure, Sparta’s population was diverse and
consisted of several social groups. The first were citizens descended
from the original inhabitants of the region. This group included the
ruling families who owned the land. A second group, noncitizens but
free, worked in commerce and industry. The helots, near the bottom
of Spartan society, were a little higher than slaves. Some also served
as household servants or worked for the citizen hoplite warriors.

Background
The kings of Sparta
were not monarchs in
the traditional sense
but hereditary military
leaders.

Spartan Education For men, daily life centered around military training. Training

was rigorous. At the age of seven, boys left home and moved into army barracks.
Wearing no shoes, they marched in light tunics during the day and slept on hard
benches at night. Trainees gulped down meager meals of coarse black porridge. Such
schooling produced tough soldiers.
Spartan girls also led hardy lives. Although they did not receive military training, they ran, wrestled, and played sports. Like the boys, they
also learned to put service to Sparta above even love of family. As
adults, women managed the family estates while their husbands served
the polis. Although Spartan women did not have the right to vote,
their roles in Spartan society surprised men from other Greek citystates. This was particularly true in Athens, where citizens
expected women to remain out of sight and quietly raise children.
From around 600 until 371 B.C., the Spartans had the most powerful army in Greece, but they paid a high price for that position. All
forms of individual expression were discouraged. As a result, Spartans
did not value the arts and had practically no time for artistic expression. Spartans valued duty, strength, and discipline over individuality, beauty, and freedom.
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Athens Builds a Limited Democracy
Located on a rocky hill in eastern Greece, Athens lay to the north of Sparta. (See the
map on page 112.) In outlook and values, Athens contrasted sharply with Sparta. An
ambassador from the city-state of Corinth once compared the Spartans to the
Athenians in a speech to the Spartan assembly. He told the Spartans that though they
had the strongest army in Greece, they were too cautious. He also said that the
Spartans lacked imagination and curiosity. Athenians, he said, were always eager to
learn new ideas because they had been educated to think and act as
Forms of Government
free people.
Political Developments in Athens Like other city-states, Athens

went through a power struggle between rich and poor. However,
Athenians avoided civil war by making timely reforms. Athenian
reformers tried to create democracy, rule by the people. In Athens,
citizens participated directly in political decision making.
Not everyone in Athens had a part in this new form of
political participation. Only free adult males counted as citizens. Women, slaves, and foreigners living in Athens were
excluded from citizenship and had few rights. Slaves
formed about one-third of the Athenian population. They
worked in mines, farmed fields, and did housework.
In general, Athenian women focused their attention on
child rearing, weaving cloth, preparing meals, and managing
the household. In this excerpt, a Greek historian describes
what a husband expected from his wife:

For Athenian
women, life
centered around
home and the
family.

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
You will need to stay indoors. . . . The greatest joy of all will
be to prove yourself . . . a better helpmate to myself and to
the children, a better guardian of our home, so will your
honor increase. . . . [By being dutiful] you will enjoy your
food, grow vigorous in health, and your complexion will in
very truth be lovelier.
XENOPHON, Oeconomicus

In addition to having no part in government, women had very little to do with the city’s intellectual life.
Solon’s Political and Economic Reforms Repeated clashes

Background
The legal code prepared by Draco was
so harsh that the
word draconian has
become a synonym for
“extreme cruelty or
severity.”

Monarchy
• State ruled by a king
• Rule is hereditary
• Some rulers claim divine right
• Practiced in Mycenae (1450 B.C.)

Aristocracy
• State ruled by nobility
• Rule is hereditary and based on
land ownership
• Social status and wealth support
rulers’ authority
• Practiced in Athens (594 B.C.)

Oligarchy
• State ruled by a small group of
citizens
• Rule is based on wealth
• Ruling group controls military
• Practiced in Sparta (800–600 B.C.)

Direct Democracy
• State ruled by its citizens
• Rule is based on citizenship
• Majority rule decides vote
• Practiced in Athens (461 B.C.)
SKILLBUILDER:
Interpreting Charts
1. Which forms of government
feature rule based on wealth
or property ownership?

occurred between the aristocrats who governed Athens and the common people. A group of peasants foiled an attempt by an Athenian
2. In which form of government
nobleman named Cylon (SI luhn) to establish a tyranny. In return,
do citizens have the most
they demanded a written code of laws. In 621 B.C., the Greek lawpower?
maker Draco wrote the first legal code, dealing mainly with contracts
and property ownership. Draco’s code included such unfair practices
as debt slavery, in which small farmers worked as slaves to repay their debts. As a result,
conflicts between the aristocrats and the poor continued. To prevent civil war, in 594
B.C. the aristocrats chose a trusted statesman named Solon (SO luhn) to head the government. Athenians gave him full power to reform the law.
Solon outlawed debt slavery. He allowed all citizens to participate and debate policies in the Athenian assembly. In another political move, Solon introduced the legal
concept that any citizen could bring charges against wrongdoers. In addition, his economic reforms benefited many. For example, by encouraging the export of grapes and
olives, Solon initiated a profitable overseas trade and demand for these products.
Although Solon initiated political and economic changes, he neglected land reforms.
At the end of his rule, fighting erupted between wealthy landowners and the poor
•

•
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farmers. Around 546 B.C., a nobleman and military leader named Pisistratus (py SIS
truh tuhs) seized power and became one of Athens’ first tyrants. Seeking power at the
expense of the nobles, he provided funds to help peasants buy farm equipment. He
financed this reform by a tax on agricultural production. Pisistratus also launched a massive building program that gave jobs to the poor and earned him their support.
•

•

•

Reforms of Cleisthenes Beginning in 508 B.C., the Athenian leader Cleisthenes

(KLYS thuh NEEZ) introduced further reforms. He worked to make Athens a full
democracy by reorganizing the assembly to break up the power of the nobility. He
also increased the power of the assembly by allowing all citizens to submit laws for
debate and passage. Cleisthenes then created the Council of Five Hundred. This
body proposed laws and counseled the assembly. Council members were chosen
by lot, or at random. While these reforms allowed Athenian citizens to participate
in a limited democracy, only one-fifth of Athenian residents were
CONNECT to TODAY actual citizens.
•

•

Modern Marathons
Today, the word marathon refers
to a foot race of 26 miles, 385 yards.
One of the largest and best known is
the Boston Marathon. The history of
this grueling race dates back to the
Persian Wars and Pheidippides’ run
from Marathon to Athens.
After running at top speed
for approximately 25 miles,
Pheidippides arrived in Athens. He
gasped "Rejoice, we conquer," and
instantly died. His heroic run
inspired officials at the 1896 Olympic
Games in Athens to add a 26-mile
marathon to their competition.
In 1908, officials in London
further lengthened the race. King
Edward VII decided he wanted it to
begin at Windsor Castle—385 yards
from the city’s Olympic Stadium. The
photo below shows Lameck Aquita
of Kenya, who won the 1997 Boston
Marathon with a time of 2 hours, 10
minutes, 34 seconds.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY

The Persian Wars
Danger of a helot revolt led to Sparta becoming a military state.
Danger of revolution among poverty-stricken farmers led to Athens
becoming a democracy. The greatest danger of all—invasion by
Persian armies—moved Sparta and Athens alike to their greatest glory.
Battle at Marathon The Persian Wars, between Greece and the

Persian Empire, began in Ionia on the coast of Anatolia. Greeks had
long been settled there, but around 520 B.C., the Persians conquered
the area. When Ionian Greeks revolted, Athens sent ships and soldiers
to their aid. The Persian king Darius defeated the rebels and then
vowed to destroy Athens in revenge.
In 490 B.C., a Persian fleet carried 25,000 men across the Aegean
Sea and landed northeast of Athens on a plain called Marathon. There,
10,000 Athenians, neatly arranged in phalanxes, waited for them. Vastly
outnumbered, the Greek soldiers charged. The Persians, who wore
light armor and lacked training in this kind of land combat, were no
match for the disciplined Greek phalanx. After several hours, the
Persians fled the battlefield. The casualties reportedly numbered
6,400 Persians and only 192 Athenians.
Though the Athenians won the land battle, their city now stood
defenseless. According to tradition, army leaders chose a young runner
named Pheidippides (fy DIP uh DEEZ) to race back to Athens. He brought
news of the Persian defeat so that Athenians would not give up the city without
a fight. Sprinting the distance from Marathon to Athens, Pheidippides
delivered his message, collapsed, and died. The Greek army soon set
off rapidly and were actually waiting in Athens when the Persian ships
sailed into the harbor. The Persians quickly sailed away in retreat.
•

•

•

Thermopylae and Salamis Ten years later, in 480 B.C., Darius the Great was

dead. His son and successor Xerxes (ZURK seez) tried to crush Greece. Xerxes
assembled an enormous invasion force of ships and men. By then, however, the
Greeks were badly divided. Some city-states agreed to fight the Persians. Others
thought it wiser to let Xerxes destroy Athens and return home. Some Greeks even
fought on the Persian side. Consequently, Xerxes’ army met no resistance as it
marched down the eastern coast of Greece.
When Xerxes came to a narrow mountain pass at Thermopylae (thur MAHP uh lee),
7,000 Greeks, including 300 Spartans, blocked his way. The Persian king underestimated their power. They fought for three days before a traitor told the Persians about
•

•
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B. Contrasting How
would you compare
the ideals of Spartan
and Athenian society?
B. Possible
Answers Spartans
valued physical and
military strength and
discipline. They did
not care much for the
arts and ideas. The
Athenians valued
their political freedom, family life, and
using the mind.
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•

C. Possible
Answers The
Persian Wars united
many Greek citystates under Athens.
It left them determined to build up a
defensive navy to prevent future attacks.
Victory produced confidence and paved the
way for a new burst
of creativity.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Recognizing
Effects How did the
Persian Wars affect
the Greek people,
especially the
Athenians?

•

The Persian Wars, 490–480 B.C.
Persian campaign, 490 B.C.
Persian campaign, 480 B.C.
Persian victory
Greek victory
Indecisive battle
Greek alliance
Persian Empire and allies
Neutral Greek states

Mt. Olympus

Aegean
Sea

Troy

28°E

a secret path around the cliffs. Fearing
defeat, the Spartans held the pass while
the other Greek forces retreated. The
Spartans’ valiant sacrifice—all were
killed—made a great impression on
all Greeks.
Meanwhile, in Athens, the citizens
debated how best to defend the city.
Themistocles, an Athenian statesman,
convinced Athenians to evacuate the
city and fight at sea. He positioned the
Greek fleet in a narrow channel near
the island of Salamis (SAL uh mihs),
a few miles southwest of Athens. After
setting fire to Athens, Xerxes sent his
warships to block both ends of the
channel. However, the channel was too
narrow to permit the Persian fleet to
maneuver well. Greek ships drove their
battering rams straight into the wooden
hulls, punching holes in the Persian warships. Xerxes watched in horror as more
than one-third of his fleet sank. The
Spartans defeated the rest of the Persian
army at a third battle on the plain of
Plataea (pluh TEE uh) in 479 B.C.

Artemisium (480)
Thermopylae (480)
Plataea
(479)
Athens
38°N

•
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Consequences of the Persian Wars

G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
1. Movement By what routes did the Persians choose to attack

With the Persian threat ended, all the
Greece? Explain why.
Greek city-states felt a new sense of
2. Location Where did most of the battles of the Persian Wars
occur? How might their citizens be affected?
confidence and freedom. Athens, in
particular, basked in the glory of the
Persian defeat. After the war, Athens became the leader of an alliance of 140 citystates called the Delian (DEE lee uhn) League. The league drove the Persians from
the territories surrounding Greece and ended the threat of future attacks. Soon thereafter, Athens began to use its powerful navy to control the other league members. The
prestige of victory and the wealth of the empire set the stage for a dazzling burst of
creativity in Athens. The city was entering its brief, golden age.
•

•

Section 2 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• polis
• acropolis
• monarchy
• aristocracy
• oligarchy
• phalanx
• tyrant
• helot
• democracy
• Persian Wars

2. TAKING NOTES

3. CONTRASTING

Create a time line of the major
battles of the Persian Wars in
Greece, using a chart such as the
one below. For each battle,
include the victor.
first
battle

third
battle
second
battle

How was living in Athens different
from living in Sparta?

THINK ABOUT
• roles of citizens
• type/form of government
• societal values

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Power and Authority Draw
a cartoon or write a political
monologue about democracy from
an Athenian slave’s point of view.

fourth
battle

Pretend that you are a newspaper
reporter in ancient Greece. Write
appropriate headlines for each
battle.
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TERMS & NAMES

Democracy and
Greece’s Golden Age
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Democratic principles and classical
culture flourished during Greece’s
golden age.

At its height, Greece set lasting standards in art, politics, literature, and philosophy that are still adhered to today.

• direct
democracy
• classical art
• tragedy
• comedy
• Peloponnesian
War
• philosophers
• Socrates
• Plato
• Aristotle

SETTING THE STAGE During Athens’ golden age, drama, sculpture, poetry, philoso-

phy, architecture, and science all reached new heights. For 50 years (from 480 to 430
B.C.), Athens experienced a growth in intellectual and artistic learning. The artistic and
literary legacies of this time continue to inspire and instruct people around the world.

Pericles’ Three Goals for Athens
A wise and able statesman named Pericles led Athens during its golden age. Honest
and fair, Pericles held onto popular support for 32 years. He was a skillful politician,
an inspiring speaker, and a respected general. He so dominated the life of Athens
from 461 to 429 B.C. that this period often is called the Age of Pericles. He had three
goals: (1) to strengthen Athenian democracy, (2) to hold and strengthen the empire,
and (3) to glorify Athens.
Stronger Democracy To strengthen democracy, Pericles increased the number of
paid public officials. Earlier, only wealthier citizens could afford to hold public office
because most positions were unpaid. Pericles increased the number of officials who were
paid salaries. Now even the poorest could serve if elected or chosen by lot. Consequently,
Athens had more citizens engaged in self-government than any other city-state. This
reform made Athens one of the most democratic governments in history. However, political rights were still limited to those with citizenship status.
The introduction of direct democracy, a form of government in which citizens
rule directly and not through representatives, was an important legacy of Periclean

Athenian and United States Democracy
Athenian Democracy
• Citizens: male; 18 years old;
born of citizen parents
• Laws voted on and proposed
directly by assembly of all citizens
• Leader chosen by lot
• Executive branch composed
of a council of 500 men
• Juries varied in size
• No attorneys; no appeals;
one-day trials

Both

U. S. Democracy

• Political power exercised
by citizens

• Citizens: born in United States or
completed citizenship process

• Three branches of government

• Representatives elected to
propose and vote on laws

• Legislative branch
passes laws

• Elected president

• Executive branch
carries out laws

• Executive branch made up of
elected and appointed officials

• Judicial branch conducts
trials with paid jurors

• Juries composed of 12 jurors
• Defendants and plaintiffs have
attorneys; long appeals process

S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Charts
1. What does this chart suggest to you about the origins of U. S. democracy?
2. What is the main difference between Athenian democracy and democracy in the United States?
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Athens. Few other city-states practiced this style of government. In Athens, male citizens who served in the assembly established all the important government policies
that affected the polis. In a speech for the slain soldiers killed in the
first year of the Peloponnesian War, Pericles expressed his great
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
■HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■
pride in Athenian democracy:

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Distinguishing
Fact from Opinion
How accurate do you
consider Pericles’
statement that
Athenian democracy
was in the hands of
“the whole people”?
A. Possible Answer
Although Athenian
citizens were widely
represented at all
levels of government,
citizens were only a
small part of Athens’
total population.
Noncitizens such as
women, slaves, and
foreigners could not
participate.

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
Our constitution is called a democracy because power is in the hands not
of a minority but of the whole people. When it is a question of settling
private disputes, everyone is equal before the law; when it is a question
of putting one person before another in positions of public responsibility, what counts is not membership in a particular class, but the actual
ability which the man possesses. No one, so long as he has it in him to
be of service to the state, is kept in political obscurity because of poverty.
PERICLES, Funeral Oration

Athenian Empire Pericles tried to enlarge the wealth and power
of Athens. He used the money from the Delian League’s treasury to
build Athens’ 200-ship navy into the strongest in the Mediterranean.
A strong navy was important because it helped Athens strengthen
the safety of its empire. Athenian prosperity depended on gaining
access to its surrounding waterways. It needed overseas trade to
obtain supplies of grain and other raw materials.
Glorifying Athens Pericles also used money from the empire to

beautify Athens. Without the Delian League’s approval, he persuaded the Athenian assembly to vote huge sums of the league’s
money to buy gold, ivory, and marble. Still more money went to a
small army of artisans who worked for 15 years (447–432 B.C.) to
build one of architecture’s noblest works—the Parthenon.

Greek Styles in Art
The Parthenon, a masterpiece of craftsmanship and design, was not
novel in style. Rather, Greek artisans built the 23,000-square-foot
building in the traditional style that had been used to create Greek
temples for 200 years. In ancient times, this temple built to honor
Athena contained examples of Greek art that set standards for future
generations of artists around the world.

Pericles
494?–429 B.C.
Pericles came from a rich and
high-ranking noble family. His
aristocratic father had led the
Athenian assembly and fought
at the Battle of Salamis in the
Persian Wars. His mother was
the niece of Cleisthenes, an
influential statesman.
Well known for his political
achievements as a leader of
Athens, some historians say
Pericles the man was harder to
know. One historian wrote,
[Pericles] no doubt, was a
lonely man. Among the
politicians, including his
supporters, he had no friend.
He avoided all social activity . . .
[and] he only went out [of his
home] for official business. . . .

Greek Sculpture Within the Parthenon stood a giant statue of
Athena, the goddess of wisdom and the protector of Athens. Pericles
entrusted much of the work on the temple, including the statue of
Athena, to the sculptor Phidias (FIDH ee uhs). The great statue of the goddess not
only contained precious materials such as gold and ivory, it stood 38 feet tall!
Phidias and other sculptors during this golden age aimed to create figures that
were graceful, strong, and perfectly formed. Their faces showed neither laughter nor
anger, only serenity. Greek sculptors also tried to capture the grace of the idealized
human body in motion. Their values of order, balance, and proportion became the
standard of what is called classical art.
Classical works such as the Parthenon and the statue of Athena showcased the
pride that Athenians had for their city. (See History Through Art, page 122.)
•

•

Greek Drama
The Greeks invented drama and built the first theaters in the west. Theatrical productions in Athens were both an expression of civic pride and a tribute to the gods.
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HISTORY THROUGH ART: Fine Art

Architecture
and Sculpture
The Parthenon, the most magnificent building
on the Acropolis, shows the classical Greek
ideals of balance and proportion in art.
The Parthenon is so harmonious with
its site, it appears to grow directly out
of solid rock. Its architects knew
geometrical principles and how to
modify them to please the eye. Its 46
support columns lean slightly inward.
Brightly painted sculptural friezes
(decorative relief panels) and statues
adorned the rectangular building.

Athena in the Parthenon

Theater at Delphi
Public theater performances during the fifth
century B.C. were sponsored by the state.
Hundreds of theaters were built, such as
this one preserved at Delphi in central
Greece. Notice how this theater is set
directly into the natural setting of the
hillside. The masks used by the actors
in tragedies and comedies became
favorite subjects in Greek art.

Greek statues depicted their gods in idealized
human form. Inside the marble temple stood
a huge statue of Athena, nearly 40 feet high.
It portrayed the goddess in full battle armor,
holding a six-foot high figure of victory. This
is a copy of the original statue, which vanished
during the fifth century A.D.

Connect

to History

Summarizing What are the main
things you associate with classical Greek art? Give examples from
buildings and sculpture shown on
this page.
SEE SKILLBUILDER
HANDBOOK, PAGE R3

Connect

to Today

Researching Find buildings and
artworks in your local community
that show Greek influences. Work
in small groups to develop a
guidebook to these treasures.
For an Internet activity on the Parthenon . . .

NET ACTIVITY
CL ASSZONE .COM
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Although women’s
roles were often central to Greek drama,
all the actors were
men.
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Actors used colorful costumes, masks, and sets to dramatize stories about leadership,
justice, and the duties owed to the gods. As part of their civic duty, wealthy citizens
bore the cost for producing the plays. The Greeks wrote two kinds of drama—tragedy
and comedy.
Tragedy A tragedy was a serious drama about common themes such as love, hate, war,

or betrayal. These dramas featured a main character, or tragic hero. The hero usually was
an important person and often gifted with extraordinary abilities. A tragic flaw—an error
in judgment or personality defect—usually caused the hero’s downfall. Often this flaw
was hubris, or excessive pride.
In ancient times, Greece had three notable dramatists who wrote tragedies: Aeschylus
(EHS kuh luhs), Sophocles (SAHF uh kleez), and Euripides (yoo RIP uh DEEZ).
Aeschylus wrote more than 80 plays, of which seven survive. His most famous work is the
trilogy The Oresteia (ohr es STEE uh), based on the family of Agamemnon, commander
of the Greeks at Troy. Sophocles wrote about 100 plays, including the tragedies Oedipus
the King and Antigone. Euripides, author of the play Medea, often featured sympathetic
portrayals of women in his plays.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Comedy In contrast to Greek tragedies, a comedy contained scenes filled with slap-

stick situations and crude humor. Many Greek comedies were satires, or works that
poked fun at a subject. Playwrights often made fun of customs, politics, respected
people, or ideas of the time. Aristophanes (AR ih STAHF uh neez) wrote the first great
comedies of the stage, including The Birds and Lysistrata. For example, Lysistrata,
named for its female lead, portrayed the women of Athens forcing their husbands to
end the Peloponnesian War. The fact that Athenians could listen to criticism of themselves showed the freedom and openness of public discussion that existed in democratic Athens.
•

•

•

•

Spartans and Athenians Go to War
Tensions between Athens and Sparta had been building for years.
Hostilities became especially strong as Athens evolved from a limited
city-state to a vast naval empire. Many people in both cities thought
war was inevitable. Instead of trying to avoid conflict, leaders in both
Athens and Sparta pressed for a war to begin, as both groups of leaders believed their own city had the advantage.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Analyzing
Motives What might
have been Pericles’
goals in the
Peloponnesian War?
B. Possible
Answers To protect
access to the liquid
highway and the city’s
trade in grain and
other raw materials;
to rid Athens of its
Spartan enemy; to
continue to use Delian
League funds; and to
spread the empire by
acquiring overseas
colonies.

Peloponnesian War Sparta declared war against Athens in 431 B.C.
When the Peloponnesian War between the two city-states began,
Athens had the strongest sea power in Greece. Sparta had the advantage on land because the inland city could not easily be attacked by
sea. Pericles’ strategy was to avoid land battles with the superior
Spartan army and wait for an opportunity to strike Sparta’s allies from
the sea.
Eventually the Spartans marched into Athenian territory. They
swept over the countryside, burning the Athenians’ local food supply.
Pericles responded by bringing residents from the surrounding countryside inside the safety of Athens’ city walls. The city was safe from
hunger as long as ships could sail into port with food from Athenian
colonies and other foreign states.
Sparta Gains the Edge However, two events spelled disaster for
Athens. In the second year of the war, a frightful plague killed roughly
one-third to two-thirds of Athens’ population, including Pericles. In
415 B.C., Athens suffered a second disaster. The Athenian assembly
sent a huge fleet carrying 27,000 soldiers to destroy the polis of

SPOTLIGHT ON
The Plague
An unidentified disease struck
Athens during the height of the war.
The disease caused a terrible
plague in 430 B.C.
According to Thucydides
(thoo•SID•ih•DEEZ), the plague’s
symptoms included high fever,
inflamed eyes, sore throat,
coughing, extreme thirst, vomiting,
and red blisters on the skin. As the
disease spread, some victims lost
their eyes or their fingers or toes.
Many thousands died.
The following excerpt is from
Thucydides’ account of the
Peloponnesian Wars:
They became infected by
nursing one another and died
like sheep. . . . Bodies of dying
men lay one upon another. . . .
The temples . . . were full of
corpses of those who had died
in them.
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Syracuse, one of Sparta’s wealthiest allies. The expedition suffered an unmistakable
defeat in 413 B.C. The Athenian historian Thucydides recalled: “They [the Athenians]
were destroyed with a total destruction—their fleet, their army—there was nothing that
was not destroyed, and few out of many returned home.” Somehow, a terribly weakened
Athens fended off Spartan attacks for another nine years. Finally, in 404 B.C., Athens
and its allies surrendered.
War Brings Political Changes After 27 years of war, Athens had lost its empire,

power, and wealth. In addition, general confidence in democratic government began
to falter. One leader after another proved weak, corrupt, or traitorous. The assembly
often changed its decisions and did not stick to a single political program.

Philosophers Search for Truth
In this time of questioning and uncertainty, several great thinkers appeared. They were
determined to seek the truth, no matter where the search led them. The Greeks called
such thinkers philosophers, meaning “lovers of wisdom.” These Greek thinkers based
their philosophy on the following two assumptions: (1) The universe (land, sky, and sea) is
put together in an orderly way, and subject to absolute and unchanging laws, and (2) people can understand these laws through logic and reason.
One group of philosophers, the Sophists, questioned people’s unexamined beliefs
and ideas about justice, and other traditional values. One of the most famous Sophists
was Protagoras, who took a position questioning the existence of the traditional Greek
gods. He also argued that there was no universal standard of truth, saying “Man [the
individual] is the measure of all things. . . .” These were radical and dangerous ideas to
many of the citizens of Athens.
This Pompeiian
mosaic from the
first century A.D.
pays tribute to the
philosopher Plato
(third from the left)
as he teaches his
followers.

Socrates One of the strongest critics of the Sophists was Socrates (SAHK•ruh•TEEZ).

Unlike the Sophists, he believed that absolute standards did exist for truth and justice.
However, he encouraged Greeks to go further and question themselves and their moral
character. Historians believe that it was Socrates who once said, “The unexamined life is
not worth living.” Those who understood Socrates admired him deeply. The majority of
citizens, however, could not understand this strange old man and his ideas.
In 399 B.C., when Socrates was about 70 years old, he was brought to trial for “corrupting the youth of Athens” and “neglecting the city’s gods.” In his own defense,
Socrates said that his teachings were good
for Athens because they forced people to
think about their values and actions. The
jury disagreed and condemned him to
death. Later, he died after drinking a slowacting poison.
Plato A student of Socrates, Plato

(PLAY toh), was approximately 28 years
old when his teacher died. Later, Plato
wrote down the conversations of Socrates
“as a means of philosophical investigation.”
Sometime between 385 and 380 B.C.,
Plato wrote his most famous work, The
Republic. In it, he set forth his vision of
a perfectly governed society. It was not a
democracy. In his ideal society, all citizens
would fall naturally into three groups:
farmers and artisans, warriors, and the
ruling class. The person with the greatest
•

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Making
Inferences Why
would philosophers
start questioning traditional beliefs at this
particular time in
Athens’ history?
C. Possible
Answers Athens’
defeat by its rival
Sparta would have
caused its citizens to
have spiritual doubts.
This might lead them
to consider radical
ideas and make
them more willing to
question traditional
attitudes.
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Socrates
469–399 B.C.
Socrates was one of the most
powerful thinkers in history. He
encouraged his students to examine
their beliefs. Socrates asked them a
series of leading questions to show
that people hold many contradictory
opinions. This method of teaching by
a question-and-answer approach is
known as the Socratic method. He
devoted his life to gaining selfknowledge and once said, “There is
only one good, knowledge; and one
evil, ignorance.”

Plato
427–347 B.C.
Born into a wealthy Athenian family,
Plato had careers as a wrestler and
a poet before he became a
philosopher. He studied with
Socrates. After his teacher died in
399 B.C., Plato left Greece and
traveled to North Africa and Italy.
He later returned to Athens and
founded a school called The
Academy in 387 B.C. The school
lasted for approximately 900 years.
It was Plato who once stated,
“Philosophy begins in wonder.”

Aristotle
384–322 B.C.
Aristotle, the son of a physician,
was one of the brightest students
at Plato’s academy. He came there
as a young man and stayed for
20 years until Plato’s death. In
335 B.C., Aristotle opened his own
school in Athens called the
Lyceum. The school eventually
rivaled the Academy. Aristotle
once argued, “He who studies how
things originated and came into
being . . . will achieve the clearest
view of them.”

insight and intellect from the ruling class would be chosen philosopher-king. Plato’s writings dominated philosophic thought in Europe for nearly 1,500 years. His only rivals in
importance were Socrates and his own pupil, Aristotle (AR ih STAHT uhl).
•

•

•

Aristotle The philosopher Aristotle questioned the nature of the world and of human
belief, thought, and knowledge. Aristotle came close to summarizing all the knowledge
up to his time. He invented a method for arguing according to rules of logic. He later
applied his method to problems in the fields of psychology, physics, and biology. His work
provides the basis of the scientific method used today.
One of Aristotle’s most famous pupils was Alexander, son of King Philip of Macedonia.
Around 343 B.C., Aristotle accepted the king’s invitation to tutor the 13-year-old prince.
Alexander’s status as a student abruptly ended in 336 B.C., when he became the ruler of
Macedonia. You will learn about Alexander the Great in Section 4.

Section 3 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• direct democracy
• classical art
• tragedy
• comedy
• Peloponnesian War
• philosophers
• Socrates
• Plato
• Aristotle

2. TAKING NOTES

Using a diagram like the one
below, show Pericles’ three goals
for Athens, giving examples.
Pericles’ Goals

3. FORMING AND
SUPPORTING OPINIONS

Socrates believed in absolute
standards for truth and justice.
Sophists believed that standards
of truth and justice are in the eye
of the beholder. What is your
opinion? Support your opinion
with reasons and examples.

THINK ABOUT
Which goal had the greatest
impact on the modern world?

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Empire Building How does
the concept of “hubris” from
Greek tragedy apply to the
Peloponnesian War?

THINK ABOUT
• Spartans’ and Athenians’ opinion
of themselves
• why “hubris” is a tragic flaw
• why the war started

• differences in values
• purpose of law
• circumstances
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something in common across cultures

Sports Through Time
Throughout history, communities worldwide have valued athletes who
possess great physical strength, agility, and balance. In ancient times,
the Greeks believed that athletic competitions were a way to please the
gods and honor dead heroes. One of Greece’s many athletic festivals—
the Olympic Games—continues today. Dedicated to the god Zeus, the
Olympics began in 776 B.C. The Greeks even suspended wars between
city-states so that athletes could compete. This love of sport lives on
among different people and cultures throughout the world today.

Olympics in Greece
Every four years, some 40,000 Greeks crowded into the
stadium built in Olympia to watch the competitions. The
earliest games featured foot races of about 200 yards. Later,
athletes also competed in wrestling, boxing, jumping,
javelin-and discus-throwing events. Athletes were proud
of their bodies and emphasized physical fitness. Myron’s
famous marble sculpture of a discus thrower is dated about
450 B.C. The sculpture survives in this Roman copy (left) of
the Greek bronze.

Greece
Japan
Mexico
Nigeria

a

closer
look

GREEK SPORTS

126 Chapter 5

Victorious
Olympians
received a crown
made of wild
olive leaves.

Olympic chariot
racing began in the
seventh century B.C.
Prizes went to the
chariot’s owner, not
the driver.
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Sumo Wrestling in Japan
Sumo wrestling is a sport that is native to Japan. Originally
sponsored by imperial families, it dates back to the eighth
century. Sumo’s popularity remains strong and today is considered the national sport of Japan. During a match, wrestlers
wear loincloths and battle each other inside a 15-foot circle.
Many of these athletes weigh more than 300 pounds. All use
their size and strength to overpower an opponent.

Soccer in Nigeria
Soccer is one of the most popular sports in the
world. Known as football in some countries,
soccer developed in England during the 1800s.
Few items are needed to play the game: a ball,
an open field, and players who are willing to
run. The Nigerian soccer player pictured
above was a participant in the 1994 World
Cup, an international soccer competition. The
World Cup attracts all-star teams from around
the world.

Mayan Ball Courts in Mexico
This photograph of a site at Chichen Itza in Mexico shows a stone
ring Mayans once used when playing an ancient game. During the
seventh century, Mayan athletes played a ball game on walled Ishaped courts. Participants wore protective padding around their
waist and on one knee. The object was to get a rubber ball through
the stone ring without touching it with their hands. The ball court
game had close ties to the Mayans’ religious beliefs. While the exact
rules are unknown, the losers were usually sacrificed to the gods.

Connect

Compare/Contrast Choose two of
the sports or games illustrated on
this page, such as modern soccer
and the Mayan ball game. Then
compare and contrast them.
SEE SKILLBUILDER
HANDBOOK, PAGE R7

Connect

Crowds flocked to the hippodrome to watch horse
races during the Olympic Games. This bronze statue
shows a jockey riding bareback at one of these
spectacular events.

to History

to Today

Analyzing Issues Consider the
ancient Greek practice of interrupting conflicts to allow athletes
to compete. Write a brief editorial
(paragraph) discussing the role of
sports and games as a way to
promote world peace or reduce
hostile behavior.
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Alexander—
Empire Builder
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Alexander the Great conquered Persia
and Egypt and extended his empire to
the Indus River in northwest India.

Alexander’s empire extended across
three continents that today consist of
many nations and diverse cultures.

TERMS & NAMES

•
•
•
•

Philip II
Macedonia
Demosthenes
Alexander the
Great
• Darius III

SETTING THE STAGE The Peloponnesian War severely weakened several Greek city-

states. This caused a rapid decline in their military and economic power. To make
matters worse, in the 50 years after Sparta defeated Athens in 404 B.C., the two citystates had continued to fight each other. In the nearby kingdom of Macedonia, King
Philip II took note. Philip dreamed of first taking control of Greece. Then Philip
planned to move against Persia and seize its vast wealth. Philip also hoped to avenge
the Persian invasion of Greece in 480 B.C.

Philip Builds Macedonia’s Power
Just north of Greece, the kingdom of Macedonia had rough
mountains and a cold climate. The Macedonians were a tough people who lived in mountain villages rather than city-states. The
Aegean
Macedonian language was related to Greek. Most Macedonian
Sea
Thebes
nobles thought of themselves as Greeks. The Greeks, however,
Athens
looked down on the Macedonians as uncivilized foreigners who
had no great philosophers, sculptors, or writers. They did, however, have an important resource in their shrewd and fearless kings.
MACEDONIA

Philip’s Army In 359 B.C., Philip II became king of Macedonia. Though only

23 years old, he quickly proved to be a brilliant general and a ruthless politician. Philip transformed the rugged peasants under his command into a welltrained professional army. He organized his troops into phalanxes that were 16
men across and 16 deep. Philip used this heavy phalanx formation armed with
18-foot pikes to pave the way for cavalry strikes through enemy lines.
Once his phalanx had broken through, Philip used the fast-moving cavalry to
crush his disorganized opponents. When he first used these tactics against northern
opponents who had invaded Macedonia, Philip’s powerful army proved unbeatable.
Within a short time, he was preparing to invade Greece.
Conquest of Greece The Athenian orator Demosthenes (dee•MAHS•

thuh NEEZ) tried to warn the Greeks of the threat Philip and his army posed. He
urged them to unite against him. However, the Greek cities could not agree on any
single policy. Finally, in 338 B.C., Athens and Thebes—two Greek city-states—joined
forces against Philip. By then it was too late. The Macedonians soundly defeated the
Greeks at the battle of Chaeronea (KAIR uh NEE uh). Philip’s 18-year-old son Alexander
led a successful cavalry charge that helped win the battle. The defeat at Chaeronea
ended Greek freedom and independence. The city-states retained self-government in
local affairs. However, Greece itself remained firmly under the control of a succession of
foreign powers—the first of which was Philip’s Macedonia.
Although Philip planned to invade Persia next, he never got the chance. At his daughter’s wedding in 336 B.C., a former guardsman stabbed him to death. With the support of
the army, Philip’s son Alexander immediately proclaimed himself king of Macedonia.
•

This bust of King
Philip II dates from
the 4th century B.C.
Under Philip’s leadership, Macedonia
became a major
power in the Greekspeaking world.

128 Chapter 5

•

•

•

A. Possible Answer
It weakened Greece
and left it vulnerable.
Athens itself was
defeated, and the
other city-states could
not agree on a united
policy against the
Macedonians.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Analyzing
Causes How did the
Peloponnesian War
pave the way for
Philip’s conquest of
Greece?
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Because of his accomplishments over the next 13 years, he became
known in history as Alexander the Great.

Alexander Defeats Persia
Although Alexander was only 20 years old when he became king in
336 B.C., he was well prepared to lead. Under Aristotle’s teaching,
Alexander had learned science, geography, and literature. Alexander
especially enjoyed Homer’s description of the heroic deeds performed by Achilles during the Trojan War. To inspire himself, he
kept a copy of the Iliad under his pillow.
As a young boy, Alexander learned to ride a horse, use weapons, and
command troops. Once he became king, Alexander promptly demonstrated that his military training had not been wasted. When Thebes, a
city in central Greece, rebelled, he destroyed the city. About 6,000 people were killed. The survivors were sold into slavery. Frightened by his
cruelty, the other Greek cities quickly gave up any idea of rebellion.

Alexander
356–323 B.C.
When Alexander was only eight or
nine years old, he tamed a horse
that none of his father’s grooms
could manage. Alexander had
noticed that the horse, Bucephalus,
acted wild because he was afraid
of his shadow. By speaking to the
horse gently and turning him to
face the sun, Alexander was able
to ride him. Seeing this, Philip told
his son, ”You’ll have to find another
kingdom; Macedonia isn’t going to
be big enough for you.“
Alexander took his father’s
advice. Riding Bucephalus at the
head of an army, he conquered a
region from Greece to the Indus
Valley. When the horse died in
what is now Pakistan, Alexander
named the city of Bucephala after
it. Maybe he was tired of the name
Alexandria. He’d already named at
least a dozen cities after himself!

Invasion of Persia With Greece now secure, Alexander felt free to
Background
The Hellespont is the
ancient name for the
Dardanelles, the narrow straits that separate Europe from Asia
Minor.

carry out Philip’s plan to invade Persia. In 334 B.C., he led 35,000
soldiers across the Hellespont into Anatolia. Persian messengers
raced along the Royal Road to spread the alarm about the invasion.
Within a short time, a Persian army of about 40,000 men rushed to
defend Persia. The two forces met at the Granicus River. Instead of
waiting for the Persians to make the first move, Alexander ordered
an elite cavalry unit to attack. Leading his troops into battle,
Alexander smashed the Persian defenses.
Alexander’s victory at Granicus alarmed the Persian king, Darius
III. Vowing to crush the Macedonians, he raised a huge army of
between 50,000–75,000 men to face the Macedonians near Issus.
Realizing that he was outnumbered, Alexander surprised his enemies. He ordered his finest troops to break through a weak point in
the Persian lines. The army then charged straight at Darius. To avoid
capture, the frightened king fled, followed by his panicked army.
This victory gave Alexander control over Anatolia.
Alexander’s Ambitions Grow Shaken by his defeat, Darius tried

to negotiate a peace settlement. He offered Alexander the western
third of his empire. Alexander’s advisers urged him to accept.
However, the rapid collapse of Persian resistance fired Alexander’s ambition. He
rejected Darius’s offer and confidently announced his plan to conquer the entire
Persian Empire.
Then Alexander marched into Egypt, a Persian territory, in 332 B.C. The Egyptians
welcomed Alexander as a liberator. During his stay, he visited the temple of the god
Zeus-Ammon. Alexander was crowned pharaoh—a title that Ptolemy used later to
begin the Ptolemic pharaoh line. Alexander also founded the city of Alexandria at the
mouth of the Nile.

Conquering the Persian Empire After leaving Egypt, Alexander moved east into
Mesopotamia to confront Darius. The desperate Persian king assembled an army of
250,000 men. The Persian chariots were armed with deadly scythes protruding
from the wheel hubs. The two armies collided at Gaugamela (GAW guh MEE luh), a
small village near the ruins of ancient Nineveh. Alexander launched a massive phalanx attack followed by a cavalry charge. As the Persian lines crumbled, Darius
again panicked and fled. Alexander’s victory at Gaugamela ended Persia’s power.
The Macedonian army now marched unopposed into Persia’s wealthiest provinces.
•

•

•

Vocabulary
scythes: razor-sharp
knives or blades.
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Within a short time, Alexander’s army occupied the
capitals of Babylon, Susa, and Persepolis. These cities
yielded a huge treasure, which Alexander distributed
among his army. After a stay of several months, a fire
broke out in Persepolis, Persia’s royal capital. Some historians say Alexander left the city in ashes to signal the
total destruction of the Persian Empire. The Greek historian Arrian wrote about Alexander’s expeditions about 500
years later. Arrian explains that the fire was set in revenge
for the Persian burning of Athens 150 years before. But
others doubt that the fire was planned.

Alexander’s Other Conquests
Alexander now reigned as the unchallenged ruler of southwest Asia. He was more interested in expanding his empire
than in governing it. He left the ruined Persepolis to pursue Darius and conquer
Persia’s remote Asian provinces. Darius’s trail led Alexander to a deserted spot south
of the Caspian Sea. There he found Darius already dead, murdered by one of his provincial governors. Rather than return to Babylon, Alexander continued east. During
the next three years, his army fought its way across the desert wastes and mountains
of Central Asia. He pushed on, hoping to reach the farthest edge of the continent.

Alexander and
Darius (riding
horses, near bottom)
fight face to face in
this Persian painting. The two rulers
never battled this
closely in real life.

B. Possible Answer
Alexander believed it
was his destiny to
conquer and rule men.
The defeat of the
Persians only fueled
his dreams of further
world conquest. It
opened the way for
Alexander’s armies to
continue to expand
the empire into Asia.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Analyzing
Motives Why did
Alexander continue
his conquests after
Darius was dead?

Alexander in India In 327 B.C., Alexander and his army reached and crossed into

the Indus Valley. At the Hydaspes River, a powerful Indian army that included 200
elephants blocked their path. After winning a fierce battle, Alexander’s soldiers
marched some 200 miles farther, but their morale was low. They had been fighting for
11 years and had marched more than 11,000 miles. They had endured both scorching

Alexander and His Successors, 336–300 B.C.
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1. Region Onto which continents did Alexander’s empire reach at its height?
2. Region Which kingdoms succeeded the empire of Alexander the Great after his death
in 323 B.C.?
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Alexander’s Empire and Its Legacy 336-306 B.C.

332 B.C.
Alexander entered
Egypt and founded the
city of Alexandria.

ALEXANDER’S EMPIRE

MACEDONIA

312 B.C.
Seleucus
323 B.C.
took Persian
Ptolemy
Empire.
seized Egypt
and became
a pharaoh.

PERSIA

336 B.C.
Philip II was assassinated. Alexander
became king of
Macedonia at age 20.

334 B.C.
Alexander led 35,000
soldiers across the
Hellespont or Dardanelles
into Anatolia.

327 B.C.
Alexander’s
army reached
the Indus Valley.

323 B.C.
Alexander caught fever
and died at age 32. His
generals began
a power struggle.

EGYPT

306 B.C.
Antigonus I
became king
of Macedonia.

deserts and drenching monsoon rains. The exhausted soldiers yearned to go home.
Bitterly disappointed, Alexander agreed to turn back.
On their homeward journey, Alexander and his troops crossed a brutally hot desert.
Everyone was desperately thirsty. Some of the men collected water in a helmet—
which they offered to their general. According to Arrian, Alexander saw an opportunity to inspire his discouraged men by sharing their hardship:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
He received it [the water], and thanked those who had brought it; and . . . poured it out
in the sight of all the troops; and at this . . . the whole army was so much heartened that
you would have said that each and every man had drunk that water which Alexander
thus poured out.
ARRIAN, Anabasis

C. Possible
Answers Yes—the
empire might still
have splintered without Alexander’s personality to bind his
followers together.
No—Alexander
might have had time
to carry out his plans
to consolidate and
unify the empire.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Hypothesizing
Was the power struggle that followed
Alexander’s death
inevitable?

By the spring of 323 B.C., Alexander and his army had returned west to Babylon.
Restless as always, Alexander announced plans to organize and unify his empire. He
would construct new cities, roads, and harbors and conquer Arabia. However,
Alexander never carried out his plans. One year after his return, he became seriously
ill with a fever. Eleven days later, Alexander died—a month short of his 33rd birthday.
Alexander’s Legacy As he lay dying, Alexander correctly predicted that his empire

would go to the strongest general. His Macedonian generals fought among themselves
until three ambitious generals won out. Antigonus (an TIG uh nus) became king of
Macedonia and took control of the Greek city-states. Ptolemy (TAHL uh mee) seized
Egypt, took the title of pharaoh, and established a dynasty. Seleucus (sih LOO kuhs) took
most of the old Persian Empire, which became known as the Seleucid empire. Ignoring
the democratic traditions of the Greek polis, these rulers and their descendants governed
with complete power over their subjects.
Alexander’s conquests ended the era of independent Greek city-states. As he and his
army marched through the Persian Empire, thousands of Greek artists, merchants, and
officials followed. Alexander himself adopted Persian dress and customs and married a
Persian woman. He included Persians and people from other lands in his army. As time
passed, Greek settlers throughout the empire also adopted new ways. A vibrant new culture emerged from the blend of Greek, Egyptian, and Eastern customs.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Section 4 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Philip II
• Macedonia
• Demosthenes
• Alexander the Great
• Darius III

2. TAKING NOTES

3. HYPOTHESIZING

Using a diagram like the one
below, label how far north, south,
east, and west Alexander ruled.
north

If Alexander had lived, do you
think he would have been as
successful in ruling his empire
as he was in building it?

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Empire Building In small
groups, create an illustrated time
line of Alexander’s conquests.
Include at least five main events.

THINK ABOUT
west

Alexander’s Rule

east

south

Which conquests do you think
was the most significant? Why?

• skills needed for military
leadership
• skills needed to govern an
empire
• Alexander’s demonstrated
abilities
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The Spread of
Hellenistic Culture
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Hellenistic culture, a blend of Greek
and other influences, flourished
throughout Greece, Egypt, and Asia.

Western civilization today continues to
be influenced by diverse cultures.

TERMS & NAMES

•
•
•
•
•

Hellenistic
Alexandria
Euclid
Archimedes
Colossus of
Rhodes

SETTING THE STAGE Alexander the Great’s ambitions were cultural as well as mili-

tary and political. He started new cities as outposts of Greek culture. These cities,
from Egyptian Alexandria in the south to the Asian Alexandrias in the east, adopted
many Greek patterns and customs. After Alexander’s death, trade, a shared Greek culture, and the Greek language continued to link these cities together. But each region
had its own traditional ways of life, religion, and government that no ruler could
afford to overlook. Alexander’s successors gradually began dynasties in each of these
lands. They encouraged local traditions while transplanting Greek culture.

This is a 19thcentury illustration
of the great
Lighthouse of
Alexandria. A fire at
the top of the over
400-foot building
guided ships into
the Egyptian harbor.

Hellenistic Culture in Alexandria
After Alexander’s death, a vibrant new culture emerged. Greek (Hellenic) culture
blended with Egyptian, Persian, and Indian influences. This blending became known
as Hellenistic culture. Koine (koy NAY), the popular spoken language used in
Hellenistic cities such as Alexandria, was the direct result of cultural blending. The
word koine came from the Greek word for common. The language was a dialect of
Greek. This language enabled educated people and traders from diverse backgrounds
to communicate in cities throughout the Hellenistic world.
•

Trade and Cultural Diversity Among the many cities of the Hellenistic world, the

African city of Alexandria became the foremost center of commerce and Hellenistic
civilization. Alexandria occupied a strategic site on the western edge of the Nile
delta. Ships from all around the Mediterranean docked in its spacious harbor. Its
warehouses bulged with wheat and other products from the Nile Valley. Alexandria’s
thriving commerce enabled it to grow and prosper. By the third century B.C., its
diverse population exceeded half a million people. Greek officials, Jewish merchants, and Egyptian priests mingled in crowded marketplaces with visitors
from the rest of Africa, Persia, and India. Alexandria became an international
community, with a rich mixture of customs and traditions from Egypt and
from the Aegean.
Alexandria’s Greatest Attractions Both residents and visitors

admired Alexandria’s great beauty. Broad avenues lined with statues of
Greek gods divided the city into blocks. Rulers built magnificent royal
palaces overlooking the harbor. A much visited tomb contained
Alexander’s elaborate glass coffin. Soaring more than 400 feet over
the harbor stood an enormous stone lighthouse called the
Pharos. This lighthouse contained a polished bronze mirror
that reflected the light from a blazing fire.
Alexandria’s greatest attractions were its famous museum
and library. The museum was a temple dedicated to the
Muses, the Greek goddesses of arts and sciences. (The
word museum comes from muse.) It contained art

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Recognizing
Causes Why was
the culture of the
Hellenistic period so
different from that of
classical Greece?
A. Possible Answer
The blending of many
cultures and the introduction of foreign
ideas modified Greek
cultural life. The culture’s impact was
wider than ever
before, and it also
became more diverse.
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galleries, a zoo, botanical gardens, and even a dining hall. The museum was an institute of advanced study.
Teachers and students were only a short distance from the nearby Alexandrian
Library. Its collection of half a million papyrus scrolls included many of the masterpieces of ancient literature. As the first true research library in the world, it helped
promote the work of a gifted group of scholars. These scholars greatly respected the
earlier works of classical literature and learning. They produced commentaries that
explained these works.

Science and Technology
During the Hellenistic period, the center of scholarship gradually shifted away from
Athens. Hellenistic scholars, particularly in Alexandria, succeeded brilliantly in preserving Greek and Egyptian learning in the sciences. Until the scientific advances of
the 16th and 17th centuries, scholars in Alexandria provided most of the scientific
knowledge available to the West.
Astronomy Alexandria’s museum contained a small observatory in which

astronomers could study the planets and stars. One astronomer, Aristarchus
(AR ih STAHR kuhs) of Samos, reached two significant scientific conclusions. In one
conclusion, he estimated that the sun was at least 300 times larger than the earth.
Although he greatly underestimated the sun’s true size, Aristarchus disproved the
widely held belief that the sun was smaller than Greece. In another conclusion,
Aristarchus proposed that the earth and other planets revolve around
the sun. Unfortunately for science, other astronomers refused to support Aristarchus’ theories. By the second century A.D., Alexandria’s
last renowned astronomer, Ptolemy, incorrectly placed the earth at the
center of the solar system. Astronomers accepted this view for the
next 14 centuries.
•

•

•

Hipparchus
invented the system
of longitude and
latitude used on
maps and sky
charts. Here he is
shown marking the
position of a star.

Greek Astronomy
The Earth

The Sun

Eratosthenes’ estimate
of the circumference
—24,662 miles

The Solar System
Ptolemy's view of
Saturn
Jupiter
the universe
Mars
Sun
Venus
Moon Mercury
Earth

Earth

circu mfere nce

Aristarchus’
estimate–300
times the size
of earth

actual circumference—24,860 miles

The sun is actually
1.3 million times
the size of the
earth

S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Charts
The foundations of modern scientific thought were laid during the Hellenistic period.
1. Where were Greek astronomers’ ideas most incorrect compared with modern concepts?
2. Which estimate is closest to modern measurements? How could the Hellenists be so accurate?

While Hellenistic astronomers debated the earth’s position in the solar system, a
scholar named Eratosthenes (EHR uh TAHS thuh NEEZ) closely calculated the earth’s
true size. Eratosthenes was the director of the Alexandrian Library. He was also a
highly regarded astronomer, poet, historian, and mathematician. He skillfully used
geometry to compute the earth’s circumference at 24,662 miles. Today, we compute
the earth’s circumference at 24,860 miles. His estimate was within 1 percent of our
modern calculations.
•

•

•

•
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Mathematics and Physics Both Eratosthenes and Aristarchus

used a geometry text compiled by Euclid (YOO klihd). Euclid
was a highly regarded mathematician who opened a school of
geometry in Alexandria. His best-known book, the Elements, contained 465 carefully presented geometry propositions and proofs.
Muslim and European universities used the Elements until well
into the 1900s. It is sometimes said that only the Bible has been
more widely used and studied. Euclid’s work is still the basis for
courses in geometry.
Another important Hellenistic scientist, Archimedes
(AHR kuh MEE deez) of Syracuse, studied at Alexandria. He accurately estimated the value of pi (π)—the ratio of the circumference
of a circle to its diameter. He showed its value to be between 310⁄71
and 31⁄7. Archimedes also explained the law of the lever and
invented the compound pulley to lift heavy objects. The writer
Plutarch described how Archimedes demonstrated to an audience
of curious onlookers how something heavy can be moved by a small
force:
•

•

Greece, A.D. 800

Pythagorean Theorem
Geometry students remember
Pythagoras for his theorem on the
triangle but its principles were
known earlier. This formula states
that the square of a right triangle’s
hypotenuse equals the sum of the
squared lengths of the two
remaining sides. Chinese
mathematicians knew this theory
perhaps as early as 1100 B.C.
Egyptian surveyors put it to
practical use even earlier.
However, the work of the school
Pythagoras founded caught the
interest of later mathematicians.
Shown is Euclid’s proof in Greek
along with a Chinese and an Arabic
translation. The Arabs who
conquered much of Alexander’s
empire spread Greek mathematical
learning to the West. The formula
became known as the Pythagorean
theorem throughout the world.

•

•

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
Archimedes took a . . . ship . . . which had just been dragged up on
land with great labor and many men; in this he placed her usual complement of men and cargo, and then sitting at some distance, without
any trouble, by gently pulling with his hand the end of a system of
pulleys, he dragged it towards him with as smooth and even a motion
as if it were passing over the sea.
PLUTARCH, Parallel Lives: Marcellus

Gifted in both geometry and physics, Archimedes also put his
genius to practical use. He invented the Archimedes screw, a device
that raised water from the ground, and a catapult or missile-throwing
machine. Building on the knowledge of Archimedes, Hellenistic scientists later built a force pump, pneumatic machines, and even a
steam engine.

B. Possible Answer
Astronomers such as
Eratosthenes correctly
computed the earth’s
size and hypothesized
about the motions of
bodies of the solar
system. Euclid organized the findings of
Greek geometry and
Archimedes discovered the laws governing simple machines.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Summarizing
What were some of
the main achievements of the scientists of the Hellenistic
period?

Philosophy and Art

Arabic, A.D. 1250

Chinese, A.D. 1607

Like earlier Greek philosophers, Hellenistic scholars believed
that the universe followed rational principles. They felt that philosophy offered the best way to understand these principles.
The teachings of Plato and Aristotle continued to be very influential in Hellenistic philosophy. In the third century B.C., however, new schools of philosophy were concerned with how
people should live their lives. Two major philosophies developed
during the Hellenistic period—Stoicism and Epicureanism.

Stoicism and Epicureanism A Greek philosopher named Zeno (335–263 B.C.)

founded the school of philosophy called Stoicism (STOH ih SIHZ uhm). Stoics believed
in a divine power who controlled the universe. They proposed that people should live
a virtuous life in harmony with natural law. Stoics also preached that vices such as
human desires, power, and wealth were dangerous distractions that should be controlled. Stoicism explained nature and provided an ethical approach to life. The philosophy also promoted social unity and encouraged its followers to focus on things
they could control. Its ethical doctrine appealed to people of many different races,
cultures, and economic backgrounds.
•

134 Chapter 5

•

•

Background
A stoic has come to
mean someone who is
indifferent to or unaffected by pain.
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Epicurus (EHP uh KYUR uhs) founded the school of thought called Epicureanism.
He taught that the universe was composed of atoms and ruled by gods who had no
interest in humans. Epicurus believed that the only real objects were those that the
five senses perceived. He taught that the greatest good and the highest pleasure came
from virtuous conduct and the absence of pain. Epicureans proposed that the main
goal of humans was to achieve harmony of body and mind. Today, the word epicurean
means one devoted to pursuing human pleasures. However, during his lifetime,
Epicurus advocated moderation in all things.
•

•

•

Realism in Sculpture Like science, sculpture flourished during the Hellenistic age.

Rulers, wealthy merchants, and cities all purchased statues to honor the gods, commemorate heroes, and portray ordinary people in everyday situations. The
largest known Hellenistic statue was created on the island of
Rhodes. Known as the Colossus of Rhodes, this
bronze statue stood more than 100 feet high. The
colossal statue could not have stood with its feet
straddling the harbor entrance, as legend suggests.
One of the seven wonders of the ancient world,
the Colossus of Rhodes was toppled by an earthquake about 225 B.C. Later, the bronze was sold for
scrap. Another great Hellenistic statue was discovered
by archaeologists in 1863, the famous Winged Victory of
Samothrace. It commemorates a naval victory by the
Greeks against foes who would have enslaved them.
Hellenistic sculpture moved away from the harmonic balance and idealized forms of the classical
age. Sculptors created more realistic and emotional
works. Instead of the serene face and perfect body
of an idealized man or woman, Hellenistic sculptors
created more natural works. They felt free to
explore new subjects, carving ordinary people such
as an old, wrinkled peasant woman.
By 150 B.C., the Hellenistic world was in
decline. A new city, Rome, was growing and gaining strength. Through Rome, Greek-style drama,
architecture, sculpture, religion, and philosophy
were preserved and eventually became the core
of Western civilization.

Winged Victory of
Samothrace is one
of the few surviving
examples of
Hellenistic art. The
dramatic statue is
now in the Louvre
in Paris. It shows a
winged figure
standing on the
bow of a ship.
Notice how the
deep relief makes
the wind appear to
ripple through her
gown.

Section 5 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Hellenistic
• Alexandria
• Euclid
• Archimedes
• Colossus of Rhodes

2. TAKING NOTES

Using a chart like the one below,
list Hellenistic achievements in
each of the following categories.
Category

Achievements

astronomy
geometry
philosophy
art

Select one category from the
chart and make a poster
highlighting Hellenistic
achievements in that area.

3. SYNTHESIZING

Describe how the growth of
Alexander’s empire spread Greek
culture.

THINK ABOUT
• public vs. private art
• realistic vs. ideal
representations
• the decline of the polis

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Cultural Interaction The
Hellenistic culture brought
together Egyptian, Greek, Persian,
and Indian influences. How is
American culture a combination of
different influences? Give
examples of those influences.

THINK ABOUT
• American immigration
• geographic regions/influences
• your own cultural background
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Assessment

TERMS & NAMES

REVIEW QUESTIONS

Briefly explain the importance of each of the following
to Classical Greece.

SECTION 1 (pages 111–114)

1. Trojan War

6. Aristotle

2. Homer

7. Macedonia

3. polis

8. Alexander the Great

4. phalanx

9. Hellenistic

5. classical art

Interact

10. Archimedes

with History

On page 110, you drew certain conclusions about
what qualities Greeks valued without knowing
details about their history. Now that you have
read the chapter, reexamine the artworks and
reread the Greeks’ words. Conduct a class
debate about how the values and heritage of
Greece have influenced modern society.

Cultures of the Mountains and the Sea
11. Why was sea travel so important to early Greece?
12. Why did the Greeks develop myths?
SECTION 2 (pages 115–119)

Warring City-States
13. What were the two most powerful city-states in early Greece?
14. What were the consequences of the Persian Wars?
SECTION 3 (pages 120–125)

Democracy and Greece’s Golden Age
15. What were Pericles’ three goals for Athens?
16. Who were the three renowned philosophers of the golden age?
SECTION 4 (pages 128–131)

Alexander—Empire Builder
17. Why was Greece so easily conquered by Macedonia?
18. What was the full extent of Alexander’s empire before his death?
SECTION 5 (pages 132–135)

The Spread of Hellenistic Culture
19. What four influences blended to form Hellenistic culture?
20. What did the Epicureans believe?

Visual Summary

The Legacy of Greece
Government

Arts
• Drama and poetry
• Sculpture portraying ideals
of beauty
• Painted pottery showing scenes
of Greek life
• Classical architecture

• Direct democracy; citizens rule
by majority vote
• Written code of laws
• Citizens bring charges of
wrongdoing; trial by jury
• Expansion of citizenship to all free
adult males, except foreigners

Science and Technology
Culture
• Greek language
• Mythology about gods
and goddesses
• Olympic Games
• Philosophers search for truth

136 Chapter 5

Greek Civilization

• Disagreement whether sun
or earth at center of universe
• Accurate estimate of
circumference of earth
• Euclid’s geometry textbook
• Development of lever,
pulley, pump
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CRITICAL THINKING

CHAPTER ACTIVITIES

1. POWERFUL MEN

1. LIVING HISTORY: Unit Portfolio Project

There is a saying that “the measure of man is what
he does with power.” Would you consider Alexander
the Great or Pericles a “better” man? Why?
2. CLASSICAL GREEK INFLUENCES
THEME CULTURAL INTERACTION Copy the web below
on your paper. Fill in examples of how classical
Greece has influenced the United States.

THEME POWER AND AUTHORITY Your unit portfolio project focuses on how
people in history have gained power and authority. For Chapter 5, you might
use one of the following ideas.

• Write an epic poem (about 2–3 pages) about a legendary battle or hero
that you read about in Chapter 5. Use Homer’s The Iliad or The Odyssey as
a reference.
• Design a museum exhibit with the title Power and Authority in Classical
Greece. Include a sketch of the exhibit layout and a one-page description
of the exhibit.
• Create an imaginary television talk show about this topic: What makes a
leader successful? Guests should include people mentioned in this chapter.
Prepare a list of questions the host will ask. Videotape the show.

Classical Greece

2. CONNECT TO TODAY: Cooperative Learning
3. EMPIRE BUILDERS
THEME EMPIRE BUILDING Thinking back to Pericles
and Alexander the Great, what qualifications or
characteristics do you think are needed for a leader
to build an empire? Why?

4. ANALYZING PRIMARY SOURCES

In the following selection from Politics, Aristotle
presents his views on where the power of the state
should reside. His conclusions reflect the idea that
moderation is the best path to civic virtue. Read
the paragraph and then answer the questions
that follow.

THEME CULTURAL INTERACTION Like many other facets of classical Greek
culture, the influence of classical Greek art and architecture spread
throughout the world, including the United States.

Create a “Then and Now” board showing examples of art and architecture
in the United States that were influenced by classical Greek styles.
Using the Internet or the library, find examples from classical Greece
and then compare them with contemporary buildings and art.
• Find examples from classical Greece. Sketch, photocopy, or otherwise
render them on a poster board.
• Find buildings or other art that show evidence of a classical Greek
influence. Photograph or render them on the poster board.
• Label the board clearly. Include at least four examples.
3. INTERPRETING A TIME LINE

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
Where ought the sovereign power of the
state to reside? . . . The state aims to consist as
far as possible of those who are alike and
equal, a condition found chiefly among the
middle section. . . . The middle class is also the
steadiest element, the least eager for change.
They neither covet, like the poor the possessions of others, nor do others covet theirs, as
the poor covet those of the rich. . . . Tyranny
often emerges from an over-enthusiastic
democracy or from an oligarchy, but much
more rarely from middle class constitutions . . .

Revisit the unit time line on page 106. Look at the Chapter 5 section of
the time line. Can you find evidence of how geography or a natural
phenomenon might have influenced an event? Explain your conclusion.

FOCUS ON GEOGRAPHY
Notice the present-day boundaries
that appear on this map of
Alexander’s empire.

block its unification and lead to
the formation of separate
nations?

• What modern nations were once
part of this empire?
• How did the physical
characteristics of the empire

Connect to History
Compare Greece’s size with the
area it once controlled. How did it
influence such a large area?

• What is Aristotle arguing here?
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Ancient Rome and Early
Christianity, 500 B.C.–A.D.500
Connect History and Geography
Over the course of several centuries, Rome built one of the
largest empires the world had ever known. By A.D.120, the
Romans controlled portions of three continents, spreading their
civilization across much of the ancient world. The map at the
right shows the Roman Empire at its height. Use the map to
answer the following questions.
1. About how many miles did the Roman Empire stretch
from east to west?
2. Why would the Mediterranean Sea have been
important to Rome?
3. What problems might Rome have had in
managing such a vast empire?
For more information about ancient Rome
and early Christianity . . .

CLASSZONE.COM

The life and teachings of Jesus gave
rise in the first century A.D. to one of the
world’s major religions—Christianity.
Jesus appears here in a detail from a
Roman mosaic of the fifth century.

The Roman soldier shown here in a
sculpture from the second century A.D.
was a member of the elite Praetorian
Guard, once the emperor’s bodyguard.

509 B.C.
Rome becomes
a republic.

138

264 B.C. The
First Punic War with
Carthage begins.
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The Roman World, 265 B.C. – A.D. 117
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218 B.C. In the
Second Punic War,
Hannibal invades Italy.

44 B.C.
Conspirators kill
Julius Caesar.

A.D. 284 Diocletian,
who will divide the Roman
Empire, becomes emperor.

A.D. 476 Western Roman Empire
falls with the ouster of the last
emperor, Romulus Augustulus.
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Interact with History
”Brilliant orator”
”Decisive“
”Shrewd“
”Fair“

”Manipulates people“
”Too ambitious“
”Devious“
”Ruthless“

Y

ou are a senator in ancient Rome. You have listened to
hours of heated debate about a powerful leader who
wants to be ruler. As you consider whether to support or
oppose him, you recall some of the arguments.
“He is a military genius who added vast territory and
wealth to Rome.”
“Yes, but he disobeyed orders in his quest for personal
glory.”
“He has a great vision for the future of Rome.”
“But he wants absolute power and would override the law
to get it.”
Before you decide, you must consider:

What qualities
make a good
leader?
EXAMINING

the

ISSUES

• What are the qualities of a good leader?
• Should leaders always be measured by
the results they achieve?
• Have the qualities of good leaders
changed over time?

“The poor adore him.”

“Yes, but he bought their
support with huge sums for
public entertainments.”

140 Chapter 6

As a class, discuss these questions. Based on
the qualities you have discussed, think about
what you have learned about other leaders in
history, such as Alexander the Great and Darius
of Persia. What qualities helped them to be
successful or caused them to fail?
As you read about Rome, see how the

qualities of its leaders helped or hindered its
development. See also what happened to its
most famous leader—Julius Caesar.
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The Romans Create
a Republic
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

The early Romans established a
republic, which grew powerful and
spread its influence.

Some of the most fundamental values
and institutions of Western civilization
began in the Roman Republic.

TERMS & NAMES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

republic
patrician
plebeian
tribune
consul
senate
dictator
legion
Hannibal
Scipio

SETTING THE STAGE While the great civilization of Greece was in decline, a new civ-

ilization to the west was developing and increasing its power. The city of Rome grew
from a small village to a mighty empire. It adopted and preserved much of Greek art,
philosophy, religion, and drama. And it created a lasting legacy of its own.

The Beginnings of Rome
According to Roman legend, the city was founded in 753 B.C. by Romulus and Remus,
twin sons of the god Mars and a Latin princess. The twins were abandoned on the Tiber
River as infants and raised by a she-wolf. They decided to build a city near the spot. In
reality, Rome developed because of its strategic location and its fertile soil. Rome was
built on seven rolling hills at a curve on the Tiber River, near the center of the Italian
peninsula. It was midway between the Alps and Italy’s southern tip. Rome also was near
the midpoint of the Mediterranean Sea. The historian Livy wrote about the city’s site:

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Making
Inferences Why
was the geographical
location of Rome an
advantage?
A. Answer Rome’s
central location on
Italian peninsula and
its site at midpoint of
Mediterranean good
for trade.

Background
The name Rome is
Etruscan in origin.

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
Not without reason did gods and men choose this spot for the site of our city—the [salubrious] hills, the river to bring us produce from the inland regions and sea-borne commerce from abroad, the sea itself, near enough for convenience yet not so near as to
bring danger from foreign fleets, our situation in the very heart of Italy—all these
advantages make it of all places in the world the best for a city destined to grow great.
LIVY, The Early History of Rome

The earliest settlers on the Italian peninsula arrived in prehistoric times. From
about 1000 to 500 B.C., three groups inhabited the region and eventually battled for
control. They were the Latins, the Greeks, and the Etruscans. The Latins were farmers and shepherds who wandered into Italy across the Alps around 1000 B.C. They
settled on either side of the Tiber River in a region they called Latium. They built the
original settlement at Rome, a cluster of wooden huts atop one of its seven hills,
Palatine Hill. These settlers were the first Romans. (See the map on pages 138–139.)
Between 750 and 600 B.C., Greek settlers established about 50 colonies on the
coasts of southern Italy and Sicily. The cities became prosperous and commercially
active. They brought all of Italy, including Rome, into closer contact with Greek civilization. The Greeks also taught the Romans how to grow grapes and olives.
The Etruscans were native to northern Italy. They were skilled metalworkers and
engineers. The Etruscans strongly influenced the development of Roman civilization.
They had a system of writing, and the Romans adopted their alphabet. They also
influenced Rome’s architecture, especially the use of the arch.
Romans borrowed religious ideas from both the Greeks and the Etruscans. The
Romans adopted Etruscan rituals that they believed helped them to win the favor of
the gods. Roman gods even took on the personalities and legends of the Greek gods.
Romans, however, gave their gods different names. Thus Zeus, the king of the Greek
gods, became Jupiter in Rome, and Hera, the queen of the gods, became Juno.
Ancient Rome and Early Christianity 141
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The Early Republic
Around 600 B.C., an Etruscan became king. However, Rome was not controlled by the
Etruscan cities. Under its Etruscan kings, Rome grew from a collection of hilltop
villages to a city that covered nearly 500 square miles. Much of Rome was rich agricultural land. Various kings ordered the construction of Rome’s first temples and
public buildings. By royal order, the swampy valley below the Palatine Hill was
drained, making a public meeting place. Later it became the Forum, the heart of
Roman political life.
The last king of Rome was Tarquin the Proud. A harsh tyrant, he was driven from
power in 509 B.C. Roman aristocrats, wealthy landowners who resented the Etruscan
kings, overthrew him. The Romans declared they would never again be ruled by a
king. They swore to put to death anyone who plotted to make himself king.
Having deposed the monarch, the Romans established a new government. They
called it a republic, from the Latin phrase res publica, which means “public affairs.”
A republic is a form of government in which power rests with citizens who have the
right to vote to select their leaders. In Rome, citizenship with voting rights was
granted only to free-born male citizens.

Background
Rome was never a
democracy, a government by and for all
the people. In Rome
only upper-class or
wealthy men had
power. Women did
not vote.

Patricians and Plebeians In the early republic, different groups of Romans strug-

gled for power. One group was the patricians, the aristocratic landowners who held
most of the power. The other important group was the plebeians, the common farmers, artisans, and merchants who made up the majority of the population.
The patricians inherited their power and social status. They claimed that their
ancestry gave them the authority to make laws for Rome and its people. The plebeians were citizens of Rome with the right to vote. They, however, were barred by
law from holding most important government positions. In time, the Senate allowed
them to form their own assembly and elect representatives called tribunes. Tribunes
protected the rights of the plebeians from unfair acts of patrician officials. Eventually,
plebeian pressure on the patricians gained them additional political power.
Twelve Tables An important victory for the plebeians was to force the creation of a

written law code. With laws unwritten, patrician officials often interpreted the law to
suit themselves. In 451 B.C., a group of ten officials began writing down Rome’s laws.
The laws were carved on twelve tablets, or tables, and hung in the Forum. They
became the basis for later Roman law. The Twelve Tables established the idea that
all free citizens, patricians and plebeians, had a right to the protection of the law.
Government Under the Republic In the first century B.C., Roman writers boasted
Once the center of
political power and
intrigue, the Forum
now lies in ruin in
the center of
modern Rome.

that Rome had achieved a balanced government. What they meant was that their
government had taken the best features of a monarchy (government by a king), an
aristocracy (government by nobles), and a democracy (government by the people). In
place of a king, Rome had two officials called consuls. Like kings, they commanded the
army and directed the government. However, their power was limited. First, a consul’s

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Making
Inferences Why did
patricians want to
prevent plebeians
from holding important positions?
B. Answer Patricians feared losing
their status and
power; also patricians
considered themselves guardians of
Roman virtues.
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Comparing Republican Governments
Rome

United States of America

Executive

Two consuls, elected by the assembly for one year—
chief executives of the government and commandersin-chief of the army.

A president, elected by the people for four years—
chief executive of the government and commander-inchief of the army.

Legislative

Senate of 300 members, chosen from aristocracy for Senate of 100 members, elected by the people for
life—controls foreign and financial policies,
six-year terms—makes laws, advises president on
advises consuls.
foreign policy.
Centuriate Assembly, all citizen-soldiers are members
for life—selects consuls, makes laws.
Tribal Assembly, citizens grouped according to where
they live are members for life—elects tribunes and
makes laws.

House of Representatives of 435 members, elected
by the people for two years—makes laws, originates
revenue bills.

Judicial

Praetors, eight judges chosen for one year by Centuriate Assembly—two oversee civil and criminal
courts (the others govern provinces).

Supreme Court, nine justices appointed for life by
president—highest court, hears civil and criminal
appeals cases.

Legal Code

Twelve Tables—a list of rules that were the basis of
Roman legal system

U.S. Constitution—basic law of the United States

Citizenship

All adult male landowners

All native-born or naturalized persons

S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Charts
1. What similarities do you see in the governments of the Roman Republic and the United States?
2. Which government seems more democratic? Why?

Vocabulary
veto: comes from the
Latin for “I forbid.”

term was only one year long. The same person could not be elected consul again for ten
years. Second, one consul could always overrule, or veto, the other’s decisions.
The senate was the aristocratic branch of Rome’s government. It had both legislative
and administrative functions in the republic. By tradition, there
were 300 members, chosen from the upper class of Roman society.
POTLIGHT N
Later, plebeians were allowed in the senate. Because membership
was for life, the senate provided continuity. It also exercised enorRoman Legions
mous influence over both foreign and domestic policy.
The legions were the fighting
The assemblies were the more democratic side of the
force that spread Rome’s
power around the
government. All citizen-soldiers were members of the
Mediterranean. Each
Centuriate Assembly. In the early days of the republic, this
legion had a nickname
patrician-controlled assembly appointed the consuls and
and a flag, called its
made laws. It had less power than the senate. An assemeagle. Losing the eagle
in battle was a disgrace.
bly organized by the plebeians, the Tribal Assembly,
Legions were selfelected the tribunes and made laws for the common
sufficient and could live
people. Later, it won the right to make laws for the
off the land. They did
republic.
their own construction
and even built roads
In times of crisis, the republic could appoint a
and bridges.
dictator—a leader who had absolute power to make laws
Each soldier had armor, a
and command the army. A dictator’s power lasted for only six
helmet, a shield, a sword, and
months. Dictators were chosen by the consuls and then
a dagger. He also carried tools
for digging and stakes that
elected by the senate.

S

The Roman Army All citizens who owned land were required
Vocabulary
legion: also means a
multitude.

to serve in the army. To secure certain public offices, ten years
of military service were required. Roman soldiers were organized into large military units called legions. The Roman legion
was made up of some 5,000 heavily armed foot soldiers (infantry). A

O

became part of a wall around
the camp. In addition, each
soldier brought a cooking
pot, clothing, and any
other items he needed.
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group of soldiers on horseback (cavalry) supported each legion. Legions were divided
into smaller groups of 80 men, each of which was called a century. In battle, the
strength of the legion was its flexibility. Each century in a legion could act independently. The military organization and fighting skill of the Roman army were key
factors in Rome’s rise to greatness.

Rome Spreads Its Power
For hundreds of years after the founding of the republic, Rome sought to expand its
territories through conquest and trade.
Rome Conquers Italy Roman power grew slowly but steadily as the legions battled
for control of the Italian peninsula. By the fourth century B.C., Rome dominated central Italy. Then it suffered a major defeat. In 390 B.C., the Gauls, a Celtic people from
the Po River Valley, north of the Apennines, sacked Rome. However, the Romans
quickly recovered and rebuilt the city. They reestablished control by subduing one
rival after another. They defeated the Etruscans to the north and the Greek city-states
to the south. By 265 B.C., the Romans were masters of all Italy except the Po Valley.
Rome had different laws and treatment for different parts of its conquered territory.
The neighboring Latins on the Tiber became full citizens of Rome. In territories farther from Rome, conquered peoples were given all the rights of Roman citizenship
except the vote. All other conquered groups fell into a third category,
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
■HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■ allies of Rome. Rome did not interfere with its allies, as long as they
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ sent troops to the Roman army and did not make treaties of friendship with any other state. The new citizens and allies became partners
in Rome’s growth. This lenient policy toward defeated enemies
helped Rome to succeed in building a long-lasting empire. For the
250 years after 265 B.C., Roman power spread far beyond Italy.
Rome’s Commercial Network Rome’s location gave it easy

Hannibal
247–183 B.C.
When Hannibal was only a boy of
nine, his father, Hamilcar Barca, a
general in Carthage’s army, made
him swear that he would always
hate Rome and seek to destroy it.
Hannibal became a lifelong foe of
Rome. His war cry was “conquer
or die!”
After his defeat at the battle of
Zama and Carthage’s loss in the
Second Punic War, Hannibal took
refuge among Rome’s enemies. He
fought against Roman forces as an
ally of the kings of Syria and
Bithynia. When Roman agents came
for him in Bithynia on the Black Sea
in Anatolia in 183 B.C., he committed
suicide rather than submit to Rome.

access to the riches of the lands ringing the Mediterranean Sea.
Roman merchants moved by land and sea. They traded Roman wine
and olive oil for a variety of foods, raw materials, and manufactured
goods from other lands. However, other large and powerful cities
interfered with Roman access to the Mediterranean. The dominant
city on the Mediterranean was Carthage, once a colony of
Phoenicia. Carthage was located on a peninsula on the North
African coast. Eventually Rome and Carthage fought bitterly for
control of the Mediterranean.
War with Carthage In 264 B.C., Rome and Carthage went to war.

This was the beginning of the long struggle known as the Punic Wars.
Between 264 and 146 B.C., Rome and Carthage fought three wars.
The first, for control of Sicily and the western Mediterranean, lasted
23 years (264–241 B.C.). It ended in the defeat of Carthage. Rome
took the rich, grain-growing island of Sicily as the chief prize of
victory. It thus gained its first province, or administrative unit, overseas. An uneasy peace followed. The Second Punic War began in 218
B.C. The mastermind behind the war was a 29-year-old Carthaginian
general named Hannibal. Hannibal was a brilliant military strategist
who wanted to avenge Carthage’s earlier defeat.
Hannibal assembled an army of 50,000 infantry, 9,000 cavalry, and
60 elephants with the intent of capturing Rome. To surprise the Romans, he led his
army on a long trek from Spain across France and through the Alps. Although he had
lost more than half his men and most of his elephants, Hannibal invaded northern Italy.
For more than a decade, he marched his forces up and down the Italian peninsula at
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C. Answer Since
most conquered peoples were content
with their treatment
by Rome, the empire
could concentrate on
further expansion.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Recognizing
Effects How did its
treatment of conquered people affect
Rome’s expansion?
Vocabulary
Punic: comes from
the Latin word for
Phoenician.
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G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
1. Movement How many miles did Hannibal’s forces march to reach Cannae?
2. Region What territory did Rome add between 264 B.C. and 146 B.C.?
Vocabulary
pillaged: took goods
by force in wartime.

will. His soldiers lived off the land. They seized crops and cattle and pillaged farmhouses. Hannibal won his greatest victory at Cannae, in 216 B.C. There his army
inflicted enormous losses on the Romans. However, the Romans regrouped and with
the aid of many allies stood firm. They prevented Hannibal from capturing Rome.
Finally the Romans found a daring military leader to match Hannibal’s boldness. A
general named Scipio (SIHP ee oh) devised a plan to attack Carthage. This strategy
forced Hannibal to return to defend his native city. In 202 B.C., at Zama near
Carthage, the Romans finally defeated Hannibal.
By the time of the Third Punic War (149–146 B.C.), Carthage was no longer a threat
to Rome. Yet some Romans remembered the devastation Carthage had brought to Italy
and were angered by its return to prosperity. An aged and influential senator named
Cato ended all his speeches with the same message: “Carthage must be destroyed.” In
149 B.C., Rome laid siege to Carthage. In 146 B.C., the city was set afire and its 50,000
inhabitants sold into slavery. Its territory was made the new province of Africa.
•

D. Answer
Eliminated major rival
in area and gave
Rome control of
western half of the
Mediterranean.

•

THINK THROUGH HISTORY

Rome Controls the Mediterranean Rome’s victories in the Punic Wars gave it domi-

D. Recognizing
Effects Why were
the Punic Wars
important?

nation over the western Mediterranean. The Romans went on to conquer the eastern
half. Rome took control of Macedonia, Greece, and parts of Anatolia. By about 70 B.C.,
Rome’s Mediterranean empire stretched from Anatolia on the east to Spain on the west.

Section 1 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• republic
• patrician
• plebeian
• tribune
• consul
• senate
• dictator
• legion
• Hannibal
• Scipio

2. TAKING NOTES

Using a time line like the one
below, show the main events that
mark the growth of Rome into a
powerful republic.
509 B.C.—Romans
overthrow
Etruscan king

3. FORMING OPINIONS

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Do you think the Roman Republic
owed its success more to its form
of government or to its army?
Why?

Power and Authority How

THINK ABOUT

THINK ABOUT

• the structure of the republic
• how citizenship spread
• Rome’s policies toward
conquered peoples

• the role of the dictator
• the power of consuls
• the need for speedy decisions in
a crisis

did the office of dictator contribute to the balance and stability
of the Roman Republic?

What was the most important
event, and why do you think so?
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The Roman Empire
Brings Change
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

The creation of the Roman Empire
transformed Roman government,
society, economy, and culture.

The Roman Empire has served
throughout history as a model of
political organization and control.

TERMS & NAMES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

civil war
Julius Caesar
triumvirate
absolute ruler
Augustus
Pax Romana
gladiator

SETTING THE STAGE Rome grew rapidly, and growth brought political, economic,

and social changes. Some leaders attempted reforms, but the republican government
was unable to deal with the problems caused by these changes.

Expansion Creates Problems in the Republic
The Punic Wars and Rome’s increasing wealth and expanding empire brought many
problems. The most serious was the widening gap between rich and poor.
Rich landowners lived on huge estates called latifundia. Many of these estates had
been created by occupying conquered lands and by taking farms left untended by soldiers serving in the army. Romans had made slaves of thousands of captured
peoples during the wars. These slaves were made to work on the latifundia.
By 100 b.c., slaves formed perhaps one-third of Rome’s population.
Small farmers found it difficult to compete with the large estates run by
slave labor. Some could not afford to repair the damage caused by Hannibal’s invasion. They sold their lands to wealthy landowners. Many of these
farmers, a large number of whom were returning soldiers, became
homeless and jobless. Most stayed in the countryside and worked
as seasonal migrant laborers. Some headed to Rome and other
cities looking for work. The landless and unskilled in the cities
found few jobs. They joined the ranks of the urban poor, a
group that totaled about one-fourth of Roman society.
While wealthy Romans became corrupted by money and
luxury, discontent arose among the slaves. Resentment also
grew among the poor. Class tensions planted the seeds of the
republic’s collapse.
Cicero, Rome’s
greatest orator, was
a strong defender of
the republic. This
marble bust is from
the first century B.C.

The Republic Collapses
Two brothers, Tiberius and Gaius Gracchus (GRAK us), attempted to help Rome’s
poor. As tribunes, they proposed reforms. The reforms included limiting the size of
estates and giving land to the poor. Tiberius spoke eloquently about the plight of the
landless former soldiers:
•

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
The savage beasts have their . . . dens . . . , but the men who bear arms and expose their
lives for the safety of their country, enjoy . . . nothing more in it but the air and light . . .
and wander from place to place with their wives and children.
TIBERIUS GRACCHUS quoted in Plutarch, The Lives of Noble Greeks and Romans

The brothers were strongly opposed by senators who felt threatened by their ideas.
Both met violent deaths—Tiberius in 133 B.C. and Gaius in 121 B.C. A period of civil
war, or conflict between groups within the same country, followed their deaths.
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Making
Inferences What
problems did increasing wealth bring to
Rome?
A. Answer Problems
included growing gap
between rich and
poor, more slavery,
corruption, and growing numbers of homeless and jobless.
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Changes in the character of the army had led to the rise of politically powerful military leaders. Generals began recruiting soldiers from the landless poor by promising
them land. These soldiers fought for pay and owed allegiance only to their commander. They replaced the citizen-soldiers whose loyalty had been to the republic. It now
was possible for a politician supported by his own troops to take over by force.
Two such generals were Gaius Marius and Lucius Cornelius Sulla. During 88–82
B.C., their supporters fought a bloody civil war. The war ended with Sulla being
named dictator. Rivalries between generals continued to threaten the republic.
Eventually an ambitious and daring leader, Julius Caesar (SEE zuhr), emerged to
bring order to Rome.
•

Julius Caesar Takes Control In 60 B.C., Julius Caesar joined forces with Crassus, a

wealthy Roman, and Pompey, a popular general. With their help, Caesar was elected
consul in 59 B.C. For the next ten years, these men dominated Rome
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
as a triumvirate, a group of three rulers.
■HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■
Caesar was a strong leader and a genius at military strategy.
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Abiding by tradition, he served only one year as consul. He then
appointed himself governor of Gaul (now France). During 58–50
B.C., Caesar led his legions in a grueling but successful campaign to
conquer all of Gaul. Because he shared fully in the hardships of war,
he won his men’s loyalty and devotion. Here he speaks of rallying his
troops in battle:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
I had no shield with me but I snatched one from a soldier in the rear
ranks and went forward to the front line. Once there, I called to all the
centurions by name and shouted encouragement to the rest of the
men. . . . My arrival gave the troops fresh hope. . . .
JULIUS CAESAR, Commentaries

Background
All future Roman
emperors would take
the name “Caesar” as
a title, and the word
would be adopted in
other languages:
kaiser (German) and
czar (Russian).
B. Possible Answer
Caesar had total
power, and there
were no governmental
means to remove him
from office.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Analyzing
Motives Why did
Caesar’s rivals feel
they had to kill him?

The reports of Caesar’s successes in Gaul made him very popular
with the people of Rome. Pompey, who had become his political
rival, feared Caesar’s ambitions. In 50 B.C., the senate, at Pompey’s
urgings, ordered Caesar to disband his legions and return home.
Caesar’s next move led to civil war. He defied the senate’s order.
On the night of January 10, 49 B.C., he took his army across the
Rubicon River in Italy, the southern limit of the area he commanded.
He marched his army swiftly toward Rome, and Pompey fled.
Caesar’s troops defeated Pompey’s armies in Greece, Asia, Spain,
and Egypt. In 46 B.C., Caesar returned to Rome, where he had the
support of the army and the masses. That same year, the senate
appointed him dictator; in 44 B.C., he was named dictator for life.
Caesar’s Reforms Caesar governed as an absolute ruler, one who

Julius Caesar
100–44 B.C.
In 44 B.C, on March 15 (known to
Romans as the Ides of March),
Caesar prepared to go to speak to
the Senate, unaware that important
senators plotted his death.
According to legend, his wife,
Calpurnia, begged him not to go.
She said she had seen him in a
dream dying in her arms of stab
wounds. He earlier had been
warned of danger by a soothsayer
(fortune teller).
When Caesar arrived at the
Senate chamber, he sat in his chair.
Soon the plotters encircled him,
took knives hidden in their togas,
and stabbed him 23 times. They
were led by Gaius Cassius and
Caesar’s friend Marcus Brutus.
Caesar’s last words were “Et tu,
Brute?” (“You, too, Brutus?”)

has total power. He made sweeping changes. He granted Roman citizenship to many people in the provinces. He expanded the senate,
adding friends and supporters from Italy and the provinces. Caesar
helped the poor by creating jobs, especially through the construction
of new public buildings. He started colonies where the landless
could own land and increased pay for soldiers.
Many nobles and senators were troubled by Caesar’s growing power, success, and
popularity. Some feared losing their influence. Others considered him a tyrant. A
number of important senators, led by Marcus Brutus and Gaius Cassius, plotted his
assassination. On March 15, 44 b.c., they stabbed him to death in the senate chamber.
Beginning of the Empire After Caesar’s death, civil war broke out again and

destroyed what was left of the Roman Republic. Three of Caesar’s supporters banded
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together to crush the assassins. Caesar’s 18-year-old grandnephew and adopted son Octavian (ahk TAY vee uhn) joined
with an experienced general named Mark Antony and a powerful politician named Lepidus. In 43 B.C., they took control of
Rome and ruled for ten years as the Second Triumvirate.
Vocabulary
purge: a removal of
Among those killed in the Triumvirate’s purge of Caesar’s enepeople considered
mies was Cicero, a defender of the republic in the senate.
undesirable.
The Second Triumvirate ended in jealousy and violence.
Octavian forced Lepidus to retire. He and Mark Antony then
became rivals. While leading troops against Rome’s enemies in
Anatolia, Mark Antony met Queen Cleopatra of Egypt. He fell
in love with her and followed her to Egypt. Octavian accused
Antony of plotting to rule Rome from Egypt, and another civil
war erupted. Octavian defeated the combined forces of Antony
and Cleopatra at the naval battle of Actium in 31 B.C. Later,
Antony and Cleopatra committed suicide.
Octavian claimed he would restore the republic, and, in fact,
did retain some of its forms and traditions.
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ The senate, for example, continued to meet, and Octavian consulted
■HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ it on important matters. However, Octavian became the unchallenged ruler of Rome. Eventually he accepted the title of Augustus
(aw GUHS tuhs), or “exalted one.” He also kept the title imperator,
or “supreme military commander,” a term from which emperor is
derived. Rome was now an empire ruled by one man.
•

•

•

•

•

A Vast and Powerful Empire

Augustus
63 B.C.–A.D. 14
Augustus was the most powerful
ruler of the mightiest empire of the
ancient world. Yet, amid the pomp
of imperial Rome, he lived a simple
and frugal life. His home was
modest by Roman standards. His
favorite meal consisted of coarse
bread, a few sardines, and a piece
of cheese—the usual food of a
common laborer.
Augustus was also a very
religious and family-oriented man.
He held to a strict moral code. He
had his only child, Julia, exiled from
Rome for not being faithful in her
marriage.
As he neared death, he gathered
his family, including Livia, his wife of
52 years, to his bedside. He asked
them if he had done well in life.
When they replied that he had,
Augustus said, “Since well I’ve
played my part, then, gentle people,
pray applaud, and send me with
your thanks on my way.”

148 Chapter 6

Rome was at the peak of its power from the beginning of Augustus’
rule in 27 B.C. to A.D. 180. For 207 years, peace reigned throughout
the empire, except for some fighting with tribes along the borders.
This period of peace and prosperity is known as the Pax Romana—
“Roman peace.”
During this time, the Roman Empire included more than 3 million
square miles. Its population numbered between 60 and 80 million
people. About 1 million people lived in the city of Rome itself.

Cleopatra, who
appears here in a
marble sculpture
from the first century B.C., was
Egypt’s last queen.
In her quest for
power, she allied
herself first with
Julius Caesar and
then with Mark
Antony.

An Economy Based on Agriculture and Trade Agriculture was

the most important industry in the empire. All else depended on it.
About 90 percent of the people were engaged in farming. Most
Romans survived on the produce from their local area. Additional
foodstuffs (when needed) and luxury items for the rich were
obtained through trade. In Augustus’ time, a silver coin called a
denarius was in use throughout the empire. Having common coinage
made trade between different parts of the empire much easier.
Rome had a vast trading network. Ships from the east traveled the
Mediterranean protected by the Roman navy. Cities such as Corinth in
Greece, Ephesus in Anatolia, and Antioch on the eastern coast of the
Mediterranean grew wealthy. Rome also traded with China and India.
A complex network of roads linked the empire to such far-flung
places as Persia and southern Russia. These roads were originally
built by the Roman army for military purposes. The most important
of the roads were the Silk Roads, named for the overland routes on
which silk from China came through Asia to the Romans. Other luxury goods traveled along the same routes. Trade also brought Roman
ways to the provinces and beyond.

Background
The denarius and
other Roman coins
were more than currency. They were used
for propaganda or
public relations
purposes. They often
carried the likeness of
the emperor or
depicted a Roman
achievement.
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Trade in the Roman Empire, A.D. 200
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G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
1. Movement From what three continents did trade goods come to Rome?
2. Location Which goods were supplied by all three areas?

Managing a Huge Empire The borders of the Roman Empire measured some

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Summarizing
Summarize how
Roman culture spread
to the provinces.

10,000 miles. By the second century A.D., the empire reached from Spain to Mesopotamia, from North Africa to Britain. Included in its provinces were people of many
languages, cultures, and customs.
The Roman army drew upon the men of the provinces as auxiliary, or support,
forces. They were not citizens of Rome. But they learned Roman customs and became
citizens when they were discharged from military service. In this way, the army also
spread the Roman way of life to the provinces and Roman rights to non-Romans.
A Sound Government Augustus was Rome’s ablest emperor. He stabilized the

Vocabulary
civil service: persons
employed in the civil
administration of
government
C. Answer The
Romans brought customs and rights to the
provinces through
trade and through the
use of men from the
provinces as a part of
the Roman army.

frontier, glorified Rome with splendid public buildings, and created a system of government that survived for centuries. He set up a civil service. That is, he paid workers
to manage the affairs of government, such as the grain supply, tax collection, and the
postal system. Although the senate still functioned, civil servants drawn from plebeians and even former slaves actually administered the empire.
After Augustus died in A.D. 14, the senate chose his adopted son Tiberius as his
successor. During the Pax Romana, some of Rome’s emperors were able and intelligent. Some were cruel. Two, Caligula and Nero, were either insane or unstable. Yet
the system of government set up by Augustus proved to be stable. This was due
mainly to the effectiveness of the civil service in carrying out day-to-day operations.
The Emperors and Succession Rome’s peace and prosperity depended upon the

orderly transfer of power. Because Rome had no written law for selecting a new
emperor, a crisis or a civil war was always a possibility when an emperor died. The
succession problem was temporarily solved by the leaders known as the Five Good
Emperors. Beginning with Nerva in A.D. 96, each of them adopted as his heir a
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Roman Emperors A.D. 37–A.D. 180
Bad Emperors
Caligula
• 37–41
• Mentally
disturbed
• Assassinated
after short,
brutal reign

Nero
• 54–68
• Good administrator but
vicious
• Murdered many
• Persecuted
Christians
• Committed
suicide

Domitian
• 81–96
• Ruled dictatorially
• Feared treason
everywhere and
executed many
• Assassinated

respected leader who had the support of both the army and the people
to be the next emperor. The reign of Marcus Aurelius, the last of
the five, ended in A.D. 180. His death marked the beginning of the
empire’s decline and the end of the Pax Romana.
Caligula

Life in Imperial Rome
Merchants, soldiers, slaves, foreigners, and philosophers all shared the crowded, noisy
streets of Rome. However, most people in the Roman Empire did not live in the cities
and towns. They lived in the countryside and worked on farms. For all Romans, life
changed as Rome moved from republic to empire.

Nero

Men and Women Throughout its history, Rome emphasized the values of discipline,

strength, and loyalty. A person with these qualities was said to have the important
virtue of gravitas. The Romans were a practical people. They honored strength more
than beauty, power more than grace, and usefulness more than elegance.
At the heart of Roman society was the family. By law and custom, the eldest man,
known as the paterfamilias, or “father of the family,” had power to rule the household.
He controlled all property and had authority over all family members. He could disown newborn children, banish family members, or even sell them into slavery.
By the time of the empire’s establishment, Roman women, both rich and poor, had
become nearly the social equals of men. Upper-class women ran the household and
were given authority and respect. They had more personal freedom than the women
of Greece and than most women would have until the 19th century. Roman women
could own property and testify in court. However, they could not vote. Officially they
were expected to remain in the background. But
they frequently attended the public baths (where
most Romans went to bathe), plays, festivals, and
games. Lower-class women could work at such jobs
as spinners, weavers, shopkeepers, midwives,
entertainers, and waitresses.
Children and Education Romans favored boy

children over girls. Boys would become citizens
with the right to vote and would carry on family
traditions. Girls were not even given their own
names. Daughters received the feminine form of
the father’s name, with “the elder” or “the
younger” or a number added, such as Octavia II.
Few children went to school. Those who did
were usually boys from noble or wealthy families.
Their schooling continued until they officially
became adults at 16. Girls from these families most
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Vocabulary
gravitas: Latin for
weightiness.

This Roman husband and wife from
first-century Pompeii show their
pride at being able
to read and write.
Their portrait
includes writing
implements and a
scroll.
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Good Emperors
Nerva
• 96–98
• Began custom
of adopting heir

Trajan
• 98–117
• Empire reached
its greatest extent
• Undertook vast
building program
• Enlarged social
welfare

Antoninus Pius
Hadrian
• 138–161
• 117–138
• Reign largely a
• Consolidated
period of peace
earlier conquests
and prosperity
• Reorganized the
bureaucracy

Trajan

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
D. Contrasting How
did the lives of Roman
girls differ from those
of boys?
C. Answer Boys
went to schools; most
girls didn’t; society
favored boys; girls
didn’t get their own
names; girls married
early to older men.

Marcus Aurelius
• 161–180
• Brought empire
to height of
economic
prosperity
• Defeated
invaders
• Wrote philosophy

often were educated at home and were prepared for marriage and motherhood. They
were usually married at the age of 12 to 15, to much older husbands.
Poor children, whether they lived in the city or on a farm, had to work. They did
not go to school and generally remained illiterate.
Slaves and Captivity Slavery was a significant part of Roman life. It was wide-

spread and important to the economy. The Romans made more use of slaves than
any previous civilization. Numbers of slaves may have reached as high as one-third of
the population.
Most slaves were conquered peoples brought back by victorious Roman armies and
included men, women, and children. Children born to slaves also became slaves. Slaves
could be bought and sold. According to Roman law, slaves were the property of their
owner. They could be punished, rewarded, set free, or put to death as their master saw
fit. Slaves worked both in the city and on the farm. Many were treated cruelly and
worked at hard labor all day long. Some—strong, healthy males—were forced to
become gladiators, or professional fighters, who fought to the death in public contests.
Other slaves, particularly those who worked in wealthy households, were better treated.
Occasionally, slaves would rebel. None of the slave revolts succeeded. More than a
million slaves lost their lives attempting to gain their freedom.
Gods and Goddesses The earliest Romans worshipped powerful spirits or divine

forces, called numina, that they thought resided in everything around them. Closely
related to these spirits were the Lares (LAIR eez), who were the guardian spirits of
each family. After the Romans came into contact with Etruscans and Greeks, they
began to think of these powerful spirits as having humanlike forms and individual personalities. They were given Roman names. Romans honored these powerful gods and
goddesses through various rituals, hoping to gain favor and avoid misfortune.
In Rome, government and religion were linked. The deities were symbols of the
state. Romans were expected to honor them not only in private rituals at shrines in
their homes but also in public worship ceremonies conducted by priests in temples.
Among the most important Roman gods and goddesses were Jupiter, father of the
gods; Juno, his wife, who supposedly watched over women; and Minerva, goddess of
wisdom and of the arts and crafts. During the empire, worship of the emperor also
became part of the official religion of Rome.
By A.D. 100, many Romans had become interested in the religions of Asia. These
religions had practices and beliefs that were more personal and emotional than the
somber rituals connected with Rome’s deities.
•

”Bread and Circuses”—Food and Entertainment By the time of the empire, wealth

and social status had made huge differences in how people lived. Classes had little in
common. The rich lived extravagantly. They spent large sums of money on homes, gardens, slaves, and luxuries. They gave banquets that lasted for many hours and included
foods that were rare and costly, such as boiled ostrich and parrot-tongue pie.
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Charioteers race their
chariots in this ancient wall
painting from Pompeii.

CONNECT to TODAY
Charioteers—Professional
Athletes
Professional athletes are wellknown personalities in the United
States. In addition to the large
salaries paid by their teams, athletes earn extra money endorsing
products from athletic shoes to
fast food. Some athletes even
become actors; a few have
become politicians.
Charioteers were popular
athletes in ancient Rome. They
were usually slaves or freed
slaves. They raced for one of four
"factions” (something like a
modern team)—the whites, greens,
reds, or blues. They competed for
large cash prizes. When a
charioteer won a big race, his
portrait would appear on walls all
over the city.

However, most people in Rome barely had the necessities of life.
During the time of the empire, much of the city’s population was
unemployed. The government supported these people with daily
rations of grain. In the shadow of Rome’s great temples and public
buildings, poor people crowded into rickety, sprawling tenements. Fire
was a constant danger.
To distract and control the masses of Romans, the government
provided free games, races, mock battles, and gladiator contests.
By A.D. 250, there were 150 holidays a year. On these days of celebration, the Colosseum, a huge arena that could hold 50,000,
would fill with the rich and the poor alike. The spectacles they
watched combined bravery and cruelty, honor and violence. In the
animal shows, wild creatures brought from distant lands, such as
tigers, lions, and bears, fought to the death. In other contests, gladiators engaged in combat with animals or with each other, often
until one of them was killed.
The Pax Romana had brought 200 years of peace and prosperity
to Rome. During this time, a new religion called Christianity developed and began to spread throughout the empire.

Background
Many Roman cities
had arenas similar to
the Colosseum that
were used for public
entertainment.

Section 2 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• civil war
• Julius Caesar
• triumvirate
• absolute ruler
• Augustus
• Pax Romana
• gladiator

2. TAKING NOTES

Make a bulleted chart like the one
below, showing how Rome
changed during the Pax Romana.
Changes in Rome
•
•
•

Which changes do you consider
negative? Why?
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3. ANALYZING CAUSES

What role did Julius Caesar play
in the decline of the republic and
the rise of the empire?

THINK ABOUT
• the problems facing the republic
• how Caesar helped restore
order
• Caesar’s defiance of the senate
• Caesar’s rule as dictator

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Empire Building Role-play a
discussion in the Roman Forum, in
which various members of society
comment on conditions in the
Roman Empire during the Pax
Romana. Participants might
include a senator, a civil servant, a
slave, a merchant, and a landless
and jobless former soldier. Working in small teams, one for each
participant, focus on the changes
that have come with the rise of
the empire.
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TERMS & NAMES

The Rise of
Christianity
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Christianity arose in Roman-occupied
Judea and spread throughout the
Roman Empire.

As the world’s most widespread
religion, Christianity guides the lives of
millions today.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jesus
apostle
Peter
Paul
Diaspora
bishop
pope
Constantine
heresy

SETTING THE STAGE The worship of Roman gods was impersonal, practiced without

a great deal of emotion. Priests used sacred rites to intercede on behalf of worshippers.
A new religion called Christianity, born as a movement within Judaism, emphasized the
personal relationship between God and people. It attracted many Romans.

Jews Come Under Roman Rule

Vocabulary
Zealot: has come to
mean a fanatically
committed person.

Roman power spread to Judea, the home of the Jews, around 63 B.C. At first the
Jewish kingdom remained independent, at least in name. Jewish kings ruled as representatives of Rome. Some Jews allied with the Romans and accepted their plans to
“Romanize” Jerusalem. The ruler Herod, for example, was a Romanized Jew. His loyalties were divided between Rome and the Jewish people, but he ruled with an iron
hand and angered many Jews. When he died, the Jews began a revolt against Roman
influence that lasted for ten years. Rome finally took control of the Jewish kingdom
and made it the province of Judea in A.D. 6.
In an attempt to restore order in Judea, the Romans gave control of religious matters and local affairs to the Jewish court called the Sanhedrin. Jews
were divided into two major factions. One group, called the Zealots, wanted to
rid their homeland of the Romans. Another group believed that the Messiah, or
savior, was soon to appear. According to biblical tradition, God had promised that
the Messiah would restore the kingdom of the Jews.

The Life and Teachings of Jesus
Background
The original dating of
the birth of Jesus
made in the sixth century A.D. is now generally recognized as
being four to six years
in error.

Vocabulary
Gospel: means good
news.

Jesus was born in the town of Bethlehem in Judea. The date is
uncertain but is thought to have been around 6 to 4 B.C. Jesus
was both a Jew and a Roman subject. He was raised in the village of Nazareth in
northern Palestine. Jesus was baptized by the prophet known as John the Baptist.
As a young man, he took up the trade of carpentry.
Jesus’ Message At the age of 30 Jesus began his public ministry. For the next

three years, he preached, taught, did good works, and reportedly performed
miracles. His teachings contained many ideas from Jewish tradition, such as
monotheism, or belief in only one god, and the principles of the Ten Commandments. Jesus emphasized God’s personal relationship to each human being. He stressed
the importance of people’s love for God, their neighbors, their enemies, and even themselves. He also taught that God would end wickedness in the world and would establish
an eternal kingdom after death for people who sincerely repented their sins.
Jesus gathered about himself twelve special disciples, or pupils. Historical records of
the time mention very little about Jesus. The main source of information about Jesus’
life and teachings are the Gospels, the first four books of the New Testament of the
Bible. Some of the Gospels are thought to have been written by one or more of Jesus’
disciples, who later came to be called apostles.

The cross became
the universal
symbol of Christianity. This jewelstudded cross was
made by a goldsmith centuries
after the death of
Jesus.
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Jesus is portrayed
in this glass mosaic
from the fifth century as “the good
shepherd,” tending
his flock, watching
over the faithful.
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As Jesus preached from town to town, his fame grew. He attracted large crowds,
and many people were touched by his message. Many believed him to be the longawaited Messiah, the son of God. Because Jesus ignored wealth and status, his
message had special appeal to the poor. “Blessed are the meek: for they shall inherit
the earth,” he said. His words, as related in the Gospels, are simple and direct:
THE BIBLE
Love your enemies, do good to those who hate you, bless those who curse you, and pray
for those who mistreat you. If anyone hits you on the cheek, let him hit the other one
too; if someone takes your coat, let him have your shirt as well. Give to everyone who
asks you for something, and when someone takes what is yours, do not ask for it back.
Do for others just what you want them to do for you.
The Gospel of Luke, 6:27–31

Jesus’ Death Jesus’ growing popularity concerned both Roman and Jewish leaders.

When Jesus visited Jerusalem about A.D. 29, enthusiastic crowds greeted him as the
Messiah, or king. The chief priests of the Jews denied that Jesus was the Messiah.
They said his teachings were blasphemy, or contempt for God. The Roman governor
Pontius Pilate thought that Jesus, whom the Romans mockingly called “King of the
Jews,” challenged the authority of Rome. Pilate arrested Jesus and sentenced him to
be crucified, or nailed to a large wooden cross to die.
After Jesus’ death, his body was placed in a tomb. According to the Gospels, three
days later his body was gone, and a living Jesus began appearing to his followers. Then
one day it was said that he ascended into heaven. The apostles were more than ever
convinced that Jesus was the Messiah. It was from this belief that Jesus came to be
referred to as Jesus Christ. Christos is a Greek word meaning “messiah” or “savior.”
The name Christianity was derived from “Christ.”
The followers of Jesus were strengthened by their conviction that he had triumphed over death. Led by Peter, the first apostle, they spread the teachings of Jesus
throughout Palestine and Syria. The cross on which he had been crucified became a
symbol for their beliefs.
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Hypothesizing
Why did the followers
of Jesus think he was
the Messiah?
A. Answer He reportedly worked miracles,
did good works,
preached the word of
God, rose after death.
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Christianity Spreads Through the Empire
Jesus’ teachings did not contradict Jewish law, and his first followers were Jews. Soon,
however, these followers began to create a new religion based on his messages. Despite
political and religious opposition, the new religion of Christianity spread slowly but
steadily throughout the Roman Empire.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Recognizing
Effects How did conditions in the Roman
Empire contribute to
the spread of
Christianity?
B. Answer Travel
was easy and safe
because of peace in
Empire.

Paul’s Mission One man, the apostle Paul, had enormous influence on Christianity’s
development. Paul was a Jew whose Hebrew name was Saul. He had never met Jesus
and at first was an enemy of Christianity. While traveling to Damascus in Syria, he
reportedly had a vision of Christ. He then began using his Roman name, Paul, and
spent the rest of his life spreading and interpreting Christ’s teachings.
The Pax Romana, which made travel and the exchange of ideas fairly safe, provided
the ideal conditions for Christianity to spread. The excellent Roman road system made
passage by land easy, and common languages—Latin and Greek—allowed the message
to be easily understood. Paul was able to travel freely from city to city around the eastern Mediterranean to preach. He wrote influential letters, called Epistles, to groups of
believers. In his teaching, Paul stressed that Jesus was the son of God who died for
people’s sins. He also declared that Christianity should welcome all converts, Jew or
Gentile (non-Jew). He said: “There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor
free, there is neither male nor female; for you are all one in Christ Jesus.” It was this
universality that enabled Christianity to become more than just a local religion.
Jewish Rebellion During the early years of Christianity, much Roman attention was
focused on the land of Jesus’ birth and on the Jews. In A.D. 66, a band of Zealots rebelled
against Rome. In A.D. 70, the Romans stormed Jerusalem and destroyed the Temple complex. All that remained was a western portion of the wall, which today is the holiest Jewish
shrine. The Jewish fortress near Masada held out until A.D. 73.
About a half million Jews were killed in the course of this rebellion.
Mediterranean
Sea
The Jews made another attempt to break
GALILEE
Jerusalem
free of the Romans in A.D. 132. Another halfJUDEA
GlobalImpact
Dead Sea
million Jews died in three years of fighting.
Masada
The Jewish Diaspora
Although the Jewish religion survived, the
Centuries
of Jewish exile followed
Jewish political state ceased to exist for more
the
destruction
of their Temple and
than 1,800 years. Most Jews were driven from their homeland into
the fall of Jerusalem in A.D. 70. This
exile. This dispersal of the Jews is called the Diaspora.
period is called the Diaspora, from
Persecution of the Christians Christians also posed a problem

Vocabulary
scapegoats: groups
or individuals that
innocently bear the
blame for others

the Greek word for “dispersal.”
Jews fled to many parts of the
world. Some moved to Babylonia
and the Arabian Desert. Others
went to Syria, Egypt, and Spain.
Eventually, Jews spread into
France, England, and the Rhineland,
where they lived in small groups. In
the 1100s, many European Jews
were expelled from their homes.
Some moved to Turkey, Palestine,
and Syria. Others went to Poland
and nearby neighboring areas.
The statelessness of the Jews
did not end until the creation of
Israel in 1948.

for Roman rulers because Christians refused to worship Roman
gods. This refusal was seen as opposition to Roman rule. Some
Roman rulers also used Christians as scapegoats for political and
economic troubles. In A.D. 64, for example, when the emperor Nero
was blamed for a disastrous fire in Rome, he said Christians were
responsible and ordered them to be persecuted. Both the apostles
Peter and Paul were put to death in Rome some time after A.D. 60.
The emperors who followed Nero in the first century did not continue the persecutions. Later, however, as the Pax Romana began to
crumble, the Romans exiled, imprisoned, or executed Christians for
refusing to worship Roman gods. Thousands were crucified, burned,
or killed by wild animals in the circus arenas. Other Christians and
even some non-Christians regarded persecuted Christians as martyrs.
Martyrs were people willing to sacrifice their lives for the sake of a belief or a cause.
Despite persecution, Christianity became a powerful religious force. By the late
third century A.D., there were millions of Christians in the Roman Empire. Missionaries spread the faith throughout the empire and beyond.
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Spread of Christianity in the Roman World to A.D. 500
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1. Location Where was Christianity most widespread in A.D. 325?
2. Region What was the extent (north to south, east to west) of
Christianity’s spread by A.D. 500?

A World Religion
The widespread appeal of Christianity was the result of a variety of reasons.
Christianity grew because it:
• embraced all people—men and women; slaves, the poor, and nobles.
• gave hope to the powerless.
• appealed to those who were repelled by the extravagances of imperial Rome.
• offered a personal relationship with a loving God.
• promised eternal life after death.
Early Christian Church Christians soon began to give their religion a structure,

much as the Roman Empire had a hierarchy. At the local level, a priest led each small
group of Christians. A bishop, who was also a priest, supervised several local
churches. The apostle Peter had traveled to Rome from Jerusalem and became the
first bishop there. According to tradition, Jesus referred to Peter as the “rock” on
which the Christian Church would be built. As a result, all priests and bishops traced
their authority to him.
Eventually, every major city had its own bishop. However, later bishops of Rome
claimed to be the heirs of Peter. These bishops said that Peter was the first pope, the
father or head of the Christian Church. They said that whoever was bishop of Rome
was also the leader of the whole Church. Also, as Rome was the capital of the empire,
it seemed the logical choice to be the center of the Church.
Constantine Accepts Christianity A critical moment in Christianity occurred in A.D.

312, when the Roman emperor Constantine was fighting three rivals for his title. He
had marched to the Tiber River at Rome to battle his chief rival. On the day before the
battle at Milvian Bridge, Constantine prayed for divine help. He reported that he then
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Making
Inferences Why
were the citizens of
the Roman Empire so
receptive to a new
religion at this time?
Vocabulary
hierarchy: a group of
persons organized in
order of ranks, with
each level subject to
the authority of the
one above.
C. Answer It
embraced all people,
gave hope to powerless, appealed to
those who were
repelled by Roman
extravagances, offered
personal relationship
with God, promised
life after death.

153-157-0206s3
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Vocabulary
edict: decree or
proclamation.

Background
The New Testament
was added to the
Hebrew Bible, which
Christians called the
Old Testament.

D. Possible Answer
He wanted to comfort
the Romans by letting
them know that
earthly cities may
come and go but there
was an eternal city
that would never be
destroyed.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
D. Analyzing
Motives What do
you think was St.
Augustine’s motive for
writing The City of
God right after Rome
had been attacked?
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saw a cross of light in the heavens bearing the inscription, “In this sign, ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
■ ■ ■ ■MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■
conquer.” Constantine ordered artisans to put the Christian symbol on ■■HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
his soldier’s shields. Constantine and his troops were victorious in battle. He gave credit for his success to the help of the Christian God.
In the next year, A.D. 313, Constantine announced an end to the
persecution of Christians. In the Edict of Milan, he declared Christianity to be one of the religions approved by the emperor. The edict
granted “both to the Christians and to all men freedom to follow the
religion that they choose.” Christianity continued to gain strength. In
380, the emperor Theodosius made it the empire’s official religion.
Discord and Harmony As Christianity grew, disagreements about
beliefs developed among its followers. Church leaders called any
belief that appeared to contradict the basic teachings a heresy.
Dispute over beliefs became intense. In an attempt to end conflicts,
Church leaders sought to set a single, official standard of belief. These
beliefs were compiled in the New Testament, which contained the
four Gospels, the Epistles of Paul, and other documents. In A.D. 325,
Constantine decided to end the disputes and the disorder they caused.
He called Church leaders to Nicaea in Anatolia. There they wrote the
Nicene Creed, which defined the basic beliefs of the Church.
The Fathers of the Church Also influential in defining Church
teachings were several early writers and scholars who have been
called the Fathers of the Church. One of the most important was
Augustine, who became bishop of the city of Hippo in North Africa
in 396. Augustine taught that while humans needed the grace of God
to be saved, God was merciful and gave his grace freely.
One of Augustine’s most famous books is The City of God. It was
written after Rome was plundered in the fifth century. Augustine
wrote that the fate of cities such as Rome was not important because
the heavenly city, the city of God, could never be destroyed:

Constantine
285?–337
Constantine was a deeply religious
man. He initially believed in the
traditional Roman gods. He
identified with the god Apollo,
whom he claimed to have seen in a
vision.
Sometime after his conversion
to Christianity in A.D. 312,
Constantine reportedly remarked
that “God is the cause of the
exploits I have performed.” He
maintained that he received
revelations and instructions from
God.
Although he legalized
Christianity throughout the empire
and took a leading role in the
affairs of the Christian Church,
Constantine was not formally
baptized until he was on his
deathbed in 337.
A.D.

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
The one consists of those who live by human standards, the other of
those who live according to God’s will. . . . By two cities I mean two societies of human beings, one of which is predestined to reign with God
for all eternity, the other is doomed to undergo eternal punishment with the Devil.
ST. AUGUSTINE, The City of God

Christianity increased in both power and wealth despite the empire’s growing internal and external problems.

Section 3 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Jesus
• apostle
• Peter
• Paul
• Diaspora
• bishop
• pope
• Constantine
• heresy

2. TAKING NOTES

Using a sequence graphic like the
one below, show the five or six
events that led to the spread of
Christianity throughout the Roman
Empire.
Rome takes
over Jewish
kingdom.

Which event do you think had the
biggest impact? Explain.

3. HYPOTHESIZING

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Do you think Christianity would
have developed in the same way if
it had arisen in an area outside
the Roman Empire? Explain.

Religious and Ethical
Systems Who do you think did

THINK ABOUT

THINK ABOUT

• Jesus’ growing popularity
• the effect of actions Rome took
against Jesus and his followers
• the depth of belief of Jesus’
followers
• the advantages of being part of a
vast empire

• Paul’s travels
• the opening of Christianity to the
Gentiles
• Constantine’s power as an
emperor

more to spread Christianity—Paul
or Constantine?
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The Decline of the
Roman Empire
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Internal problems and nomadic
invasions spurred the division and
decline of the Roman empire.

The decline and fall of great
civilizations is a repeating pattern in
world history.

TERMS & NAMES

•
•
•
•
•
•

inflation
mercenary
Diocletian
Constantinople
Alaric
Attila

SETTING THE STAGE In the third century A.D., Rome faced many problems. They

came both from within the empire and from outside. Drastic economic, military, and
political reforms would be needed to hold off collapse.

A Century of Crisis
Historians generally agree that the Roman Empire began its decline at the end of the
reign of the last of the Five Good Emperors, Marcus Aurelius (A.D. 161–180). The
rulers that followed in the next century had little or no idea of how to deal with the
problems facing the empire. Most, like Aurelius’ son Commodus, were brutal and
incompetent. They left the empire greatly weakened.
Rome’s Economy Declines During the Pax Romana, bustling trade flowed over
This Roman road,
still in use in
Manchester,
England, was part
of a 53,000-mile
network of paved
roads that connected the far-flung
empire.

routes patrolled by Roman legions and ships. Rome’s treasuries were enriched by gold
and silver taken from conquered territories. Most important of all, the empire’s farms
grew enough grain to feed the population of the cities. During the third century A.D.,
all three sources of prosperity evaporated.
Hostile tribes outside the boundaries of the empire and pirates on the Mediterranean
Sea disrupted trade. Frequent wars were costly. The wealthy spent money on luxury
goods from China, India, and Arabia. This spending drained the empire of gold and silver. Since the empire’s expansion had come to an end, there were no new sources of
precious metals.
Desperate to pay its mounting expenses, including
the rising cost of defense, the government raised taxes.
It also started minting coins that contained less and less
silver. It hoped to create more money with the same
amount of precious metal. However, the economy soon
suffered from inflation, a drastic drop in the value of
money coupled with a rise in prices.
Agriculture faced equally serious problems. Harvests
in Italy and western Europe became increasingly meager because overworked soil had lost its fertility.
Farmland was destroyed by warfare. The higher taxes
imposed by the government caused many poor farmers
to abandon their lands. The use of cheap slave labor
had discouraged improvements in technology. Serious
food shortages resulted for all these reasons. Eventually, disease spread and the population declined.
Rome Faces Military Upheaval The empire’s economic crisis was worsened by

its growing military troubles. Throughout the third century, Germanic tribes
repeatedly overwhelmed the Roman legions guarding the northern frontiers. At the
same time, Persia threatened Roman territory in Syria and Anatolia. (Romans
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Analyzing
Causes What
caused the weakening
of the Roman
economy?
A. Answer Inflation,
meager harvests, disruption of trade.
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called all invaders “barbarians,” a term that they used to refer to non-Romans.)
Rome’s most humiliating defeat occurred in A.D. 260, when the Persians captured
the emperor Valerian.
In the army, discipline and loyalty had collapsed. Soldiers gave their loyalty not to
Rome but to their commanders, who fought among themselves for the throne. To
defend against the increasing threats to the empire, the government began to recruit
mercenaries, foreign soldiers who fought for money. While mercenaries would
accept lower pay than Romans, they felt little sense of loyalty to the empire.
Roman Politics Decay Loyalty was in fact a key problem, perhaps the most serious
of all. In the past, Romans cared so deeply about their republic that they willingly sacrificed their lives for it. Conditions in the later centuries of the empire caused citizens
to lose their sense of patriotism. They became indifferent to the empire’s fate.
Romans had once considered holding political office to be an honor. It was also an
opportunity to gain wealth. By the 200s, however, local officials usually lost money
because they were required to pay for the costly public circuses and baths out of their
own pockets. Few people chose to serve the government under those conditions.
Only the armies remained actively interested in politics. In a 50-year period
(A.D. 235–284), armies in the provinces and in Rome proclaimed 50 generals to be
emperors of Rome. Of these “barracks emperors,” 26 briefly won the approval of the
Roman senate; 25 died violently.

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
■HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

Emperors Attempt Reform
Remarkably, the empire survived intact for another 200 years. Its life
was prolonged by reforming emperors and by its division into two
parts: eastern and western.
Diocletian Reforms the Empire In A.D. 284, Diocletian, a

B. Answer Agree—
He secured Rome’s
boundaries, stabilized
economy and rule,
restored prestige of
emperor. Disagree—
limited personal freedoms, persecuted
Christians, plans for
orderly succession
failed and civil war
resulted.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Supporting
Opinions Do you
think Diocletian was a
good emperor?

strong-willed army leader, became the new emperor. With amazing
boldness, he restored order in the empire and increased its strength.
To accomplish this, he governed as an absolute ruler and severely limited personal freedoms.
Diocletian doubled the size of the Roman armies, drafting prisoners of war and hiring German mercenaries. He attempted to control
inflation by setting fixed prices for goods. He also ordered farmers to
remain on their lands and other workers to stay in their jobs for life.
To restore the prestige of the office of emperor, Diocletian claimed
descent from the ancient Roman gods. He viewed Christianity as a
threat and passed decrees to persecute the Christians.
Diocletian believed that the empire had grown too large and too
complex for one ruler. In his most significant reform, he divided the
empire into the Greek-speaking East (Greece, Anatolia, Syria, and
Egypt) and the Latin-speaking West (Italy, Gaul, Britannia, and
Spain). He took the eastern half for himself and appointed a co-ruler
for the West, General Maximian. Each emperor also selected an
assistant, who was to be his successor. While Diocletian shared
authority, he kept overall control. His half of the empire, the East,
included most of the empire’s great cities and trade centers and was
far wealthier than the West.
Diocletian’s reforms slowed the decline of the empire. The borders
became safe again, and the emperor’s prestige was restored. Because of
ill health, Diocletian took the extraordinary step of retiring in A.D. 305.
However, his plans for orderly succession failed. Civil war broke
out immediately. By 311, four rivals were competing for power.

Diocletian
245?–313
Diocletian, who may have been
born the son of a slave in the
province of Dalmatia, raised the
office of emperor to a form of
divine monarch. He declared
himself to be a son of Jupiter, the
father of the gods. He devised
elaborate ceremonies to present
himself in a godlike aura.
When he appeared in public,
trumpets heralded his entrance.
Anyone who approached the
imperial presence had to kneel and
kiss the hem of the his robe. He
had his clothing and shoes
decorated with precious gems.
By his actions, Diocletian sought to
restore the dignity of the emperor.
He also hoped to give himself
greater security by making assassination appear to be a crime against
the gods.
A.D.
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Among them was an ambitious young commander named Constantine, the same
Constantine who would later end the persecution of Christians.
Constantine Moves the Capital Constantine gained control of the western part of

the empire in A.D. 312 and continued many of the social and economic policies of
Diocletian. In 324 Constantine also secured control of the East, thus restoring the
concept of a single ruler.
In A.D. 330, Constantine took a step that would have great consequence for the
empire. He moved the capital from Rome to the Greek city of Byzantium
(bih ZAN shee uhm), in what is now Turkey. The new capital stood on the Bosporus
Strait, strategically located for trade and defense purposes on a crossroads between
West and East.
With Byzantium as its capital, the center of power in the empire shifted from Rome to
the East. Soon the new capital was protected by massive walls and filled with imperial
buildings modeled after those in Rome. The city was given a new name—
Constantinople (KAHN stan tuhn OH puhl), city of Constantine. After Constantine’s
death, the empire would again be divided. The East would survive; the West would fall.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Invaders Overrun the Western Empire
The decline of the Western Roman Empire took place over many years. Its final collapse was the result of worsening internal problems, the separation of the Western
Empire from the wealthier Eastern part, and outside invasions.
Since the days of Julius Caesar, Germanic peoples had gathered on the northern
borders of the Empire. Some groups settled into a peaceful farming life. Eventually
they adopted Roman ways, such as speaking Latin and becoming Christians. Other
groups remained nomads. From A.D. 376 to 476, huge numbers of Germans poured

Multiple Causes: Fall of the Western Roman Empire
Contributing Factors
Political

Social

Economic

Military

• Political office seen as
burden, not reward

• Decline in interest in
public affairs

• Poor harvests
• Disruption of trade

• Threat from northern
European tribes

• Military interference
in politics

• Low confidence in empire

• No more war plunder

• Low funds for defense

• Disloyalty, lack of
patriotism, corruption

• Gold and silver drain

• Contrast between rich
and poor

• Problems recruiting
Roman citizens; recruiting
of non-Romans

• Crushing tax burden

• Civil war and unrest
• Division of empire
• Moving of capital to
Byzantium

• Inflation
• Widening gap between
rich and poor and increasingly impoverished
Western empire

• Decline of patriotism and
loyalty among soldiers

Immediate Causes
• Pressure from Huns

• Invasion by Germanic tribes and by Huns

• Sack of Rome

• Conquest by invaders

FALL OF ROMAN EMPIRE
S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Charts
1. Could changes in any contributing factors have reversed the decline of the empire?
2. Which contributing factors—political, economic, or military—were the most significant in the fall of the
Western Roman Empire?

160 Chapter 6

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Analyzing
Motives Why did
Constantine choose
the location of
Byzantium for his
new capital?
C. Answer It was
strategically located
for trade and defense.
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EGYPT

1. Movement What group of invaders came the greatest distance?
2. Location What areas of the empire were not threatened by invasion?

into Roman territory—Ostrogoths, Visigoths, Franks, Angles, Saxons, Burgundians,
Alemanni, and Vandals. Gradually, they overwhelmed the structures of Roman society.
Finally, they drove the last Roman emperor from the throne.
The Huns Move West The main reason for the Germanic invasions of the Empire

was the movement into Europe of the Huns. The Huns were fierce Mongol nomads
from central Asia. They began invading the frontier regions of the Rhine and Danube
rivers around A.D. 370, destroying all in their path. The pressure from the Huns
forced other groups to move as well—into the Roman Empire.
The following description from a fourth-century Roman historian shows how
intensely the Huns were feared and scorned:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
The nation of the Huns . . . surpasses all other barbarians in wildness of life. . . . And
though [the Huns] do just bear the likeness of men (of a very ugly pattern), they are so
little advanced in civilization that they . . . feed upon the . . . half-raw flesh of any sort
of animal. . . . When attacked, . . . they fill the air with varied and discordant cries . . .
they fight in no regular order of battle, but by being extremely swift and sudden in their
movements, they disperse . . . spread havoc over vast plains, and . . . pillage the camp of
their enemy almost before he has become aware of their approach.
AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS, The Chronicle of Events (Rerum gestarum libri)

Background
Most of the Germanic
invaders were
Christians.

Germanic Invasions Germanic people near the Rhine River—Franks, Burgun-

dians, and Vandals—fled the invading Huns and entered Roman lands. When the
Rhine River froze in the winter of 406, Vandal warriors and their families swarmed
across the ice. They kept moving through the Roman provinces of Gaul, Spain, and
North Africa. The Western Empire was unable to field an army to stop them. From
Carthage, the Vandals raided some Mediterranean islands and Italy.
By the early fifth century, the city of Rome itself was vulnerable to attack. More
than 600 years had passed since a foreign army, that of Hannibal, had threatened
Ancient Rome and Early Christianity 161
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Rome. Then in 408 Visigoths, led by their king,
Alaric (AL ur ihk), marched across the Alps toward
Rome. After putting the city under siege, hordes of
Germans stormed Rome in 410 and plundered it for
three days.
•

•

Attila the Hun Meanwhile, the Huns, who were

indirectly responsible for the Germanic assault on
the Empire, became a direct threat. In 444 they
united for the first time under a powerful chieftain
named Attila (AT uhl uh). With his 100,000 soldiers,
Attila terrorized both halves of the empire. In the
East, his armies attacked and plundered 70 cities.
(They failed, however, to scale the high walls of
Constantinople.)
The Huns then swept into the West. In A.D. 452,
Attila’s forces advanced against Rome, but they were
weakened by famine and disease. As a result, Pope
Leo I was able to negotiate their withdrawal. Although the Huns were no longer a
threat to the empire after Attila’s death in 453, the Germanic invasions continued. In
455 Vandals, under Gaiseric, sacked Rome, leaving it in chaos. Famine struck, and its
population eventually dropped from about one million to 20,000.
•

This skull from the
period, still retaining its hair, shows
a kind of topknot in
the hair that some
Germanic peoples
fashioned to identify themselves.

•

D. Possible Answer
Students may note
overall weakness of
the Western Empire
made its fall likely.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
D. Hypothesizing Do
you think that Rome
would have been
taken by invaders if
the Huns had not
moved into the west?
Vocabulary
sacked: looted or
plundered a captured
city or town

Rome’s Last Emperor The Roman emperor in the West had become practically

powerless. Germanic tribes now fought one another for possession of the Western
provinces. Spain belonged to the Visigoths, North Africa to the Vandals. Gaul was
overrun by competing tribes—Franks, Burgundians, and Visigoths. Britannia was
invaded by Angles and Saxons. Italy was falling victim to raids by the Ostrogoths.
The last Roman emperor was a 14-year-old boy named Romulus Augustulus. In
476 he was deposed by a German general named Odoacer (oh doh AY sur) and sent
into exile. After that, no emperor even pretended to rule Rome and its western
provinces. Roman power in the western half of the Empire had disappeared.
The eastern half of the Empire, which came to be called the Byzantine Empire,
not only survived but flourished. It preserved the great heritage of Greek and Roman
culture for another 1,000 years. (See Chapter 11.) The Byzantine emperors ruled
from Constantinople and saw themselves as heirs to the power of Augustus Caesar.
The empire endured until 1453, when it fell to the Ottoman Turks.
Even though Rome’s political power in the West ended, its cultural influence,
through its ideas, customs, and institutions, continued to be deeply embedded in
Western civilization.
•

•

Background
Vandals gave their
name to the word for
those who willfully
destroy property.

•

Section 4 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• inflation
• mercenary
• Diocletian
• Constantinople
• Alaric
• Attila

2. TAKING NOTES

Identify the causes of each of the
effects listed in the chart below.
Decline of the Roman Empire
Effects

Causes

Inflation
Untrustworthy army
Decreased citizen interest in government

How did these problems open the
empire to invading peoples?

162 Chapter 6

3. DRAWING CONCLUSIONS

How do you think the splitting of
the empire into two parts helped it
survive for another 200 years?

THINK ABOUT
• the differences between the
eastern and western halves of
the empire
• the advantages of a smaller
empire

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Empire Building Imagine you
are a journalist in the Roman
Empire. Write an editorial in which
you comment—favorably or
unfavorably—on Constantine’s
decision to move the capital of the
empire. Present the facts of the
move, but focus the editorial on
the effects you think the move will
have on Rome and its citizens.
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different PERSPECTIVES

The Fall of the
Roman Empire
Since the fifth century, historians and others have argued over the empire’s fall. They
have attributed it to a variety of causes, coming both from within and outside the
empire. The following excerpts are examples of the differing opinions.
H I S T O R I C A L C O M M E N TA RY

H I S T O R I C A L C O M M E N TA RY

H I S T O R I C A L C O M M E N TA RY

Edward Gibbon

Arther Ferrill

Finley Hooper

In his book The Fall of the Roman Empire (1986),
Arther Ferrill argues that the fall of Rome was a
military collapse.

In this passage from his Roman Realities (1967),
Hooper argues against the idea of a “fall.”

In the 1780s Gibbon published
The History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire. In
this passage, Gibbon
explains that a major cause
of the collapse was that the
empire was simply just too
large.

The decline of Rome
was the natural and inevitable effect
of immoderate greatness. Prosperity
ripened the principle of decay; the
causes of destruction multiplied with
the extent of conquest; and, as soon as
time or accident had removed the
artificial supports, the stupendous
fabric yielded to the pressure of its
own weight. The story of its ruin is
simple and obvious; and instead of
inquiring why the Roman Empire was
destroyed, we should rather be
surprised that it had subsisted so long.

In fact the Roman Empire of the
West did fall. Not every aspect of the
life of Roman subjects was changed by
that, but the fall of Rome as a political
entity was one of the major events of
the history of Western man. It will
simply not do to call that fall a myth or
to ignore its historical significance
merely by focusing on those aspects of
Roman life that survived the fall in
one form or another. At the opening
of the fifth century a massive army,
perhaps more than 200,000 strong,
stood at the service of the Western
emperor and his generals. The
destruction of Roman military power
in the fifth century was the obvious
cause of the collapse of Roman
government in the West.

The year was 476. For those who
demand to know the date Rome fell,
that is it. Others will realize that the
fall of Rome was not an event but a
process. Or, to put it another way,
there was no fall at all—ancient
Roman civilization simply became
something else, which is called
medieval. [It evolved into another
civilization, the civilization of the
Middle Ages.]

Connect

EYEWITNESS ACCOUNT

St. Jerome
This early Church leader did not live to
see the empire’s end, but he vividly
describes his feelings after a major
event in Rome’s decline—the
attack and plunder of the city by
Visigoths in 410. He said:

“It is the end of the world …
Words fail me. My sobs break in …
The city which took captive the
whole world has itself been
captured.”

to History

Comparing Compare the reasons given in these excerpts for
the fall of Rome. Which seem the
most valid to you? Why?
SEE SKILLBUILDER
HANDBOOK, PAGE R7

Connect

to Today

Comparing In 1991, the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics collapsed after nearly 70 years of
existence. Research that fall and
discuss one way in which the
Soviet Union’s decline can be
compared to the fall of Rome.
CD-ROM For more information

about the fall of the
Roman Empire, see the World History
Electronic Library of Primary Sources.
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Rome and the Roots of
Western Civilization
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

The Romans developed many ideas and
institutions that became fundamental to
Western civilization.

Evidence of Roman culture is found
throughout Europe and North America
and in Asia and Africa.

TERMS & NAMES

• Greco-Roman
culture
• Pompeii
• Virgil
• Tacitus
• aqueduct

SETTING THE STAGE Romans borrowed and adapted cultural elements freely, espe-

cially from the Greek and Hellenistic cultures. Rome created a great civilization,
whose art and architecture, language and literature, engineering, and law became its
legacy to the world.

The Legacy of Greco-Roman Civilization
Under the Roman Empire, hundreds of territories were knitted into a single state.
Each Roman province and city was governed in the same way. The Romans were
proud of their ability to rule, but they acknowledged Greek leadership in the fields of
art, architecture, literature, and philosophy.
By the second century b.c., Romans had conquered Greece and had come to
greatly admire Greek culture. Educated Romans learned the Greek language. As
Horace, a Roman poet said, “Greece, once overcome, overcame her wild conqueror.”
The mixing of elements of Greek, Hellenistic, and Roman culture produced a new
culture, called Greco-Roman culture. This is also often called classical civilization.
Roman artists, philosophers, and writers did not merely copy their Greek and
Hellenistic models. They adapted them for their own purposes and created a style of
their own. Roman art and literature came to convey the Roman ideals of strength,
permanence, solidity.
Roman Fine Arts Romans learned the art of sculpture from the Greeks. However,

Gladiators and
leopards fight to the
death in this thirdcentury mosaic.

164

while the Greeks were known for the beauty and idealization of their sculpture,
Roman sculptors created realistic portraits in stone. Much Roman art was practical in
purpose, intended for public education.
The reign of Augustus was a period of great artistic achievement. At that time the
Romans further developed a type of sculpture called bas-relief. In bas-relief, or lowrelief, images project from a flat background. Roman sculptors used bas-relief to tell
stories and to represent crowds of people, soldiers in battle, and landscapes. (See
Trajan’s Column on page 169.)
Roman artists were particularly skilled in creating mosaics. Mosaics were pictures
or designs made by setting small pieces of stone, glass, or tile onto a surface. Most
Roman villas, the country houses of the wealthy, had at least one colored mosaic.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Summarizing
What were the origins
of Greco-Roman
culture?
A. Answer an intermixing of Greek,
Hellenistic, and
Roman cultures
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Romans also excelled at the art of painting. Most wealthy Romans had
bright, large murals, called frescoes, painted directly on their walls. Few
have survived. The best examples of Roman painting are found in the
Roman town of Pompeii, and date from as early as the second century B.C. In a.d. 79, Mount Vesuvius erupted, covering Pompeii in a
thick layer of ash and killing about 2,000. The ash acted to preserve
many buildings and works of art.
Learning and Literature Romans borrowed much of their philoso-

phy from the Greeks. Stoicism, the philosophy of the Greek teacher
Zeno, was especially influential. Stoicism encouraged virtue, duty, moderation, and endurance. One of the most noted Stoics was the emperor
Marcus Aurelius. His steadfastness is shown in his Meditations: “In the
midst of it all, you must take your stand, good-temperedly and without disdain.”
In literature, as in philosophy, the Romans found inspiration in the
works of the Greeks. Writers used Roman themes and ideas while
following Greek forms and models.
The poet Virgil spent ten years writing the most famous
work of Latin literature, the Aeneid (ih NEE ihd), the epic of
the legendary Aeneas. Virgil modeled the Aeneid, written in
praise of Rome and Roman virtues, after the Greek epics of Homer. Here he speaks
of government as being Rome’s most important contribution to civilization:
•

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Supporting
Opinions What is
your opinion of Virgil’s
statement that government was Rome’s
most important contribution to civilization?
Support your opinion.
B. Answer agree—
representative form of
government, guided
by officials elected by
the people, is basis
for most governments
today; disagree—
might mention some
other contribution,
e.g. engineering or
law

•

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
. . . Romans, never forget that government is your medium! Be this your art:—to practice
men in habit of peace, Generosity to the conquered, and firmness against aggressors.

The Roman influence
can be seen in this
neoclassic 19thcentury sculpture of
George Washington
in toga and tunic.

VIRGIL, Aeneid

While Virgil’s writing carries all the weight and seriousness of the Roman character,
the poet Ovid wrote light, witty poetry for enjoyment. In the Amores, Ovid relates
that he can only compose when he is in love: “When I was from Cupid’s passions free,
my Muse was mute and wrote no elegy.”
The Romans also wrote excellent prose, especially history. Livy compiled a multivolume history of Rome from its origins to 9 b.c. He used legends freely, creating
more of a national myth of Rome than a true history. Tacitus (TAS ih tuhs), another
Roman historian, is notable among ancient historians because he presented the facts
accurately. He also was concerned about the Romans’ lack of morality. In his Annals
and Histories, he wrote about the good and bad of imperial Rome.
•

•

Roman Achievements
The presence of Rome is still felt daily in the languages, the institutions, and the
thought of the Western world.
Latin, the Language of Rome Latin remained the language of learning in the

West long after the fall of Rome. It was the official language of the Roman Catholic
Church into the 20th century.
Latin was adopted by different peoples and developed into French, Spanish,
Portuguese, Italian, and Romanian. These languages are called Romance languages
because of their common Roman heritage. Latin also influenced other languages. For
example, more than half the words in English have a basis in Latin.
Architecture, Engineering, and Technology Visitors from all over the empire

marveled at the architecture of Rome. The arch, the dome, and concrete were combined to build spectacular structures, such as the Colosseum.
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&TECHNOLOGY

The Colosseum
The Colosseum was one of the greatest feats of Roman engineering and a model
for the ages. The name comes from the Latin word colossus, meaning “gigantic.” Its
construction was started by the Emperor Vespasian and was completed by his sons,
emperors Titus and Domitian. For centuries after its opening in A.D. 80, excited
spectators, both rich and poor, cheered a variety of free, bloody spectacles presented for their entertainment. Gladiator fought gladiator to the death. Wild animals
were hunted and slaughtered. Christians were devoured by lions. The poor sat in
the higher seats, the rich and powerful closer to the action.

The Colosseum in Rome as it appears today.

exits—giant staircases that allowed
the building to be emptied in minutes

Elevators and
ramps led from
the cells and
animal cages in
the Colosseum
basement to
trapdoors concealed in the
arena floor.

arena—central area
where spectacles
took place

passageways—walkways that
led to seats

Connect
velarium—a
retractable
canvas awning
that shielded
spectators from
sun and rain

Drawing Conclusions What do
the kind of spectacles the Romans
watched tell us about them as a
people and their leaders?
SEE SKILLBUILDER
HANDBOOK, PAGE R17

Connect

Facts About the Colosseum
•
•
•
•
•

Built—A.D. 72–81
Capacity—45,000–50,000
Materials—stone and concrete
Size—157 feet high, 620 feet long
Arena—287 feet long, 180 feet wide

166 Chapter 6

entrances—
eighty in all

to History

to Today

Comparing The Colosseum has
been the model for sports stadiums worldwide. How is the design
of modern stadiums patterned
after that of the Colosseum? What
are the similarities?
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Arches also supported bridges and aqueducts. Aqueducts were designed by Roman engineers to bring water
into cities and towns. When the water channel spanned a
river or ravine, the aqueduct was lifted high up on arches.
Because Roman architectural forms were so practical,
they have remained popular. Thomas Jefferson began a
Roman revival in the United States in the 18th century.
Many large public buildings, such as the U.S. Capitol and
numerous state capitols, include Roman features.
Roman roads were also technological marvels. The
army built a vast network of roads constructed of stone,
concrete, and sand that connected Rome to all parts of
the empire. Many lasted into the Middle Ages; some are
still used.
Roman System of Law Rome’s most lasting and widespread con-

tribution was its law. Early Roman law dealt mostly with the rights
water
of Roman citizens. As the empire grew, however, the Romans came
to believe that laws should be fair and apply equally to all people,
rich and poor. Slowly, judges began to recognize certain standards
of justice. These standards were influenced largely by the teachings of Stoic philosophers and were based on common sense and practical ideas. Some of the most
important principles of Roman law were:

This is a photo of a
Roman aqueduct
in modern Spain
that has survived.
The cross section
shows how the
water moved within the aqueduct.

• All persons had the right to equal treatment under the law.
• A person was considered innocent until proven guilty.
• The burden of proof rested with the accuser rather than the accused.
C. Answer Language, law, and government different;
perhaps Greek and
Hellenistic culture
lost.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Hypothesizing
How would the world
be different if Rome
had not existed?

• A person should be punished only for actions, not thoughts.
• Any law that seemed unreasonable or grossly unfair could be set aside.
The principles of Roman law endured to form the basis of legal systems in many
European countries and of places influenced by Europe, including the United States.
Rome’s Enduring Influence By preserving and adding to Greek civilization, Rome
strengthened the Western cultural tradition. The world would be a very different
place had Rome not existed. Historian R. H. Barrow has stated that Rome never fell
because it turned into something even greater—an idea—and achieved immortality.
Around the same time that Rome was developing its enduring culture, different but
equally complex empires were growing in India and China, as you will see in Chapter 7.

Section 5 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Greco-Roman culture
• Pompeii
• Virgil
• Tacitus
• aqueduct

2. TAKING NOTES

3. DRAWING CONCLUSIONS

Using a chart like the one below,
list the accomplishments of
Roman culture.
Fine Arts

Literature

Engineering

Law

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Which principle of law do you
think has been Rome’s greatest
contribution to modern legal
systems?

Power and Authority Why

THINK ABOUT

THINK ABOUT

• equality before the law
• innocent until proven guilty
• unfair laws could be set aside

• Stoic philosophy
• the Roman citizen-soldier
• Roman law

do you think the Greek philosophy
of Stoicism was so appealing to
Romans?

Choose one and write a few
paragraphs on its importance.
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Chapter

6 Assessment

TERMS & NAMES
Briefly explain the importance of each of the following to ancient Rome or
to the rise of Christianity.

• 1000 B.C. Latins enter region

1. republic

6. Jesus

• 753 B.C. Rome founded

2. senate

7. Paul

3. Hannibal

8. Constantine

4. Julius Caesar
Early Rome

800 B.C.

5. Augustus

9. inflation
10. Virgil

REVIEW QUESTIONS

700 B.C.

SECTION 1 (pages 141–145)

The Romans Create a Republic
11. Name the three main parts of government under the Roman republic.
12. How did Rome treat different sections of its conquered territory?

600 B.C.

SECTION 2 (pages 146–152)

The Roman Empire Brings Change

Roman Republic

500 B.C.

• 509 B.C. Republic created

300 B.C.

200 B.C.

Roman Republic

400 B.C.

• 451 B.C. Twelve Tables written

14. How did Rome’s population fare during the golden age of the Pax
Romana?

• 405–265 B.C. Italy conquered

SECTION 3 (pages 153–157)

• 264–146 B.C. Punic Wars fought

The Rise of Christianity

• 44 B.C. Julius Caesar
assassinated

15. How did the apostle Paul encourage the spread of Christianity?

Roman Empire
• 27 B.C. Empire and Pax Romana
begin with reign of
Augustus
• A.D. 29 Jesus crucified

100 B.C.

0

200

A.D.

300

A.D.

400

Roman Empire

A.D.
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17. What was the most important reform that the Emperor Diocletian
made?
18. How did the western Roman Empire fall?

19. Why did so much of Roman culture have a Greek flavor?

• A.D. 180 Pax Romana ends

20. How might Western civilization be different today without the cultural
legacy of the Roman Empire?

• A.D. 313 Christianity given
recognition
• A.D. 324 Constantine reunites
empire
• A.D. 370 Huns invade frontier
• A.D. 380 Christianity made
official religion
• A.D. 410 Visigoths attack Rome
• A.D. 455 Vandals sack Rome

500

The Decline of the Roman Empire

• A.D. 79 Pompeii destroyed

• A.D. 395 Empire permanently split

A.D.

SECTION 4 (pages 158–162)

SECTION 5 (pages 164–167)

• A.D. 285 Diocletian divides empire into East and West

100

16. Why did the Roman emperors persecute Christians?

• A.D. 64 Christian persecution
begins

• A.D. 253 Germanic tribes enter
frontier regions
A.D.

13. How did Augustus change Roman government?

• A.D. 476 Last emperor deposed

Roman Culture and the Roots of Western Civilization

Interact

with History

On page 140, you considered the
qualities that made a good leader
before knowing what the Romans
thought about leadership. Now that
you have read the chapter, reevaluate your decision. What qualities
were needed for Roman leaders to
be effective? What qualities hindered their success? How would
you rate the overall leadership of
the Roman Empire? Discuss your
opinions with a small group.
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CRITICAL THINKING

CHAPTER ACTIVITIES

1. FROM REPUBLIC TO EMPIRE

1. LIVING HISTORY: Unit Portfolio Project

On a large sheet of paper, create a Venn diagram like
the one below. Use the diagram to compare the
Roman Republic with the Roman Empire when both
were at the peak of their power.

republic only

THEME POWER AND AUTHORITY Your unit portfolio project focuses on tracing
the development and decline of power and authority (see page 107). For
Chapter 6, you might use one of the following ideas.

• Draw two diagrams, side by side, to compare the balance of government
achieved by the Roman Republic with the balance of power achieved by
the Constitution of the United States.
• As an adviser to Octavian, write a persuasive argument convincing him to
become the sole ruler of Rome but not to abolish the Senate.

both

• With another student, role-play the meeting of Pope Leo and Attila in
A.D. 452, in which the pope persuades the Hun to withdraw his forces.
Record the meeting on videotape or audiotape or as a written dialogue.

empire only

2. CONNECT TO TODAY: Cooperative Learning
2. PERSECUTION OF CHRISTIANS
THEME RELIGIOUS AND ETHICAL SYSTEMS

Many
Christians sacrificed their lives rather than give up
their beliefs during the periods of Roman persecution.
What kind of person do you think became a martyr?
Consider the personal characteristics of individuals
who refused to renounce their faith even in the face
of death.
3. DIOCLETIAN
What do you think of Diocletian’s decision to divide
the Roman Empire into two parts? Was it wise?
Consider Diocletian’s possible motives and the results
of his actions.
4. ANALYZING PRIMARY SOURCES
The rule of Augustus began a long period of peace
and prosperity that spread from Rome into the
provinces. The following decree from the Roman
province of Asia, which appeared in 9 B.C., suggests
how the governing class felt about their first emperor.
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
Whereas the divine providence that guides
our life has displayed its zeal and benevolence
by ordaining for our life the most perfect
good, bringing to us Augustus, whom it has
filled with virtue for the benefit of mankind,
employing him as a saviour for us and our
descendants, him who has put an end to wars
and adorned peace; . . . and the birthday of
the god [Augustus] is the beginning of all the
good tidings brought by him to the world.
• How did the officials of this province feel toward
Augustus? What descriptive words and phrases
support your conclusion?
• Do you think Augustus deserved this evaluation?
Why or why not?
Additional Test Practice,
pp. S1–S33

TEST PRACTICE
CL ASSZONE .COM

THEME EMPIRE BUILDING The spread of the Roman Republic owed much to
strategic alliances made with territories distant from Rome. The United
States, too, has used alliances to bolster its strength in the world. Work with
a team to prepare and present a short television documentary about the
relationship between the United States and one of its allies today.

Using the Internet or library resources, research information about the
alliance. Devise a script that answers questions such as why the
United States made the alliance, what special historical circumstances
surrounded the alliance, and how the alliance has benefited both nations.
• Make comparisons with the Roman Republic. Do additional research on the
republic’s system of alliances if needed.
• Draw a conclusion about whether or not the United States used its
alliances for building a kind of “empire” or for other reasons.
3. INTERPRETING A TIME LINE
Revisit the time line on pages 106–107. Did Christianity arise before, during,
or after the Pax Romana? Explain your reasoning.

FOCUS ON ART
Trajan’s Column in Rome is a
monument that shows the
Emperor Trajan’s victories against
Dacia (modern Romania) on a
relief spiral 650 feet long. This
detail depicts Roman soldiers
defeating the Dacians.
• What kinds of equipment do
the Roman soldiers have?
Connect to History Public
monuments like Trajan’s Column
appeared all over the empire.
• Why do you think the Romans
told their history with images
on monuments rather than
with words?
• What values are the Romans
celebrating on monuments like
Trajan’s Column?
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India and China Establish
Empires, 300 B.C.– A.D.550
Connect History and Geography
In the 200s B.C. both India and China were governed by powerful
rulers. The map at the right shows most of India under Mauryan
rule. China’s Han Dynasty had two periods of power: the Former
Han, shown on the map, and the Later Han, lasting from about
A.D.

25 to 220. Use the map to answer the questions that follow.

1. What are the dates of the two empires shown on the map?
2. What portion of India remained outside Mauryan control?
3. What geographic factors might have made further
expansion difficult for both empires?
For more information about the early empires of India and China . . .

CLASSZONE.COM

By about A.D. 300, Shiva was one of the most
revered Hindu gods in India. This statue shows
Shiva dancing on the demon of ignorance.

321 B.C.
Chandragupta Maurya
founds Mauryan Empire.

170

202 B.C.
Liu Bang establishes
China’s Han Dynasty.
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India and China, 321 B.C. – A.D. 9

Former Han Empire, 202 B.C. - A.D. 9
Mauryan Empire, 321-185 B.C.
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A.D. 105
Chinese invent
paper.

A.D. 220
Han Dynasty
falls.
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A.D. 320 Gupta Empire
forms in India and encourages
a renewal of Hindu faith.
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Interact with History

Y

ou are a weaver working at your loom when a stranger
enters your shop. You fear it is one of the emperor’s
inspectors, coming to check the quality of your cloth. The man
eyes you sternly and then, in a whisper, asks if you will spy on
other weavers in your neighborhood. If you take the job, you will
be paid the equivalent of four years’ earnings. But you would
have to turn in one of your friends, whom you suspect is not
paying enough sales tax to the government.

Would you
be a spy?

This man sits by the window and writes down
what he sees. He may be
a spy for the emperor.

This person points
toward something
in the street. He
comments on the
scene to his friend.

This soldier’s job is to
check that everyone
pays taxes. He seems
suspicious of the man
carrying bananas.
Two people duck
behind this woman to
gossip about their
neighbors

EXAMINING
• Do citizens have the responsibility to
turn in people who are committing
crimes?
• What kinds of tensions might exist in
a society where people spy on each
other?
• Is it right for a government to control
people by spying on them?

172 Chapter 7

the

ISSUES

As a class, discuss these questions. In your
discussion, review what you know about
how other emperors exercised power
in places such as Persia and Rome.
As you read about the emperors of India
and China, notice how they try to control
their subjects’ lives.
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TERMS & NAMES

First Empires
of India

• Mauryan Empire
• Asoka
• religious
toleration
• Tamil
• Gupta Empire
• patriarchal
• matriarchal

MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

The Mauryas and the Guptas
established Indian empires, but neither
unified India permanently.

The diversity of peoples, cultures, beliefs, and languages in India continues
to pose challenges to Indian unity today.

SETTING THE STAGE By 600 B.C., almost 1,000 years after the Aryan migrations,

many small kingdoms were scattered throughout India. In 326 B.C., Alexander the
Great brought the Indus Valley in the northwest under Greek control—but left the
region almost immediately. Soon after, a great Indian military leader, Chandragupta
Maurya (CHUHN druh GUP tuh MAH oor yuh), seized power for himself.
•

Background
Chandragupta
may have been
a younger son of
the Nanda king.

•

•

•

•

Chandragupta Maurya Builds an Empire
Chandragupta Maurya may have been born in the powerful kingdom of Magadha.
Centered on the lower Ganges River, the kingdom had been ruled for centuries by the
Nanda family. Chandragupta gathered an army, killed the Nanda king, and in about
321 B.C. claimed the throne. This began the Mauryan Empire.
Chandragupta Unifies North India Chandragupta moved northwest, seizing all

the land from Magadha to the Indus. Around 305 B.C., Chandragupta began to battle
Seleucus I, one of Alexander the Great’s generals. Seleucus had inherited the eastern
part of Alexander’s empire. He wanted to reestablish Greek control
over the Indus Valley. After several years of fighting, however,
Chandragupta defeated Seleucus, who gave up some of his terriPOTLIGHT N
tory to Chandragupta. By 303 B.C., the Mauryan Empire
Kautilya’s Arthasastra
stretched more than 2,000 miles, uniting north India politically
The
Arthasastra states,
for the first time. (See the map on page 175.)
The
welfare of the king does
To win his wars of conquest, Chandragupta raised a vast army:
not lie in the fulfillment of
600,000 soldiers on foot, 30,000 soldiers on horseback, and 9,000
what is dear to him; whatever
elephants. To clothe, feed, and pay these troops, the government
is dear to the subjects
constitutes his welfare.
levied high taxes. For example, farmers had to pay up to one half the
Although this sounds noble, the
value of their crops to the king. The government heavily taxed
Arthasastra is better known for
income from trading, mining, and manufacturing.

S

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Evaluating
Decisions
Explain whether
Chandragupta was
wise to use heavy
taxes to finance
his army.
A. Possible
Answers Yes,
because he needed
the army to defeat
enemies. No, because
he was hurting the
economy.

Running the Empire Chandragupta relied on an adviser named

Kautilya (kow TIHL yuh), who was a member of the priestly caste.
Kautilya wrote a ruler’s handbook called the Arthasastra (AHR thuh
SHAHS truh). This book teaches how to hold a vast empire together.
Following Kautilya’s advice, Chandragupta created a highly
bureaucratic government. He carefully chose his officials and had
them closely supervised. Chandragupta divided the empire into four
provinces, each headed by a royal prince. Each province was then
divided into local districts, whose officials assessed taxes and enforced
the law.
•

•

•

•

•

City Life and Country Life Eager to stay at peace with the Indian

O

proposing tough-minded policies.
For example, the manual suggests
that the king hire an army of spies
to gather information about his
subjects by posing as priests,
students, beggars, or merchants.
The Arthasastra also urges the king
to make war against neighboring
kingdoms that are weak.
Although Kautilya began the
Arthasastra, other royal advisers
added to it for centuries to come.
The manual is often compared to
a 16th-century European book on
how to rule: The Prince by
Machiavelli, which also offers
hardheaded political advice.

emperor, Seleucus sent an ambassador, Megasthenes (muh GAS
thuh neez), to Chandragupta’s capital. In his diary, Megasthenes wrote
glowing descriptions of Chandragupta’s palace. The palace was filled
India and China Establish Empires 173
•

•

•
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with gold-covered pillars, numerous fountains, and imposing thrones. His capital
city featured beautiful parks and bustling markets.
Megasthenes also described the countryside and how farmers lived:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
[Farmers] are exempted from military service and cultivate their lands undisturbed
by fear. They do not go to cities, either on business or to take part in their tumults.
It therefore frequently happens that at the same time, and in the same part of the
country, men may be seen marshaled for battle and risking their lives against the
enemy, while other men are ploughing or digging in perfect security under the
protection of these soldiers.
MEGASTHENES, in Geography by Strabo

In 301 B.C., Chandragupta’s son assumed the throne and ruled for 32 years.
Then Chandragupta’s grandson, Asoka (uh SOH kuh), brought the Mauryan
Empire to its greatest heights.
•

•

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Making
Inferences
Did Mauryan India
place a high value
on agriculture? What
information in this
quotation indicates
that?
B. Possible Answer
Yes. Farmers were
exempt from military
service so they could
keep growing food.

Asoka Promotes Buddhism Asoka became king of the Mauryan Empire in

269 B.C. At first, he followed Kautilya’s philosophy of waging war to expand his
power. He led a long campaign against his neighbors to the southeast in the
state of Kalinga. During this bloody war, 100,000 soldiers were slain and even
more civilians perished.
This carved set
Although victorious, Asoka felt sorrow over the slaughter at Kalinga. As a
of three lions
result,
he
studied Buddhism and decided to rule by Buddha’s teaching of nonviolence
appeared on top
of one of Asoka’s
and “peace to all beings.” Throughout the empire, Asoka erected huge stone pillars
pillars. This trio of
inscribed with his new policies. Some edicts guaranteed that Asoka would treat his sublions is still used as
jects fairly and humanely. Others preached nonviolence. Still others urged religious
a symbol of India.
toleration—acceptance of people who held different beliefs—and acceptance of peo■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ple of all cultural backgrounds.
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■ MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Asoka had extensive roads built
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
so that he could visit the far corners
Asoka
Chandragupta Maurya
of India. He also improved condi?–232 B.C.
?–298 B.C.
tions along these roads to make
One of Asoka’s edicts states,
Chandragupta feared being
travel easier for his officials and to
assassinated—maybe because
If one hundredth part or
improve communication in the vast
he had killed a king to get his
one thousandth of those who
throne. To avoid being poisoned,
empire. For example, he had trees
died in Kalinga . . . should now
he made servants taste all his
suffer similar fate, [that]
planted to provide shade. Every
food. To avoid being murdered in
would be a matter of pain
nine miles, he had wells dug and
bed, he slept in a different room
to His Majesty.
rest houses built. This allowed travevery night. A guard of armed
Even though Asoka wanted to be
women surrounded him at all
elers to stop and refresh thema loving, peaceful ruler, he still had
times and killed anyone who
selves. Asoka even ordered the
to control a huge empire. To do so,
came inside their lines.
creation of watering places for anihe had to balance Kautilya’s
Although Chandragupta was a
methods of keeping power and
mals. Such actions demonstrated
fierce warrior for most of his life, in
Buddha’s urgings to be unselfish.
301 B.C., he voluntarily gave up his
Asoka’s concern for his subjects’
After converting to Buddhism,
throne and converted to Jainism.
well-being.
Asoka softened Chandragupta’s
Jainists taught nonviolence and
Noble as Asoka’s policies of tolharsher policies. Instead of spies, he
respect for all life. With a group
employed officials to look out for his
eration
and nonviolence were, they
of monks, he traveled to southern
subjects’ welfare. He kept his army
failed to hold the empire together
India. There he followed the Jainist
but sought to rule humanely. In
custom of fasting until he starved
once Asoka was gone. Soon after he
addition, Asoka sent missionaries to
to death.
died in 232 B.C., the empire began
Southeast Asia to spread Buddhism.
to break up.

A Period of Turmoil
Asoka’s death left a power vacuum that was felt through the entire subcontinent. In
northern and central India, regional kings challenged the imperial government. The
kingdoms of central India, which had only been loosely held in the Mauryan Empire,

174 Chapter 7

Vocabulary
edicts: official, public
announcements of
policy.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Clarifying Which
of Asoka’s actions
show the influence of
Buddha’s teaching of
“peace to all beings”?
C. Possible Answer
He urged acceptance
of people of all beliefs
and cultures; he practiced nonviolence; he
promoted his subjects
welfare by making
travel easier.
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Indian Empires,
regained their independence soon
250 B.C.–A.D. 400
after the death of Asoka. The Andhra
(AHN druh) Dynasty arose and domi.
MTS
Mauryan Empire, 250 B.C.
USH
K
nated the region for hundreds of years.
DU
Gupta Empire, A.D. 400
N
I
H
Because of their central position, the
Areas under Gupta influence
Tamil kingdoms
Andhras profited from the extensive
M
A
trade between north and south India
L
CHINA
A
Y
and also built up trade with Rome, Sri
s
A
u
d
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I
THAR
Lanka, and Southeast Asia.
DESERT
At the same time, northern India
Ayodhya
R.
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utr a
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fleeing political instability in other
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R.
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Sea
Without a doubt, these invaders disH
G
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rupted Indian society. But they also
Beng al
introduced new languages and cusCau
ver
toms that added to the already rich
INDIAN
y
R.
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blend of Indian culture.
500
Miles
0
Southern India also experienced
turmoil. Some rulers in southern India
0
1,000 Kilometers
broke away from the empire after
G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
Asoka’s death. In addition, India’s
1. Region Compare the region occupied by the Gupta Empire to
southern tip was home to three kingthat occupied by the Mauryan Empire. Discuss size, location, and
doms that had never been conquered
physical characteristics.
by the Mauryans. The people who
2. Place The two empires had one boundary—the northeast
lived in this region spoke the Tamil
boundary—that was roughly the same. Explain why neither
(TAM uhl) language and are called the
empire expanded further in this direction.
Tamil people. These three kingdoms often
were at war with one another and with other states.
•

H

R.

I

GHA

EAST

RN

ERN

WESTE

80°E

TS

Background
When the Aryans
entered India about
1500 B.C., they drove
many of the preAryans south to
this region.

•

The Gupta Empire
After 500 years of invasion and turmoil, a strong leader again arose in the northern
state of Magadha. His name was Chandra Gupta (GUP tuh), but he was no relation to
India’s first emperor, Chandragupta Maurya. India’s second empire, the Gupta
Empire, oversaw a great flowering of Indian civilization, especially Hindu culture.
•

Chandra Gupta Builds an Empire The first Gupta emperor came to power, not
through battle, but by marrying the daughter of an old, influential royal family. After
this useful marriage, Chandra Gupta I took the title of “Great King of Kings” in A.D.
320. His empire included Magadha and the area just to the north of it, with the central region of the Ganges River as a power base.
Chandra Gupta I’s son, Samudra (suh MU druh) Gupta, became king in A.D. 335.
Although he was a lover of poetry and music, Samudra also had a warlike side. He
expanded the empire with 40 years of war and conquest. This gave him control over
most of the lands immediately surrounding his father’s empire.
•

•

Daily Life in India The Gupta era is the first period about which historians have
much information concerning daily life in India. Most Indians lived in small villages,
where life followed a stable rhythm that beat steadily on for centuries. Craftspeople
and merchants clustered in specific districts. They had shops on the street level and
lived in the rooms above.
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Empires of India, 321 B.C.–A.D. 415
Mauryan Empire

Gupta Empire
A.D. 420

320 B.C.
321 B.C.
Chandragupta
kills the king
and claims
the throne.

301 B.C.
Chandragupta’s
son assumes
the throne.

269 B.C. Chandragupta’s
grandson Asoka
becomes king. Height of
the Mauryan Empire.

A.D. 335 Chandra

500 years
of turmoil follow
Asoka’s death.

232 B.C. Asoka dies.

Gupta’s son Samudra
becomes king.

A.D.

375 Chandra Gupta II
becomes king. Gupta
Empire reaches its height.
A.D.

415 Chandra
Gupta II dies.

A.D.

320 Chandra Gupta I
becomes king.

The majority of villagers, however, were farmers, who walked daily from their
homes to the fields outlying the town. Most Indian families were patriarchal, headed
by the eldest male. Parents, grandparents, uncles, aunts, and children all worked
together to raise their crops. Because drought was common, farmers often had to
irrigate their crops. There was a tax on water, and every month, people had to donate
a day’s worth of labor to maintain wells, irrigation ditches, reservoirs, and dams. As in
Mauryan times, farmers owed a large part of their earnings to the king.
Southern India followed a different cultural pattern. Some Tamil groups were
matriarchal, which meant that the mother, rather than the father, was head of the
family. Property, and sometimes the throne, was passed through the female line. One
famous Tamil ruler was the queen of the Pandyas, whom Megasthenes described as
having an army of 500 elephants, 4,000 cavalry, and 13,000 infantry.
Height of the Gupta Empire While village life followed unchanging traditional

patterns, the royal court of the third Gupta emperor was a place of excitement and
growth. Many Indians consider this emperor, Chandra Gupta II, to be the prince of
princes among the Guptas because of his heroic and gallant qualities.
Chandra Gupta II defeated the Shakas—an enemy kingdom to the west. He added
their west coast territory to his empire. This allowed the Guptas to take part in the
profitable trade between India and the Mediterranean world. Chandra Gupta II also
strengthened his empire through peaceful means by negotiating diplomatic and marriage alliances. For example, he arranged for his daughter to marry a king who controlled the western Deccan (a plateau in south-central India).
Chandra Gupta II ruled for 40 years. Faxian, a Chinese Buddhist who traveled in
India during Chandra Gupta II’s reign, recorded that his subjects seemed generally
happy. During the reign of the first three Guptas, India experienced a period of great
achievement in art, literature, religious thought, science, and mathematics. These will
be discussed in Section 2. After the death of Chandra Gupta II, another wave of
invaders again threatened northern India. These fierce fighters, called the Hunas,
were cousins to the Huns who were disrupting the Roman Empire at the same time.
Over the next 100 years, the Gupta Empire broke into small separate kingdoms.
Many of these were overrun by the Huns and other Central Asian nomads.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
D. Contrasting
How were the family
systems of north and
south India different?
D. Answer In north
India, men lead the
family and inherit
property. In some
areas of the South,
women do.

Section 1 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Mauryan Empire
• Asoka
• religious toleration
• Tamil
• Gupta Empire
• patriarchal
• matriarchal

2. TAKING NOTES

3. SUPPORTING OPINIONS

Create a Venn diagram comparing
the Mauryan and Gupta empires.

THINK ABOUT

Mauryan
Empire
Only

Both
Empires

Gupta
Empire
Only

Which similarity do you consider
most important? Explain.
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Which of the Indian rulers
described in this section would
you rather live under? Explain
your opinion.
• whether the ruler maintained
peace and order—and how
• what methods the ruler used to
influence his subjects
• developments in art and culture
during the ruler’s reign

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Power and Authority With a
partner, prepare an exhibit called
“Symbols of Power.” For three of
the rulers described in this
section, choose an object or
image that symbolizes how that
ruler exercised power. Write
captions explaining why the
symbols are appropriate.
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Trade Spreads Indian
Religions and Culture
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Indian religions, culture, and science
evolved and spread to other regions
through trade.

The influence of Indian culture and
religions is very evident throughout
Southeast Asia today.

TERMS & NAMES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mahayana
Theravada
Brahma
Vishnu
Shiva
Kalidasa
Silk Roads

SETTING THE STAGE The 500 years between the Mauryan and Gupta empires was

a time of upheaval. Invaders poured into India, bringing new ideas and customs. In
response, Indians began to change their own culture.

Changes in Religious Thought
By 250 B.C., Hinduism and Buddhism were India’s two main faiths. (See Chapter 3.)
Hinduism is a complex polytheistic religion that blended Aryan and pre-Aryan beliefs.
Buddhism teaches that desire causes suffering and that humans should overcome
desire by following the Eightfold Path. Over the centuries, both religions had become
increasingly removed from the people. Hinduism became dominated by priests, while
the Buddhist ideal of self-denial was difficult to follow.
A More Popular Form of Buddhism The Buddha had stressed that each person

could reach a state of peace called nirvana. Nirvana was achieved by rejecting the
sensory world and embracing spiritual discipline. After the Buddha died, his followers developed many different interpretations of his teachings.
Although the Buddha had forbidden people to worship him, some began to
teach that he was a god. Some Buddhists also began to believe that many people could become Buddhas. These potential Buddhas, called bodhisattvas
(BOH dih SUHT vuhs), could choose to give up nirvana and work to save
humanity through good works and self-sacrifice. The new ideas changed
Buddhism from a religion that emphasized individual discipline. It became a
mass religion that offered salvation to all and allowed popular worship. By the
first century A.D., Buddhists had divided over the new doctrines. Those who
accepted them belonged to the Mahayana (MAH huh YAH nuh) sect. Those
who held to the Buddha’s stricter, original teachings belonged to the
Theravada (THEHR uh VAH duh) sect. This is also called the Hinayana
(HEE nuh YAH nuh) sect, but Theravada is preferred.
These new trends in Buddhism inspired Indian art. For example, artists
carved huge statues of the Buddha for people to worship. Wealthy Buddhist
merchants who were eager to do good deeds paid for the construction of
stupas—mounded stone structures built over holy relics. Buddhists walked the
paths circling the stupas as a part of their meditation. Merchants also commissioned the carving of cave temples out of solid rock. Artists then adorned these
temples with beautiful sculptures and paintings.
•

•

•

•

•

•

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Making
Inferences Would
the Buddha have
approved of the new
art? Explain.
A. Possible Answer
No, because he had
told people not to
worship him.

This Buddha is
carved in the
Gandharan artistic
style—a blend of
Greco-Roman and
Indian styles. For
example, the
flowing robes are
similar to those
seen on Roman
imperial statues.

•

•

•

•

•

•

A Hindu Rebirth Like Buddhism, Hinduism had become remote from the peo-

ple. By the time of the Mauryan Empire, Hinduism had developed a complex set
of sacrifices that could be performed only by the priests. People who weren’t
priests had less and less direct connection with the religion.
Gradually, through exposure to other cultures and in response to the popularity of Buddhism, Hinduism changed. Although the religion continued to
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embrace hundreds of gods, a trend toward monotheism was growing. Many people
began to believe that there was only one divine force in the universe. The various gods
represented parts of that force. The three most important gods were Brahma
(BRAH muh), creator of the world; Vishnu (VIHSH noo), preserver of the world; and
Shiva (SHEE vuh), destroyer of the world. Of the three, Vishnu and Shiva were by far
the favorites. Many Indians began to devote themselves to these two gods. As Hinduism
evolved to a more personal religion, its appeal to the masses grew.
•

•

•

Flowering of Indian Culture
Just as Hinduism and Buddhism underwent changes, so did Indian culture and learning.
India entered a highly productive period in literature, art, science, and mathematics that
continued until roughly A.D. 500.

CONNECT to TODAY
Entertainment in India
Today, drama remains hugely
popular in India. India has the
largest movie industry in the world.
About twice as many full-length
feature films are released yearly
in India as in the United States.
India produces both popular
and serious films. Indian popular
films are often love stories that
blend music, dance, drama, and
action adventure. India’s serious
films have received worldwide
critical praise. In 1992, the Indian
director Satyajit Ray received a
lifetime achievement Academy
Award for making artistic films. His
films brought Indian culture to a
worldwide audience.

Number of new movies
produced in 1995

800
700
600
500
400
300
200

Literature and the Performing Arts One of India’s greatest writ-

ers, Kalidasa (KAHL ee DAHS uh), may have been the court poet for
Chandra Gupta II, who reigned from A.D. 375 to 415. Kalidasa’s most
famous play is Shakuntala. It tells the story of a beautiful girl who falls
in love with and marries a middle-aged king. After Shakuntala and her
husband are separated, they suffer tragically because of a curse that
prevents the king from recognizing his wife when they meet again.
Generations of Indians have continued to admire Kalidasa’s plays
because they are skillfully written and emotionally stirring.
Southern India also has a rich literary tradition. In the second
century A.D., the city of Madurai in southern India became a site of
writing academies. More than 2,000 Tamil poems from this period
still exist. In the following excerpt from a third-century poem, a
young man describes his sweetheart cooking him a meal:
•

•

•

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
There dwells my sweetheart, curving and lovely,
languid of gaze, with big round earrings,
and little rings on her tiny fingers.
She has cut the leaves of the garden plantain
and split them in pieces down the stalk
to serve as platters for the meal.
Her eyes are filled with the smoke of cooking.
Her brow, as fair as the crescent moon,
is covered now with drops of sweat.
She wipes it away with the hem of her garment
and stands in the kitchen, and thinks of me.
ANONYMOUS TAMIL POET, quoted in The Wonder That Was India

100
0

In addition to literature, drama was very popular. In southern
India, traveling acting troupes put on performances in cities across
the region. Women as well as men took part in these shows that
Source: International Motion Picture Almanac, 1997
combined drama and dance. Many of the classical dance forms
in India today are based on techniques explained in a book written between
the first century B.C. and the first century A.D.
Indian
Movies

U.S.
Movies

Astronomy, Mathematics, and Medicine The expansion of trade spurred the

advance of science. Because sailors on trading ships used the stars to help them
figure their position at sea, knowledge of astronomy increased. From Greek invaders,
Indians adapted Western methods of keeping time. They began to use a calendar
based on the cycles of the sun rather than the moon, adopted a seven-day week, and
divided each day into hours.
During the Gupta Empire (A.D. 320 to about 500), knowledge of astronomy
increased further. Almost 1,000 years before Columbus, Indian astronomers proved
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Drawing
Conclusions
Why did the changes
in Buddhism and
Hinduism make them
more popular?
B. Possible Answer
Because they allowed
people to hope for
salvation and personally take part in
worship
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that the earth was round by observing a lunar eclipse. During the eclipse, the earth’s
shadow fell across the face of the moon. The astronomers noted that the earth’s
shadow was curved, indicating that the earth itself was round.
Indian mathematics was among the most advanced in the world. Modern numerals,
the zero, and the decimal system, were invented in India. Around A.D. 500, an Indian
named Aryabhata (AHR yuh BUHT uh) calculated the value of pi (Π) to four decimal
places. He also calculated the length of the solar year as 365.3586805 days. This figure
is very close to modern calculations made with an atomic clock.
In medicine, two important medical guides were compiled. These works classified
more than 1,000 diseases and described more than 500 medicinal plants. Hindu physicians
knew how to perform surgery—including plastic surgery—and possibly gave inoculations.
•

•

•

The Spread of Indian Trade
In addition to knowledge, India has always been rich in precious resources. Spices,
diamonds, sapphires, gold, pearls, and beautiful woods—including ebony, teak, and
fragrant sandalwood—have always been valuable items of exchange. Trade between
India and regions as distant as Africa and Sumeria began more than 4,000 years ago.
Trade continued to expand even after the Mauryan Empire ended around 185 B.C.

C. Possible Answer
Trade routes carried
people and new ideas
along with resources
to other civilizations.

Overland Trade, East and West The groups who invaded India after the end of

Mauryan rule helped to expand India’s trade to new regions. For example, Central
Asian nomads brought Indians information about the caravan routes that crisscrossed
central Asia.
These caravan routes were known as Silk Roads because traders used them to
bring silk from China to Western Asia and on to Rome. Once Indians learned of the Silk
Roads, they realized that they could make great profits by acting as middlemen.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Hypothesizing
How might the Asian
trade routes have
spread Indian
sciences and math
to other civilizations?
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G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
1. Movement Since people usually trade for goods they do not make themselves, which
products were most likely to travel from Gupta India to Arabia?
2. Movement How far did trade goods travel to get from Luoyang in China to
Alexandria in Egypt?

0° Equator
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Middlemen are go-betweens in business transactions. For example, Indian traders
would buy goods from traders coming out of China and sell those goods to traders who
were traveling to Rome. To aid their role as middlemen, Indians built trading stations at
oases all along the Silk Roads.
Sea Trade, East and West Sea trade also increased. Traders used coastal routes

around the rim of the Arabian Sea and up the Persian Gulf to bring goods from India
to Rome. In addition, traders from southern India would sail to Southeast Asia to collect
spices. They bought the spices back to India and sold them to merchants from Rome.
Archaeologists have found hoards of Roman gold coins in southern India. Records
show that some Romans were upset about the amount of gold their
GlobalImpact countrymen spent on Indian luxuries. They believed that a state with
a healthy economy must collect gold rather than spend it.
Rome wasn’t India’s only trading partner. India imported African
ivory
and gold and exported cotton cloth. Rice and wheat went to
2
Arabia in exchange for dates and horses. After trade with Rome
1
INDIA
declined around the third century A.D., India’s sea trade with China
increased. The Chinese imported Indian cotton cloth, monkeys,
3
parrots, and elephants and sent India silk.
4
The Spread of Buddhism
Buddhism became a missionary
religion during Asoka’s reign. From
his capital city (1), Asoka sent out
Buddhist missionaries. After Indians
began trading along the Silk Roads,
Buddhist monks travelled these
routes and converted people on
the way.
Buddhist monks from India
established their first monastery
in China (2) in A.D. 65, and many
Chinese became Buddhists. From
China, Buddhism reached Korea
in the fourth century and Japan in
the sixth century.
Today, Buddhism is a major
religion throughout East and
Southeast Asia. The Theravada
school is strong in Myanmar,
Cambodia (3), Sri Lanka (4), and
Thailand. The Mahayana school
is strong in Japan and Korea.

Vocabulary
oases: plural of
oasis, which is a
watering place in
a desert.

Effects of Indian Trade Increased trade led to the rise of banking

in India. Commerce was quite profitable. Bankers were willing to
lend money to merchants and charge them interest on the loans.
Interest rates varied, depending on how risky business was. During
Mauryan times, the annual interest rate on loans used for overseas
trade had been 240 percent! During the Gupta Empire, bankers no
longer considered sea trade so dangerous, so they charged only 15 to
20 percent interest a year.
A number of Indian merchants went to live abroad and brought
Indian culture with them. As a result, people throughout Asia picked
up and adapted a variety of Indian traditions. For example, Indian
culture affected styles in art, architecture, and dance throughout
Southeast Asia. Indian influence was especially strong in Thailand,
Cambodia, and on the Indonesian island of Java.
Traders also brought Indian religions to new regions. Hinduism
spread to Nepal, a region northeast of India; to Sri Lanka, an island
off southeastern India; and to Borneo, an island in Indonesia.
Buddhism spread because of traveling Buddhist merchants and
monks. In time, Buddhism even influenced China. You will learn
about this in Section 3.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
D. Analyzing
Causes Why would
dangerous conditions
make bankers charge
higher interest on
loans for trade?
D. Possible Answer
Dangers cause
shipments to be lost,
so bankers charge
high interest to pay
for the losses.

Section 2 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Mahayana
• Theravada
• Brahma
• Vishnu
• Shiva
• Kalidasa
• Silk Roads

2. TAKING NOTES

Create a diagram like the one
shown. For each category, list one
or more specific developments in
Indian culture.
Indian Culture
Religion
Literature/Arts
Science/Math
Trade

180 Chapter 7

3. RECOGNIZING EFFECTS

What do you think was the most
significant effect of the changes in
Buddhism and Hinduism? Explain.

THINK ABOUT
• the effect on people who
practiced the religion
• the effect on art and culture
• the effect on other countries

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Cultural Interaction Cite
three of the cultures that
interacted with India. Explain the
result of each cultural interaction.

THINK ABOUT
• interaction because of trade
• the influence of art, science,
religion
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TERMS & NAMES

Han Emperors
in China

• Han Dynasty
• centralized
government
• civil service
• monopoly
• assimilation

MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

The Han Dynasty expanded China’s
borders and developed a system of
government that lasted for centuries.

The pattern of a strong central
government has remained a permanent
part of Chinese life.

SETTING THE STAGE Under Shi Huangdi, the Qin Dynasty had unified China. Shi

Huangdi conquered the rival kings who ruled small states throughout China and
established a strong government. After Shi Huangdi died in 210 B.C., his son proved
to be a weak, ineffective leader. China’s government fell apart.

The Han Restore Unity to China
Rumblings of discontent during the Qin Dynasty grew to roars in the ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
■ ■ ■ ■MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■
years after Shi Huangdi’s death. The peasants—bitter over years of ■■HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
high taxes, harsh labor quotas, and a severe penal system—rebelled.
The rival kings—eager to regain control of the regions they had held
before Shi Huangdi—raised armies and fought over territory.
The Founding of the Han Dynasty During the civil war that

followed, two powerful leaders emerged. Xiang Yu (shee ANG yoo)
was an aristocratic general who was willing to allow the warlords to
keep their territories if they would acknowledge him as their feudal
lord. Liu Bang (LEE oo bahng) was one of Xiang Yu’s generals.
Eventually, Liu Bang turned against Xiang Yu. The two fought
their final battle in 202 B.C. Liu Bang won and declared himself the
first emperor of the Han Dynasty. The Han Dynasty, which ruled
China for more than 400 years, is divided into two periods. The
Former Han ruled for about two centuries, until A.D. 9. After a brief
period when the Han were out of power, the Later Han ruled for
almost another two centuries. The Han Dynasty so influenced China
that even today many Chinese call themselves “people of the Han.”
Liu Bang’s first goal was to destroy the rival kings’ power. He followed Shi Huangdi’s policy of establishing centralized government, in which a central authority controls the running of a state.
Reporting to Liu Bang’s central government were hundreds of local
officials of provinces called commanderies.
To win popular support, Liu Bang departed from Shi Huangdi’s
strict legalism. He lowered taxes and softened harsh punishments.
People throughout the empire appreciated the peace and stability
that Liu Bang brought to China.
•

Background
In feudal societies,
nobles receive land
in exchange for
service to a higher
noble or king.

•

The Empress Lü When Liu Bang died in 195 B.C., his son became

Liu Bang
256–195 B.C.
Although Liu Bang was born a
peasant, legend says that dragons
attended his birth. According to
Chinese belief, this meant he would
rise to great power.
Liu Bang was a village official
who turned rebel general after Shi
Huangdi died. He wasn’t a great
military leader. According to one
story, nomads once captured him
and held him for ransom.
However, Liu Bang had other
skills that made him a successful
emperor. Wisely, he chose educated
advisers. He strengthened the
central government. With foreign
powers, he knew when to negotiate
and when to use force. He was
such a strong leader that Chinese
historians call him “Gaozu,” which
means exalted founder.

emperor—in name only. The real ruler was his mother, Empress Lü.
Although Lü had not been Liu Bang’s only wife, she had powerful
friends at court who helped her seize power. The empress outlived her
son and retained control of the throne by naming first one infant and
then another as emperor. Because the infants were too young to rule, she remained in
control. When Empress Lü died in 180 B.C., people who remained loyal to Liu Bang’s
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G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
1. Place What was the approximate size, in square miles, of the Han empire at its
greatest extent?
2. Location Along which border did the Chinese build the Great Wall? Why did they
build it there and not in other places?

family, rather than to Lü’s family, came back into power. They rid the palace of the old
empress’s relatives by executing them.
Such palace plots occurred often throughout the Han Dynasty. Traditionally, the
emperor chose the favorite among his wives as the empress and appointed one of her
sons as successor. Because of this, the palace women and their families
GlobalImpact competed fiercely for the emperor’s notice. The families would make
alliances with influential people in the court. The resulting power plays
Xiongnu and the Huns
distracted the emperor and his officials so much that they sometimes
Eventually, Wudi defeated the
could not govern efficiently.
Xiongnu. After their defeat, the
nomads moved deeper into Asia.
This had long-range effects. As the
Xiongnu pushed south and west,
they displaced other nomadic
peoples. Because of this, successive
waves of central Asian invaders
pushed into northwestern India.
In addition, some historians
theorize that over the centuries, the
Xiongnu wandered thousands of
miles westward across central Asia
into Europe. The fierce horse-riding
Huns who invaded the Roman
Empire may have been the distant
grandsons of the Xiongnu.
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The Martial Emperor When Liu Bang’s great-grandson took the

throne, he continued Liu Bang’s centralizing policies. Wudi (woo dee),
who reigned from 141 to 87 B.C., held the throne longer than any other
Han emperor. He is called the martial emperor because he adopted the
policy of expanding the Chinese empire through war.
Wudi’s first set of enemies were the Xiongnu (shee UNG noo), a
nomadic people known for their fierceness as arrow-shooting warriors
on horseback. The Xiongnu roamed the steppes to the north and west
of China. They made raids into China’s settled farmland and stole grain,
farm animals, valuable items, and hostages. The early Han emperors
tried to buy off the Xiongnu by sending them thousands of pounds of
silk, rice, alcohol, and money. Usually, the Xiongnu just accepted these
gifts and continued their raids.
•

•

•

Vocabulary
martial: warlike.

0°
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When Wudi realized that the bribes were simply making the Xiongnu stronger, he
sent more than 100,000 soldiers to fight them. To help defeat the Xiongnu, Wudi also
made allies of their enemies:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
The Xiongnu had defeated the king of the Yuezhi people and had made his skull into a
drinking vessel. As a result the Yuezhi . . . bore a constant grudge against the Xiongnu,
though as yet they had been unable to find anyone to join them in an attack on their
enemy. . . . When the emperor [Wudi] heard this, he decided to try to send an envoy to
establish relations with the Yuezhi.
SIMA QIAN, Records of the Grand Historian

After his army forced the nomads to retreat into Central Asia, Wudi attempted to
make his northwest border safe by settling his troops on the Xiongnu’s former pastures. Although this tactic succeeded for a time, nomadic raiders continued to cause
problems during much of China’s later history.
Wudi also colonized areas to the northeast, now known as Manchuria and Korea.
He sent his armies south, where they conquered mountain tribes and set up Chinese
colonies all the way into what is now Vietnam. By the end of Wudi’s reign, the empire
had expanded nearly to the bounds of present-day China.

A Highly Structured Government

Background
According to the
Mandate of Heaven,
divine forces appointed Chinese emperors
to rule—and would
take away the throne
if they governed badly.

Just as Han emperors tried to control the people they conquered,
they exerted vast control over the Chinese themselves. Because the
Chinese considered their emperor to be semidivine, they accepted
his exercise of power. He was in charge of keeping order on a cosmic
level. If the emperor did his job well, China had peace and prosperity.
If he failed, the heavens showed their displeasure with earthquakes,
floods, and famines. However, the emperor did not rule alone.
Structures of Han Government The Chinese emperor relied on
a complex bureaucracy to help him rule. Running the bureaucracy
and maintaining the imperial army were expensive. To raise money,
the government levied taxes. Like the farmers in India, Chinese
peasants owed part of their yearly crops to the government.
Merchants also paid taxes.
Besides taxes, the peasants owed the government a month’s worth
of labor or military service every year. With this source of labor, the
Han emperors built roads, canals, and irrigation ditches. The emperors also filled the ranks of China’s vast armies and expanded the
Great Wall that stretched across the northern frontier.

SPOTLIGHT ON
Chinese Bureaucracy
The Chinese bureaucracy reflected
top-down rule. Each level of
officials had authority over the
officials below them. The emperor
had authority over all.

EMPEROR
Three
excellencies
Chancellor

Grandee CommanderSecretary
in-chief
Generals

Chancellor's
10
Office
Ministers

Armies

Local
Government

Confucianism, the Road to Success Wudi’s government

A. Possible Answer
Because people with
these qualities would
do what was best for
the emperor and the
people, rather than for
themselves.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Making
Inferences
Why would Wudi
want his officials to
have qualities such
as diligence?

employed more than 130,000 people. The bureaucracy included 18
Commandery
Prefecture
different ranks of civil service jobs—government jobs that civilians
District
Inspecting Secretary
obtained by taking examinations. At times, Chinese emperors
Commandery Administrator
Commandery Commandant
Commune
rewarded loyal followers with government posts. However, another
Prison Commandant
Village
Specialists
way to fill government posts evolved under the Han. This method
involved testing applicants’ knowledge of Confucianism—the teachings of Confucius, who had lived 400 years before.
The early Han emperors had employed some Confucian scholars as court advisers,
but it was Wudi who began actively to favor them. Confucius had taught that gentlemen should practice “reverence [respect], generosity, truthfulness, diligence [hard
work], and kindness.” Because these were exactly the qualities he wanted his government officials to have, Wudi set up a school where hopeful job applicants from all
over China could come to study Confucius’s works.
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After their studies, job applicants took formal examinations in history, law, literature, and Confucianism. In theory, anyone could take the exams. In practice, few
peasants could afford to educate their sons. So only sons of wealthy landowners had a
chance at a government career. In spite of this flaw, the civil service system begun by
Wudi worked so efficiently that it continued in China until 1912.

Han Technology, Commerce, and Culture
The 400 years of Han rule saw not only improvements in education but also great
advances in Chinese technology and culture. In addition, the centralized government began to exert more control over commerce and manufacturing.

Vocabulary
commerce: the
buying and selling
of goods.

Technology Revolutionizes Chinese Life Advances in technology influenced all

aspects of Chinese life. Paper was invented in A.D. 105. Before that, books were
usually written on silk. But paper was cheaper, so books became more readily available. This helped spread education in China. The invention of paper also affected
Chinese government. Formerly, all government documents had been recorded on
strips of wood. Paper was much more convenient to use for record-keeping, so
Chinese bureaucracy expanded.
Other technological advances included a collar harness that made it possible for
horses to pull heavy loads. The Chinese perfected a plow that was more efficient
because it had two blades, improved iron tools, and invented the wheelbarrow. In
addition, the Chinese began to use watermills to grind grain.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Making
Inferences
Which of the inventions discussed here
helped the task of
feeding China’s huge
population?
B. Possible Answer
The collar harness, the
plow, the iron tools,
the wheel barrow, and
the watermill.

Agriculture Versus Commerce During the Han Dynasty, the population of China

swelled to 60 million. Because there were so many people to feed, Confucian scholars and ordinary Chinese people considered agriculture the most important and

GlobalImpact: Trade Networks
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Samarkand
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From this point, ships carried
silk and spices to Rome. The
Romans paid a pound of gold
for a pound of Chinese silk!
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Why would anyone struggle over mountains and across deserts
to buy fabric? The ancients valued silk because it was strong,
lightweight, and beautiful. Traders made fortunes carrying
Chinese silk to the West. Because of this, the caravan trails that
crossed Asia were called Silk Roads, even though many other
valuable trade goods were also carried along these routes. The
Silk Roads also encouraged cultural diffusion.
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honored occupation. An imperial edict, written in 167 B.C., stated this philosophy
quite plainly:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
Agriculture is the foundation of the world. No duty is greater. Now if [anyone] personally follows this pursuit diligently, he has yet [to pay] the impositions of the land tax and
tax on produce. . . . Let there be abolished the land tax and the tax on produce levied
upon the cultivated fields.
BAN GU and BAN ZHAO in History of the Former Han Dynasty

Although the same decree dismissed commerce as the least important occupation,
manufacturing and commerce were actually very important to the Han empire. The
government established monopolies on the mining of salt, the forging of iron, the
minting of coins, and the brewing of alcohol. A monopoly occurs when a group has
exclusive control over the production and distribution of certain goods.
For a time, the government also ran huge silk mills—competing with private silk
weavers in making this luxurious cloth. As contact with people from other lands
increased, the Chinese realized how valuable their silk was as an item of trade.
Because of this, the techniques of silk production became a closely guarded state
secret. Spurred by the worldwide demand for silk, Chinese commerce expanded
along the Silk Roads to most of Asia and, through India, all the way to Rome.
Unifying Chinese Culture As the Han empire expanded its trade networks, the

Chinese began to learn about the foods, animals, and fashions that were common in
foreign lands. Similarly, the expansion of the Han empire through conquest brought
people of many different cultures under Chinese rule. To unify the empire, the
Chinese government encouraged assimilation, or the process of making these conquered peoples part of Chinese culture. To accomplish this, the government sent

Connect

140

Hypothesizing If the Romans had
learned the secret of making silk,
how might patterns of trade and
cultural diffusion have changed?

First-century traders near Samarkand
traded for these gold and turquoise
bracelets. The lion heads show
Persian influence. Many artifacts
found in the same site as the bracelets
show a mix of Greek, Central Asian,
and Indian styles. This shows that
ideas as well as objects traveled
the Silk Roads.
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Chinese farmers to settle newly colonized areas. The government also encouraged them to intermarry with local peoples.
Government officials set up schools to train local people in
the Confucian philosophy and then appointed local scholars to government posts.
Several writers also helped to unify Chinese culture
by recording China’s history. Sima Qian (SU MAH
chee YEHN), who lived from 145 to 85 B.C., is called the
“Grand Historian” for his work in compiling a history of
China from the ancient dynasties to Wudi. To write accurately, Sima Qian visited historical sites, interviewed eyewitnesses, researched official records, and examined artifacts. The
resulting book is called Records of the Grand Historian.
Another famous Chinese book was the History of the Former Han Dynasty. Ban
Biao (BAHN bee OW), who lived from A.D. 3 to 54, started the project. After his
death, his son Ban Gu (bahn goo) and later his daughter Ban Zhao (bahn jow)
worked on it. Ban Zhao also wrote a guide called Lessons for Women.
•

•

This is the lid of a
Chinese bronze
vessel from Han
times. The figures
on top are women
who are weaving
cloth, perhaps silk.

•

Wives, Nuns, and Scholars Although Ban Zhao gained fame as a historian, most

Background
In China, the family
name comes first and
the personal name
comes second. These
historians belong to
the Ban family.

women during the Han Dynasty led quiet lives at home. Confucian teachings dictated
that women were to devote themselves to their families. They were supposed to obey
their parents in childhood and their husband and husband’s parents after they married.
To add to their family’s honor, women were to be faithful, pure, and modest.
A few upper-class women broke out of this mold. As explained earlier, some empresses wielded great power. Daoist and later Buddhist nuns were able to gain
an education and lead lives apart from their families. Women in aristocratic and landowning families also sometimes pursued education and culture.

Rebellion and Restoration
In spite of economic and cultural advances, the Han emperors faced grave problems.
One of the main problems was an economic imbalance caused by customs that allowed
the rich to gain more wealth at the expense of the poor.
The Rich Take Advantage of the Poor According to custom, a family’s land was

divided equally among all of the father’s male heirs. Unless a farmer could afford to buy
more land during his lifetime, each generation inherited smaller plots. With such small
plots of land, farmers had a hard time raising enough food to sell or even to feed the
family. Because of this, small farmers often went into debt and had to borrow money
from large landowners, who charged very high interest rates. If the farmer couldn’t pay
back the debt, the landowner took possession of the farmer’s land.
Large landowners were not required to pay taxes, so when their land holdings
increased, the amount of land that was left for the government to tax decreased. With
less money coming in, the government pressed harder to collect money from the small
farmers. As a result, the gap between rich and poor increased.
Wang Mang Overthrows the Han During this time of economic change, political

instability grew. At the palace, court advisers, palace servants, and rival influential families
wove complex plots to influence the emperor’s choice of who would succeed him as ruler.
From about 32 B.C. until A.D. 9, one inexperienced emperor replaced another. Chaos
reigned in the palace, and with peasant revolts, unrest spread across the land as well.
Finally, Wang Mang (wahng mahng), a Confucian scholar and member of the court,
decided that a strong ruler was needed to restore order. For six years he had been acting
as regent for the infant who had been crowned emperor. In A.D. 9, Wang Mang took the
imperial title for himself and overthrew the Han, thus ending the first half of the Han
Dynasty known as the Former Han.

186 Chapter 7

Vocabulary
regent: a person who
rules temporarily
while a monarch is
too young
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Two Great Empires: Han China and Rome
Han Dynasty—202 B.C. to A.D. 220

Roman Empire—27 B.C. to A.D. 476

• Empire replaced rival kingdoms

• Empire replaced republic

• Centralized, bureaucratic government

• Centralized, bureaucratic government

• Built roads and defensive walls

• Built roads and defensive walls

• Conquered many diverse peoples in regions
bordering China

• Conquered many diverse peoples in regions
of three continents

• At its height—area of 1,500,000 square miles
and a population of 60,000,000

• At its height—area of 3,400,000 square miles
and a population of 55,000,000

• Chinese became common written language
throughout empire

• Latin did not replace other written languages
in empire

• Ongoing conflict with nomads

• Ongoing conflict with nomads

• Empire fell apart; restored by Tang dynasty in 618

• Empire fell apart; never restored

S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Charts

Silk was the trade
good that linked the
Han and Roman
Empires. Han artists
often did beautiful
paintings on silk,
such as this one.

1. How long did each empire last? During what years were they both in existence?
2. How were Han China and the Roman Empire similar? How were they different?

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Recognizing
Effects How did
Wang Mang’s policies
help cause his own
downfall?
C. Possible Answer
His land reform turned
the wealthy against
him, his economic
policies caused problems, and his policies
to help the poor were
inadequate during the
flood.

Wang Mang tried to bring the country under control. He minted new money
to relieve the treasury’s shortage. He set up public granaries to help feed
China’s poor. He took away large landholdings from the rich and planned to
redistribute the land to farmers who had lost their land. This plan angered powerful landholders. And Wang Mang’s larger supply of money disrupted the
economy because it allowed people to increase their spending, which encouraged merchants to raise prices.
Then, in A.D. 11, a great flood left thousands dead and millions homeless.
The public granaries did not hold enough to feed the displaced, starving people. Huge peasant revolts rocked the land. The wealthy, opposed to Wang
Mang’s land policies, joined in the rebellion. The rebels assassinated Wang
Mang in A.D. 23. Within two years, a member of the old imperial family took
the throne and began the second period of Han rule—called the Later Han.
The Later Han Years With peace restored to China, the first decades of the

Later Han Dynasty were quite prosperous. The government sent soldiers and merchants
westward to regain control of posts along the Silk Roads. But this expansion couldn’t
make up for social, political, and economic weaknesses within the empire itself. Within a
century, China suffered from the same economic imbalances, political intrigues, and
social unrest that had toppled the Former Han. By 220, the Later Han Dynasty had
disintegrated into three rival kingdoms.

Section 3 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Han Dynasty
• centralized
government
• civil service
• monopoly
• assimilation

2. TAKING NOTES

Create a spider map like the one
shown to record the methods that
Han rulers used to centralize the
government.

Centralized Government

Explain which method you think
was most important and why.

3. IDENTIFYING PROBLEMS

What problem do you think was
most responsible for weakening
the Han Dynasty’s power?

THINK ABOUT
• problems at court
• problems with non-Chinese
peoples
• economic and social problems

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Religious and Ethical
Systems Review the five qualities
that Confucius said all gentlemen
should practice (see page 183).
Working with a small team, think of
actions that government officials
could take to demonstrate each of
those qualities. Choose the best
actions and illustrate them on a
motivational poster that could hang
in a government office.
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Visual Summary

India and China
Establish Empires
321 B.C.

Chapter

7

Assessment

TERMS & NAMES
Briefly explain the importance of each of the following to the empires in
India and China between 321 B.C. and A.D. 550.

Mauryan Empire

300 B.C.

• 321 B.C.—Chandragupta Maurya
seized throne and began
Mauryan Empire

Mauryan Empire

200 B.C.

Page 1 of 2

• 269 B.C.—Asoka began
rule; conquered Kalinga;
regretted slaughter and
converted to Buddhism;
sent out missionaries
• 232 B.C.—Asoka died; empire
started to break apart
• 185 B.C.—Greeks invaded India,
beginning five centuries of
turmoil

100 B.C.

1. Mauryan Empire

6. Silk Roads

2. Asoka

7. Han Dynasty

3. religious toleration

8. centralized government

4. Gupta Empire
5. Kalidasa

9. civil service
10. assimilation

REVIEW QUESTIONS
SECTION 1 (pages 173–176)

First Empires of India
11. List three significant accomplishments of the Mauryan rulers.
12. How did India change during the 500 years between the decline of the
Mauryan Empire and the rise of the Gupta Empire?
13. How did the southern tip of India differ from the rest of India?

Han Dynasty

SECTION 2 (pages 177–180)
1 B.C.
A.D.

1

Han Dynasty
• 202 B.C.—Liu Bang started
Han Dynasty; strengthened
central government
• 141 B.C.—Wudi began reign;
conquered neighboring
regions; started civil service

A.D.

• Chinese invented paper, collar
harness, watermill

100

• A.D. 9—Wang Mang temporarily
overthrew the Han
• 1st century A.D.— Later Han
rulers encouraged Silk Road
trade with West
A.D.

Trade Spreads Indian Religions and Culture
14. How did changes in Buddhism influence art in India?
15. Summarize the main advances in science and mathematics by Indians
prior to A.D. 500.
16. Describe the economic and cultural links between India and
Southeast Asia.
SECTION 3 (pages 181–187)

Han Emperors in China
17. Explain why Wudi was one of China’s most significant rulers.
18. Under the Chinese civil service system, who could become government
officials?
19. How did silk influence China’s government, economy, and culture
during the Han period?
20. How did economic problems lead to the decline of the Han?

200

Interact

Gupta Empire
A.D.

• Buddhism and Hinduism
developed more popular forms

300

A.D.

400

Gupta Empire

• A.D. 320—Chandra Gupta began
empire
• A.D. 375—Chandra Gupta II
started reign; Indian art,
literature, and dance flowered
• A.D. 500—Indian astronomers
realized earth was round;
mathematician calculated value
of pi and length of solar year
• Trade spread Indian culture,
Hinduism, and Buddhism
A.D.

500
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with History

On page 172, you looked at a situation in which a government hired
people to spy on each other. Now
that you have read the chapter,
reevaluate your decision about
being a spy. What do you think are
the best methods for a government
to use to control large numbers of
people? Consider the methods used
by Chandragupta, Asoka, and the
Han emperors.
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CRITICAL THINKING

CHAPTER ACTIVITIES

1. INFLUENCING GOVERNMENT

1. LIVING HISTORY: Unit Portfolio Project

Contrast
Buddhism’s influence on India’s government with
Confucianism’s influence on China’s government.
Contrast the teachings, the motive of the rulers who
tried to implement those teachings, and how long
the influence lasted.
THEME RELIGIOUS AND ETHICAL SYSTEMS

2. COMPARING EMPIRES

Create a table such as the one below and fill in the
information about each empire.
Empire

Period of Key
Significant
Influence Leaders Achievements

Mauryan
Gupta
Han

THEME POWER AND AUTHORITY Your unit portfolio project focuses on people
who grab power and establish their authority (see page 107). For Chapter 7,
you might use one of the following ideas.

• Draw a bar chart comparing how long five different rulers held power. In a
paragraph below the bar chart, explain which three rulers you think were
most significant and why. Is length of rule the main element in deciding
how significant a ruler was?
• Create a collage of sketches and photocopies showing the methods of
exercising power used by rulers of the Mauryan, Gupta, and Han empires.
• Write a newspaper editorial either praising or criticizing Asoka and his
methods of governing. Use historical examples to show the wisdom or the
foolishness of his actions.
2. CONNECT TO TODAY: Cooperative Learning

3. EVALUATING SUCCESS

Was the Mauryan, Gupta, or Han empire most
successful? Identify the standards you used to
evaluate success and how each empire measured
up to these standards.
4. ANALYZING PRIMARY SOURCES

The following quotation, from one of Asoka’s
edicts, describes Asoka’s reaction after he
conquered Kalinga. Read the quotation and
answer the questions below it.

THEME CULTURAL INTERACTION Throughout its history, India has been
strongly affected by the many cultural groups who migrated onto the
subcontinent. Work with a team to research the different peoples living in
India today and how they interact with one another.

Using the Internet, reference books, or magazines, research
information about the different peoples of India. Look for statistics
and data that answer such questions as, How many different languages are
spoken in India? How many different religions are practiced in India? Are any
groups of people in India currently in conflict with each other?
As a team, create an encyclopedia article about the peoples of India today.
Include graphs to show how India’s population is distributed among various
groups and text that describes those groups and how they interact today.
3. INTERPRETING A TIME LINE

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
Kalinga was conquered by his Sacred and
Gracious Majesty when he had been consecrated eight years. 150,000 persons were
thence carried away captive, 100,000 were
slain, and many times that number died. . . .
Thus arose his Sacred Majesty’s remorse for
having conquered the Kalingas, because the
conquest of a country previously unconquered involves the slaughter, death, and carrying away captive of the people.
ASOKA, in A History of Modern India
by Percival Spear

• Judging from this edict, what did the conquest of
Kalinga cause Asoka to realize about the nature
of war?

Revisit the unit time line on pages 106-107. On the Chapter 7 time line,
which events named reflect cultural achievements? Explain which of these
events influenced India or China.

FOCUS ON ART
Look carefully at this 16-inch high, bronze sculpture from Han China.
• Would you describe this sculpture as realistic or not? Why?
• Do you think the scene depicted by the sculpture was typical of Han
life? Why or why not?
Connect to History Think about the different classes that made up
Han society. Which do you think is most likely the subject of this
sculpture? Explain.

• Why would this realization have motivated him to
investigate Buddhism? Support your answer with
details from the text.
• If more rulers had shared Asoka’s belief, how
might world history have been different?

Additional Test Practice,
pp. S1–S33

TEST PRACTICE
CL ASSZONE .COM
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TERMS & NAMES

The Kingdom of Aksum
andEast AfricanTrade

• Aksum
• Adulis
• Ezana

MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

The kingdom of Aksum became an
international trading power and
adopted Christianity.

Ancient Aksum, which is now Ethiopia,
is still a center of Eastern Christianity.

SETTING THE STAGE In the eighth century B.C., before the Nok were spreading

their culture throughout West Africa, the kingdom of Kush in East Africa had become
powerful enough to conquer Egypt. (See Chapter 4.) However, fierce Assyrians swept
into Egypt during the next century and drove the Kushite pharaohs south. Kush nevertheless remained a powerful kingdom for over 1,000 years—until it was conquered
by another even more powerful kingdom.

The Rise of the Kingdom of Aksum
The kingdom that arose was Aksum (AHK soom). It was located south of Kush on a
rugged plateau on the Red Sea, in what is now Eritrea and Ethiopia. A legend traces
the founding of the kingdom of Aksum and the Ethiopian royal dynasty to the son of
King Solomon of ancient Israel and the Queen of Sheba. That dynasty includes the
20th-century ruler Haile Selassie. In fact, the history of Aksum may have begun as
early as 1000 b.c., when Arab peoples crossed the Red Sea into Africa. There they
mingled with Kushite herders and
farmers and passed along their written
language, Ge’ez (GEE ehz). They also
M e d i t e r r a n e a n Aksum, A.D. 300–700
shared their skills of working stone and
Sea
To Europe
building dams and aqueducts.
Jerusalem
The first mention of Aksum was in a
30°N
Memphis
250 Miles
0
Greek guidebook written around A.D.
EGYPT
100, Periplus of the Erythraean Sea. It
0
500 Kilometers
Thebes
describes Zoskales (ZAHS kuh leez),
Mecca
Aksum Kingdom
SAHARA
thought to be the first king of Aksum.
Trade routes
Tropic of Cancer
Berenice
He was “a stickler about his possessions
ARABIAN
and always [greedy] for getting more,
PENINSULA
20°N
but in other respects a fine person and
NUBIA
(KUSH)
well versed in reading and writing
At
Greek.” Greece was not the only counBMeroë
try to interact with Aksum, however.
Aksum Adulis
To India
Aden
Under Zoskales and other rulers,
en
f Ad
Lake
Aksum began conquering people in
ulf o
G
Tana
Zeila
other lands. The Aksumites seized areas
10°N
AKSUM
along the Red Sea and the Blue Nile in
To interior of
Africa. They also crossed the Red Sea
Africa
and took control of lands on the
G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
southwestern Arabian Peninsula.
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expansion into surrounding areas
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Aksum Controls International
Trade Aksum’s location and

1. Location What nearby waterways enabled Aksum to become a
major trading center?
2. Movement What continents or countries did Aksum’s trade
routes give it access to?
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made it an important trading center. It was a hub for caravan routes to Egypt and
Meroë, the capital of Kush. Its miles of coastline and ports on the Red Sea gave it
influence over sea trade on the Mediterranean Sea and Indian Ocean as well. Traders
from Egypt, Arabia, Persia, India, and the Roman Empire crowded Aksum’s chief seaport, Adulis (AHD uh luhs), near present-day Massawa. As a result, Aksum soon
became an international trading power.
Aksumite merchants traded necessities such as salt and luxuries such as rhinoceros
horns, tortoise shells, ivory, emeralds, and gold. In return, they chose from items such
as imported cloth, glass, olive oil, wine, brass, iron, and copper. Around a.d. 550, an
Egyptian merchant named Cosmas described how Aksumite agents bargained for gold
from the people in southern Ethiopia:
•

•

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
They take along with them to the mining district oxen, lumps of salt, and iron, and when
they reach its neighborhood they . . . halt . . . and form an encampment, which they
fence round with a great hedge of thorns. Within this they live, and having slaughtered
the oxen, cut them in pieces and lay the pieces on top of the thorns along with the
lumps of salt and the iron. Then come the natives bringing gold in nuggets like peas . . .
and lay one or two or more of these upon what pleases them. . . . Then the owner of the
meat approaches, and if he is satisfied he takes the gold away, and upon seeing this its
owner comes and takes the flesh or the salt or the iron.
COSMAS, quoted in Travellers in Ethiopia

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ A Strong Ruler Expands the Kingdom The kingdom of Aksum
■HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■ reached its height between a.d. 325 and 360, when an exceptionally
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

strong ruler, Ezana (AY zah nah), occupied the throne. Determined
to establish and expand his authority, Ezana first conquered the part
of the Arabian peninsula that is now Yemen. Then, in 330, Ezana
turned his attention to Kush, which already had begun to decline. In
350, he conquered the Kushites and burned Meroë to the ground:
•

Ezana
Mid-Fourth Century A.D.
Ezana of Aksum, who reigned from
about A.D. 325 to 360, succeeded to
the throne as an infant after the
death of his father. While his mother
ruled the kingdom, he was educated
by a young Christian man from Syria
who had been captured and taken
into the court.
When Ezana finally became ruler
of Aksum, he converted to
Christianity and established it as the
kingdom’s official religion. “I will
rule the people with righteousness
and justice and will not oppress
them, and may they preserve this
Throne which I have set up for the
Lord of Heaven,” he vowed.
These spiritual aims—along
with his earthly conquests—gained
him the title negusa nagast, or
“king of kings.”

•

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
I carried war against [them] when they had rebelled. . . . I burnt their
towns of stone and their towns of straw. At the same time, my men
plundered [stole] their grain, their bronze, their iron and their copper,
destroyed the idols in their homes, their stocks of corn and of cotton;
and they threw themselves into the river. . . .
KING EZANA OF AKSUM, quoted in Africa: Past and Present

A Cosmopolitan Culture Develops

From the beginning, Aksumites had a diverse cultural heritage. This
blend included traditions of the Arab peoples who crossed the Red
Sea into Africa and those of the Kushite peoples they settled among.
As the kingdom expanded and became a powerful trading center, it
attracted people from all over the ancient world.
The port city of Adulis was particularly cosmopolitan. It included
people from Aksum’s widespread trading partners, such as Egypt, Arabia, Greece,
Rome, Persia, India, and even Byzantium. In the babble of tongues heard in Aksum,
Greek stood out as the international language of the time, much as English does in
the world today.
The Spread of Christianity The Aksumites, like other ancient Africans, tradition-

200 Chapter 8

ally believed in one god. They called their god Mahrem and believed that their king
was directly descended from him. They were also animists, however, and worshipped
the spirits of nature and honored their dead ancestors. They offered sacrifices—often
as many as a dozen oxen at a time—to those spirits, to Mahrem, and often, to the
Greek god of war, Ares.

Vocabulary
cosmopolitan:
including elements
from many parts of
the world.
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Analyzing
Causes What conditions led to Aksum’s
becoming a Christian
Kingdom?
A. Answer Its status as a trade center
where ideas were
exchanged, and
Ezana’s conversion to
Christianity.
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Merchants exchanged more than raw materials and finished goods in
Aksum. They shared ideas as well. One of these ideas was a new religion,
Christianity. Based on the teachings of Jesus and a belief in one God—
monotheism—Christianity began in Palestine about a.d. 30. It spread
throughout the Roman Empire and then to Aksum. King Ezana’s conversion
and his devout practice of Christianity strengthened its hold in Aksum.
In a.d. 451, a dispute arose over the nature of Christ—whether he was
solely divine, or both divine and human. This dispute led to a split between
Egypt and Ethiopia on the one hand and the church of Constantinople and
Rome on the other. The Egyptian and Ethiopian churches, which believed
in the wholly divine nature of Christ, followed their separate paths. They
became the Coptic Church of Egypt and the Ethiopian Orthodox Church.
The influence of these churches has continued. The Ethiopian Orthodox
Church today boasts a membership of more than 22 million people—over
half the population of the country.
Aksumite Architecture The establishment of Christianity was just one

lasting achievement of the Aksumites. They also developed a unique architecture. They used stone instead of mud bricks to construct vast royal
palaces and public buildings. Like the Egyptians, the Aksumites used no
mortar. Instead, they carved stones to fit together tightly. Aksum’s kings also
built huge stone pillars called stelae (STEE lee). These presumably were
meant to celebrate the kings’ conquests and to demonstrate Aksum’s greatness. Some are 60 feet tall and were among the largest structures in the
ancient world. Ezana left a lasting reminder of Aksum’s spiritual and structural achievements in his last stele. He dedicated this soaring stone to the
Christian God, “the Lord of heaven, who in heaven and upon earth is
mightier than everything that exists.”
•

Language and Agriculture The inscription on Ezana’s stele is written in

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Recognizing
Effects How did
Aksum’s location and
interaction with other
regions affect its
development?
B. Answer Its location on water and
land trade routes gave
it access to new ideas
and products, markets
for it own products,
and the means of conquering and expanding its kingdom.

This towering stone pillar, or
stele, was built to celebrate
Aksum’s achievements. Still
standing today, its size and
elaborate inscriptions make it
an achievement in its own right.

Ge’ez, the language brought to Aksum by its early Arab inhabitants. Aside from
Egypt and Meroë, Aksum was the only ancient African kingdom known to have
developed a written language. It was also the first state south of the Sahara to mint its
own coins. Made of bronze, silver, and gold, these coins were imprinted with the saying,
“May the country be satisfied.” Ezana apparently hoped that this
inscription would make him popular with the people. Every time they
GlobalImpact
used a coin, it would remind them that he had their interests at heart.
A Road Paved with Gold:
In addition to these cultural achievements, the Aksumites adapted
Aksum to Rome
creatively to their rugged, hilly environment. They created a new
The kingdom of Aksum had a
method of agriculture, terrace farming. This enabled them to greatly
tremendous impact on the ancient
increase the productivity of their land. Terraces, or steplike ridges
Mediterranean world. It particularly
influenced one of the most
constructed on mountain slopes, helped the soil retain water and
important powers of the time, the
prevented its being washed downhill in heavy rains. The Aksumites
Roman Empire. Roman ships came
dug canals to channel water from mountain streams into the fields.
to Adulis weekly to trade with the
They also built dams and cisterns, or holding tanks, to store water.
Aksumites. Many Roman merchants

The Fall of Aksum
Aksum’s cultural and technological achievements enabled it to last
for 800 years. The kingdom finally declined, however, under invaders
who practiced the religion called Islam (ihs LAHM). Its founder was
the prophet Muhammad, and by the time of his death in 632, his followers had conquered all of Arabia. This territory included Aksum’s
lands on the Arabian coast of the Red Sea. The Islamic invaders
went on to conquer vast territories in the Mediterranean world,
spreading their religion as they went. Because Aksum had protected
•

lived in Adulis, and in the capital
city, Aksum.
One of the chief commodities
that linked the two powers was
gold. The Aksumites had access to
it from inland gold mines, and the
Romans needed it to support the
monetary system of their growing
empire. Rome and Aksum were
linked not only by gold, however.
They also shared a spiritual link in
their commitment to Christianity.
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This 15th-century
Ethiopian fan
shows the Christian
influence that
began in Aksum
and continues in
the area today. It
may have been
used during the
church service to
keep flies from
settling on the
communion bread
and wine.
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Muhammad’s family and followers during his rise to power, however, his followers initially did not invade Aksum’s territories on the African coast of the Red Sea. Retaining
control of that coastline enabled Aksum to remain a trading power.
Before long, though, the invaders seized footholds on the African coast as well. In
710 they destroyed Adulis. This conquest cut Aksum off from the major ports along
both the Red Sea and the Mediterranean. As a result, the kingdom declined as an
international trading power. But it was not only Aksum’s political power that weakened. Its spiritual identity and environment were also endangered.
As the invaders spread Islam to the lands they conquered, Aksum became isolated
from other Christian settlements. To escape the advancing wave of Islam, Aksum’s
rulers moved their capital over the mountains into what is now northern Ethiopia.
There, depletion of the forests and soil erosion as well as Aksum’s new geographic isolation led to its decline as a world power.
Although the kingdom of Aksum reached tremendous heights and left a lasting
legacy in its religion, architecture, and agriculture, it lived out its lifespan within a fairly
small area. Other cultures, both in Africa and around the world, have developed not by
expanding locally, but by moving over great distances. As their living circumstances
changed, they adapted to the other peoples and environments they encountered.

Section 2 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Aksum
• Adulis
• Ezana

2. TAKING NOTES

Use a web like the one below to
list the achievements of Aksum.

Why did the kingdom of Aksum
decline?

THINK ABOUT
Aksum’s achievements

Write a paragraph comparing
Aksum’s achievements with those
of another empire, such as Egypt
or Rome.

202 Chapter 8

3. ANALYZING CAUSES

• the rise and spread of Islam
• Aksum’s relocation
• changes in the environment

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Power and Authority Do you
think that the kingdom of Aksum
would have reached the same
heights if Ezana had not become
king? Explain your answer.

THINK ABOUT
• Ezana’s accomplishments
• Aksum’s importance as a trading
center
• Ezana’s conversion to Christianity
• the decline of Aksum
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West African Empires
and Civilizations
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

West Africa contained several
powerful empires and states, including
Ghana, Mali, and Songhai.

These empires demonstrate the
richness of African culture before
European colonization.

TERMS & NAMES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ghana
Mali
Sundiata
Mansa Musa
Ibn Battuta
Songhai
Hausa
Yoruba
Benin

SETTING THE STAGE While the Almohads and Almoravids were building empires in

North Africa, three powerful empires flourished in West Africa. These ancient African
empires arose in the Sahel—the savanna region just south of the Sahara. They grew
strong through the controlling of trade.

Ghana: Land of Gold
By A.D. 200, trade across the Sahara had existed for centuries. However, this trade
remained infrequent and irregular because of the harsh desert conditions. Most pack
animals—oxen, donkeys, and horses—could not travel very far in the hot, dry Sahara
without rest or water. Then in the third century A.D., Berber nomads began using
camels. The camel could plod steadily over much longer distances, covering as
much as 60 miles in a day. In addition, it could travel up to ten days without
water, twice as long as most pack animals. With the camel, nomads
blazed new routes across the desert and trade increased.
The trade routes crossed the savanna through the region
farmed by the Soninke (soh NIHN keh) people. The Soninke
people called their ruler ghana, or war chief. Muslim traders
began to use the word to refer to the Soninke region. By the
700s, Soninke rulers of the kingdom of Ghana were growing rich
from taxing the goods that traders carried through their territory.
•

•

Gold-Salt Trade The two most important trade items were gold and

salt. Gold came from a forest region south of the savanna between the Niger
(NY juhr) and Senegal (SEHN ih GAWL) rivers. Miners dug gold from shafts as deep as
100 feet or sifted it from fast-moving streams. Some sources estimate that until about
1350, at least two-thirds of the world’s supply of gold came from West Africa. Although
rich in gold, West Africa’s savanna and forests lacked salt, a material essential to human
life. The Sahara contained deposits of salt. In fact, in the Saharan village of Taghaza,
workers built their houses from salt blocks because it was the only material available.
Arab and Berber traders crossed the desert with camel caravans loaded down with
salt. They also carried cloth, weapons, and manufactured goods from ports on the
Mediterranean. After a long journey, they reached the market towns of the savanna.
Meanwhile, African traders brought gold north from the forest regions.
Merchants met in trading cities, where they exchanged goods under the watchful
eye of the king’s tax collector. In addition to taxing trade, royal officials made sure that
all traders weighed goods fairly and did business according to law. Royal guards also
provided protection from bandits.
•

Background
Salt helps the human
body retain water in
hot weather. It also
preserves food so that
it does not spoil so
quickly.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Recognizing
Effects What were
positive and negative
effects of the king’s
control of trade?
A. Answer
Positive—weighed
goods fairly, did business according to law,
kept price of gold up;
Negative—taxed
traders for goods.

•

•

Miners in a forest
region of West
Africa dug up gold
nuggets like this.
The king of Ghana
passed a law that
all nuggets should
be given to him.

Empire of Ghana In his royal palace, the king stored gold nuggets and slabs of salt

(collected as taxes). Only the king had the right to own gold nuggets, although gold
dust freely circulated in the marketplace. By this means, the king limited the supply of
gold and kept its price from falling. Ghana’s African ruler acted as a religious leader,
Societies and Empires of Africa 371
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G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
1. Region Compare the regions occupied by the Ghana, Mali, and Songhai
empires in terms of size and location.
2. Human-Environment Interaction How did the environment both
contribute resources to and cause problems for traders?

chief judge, and military commander. He headed a large bureaucracy
and could call up a huge army. In 1067, a Muslim geographer and
scholar named al-Bakri wrote a description of Ghana’s royal court:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
The king adorns himself . . . wearing necklaces and bracelets. . . . The
court of appeal is held in a domed pavilion around which stand ten
horses with gold embroidered trappings. Behind the king stand ten
pages holding shields and swords decorated with gold, and on his
right are the sons of the subordinate [lower] kings of his country, all
wearing splendid garments and with their hair mixed with gold.

Background
Al-Bakri claimed that
Ghana’s army was
200,000 strong. Some
modern scholars
believe that figure
was exaggerated.

AL-BAKRI, quoted in Africa in the Days of Exploration

By the year 800, Ghana had become an empire. Because Ghana’s
king controlled trade and commanded a large army, he could
demand taxes and gifts from the chiefs of surrounding lands. As long as the chiefs
made their payments, the king left them in peace to rule their own people.
Islamic Influences While Islam spread through North Africa by conquest, south of

the Sahara, Islam spread through trade. Muslim merchants and teachers settled in the
states south of the Sahara and introduced their faith there.
Eventually, Ghana’s rulers converted to Islam. By the 11th century, Muslim advisers
were helping the king run his kingdom. While Ghana’s African rulers and many members of the court accepted Islam, many people in the empire clung to their animistic
beliefs and practices. Much of the population never converted. Those who did kept
many of their former beliefs, which they observed along with Islam. Among the upper
class, Islam’s growth encouraged the spread of literacy. To study the Qur’an, converts to
Islam had to learn to read and write Arabic.

372 Chapter 15

Background
Animism is the belief
that spirits—residing
in animals, plants,
and natural forces—
play an important role
in regulating daily life.
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Analyzing
Causes Why would
the disruption of trade
destroy Ghana’s
power?
B. Possible
Answer Because
Ghana’s power was
based on wealth
gained from controlling trade.
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In 1076 the Muslim Almoravids of North Africa completed their conquest of
Ghana. Although the Almoravids eventually withdrew from Ghana, the war had badly
disrupted the gold-salt trade. Ghana never regained its power.

Empire of Mali
By 1235 the kingdom of Mali had emerged. Its founders were Mande-speaking people, who lived south of Ghana. Like Ghana’s, Mali’s wealth was built on gold. As
Ghana remained weak, people who had been under its control began to act independently. In addition, miners found
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
new gold deposits farther east. This ■■■■■■■■■■■
■ ■ ■ ■ MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
caused the most important trade
Sundiata
Mansa Musa
routes to shift eastward, which
?–1255
?–1332
made a new group of people—the
The
strongest
of Sundiata’s
Sundiata came from the kingdom of
people of Mali—wealthy. It also
Kangaba near the present-day Mali- successors, Mansa Musa was a
allowed them to seize power.
devout Muslim. On his hajj, Mansa
Guinea border. According to oral
Sundiata Conquers an Empire

tradition, he was one of 12 royal
brothers who were heirs to the
throne of Kangaba.
When Sumanguru, ruler of a
neighboring state, overran Kangaba
in the early 1200s, he wanted to
eliminate rivals, so he murdered all
of Sundiata’s brothers. He spared
Sundiata, who was sickly and
seemed unlikely to survive.
However, as Sundiata grew up, he
gained strength and became a
popular leader of many warriors. In
1235, Sundiata’s army defeated
Sumanguru and his troops.
Although a Muslim, Sundiata
also performed traditional African
religious ceremonies as emperor.
This helped him unify his empire.

Musa stopped in Cairo, Egypt. Five
hundred slaves, each carrying a
staff of gold, arrived first. They were
followed by 80 camels, each
carrying 300 pounds of gold dust.
Hundreds of other camels brought
supplies. Thousands of servants and
officials completed the procession.
An Egyptian official wrote:

Mali’s first great leader, Sundiata
(sun JAHT ah), came to power by
crushing a cruel, unpopular leader.
Then, in the words of a Mande oral
tradition, “the world knew no other
master but Sundiata.” Sundiata
became Mali’s mansa, or emperor.
This man Mansa Musa spread
upon Cairo the flood of his
Through a series of military victogenerosity: there was no
ries, he took over the kingdom of
person, officer of the court, or
Ghana and the trading cities of
holder of any office of the
Kumbi and Walata. A period of
Sultanate who did not receive
a sum of gold from him.
peace and prosperity followed.
Sundiata proved to be as great a
Mansa Musa gave away so much
gold that the value of this precious
leader in peace as he had been in
metal declined in Egypt for 12 years.
war. He put able administrators in
charge of Mali’s finances, defense,
and foreign affairs. From his new capital at Niani, he promoted agriculture and
This is a Spanish
reestablished the gold-salt trade. Niani became an important center of commerce and mapmaker’s idea of
how Mansa Musa
trade. People began to call Sundiata’s empire Mali, meaning “where the king lives.”
•

•

looked.

Mansa Musa Expands Mali Sundiata died in 1255. Influenced by Arab traders,
Background
Between Sundiata
and Mansa Musa,
Mali experienced turmoil—five different
rulers in only 30
years!

some of Mali’s next rulers became Muslims. These African Muslim rulers built
mosques, attended public prayers, and supported the preaching of Muslim holy men.
The most famous of them was Mansa Musa (MAHN sah moo SAH),
who may have been Sundiata’s grandnephew.
Like Sundiata, Mansa Musa was a skilled military leader who exercised royal control over the gold-salt trade and put down every rebellion. His 100,000-man army kept order and protected Mali from attack.
Under Mansa Musa, the empire expanded to roughly twice the size of
the empire of Ghana. To govern his far-reaching empire, he divided it into
provinces and appointed governors, who ruled fairly and efficiently.
A devout Muslim, Mansa Musa went on a hajj to Mecca from 1324 to
1325. When he returned, Mansa Musa ordered the building of new
mosques at the trading cities of Timbuktu (TIHM buhk TOO) and Gao.
Timbuktu became one of the most important cities of the empire. It
attracted Muslim judges, doctors, religious leaders, and scholars from far and
wide to its mosques and universities.
•

•

•

•
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Travels of Ibn Battuta In 1352, one of Mansa Musa’s successors prepared to

receive a traveler and historian named Ibn Battuta (IHB uhn ba TOO tah). A native
of Tangier in North Africa, Ibn Battuta had traveled for 27 years, visiting most of the
countries in the Islamic world.
After leaving the royal palace, Ibn Battuta visited Timbuktu and other cities in
Mali. He found he could travel without fear of crime. As a devout Muslim, he praised
the people for their study of the Qur’an, but criticized them for not strictly practicing
Islam’s moral code. However, Mali’s justice system also impressed him:
•

•

•

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
They are seldom unjust, and have a greater abhorrence of injustice than any other people. Their sultan shows no mercy to anyone who is guilty of the least act of it. There is
complete security in their country. Neither traveler nor inhabitant in it has anything to
fear from robbers.
IBN BATTUTA, quoted in Africa in the Days of Exploration

Ibn Battuta left Mali in 1353. Within 50 years, the once-powerful empire began to
weaken. Most of Mansa Musa’s successors lacked his ability to govern well. In addition, the gold trade that was one basis of Mali’s wealth again shifted eastward as new
goldfields were developed.

Empire of Songhai
As Mali declined in the 1400s, people who had been under its control began to break
away. Among them were the Songhai (SAWNG HY) to the east. They built up an
army, extended their territory to the large bend in the Niger River near Gao, and
gained control of the all-important trade routes. Gao was the capital
of their empire.
Daily
•

Life

Islam in West Africa
South of the Sahara, many converts
to Islam also kept their African
beliefs. They found ways to include
their traditional rituals and customs
into their new religion.
The status of women in West
African societies demonstrates how
local custom altered Muslim
practice. In many 15th-century
Muslim societies, women seldom left
their homes. When they did, they
veiled their faces. Muslim women in
West Africa, however, did not wear
veils. They also mingled freely with
men in public—which shocked
visiting Muslim religious leaders.
Cultural blending also affected
architecture. West Africans used
local techniques to build the mosque
at Kawara, shown below. They
sculpted it beautifully from mud.

374

Sunni Ali, a Conquering Hero The Songhai had two extraordinary rulers. One was Sunni Ali, who built a vast empire by military
conquest. Sunni Ali’s rule began in 1464 and lasted almost 30 years.
Sunni Ali built a professional army that had a riverboat fleet of
war canoes and a mobile fighting force on horseback. He forged the
Songhai empire through his skill as a military commander and his
aggressive leadership. In 1468, Sunni Ali achieved his first major military triumph. He captured the city of Timbuktu, which had been an
important part of Mali’s empire.
Five years later, he took Djenné, also a trade city that had a university. To take Djenné, Sunni Ali besieged the city for seven years before
it fell in 1473. Sunni Ali sealed the takeover of Djenné by marrying its
queen.
Askia Muhammad Governs Well After Sunni Ali’s death in 1492,

his son succeeded him as ruler. Almost at once, he faced a major
revolt by Muslims who were angry that he did not practice their religion faithfully. The leader of the revolt was a devout
Muslim named Askia Muhammad. He drove Sunni
Ali’s son from power and replaced him.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Making
Inferences Why
might the people who
had been conquered
by Mali want to break
away?
C. Possible
Answers Because
they resented being
controlled by Mali;
because they wanted
to take over trade for
themselves.
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Background
The Chinese invented
gunpowder in the
9th century. About
1304, Arabs developed the first gun,
which shot arrows.
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During his 35-year rule, Askia Muhammad proved to be an excellent administrator.
He set up an efficient tax system and chose able officials. Adding to the centralized
government created by Sunni Ali, he appointed officials to serve as ministers of the
treasury, army, navy, and agriculture. Under his rule, the well-governed empire thrived.
Despite its wealth and learning, the Songhai Empire lacked modern weapons. In
1591, a Moroccan fighting force of several thousand men equipped with gunpowder
and cannons crossed the Sahara and invaded Songhai. The Moroccan troops quickly
defeated the Songhai warriors, who were armed only with swords and spears. The collapse of the Songhai Empire ended a 1,000-year period in which powerful kingdoms
and empires ruled the central region of West Africa.

Other Peoples of West Africa
While empires rose and fell in some parts of West Africa, in other areas city-states developed. As in Ghana, Mali, and Songhai, Muslim traditions influenced some of these citystates. Other city-states held to their traditional African beliefs.
Hausa City-States Compete The Hausa (HOW•suh) were a group

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
D. Analyzing
Causes In your own
words, restate the
main reason that the
Hausa did not develop
an empire.
D. Answer They
developed several
city-states of roughly
equal power and
fought constantly;
none was able to
dominate the others.

S

O

POTLIGHT N
of people named after the language they spoke. The city-states of the
Hausa people first emerged between the years 1000 and 1200 in the
Queen Amina’s Reign
savanna area east of Mali and Songhai in what is today northern
In the 1500s, the Hausa city-state of
Nigeria. Songhai briefly ruled the Hausa city-states, but they soon
Zazzau (later called Zaria) was
regained their independence. In such city-states as Kano, Katsina, and
governed by Queen Amina. She
was remembered as the
Zazzau (later Zaria), local rulers built walled cities for their capitals.
“headdress among the turbans.”
These cities had populations of 50,000 or more. From their capitals,
Her rule was distinguished for its
Hausa rulers governed the farming villages outside the city walls.
military conquests.
Each ruler depended on the crops of the farmers and on a thriving
The Kano Chronicle, a history
trade in salt, grain, and cotton cloth made by urban weavers. Because
of the city-state of Kano, records:
they were located on trade routes that linked other West African states
At this time Zaria, under Queen
Amina, conquered all the
with the Mediterranean, Kano and Katsina became major trading
towns as far as Kawararafa and
states. They profited greatly from supplying the needs of caravans.
Nupe. Every town paid tribute
Kano was noted for its woven and dyed cloth and for its leather goods.
to her. . . . Her conquests
Zazzau, the southernmost state, conducted a vigorous trade in
extended over 34 years.
enslaved persons. Zazzau’s traders raided an area south of the city and
Queen Amina’s commitment to
her Muslim faith also led her to
sold their captives to traders in other Hausa states. These traders sold
encourage Muslim scholars,
them to other North or West African societies in exchange for horses,
judges, and religious leaders from
harnesses, and guns. The Hausa kept some enslaved workers to build
religious centers at Kano and
and repair city walls and grow food for the cities.
Timbuktu to come to Zazzau.
All the Hausa city-states had similar forms of government. Rulers
This modern
held great power over their subjects, but ministers and other officials acted to check this
Hausa village in
power. For protection from outside enemies and from each other, each city-state raised
Nigeria has many
an army of mounted horsemen. Although rulers often schemed and fought to gain contraditionally constructed mud
trol over their neighbors, none succeeded for long. The constant fighting among citybuildings.
states prevented any one of them from building a Hausa empire.
Yoruba Kings and Artists Like the Hausa, the Yoruba

(YAWR uh buh) people all spoke a common language. Originally the
Yoruba-speaking people belonged to a number of small city-states in
the forests on the southern edge of the savanna in what is today
Benin and southwestern Nigeria. In these communities most people
farmed. Over time, some of these smaller communities joined
together under strong leaders. This led to the formation of several
localized Yoruba kingdoms.
Considered divine, Yoruba kings served as the most important religious and political leaders in their kingdoms. All Yoruba chiefs traced
their descent from the first ruler of Ife (EE fay). According to legend,
•

•

•
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HISTORY THROUGH ART: Sculpture

Benin Sculpture
According to tradition, Yoruba artists taught their techniques to
artists in nearby Benin. One of the primary functions of the artists of
Benin was to please the ruler by recording his history or displaying his
power. Adorning the palace walls were brass plaques commemorating
the ruler’s great achievements. Brass heads showed the ruler and his
family as idealized figures.

Brass Leopard
This snarling leopard is a symbol of
the king’s royal power. It is also a
water vessel used on ceremonial
occasions. Water was poured into the
hollow vessel through a hole on top of the
head. When the vessel was tilted, water
poured out through the nostrils.

Bronze Box
This box is shaped like a section of the
palace. On the center tower are a bird,
which symbolizes disaster, and a python.
Standing on the ridge of the
roof are two Portuguese
soldiers holding guns.

Connect

to History

Drawing Conclusions What
does each of these sculptures
reveal about who had power in
Benin? What can you conclude
about changes that might have
been happening in Benin?
SEE SKILLBUILDER
HANDBOOK, PAGE R17

Connect

to Today

Comparing How do people
today try to demonstrate their
power to others—through art or
through some other way? Explain.

376 Chapter 15

Queen Mother
Benin is perhaps most
famous for royal heads
such as this one. In Benin,
the queen mother held a
great deal of power.
To symbolize that,
she wore a woven
crown called a
“chicken’s beak.”
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Vocabulary
terra cotta: a
reddish-brown clay,
hard ceramic.
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the creator sent this first ruler down to earth at Ife, where he founded the first
Yoruba state. His many sons became the heads of other Yoruba kingdoms. All
Yoruba chiefs regarded the king of Ife as their highest spiritual authority. To
demonstrate his power, each king surrounded himself with a large royal
court and soldier-bodyguards. However, a secret society of religious and
political leaders limited the king’s rule by reviewing the decisions he made.
Ife and Oyo were the two largest Yoruba kingdoms. Ife, developed
by 1100, was the most powerful Yoruba kingdom until the late 1600s,
when Oyo became more prosperous. As large urban centers, both Ife
and Oyo had high walls surrounding them. With fertile soil and ample
rainfall, most rural farms in the surrounding areas produced surplus food,
which was sent to the cities. This enabled city dwellers to become
traders and craftspeople.
The Ife produced gifted artists who carved in wood and
ivory. They produced terra cotta sculptures and cast in bronze,
brass, and copper. Some scholars believe that the rulers supported artists, who may have lived at court. Many clay and metal
casts portray Ife rulers in an idealistic way.
Kingdom of Benin To the south and west of Ife, near the delta of
the Niger River, lay the kingdom of Benin (buh NIHN). Like the Yoruba
people of Ife and Oyo, its people made their homes in the forest. The
first kings of Benin date from the 1300s. Like the Yoruba kings, the oba,
or ruler, of Benin based his right to rule on claims of descent from the
first king of Ife.
In the 1400s, the oba named Ewuare made Benin into a major West
African state. He did so by building a powerful army. He used it to control an area
that by 1500 stretched from the Niger River delta in the east to what is today Lagos,
Nigeria. Ewuare also strengthened Benin City by building walls around it. Inside the
city, broad streets were lined by neat rows of houses.
The huge palace contained many courtyards and works of art. Artists working
for the oba created magnificent brass heads of the royal family and copper figurines.
Brass plaques on the walls and columns of the royal palace of the oba showed legends,
historical scenes, and the great deeds of the oba and his nobles. According to tradition, Benin artists learned their craft from an Ife artist brought to Benin by the oba
to teach them.
In the 1480s, Portuguese trading ships began to sail into Benin’s port at Gwatto.
The Portuguese traded with Benin merchants for pepper, leopard skins, ivory, and
enslaved persons. This began several centuries of European interference in Africa—
during which they enslaved Africans and seized African territory for colonies. Meanwhile, East Africans—discussed in Section 3—prospered from trade and developed
thriving cities and empires.
•

Although carved
sometime within
the last two
centuries, this
mother and child
is done in a traditional Yoruba style.

Section 2 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Ghana
• Mali
• Sundiata
• Mansa Musa
• Ibn Battuta
• Songhai
• Hausa
• Yoruba
• Benin

2. TAKING NOTES

Compare the Mali Empire and the
Songhai Empire using a Venn
diagram like the one below.

Mali
both

3. DRAWING CONCLUSIONS

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Which of the two—the Yoruba
people or the people of Benin—
had more influence on the other?
Explain.

Economics What do you think

THINK ABOUT

THINK ABOUT

• when the kingdoms flourished
• political traditions of each
• artistic traditions of each

• trade routes
• ownership of gold
• taxes

was the most effective method
Ghana used to regulate its
economy? Explain.

Songhai
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Eastern City-States and
Southern Empires
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

From 1000 to 1500, East African citystates and southern African empires
gained wealth and power through trade.

The country of Zimbabwe and cities
such as Mogadishu and Mombasa have
their roots in this time period.

TERMS & NAMES

• Swahili
• Great Zimbabwe
• Mutapa

SETTING THE STAGE As early as the third century, the kingdom of Aksum had taken

part in an extensive trade network. From its Red Sea port, Aksum traded with Arabia,
Persia, India, and Rome. In the 600s, Muslim forces gained control of Arabia, the Red
Sea, and North Africa. The Muslims cut off the Aksumites from their
GlobalImpact port. The Aksumites moved their capital south from Aksum to Roha
(later called Lalibela) shortly before 1100. In the meantime, other
cities on the east coast were thriving on Indian Ocean trade.
Swahili
Over the centuries, contacts
between two peoples—Bantu
speakers and Arabs—led to the
creation of a new people and a new
language. Many Arab traders
married African women. In time,
people of mixed Arab and African
ancestry came to be called Swahili.
The word comes from an Arabic
term meaning “people of the coast”
and refers to the East African coast.
Although Swahili peoples do not
share a single culture, they do
speak a common language. Swahili
is a Bantu language with many
words borrowed from Arabic.
Today, Swahili is spoken by about
30 million people—about half of all
people who speak a Bantu
language. In Tanzania and Kenya,
Swahili is the official language.

In some parts of
Africa, cowrie
shells were used
for currency. The
cowrie is a sea
snail that lives in
the Indian Ocean.
Its shell is
beautifully
colored.

East Coast Trade Cities

By 1100, waves of Bantu-speaking people had migrated across central Africa to the east coast. There they established farming and fishing villages. At the same time, traders took advantage of the
monsoons to make their way across the Indian Ocean to East Africa.
Slowly, the existing coastal villages grew into bustling seaports, built
on trade between East African merchants and traders from Arabia,
Persia, and India. As trade increased, many Muslim Arab and
Persian traders settled in these port cities. Arabic blended with the
Bantu language to create the Swahili (swah HEE lee) language.
Persian traders moved south from the Horn of Africa—a triangular peninsula near Arabia. They brought Asian manufactured goods
to Africa and African raw materials to Asia. In the coastal markets,
Arab traders sold porcelain bowls from China and jewels and cotton
cloth from India. They bought African ivory, gold, tortoiseshell,
ambergris, leopard skins, and rhinoceros horns to carry to Arabia.
By 1300, more than 35 trading cities dotted the coast from
Mogadishu in the north to Kilwa and Sofala in the south. Like the empires of West
Africa, these seaports grew wealthy by controlling all incoming and outgoing trade. Some
cities also manufactured trade goods for export. For example, weavers in Mogadishu and
Sofala made cloth. Workers in Mombasa and Malindi made iron tools.
•

•

Vocabulary
ambergris: a grayishwhite substance from
the intestines of
sperm whales, used
to make perfume.

Trade Goods
Raw Materials

Point of Origin

Products Made

• leopard skins

• savanna region

• saddles

• tortoiseshell

• shells of hawksbill sea turtles

• combs

• gold

• mines in southern Africa

• coins, jewelry

• ivory

• tusks from elephants in savanna region

• carved chess pieces and sword hilts

S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Charts
1. Which raw materials came from the savanna region?
2. Rank the raw materials in order of value, and explain your decision.

378

Background
More Bantu-speaking
people moved south
than east. Eventually,
they settled much of
southern Africa.
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A. Analyzing
Causes What were
the two main reasons
Kilwa became so
wealthy?
A. Answer Its favorable location caused
trade to funnel into
the city; It controlled
Sofala and its gold
trade.

East African Trade, 1000
N i le

THINK THROUGH HISTORY

1331, Ibn Battuta visited Kilwa. He
called it one of the most beautiful
cities in the world. He admired the
luxurious way that its Muslim rulers
and merchants lived. The richest
families lived in fine houses of coral
and stone. They slept in beds inlaid
with ivory and their meals were
served on Chinese porcelain.
Wealthy Muslim women wore silk
robes and gold and silver bracelets.
Kilwa grew rich because it was
as far south on the coast as a ship
from India could sail in one monsoon season. Therefore, trade
goods from southerly regions had
to funnel into Kilwa, so Asian merchants could buy them.
In addition, in the late 1200s
Kilwa had seized the port of Sofala,
which was a trading center for gold
mined inland. By controlling Sofala,
Kilwa was able to control the overseas trade of gold from southern
Africa. This made Kilwa the wealthiest, most powerful coastal city-state.

o R.

Sofala

Tropic of Capricorn

asca
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Winter monsoon
Rain forest
Savannah
Desert

G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
1. Movement How far did a trader have to travel to make a round
trip from Calicut in India to Kilwa in Africa and back again?
2. Human-Environment Interaction Which monsoon would a trader
rely on to sail from India to Africa?

Portuguese Conquest In 1488,

the first Portuguese ships rounded the southern tip of Africa and sailed north, looking for
a sea route to India. They wanted to gain profits from the Asian trade in spices, perfumes, and silks. When the Portuguese saw the wealth of the East African city-states,
they decided to conquer those cities and take over the trade themselves.
Using their heavy ships’ guns, the Portuguese took Sofala, Kilwa, and Mombasa. They
burned parts of Kilwa and built forts on the sites of Kilwa and Mombasa. The Portuguese
remained a presence on the East African coast for the next two centuries.

Islamic Influences
As in West Africa, Muslim traders introduced Islam to the East African coast, and the
growth of commerce caused it to spread. Even the smallest towns had a mosque for the
faithful. A Muslim sultan, or ruler, governed most cities. In addition, most government
officials and wealthy merchants were Muslims.
B. Answer The Qadi
judged religious
cases; the wazirs and
amirs judged nonreligious cases; the
Sultan (or Shaikh)
judged cases that
were specially
referred to him.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Summarizing
Name the four types
of people who
decided legal matters
and what type of
cases they judged.

Islamic Law In 1331, Ibn Battuta visited the East African city of Mogadishu. He
described how Muslim religious leaders and government officials decided legal matters:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
The Shaikh [sultan] takes his place in his hall of audience and sends for the Qadi [judge].
He takes his place on the Shaikh’s left and then the lawyers come in and the chief of
them sit in front of the Shaikh. . . . Then food is brought and . . . those who are in the
audience chamber eat in the presence of the Shaikh. . . . After this the Shaikh retires to
his private apartments and the Qadi, the wazirs [government ministers] . . . and . . . chief
amirs [military commanders] sit to hear causes and complaints. Questions of religious
law are decided by the Qadi, other cases are judged by the . . . wazirs and amirs. If a case
requires the views of the [Shaikh], it is put in writing for him. He sends back an immediate reply.
IBN BATTUTA, Travels of Ibn Battuta
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Most rulers, government officials, and merchants were Muslim. However, the vast
majority of people along the East African coast held on to their traditional religious
beliefs. This was also true of the people who lived in inland villages.
Enslavement of Africans Along with luxury goods, Arab Muslim traders exported
enslaved persons from the East African coast. Traders sent Africans acquired through
kidnapping and raids to markets in Arabia, Persia, and Iraq. The wealthy in these
countries often bought enslaved persons to do burdensome domestic tasks. Muslim
traders shipped enslaved Africans across the Indian Ocean to India, where Indian
rulers employed them as soldiers. Enslaved Africans also worked on docks and ships
at Muslim-controlled ports and as household servants in China.
Although traders had been enslaving East Africans and selling them overseas since
about the ninth century, the numbers remained small—perhaps about 1,000 a year.
The trade in enslaved persons did not increase dramatically until the 1700s. At that
time, Europeans started to buy captured Africans for their colonial plantations.

C. Possible Answer
Although it was widespread geographically,
the numbers were
small compared to
those after 1700.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Drawing
Conclusions How
extensive was the
trade in enslaved persons from East Africa
before 1700?

Southern Africa and Great Zimbabwe
The gold and ivory that helped the coastal city-states grow rich came from the interior of
southern Africa. In southeastern Africa the Shona people established a city called Great
Zimbabwe (zihm BAHB way), which grew into an empire built on the gold trade.
•

•

Great Zimbabwe By 1000, the Shona people had claimed the fertile, well-watered

plateau between the Zambezi and Limpopo rivers in modern Zimbabwe. The area
was well suited to farming and cattle raising. Its location also had economic advantages. Great Zimbabwe stood near an important trade route linking the inland goldfields with the coastal trading city of Sofala. Sometime after 1000, Great Zimbabwe
gained control of these trade routes. From the 1200s through the 1400s, it became
the capital of a thriving state. Its leaders taxed the traders who traveled these routes.
They also demanded payments from less powerful chiefs. The city of Great Zimbabwe
was the economic, political, and religious center of its empire.
By 1450, the city of Great Zimbabwe was abandoned. No one knows for sure why it
happened. According to one theory, cattle grazing had worn out the grasslands. In
addition, farming had worn out the soil, and people had used up the salt and timber.
The area could no longer support a large population.
Ruins of Zimbabwe Almost everything that is known about Great Zimbabwe comes

from its impressive 60 acres of ruins. Portuguese explorers knew about the site in the

Great Zimbabwe
1000 Great
Zimbabwe begins to
control trade routes
over which gold is
carried.

1200 Great
Zimbabwe taxes
traders and
becomes wealthy.

1450 The city of
Great Zimbabwe
is abandoned.

1000

1500

City of Great Zimbabwe
The Shona people built this impressive city to be the
center of their empire.
• It covered more than 60 acres.
• Its population was more than 10,000.
• The walls contain approximately 900,000 stone blocks.
They were so well built that the blocks hold together
without mortar.
This photograph shows part of the Great
Enclosure and the cone-shaped tower. ➤

This picture of a person
standing next to the
tower shows how very
high both the tower and
the enclosing walls are.

Background
The Shona are a
group of Bantuspeaking peoples.
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Background
Most other walled
cities were built so
that soldiers could
climb to the top of the
walls and shoot
arrows at attackers.
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1500s. Karl Mauch, a German explorer, was one of the first Europeans to physically
rediscover the remains of these stone dwellings in 1871.
The word zimbabwe comes from a Shona phrase meaning “stone enclosure.” The
ruins consist of two complexes of stone buildings that once housed the royal palace of
Great Zimbabwe’s rulers. The Great Enclosure is a massive curving wall up to 36 feet
high and 15 feet thick. Because there was no way for soldiers to climb to the top of
the walls, archaeologists theorize that they were not used primarily as defenses. The
massive walls were probably built to impress visitors with the strength of Zimbabwe
and its ruler. Inside the walls stands a cone-shaped tower. Among the ruins were
found tall figures of birds, carved from soapstone. Archaeologists believe the construction of Great Zimbabwe may have taken 400 years.
Mutapa Empire According to Shona oral tradition, a man named Mutota left Great

D. Possible Answer
To get control of the
gold trade.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
D. Making
Inferences Why do
you think the
Portuguese wanted to
conquer the Mutapa
Empire?

Zimbabwe about 1420 to find a new source of salt. Traveling north, he settled in a valley with fertile soil, good rainfall, and ample wood. There he founded a new state to
replace Great Zimbabwe. As the state grew, its leader Mutota used his army to
dominate the northern Shona people living in the area. He
forced them to make payments to him.
These conquered people called Mutota and his successors mwene mutapa, meaning conqueror or “master pillager.”
The Portuguese who arrived on the East African coast in the
early 1500s believed mwene mutapa to be a title of respect
for the ruler. The term is also the origin of the name of
the Mutapa Empire. By the time of Mutota’s death, the
Mutapa Empire had conquered all of what is now
Zimbabwe except the eastern portion. By 1480 Mutota’s son
Matope claimed control of the area along the Zambezi
River to the Indian Ocean coast.
The Mutapa Empire was able to mine gold deposited in
nearby rivers and streams. In addition, Mutapa rulers forced
people in conquered areas to mine gold for them. The rulers
sent gold to the coastal city-states in exchange for luxuries.
Even before the death of Matope, the southern part of his
empire broke away. However, the Mutapa Dynasty continued to
remain in control of the smaller empire.
In the 1500s, the Portuguese tried to conquer the empire. When
they failed to do so, they resorted to interfering in Mutapa politics. They
helped to depose one ruler and put one they could control on the throne.
This was a forerunner of increasing European interference in Africa in
centuries to come.

This is a
Portuguese portrait
of one of the kings
of the Mutapa
Empire.

Section 3 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Swahili
• Great Zimbabwe
• Mutapa

2. TAKING NOTES

3. COMPARING

Use a chart like the one below to
explain one example of cultural
interaction brought about by trade
on the coast of East Africa.
cultural group

cultural group

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Interaction with
Environment Create a chart,

Compare the Portuguese who
arrived in East Africa with the
rulers of the Mutapa Empire.

THINK ABOUT
• how they treated other groups of
people
• what motivated their actions

sketch, or collage that
demonstrates how the people of
Great Zimbabwe interacted with
their environment, both positively
and negatively, over time.

resulting interaction

Do you think this interaction had a
positive or negative effect?
Explain.
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Muslim World,

600–1250
Connect History and Geography
Islam emerged as a major religion in the 600s and became a
driving force in the Muslim conquest of the Middle East and North
Africa. As the map to the right shows, by 1200 the Muslim Empire
stretched from the Atlantic Ocean in the west to India in the east.
Many different lands and peoples fell under the civilizing influence
of Muslim rule. Use the map to answer the questions that follow.
1. What areas of the world shown on this map were not part of
the Muslim Empire in 1200?
2. What were some major cities of the Muslim world?
3. What do you think might have happened if the Muslims had
won a key battle at Tours in 732?
For more information about
the Muslim world . . .

CLASSZONE.COM

This illustration of a Muslim
celebration comes from a book of
poetry by al-Hariri.

622 Muhammad returns
to Mecca after making
the Hijrah to Medina.

230

762
Muslim capital moves
to Baghdad.
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Muslim World, 1200
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Interact with History

A

round 825, an Arab mathematician, al-Khwarizmi of
Baghdad, studied Indian math and wrote a book
on using “Hindu” numerals. He suggested that not only
mathematicians but also merchants should use the numerals.
You are an ambitious Italian merchant in the 1400s, visiting
Muslim lands. You hear about these “Arabic” numerals that are
widely used in transactions with Muslim traders. You wonder if
they have any advantages for your business.
In the marketplace, you buy four necklaces at a cost of 23
dinars each. You ask the merchant to show you the calculation
using Roman and then Arabic numerals. The problem is IV
necklaces at XXIII dinars, or 4 × 23. You observe that computation with Arabic numerals is much easier and quicker.

Jeweler sells customer four necklaces
at 23 dinars each.

Apothecary weighs out
medicinal products.

What
makes
an idea
useful?
Butcher divides
a carcass.

Baker measures flour.

EXAMINING
• Do the math problem using both
sets of numerals. What is the
advantage of using the Arabic
numerals?
• Of what use would this system of
numbers be to a businessperson?
• In what ways is the Arabic numeral
system like a universal language?
• The mathematical idea of Arabic
numbers spread to many cultures.
In what ways do ideas move from
one culture to another?

232 Chapter 10

the

ISSUES

Discuss these questions with your
classmates. In your discussion, consider
what makes an idea useful and what
kinds of ideas spread fastest. Think
about ideas that have to do with
business, as well as ideas in such areas
as religion and science.
As you read about the spread of Islam

and the development of Muslim culture
in this chapter, notice in what ways ideas
are accepted and spread.
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TERMS & NAMES

The Rise of Islam
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Muhammad unified the Arab people
both politically and through the religion
of Islam.

As the world’s fastest growing major
religion, Islam has a strong impact on
the lives of millions today.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allah
Muhammad
Islam
Muslim
Hijrah
Qur’an
mosque
hajj
Sunna
shari’a

SETTING THE STAGE The cultures of the Arabian Peninsula were in constant contact

with each other for centuries. Southwest Asia (often referred to as the Middle East)
was a bridge between Africa, Asia, and Europe, where goods were traded and new
ideas were shared. One set of shared ideas would become a powerful force for change
in the world—the religion of Islam.

Deserts, Towns, and Travelers

Vocabulary
oases: places in the
desert made fertile by
the presence of water.

The Arabian Peninsula is a crossroads of three continents—
Africa, Europe, and Asia. At its longest and widest points, the
peninsula is about 1,200 miles from north to south and 1,300
miles from east to west. Only a tiny strip of fertile land in
south Arabia and Oman and a few oases can support agriculture. The remainder of the land is desert, which in the past
was inhabited by nomadic Arab herders.
Desert and Town Life On this desert, the nomads, called

Bedouins (BEHD oo ihnz), were organized into tribes and
groups called clans. These clans provided security and support
for a life made difficult by the extreme conditions of the
desert. The tribesmen took pride in their ability to adapt to
the desert conditions and to defend themselves against raids
by other clans seeking water, grazing territory, livestock, or
food supplies. Because of the desert nomads’ fighting ability,
they eventually became the core of armies who would build a
huge empire in the 600s and 700s. The Bedouin ideals of
courage and loyalty to family, along with their warrior skills,
would become part of the Islamic way of life.
The areas with more fertile soil and the larger oases had
enough water to support farming communities. By the early
600s, many Arabs had chosen to settle in an oasis or in a market town. A few generations earlier, the town dwellers had
themselves been nomads. They, however, left the Bedouin life
behind for life in settled areas. Larger towns near the western coast of Arabia became
market towns for local, regional, and long-distance trade goods.
•

•

Crossroads of Trade and Ideas By the early 600s, trade routes connected Arabia

to the major ocean and land trade routes. Trade routes through Arabia ran from the
extreme south of the peninsula to the Byzantine and Sassanid empires to the north.
Merchants from these two empires moved along the caravan routes, trading for
goods from the Silk Roads of the east. They transported spices and incense from
Yemen and other products to the west. They also carried information and ideas from
the world outside Arabia. By the early 600s, cities such as Petra and Palmyra had

Petra, one of the
early Arab trading
cities, was literally
a rock city. Buildings were carved
out of the red sandstone cliffs. The
name Petra means
“rock” in Greek.
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long been prosperous trading centers on
the caravan routes.
The city of Mecca, in western
Arabia, became an important stop on
the trade route. During certain holy
months, caravans stopped in Mecca.
They brought religious pilgrims who
came to worship at an ancient shrine in
the city. Mecca housed a simple house
of worship called the Ka’aba
(KAH buh). The Arabs associated this
house of worship with Abraham, a
believer in one God. Over the years,
they had introduced the worship of
many gods and spirits to the place. The
Ka’aba contained over 360 idols brought
here by many tribes. Many people traveled to this site as a pilgrimage.
The concept of belief in one God,
called Allah (AL luh) in Arabic, was no
stranger to the Arabian Peninsula. A tradition of belief in one God had long
been followed by a few people, known
as hanifs. Many Christians and Jews
lived in Arab lands and practiced
monotheism. Into this mixed religious
environment of Mecca, around A.D. 570,
Muhammad was born.

Arabian
Sea

YEMEN

Aden

To East
Africa

G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
1. Location Why is Arabia’s location a good one for trade?
2. Movement Why was the location of Mecca ideal for the
spread of ideas?

•

The Prophet Muhammad
Muhammad (mu HAM id) was born into the clan of a powerful Meccan family.
Orphaned at the age of six, the boy was raised by his grandfather and uncle. He
received little schooling and began working in the caravan trade as a very young man.
Muhammad became a trader and business manager for Khadijah (kah DEE juh), a
wealthy businesswoman. When Muhammad was 25, he and Khadijah married. Theirs
was both a good marriage and a good business partnership.
•

•

•

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Summarizing
What religious traditions were in practice
in the Arabian
Peninsula?
A. Possible Answer
Belief in one god and
also belief in many
gods and spirits.

•

Revelations Muhammad took great interest in religion and often spent time alone

in prayer and meditation. At about the age of 40, Muhammad’s life was changed
overnight when a voice called to him while he meditated in a cave outside Mecca.
According to Muslim belief, the voice was that of the angel Gabriel, who told
Muhammad that he was a messenger of God. “What shall I proclaim?” asked
Muhammad. The voice answered:
T H E Q U R’A N
Proclaim! In the name of thy Lord and Cherisher, who created man out of a (mere) clot
of congealed blood. Proclaim! And thy Lord is most bountiful. He who taught (the use
of) the pen taught man that which he knew not.
Qur’an Surah 96:1–5

After much soul-searching, Muhammad came to believe that the Lord who spoke to
him through Gabriel was Allah. Muhammad became convinced that he was indeed the
last of the prophets. He taught that Allah was the one and only God and that all other
gods must be abandoned. People who agreed to this basic principle of Islam were
called Muslims. In Arabic, Islam (ihs LAHM) means “submission to the will of Allah.”
•
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Background
Muhammad is often
referred to as The
Prophet.
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Muslim (MOOZ lim) means “one who has submitted.” Muhammad’s wife, Khadijah,
and several close friends and relatives were his first followers.
By 613, Muhammad had begun to preach publicly in Mecca. At first, he had little
success. Many Meccans believed his revolutionary ideas would lead to neglect of the
traditional Arab gods. They feared that Mecca would lose its position as a pilgrimage
center if people accepted Muhammad’s monotheistic beliefs. Some of his followers
were even beaten up or stoned in the streets.
•

The Hijrah Facing such hostility, Muhammad decided to leave Mecca. In 622, fol-

lowing a small band of supporters he sent ahead, Muhammad resettled in the town of
Yathrib, over 200 miles to the north of Mecca. This migration became known as the
Hijrah (hih JEE ruh). The Hijrah to Yathrib marked a turning point for Muhammad.
He attracted many devoted followers. Later, Yathrib was renamed Medina, meaning
“city of the Prophet.”
In Medina, Muhammad displayed impressive leadership skills. He fashioned an
agreement that joined his own people with the Arabs and Jews of Medina as a single
community. These groups accepted Muhammad as a political leader. As a religious
leader, he drew many more converts who found the message and the Messenger
appealing. Finally, Muhammad also became a military leader in the hostilities
between Mecca and Medina.
•

•

Returning to Mecca Many of the region’s Bedouin tribes converted to Islam and

joined Muhammad and his followers. During the years that the Muslims and the
Meccans battled against each other, Mecca’s power as a city
declined. In 630, the Prophet and 10,000 of his followers marched to
POTLIGHT N
the outskirts of Mecca. Facing sure defeat, Mecca’s leaders surrenThe Dome of the Rock
dered. The Prophet entered the city in triumph.
The
Dome of the Rock, located in
When he entered the city, Muhammad went to the Ka’aba and
Jerusalem, is the earliest surviving
declared, “Truth has come and falsehood has vanished.” Then he
Islamic monument. It was comdestroyed the idols in the Ka’aba and had the call to prayer made
pleted in 691. It is situated on Mount
from the roof of the Ka’aba.
Moriah, the site of a Jewish temple
destroyed by Romans in A.D. 70.
Most Meccans pledged their loyalty to Muhammad, and many
The rock on the site is the spot
converted to Islam. By doing so, they joined the umma, or Muslim
from which Muslims say Muhamreligious community. Muhammad died two years later, at about the
mad ascended to heaven to learn
age of 62. However, he had taken great strides toward unifying the
of Allah’s will. With Allah’s blessing,
Muhammad returned to earth to
entire Arabian Peninsula under Islam.

S

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Summarizing
Identify four major
events in the life of
Muhammad.
B. Possible Answer
Revelations from God,
first preaching, Hijrah,
return to Mecca.

O

bring God’s message to all people.
Jews identify the same rock as the
site where Abraham was prepared
to sacrifice his son Isaac.
The dome itself is wooden and
about 60 feet in diameter. The
supporting structure includes
mosaic designs, columns, and
many windows.
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Beliefs and Practices of Islam
The main teaching of Islam is that there is only one God, Allah. All other beliefs and
practices follow from this teaching. Islam teaches that there is good and evil, and
that each individual is responsible for
the actions of his or her life. The holy
book of the Muslims, the Qur’an
(kuh RAN), states, “And if any one
earns sin, he earns it against his own
soul” (Surah 4:111). Muslims believe
that each person will stand before Allah
on a final judgment day and enter either
heaven or hell.
•

Artists decorating
the Qur’an do it as a
holy act. The design
is geometric and
often repeats to
show the infinite
quality of Allah.
Muslims use
abstract designs
because they are
not permitted to
picture Muhammad
or the angels.

The Five Pillars To be a Muslim, all believers have to carry out five duties. These

duties demonstrate a Muslim’s submission to the will of God. These duties are known
as the Five Pillars of Islam.
• Faith To become a Muslim, a person has to testify to the following statement of
faith: “There is no God but Allah, and Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah.” This
simple statement is heard again and again in Islamic rituals and in Muslim daily life.
• Prayer Five times a day, Muslims face toward Mecca to pray. They may assemble
at a mosque (mahsk), an Islamic house of worship. Or they may pray wherever
they find themselves. The duty of praying serves to bring Muslims closer to God.
• Alms Muhammad taught that all Muslims have a responsibility to support the
less fortunate. Muslims meet that social responsibility by giving alms, or money
for the poor, through a special religious tax.
• Fasting During the Islamic holy month of Ramadan, Muslims fast. They eat and
drink nothing between dawn and sunset. A simple meal is eaten at the end of the
day. The duty of fasting reminds Muslims that they have “greater needs than bread.”
• Pilgrimage All Muslims perform the hajj (haj), or pilgrimage to Mecca, at least
once in a lifetime. In the past, this involved a grueling journey across deserts,
mountains, and seas. Today, many pilgrims arrive by airplane. During the pilgrimage events in Mecca, pilgrims wear identical garments so that all stand as
equals before God.
A Way of Life Muslims do not separate their personal

life from their religious life. Carrying out the Five Pillars
of Islam ensures that Muslims live their religion while
serving in their community. Along with the Five Pillars,
there are other customs, morals, and laws for Islamic
society that affect Muslims’ daily lives. Believers are forbidden to eat pork or to drink wine or other intoxicating
beverages. Friday afternoons are set aside for communal
worship and prayer. Muslims who are able to do so
gather at a mosque to worship. Unlike many other religions, Islam has no priests or central religious authority.
Every Muslim is expected to worship God directly. Islam
does, however, have a scholar class called the ulama, who
are concerned with learning and law. The ulama includes
religious teachers who study the words and deeds of
Muhammad and apply them to everyday life.
Sources of Authority The original source of authority

for Muslims is Allah. According to Islamic belief, Allah
expressed his will through the Angel Gabriel, who
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This tenth-century
Turkish prayer rug
has a traditional
design. The design
has an arch at one
end. The arch must
point to Mecca
while the prayers
are taking place.
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revealed it to Muhammad as the Qur’an. While Muhammad lived,
his followers listened to his prayers and teachings and memorized
and recited the Revelations. Soon after the Prophet’s death, it was
suggested that the revelations of Muhammad be collected in a book.
This book is the Qur’an.
The Qur’an is written in Arabic, and Muslims consider only the
Arabic version to be the true word of God. Only Arabic can be used
in worship. Wherever Muslims carried the Qur’an, Arabic became
the language of worshipers and scholars. Thus, the Arabic language
spread widely as Muslim control expanded into different lands.
Muslims believe that Muhammad’s mission as a prophet was to
receive the Qur’an and to demonstrate how to apply it in life. To
them, the Sunna (SOON uh), or Muhammad’s example, is the best
model for proper living. The guidance of the Qur’an and Sunna was
assembled in a practical form to aid Muslims in applying the will of
Allah to their daily lives. This body of law is known as shari’a
(shah REE ah). This system of law regulates the family life, moral
conduct, and business and community life of Muslims. It does not
separate religious matters from criminal or civil matters, but brings all
aspects of life together. Because shari’a applies to all who follow the
teachings of the Prophet, it brings a sense of unity to all Muslims.
•

•

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Summarizing
What are the sources
of authority for
Muslims?
C. Answer Allah,
Qur’an, Sunna.

Background
Arab Muslims consider themselves
descended from
Abraham’s son Ismail.

•

Links to Judaism and Christianity To Muslims, Allah is the same

God that is worshiped in Christianity and Judaism. However, Muslims
view Jesus as a prophet, not the Son of God. The Qur’an is regarded as
the word of God as revealed to Muhammad, in the same way that Jews
and Christians believe the Torah and the Gospels were revealed to
Moses and the New Testament writers. Muslims believe that the
Qur’an perfects the earlier revelations from God. To them, it is the
final book, and Muhammad was the final prophet. All three religions
believe in heaven and hell and a day of judgment. The Muslims trace
their ancestry to Abraham, as do the Jews and Christians.
The bonds among the three monotheistic religions were reflected
in the way the Muslims treated Christians and Jews. Both Christians
and Jews were known as “people of the book,” because each religion
had a holy book with teachings similar to those of the Qur’an. Shari’a
law required Muslim leaders to extend religious tolerance to Christians and Jews. A huge Muslim empire, as you will learn in Section 2,
grew to include people of many different cultures and religions.

Daily Life
Muslim Prayer
Five times a day—dawn, noon, midafternoon, sunset, and evening—
Muslims face toward Mecca to pray.
Worshipers are called to prayer by a
muezzin. The call to prayer
sometimes is given from a minaret
tower like those pictured above. In
large cities, muezzins call worshipers
to prayer using public address
systems and even the radio.
Because they believe that
standing before Allah places them
on holy ground, Muslims perform a
ritual cleansing before praying so
that they will not contaminate the
holy ground. They also remove their
shoes.
Muslims may pray at a mosque,
called a masjid in Arabic, meaning
“place of kneeling to God.” This
term refers to the movements of
prayer, which involve both the body
and the mind in worship.

Section 1 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Allah
• Muhammad
• Islam
• Muslim
• Hijrah
• Qur’an
• mosque
• hajj
• Sunna
• shari’a

2. TAKING NOTES

3. RECOGNIZING EFFECTS

Create a diagram like the one
shown below. Fill in at least three
details for each category.
Islam
Events in the
Life of
Muhammad

Beliefs of
Islam

Explain how the beliefs and
practices of Islam created unity
and strength among Muslims in
the 600s.

THINK ABOUT
Sources of
Authority

Based on your notes, write three
paragraphs on Islam.

• why individuals felt they were
part of a community
• what Muslims did to carry out
the Five Pillars of Islam
• how Muslims viewed the
relationship between religion
and politics

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Religious and Ethical
Systems With a small group,
write a conversation that involves
a supporter of Muhammad, a
person who opposes Muhammad,
and a pilgrim visiting Mecca who
knows nothing about Muhammad.
Place the conversation in a
marketplace setting in Mecca.
Read or perform your conversation for the class.
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TERMS & NAMES

The Spread of Islam

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

In spite of internal conflicts, the
Muslims created a huge empire that
included lands on three continents.

Muslims’ influence on three continents
produced cultural blending that has
continued into the modern world.

caliph
Umayyads
Shi’a
Sunni
Sufi
Abbasids
al-Andalus
Fatimid

SETTING THE STAGE When Muhammad died in 632, the community faced a crisis.

Muslims, inspired by the message of Allah, believed they had a duty to carry the word
of God to the world. However, they lacked a clear way to choose a new leader. Eventually, the issue of leadership would divide the Muslim world.

Muhammad’s Successors Spread Islam
Muhammad had not named a successor or instructed his followers how to choose
one. Relying on ancient tribal custom, the Muslim community elected as their leader
Abu-Bakr, a loyal friend of Muhammad and a man respected for his devotion to
Islam. In 632, Abu-Bakr became the first caliph (KAY lihf), a title that means “successor” or “deputy.”
•

“Rightly Guided” Caliphs Abu-Bakr and the next three elected caliphs—Umar,

Uthman, and Ali—all had known Muhammad and supported his mission. They used
the Qur’an and Muhammad’s actions as guides to leadership. For this, they are known
as the “rightly guided” caliphs. Their rule was called a caliphate (KAY lih FAYT).
Abu-Bakr had promised the Muslim community he would uphold what Muhammad
stood for. Shortly after the Prophet’s death, some tribes on the Arabian Peninsula abandoned Islam. Others refused to pay taxes, and a few individuals even declared themselves prophets. For two years, Abu-Bakr used military force to reassert the authority
of Muhammad’s successors in the Muslim community. In that time, his troops gained
experience and organized themselves into an effective mobile army.
By the time Abu-Bakr died in 634, the Muslim state controlled all
of Arabia. Under Umar, the second caliph, swift and highly disciplined armies conquered Syria and lower Egypt, which were part of the
Byzantine Empire. They also took parts of the Persian Empire. The next two
caliphs, Uthman and Ali, continued to expand Muslim territory both eastward and
westward. The “rightly guided” caliphs were able to gain the support of military
and naval forces of the conquered lands. They used these forces to aid in further
conquests. By 750, from the Atlantic Ocean to the Indus River, the Muslim
Empire stretched 6,000 miles—about two times the distance across the continental United States. (See the map on page 241.)
•

Reasons for Success The four “rightly guided” caliphs made great

progress in their quest to spread Islam. Muslims of the day saw
the victories as a sign of Allah’s support of Islam. Muslims drew
energy and inspiration from their faith and were willing to struggle to extend and defend Islam. Historians have identified many
reasons for the Muslims’ military success in addition to the faith
of the Muslim soldiers. The Muslim armies were well disciplined and expertly commanded. Their tactics enabled them
to overwhelm forces unaccustomed to their style of warfare.
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From 632 to 750,
highly mobile
troops mounted on
camels were
successful in
conquering lands in
the name of Allah.
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The success of the Muslim armies was also due to weakness in the two empires
north of Arabia. The Byzantine and Persian empires had been in conflict for a
long period of time. By the time the Muslim army invaded their lands, they
were exhausted militarily. Another reason for Muslim success was the persecution of Byzantine or Persian populations who did not support the official state religions, Christianity or Zoroastrianism. The persecuted people
often welcomed the invaders, seeing them as liberators.
Treatment of Conquered Peoples Many conquered peoples chose to

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Recognizing
Causes For what
reasons were
Muslims successful in
conquering others?
A. Answer Army
was well-disciplined
and well-commanded;
other empires were
weak; some groups
welcomed them as
liberators.

accept Islam. They were attracted by the appeal of the message of Islam, as
well as by the economic benefit for Muslims of not having to pay a poll tax.
Because the Qur’an forbade forced conversion, Muslims allowed conquered
peoples to retain their own religion. Christians and Jews, as “people of the
book,” received special consideration. They paid a poll tax each year in
exchange for exemption from military duties. They were also subject to various
restrictions on their lives. The following account by an Arab army officer
shows how he treated people in Persia:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
In the name of God, the Merciful and the Compassionate. This is what Suwayd ibn
Muqarrin gave to the inhabitants of Qumis and those who are dependent on them, concerning safe-conduct for themselves, their religions, and their property, on condition
they pay the jizya [a poll tax] from the hand for every adult male, according to his capacity, that they show goodwill and do not deceive, that they guide [the Muslim traveler],
and that they accommodate Muslims who make a halt with them for a day and a night
with their average food. If they change this or make light of their obligations, the pact
[dhimma] with them is void.

Ceremonial
weapons such as
this battleax were often
decorated with
fine artistic
designs.

SUWAYD IBN MUQARRIN quoted in Islam: From the Prophet Muhammad to the Capture of Constantinople

In practice, tolerance like this was extended to other groups as well. Though they
were not allowed to spread their religion, Christians and Jews played important roles
as officials, scholars, and bureaucrats in the Muslim state.

Internal Conflict Creates a Crisis
Despite spectacular gains on the battlefield, the Muslim community had difficulty maintaining a unified rule. The murder of Uthman in 656 triggered a civil
war, with various groups struggling for power. Ali, as
Muhammad’s cousin and son-in-law, was the natural choice as a
successor to Uthman. However, his right to rule was challenged
by Muawiya, a governor of Syria. Then, in 661, Ali too was assassinated. The elective system of choosing a caliph died with him.
A family known as the Umayyads (oo MYE yadz) came to
power. They set up a hereditary system of succession. The
Umayyads also made another important change. The Muslim
capital was moved to Damascus, a distant city in the
recently conquered province of Syria. This location,
away from Mecca, made controlling conquered territories easier. However, the Arab Muslims felt it
was too far away from their lands. In addition, the
Umayyads abandoned the simple life of previous
caliphs and began to surround themselves with
wealth and ceremony similar to that of non-Muslim
rulers. These actions, along with the leadership
issue, gave rise to a fundamental division in the
Muslim community.
•

•
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Sunni–Shi’a Split In the interest of peace, the majority of Muslims accepted the

Umayyads’ rule. A minority did continue to resist, and around some of these groups
an alternate view of the office of caliph developed. In this view, the caliph—the person most responsible for spreading Muhammad’s message—needed to be a relative of
the Prophet. This group was called Shi’a, meaning the “party” of Ali. Those who did
not outwardly resist the rule of the Umayyads later became known as Sunni, meaning
followers of Muhammad’s example. Among those who did not actively resist Umayyad
rule were many who believed that the Umayyads had become too concerned with
worldly affairs and had lost touch with their religion.
Another group, the Sufi (SOO fee), reacted to the luxurious life of the Umayyads
by pursuing a life of poverty and devotion to a spiritual path. They tried to achieve
direct personal contact with God through mystical means, such as meditation and
chanting. In some ways they were similar to Christian and Buddhist monks. The Sufis
played an important role in keeping Muslims focused on the Qur’an and tradition.
Later, they became very active as missionaries in newly conquered lands. Another religious development was the growth of scholarship in various branches of Islamic learning and law. The study of the traditions of Muhammad, Arabic language, and the
development of schools of shari’a established standards of Islamic conduct.
Vigorous religious and political opposition to the Umayyad caliphate led to its
downfall. Rebel groups overthrew the Umayyads in the year 750. The most powerful
of those groups, the Abbasids (AB uh SIHDZ), took control of the empire.
•

•

•

B. Answer Sunni,
Shi’a, Sufi.
Sunni follow the
Sunna and believe the
Muslim leader should
be capable of leading
the community. Shi'a
are followers of Ali
and believe the leader
should be a descendant of Muhammad.
Sufi pursue a life of
meditation and personal contact with
God.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Summarizing
What are three
groups within Islam
and how do they
differ?

Muslims Control Areas of Three Continents
When the Abbasids came to power in 750, they ruthlessly murdered the remaining
members of the Umayyad family. One prince named Abd al-Rahman escaped the
slaughter and fled to Spain. There he set up an Umayyad dynasty. Spain had already
been conquered and settled by Muslims from North Africa, who were known as
Berbers. The Berbers were led by Tariq, a powerful military figure. So revered was
Tariq that a famous rock peninsula was named for him. The name today reflects his
presence: Jabal Tariq—Gibraltar. The Berber armies advanced north to within 100
miles of Paris before being halted at the Battle of Tours in 732. The Berbers then settled back into southern Spain, where they helped form an extraordiGlobalImpact nary Muslim state called al-Andalus (al an duh LUS).
•

Elephant Diplomacy
The Abbasids ruled a huge empire
and were constantly searching for
ways to hold it together and hold off
outside attacks. The Abbasids
viewed their relationship with the
Kingdom of the Franks, ruled by
Charlemagne, as essential to their
ability to remain strong. They saw the
Franks as possible allies against the
Umayyads in al-Andalus (Spain).
To cement the relationship with
Charlemagne, Caliph Harun alRashid sent an envoy with gifts to
the court of Charlemagne. Among
the gifts sent to the Frankish king
was an elephant named Abu alAbbas. It was the only elephant the
caliph possessed.
The diplomatic trip was successful. Charlemagne marched against
the Umayyad lands early in his reign.

•

Abbasids Consolidate Power The Abbasids’ strength lay in the

former Persian lands, including Iraq, Iran, and central Asia. To solidify power, in 762 they moved the capital of the empire to a newly
created city, Baghdad, in southern Iraq. The location on key trade
routes gave the caliph access to trade goods, gold, and information
about parts of the empire in Asia, Africa, and Europe.
The Abbasids developed a strong bureaucracy to conduct the huge
empire’s affairs. A treasury kept track of the money flow. A chancery
prepared letters and documents. A special department managed the
business of the army. Diplomats from the empire were sent to courts
in Europe (for example, Charlemagne’s court), Africa, and Asia to
conduct imperial business. To support this bureaucracy, the Abbasids
taxed land, imports, and exports, and non-Muslims’ wealth.
Rival Groups Divide Muslim Lands The Abbasid caliphate lasted

from 750 to 1258. During that time, the Abbasids increased their
authority by consulting religious leaders. But they failed to keep
complete political control of the immense territory. Independent
Muslim states sprang up, and local leaders dominated many smaller
regions. The Fatimid (FAT uh MIHD) Dynasty, named after
•
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Background
The Spanish name for
Arabs and Berbers
was Moors, because
they came from the
old Roman province of
Mauritania.
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Muhammad’s daughter Fatima, began in
North Africa and spread across the Red
Sea to western Arabia and Syria.
Although politically divided, the Abbasid
Empire and the smaller powers
remained unified in other ways.
Religion, language, trade, and the economy tied the lands together.

Growth of Islam to 1200
EUROPE
ASIA

40°N

Cordoba
’
Baghdad

Damascus
Cairo
Tropic of Cancer

Mecca

Muslim Trade Network The two

40°E

C. Recognizing
Effects Why would a
single language and a
single currency be
such an advantage to
a trader?
C. Answer There
would be no problem
in changing money to
a local currency and
no need for interpreters, who might
make mistakes.

major sea-trading zones—those of the
Arabian
AFRICA
Mediterranean Sea and the Indian
Sea
Ocean—linked the Muslim Empire
into a world system of trade by sea.
0° Equator
The land network connected the Silk
Roads of China and India with Europe
INDIAN
and Africa. Muslim merchants needed
OCEAN
ATLANTIC
only a single language, Arabic, and a
OCEAN
single currency, the Abbasid dinar, to
Muslim lands at the
travel from Córdoba to Baghdad and
death of Muhammad, 632
Tropic of Capricorn
on to China.
Lands conquered by Muslims
under first four caliphs by 661
To encourage the flow of trade,
Lands conquered by
Muslim money changers set up banks in
0
1,500 Miles
Muslims by 750
Lands under Muslim
cities throughout the empire. Banks
0
2,500 Kilometers
influence in 1200
offered letters of credit, called sakks, to
merchants. A merchant with a sakk from
G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
a bank in Baghdad could exchange it for
1. Location To which continents did Islam spread by 1200?
cash at a bank in any other major city in
2. Movement In which time period was the largest amount of
land conquered?
the empire. In Europe, the word sakk
was pronounced “check.” Thus, the practice of using checks dates back to the Muslim Empire.
At one end of the Muslim Empire was the city of Córdoba in al-Andalus. In the
tenth century, this city had a population of 500,000; Paris, in contrast, had 38,000. The
city’s mix of Muslims, Christians, and Jews created a cosmopolitan atmosphere that
attracted poets and philosophers as well as scientists and doctors. Many non-Muslims
adopted the Arabic language and Muslim customs. Córdoba became a dazzling center
of Muslim culture, boasting 70 libraries, 700 mosques, and 27 free schools.
In Córdoba, Damascus, Cairo, and Baghdad, a cultural blending of people fueled a
period of immense achievements in the arts and the sciences.
0°

THINK THROUGH HISTORY

INDIA

Section 2 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• caliph
• Umayyads
• Shi’a
• Sunni
• Sufi
• Abbasids
• al-Andalus
• Fatimid

2. TAKING NOTES

Create a table like the one below.
For each group of rulers, identify
the period of their rule and at least
two developments that affected
the growth or strength of Islam
during that period.
Rulers
Rightly Guided
Caliphs

Period Developments
of Rule
in Islam

3. HYPOTHESIZING

How do you think Shi’a Muslims
felt about the Abbasids taking
power in 750?

THINK ABOUT
• how the Shi’a viewed the
Umayyads
• where the Shi’a lived
• actions of Abbasids while in
power

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Empire Building What
evidence supports the conclusion
that the Islamic empires were
well-run?

THINK ABOUT
• relationships between Muslims
and non-Muslims
• efforts to promote trade
• the role of the military

Umayyads
Abbasids
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Muslim Achievement

3

MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Muslims combined and preserved the
traditions of many peoples and also
advanced learning in a variety of areas.

Many of the ideas developed during
this time became the basis of today’s
scientific and academic disciplines.

SETTING THE STAGE The Abbasids governed during a prosperous age of Muslim

history. Riches flowed into the empire from all over Europe, Asia, and Africa. Rulers
could afford to build luxurious cities. They supported the scientists, mathematicians,
and philosophers that those cities attracted. In the special atmosphere created by
Islam, the scholars preserved existing knowledge and produced an enormous body of
original learning.

Muslim Society
Over time, the influence of Muslims grew as the empire encompassed people from a
variety of lands. Jobs in the bureaucracy and in the army were available to many different groups. At centers of learning in Syria, Persia, Spain, and Egypt, the halls
echoed with the Arabic language, the language of the Qur’an. The
many cultural traditions combined with the Arabic culture to creUrban Centers, A.D. 900
ate an international flavor. Muslim society had a sophistication
matched at that time only by the Tang Empire of China. That cos1,000,000
mopolitan character was most evident in urban centers.
The Rise of Muslim Urban Centers Throughout the empire,
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Source: Tertius Chandler and Gerald Fox,
3,000 Years of Urban Growth.

SKILLBUILDER:
Interpreting Graphs
1. How much larger in population
was Baghdad than Córdoba?
2. How would the population of
the largest city in your state
compare to the population of
Baghdad in A.D. 900?

market towns blossomed into cities. Migrants from the countryside and new converts came to cities looking for opportunities.
Until the construction of Baghdad, Damascus was the leading city.
Damascus was known for fine cloth called damask and for outstanding steel swords and armor. It was also the cultural center of
Islamic learning. Other cities grew up around power centers, such
as Córdoba, the Umayyad capital, and Cairo, the Fatimid capital.
(See the map on page 241.) Urban centers, which symbolized the
strength of the dynasty, grew to be impressive.
The Abbasid capital, Baghdad, impressed all who saw it. Caliph
al-Mansur chose the site for his capital on the west bank of the
Tigris River, in 762. Extensive planning went into the city’s distinctive circular design, formed by three circular protective walls. The
caliph’s palace of marble and stone sat in the innermost circle,
along with the grand mosque. Originally, the main streets between
the middle wall and the palace were lined with shops. Later, the
marketplace moved to a district outside the walls. Baghdad’s population approached one million at its peak.
Four Social Classes Baghdad’s population, made up of different

cultures and social classes, was typical for a large Muslim city in
the eighth and ninth centuries. Muslim society was made up of
four classes. The upper class included those who were Muslims at birth. Converts to
Islam were found in the second class. This class paid a higher tax than the upper class,
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• House of
Wisdom
• calligraphy
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A. Answer
(1) Muslims at birth,
(2) converted Muslims,
(3) “protected people,”
and (4) slaves.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Summarizing
What were the four
classes of Muslim
society?
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but lower than other classes of non-Muslim
people. The third class consisted of the “protected people” and included Christians, Jews,
and Zoroastrians. The lowest class was composed of slaves. Many slaves were prisoners of
war, and all were non-Muslim. Slaves most
frequently performed household work or
fought in the military.
Role of Women The Qur’an states, “Men
are the managers of the affairs of women,” and
“Righteous women are therefore obedient.”
However, the Qur’an also declares that men
and women, as believers, are equal. The
shari’a gave Muslim women specific legal
rights concerning marriage, family, and property. Muslim women had more rights than
European women of the same time period.
The Qur’an provided for the care of widows
and orphans, allowed divorce, and protected
the woman’s share of an inheritance.
Responsibilities of Muslim women varied
with the income of their husbands. The wife
of a poor man would often work in the fields
with her husband. Wealthier women supervised the household and its servants. They
had access to education, and among them
were poets and scholars. Rich or poor, the
woman was responsible for the raising of the children. In the early days of Islam,
women could also participate in public life and gain an education.

Muslim Scholarship Extends Knowledge
Muslims had practical reasons for supporting the advancement of science. Rulers
wanted qualified physicians treating their ills. The faithful throughout the empire
relied on mathematicians and astronomers to calculate the times for prayer and the
direction of Mecca. The energy that Muslims devoted to preserving and extending
knowledge, however, went beyond practical concerns. Their attitude reflected a deepseated curiosity about the world and a quest for truth that reached back as far as the
Prophet. Muhammad himself believed strongly in the power of learning:
THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Recognizing
Effects What are the
nine valuable results
of knowledge according to Muhammad?
B. Answer Distinguish right from
wrong, way to
heaven, friend in
desert, society in solitude, companion,
guide to happiness,
sustainer, ornament
among friends,
armour against
enemies.

In a miniature
painting from
Persia, women are
shown having a
picnic in a garden.
Gardens were seen
as earthly representations of
paradise.

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
Acquire knowledge. It enableth its possessor to distinguish right from wrong; it lighteth
the way to Heaven; it is our friend in the desert, our society in solitude, our companion
when friendless; it guideth us to happiness; it sustaineth us in misery; it is an ornament
amongst friends, and an armour against enemies.
MUHAMMAD, quoted in The Sayings of Muhammad

The Prophet’s emphasis on study and scholarship led to strong support of places of
learning by Muslim leaders. After the fall of Rome in A.D. 476, Europe entered a
period of upheaval and chaos, an era in which scholarship suffered. The scientific
knowledge gained up to that time might have been lost. Thanks to Muslim leaders
and scholars, much of that knowledge was preserved and expanded. Both Umayyads
and Abbasids encouraged scholars to collect and translate scientific and philosophical
texts. In the early 800s, Caliph al-Ma’mun opened in Baghdad a combination library,
academy, and translation center called the House of Wisdom. There, scholars of
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different cultures and beliefs worked side by side translating texts from Greece, India,
Persia, and elsewhere into Arabic.

Arts and Sciences Flourish in the Muslim World
Scholars at the House of Wisdom included researchers, editors, linguists, and technical
advisers. These scholars developed standards and techniques for research that are a part
of the basic methods of today’s research. Some Muslim scholars incorporated Greek
ideas into their own work in fresh new ways. Others created original work of the highest
quality. In these ways, Muslims in the Abbasid lands, especially in Córdoba and
Baghdad, set the stage for a later revival of European learning. Muslim contributions
in the sciences were most recognizable in medicine, mathematics, and astronomy.

GlobalImpact

Medical Reference Books
When Europeans learned that
Muslims had preserved important
medical texts, they wanted to
translate the texts into Latin. In the
11th century, scholars traveled to
libraries in places such as Toledo,
Spain, where they began translating
—but only after they learned to
read Arabic.
Through this process, European
medical schools gained access to
vital reference sources such as alRazi’s Comprehensive Book and Ibn
Sina’s The Canon of Medicine. Ibn
Sina’s five-volume encyclopedia
guided doctors of Europe and
Southwest Asia for six centuries.
For nearly 500 years, al-Qasim’s
work, The Method, which contained
original drawings of some 200
medical tools, was the foremost
textbook on surgery in Europe.

Medical Advances A Persian scholar named al-Razi (Rhazes) was

the greatest physician of the Muslim world and, more than likely, of
world civilization between A.D. 500 and 1500. He wrote an encyclopedia called the Comprehensive Book that drew on knowledge from
Greek, Syrian, Arabic, and Indian sources as well as on his own
experience. Al-Razi also wrote a Treatise on Smallpox and Measles,
which was translated into several languages. He believed patients
would recover more quickly if they breathed cleaner air. To find that
location, he hung shreds of meat all around Baghdad. He observed
which shreds spoiled more slowly, perhaps because of cleaner air.
Then he made a recommendation for the location of a hospital.
Math and Science Stretch Horizons Among the ideas that Mus-

lim scholars introduced to modern math and science, two especially
stand out. They are the reliance on scientific observation and experimentation, and the ability to find mathematical solutions to old problems. As for science, Muslims translated and studied Greek texts. But
they did not follow the Greek method of solving problems. Aristotle,
Pythagoras, and other Greek thinkers preferred logical reasoning over
uncovering facts through observation. Muslim scientists preferred to
solve problems by conducting experiments in laboratory settings.
Muslim scholars believed, as Aristotle did, that mathematics was
the basis of all knowledge. Al-Khwarizmi, a mathematician born in
Baghdad in the late 700s, studied Indian rather than Greek sources.
He wrote a textbook in the 800s explaining “the art of bringing
together unknowns to match a known quantity.” He called this technique al-jabr—today called algebra.
Many of the advances in mathematics were related to the study of
astronomy. The sciences of mathematics and optics, along with scientific observation, led to major advances in astronomy. Muslim observatories charted stars, comets, and planets. Ibn al-Haytham
(Alhazen), a brilliant mathematician, produced a book called Optics
that revolutionized ideas about vision. Through thoughtful experiments, Ibn alHaytham showed that people see objects because rays pass from the objects to the
eyes, not from the eyes to the objects as was commonly believed. His studies about
optics were used in developing lenses for telescopes and microscopes.
Philosophy and Religion Blend Views In addition to scientific works, scholars

at the House of Wisdom in Baghdad translated works of philosophers like Aristotle
and Plato into Arabic. In the 1100s, Muslim philosopher Ibn Rushd (Averroës),
who lived in Córdoba, tried in his writings to harmonize Aristotle’s and Plato’s
views with those of Islam. Some Islamic religious thinkers attacked Ibn Rushd for
using Greek philosophical methods to interpret the shari’a. However, Ibn Rushd
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Arabic names to ones
they could pronounce.
You will see the
European names in
parentheses.

Background
Ibn is a word used to
mean “the son of.“
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&TECHNOLOGY

Astronomy
Muslim interest in astronomy developed from the need to fulfill
three of the Five Pillars of Islam—fasting during Ramadan,
performing the hajj, and praying toward Mecca.
A correct lunar calendar was needed to mark religious periods
such as the month of Ramadan and the month of the hajj. Studying
the skies helped fix the locations of cities so that worshipers could
face toward Mecca as they prayed. To correctly calculate the
locations, Muslim mathematicians developed trigonometry.
Cartographers (mapmakers) illustrated the information.
The cartographer al-Idrisi prepared this map
as part of a series of maps for a ruler of
Sicily. The maps were done in the 1100s.
The map below of the world looks upside
down to modern eyes because North is at
the bottom. The body of water at the right
is the Mediterranean, and the
Arabian Peninsula juts out into
the Indian Ocean.

Before telescopes, observations of the skies were
made with the naked eye. The device shown above is
called an armillary sphere. By aligning the top rings
with various stars, astronomers could calculate the
time of day or year. This aided in setting the calendar
correctly. Muslims had a number of observatories. The
most famous one was located at Samarkand, which is
in modern Uzbekistan.

Connect to History

The astrolabe was an early scientific
instrument used by Muslims and others
to measure the angles of the sun and
the stars above the horizon. It was
like a very simple computer. The
device was a brass disk engraved
with a star map and having a
movable bar used for sighting the
angle of the sun or stars. To find the
location north or south of the equator,
the user rotated the rings to the
positions of the stars on any given night.

Recognizing Effects How did
fulfilling religious duties lead
Muslims to astronomy and a
better understanding of the
physical world?
SEE SKILLBUILDER
HANDBOOK, PAGE R6

Connect to Today
Researching Muslim astronomers
developed instruments to improve
their observations of the sky. Today,
there are telescopes both on earth
and in space. Do some research to
find out what new information is
being discovered from the Hubble
telescope in space.
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■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ argued that Greek philosophy and Islam both had the same goal:
■HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ to find the truth.
Ibn Khaldun
1332–1406
Ibn Khaldun was literally a history
maker. He produced a massive
history of Muslim North Africa.
However, Arnold Toynbee, a 20thcentury historian, called Ibn
Khaldun’s Islamic history masterpiece Muqaddimah (an
introduction to history) “the
greatest work of its kind that has
ever yet been created by any mind
in any time or place.”
In his six-volume study of world
civilization, Ibn Khaldun introduced
the ideas of sociology, economics,
politics, and education and showed
how they combined to create
historical and social change.
He also established principles
for writing about history that
required historians to examine
critically all facts they presented.

Moses Ben Maimon (Maimonides), a Jewish physician and
philosopher, was born in Córdoba and lived in Egypt. Like Ibn
Rushd, he faced strong opposition for his ideas, but he came to be
recognized as the greatest Jewish philosopher. Writing during the
same time as Ibn Rushd, Maimonides produced a book, The Guide
of the Perplexed, that blended philosophy, religion, and science.
Muslim Literature Literature was a strong tradition in Arabia

before Islam. Bedouin poets, reflecting the spirit of desert life, composed poems celebrating ideals such as bravery, love, generosity, and
hospitality. Those themes continued to appear in poetry written after
the rise of Islam.
The Qur’an, held sacred by Muslims, is the standard for all Arabic
literature and poetry. Early Muslim poets sang the praises of the
Prophet and of Islam and, later, of the caliphs and other patrons who
supported them. During the age of the Abbasid caliphate, literary
tastes expanded to include poems about nature and the pleasures of
life and love.
The Sufis were especially known for their poetry that focused on
mystical experiences with God. The following poem by the greatest
of all Sufi poets, Rumi, describes an experience of sensing God:

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
As salt resolved in the ocean
I was swallowed in God’s sea,
Past faith, past unbelieving,
Past doubt, past certainty.

Suddenly in my bosom
A star shone clear and bright;
All the suns of heaven
Vanished in that star’s light.

JALAL AL-DIN RUMI, translated by A. J. Arberry, Persian Poems

This interior view
of the Great
Mosque of Córdoba
shows a new
architectural style.
Two tiers of arches
support the ceiling.
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Popular literature included The Thousand and One Nights, a collection of entertaining stories that included fairy tales, parables, and legends. The core of the collection has been linked to India and Persia, but peoples of the Muslim Empire added
stories and arranged them, beginning around the 10th century.
Muslim Art and Architecture As they expanded, the Arabs entered regions that

had rich artistic traditions. These traditions continued, with modifications inspired,
and sometimes imposed, by Islam. For example, Islam forbade the depiction of living
beings, based on the idea that only Allah can create life.
Thus, picturing living beings was considered idolatry.
With the drawing of such images prohibited, many artists
turned to calligraphy, or the art of beautiful handwriting. Others expressed themselves through the decorative
arts, such as woodwork, glass, ceramics, and textiles.
It is in architecture that the greatest cultural blending
of the Muslim world can be seen. To some extent, the
location of a building reflected the culture of people of
the area. For example, the Great Mosque of Damascus
was built on the site of a Christian church. In many ways,
the huge dome and vaulted ceiling of the mosque blends
Byzantine architecture with Muslim ideas. In Syrian
areas, the architecture includes features that were very
Roman, including baths using Roman heating systems. In
Córdoba, the Great Mosque incorporated multi-lobed
interwoven arches in a style unknown before. The style

Background
“Aladdin” and “Ali
Baba and the Forty
Thieves” are popular
tales from The
Thousand and One
Nights.
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HISTORY THROUGH ART: Calligraphy
Calligraphy, or ornamental writing,
is important to Muslims because it
is considered a way to reflect the
glory of Allah. In pictorial calligraphy, pictures are formed using
the letters of the alphabet. Prayers
are written in the shape of a bird,
plant, boat, or other object.
Connect

This picture of a man
praying is made up
of the words of the
Muslim declaration
of faith.

to History

Clarifying How would these
images help Muslims practice their
religion?
SEE SKILLBUILDER HANDBOOK,
PAGE R3

Connect

The bird’s body is made
up of words of a
statement of faith.

to Today

Comparing With what kinds of
art do other religions in the modern
age express their religious ideas?

was based on principles used in earlier mosques. These blended styles appear in all
the lands occupied by the Muslims.
The values of many cultures were recognized by the Muslims and combined with
Islamic values. A 9th-century Muslim philosophical society showed that it recognized
the empire’s diverse nature when it described its “ideal man”:

C. Answer The very
best parts of each
culture can combine
to produce an outstanding one.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Drawing
Conclusions What
is the advantage of
blending various traditions within a culture?

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
The ideal and morally perfect man should be of East Persian derivation, Arabic in faith,
of Iraqi education, a Hebrew in astuteness, a disciple of Christ in conduct, as pious as a
Greek monk, a Greek in the individual sciences, an Indian in the interpretation of all
mysteries, but lastly and especially a Sufi in his whole spiritual life.
IKHWAN AS-SAFA, quoted in The World of Islam

The elements of Muslim life remained and blended with local culture wherever
Islam spread. Though the unified Muslim state broke up, Muslim culture continued.
Three Muslim empires, the Ottoman, the Safavid, and the Mughal, would emerge
that would reflect the blended nature of the culture of this time. The knowledge
developed and preserved by the Muslim scholars would be drawn upon by European
scholars in the time known as the Renaissance, beginning in the 14th century.

Section 3 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• House of Wisdom
• calligraphy

2. TAKING NOTES

3. EVALUATING

Create a web diagram like the one
below, showing the key elements
of Muslim culture. In each circle
write 3 aspects of that element.
Science and Math

Urban Life

THINK ABOUT

Muslim
Culture
Arts and Literature

List what you consider to be the
five most significant developments
in scholarship and the arts during
the reign of the Abbasids. Explain
the standards you used to make
your selections.

Society

• reasons for each development
• immediate and practical impact
• long-term significance

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Cultural Interaction Look
at the Voice from the Past above.
On a map, mark the location of
each of the specific places
identified. Link the points together.
Shade in the area. About how
large an area in miles is covered?
What might be learned about
cultural blending from this map?

Which of these most strengthened
the Abbasid rule? Explain.
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Chapter 10 Assessment
TERMS & NAMES

REVIEW QUESTIONS

Briefly explain the importance of each of the following
to the people in the Muslim world between 600 and
1200.

SECTION 1 (pages 233–237)

The Rise of Islam
11. Describe the geographic setting in which Islam developed.

1. Islam

6. caliph

12. Why did many people in Mecca reject Muhammad’s ideas at first?

2. Allah

7. Shi’a

13. List the Five Pillars of Islam and explain their significance.

3. Hijrah

8. Sufi

14. How did early Muslims view and treat Jews and Christians?

4. hajj

9. House of Wisdom

5. shari’a

10. calligraphy

Interact

with History

In this chapter, you learned that
ideas spread through trade, war
and conquest, and through scholarly exchange. With a partner,
make a list of at least five ways to
spread an idea in today’s world—
ways that were not available to
Muslims in A.D. 600–1250.

SECTION 2 (pages 238–241)

The Spread of Islam
15. List three reasons why the “rightly guided” caliphs were so successful in
spreading Islam.
16. Summarize the main reasons for the split between the Sunni and the
Shi’a.
17. Why did trade flourish under the Abbasids?
SECTION 3 (pages 242–247)

Muslim Achievement
18. In what ways did urban life in Muslim lands reflect Muslim culture?
19. Explain why Muslim scholars were so productive, particularly in the
areas of mathematics, science, and medicine.
20. How did the art and the architecture of the Muslims differ from that of
other cultures you have studied?

Visual Summary

The Muslim World
Empire Building

Religion
• Muhammad receives
revelations from Allah.

Four major Muslim dynasties
build empires on parts of three
continents.

• The Five Pillars of Islam are
Muslims’ basic religious duties.

• 661–750: Umayyad Dynasty

Islam

• 756–976: Umayyads of alAndalus (Spain)

• The sources of authority—the
Qur’an and the Sunna—guide
daily life.

• 909–1171: Fatimid Dynasty
(North Africa, Egypt, Western
Arabia, and Syria)

• Islam divides into several
branches, including Sunni
and Shi’a.

• 750–1258: Abbasid Dynasty

Achievements
Muslim scholars preserve, blend, and expand
knowledge, especially in mathematics, astronomy,
architecture, and medical science.
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CRITICAL THINKING

CHAPTER ACTIVITIES

1. ISLAM AND OTHER CULTURES

1. LIVING HISTORY: Unit Portfolio Project

How did the development of Islam influence the
blending of cultures in the region where Europe,
Africa, and Asia come together? Consider ways that
Islam encouraged or discouraged interaction among
people of various cultures.
2. ISLAM’S EXPANSION
Create a time line listing the
five most important events in the development and
expansion of Islam between 570 and 1200. Explain
the significance of each selection and why you left
other important dates off the time line.
THEME EMPIRE BUILDING

3. RELIGIOUS DUTIES
In what way did the religious duty of prayer affect
the lives of Muslims everywhere?
4. ANALYZING PRIMARY SOURCES
Abd al-Latif, a legal and medical scholar who lived in
Baghdad in the late 1100s and early 1200s, urged
young people to become scholars. Among his suggestions is one urging people to learn history. Read
the paragraph and answer the questions below it.
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
One should read histories, study biographies
and the experiences of nations. By doing this,
it will be as though, in his short life space, he
lived contemporaneously with peoples of the
past, was on intimate terms with them, and
knew the good and the bad among them. . . .
You should model your conduct on that of
the early Muslims. Therefore, read the biography of the Prophet, study his deeds and concerns, follow in his footsteps, and try your
utmost to imitate him.
ABD AL-LATIF, quoted in A History of the Arab Peoples

• Why does al-Latif advocate studying history?
• Why does he want people to study the life of
Muhammad?
• Do you agree with him about the importance of
studying history? Explain. What about studying
about Muhammad? Or other significant leaders?
Explain your answer.

Additional Test Practice,
pp. S1–S33

TEST PRACTICE
CL ASSZONE .COM

THEME RELIGIOUS AND ETHICAL SYSTEMS Your unit portfolio project focuses on
how religious and ethical systems affected all aspects of the lives of people
at this time. For Chapter 10, you might use one of the following ideas.

• Create a poster showing the Five Pillars of Islam. Draw, trace, or photocopy
images that demonstrate the responsibilities of believers. Add notes to
clarify these responsibilities.
• With several other students, create a talk show with members representing
various religions—a Hindu, a Buddhist, a Jew, a Christian, and a Muslim.
Discuss the issue of leading an ethical or proper life based on one’s religious
beliefs. Present the talk show to the class or videotape it for presentation.
• Write a letter to Muhammad, describing for him what happened in the
centuries immediately following his death and telling about his legacy today.
2. CONNECT TO TODAY: Cooperative Learning
THEME CULTURAL INTERACTION Between 600 and 1200, Islam provided a
powerful force of unity, eventually linking lands from Spain to Iran. Islam
became established in many lands. Work with a team to create maps and
charts showing countries where Muslims live in our world.

Using the Internet or almanacs, do research to find the countries in
which Islam is practiced today.
• Using a world map, identify by colors the countries of the world where
Muslims can be found as a part of the culture. Devise a color code that
shows countries where Islam spread between 600 and 1200.
3. INTERPRETING A TIME LINE
Revisit the Unit time line on pages 228–229. In the events for Chapter 10,
find the date for the establishment of the House of Wisdom. What event
was occurring about the same time in Europe? Which other areas
experienced contact with the Muslims?

FOCUS ON CHARTS
The Muslim culture spread to
Europe and the Americas.
Here are some countries in
those regions with Muslim
populations.
• Which nations have a population of Muslims that is similar
to that of the United States in
terms of percentage?
• Which nations have
approximately the same
population of Muslims in
actual numbers?
Connect to History
• Why is the percentage figure
for Spain surprising?
Source: The Cambridge Illustrated History
of the Islamic World

Muslim Population, 1990s
% of Total
Population Population

Country
Europe

Albania
Bulgaria
France
Germany
Spain
United Kingdom

2,275,000
1,200,000
3,500,000
1,700,000
300,000
1,500,000

70.0
13.0
6.1
2.1
0.8
2.7

370,000
500,000
350,000
130,000
150,000
6,000,000

1.1
0.3
1.3
13.0
30.0
2.4

Americas

Argentina
Brazil
Canada
Guyana
Surinam
USA
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Byzantines, Russians,
and Turks Interact, 500–1500
Connect History and Geography
Between the 6th and 12th centuries, Christian and Muslim
empires battled in the eastern Mediterranean region. At the
same time, Russia emerged as a powerful force to the north.
The map to the right shows these various empires at their
height. Use the map to answer the questions below.
1. What three empires are shown on the map and in what
time periods?
2. Why might the Dnieper River have been important to
Kievan Russia?
3. What lands did the Seljuk Turks occupy?
4. How does the map indicate that there was
probably conflict between the Byzantine
and Seljuk empires?
For more information about Byzantines,
Slavs, and Turks . . .

CLASSZONE.COM

Yaroslav the Wise was a prince of Kievan
Russia who created an important legal code.

527
Justinian becomes ruler
of Byzantine Empire.

266

850s
Byzantine culture
spreads to Russia.
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Three Empires: Byzantine, Russian, Seljuk, 565–1100
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Interact with History

Y

ou are a Byzantine diplomat working to serve the best
interests of your emperor and your empire. Byzantium is
threatened by a rampaging army moving from the north down
to Constantinople. You know that diplomacy, or clever
negotiating with foreign powers, has been important in
preserving Byzantium from destruction.
Your mission is to convince the invading chief to stop
advancing on the city. Will you threaten the chief with military
retaliation, try to buy him off, or arrange a marriage between
him and a Byzantine noblewoman to form an alliance?

How will you save
the empire?

EXAMINING

As the Byzantine ambassador, you may be
proposing to pay yearly tribute to the invading
chief if he will just leave the empire alone.

the

If shrewdness and good
sense fail, a display of
Byzantine military forces
might scare the enemy away.

ISSUES

You may also be offering the chief a lavish, all-expense-paid trip
to Constantinople. Such visits could impress potential invaders
with Byzantine hospitality, wealth, and (above all) power.

EXAMINING

As you weigh your options, consider
• the advantages of diplomacy
over war
• new diplomatic strategies to stop
the coming attack

the

ISSUES

Which option(s) will you choose?
Explain your choice(s).
As you read this chapter, think about

how empires keep themselves alive over
long periods of time.

• circumstances that might convince
you to recommend war
title 269
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Byzantium Becomes
the New Rome
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Constantinople ruled an eastern empire
that survived for over a thousand years.

Byzantine culture deeply influenced
Orthodox Christianity, a major branch
of modern Christianity.

TERMS & NAMES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Justinian Code
Hagia Sophia
patriarch
icon
iconoclast
excommunication
schism
Cyrillic alphabet

SETTING THE STAGE The western Roman Empire crumbled in the 5th century as it

was overrun by invading Germanic tribes. (See Chapter 6.) The threat to the empire,
however, was already apparent in the 4th century. Emperor Constantine rebuilt the
old port city of Byzantium on the Bosporus strait for two reasons. In Byzantium, he
could respond to the danger of the Germanic tribes. He could also be close to his rich
eastern provinces. He renamed the city Constantinople and in the year 330, he made
it the capital of the empire.

A New Rome in a New Setting
Constantine planned Constantinople as the new capital of the empire—the New
Rome. As a result of his decision, the empire’s center of power moved eastward. The
eastern provinces then began to develop independently of the declining West. An
eastern empire would gradually come into being.
Justinian: A New Line of Caesars Because of the difficulties of communication

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Drawing
Conclusions How
could a historian like
Procopius give two
such different
accounts of the same
person? Which do you
believe?
A. Possible
Answers Procopius
may have been biased
in both cases: to
please the emperor
with the favorable
account; to express
his dislike of the
emperor with the
unfavorable one.
There may be some
truth in both descriptions.

between the eastern and troubled western parts of the empire, they were officially
divided in two in 395. Despite this separation, Constantine’s successors in the East
continued to see themselves as Roman emperors. In 527, a high-ranking Byzantine
nobleman named Justinian succeeded his uncle to the throne of the eastern empire.
In his official writings, court historian Procopius (pruh KOH pee uhs)
described Justinian as a serious, even-tempered ruler who worked from dawn to
midnight. But in The Secret History (a book of gossip published after Justinian’s
death), Procopius portrays Justinian as “deceitful, devious, false, hypocritical,
two-faced, cruel, skilled in dissembling his thought, never moved to tears by
either joy or pain . . . a liar always.”
Whatever his true character, the new emperor quickly decided to
make good on his claim to be the head of the whole Roman Empire—
of both eastern and western parts. In 533, he sent his best general
Belisarius (behl uh SAIR ee uhs) to recover North Africa from the
Vandals. Belisarius got the job done in a few months. Two years later,
Belisarius attacked Rome and took it from the Ostrogoths. But the city
was repeatedly attacked by other Germanic tribes. In the next 16 years,
Rome changed hands six times. After numerous campaigns, Justinian’s
armies won nearly all of Italy and parts of Spain. Justinian now ruled almost
all the territory that Rome had ever ruled. He could honestly call himself a new Caesar.
•

•

•

•

•

Both sides of this
gold medallion
display Emperor
Justinian as a
military commander.
But the coin really
celebrates a victory
by General
Belisarius. The
emperor often
feared that the
general’s popularity
would outshine his
own.

•

•

The Absolute Power of the Emperors Like the last of the old Caesars, the

Byzantine emperors ruled with absolute power. They headed not just the state but
the Church as well. They appointed and dismissed bishops at will. The politics, however, were brutal, not spiritual. Emperors lived under constant risk of assassination.
Of the 88 Byzantine emperors, 29 died violently, and 13 abandoned the throne to
live in monasteries.
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Building the New Rome
A separate government and difficult communications with the West gave the
Byzantine Empire its own character—different from that of the western empire. The
citizens thought of themselves as sharing in the Roman tradition, but few spoke Latin
anymore. Most Byzantines spoke Greek. They also belonged to the eastern branch of
the Christian Church.
To regulate a complex society, Justinian set up a panel of ten legal experts. Between
528 and 533, they combed through 400 years of Roman law and legal opinions. Some
of those laws had become outdated. Some repeated or even contradicted other laws.
The panel’s task was to create a single, uniform code for Justinian’s New Rome.
The result of the panel’s work was a body of civil law known as the Justinian
Code. After its completion, the code consisted of four works.
1. The Code contained nearly 5,000 Roman laws, which the experts still
considered useful for the Byzantine Empire.

Background
Ethnically, the empire
was extremely
diverse. Copts,
Syrians, Thracians,
Armenians, Germans,
Huns, and many other
groups made up its
population.

Vocabulary
code: a general system of laws, from the
Latin codex, meaning
“book.”

2. The Digest quoted and summarized the opinions of Rome’s greatest legal
thinkers about the laws. This massive work ran to a total of 50 volumes.
3. The Institutes was a textbook that told law students how to use the laws.
4. The Novellae (New Laws) presented legislation passed after 534.
The Justinian Code decided legal questions that regulated whole areas of Byzantine
life. Marriage, slavery, property, inheritance, women’s rights, and crimes were just
some of those areas. Although Justinian himself died in 565, his code served the
Byzantine Empire for 900 years.
Creating the Imperial Capital While his scholars were creating the legal code,

Justinian launched into the most ambitious public building program ever seen in the
Roman world. He rebuilt the crumbling fortifications of Constantinople. The city’s
coasts were ringed by a 14-mile stone wall. The city was also protected on its only land
approach by a deep moat and three walls. The innermost of these was 25 feet thick and
had towers 70 feet tall. Justinian saw to it that these massive fortifications were repaired.
Church building was the emperor’s greatest passion. His beautiful churches also
helped him show the close connection between church and state in his empire. The
crowning glory of his reign was Hagia Sophia (HAY ee uh soh FEE uh), which means
“Holy Wisdom” in Greek. A church of the
Constantinople, A.D. 550
same name had been destroyed in riots that
swept Constantinople in 532. When
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Analyzing
Motives Why do you
think governments so
often build magnificent buildings like
Hagia Sophia?
B. Possible Answer
Possibly to impress or
intimidate those they
govern; to impress
foreign powers.
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Constantinople’s Hectic Pace The main street running

through Constantinople was the Mese (MEHS ee) or “Middle
Way.” It ran from the imperial complex through a series of public squares and then in two branches to the outer walls.
Merchant stalls lined the main street and filled the side streets.
A stone roof sheltered the crowds shopping in this giant open-air
market. Products from the most distant corners of Asia, Africa,
and Europe passed through these stalls. Shoppers could buy tin
from England, wine from France, cork from Spain, and ivory
and gold from Africa. Fur, honey, and timber came from Russia,
spices from India, and silk from China. Everywhere food stands
filled the air with the smell of their delicacies, while acrobats
and street musicians performed.
Meanwhile, citizens could enjoy free entertainment at the
Hippodrome, which offered wild chariot races and circus acts.
The Hippodrome (from Greek words meaning “horse” and
“racecourse”) held 60,000 spectators. Fans of the different teams
formed rowdy gangs named for the colors worn by their heroes.
In 532, two such factions, the Blues and the Greens, sparked
citywide riots called the Nika Rebellion (because the mob cried
“Nika!” or “Victory!”). Both sides were angry at
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
the government. They felt the city prefect
■HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■
(mayor) had been too severe in putting down a ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
previous riot of Hippodrome fans. Even
though Justinian dismissed the prefect, the
mobs were not satisfied. They packed the
Hippodrome and proclaimed a new emperor.
Belisarius, however, broke in with his troops and slaughtered about
30,000 rebels.
Much credit for saving the day must go to Justinian’s wife,
Theodora. As her husband’s steely adviser, Theodora had immense
power. During the Nika Rebellion, when Justinian considered fleeing
the city, Theodora rallied him with a fiery speech:
•

The emperor often
presided over wild
chariot races at the
Hippodrome, as this
fourth-century ivory
carving shows.
When he dropped a
white handkerchief,
the races began.

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
My opinion is that now is a poor time for flight, even though it bring
safety. For any man who has seen the light of day will also die, but one
who has been an emperor cannot endure to be a fugitive. If now you
wish to go, Emperor, nothing prevents you. There is the sea, there are
the steps to the boats. But take care that after you are safe, you do not
find that you would gladly exchange that safety for death.
THEODORA, quoted by Procopius in History of the Wars

Byzantium Preserves Learning
Vocabulary
rhetoric: the study
of how to use spoken
or written language
effectively.

Byzantine families valued education and sent their children to
monastic or public schools or hired private tutors. Basic courses
focused on Greek and Latin grammar, philosophy, and rhetoric. The
classics of Greek and Roman literature served as textbooks. Students
memorized Homer. They learned geometry from Euclid, history
from Herodotus, and medicine from Galen. The modern world owes
Byzantine scholars a huge debt for preserving many of the great
works of Greece and Rome.

Empress Theodora
500–548
The most powerful woman in
Byzantine history rose from deep
poverty. Theodora’s father was a
bear-keeper. Early in life, Theodora
herself was an actress, a despised
profession in Byzantium. But she
caught Justinian’s eye, and in 525,
they married.
As empress, Theodora became
a power in her own right. She met
with foreign envoys, wrote to
foreign leaders, passed laws, and
built churches. During a political
crisis, Theodora even confiscated
the property of the general
Belisarius. After she died in 548,
Justinian was so depressed that he
passed no major laws for the rest
of his reign—a sign of Theodora’s
political influence.
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The Empire Confronts Its Enemies
Constantinople remained rich and powerful for centuries. After Justinian’s death in
565, however, the empire suffered countless setbacks. There were street riots, religious quarrels, palace intrigues, and foreign dangers. Each time the empire moved to
the edge of collapse, it found some way to revive—only to face another crisis.
The Mysterious Plague of Justinian The first crisis actually began before Justinian’s

death. It was a disease that resembled what we now know as the bubonic plague. This
horrifying illness hit Constantinople in the later years of Justinian’s reign. The plague
probably arrived from India on ships infested with rats. In 542, at its peak, it is estimated
that 10,000 people were dying every day. The illness broke out every 8 to 12 years until
around 700, when it finally faded out. By that time, it had destroyed a huge percentage of
the Byzantine population. The smaller population left the empire exposed to its enemies.
Attacks from East and West Byzantium’s enemies pressed in on all sides.

Lombards overran Justinian’s conquests in the west. Avars, Slavs, and Bulgars made
frequent raids on the northern borders. The powerful Sassanid Persians attacked
relentlessly in the east. The Persians and Avars struck against Constantinople itself in
626. With the rise of Islam, Arab armies attacked the city in 674 and once again in
717. Russians attempted invasions of the city three times between 860 and 1043. In
the 11th century, the Turks took over the Muslim world and fought their way slowly
into Anatolia. The Crusades brought armies of knights from Western Europe who pillaged Constantinople in 1204 on their way to fight the Turks.
As their first line of defense, the Byzantines used bribes, diplomacy, and political
marriages to prop up their shaky empire. These strategies, however, were not enough.
So, in the 7th century, Emperor Heraclius reorganized the empire along military
lines. Provinces became themes, or military districts. Each theme was run by a general
who reported directly to the emperor.
In spite of these measures, the Byzantine Empire slowly shrank under the impact
of foreign attacks. By 1350, it was reduced to the tip of Anatolia and a strip of the
Balkans. Yet thanks to its walls, its fleet, and its strategic location, the city held out for
another 100 years. Finally, Constantinople fell to the Ottoman Turks in 1453.

CONNECT to TODAY
The Orthodox and Roman
Catholic Churches Today
Today, the Orthodox Church has
about 214 million members worldwide. Roman Catholics number about
1 billion. In 1965, the two churches
met to discuss their differences and
explore the possibilities of reunion.
Statements issued in the late
1980s outlined areas of agreement.
Both churches believe that Jesus
established seven sacraments, or
ceremonies, for Christian worship.
Of these sacraments, they consider
Holy Communion the most
important.
They also agree on the need for
priests in the Church. However, as
in the 11th century, they still disagree on the role of the pope, on
the issue of divorce, and on
whether priests may marry.
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Background
Except during
Justinian’s reign, the
Byzantine Empire was
relatively small for
most of its 1,000-year
history. The empire
generally included
most of Anatolia,
Greece, and some of
present-day Bulgaria
and the former
Yugoslavia.

The Church Divides
During those many centuries, the Eastern Church in Constantinople
continued to flourish. At the same time, however, distance and lack
of contact slowly caused the doctrines and rituals of Western and
Eastern Christianity to diverge. The Church would eventually split
into the Eastern Orthodox and Roman Catholic churches.
A Split Between Rome and Constantinople Eastern

Christianity built its heritage on the works of early church fathers.
One was Saint Basil, who, around 357, wrote rules for the life of
monks. Another key figure was Saint John Chrysostom
(KRIHS uhs tuhm). As bishop of Constantinople from 398 to 404,
Chrysostom was the patriarch (PAY tree AHRK), or leading bishop of
the East. But even the patriarch bowed to the emperor.
A controversy that tested the emperor’s authority over religious
matters broke out in the 8th century. In 730, Emperor Leo III
banned the use of icons, religious images used by eastern Christians
to aid their devotions. The emperor thought the use of icons
amounted to idol worship. The army supported the emperor’s view,
and enthusiastic iconoclasts (eye KAHN uh KLASTS), or “icon-breakers,” broke into churches to destroy images. But the people rioted,
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Background
Today, iconoclast
means “someone who
overthrows respected
ideas and traditions.”
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Greek word meaning
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The 11th Century: Differences Between Two Christian Traditions
Roman Catholic

Eastern Orthodox

• Services are conducted in Latin.

• Services are conducted in Greek or local
languages.

• The pope has authority over all other bishops.

• The patriarch and other bishops head the
church as a group.

• The pope claims authority over all kings and
emperors.

• The emperor claims authority over the
patriarch and other bishops of the empire.

• Priests may not marry.

• Priests may be married.

• Divorce is not permitted.

• Divorce is allowed under certain conditions.

S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Charts
1. Which church seemed to allow for greater diversity among its members? Why?
2. Who would have more political power: the pope or the patriarch?

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Recognizing
Effects How do you
think the schism in
the Church might
affect political relations between the
Byzantine Empire and
Western Europe?
C. Possible Answer
The schism might
increase distrust and
hostility between the
empire and the West.
It could increase the
isolation of both East
and West.

and the clergy rebelled. In the West, the pope became involved in this eastern dispute
and supported the use of icons. One pope even ordered the excommunication of a
Byzantine emperor—that is, he declared that the emperor was an outcast from the
Church. In 843, more than a hundred years after the controversy began, an order
from an empress named Theodora restored icons to Eastern churches.
Differences between the Eastern and Western churches, however, continued to grow. (See the chart above.) In 1054, matters came to a head
when the pope and the patriarch excommunicated each other in a
dispute over religious doctrine. After this schism (SIHZ uhm), or
split, Christianity was permanently divided between the Roman
Catholic Church in the West and the Orthodox Church in the
East.

A reliquary is a
decorated
container that holds
the remains of holy
persons, called
saints. This tin
reliquary, produced
in the 12th century,
contains pieces of
the bones of Saints
Cyril and
Methodius.

•

Byzantine Missionaries Convert the Slavs As West and
East grew apart, the two traditions of Christianity competed for
souls. Missionaries from the Orthodox Church, for example, took
their form of Christianity north to the Slavs. Two of the most successful eastern missionaries, Saint Methodius and Saint Cyril
(SEER uhl), worked among the Slavs in the 9th century. Cyril and
Methodius invented an alphabet for the Slavic languages. With an
alphabet, Slavs would be able to read the Bible in their own tongues.
Many Slavic languages, including Russian, are now written in what is
called the Cyrillic (suh RIHL ihk) alphabet.
The Orthodox missionaries opened up highways for Byzantine influence in Slavic lands. As these missionaries were carrying out their work
among the Slavs, an important new Slavic nation was forming.
•

•

•

Section 1 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Justinian Code
• Hagia Sophia
• patriarch
• icon
• iconoclast
• excommunication
• schism
• Cyrillic alphabet

2. TAKING NOTES

Using a cluster like the one below,
show Justinian’s accomplishments
as emperor of the New Rome.

3. ANALYZING MOTIVES

Why do you think Justinian
decided in the late 520s that it
was the right time to reform
Roman law?

THINK ABOUT
Justinian

In your opinion, was Justinian a
great leader? Explain.

• the situation of the empire
• the role of laws in societies
• the state of Roman laws before
reform

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Religious and Ethical
Systems Do you think the
differences between the Eastern
and Western churches could have
been reconciled before the Church
split? Why? Working in small
teams, brainstorm several reasons
why the Church separated. For
each reason, list two or three
ways in which the problems might
have been resolved.
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TERMS & NAMES

Russians Adapt
Byzantine Culture

•
•
•
•
•
•

Slavs
boyars
Olga
Vladimir
Yaroslav the Wise
Alexander
Nevsky
• czar

MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Russia grew out of a blending of Slavic
and Byzantine cultures with Eastern
Orthodox traditions.

The early history of Russia separated it
from the West, causing mutual misunderstandings that still exist today.

SETTING THE STAGE At the beginning of the 9th century, the Byzantines regarded

the forests north of the Black Sea as a wilderness. In their minds, those forests were
inhabited only by “barbarians,” who sometimes made trouble along their borders.
They would soon consider these Slavic peoples as fellow Byzantine Christians.

Both Slavic and Greek
Midway through the 9th century, the Slavs—the people from the forests north of
the Black Sea—began trading with Constantinople. As they traded, they began
absorbing Greek Byzantine ideas. Russian culture grew out of this blending of Slavic
and Greek traditions.
The Land of Russia’s Birth Russia’s first unified territory originated west of the Ural

Mountains in the region that runs from the Black Sea to the Baltic. Hilly grasslands
are found in the extreme south of that area. The north, however, is densely forested,
flat, and swampy. Slow-moving, interconnecting rivers allow boat travel across these
plains in almost any direction. Three great rivers, the Dnieper (NEE puhr), the Don,
and the Volga, run from the heart of the forests to the Black Sea or the Caspian Sea.
In the early days of the Byzantine Empire, these forests were inhabited by tribes of
Slavic farmers and traders. They spoke similar languages but had no political unity.
Sometime in the 800s, small bands of adventurers came down among them from the
north. These Varangians, or Rus as they were also called, were most likely Vikings.
Eventually, the Vikings built forts along the rivers and settled among the Slavs.
•

Slavs and Vikings Russian legends say the Slavs invited the Viking chief Rurik to be

their king. So in 862, he founded Novgorod (NAHV guh rahd), Russia’s first important
city. That account is given in The Primary Chronicle, a history of Russia written by monks
•

Many rivers in
Russia are full of
rocks and dangerous rapids. Vikings
like the ones in this
woodcut would lift
up their boats and
carry them past
those dangers. Even
so, many Vikings
died in Russian
rivers.

274 Chapter 11

•

Background
Like the Greeks, the
Byzantines labeled
anyone who did not
speak Greek as a
“barbarian.”

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Making
Inferences Why
might a territory with
plains and rivers be
difficult to defend
against invaders?
A. Answer Plains
would offer few
natural obstacles to
invaders. Rivers
could actually help
invaders to move into
the territory.
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B. Analyzing
Motives Why do you
think Vladimir thought
it was important that
all his subjects
become Christian?
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY

a R.
Volg

Novgorod

500 Miles

Crete

Area of Viking control
Viking invasions
882 Year of invasion

Cyprus

0
1,000 Kilometers
a member of the Kievan nobility paid
a visit to Constantinople and publicly
G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
converted to Christianity. Her name
1. Human-Environment Interaction Which geographical feature of
was Princess Olga. From 945 to 955,
Russia did Vikings use to further their invasions?
she governed Kiev until her son was
2. Human-Environment Interaction Besides east, what is the other
old enough to rule. Her son resisted
basic direction taken by Vikings in their Eastern European
Christianity. However, soon after Olga’s
invasions? Why do you think they chose to attack in that direction?
grandson Vladimir (VLAD uh meer) came
to the throne about 980, he considered conversion to Christianity. The Primary
Chronicle reports that Vladimir sent out teams to observe the major religions of the
times. Three of the teams returned with lukewarm accounts of Islam, Judaism, and
Western Christianity. But the team from Byzantium told quite a different story:
•

B. Answer
Uniformity in religion
might make people
easier to govern; one
important source of
dissent would be
eliminated. Vladimir
may have wanted to
extend his power
even over his subject's deepest beliefs.
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Background
Vikings could dominate the Slavs partly
because of superior
weaponry. They used
two-edged swords
and battle axes.

Vikings
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The Viking Invasions of
Eastern Europe, 820–941

RD

in the early 1100s. Around 880, a
nobleman from Novgorod named
Oleg moved south to Kiev (KEE ehf),
a city on the Dnieper River. From
Kiev, the Vikings could sail by river
and sea to Constantinople. There
they could trade for the products
from distant lands.
The merchandise they brought to
Constantinople included timber, fur,
wax, honey, and their Slavic subjects
whom they sold as slaves. In fact,
the word slave originates from Slav.
Kiev grew into a principality, a
small state ruled by a prince. As it
did, the Viking nobles intermarried
with their Slavic subjects. They also
adopted Slavic culture. The society
remained strictly divided between
peasant masses and the nobles, or
boyars. Gradually, however, the line
between Slavs and Vikings vanished.

•

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
. . . the Greeks led us to the buildings where they worship their God, and we knew not
whether we were in heaven or on earth. For on earth there is no such splendor or such
beauty, and we are at a loss how to describe it. We only know that God dwells there
among men and . . . we cannot forget that beauty.
from The Primary Chronicle

This report convinced Vladimir to convert to Byzantine Christianity and to make all
his subjects convert, too. In 989, a baptism of all the citizens of Kiev was held in the
Dnieper River. Kiev, already linked to Byzantium by trade, now looked to
Constantinople for religious guidance. Vladimir imported teachers to instruct the people in the new faith. All the beliefs and traditions of Orthodox Christianity flourished
in Kiev. Vladimir appreciated the Byzantine idea of the emperor as supreme ruler of
the church. So the close link between Church and state took root in Russia as well.

Kiev’s Power and Decline
Thanks to its Byzantine ties, Kiev grew from a cluster of crude wooden forts to the
glittering capital of prosperous and educated people. The rise of Kiev marks the
appearance of Russia’s first important unified territory.
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Kievan Russia Vladimir led the way in establishing Kiev’s power. He expanded his

state west into Poland and north almost to the Baltic Sea. He also fought off troublesome nomads from the steppes to the south.
In 1019, Vladimir’s son Yaroslav the Wise came to the throne and led Kiev to
even greater glory. Like the rulers of Byzantium, Yaroslav skillfully married off his
daughters and sisters to the kings and princes of Western Europe. Those marriages
helped him to forge important trading alliances. At the same time, he created a legal
code tailored to Kiev’s commercial culture. Many of its rules dealt with crimes against
property. For example, Yaroslav’s code called for a fine of three grivnas for cutting off
a person’s finger, but 12 grivnas for plowing over a property line. Yaroslav also built
the first library in Kiev. Under his rule, Christianity prospered. By the 12th century,
Kiev could even boast of having 400 churches. However, the wooden churches proved
to be as temporary as Kiev’s glory.
Power Struggles Bring on Kiev’s Decline The decline of the Kievan state started

with the death of Yaroslav in 1054. Yaroslav had made a crucial error. Yaroslav divided
his realm among his sons—instead of following the custom of passing on the throne to
the eldest son. His sons tore the state apart fighting for the choicest territories. And
because this system of dividing among sons continued, each generation saw new
struggles. The Crusades added to Kiev’s troubles by disrupting trade. Then, just when
it seemed that things could not get worse, they got far worse.

Background
Under Yaroslav’s system, younger brothers
were supposed to
move up to better
properties as their
elders died. However,
the brothers didn’t
always die in the right
order!

Mongol Invasions Favor the Rise of Moscow
In the middle 1200s, a ferocious group of horsemen from central Asia slashed their
way into Russia. These nomads were the Mongols. (See Chapter 12.) They had
exploded onto the world scene at the beginning of the 1200s under Genghis Khan
(JEHNG gihs KAHN), one of the most feared warriors of all time.
Mongols may have been forced to move out by economic or military pressures.
They may have been lured by the wealth of cities to the west. Whatever their reasons
for leaving, Mongols rode their swift horses across the steppes of Asia and on into
•

HISTORY THROUGH ART: Fine Ar t
Christian religious art in the West strives
to show the holy in realistic situations.
Eastern Orthodox icons depict a spiritual
world that is far removed from what
some consider the “real” world. In
Western art, the divine seems near and
familiar. In the East, the divine looks far
from our human level, but like windows,
icons can help believers glimpse heaven.
Connect

to History

Contrast What are the differences between the styles of these
two paintings? Consider the
mother, the child, and the background.
SEE SKILLBUILDER
HANDBOOK, PAGE R20

Connect
Madonna with Child and Angels (about 1463),
Fra Filippo Lippi (Italy)
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to Today

Analyzing Go to a house of
worship near you. See if and how
the spiritual is portrayed there.

The Mother of God of Vladimir (12th century), icon commissioned by the grand duke of Kiev
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Background
The Mongols may
have been related to
the Huns, who had
helped topple the
Roman Empire. (See
Chapter 6, page 161.)
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Europe. Their savage killing and burning won them a reputation for ruthless brutality.
When Genghis Khan died in 1227, his successors continued the conquering that he
had begun. At its fullest extent, the Mongol Empire stretched from the Yellow Sea to
the Baltic Sea and from the Himalayas to northern Russia.
In 1240, the Mongols attacked and demolished Kiev. They rode under the leadership of Batu Khan, Genghis’s grandson. So many inhabitants were slaughtered, a
Russian historian reported, that “no eye remained to weep.” A Roman Catholic bishop
traveling through Kiev five years later wrote, “When we passed through that land, we
found lying in the field countless heads and bones of dead people.” After the fall of
Kiev, Mongols ruled all of southern Russia. For over 200 years, the Mongol Empire in
Russia held power. The empire’s official name was the“Khanate of the Golden
Horde”: Khanate, from the Mongol word for “kingdom”; Golden, because gold was
the royal color of the Mongols; Horde, from the Mongol word for “camp.”
Mongol Rule in Russia Under Mongol rule, the Russians could follow all their

C. Possible
Answers Practical:
Nevsky’s policy preserved Russians from
further violence;
Cowardly: Nevsky
cooperated in the
oppression of the
Russian people.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Analyzing
Motives Do you
approve of Nevsky’s
cooperation with the
Mongols? Was his
policy practical or
cowardly?

usual customs, as long as they made no sign of rebellion. As fierce as they were, the
Mongols tolerated all the religions in their realms. The Church acted as a mediator
between the people and the Mongols. It also pacified the oppressors by praying for
them. Church leaders found a religious meaning in the Mongol occupation of the
country. They explained it as a punishment for the people’s sins.
Icons gained importance at this time, and Russians used the images ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
■HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■
to help escape their painful political realities.
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
The Mongols demanded just two things from Russians: slavish obedience and massive amounts of tribute. The Mongols themselves made
sure Russians remained obedient. However, they made local nobles
collect the tribute. As long as the money was delivered, the nobles
could keep their titles. Novgorod’s prince and military hero Alexander
Nevsky, for example, advised his fellow princes to cooperate with the
Mongols. The Russian nobles crushed revolts against the Mongols and
collected oppressive taxes for the foreign rulers. At his death, Nevsky
willed the principality of Moscow to his son Daniel. Daniel founded a
line of princes there that in 200 years would rise to great prominence.
Alexander Nevsky
Mongol rule isolated the Russians more than ever from their
1220?–1263
neighbors in Western Europe, cutting them off from many new ideas
Alexander of Novgorod was about
and inventions. However, during this period, forces were at work that
20 when he carved his name on
would eventually lead to Russia’s liberation and to the rise of a new
Russian history. In 1240, the
Swedes attacked the principality of
center of power: Moscow.
Mongol Rule Serves Moscow’s Interests In some ways, the

Vocabulary
Khan: the Mongol
word for “ruler.”

Mongols actually helped to unite Russia. Kievan Russia had been a
collection of small independent principalities. Mongol rulers looked
upon Russia as their unified empire, and all Russian principalities
had to pay tribute to the Mongol Khan.
The rise of Moscow also began under the Mongols. The city was
first founded in the 1100s. By 1156, it was a crude village protected
by a log wall. Nonetheless, Moscow was located near three rivers: the
Volga, Dnieper, and Don. From that strategic position, a prince of
Moscow who could gain control of the three rivers could eventually
control nearly all of European Russia.
That opportunity for expansion would not arise until the 14th century. In the late 1320s, Moscow’s Prince Ivan I had earned the gratitude of the Mongols by helping to crush a Russian revolt against
Mongol rule. For his services, the Mongols appointed Ivan I as tax
collector of all the Slavic lands they had conquered. They also gave
him the title of “Great Prince.” Ivan had now become without any

Novgorod to stop its expansion.
Alexander soundly defeated the
invading Swedes at the Neva River.
Grateful Russians called him
Nevsky (“of the Neva”) in honor of
his victory.
In 1242, his fame grew even
greater. In that year, the Teutonic
Knights, a brotherhood of Germanic
warriors, invaded the Baltics and
Russia to convert them to
Catholicism. Alexander cut the
German armies to pieces on a
frozen channel between two
lakes—his famous “Battle on the
Ice.” For this victory and for his
long protection of the Russian
church, Alexander was declared a
saint of the Russian Orthodox
Church in 1547.
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doubt the most powerful of all Russian
princes. He also became the wealthiest
and was known as “Ivan Moneybags.”
Ivan was also able to convince the
Patriarch of Kiev, the leading bishop of
Eastern Europe, to move to Moscow.
The move enhanced the city’s prestige
and gave Moscow’s princes a powerful
ally: the Church. Ivan I and his successors used numerous strategies to
enlarge their territory: land purchases,
wars, trickery, shrewd marriages. From
generation to generation, they
schemed to gain control over the small
states around Moscow.
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The Khanate of the
Golden Horde, 1294
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Vocabulary
enhanced: improved

An Empire Emerges The Russian

state would become a genuine empire
during the long, 43-year reign of Ivan
III (1462–1505). This prince was only a
Khanate of the Golden Horde
at its greatest extent
boy of 13 when Constantinople fell to
d
Capital
In D E L H I
the Turkish Empire in 1453. In 1472,
SULTANATE
(1258) Year of Mongol conquest
0
500 Miles
Ivan III managed to marry the niece of
the last Byzantine emperor. He then
0
1,000 Kilometers
began calling himself czar (zahr), the
G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
Russian version of Caesar. (The title
1. About how many miles did the Khanate of the Golden Horde
became official only during the reign of
stretch from east to west?
Ivan IV.) By calling himself czar, how2. What people controlled most of the kingdoms surrounding
ever, Ivan III openly claimed to make
Mongol Russia?
Russia the “Third Rome.”
In 1480, Ivan made the final break with the Mongols. He refused to pay their tribute. Following his refusal, Russian and Mongol armies faced each other on either side
of the Ugra River, about 150 miles southwest of Moscow. However, neither side
wanted to fight. So, after a time, both armies turned around and marched home.
Russians have traditionally considered this bloodless standoff as marking Russia’s liberation from Mongol rule. After that liberation, the czars could openly pursue an empire.
The Mongols were not the only conquering people to emerge from central Asia. As
you will learn in Section 3, Turks would begin establishing an empire in Southwest
Asia. In one form or another, their empire would last from the 11th century to the
20th century.
AL

AY

AS

us

R.

M

Background
Rome itself was first;
Constantinople was
the Second Rome; the
third was Russia,
according to Ivan.

Section 2 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Slavs
• boyars
• Olga
• Vladimir
• Yaroslav the Wise
• Alexander Nevsky
• czar

2. TAKING NOTES

3. RECOGNIZING EFFECTS

Make a chart like the one below
to show the effects of Mongol rule
in Russia.
Nobles

Church

People

Moscow
Princes

How did Vladimir’s conversion to
Christianity affect the citizens,
society, and government of Kiev?

THINK ABOUT
• the laws he passed
• the customs he encouraged
• the policies he followed

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Empire Building The Mongols
were fierce conquerors, and their
rule cut Russia off from the rest of
the world. Even so, their policies
helped to pull Russia together as a
territory. How? Give reasons and
examples from the text to support
your opinion.

THINK ABOUT
• Mongol policies in Russia
• the Church’s attitude toward the
Mongols
• the role and power of the nobility
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Empires in East Asia,
600–1350
Connect History and Geography
Various kingdoms ruled different parts of East Asia between the
10th and 13th centuries. The map at the right shows the main
regions and ruling states. Although China’s Song Dynasty
controlled the largest empire, other states also emerged as
regional powers. A network of trade routes connected the
different kingdoms and encouraged the exchange of goods
and ideas. Use the map to answer the following questions.
1. What ruling states are shown on the map?
2. Where was Heian located? Angkor? Palembang?
3. What was significant about Srivijaya’s location?
4. Why would China tend to exert a strong influence over
other parts of East Asia?
For more information about East Asian empires . . .

CLASSZONE.COM

Led by Genghis Khan, the
fearsome Mongol cavalry swept
out of Mongolia in 1209 and
began a bloody conquest of Asia.

618 Tang Dynasty begins 300-year 794
rule in China. Scholar-officials
Heian period
manage the Tang government.
begins in Japan.
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East and Southeast Asia, 900–1200
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Interact with History

I
The magnetic compass can help
sailors navigate the open sea.

magine it is the year 1292. You have spent the last 17 years
traveling around the most advanced country in the world—
China. The civilization you come from is on the other side of
the world. It, too, is very sophisticated, but it lacks many of
the innovations you have seen on your travels.
During your stay in China, you were of great assistance to
the emperor. As a going-away present, he wants you to choose
one of the inventions shown here to take back to your own
society. After choosing one, you will receive the knowledge of
how to create it.

Which one Chinese
invention would you
take back to your
society? Why?
Paper is a
relatively
inexpensive
and easy-toproduce
surface for
writing and
printing.
Gunpowder
can be used
for fireworks
or made into
explosive
weapons.
Silk makes
a luxurious
cloth—soft
to the touch
but also
amazingly
strong and
warm.

EXAMINING

the

ISSUES

Use these questions to help you choose
an invention:
• Which item would be most useful to
a society that currently has none of
the items?
• Which would most improve the quality
of life?
• Which might be the most profitable?
• What benefits and drawbacks might
there be to introducing the item into
your society?

Discuss these questions with your classmates.
In your discussion, remember what you’ve
learned about the spread of new ideas.
As you read about China in this chapter, see

how its ideas spread from the East to the West.
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TERMS & NAMES

Two Great Dynasties
in China

•
•
•
•

MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

During the Tang and Song dynasties,
China experienced an era of prosperity
and technological innovation.

Chinese inventions from this period, such
as printing, gunpowder, and the compass,
changed history.

Tang Taizong
Wu Zhao
movable type
gentry

SETTING THE STAGE After the Han Dynasty collapsed in A.D. 220, nomadic peoples

from the northern steppe and Tibet conquered much of northern China. For 350
years, no emperor was strong enough to hold China together. More than 30 local
dynasties rose and fell. By 589, an emperor named Sui Wendi had united northern and
southern China once again. He restored a strong central government. Under the next
two dynasties, the Tang and the Song, China experienced a golden age. It became the
richest, most powerful, and most advanced country in the world.

The Tang Dynasty Expands China

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Synthesizing
What Sui accomplishments helped the
Tang Dynasty become
powerful?
A. Answer United
China, restored central government, built
Grand Canal, rebuilt
Great Wall.

Sui Wendi declared himself the first emperor of the Sui (sway) Dynasty. The dynasty
lasted through only two emperors from 589 to 618. The Sui emperors’ greatest accomplishment was the completion of the Grand Canal. This waterway connected the
Huang He (Yellow River) and the Yangtze River. The canal provided a vital route for
trade between the northern cities and the southern rice-producing region of the
Yangtze delta.
To dig the 1,000-mile waterway, tens of thousands of peasant men and women
toiled five years. Perhaps as many as half of the workers died on the job. Thousands
more toiled and died to rebuild the Great Wall. The endless labor on state projects
turned the people against the Sui Dynasty. Overworked and overtaxed, they finally
revolted. In 618, a member of the imperial court strangled the second Sui emperor.
Tang Rulers Create a Powerful Empire While short-lived, the Sui Dynasty built a

strong foundation for the great achievements of the next dynasty, the Tang (tahng). The
Tang Dynasty ruled for nearly 300 years (618–907). The Tang emperor who began
these achievements was Tang Taizong, whose brilliant reign lasted from 627 to 649.
Under the Tang rulers, the empire expanded. Taizong’s armies
reconquered the northern and western lands that China had
lost since the decline of the Han Dynasty. By 668, China had
extended its influence over Korea as well. The ruler during
the campaign in Korea was the empress Wu Zhao (woo
jow). From about 660 on, she held the real power while
weak emperors sat on the throne. Finally, in 690, Empress Wu
assumed the title of emperor for herself—the only woman ever to do
so in China.
Tang rulers further strengthened the central government of China.
They expanded the network of roads and canals begun by the Sui. This
helped to pull the empire together. However, Tang Taizong also remembered the Sui emperors’ mistake of overtaxing peasants. Therefore, he lowered taxes and took some lands from the wealthy to give to peasants. He and
his successors also promoted foreign trade and improvements in agriculture.
Tang China prospered.

Horses symbolized
the power of the
Tang Dynasty. Tang
artists were famous
for their glazed
pottery horses such
as this one, which
was created in the
early 700s.
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■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ Scholar-Officials To manage their
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■ MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ large empire, the Tang rulers

Tang Taizong
600–649
The man who restored the Middle
Kingdom to its glory was a
distinguished general named Li
Shimin. He seized the imperial
throne in 626 after killing off his
brothers as rivals and forcing his
father, the first Tang emperor, to
step aside. As emperor, Li Shimin
took the title Taizong, meaning
“Great Ancestor.”
Taizong’s military campaigns
extended China’s borders north to
Manchuria, south to Vietnam, and
west to the Aral Sea. China’s
power and influence reached
much farther. At home, aided by his
gifted advisers, Taizong reformed
the government organization and
law code. These became models
for all of East Asia.

Wu Zhao
625–705
At the age of 13, the beautiful Wu
Zhao arrived at the court of Tang
Taizong to become one of the
emperor’s secondary wives. After
Taizong’s death, she became a
favored wife of his son and successor. Wu Zhao soon rose above rival
wives and became the emperor’s
chief wife, or empress.
For many years, Empress Wu
virtually ruled China on behalf of the
sickly emperor. After his death, two
of their sons briefly held the throne.
Frustrated by their lack of ability,
she took the throne herself at the
age of 65. She was 80 when she
finally lost power.
A strong leader, Wu Zhao
continued the work begun by
Taizong to build and expand China.

needed to restore China’s vast
bureaucracy. The civil service
examination system begun by the
Han Dynasty had fallen into disorder. The Tang rulers revived and
expanded the system to recruit
good officials. They opened schools
around the country to train young
scholars in Confucianism, poetry,
and other subjects covered in the
exams. The few who passed the
tough exams became part of an
elite group of scholar-officials.
In theory, the exams were open to
all men, even commoners. However,
only the wealthy could afford the
necessary years of education. Also,
men with political connections could
obtain high positions without taking
the exams.
Despite these flaws, the system
created a remarkably intelligent and
capable governing class in China.
Before the Tang Dynasty, a few
noble families dominated the country. As the examination system grew
in importance, talent and education
became more important than noble
birth in winning power. As a result,
many moderately wealthy families
shared in China’s government.

B. Possible Answer
Created intelligent
and capable governing
class, reduced power
of noble families,
raised prestige of education, spread power
across wider group.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Recognizing
Effects What
resulted from the
revival of the civil
service system?

The Tang Lose Power By the mid-700s, the Tang Dynasty was weakening. To pay

for military expansion, Tang rulers reimposed crushing taxes. These brought hardship
to the people but still failed to meet the rising costs of government. In times of
famine, peasants fled their villages and roved the countryside in bandit gangs.
Moreover, the Tang could not control the vast empire they had built. In 751, Arab
armies soundly defeated the Chinese on China’s western frontier at the Battle of Talas.
(See the map on pages 284–285.) Central Asia passed out of Chinese control and into
foreign hands. After this time, border attacks and internal rebellions steadily chipped
away at the power of the imperial government. Finally, in 907, Chinese rebels sacked
and burned the Tang capital at Chang’an and murdered the last Tang emperor, a child.

The Song Dynasty Restores China
After the end of the Tang Dynasty, rival warlords divided China into separate kingdoms. In 960, an able general reunited China and proclaimed himself Song Taizu, the
first Song (sung) emperor. The Song Dynasty, like the Tang, lasted about three centuries (960–1279). Although the Song ruled a smaller empire than either the Han or
the Tang, China remained stable, powerful, and prosperous.
Song armies never regained the western lands lost after 751. Nor did they regain
northern lands that had been lost to nomadic tribes during the Tang decline. For a time,
Song emperors tried to buy peace with their northern enemies. They paid hefty annual

288 Chapter 12

Background
Recall the Mandate of
Heaven (page 50), a
concept the Chinese
held to explain the
decline and fall of
dynasties.
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tributes of silver, silk, and tea. This policy, however, ultimately failed to stop their threat.
In the early 1100s, a Manchurian people called the Jurchen conquered northern China
and established the Jin empire. The Jurchen forced the Song to retreat south across the
Huang He. After 1126, the Song emperors ruled only southern China.
The Song ruling family fled south. They established a grand new capital at Hangzhou,
a coastal city south of the Yangtze. Despite its military troubles, the dynasty of the
Southern Song (1127–1279) saw rapid economic growth. The south had become the
economic heartland of China. Merchants in southern cities grew rich from trade with
Chinese in the north, nomads of Central Asia, and people of western Asia and Europe.

An Era of Prosperity and Innovation
The period of the Tang and Song dynasties was one of intense growth. China grew in
population, trade, wealth, new ideas, and artistic achievements. In the span of three
or four centuries, China’s population nearly doubled, soaring to 100 million. By the
Song era, China had at least ten cities with a population of 1 million each. China was
the most populous country in the world. It was also the most advanced.
Science and Technology Artisans and scholars made important technological

advances during the Tang and Song eras. Among the most important inventions were
movable type and gunpowder. With movable type, a printer could arrange blocks of
individual characters in a frame to make up a page for printing. Previously, printers had
carved the words of a whole page into one large block. The development of gunpowder
led to the creation of explosive weapons such as bombs, grenades, small rockets, and
cannons. Other important inventions of this period include porcelain, the mechanical
clock, paper money, and the use of the magnetic compass for sailing.

Inventions of Tang and Song China
Date

Description

Impact

Porcelain

Late 700s

Bone-hard, white ceramic made of a special clay
and a mineral found only in China

Became a valuable export—so associated
with Chinese culture that it is now called
“china”; technology remained a Chinese
secret for centuries

Mechanical
clock

700s

Clock in which machinery (driven by running water)
regulated the movements

Early Chinese clocks short-lived; idea for
mechanical clock carried by traders to
medieval Europe

Printing

Block printing: 700s
Movable type: 1040

Block printing: one block on which a whole page is Printing technology spread to Korea and
cut; movable type: individual characters arranged in Japan; movable type also developed later in
Europe
frames, used over and over

Gunpowder

800s

Explosive powder made from mixture of saltpeter,
sulfur, and charcoal

First used for fireworks, then weapons;
technology spread west within 300 years

Paper money

1020s

Paper currency issued by Song government to
replace cumbersome strings of metal cash used by
merchants

Contributed to development of large-scale
commercial economy in China

Magnetic
compass (for
navigation)

1100s

Floating magnetized needle that always points northsouth; device had existed in China for centuries
before it was adapted by sailors for use at sea

Helped China become a sea power;
technology quickly spread west

S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Charts
1. Which inventions eventually affected warfare and exploration?
2. Which of these inventions do you think had the greatest impact on history? Why?
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The 1000s to the 1200s was a rich period for Chinese mathematics. The Chinese
developed algebra and began to use the zero. Many mathematical ideas, such as using
negative numbers, spread from China southward and westward.
Agriculture The rapid growth of China resulted from advances in farming. Farmers

especially improved the cultivation of rice. In about the year 1000, China imported
from Vietnam a new variety of fast-ripening rice. This allowed the farmers to harvest
two rice crops each year rather than one. To make sure that farmers knew about the
improved variety, Chinese officials distributed seedlings throughout the country. The
agricultural improvements enabled China’s farmers to produce more food. This was
necessary to feed the rapidly expanding population in the cities.
Song artist Ju Ran
painted this masterpiece, Buddhist
Monastery in
Stream and Mountain Landscape, in
the late tenth
century.

Trade and Foreign Contacts Under the Tang and Song emperors, foreign trade

flourished. Tang imperial armies guarded the great Silk Roads, which linked China to
the West. Eventually, however, China lost control over these routes during the long
Tang decline. After this time, Chinese merchants relied increasingly on ocean trade.
Chinese advances in sailing technology, including use of the magnetic compass, made it
possible for sea trade to expand. During the Song period, China developed into the
greatest sea power in the world.
Up and down China’s long coastline, the largest port cities in the world bustled
with international trade. Merchant ships carried trade goods to Korea
and Japan. They sailed across the Indian Ocean to India, the Persian
Gulf, and even the coast of Africa. Chinese merchants established trading colonies around Southeast Asia. Many foreign traders, mostly Arabs,
resided in Chinese cities. Through trade and travel, Chinese culture
spread throughout East Asia. One major cultural export was Buddhism.
This religion spread from China to Japan, Korea, and Vietnam.
The exchange of goods and ideas was two-way. During Tang times, tea
first arrived in China from Southeast Asia. The Chinese became avid tea
drinkers and tea producers. Foreign religions, including Islam and some
Eastern sects of Christianity, also spread to China and won followers.
A Golden Age of Art The prosperity of the Tang and Song dynasties

nourished an age of artistic brilliance. The spread of wealth, education,
and urban culture stimulated a high level of artistic creativity. Scholarofficials, for example, were expected to write poetry and to own at least
one fine painting.
The Tang period produced great poetry. Two of its most celebrated
poets were Li Bo, who wrote about life’s pleasures, and Du Fu, who
praised orderliness and Confucian virtues. Du Fu also wrote critically
about war and the hardships of soldiers. Once he himself was captured
by rebels and taken to Chang’an, the capital city. He had sent his family
to the village of Fuzhou for safety. Here he describes their separation.
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
The same moon is above Fuzhou tonight; From the open window she will
be watching it alone, The poor children are too little To be able to remember Chang’an. Her perfumed hair will be dampened by the dew, The air
may be too chilly on her delicate arms. When can we both lean by the
wind-blown curtains And see the tears dry on each other’s face?
DU FU, “Moonlight Night”

Chinese painting reached new heights of beauty during the Song
Dynasty. Painting of this era shows Daoist influence. Artists emphasized
the beauty of natural landscapes and objects such as a single branch or
flower. The artists did not use bright colors. Black ink was their favorite
paint. Said one Song artist, “Black is ten colors.”
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Recognizing
Effects How might
the spread of mathematical ideas from
China affect other
countries?
C. Possible Answer
These ideas could
help countries count
more efficiently, solve
complex engineering
problems, and do pure
mathematical
research.
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Changes in Chinese Society
China’s prosperity produced many social changes during the Tang and Song periods.
Chinese society became increasingly mobile. People moved to the cities in increasing
numbers. The Chinese also experienced greater social mobility than
ever before. The growing cities offered many opportunities for manDaily
agers, professionals, and skilled workers. However, the most important avenue for social advancement was the civil service system.

Life

Levels of Society During Tang and Song times the power of the

old aristocratic families faded. A new, much larger upper class
emerged, made up of scholar-officials and their families. Such a class
of powerful, well-to-do people is called the gentry. The gentry
attained their status through education and civil service positions,
rather than through land ownership. However, many scholar-officials
also became wealthy enough to own land.
Below the gentry was an urban middle class. It included merchants, shopkeepers, skilled artisans, minor officials, and others. At
the bottom of urban society were laborers, soldiers, and servants. In
the countryside lived the largest class by far, the peasants. They
toiled for wealthy landowners as they had for centuries.

D. Possible Answer
To upper-class men,
foot binding rendered
women helpless but
beautiful; thus, among
the wealthy, women
were deemed increasingly less important
for anything but their
beauty.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
D. Making
Inferences How did
the practice of foot
binding reflect the
changing status of
Chinese women?

The Status of Women Women had always been subservient to
A Scholar’s Fingernails
men in Chinese society. Their status further declined during the
Many scholar-officials eventually
Tang and Song periods. This was especially true among the upper
adopted the fashion of growing
their fingernails long. A two-inch
classes in cities. There a woman’s work was deemed less important to
fingernail showed clearly that the
the family’s prosperity and status. Changing attitudes affected peasowner did no manual labor. Howant families less, however. Peasant women worked in the fields and
ever, long nails did not prevent the
helped produce their family’s food and income.
scholar from following the pursuits
of the gentry, such as writing
One sign of the changing status of women was the custom of
poetry, painting, or practicing
binding the feet of upper-class girls. The practice of foot binding
calligraphy. The photograph above
began during this period and continued into the 20th century. When
is of a Chinese doctor in the late
a girl was very young, her feet were bound tightly with cloth, which
19th century.
eventually broke the arch and curled all but the big toe under. This
produced what was admiringly called a “lily-foot.” Women with bound feet were crippled for life. To others in society, such a woman reflected the wealth and prestige of
her husband, who could afford such a beautiful but impractical wife.
The social, economic, and technological transformations of the Tang and Song
period permanently shaped Chinese civilization. They endured even as the Middle
Kingdom fell to a group of nomadic outsiders, the Mongols, whom you will learn
about in Section 2.

Section 1 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Tang Taizong
• Wu Zhao
• movable type
• gentry

2. TAKING NOTES

Create a Venn diagram showing
the similarities and differences
between the Tang and Song
dynasties.
Tang only
Both
Song only

3. RECOGNIZING EFFECTS

What impact did improvements in
transportation have on Tang and
Song China?

THINK ABOUT
• ways transportation was
improved
• how these improvements were
made
• relationships among regions in
China
• trade with other countries

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Empire Building What
actions taken by the Sui, Tang,
and Song emperors strengthened
China’s empire? What actions
weakened it?

THINK ABOUT
• military gains and losses
• changes to the government
• improvements in transportation
and trade
• cultural changes
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something in common across cultures

Healing Arts
Since illness is a part of living, every society has developed ways to treat health problems.
For thousands of years, Chinese doctors have used acupuncture to relieve pain and cure
diseases. During the Song Dynasty, the Chinese carefully studied human anatomy and
created charts and models of the body. These improved the practice of acupuncture.
Acupuncture developed from traditional Chinese beliefs about the forces of nature.
Likewise, in other cultures, the healing arts have been shaped by the cultures’ beliefs
about nature. Think about this connection as you read about the practices described here.

England

United
States

China

Egypt

Chinese Acupuncture
Acupuncture is based on the belief that an energy force known as qi (chee)
flows through the body and keeps people alive. According to this idea, qi
flows along channels called meridians. Pain or illness arises when the qi
does not flow properly. The treatment is to insert slender needles in the
body at specific points (such as the ear) along the meridians, depending on
the problem. This adjusts the flow of qi and restores health.

a

closer
look

CHINESE MEDICINE
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Qigong (chee•GONG) is a traditional
Chinese healing art. It combines
movement with deep breathing and
meditation. These exercises are
designed to maintain health by
keeping the qi in proper balance.
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A Physician,
Ancient Egypt
Health care in
ancient Egypt was
remarkably complex. The Egyptians
believed that gods
and demons influenced health.
Therefore, a doctor’s treatment often called for certain spells, chants, or prayers. At the same time, doctors had a great deal of practical knowledge about
symptoms and useful treatments and medicines. The
Egyptians passed down their medical knowledge by
recording it on scrolls and tablets. This stone tablet
from about 2600 b.c. shows a portrait of Hesy-Re,
one of the earliest known physicians.

Page 7 of 7

Stone Age Surgery,
England
Archaeologists have discovered
many Stone Age skulls, such
as this one found in
England, with portions
deliberately removed. This
procedure, called trepanning (trih PAN ihng), may
have been performed to
allow demons to escape
the head. In some cases,
it probably helped relieve
painful pressure on the skull resulting from injury or disease. Remarkably, scientists can see evidence in the
trepanned skulls that many patients survived for a long
time after their operation.
•

•

Modern Surgery, U.S.A.
The scientific approach of Western medicine reflects the modern belief that technology can improve people’s lives. Brain surgery, as shown below, has been transformed
by high-tech equipment, specialized training, pain-killing drugs, and other advances.
Today’s scientific medicine has made some diseases less threatening and increased the human life span.
Connect

to History

Making Inferences Look again
at the healing arts of the four cultures described on these pages.
How are each culture’s beliefs
about nature reflected in the culture’s health practices?
SEE SKILLBUILDER
HANDBOOK, PAGE R16

Connect

to Today

Interviewing Conduct a brief
interview with someone who
practices a non-Western or
“alternative” type of medicine.
Find out if this type of medicine
has changed over time and, if so,
how. Share what you learn with
your classmates.
For an Internet activity on Chinese Healing
Arts . . .

NET ACTIVITY
The tradition of Chinese herbal medicine dates
back thousands of years. This modern pharmacy
in Singapore dispenses Chinese medicines.
Pharmacists may stock 1,500 herbs for use as
remedies. Medicines can also include bark,
twigs, and animal or insect parts.

CL ASSZONE .COM
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The Mongol Conquests

2

MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

The Mongols, a nomadic people from
the steppe, conquered settled societies
across much of Asia.

The Mongols built the largest unified
land empire in world history.

TERMS & NAMES

• pastoralist
• clan
• Genghis Khan

SETTING THE STAGE While the Chinese grew prosperous during the Song Dynasty, a

great people far to the north were also gaining strength. The Mongols of the Asian
steppe lived their lives on the move. They prided themselves on their skill on horseback,
their discipline, their ruthlessness, and their courage in battle. They also wanted the
wealth and glory that would come with conquering mighty empires. Conflict between
these nomadic people and settled peoples across Eurasia was about to explode into violence. The Mongol conquests would forever transform Asia and Europe.

Nomads of the Asian Steppe
Across the landmass of Eurasia—from Manchuria to Hungary—stretches a vast belt
of dry grassland called the steppe. The significance of the steppe to neighboring civilizations was twofold. First, it served as a land trade route connecting the East and the
West. Second, it was home to nomadic peoples who frequently swept into the cities to
plunder, loot, and conquer.
Geography of the Steppe There are two main expanses of the Eurasian steppe.

80°E

The western steppe spans from Central Asia to eastern Europe. It was the original
home of many of the ancient invaders you have read about, including the Hittites and
the Aryans. The eastern steppe, covering the area of present-day Mongolia, was the
first home of the Huns, the Turks, and the Mongols.
Very little rain falls on the steppe, but the dry, wind-swept plain supports short,
hardy grasses. Temperature changes can be extreme. The temperature in Mongolia,
for example, ranges from –57°F in winter to 96°F in the summer.
Rainfall is somewhat more plentiful and the climate milder in the western steppe
than in the east. For this reason, movements of people have historically tended to be
toward the west and the south.
The boundaries of the steppe were constantly shifting and were often less geographical than political. One way of defining where the steppe ended was to say where cultivated fields began. The Chinese, for
example, were constantly trying to
push back the line in order to extend
The Steppe
the area under their cultivation.
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The Nomadic Way of Life

Nomadic peoples were
pastoralists—that is, they herded
GEOGRAPHY SKILLBUILDER:
Interpreting Maps
1. Region About how far does the western
steppe extend from west to east?
2. Location About how far is Beijing from the
edge of the eastern steppe?

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Identifying
Problems What conditions on the steppe
might have discouraged agriculture?
A. Possible Answer
Lack of rainfall, windy
conditions, temperature extremes.
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Many people on the
Mongolian steppe
still follow the
nomadic way of life.
This photograph
shows modern
Mongolians outside
their yurt.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Making
Inferences How
might a strong, organized empire defend
its frontier?
B. Possible
Answers Building
defensive walls,
maintaining border
armies, maintaining
internal control over
frontier regions, keeping loyalty of army
and civil servants.
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domesticated animals. They were constantly on
the move, searching for good pasture to feed
their herds. Nomads did not wander. Rather,
they followed a familiar seasonal pattern and
returned on a regular basis to the same campsites. Keeping claim to land that was not permanently occupied was difficult. Battles
frequently arose among nomadic groups over
grassland and water rights.
Asian nomads practically lived on horseback
as they followed their huge herds over the steppe. They depended on their animals for
food, clothing, and housing. Their diet consisted of meat and mare’s milk. They wore
clothing made of skins and wool, and they lived in portable felt tents called yurts.
Steppe nomads traveled together in kinship groups called clans. The members of
each clan claimed to be descended from a common ancestor. Clans required good
leaders to make decisions about when to leave one pasture for
another and to devise military strategies. Different clans sometimes ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
■HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■
came together when they needed a large force to attack a common
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
enemy or raid their settled neighbors.
Steppe Nomads and Settled Societies The differing ways of life of
nomadic and settled peoples resulted in constant interaction between
them. Often, they engaged in peaceful trade. The nomads exchanged
horses, for example, for basic items they lacked, such as grain, metal,
cloth, and tea. Nomads were accustomed to scarcity and hardship. They
prided themselves on their toughness. However, they were sometimes
tempted by the rich land and relative wealth of townspeople and took
what they wanted by force. As a result, settled peoples lived in constant
danger of raids.
Time and again in history, nomadic peoples rode out of the steppe to
invade border towns and villages. When a state or empire was strong
and organized, it could protect its frontier. The Chinese, for example,
built and rebuilt the Great Wall in an attempt to keep out nomadic
invaders. If the state or empire became divided and weak, this provided an opportunity for nomads to increase their attacks and gain
more plunder. They might even take over a region and settle there.
Occasionally, a powerful group, such as the Mongols under
Genghis Khan, was able to conquer a whole empire and become its
rulers. Over generations, these nomadic rulers often became part of
the civilization they conquered.

The Rise of the Mongols
For centuries, the Mongol people had roamed the eastern steppe in
loosely organized clans. It took a military and political genius to unite
the Mongols into a force with a single purpose—conquest.
Genghis Khan Unites the Mongols Around 1200, a Mongol khan,

or clan leader, named Temujin sought to unify the clans under his leadership. Across the Mongolian steppe, he defeated his rivals one by one,
showing no mercy. In 1206, Temujin accepted the title Genghis Khan,
or “universal ruler” of the Mongol clans.
Over the next 21 years, Genghis led the Mongols in conquering
much of Asia. His first goal was China. After invading the northern Jin
empire in 1215, however, his attention turned to the Islamic region
west of Mongolia. Angered by the murder of Mongol traders and an

Genghis Khan
1162?–1227
Temujin, according to legend, was
born with a blood clot in his fist. In
his lifetime, his hands were often
covered with the blood of others.
When he was about nine, his
father was poisoned by the Tatars,
a rival people. For a time, he and
his family lived in extreme poverty,
abandoned by their clan. When in
manhood he fought and defeated
the Tatars, he slaughtered every
male taller than a cart axle. The
survivors—the females and only
the youngest male children—were
brought up as his followers.
While driven by revenge,
Genghis also loved conquest.
He once remarked to his personal
historian:
Man’s greatest good fortune is
to chase and defeat his enemy,
seize his total possessions,
leave his married women
weeping and wailing, [and]
ride his [horse]. . . .
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ambassador at the hands of the Muslims, Genghis launched a campaign of terror across
Central Asia. “In retribution for every hair on their heads it seemed that a hundred thousand heads rolled in the dust,” wrote a court historian of Genghis’s revenge. The Mongols
destroyed one city after another—Utrar, Samarkand, Bukhara—and slaughtered many
inhabitants. By 1221, Central Asia was under Mongol control.
Genghis the Conqueror Several characteristics lay behind Genghis Khan’s stunning

success as a conqueror. First, he was a brilliant organizer. He assembled his Mongol warriors into a mighty fighting force (see below). Following the model of the Chinese military, Genghis grouped his warriors in armies of 10,000. These in turn were organized
into 1,000-man brigades, 100-man companies, and 10-man platoons. He put his most
battle-proven and loyal men in command of these units.
Second, Genghis was a gifted strategist. He used various tricks to confuse his
enemy. Sometimes, a small Mongol cavalry unit would attack, then pretend to gallop
away in flight. The enemy usually gave chase. Then the rest of the Mongol army
would appear suddenly and slaughter the exhausted enemy forces. Another strategy
was to make the enemy believe that the Mongol army was bigger than it actually was.
This was done by dressing prisoners or lifelike dummies as Mongol warriors. Genghis
also used spies brilliantly to find out enemy weaknesses.
Third, Genghis adopted new weapons and technologies used by his enemies. For
example, he put captured Chinese engineers to work building catapults and creating gunpowder charges. He then used the weapons to conquer other Chinese cities.
Finally, Genghis Khan used cruelty as a weapon. He believed in terrifying his enemies into surrender. If a city refused to open its gates to him, he might kill the entire
population when he finally captured the place. The terror the Mongols inspired
spread ahead of their armies, which led many towns to surrender without a fight. As
one Arab historian wrote, “In the countries that have not yet been overrun by them,
everyone spends the night afraid that they may appear there too.”
Below his armor, each cavalry
warrior wore silk underwear. When
warriors were wounded by an arrow,
often the arrowhead did not pierce
the strong silk. The warriors could
use the silk to help pull the arrow
cleanly out of a wound.

A Mighty Fighting Force
Mongol soldiers were superb horsemen, having
spent all their lives in the saddle. Annual game
roundups gave young men the chance to
practice skills they would use in battle and
gave their leaders the opportunity to spot
promising warriors.
When on the move, each soldier was
accompanied by three extra horses. By changing
mounts, soldiers could stay in the saddle for up
to ten days and nights at a time. When charging
towards a target, they covered as much as 120
miles a day. If food was scarce, a Mongol soldier
might make a small gash in the neck of one of his
horses and sustain himself by drinking the blood.
A key to Mongol horsemanship was the
stirrup, which was invented on the steppe in
the second century B.C. Stirrups enabled a
mounted warrior to stand, turn, and shoot
arrows behind him.

296 Chapter 12

The cavalry warrior’s weapons
included leather armor, a lance,
a dagger, a bow and arrows,
and his stout, sturdy horse.

C. Answer Assembled a well-organized
army, dressed prisoners or dummies as
warriors, adopted
new technology, used
terror as a weapon.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Summarizing
What were some of
the tactics Genghis
Khan used in war?
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The Mongol Empire
Genghis Khan died in 1227—not from violence, but from illness. His successors, however, continued to expand his empire. In less than 50 years, the Mongols conquered
territory from China to Poland. In so doing, they created the largest unified land
empire in history. (See the map on page 298.)

D. Possible
Answers Vast area
was controlled by few
Mongols; Mongols
conquered old and
powerful civilizations
such as Persia and
China; empire included many diverse
peoples and cultures;
khanates grew apart
as khans became
acculturated to local
ways.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
D. Identifying
Problems What
problems might the
Mongols have faced
in holding their vast
empire together?

The Khanates Following the death of Genghis Khan, his son Ogadai became the
Great Khan. The Great Khan headed the whole Mongol Empire. Under his leadership, Mongol armies commanded by Genghis’s other sons and grandsons drove armies
south, east and west out of Inner Asia. They completed their conquest of northern
China and invaded Korea. They leveled the Russian city of Kiev and reached the
banks of the Adriatic Sea. The cities of Venice and Vienna were within their grasp. No
one knows how far west into Europe the Mongols might have penetrated. But Ogadai
died in 1241. The commanders were called back to their capital to elect his successor.
The westward campaign ended.
By 1260, the Mongol Empire was divided into four large khanates, each of them
ruled by a descendant of Genghis. These four were the Khanate of the Great Khan
(Mongolia and China), the Khanate of Chagatai (Central Asia), the Ilkhanate (Persia),
and the Khanate of the Golden Horde (Russia). Kublai Khan, a grandson of Genghis
Khan, named himself the Great Khan in 1260.
The Mongols as Rulers Many of the areas invaded by the Mongols never recovered.

The populations of some cities were wiped out. Even worse, the Mongols destroyed
ancient irrigation systems in areas such as the Tigris and Euphrates valleys. Thus the
land could no longer support resettlement. One Persian assessed the destruction:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
There can be no doubt that even if for a thousand years to come no evil befalls the country, yet will it not be possible to completely repair the damage, and bring back the land
to the state in which it was formerly.
HAMD-ALLAH MUSTAWFI, The Geographical Part of the Nuzhat al-Qulub

Over time, some Mongol rulers adopted aspects of the culture of the people they
ruled. The Ilkhans and the Golden Horde became Muslims. The Great Khans made
use of Chinese institutions. The growing cultural differences among the khanates contributed to the eventual splitting up of the empire.
The Mongol Peace From the mid-1200s to the mid-1300s, the Mongols imposed stability and law and order across much of Eurasia. This period is sometimes called the
Mongol Peace. The Mongols guaranteed safe passage of trade caravans, travelers, and
missionaries from one end of the empire to another. Trade between Europe and Asia had

Mongol women took primary responsibility
for the needs of the camp, milked the
livestock, and treated the wounded. Some
also fought as warriors.

The khan and other leaders
had great mobile yurts
pulled by teams of oxen.

A Mongol army was like a moving city.
The cavalry of 10,000 was accompanied
by an even greater number of family
members, and by tens of thousands of
horses and livestock.
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The Mongol Empire, 1294
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G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
1. Region What khanate controlled Russia? Persia? Korea?
2. Region What parts of Asia did the Mongols fail to control?

Messengers carried medallions
like the one above
as passports, so
they could travel
safely across the
Mongol Empire.

never been more active. Ideas and inventions traveled along with the trade goods.
Many Chinese innovations, such as gunpowder, reached Europe during this period.
Other things spread along with the goods and the ideas. Some historians speculate
that the epidemic of bubonic plague that devastated Europe during the 1300s was first
spread by the Mongols. (See Chapter 14.) The disease might have spread along trade
routes or have been passed to others by infected Mongol troops.
For a brief period of history, the nomadic Mongols were the lords of city-based civilizations across Asia, including China. As you will read in Section 3, China continued
to thrive under Mongol rule.

Section 2 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• pastoralist
• clan
• Genghis Khan

4. THEME ACTIVITY
2. TAKING NOTES
3. MAKING INFERENCES
Cultural Interaction Draw a
Using a chart like the one below,
What characteristics of Mongol
diagram showing the interaction
list the series of events leading to
culture do you think contributed to
between various cultures and the
the creation of the Mongol Empire.
their military success? Explain
Mongols who conquered them.
your response.
Genghis Khan
Consider influence on economic
unites
THINK ABOUT
development, military tactics, and
Mongols.
• how the nomadic way of life
religious beliefs.
shaped Mongol culture

• the personality and leadership
qualities of Genghis Khan
• Mongol weapons and tactics
Write a news report describing the
most important event you listed.
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TERMS & NAMES

Empire of the
Great Khan

• Kublai Khan
• Marco Polo

MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Kublai Khan ruled China and encouraged foreign trade, but the Yuan
Dynasty was beset by problems.

The influence of Chinese ideas on
Western civilization began with the
Mongols’ encouragement of trade.

SETTING THE STAGE Kublai Khan, the grandson of Genghis Khan, assumed the title

Great Khan in 1260. In theory, the Great Khan ruled the entire Mongol Empire. In
reality, the empire had split into four khanates. Other descendants of Genghis ruled
Central Asia, Persia, and Russia as semi-independent states. The Great Khan focused
instead on extending the power and range of his own khanate, which already included
Mongolia, Korea, Tibet, and northern China. To begin, Kublai had to fulfill the goal of
his grandfather to conquer all of China.

Kublai Khan Conquers China
It took three generations of Mongol leaders to complete the conquest of China begun by Genghis Khan. In 1234, Genghis’s son
Ogadai conquered northern China. This opened southern China to
direct attack. Chinese soldiers in the south held off the Mongols for
40 years, but the armies of Kublai Khan finally overwhelmed them
in 1279.
Throughout China’s long history, the Chinese feared and fought
off invasions of northern nomads. China sometimes lost territory to
nomadic groups, but no foreigner had ever ruled the whole country.
The first to do so was Kublai Khan.
Beginning a New Dynasty As China’s new emperor, Kublai

Khan founded a new dynasty called the Yuan (yoo AHN) Dynasty. It
lasted less than a century, until 1368, when it was overthrown.
However, the Yuan era was an important period in Chinese history
for several reasons. First, Kublai Khan united China for the first time
in 300 years. For this he is considered one of China’s great emperors. Second, the
control imposed by the Mongols across all of Asia opened China to greater foreign
contacts and trade. Finally, Kublai and his successors tolerated Chinese culture and
made few changes to the system of government.
Unlike his Mongol ancestors, Kublai spent almost his entire life in China. Far from
the Mongolian steppe, he did not share his ancestors’ hatred of civilization. On the
contrary, he rather enjoyed living in the luxurious manner of a Chinese emperor. He
maintained a beautiful summer palace at Shangdu, on the border between Mongolia
and China. He also built a new square-walled capital at the site of modern Beijing.
The size of Kublai’s palace in Beijing greatly impressed the European traveler Marco
Polo, who called it “the largest that was ever seen.”
•

Background
Shangdu is the origin
of the English word
Xanadu, which means
an idyllic, beautiful
place.

This helmet was
worn by a Mongol
officer.

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
The hall is so vast and so wide that a meal might well be served there for more than 6,000
men. . . . The whole building is at once so immense and so well constructed that no man
in the world . . . could imagine any improvement in design or execution.
MARCO POLO, The Travels of Marco Polo
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This detail from a
13th-century
Japanese scroll
depicts Japanese
warriors fighting off
a Mongol warship.

Kublai built this palace to enhance his prestige, but his new capital meant something more. Previously, the Great Khans had ruled their empire from Mongolia.
Moving the capital from Mongolia to China was a sign that Kublai intended to make
his mark as emperor of China.
Failure to Conquer Japan After conquering China, Kublai Khan tried to extend his

rule to Japan. In 1274 and again in 1281, the Great Khan sent huge fleets against
Japan. The Mongols forced Koreans to build, sail, and provide provi■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ sions for the boats, a costly task that almost ruined Korea. Both times
■HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ the Japanese turned back the Mongol fleets.
The second fleet carried 150,000 Mongol, Chinese, and Korean
warriors—the largest seaborne invasion force in history until World
War II. After 53 days, Japanese warriors had fought the invaders to a
standstill. Then, on the following day, the sky darkened and a
typhoon swept furiously across the Sea of Japan. Mongol ships were
upended, swamped, and dashed to bits against the rocky shore,
despite their sailors’ attempts to escape onto the open sea. Many
Mongols drowned and the Japanese quickly slew many others. For
centuries afterward, the Japanese spoke reverently of the kamikaze,
or “divine wind,” that had saved Japan.
Kublai Khan
1215–1294
As ruler of both China and the Mongol Empire, Kublai Khan straddled
two worlds. He built luxurious
palaces, dressed as a Chinese
emperor, and supported the work of
Chinese artists. However, he
remained a Mongol warrior at heart.
The Great Khan is said to have
planted a plot of grass from the
steppe in the gardens at Beijing to
remind himself of his home. He
also loved to hunt and enclosed a
large hunting ground at his palace
at Shangdu.
Kublai also preserved the
customs of his nomadic ancestors.
Every August 28, he performed the
Mongol ritual of the scattering of
mare’s milk to honor his ancestors
and ensure a year of good luck. The
rite involved calling out the name of
Genghis Khan and scattering over
the ground the milk that came from a
special herd of white horses.

300 Chapter 12

Mongol Rule in China

Background
Japanese suicide
pilots in World War II
adopted the name
kamikaze after the
legendary typhoon
that saved Japan from
the Mongols.

Early in Kublai Khan’s reign, one of his Chinese advisers told him, “I
have heard that one can conquer the empire on horseback, but one
cannot govern it on horseback.” This advice illustrates the problems
faced by Kublai Khan in ruling China. Mongol ways would not work in
a sophisticated civilization like China’s. Besides, the number of Mongols in China was few compared to the huge native population. Kublai
would need to make use of Chinese institutions and non-Mongol officials to help him rule successfully.
The Mongols and the Chinese The Mongol rulers had little in

common with their Chinese subjects. Because of their differences,
the Mongols kept their separate identity. Mongols lived apart from
the Chinese and obeyed different laws. They even kept the Chinese
out of high government offices, although they retained as many
Chinese officials as possible to serve on the local level. The Mongol
rulers gave most of the highest government posts to Mongols and to
foreigners. Foreigners included Muslims from western Asia and
Christians such as Marco Polo of Venice. The Mongols believed that
foreigners were more trustworthy than the Chinese since the foreigners had no local loyalties.

A. Possible
Answer They probably resented the
power of the Mongols
and the highly placed
foreigners.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Making
Inferences How
might the Chinese
have felt about their
lack of power in
Kublai’s government?
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Despite his differences with the Chinese, Kublai Khan was an able leader. He
restored the Grand Canal, which had been built during the Sui Dynasty, and extended
it 135 miles north to Beijing. Along its banks a paved highway ran for 1,100 miles,
from Hangzhou to Beijing. These routes ensured the north of a steady supply of grain
and other goods from the southern heartland.
Background
Since the decline of
the Tang Dynasty
after 900, robbers and
warring peoples had
nearly shut down the
caravan routes across
Central Asia.

Encouragement of Foreign Trade Kublai Khan also encouraged foreign trade. The

Mongol Peace made the caravan routes across Central Asia safe for trade and travel.
Kublai Khan established post roads, or mail routes, that linked China to India and Persia
and greatly improved trade. He invited foreign merchants to visit China. Most of them
were Muslims from India, Central Asia, and Persia. Many European travelers, including
Christian missionaries, also reached China.
Over the Silk Roads and other routes, traders transported Chinese silk and porcelain, which continued to be desired in Europe and western Asia. Other Chinese products and inventions that went west included printing, gunpowder, the compass, paper
currency, and playing cards.
Marco Polo at the Mongol Court The most famous European to

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Analyzing
Motives Why do you
think Kublai Khan
employed Marco
Polo?
B. Possible
Answers He preferred to use foreigners in important posts,
since he trusted them
more; Polo knew several languages and
was an experienced
traveler.

visit China in these years was a young Venetian trader, Marco Polo. ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
■ ■ ■ ■MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■
With his father and uncle, he traveled by caravan on the Silk Roads, ■■HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
arriving at Kublai Khan’s court around 1275. Marco had learned several Asian languages in his travels, and Kublai Khan sent him to various Chinese cities on government missions. Polo served the Great
Khan well for 17 years. In 1292, two years before Kublai died, the
Polos left China and made the long journey back to Venice. They
traveled by sea around Southeast Asia and India.
Later, during a war against Venice’s rival city, Genoa, Marco Polo
was captured and imprisoned. In prison he had time to tell the full
story of his travels and adventures. To his awed listeners, he spoke of
China’s fabulous cities, its fantastic wealth, and the strange things he
had seen there. He mentioned the burning of “black stones” (coal) in
Chinese homes. (Coal as a fuel was little known in Europe.) He also
Marco Polo
1254?–1324
recorded the practical workings of the khan’s government and
The man who described Kublai
aspects of Chinese life. Here is his description of trade in Beijing.
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
More precious and costly wares are imported into Khanbalik [Beijing]
than into any other city in the world. . . . All the treasures that come
from India—precious stones, pearls, and other rarities—are brought
here. So too are the choicest and costliest products of Cathay [China]
itself and every other province. . . . Every day more than 1,000 cart loads
of silk enter the city; for much cloth of gold and silk is woven here.
MARCO POLO, The Travels of Marco Polo

A fellow prisoner gathered Polo’s stories into a book. It was an
instant success in Europe, but most readers did not believe a word of
it. They thought Polo’s account was a marvelous collection of tall
tales. It was clear to Marco Polo, however, that the civilization he
had visited was the greatest in the world.

The End of Mongol Rule
During the last years of Kublai Khan’s reign, cracks began to form
under the surface of Mongol rule. In an attempt to further expand his
empire, he sent several expeditions into Southeast Asia. His armies
and navies suffered many humiliating defeats at a huge expense of
lives and equipment. Heavy spending on fruitless wars, on public

Khan to Europeans left behind very
little information about himself. He
was 17 when he set out from
Venice with his father and uncle,
who were on their second visit to
Kublai’s court. According to Marco,
Kublai recognized his “merit and
worth” and sent him on special
missions around the empire. His
impressions of China became the
basis of his book, but he described
few actual events about his life.
Since his book first appeared,
people have debated whether or
not Marco Polo actually saw all
that he claimed to have seen. He
is not mentioned in Chinese
accounts of this time. His tales
also fail to mention such common
features of China as tea,
acupuncture, or foot binding.
On his deathbed, Polo was
asked if his travel stories were
true. He replied that he had told
barely half of what he had seen.
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850
Gunpowder
invented

Dynasties of China, 500–1400

Tang

Sui

Song
WARFARE
AND REVOLT

800 A.D.

500 A.D.

690 Empress
Wu Zhao
assumes
throne

627 Tang
Taizong
becomes
emperor

751
Chinese
lose Battle
of Talas

1275 Marco Polo
reaches China

1215 Genghis
Khan invades
northern China

Southern Song

Yuan

1100 A.D.

1024
Government
issues paper
money

1040
Movable
type
invented

1400 A.D.

1126
Song Dynasty
retreats
to south

1260
Kublai
becomes
Great Khan

works, and on the luxuries of the Yuan court burdened the treasury and created resentment among the overtaxed Chinese. This presented problems that Kublai’s less able successors could not resolve.
Yuan Dynasty Overthrown Kublai Khan died in 1294. He was nearly 80. Mongol

rule weakened after his death. Although the Yuan Dynasty remained in power for
another 74 years, family members struggled among themselves over who would rule.
In one 8-year period, four different khans took the throne.
Rebellions broke out in many parts of China in the 1300s. The Chinese had long
resented their Mongol rulers, and the Mongol humiliation of the Chinese only increased
under Kublai Khan’s successors. The rebellions were also fueled by years of famine,
flood, and disease, along with growing economic problems and official corruption. In
1368, Chinese rebels finally overthrew the Mongols and seized power. The rebel leader
founded a new dynasty—the Ming—which you will read about in Chapter 19.
Some Mongols remained in China during the Ming Dynasty and were valued for
their skill as cavalrymen. Many others, however, returned to their homelands on the
Mongolian steppe.
Decline of the Mongol Empire By the end of the Yuan Dynasty in China, the

entire Mongol Empire had disintegrated. The government of the Ilkhanate in Persia
fell apart in the 1330s. The Chagatai khans ruled Central Asia until the 1370s. Only
the Golden Horde in Russia stayed in power. The Golden Horde ruled Russia for 250
years. As discussed in Chapter 11, Ivan III finally asserted Russia’s independence
from the Mongols in 1480.
The rise and fall of Mongol rule affected civilizations from eastern Europe to
China. Despite the efforts of Kublai Khan, Mongol domination never extended to
Japan. However, several centuries earlier, the Japanese had embraced the influence of
an outside culture—that of China—as its civilization developed. This development is
described in Section 4.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Analyzing
Causes What factors
contributed to the
decline and fall of the
Yuan Dynasty?
C. Possible Answer
Military defeats,
costly wars, heavy
government spending
and taxes, ineffective
rulers, resentment of
foreign rule by
Chinese, natural disaster, economic problems, corruption,
rebellion.

Section 3 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Kublai Khan
• Marco Polo

2. TAKING NOTES

Create a web diagram showing
the impact of Kublai Khan on East
Asia.

Kublai Khan

Choose an event from your
diagram and explain how it
affected China. Did the event
make China stronger or weaker?

302 Chapter 12

3. EVALUATING DECISIONS

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Judging from the events of the
Yuan Dynasty, do you think the
Mongol policies toward the
Chinese were effective?

Cultural Interaction What

THINK ABOUT

THINK ABOUT

• the accomplishments of Kublai
Khan as emperor of China
• the Mongols’ policies towards
the Chinese
• the military campaigns of Kublai
Khan
• the fate of the Yuan Dynasty

• the seat of Kublai Khan’s empire
• Kublai’s actions as emperor of
China

evidence is there that the Chinese
way of life influenced the Mongol
conquerors?
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TERMS & NAMES

Feudal Powers in Japan
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Japanese civilization was shaped by
cultural borrowing from China and the
rise of feudalism and military rulers.

An openness to adapting innovations
from other cultures is still a hallmark of
Japanese society.

•
•
•
•

Shinto
samurai
Bushido
shogun

SETTING THE STAGE Japan lies east of China, in the direction of the sunrise. In fact,

the name Japan comes from the Chinese words ri ben, which mean “origin of the
sun.” From ancient times, Japan had borrowed ideas, institutions, and culture from
the Chinese people. Japan’s genius was its ability to take in new ideas and make them
uniquely its own.

The Growth of Japanese Civilization
Japan’s island location shaped the growth of its civilization. About 120 miles of water
separate Japan from its closest neighbor, Korea, and 500 miles separate Japan from
China. In their early history, the Japanese were close enough to feel the civilizing effect
of China. Yet they were far enough away to be reasonably safe from invasion.
The Geography of Japan About 4,000 islands make up the Japanese archipelago

(ahr kuh PEHL uh goh), or island group, that extends in an arc about 1,200 miles
long. If Japan were superimposed over eastern North America, the islands would
extend from Montreal, Canada, to Tallahassee, Florida. Most Japanese people have
always lived on the four largest islands: Hokkaido (hah KY doh), Honshu (HAHN
shoo), Shikoku (shih KOH koo), and Kyushu (kee OO shoo).
Japan’s geography has both advantages and
disadvantages. Southern Japan enjoys a mild climate with plenty of rainfall. The country is so
mountainous, however, that only 15 percent of
Japan to 1300
the land is suitable for farming. Natural
resources such as coal, oil, and iron are in short
supply. During the late summer and early fall,
500 Miles
0
strong tropical storms called typhoons occur.
0
1,000 Kilometers
Earthquakes and tidal waves are also threats.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Early Japan The first historic mention of

•

Hokkaido

Sea of
N
A

K OR EA

40°N

Ja p a n
P

Japan comes from Chinese writings of about
a.d. 300. Japan at this time was not a united
country. Instead, hundreds of clans controlled
their own territories.
Each clan worshiped its own nature gods and
goddesses. In different parts of Japan, people
honored thousands of local deities. Their varied
customs and beliefs eventually combined to
form Japan’s earliest religion. In later times, this
religion was called Shinto (SHIHN toh), meaning “way of the gods.”
Shinto had no complex rituals or philosophy.
Instead, it was based on respect for the forces of

140°E

120°E

Vocabulary
typhoons: tropical
cyclones that occur in
the western Pacific or
Indian oceans.
(Cyclones in the
Atlantic and
Caribbean are called
hurricanes.)

Heian
(Kyoto)

Yellow
Sea
C HINA

J

A Honshu
Mt.
Fuji

Nara
Shikoku
Kyushu

Edo (Tokyo)
Kamakura

PACIFIC
OCEAN

GEOGRAPHY SKILLBUILDER:
Interpreting Maps
1. Location How far is the southern end of Japan from
Korea? from China?
2. Location On what island did Japan’s major cities
develop?
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nature and on the worship of ancestors. Shinto worshipers believed in kami, divine
spirits that dwelled in nature. Any unusual or especially beautiful tree, rock, waterfall,
or mountain was considered the home of a kami.

CONNECT to TODAY

The Rising Sun
The Japanese flag depicts a red
sun on a white ground. According
to the Japanese origin myth, the
people are descended from
Amaterasu, the sun goddess. When
she sent her grandson to Earth, she
gave him three sacred objects. One
was a bronze mirror, a symbol of the
sun. The other two were an iron
sword and a jeweled necklace.
The emperors of Japan traced
their descent from the sun goddess.
All three of Amaterasu’s sacred
gifts remain the symbols of imperial
authority today.

The Yamato Emperors By the fifth century, the Yamato clan had

established itself as the leading clan. The Yamato claimed to be
descended from the sun goddess Amaterasu. By the seventh century,
the Yamato chiefs called themselves the emperors of Japan. The
early emperors did not control the entire country, or even much of it,
but the Japanese gradually accepted the idea of an emperor.
Although many of the Yamato rulers lacked real power, the dynasty
was never overthrown. When rival clans fought for power, the winning clan claimed control of the emperor and then ruled in the
emperor’s name. Japan had an emperor who reigned as a figurehead
and a power behind the throne who actually ruled. This dual structure became an enduring characteristic of Japanese government.

The Japanese Adapt Chinese Ideas
About the year 500, the Japanese began to have more contact with
mainland Asia. They were soon influenced by Chinese ideas and customs, which they first learned about from Korean travelers. During
the sixth century, many Koreans migrated to Japan, bringing Chinese
influences with them.
Buddhism in Japan One of the most important influences brought

by Korean travelers was Buddhism. In the mid-700s, the Japanese
imperial court officially accepted Buddhism in Japan. By the eighth
or ninth century, Buddhist ideas and worship had spread through Japanese society.
Buddhism was more complex than Shintoism. Its teachings, as well as the beauty and
mystery of its ceremonies and art, impressed many Japanese. The Japanese, however,
did not give up their Shinto beliefs. Some Buddhist rituals became Shinto rituals, and
some Shinto gods and goddesses were worshipped in Buddhist temples.
Cultural Borrowing from China Interest in Buddhist ideas at the Japanese court

soon grew into an enthusiasm for all things Chinese. The most influential convert to
Buddhism was Prince Shotoku (shoh toh ku), who served as regent for his aunt, the
empress Suiko. In 607, Prince Shotoku sent the first of three missions to Tang China.
His people studied Chinese civilization firsthand. Some 600 scholars, painters, musicians, and monks traveled on each mission. Over the next 200 years, while the Tang
Dynasty was at its height, the Japanese sent many such groups to learn about
Chinese ways.
The Japanese adopted the Chinese system of writing, which first reached Japan
through the Koreans. Japanese artists painted landscapes in the Chinese manner. The
Japanese even followed Chinese styles in the simple arts of everyday living, such as
cooking, gardening, drinking tea, and hairdressing.
For a time, Japan even modeled its government on China’s. Prince Shotoku
planned a strong central government like that of the Tang rulers. Shotoku also tried to
introduce China’s examination system. However, this attempt failed. In Japan, noble
birth remained the key to winning a powerful position. Unlike China, Japan continued
to be a country where a few great families held power.
The Japanese adapted Chinese ways to suit their own needs. While they learned
much, they still retained their own traditions. Eventually, the Japanese imperial court
decided it had learned enough from Tang China. In the late ninth century, it ended formal missions to the Tang empire, which had fallen into decline. Although Chinese cultural influence would remain strong in Japan, Japan’s own culture was about to bloom.
•
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•

Vocabulary
regent: one who
rules on behalf of
another.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Synthesizing
How did Chinese culture spread to Japan?
A. Answer Via
Korean travelers and
direct contact with
the Tang court.
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Life in the Heian Period
In 794, the imperial court moved its capital from
Nara to Heian (HAY ahn), the modern Kyoto (kee
OH toh). Many of Japan’s noble families also
moved to Heian. Among the upper class in Heian,
a highly refined court society arose. This era in
Japanese history, from 794 to 1185, is called the
Heian period.
Gentlemen and ladies of the court filled their
days with elaborate ritual and artistic pursuits.
Rules dictated every aspect of court life—the
length of swords, the color of official robes, forms
of address, even the number of skirts a woman
wore. Etiquette was also extremely important.
Loud laughter or mismatched clothing, for instance,
caused deep embarrassment. Noble women wore
their hair down to their ankles, blackened their
teeth with cosmetics, and dyed their clothing to
match the seasons. Everyone at court was expected
to write poetry and to paint. Japanese aristocrats
looked down on the common people, who could not
share in court refinement.
The best accounts of Heian society come from
the diaries, essays, and novels written by the
women of the court. Two of the finest writers of
the period were Lady Murasaki Shikibu and Sei
Shonagon. Lady Murasaki’s 11th-century masterpiece, The Tale of Genji, is an
account of the life of a prince in the imperial court. This long prose narrative, full
of detail and emotion, is considered the world’s first novel. Sei Shonagon wrote
vivid sketches of court life in her diary, called The Pillow Book. Here she lists some
things that gave her pleasure:
•

•

•

Vocabulary
etiquette: the
code governing correct behavior and
appearance.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Making
Inferences
Based on the excerpt
from Shonagon’s
book, what personality characteristics
does the writer
admire?
B. Possible Answer
Intelligence, wit,
composure, spite,
competitiveness.

One maid combs
her lady’s hair
while another
reads to her in this
print depicting a
scene from The
Tale of Genji.

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
I greatly enjoy [conversing with] someone who is pleased with himself and who has a
self-confident look, especially if he is a man. It is amusing to observe him as he alertly
waits for my next repartee; but it is also interesting if he tries to put me off my guard
by adopting an air of calm indifference as if there were not a thought in his head.
I realize that it is very sinful of me, but I cannot help being pleased when someone I
dislike has a bad experience.
Entering the Empress’s room and finding that ladies-in-waiting are crowded around
her in a tight group, I go next to a pillar which is some distance from where she is sitting. What a delight it is when Her Majesty summons me to her side so that all the
others have to make way!
SEI SHONAGON, The Pillow Book

Feudalism Erodes Imperial Authority
During the Heian period, Japan’s central government was relatively strong. However,
this strength was soon to be challenged by great landowners and clan chiefs who acted
more and more as independent local rulers.
Decline of Central Power For most of the Heian period, the rich Fujiwara family
held the real power in Japan. Members of this family held many influential posts. By
about the middle of the 11th century, however, the power of the central government
and the Fujiwaras began to slip. Court families grew more interested in luxury and
artistic pursuits than in governing.
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Daily Life: Japan, 1185

Samurai Warrior News
Latest Uniforms
A samurai’s armor consists of leather shin guards and
thigh guards, billowing knickers, a kimono, metal-cased
shoulder guards, a chest protector, an iron collar, a
cotton skullcap, an iron facemask, and a visored
helmet with leather horns.

Don’t Leave Home
Without It

This suit of
armor is made of
steel, wood,
bronze, deerskin,
and bear pelts.

A proper samurai would
rather die than part with
his sword. No wonder.
Extraordinary craftsmanship
goes into each weapon. Swordsmiths prepare themselves by
undergoing purification rites.
Then they work dressed all in
white. To give the blade superior strength, the swordsmith
uses clay to protect the broad
back of the sword from the hammering, heating, and cooling that
produces the razor-sharp edge. For
beauty, swordsmiths add inlaid hilt
guards, scabbard ornaments, and
handgrips made of sharkskin.

Samurai vs. Knights

Lady Tomoe Gozen, a famous female warrior of
the 1180s, enters bravely into battle.

The Zen Way
The Zen school of Buddhism is
becoming popular among the
samurai class. The Zen emphasis
on spirituality through selfdiscipline and meditation appeals
to this group of warriors.

A class of elite warriors similar to the samurai is forming in Europe. Here is how the two
groups compare.

Japanese Samurai

European Knights

• Live by code of honor called Bushido, which
values bravery and loyalty to their lord
above all else. Will commit ritual suicide
rather than face defeat or dishonor.

• Live by code of honor called chivalry, which
values bravery and loyalty to heavenly God,
earthly lord, and chosen lady. Code also
demands that knights show humility.

• Fight for lord in exchange for an allowance.

• Fight for lord in exchange for land.

• Expect women to live up to same values of
honor and courage.

• Regard women as weak creatures to be
idolized and defended.

• Enter into battle with iron and leather
armor, swords, and bows and arrows.

• Enter into battle with chain mail or plate
armor, broadsword, and lance.
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Connect

to History

Making Inferences What qualities did samurai most prize?
SEE SKILLBUILDER
HANDBOOK PAGE R16

Connect

to Today

Research Find out what happened to the samurai in Japan’s
later history. How long did this
warrior class last? Did it change
in any way?
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Large landowners living away from the capital set up private armies. The
countryside became lawless and dangerous. Armed soldiers on horseback preyed on
farmers and travelers, and pirates took control of the seas. For safety, farmers and
small landowners traded parts of their land to strong warlords in exchange for protection. With more land, the lords gained more power. This marked the beginning of a
feudal system of localized rule like that of ancient China and medieval Europe.
Samurai Warriors Since wars between rival lords were commonplace, each lord
surrounded himself with a bodyguard of loyal warriors called samurai (SAM uh ry).
(Samurai means “one who serves.”) Samurai lived according to a demanding code of
behavior. In later centuries, this code was called Bushido (BUSH ih doh), or “the
way of the warrior.” A samurai was expected to show reckless courage, reverence for
the gods, fairness, and generosity toward those weaker than himself. Dying an honorable death was judged more important than living a long life.
•

•

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Drawing
Conclusions
What advantages
were there to preserving the imperial
dynasty, even if it
lacked real power?
C. Answer The
dynasty helped to
unify the country, to
preserve a figure of
central authority, and
to create sense of
order and tradition.

•

•

The Kamakura Shogunate During the late 1100s, Japan’s two most powerful clans
fought for power. After almost 30 years of war, the Minamoto family emerged victorious.
In 1192, the emperor gave a Minamoto leader named Yoritomo the title of shogun,
meaning “supreme general of the emperor’s army.” In effect, the shogun had the powers
of a military dictator. Officials, judges, taxes, armies, roads—all were under his authority.
Following tradition, the emperor still reigned from Kyoto. (Kyoto was rebuilt on the
ruins of Heian, which had been destroyed in war.) However, the real center of power
was at the shogun’s military headquarters at Kamakura (kahm uh KUR uh). The 1200s
are known in Japanese history as the Kamakura shogunate. The pattern of government
in which shoguns ruled through puppet emperors lasted in Japan until 1868.
Under the early shoguns, the local lords still held great power. A lord who loyally
served the shogun received almost a free hand in ruling his own province. At the same
time, the shoguns strengthened their own control by assigning a military governor to
each province. These governors, called daimyo (DY mee oh), or “great lords,” were
responsible for maintaining peace and order. Over time, the daimyo came to exercise
great power, as you will see in Chapter 19.
The Kamakura shoguns were strong enough to turn back the two naval invasions
sent by the great Mongol ruler Kublai Khan in 1274 and 1281. However, the Japanese
victory over the Mongols drained the shoguns’ treasury. Loyal samurai were bitter
when the government failed to pay them. The Kamakura shoguns lost prestige and
power. Samurai attached themselves more closely to their local lords, who soon fought
one another as fiercely as they had fought the Mongols.
Although feudal Japan no longer courted contact with China, it would continue
to absorb Chinese ideas and shape them into the Japanese way. As you will read
in Section 5, China’s culture also influenced Korea and certain kingdoms of
Southeast Asia.
•

•

•

•

•

Section 4 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Shinto
• samurai
• Bushido
• shogun

2. TAKING NOTES

3. DRAWING CONCLUSIONS

Create a time line showing the
main periods and events in
Japanese history between the
years 300 and 1300.
event two

event one

event four

event three

What event would you consider
the most important turning point in
Japan’s early history? Why?

Was the rise of the shogun
beneficial for Japan overall?
Explain.

THINK ABOUT
• problems developing in feudal
Japan
• powers of the shogun
• achievements under the
Kamakura shoguns

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Religious and Ethical
Systems Work with a small
group to create a short play, set in
the 600s, about a Japanese
family’s decision to adopt
Buddhism. Consider what changes
occurring in Japanese society
might make individuals more
receptive to beliefs that came
from China. Indicate how the
family blends Buddhism with its
traditional Shinto beliefs.
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Kingdoms of Southeast
Asia and Korea

5

MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Several smaller kingdoms prospered in
East and Southeast Asia, a region
culturally influenced by China and India.

Chinese cultural influences still affect
East and Southeast Asia today.

TERMS & NAMES

• Khmer Empire
• Angkor Wat
• Koryu Dynasty

SETTING THE STAGE To the south of China lies the region called Southeast Asia. It

includes the modern countries of Myanmar (Burma), Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam,
Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Singapore, Brunei, and the Philippines. Thousands of
miles from this region, to China’s northeast, lies the Korean peninsula. This peninsula
is currently divided between North Korea and South Korea. In the shadow of powerful
China, many small but prosperous kingdoms rose and fell in Southeast Asia and Korea.

Kingdoms of Southeast Asia
In Southeast Asia’s river valleys and deltas and on its islands, many kingdoms had centuries of glory and left monuments of lasting beauty.
Geography of Southeast Asia Southeast Asia lies between the Indian and Pacific
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oceans and stretches from Asia almost to Australia. It consists of two main parts:
(1) the mainland peninsula, which
borders China to the north and
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East Asia, 900–1200
islands, the largest of which include
Sumatra, Borneo, and Java. All of
Southeast Asia lies within the warm,
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GEOGRAPHY SKILLBUILDER:
Interpreting Maps
1. Location Where is the Strait of Malacca and
why was it important to trade?
2. Movement Name one way Chinese culture
might have spread around Southeast Asia.

Background
The mainland peninsula of Southeast
Asia is called
Indochina..
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charged merchants high fees to use their ports, pass through their waterways, or protect their ships from piracy. The lords could do this because Southeast Asia lies on the
most direct sea route between the Indian Ocean and the South China Sea. Two
important waterways connect the two seas: the Strait of Malacca, between the Malay
Peninsula and Sumatra, and the Sunda Strait, between Sumatra and Java.
Influence of India and China Indian merchant boats sailing the monsoon winds

began arriving in Southeast Asia by the first century A.D. In the period that followed,
Hindu and Buddhist missionaries spread their faiths. Across the region, kingdoms
arose that followed these religions and were modeled on Indian political ideas. Gradually, Indian influence shaped many aspects of the region’s culture. The people of
Southeast Asia adopted many Hindu practices. Southeast Asian poets wrote long, elegant poems in India’s ancient language of Sanskrit. Many early Indian influences on
Southeast Asian culture are evident today in its religions, languages, and art forms.
Chinese ideas and culture spread southward in the region through migration and trade.
At different times, the Chinese also exerted political influence over parts of mainland
Southeast Asia, either through direct rule or by demanding tributes from local rulers.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Making
Inferences What
does the size and
splendor of Angkor
Wat suggest about
the empire that constructed it?
A. Possible
Answers It was
wealthy and wellorganized; had skilled
laborers and great
engineering knowledge; was influenced
by Hinduism.

The Khmer Empire The Khmer (kmair) Empire, in what is now Cambodia, was
for centuries the main power on the Southeast Asian mainland. An early Khmer kingdom, called Funan, dominated much of the sea trade between India and China. By
around 800, the Khmer had expanded their state into an empire at the expense of
neighboring kingdoms. They reached their peak of power around 1200.
Improved rice cultivation helped the Khmer become prosperous. The Khmer built
elaborate irrigation systems and waterways. These advances made it possible to grow
three or four crops of rice a year in an area that had previously produced only one.
At their capital, Angkor, Khmer rulers built extensive city-and-temple complexes.
One of these, called Angkor Wat, is among the world’s greatest architectural achievements. The complex, which covers nearly a square mile, was built as a symbolic mountain dedicated to the Hindu god Vishnu. The Khmer also used it as an observatory.
Island Trading Kingdoms While the Khmer Empire expanded on the mainland, a

dynasty called Sailendra ruled an agricultural kingdom on the island of Java. The
Sailendra kings left behind another of the world’s great architectural monuments, the
Buddhist temple at Borobudur. The temple was built around 800. Like Angkor Wat, it
reflects strong Indian influence. The massive complex has nine terraced levels like a
stepped pyramid.
The Sailendra Dynasty eventually fell under the domination of the powerful island
empire of Srivijaya. At its height from the 7th to the 13th centuries, Srivijaya ruled the
Strait of Malacca and other waters around the islands of Sumatra,
Borneo, and Java. It grew wealthy by taxing the trade that passed

Built in the 1100s,
Angkor Wat is the
world’s largest
religious structure.
The vine-covered
sculpture (inset) is
the image of an
ancient Khmer ruler.
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through its waters. The Srivijayas established their capital, Palembang, on Sumatra.
Palembang became a great center of Buddhist learning, where Chinese monks could
study instead of traveling to India.
Vietnam The people of Southeast Asia least influenced by India were the Vietnamese.

Located in the coastal region just south of China, Vietnam fell under Chinese domination. Around 100 B.C., during the mighty Han Dynasty, China took northern Vietnam.
The Vietnamese remained under
Chinese control for 1,000 years. When
China’s Tang Dynasty grew weaker in
the early 900s, Vietnam broke away. It
became an independent kingdom in 939.
The Vietnamese absorbed many
Chinese
cultural influences, including
Image not available for use on CD-ROM.
Buddhism.
However, they also preserved
Please refer to the image in the textbook.
a strong spirit of independence and kept
their own cultural identity. Vietnamese
women, for example, traditionally had
more freedom and influence than their
Chinese counterparts.
Rulers of the Ly Dynasty (1009–1225)
established their capital at Hanoi, on the
This Vietnamese
Red River delta. They slowly expanded Vietnam by conquering neighboring peoples to
print depicts Trung
the south. The Mongols tried to conquer Vietnam and captured Hanoi three times (in
Trac and Trung Nhi,
1257, 1285, and 1287), but each time the Vietnamese forced them to withdraw.
two heroines in
Vietnam’s history.
These sisters led a
revolt against the
Chinese occupation
in A.D. 39.

Korean Dynasties
According to a Korean legend, the first Korean state was founded by the hero
Tan’gun, whose father was a god and whose mother was a bear. Another legend
relates that it was founded by a royal descendant of the Chinese Shang Dynasty.
These legends reflect two sides to the development of Korean culture. On one side,
the Koreans were a distinct people who developed their own native traditions. On the
other side, their culture was shaped by Chinese influences since early dynastic times.
However, like the Japanese, the Koreans adapted borrowed culture to fit their own
needs and maintained a distinct way of life.
Geography of Korea Korea is located on a peninsula that juts out of the Asian

mainland toward Japan. Its area is about the same size as the state of Utah. Korea’s
climate is hot in the summer and very cold in the winter. Like Japan, Korea is a
mountainous land, and only a limited portion of the peninsula can be farmed. A
mountainous barrier lies between Korea and its northern neighbor, Manchuria.
Because of the mountains and the seas, Korea developed somewhat in isolation from
its neighbors.
Early History In early Korea, as in early Japan, different clans or tribes controlled

different parts of the country. In 108 b.c., the Han empire conquered much of Korea
and established a military government there. Through the Chinese, Koreans learned
about such ideas as centralized government, Confucianism, Buddhism, and writing.
During the period of Han rule, the various Korean tribes began to gather together
into federations. Eventually, these federations developed into three rival kingdoms. In
the mid-600s, one of these kingdoms, the Silla, defeated the other kingdoms and
chased out the Chinese. The Silla gained control over the whole Korean peninsula.
Under Silla rule, the Koreans built Buddhist monasteries and produced elegant
stone and bronze sculptures. They also developed a writing system suitable for writing
Korean phonetically though still using Chinese characters.
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B. Comparing How
did the Koryu government compare with
the early imperial government of Japan
(page 304)?
B. Possible Answer
Both were modeled
after the Tang government, with a civil service system. The
Koryu civil service
system did not provide much mobility; a
few nobles held the
most power and the
best positions.
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The Koryu Dynasty By the tenth century, Silla rule had weakened.
CONNECT to TODAY
Around 935, a rebel officer named Wang Kon gained control of the
country and became king. He named his new dynasty Koryu.
Two Koreas
CHINA
The name is an abbreviation of Koguryo (one of the three kingFrom the Koryu
doms), and is the origin of the modern name Korea. The Koryu
period until the end
NORTH
KOREA
Dynasty lasted four and a half centuries, from 935 to 1392.
Sea of
of World War II,
Japan
Korea was united
The Koryu Dynasty modeled its central government after
SOUTH
culturally and
KOREA
China’s. It established a Confucian civil service examination
politically. In 1945,
system and a university to train male scholars. However, this
Japanese forces in
system did not provide the social mobility for Koreans that it
North Korea surrendered to the
Soviets. Those in South Korea
did for many Chinese. Koryu society was sharply divided between a
surrendered to the U.S. military.
landed aristocracy and the rest of the population, including the miliThis arbitrary division of Korea
tary, commoners, and slaves. Despite the examination system, the
continues today.
sons of nobles received the best positions, and these positions
Many Koreans look forward to a
day when Korea is reunited. Hopes
became hereditary. Wealthy nobles built their land holdings into
for such a day rose in 2000 when the
huge estates, which left the other groups to scrape by with little.
presidents of each country sat down
These problems spurred a series of rebellions in the 1100s.
to discuss reunification in the firstAlthough the Koryu Dynasty managed to remain in power, it soon
ever meeting between leaders of the
two nations. Observers caution,
faced a larger threat. In 1231, the Mongols swept into Korea. They
however, that the vast differences
demanded a crushing tribute from the Koryu rulers. The tribute
between the communist north and
included 20,000 horses, clothing for 1 million soldiers, and many childemocratic south make the prospect
dren and artisans, who were to be taken away as slaves.
of one Korea uncertain.
The harsh period of Mongol occupation lasted until the 1350s,
when the Mongol empire collapsed. Mounting oppression and taxation of the people by Korea’s wealthy landlords eventually led to a new round of revolts.
In 1392, a group of scholar-officials and military leaders overthrew the Koryu Dynasty
and instituted land reforms. They established a new dynasty, called the Choson (or Yi)
Dynasty, which would rule for 518 years.
Koryu Culture The Koryu period produced great achievements in Korean culture.

Inspired by Song porcelain artists, Korean artists produced the much-admired
celadon pottery, famous for its milky green glaze. (Knowledge of the secret formula
for celadon disappeared during the Mongol occupation.) Writers and scholars produced fine poetry and wrote the first national history of Korea.
Korean artisans produced one of the great treasures of the Buddhist world. Over a
period of 60 years, Korean printers carved thousands of large wooden blocks for printing the entire canon of Buddhist scriptures. This set of blocks was destroyed by the
Mongols, but the disaster sparked a national effort to re-create them. The more than
81,000 blocks in the new set remain in Korea today.

Section 5 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Khmer Empire
• Angkor Wat
• Koryu Dynasty

2. TAKING NOTES

List five important kingdoms or
dynasties covered in this section,
and at least two major
accomplishments of each.

3. RECOGNIZING EFFECTS

Give examples to show how
geography influenced the history
and culture of Southeast Asia and
of Korea.

THINK ABOUT
Kingdom or
Dynasty

Accomplishment

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Religious and Ethical
Systems Create a map showing
how Hinduism and Buddhism
entered Southeast Asia from
China and India.

• the climate
• location relative to other
countries
• natural features of water and
land
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Chapter 12 Assessment
TERMS & NAMES

REVIEW QUESTIONS

Briefly explain the importance of each of the following
to East Asia between 600 and 1350.

SECTION 1 (pages 287–291)

Two Great Dynasties in China

1. Tang Taizong

6. Marco Polo

11. Why was the reform of the civil service under the Tang so significant?

2. Wu Zhao

7. Shinto

3. pastoralist

8. samurai

12. How did changes in agriculture support other developments during the
Song dynasty?

9. Angkor Wat

SECTION 2 (pages 294–298)

4. Genghis Khan
5. Kublai Khan

10. Koryu Dynasty

The Mongol Conquests
13. Why were nomads and settled peoples often in conflict?

Interact

with History

Through the activity on page 286,
you looked at the importance of
Chinese inventions on world history. (After reading the chapter, you
may have recognized that this
imaginary situation was inspired by
the travels of Marco Polo.) Now
that you’ve read the chapter, consider the impact of Chinese inventions and how they spread. Would
you now choose a different invention? Is there any other invention
you would choose instead of those
on page 286? Discuss these questions with a small group.

14. What were the most important accomplishments of the Mongol
Empire?
SECTION 3 (pages 299–302)

Empire of the Great Khan
15. Explain how Kublai Khan treated his Chinese subjects.
16. How did China’s economy improve during the Yuan Dynasty?
SECTION 4 (pages 303–307)

Feudal Powers in Japan
17. Describe the impact of Chinese culture on Japan in the 600s and 700s.
18. Explain how feudalism developed in Japan beginning in the 1200s.
SECTION 5 (pages 308–311)

Kingdoms of Southeast Asia and Korea
19. Describe the two sources of prosperity for Southeast Asian empires, and
give examples of empires that prospered each way.
20. What were the major accomplishments of the Koryu Dynasty?

Visual Summary

Empires in
East Asia
Japan

Southeast Asia

• Distinct geography
and culture

Interaction with
China

Interaction with
China

• Location on trade routes
between China and India

• Shinto religion

• Buddhism
• Writing system
• Civil service

• Vietnam: Buddhism,
civil service
• Other areas: spread
of ideas through
migration and trade

• Indian cultural influence:
political ideas and
religions

• Heian period
• Feudal system

Mongols
• Nomadic way of life
• Clan-based leadership

312 Chapter 12

Interaction with
China
• Mongols’
conquest of China
• Spread of Chinese
ideas through
Mongol Empire
across Eurasia

China
• Revival of civil
service system
• Strengthening of
central government
• Golden age of
culture, science,
and technology

Korea
Interaction with
China

• Distinct geography and
culture

•
•
•
•
•

• Divided society controlled
by wealthy landowners

Buddhism
Writing system
Civil service
Printing
Porcelain
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CRITICAL THINKING

CHAPTER ACTIVITIES

1. HYPOTHESIZING

1. LIVING HISTORY: Unit Portfolio Project

result
development
result

3. RISE AND FALL OF DYNASTIES
This chapter describes the rise and fall of three Chinese dynasties. What recurring patterns occur in the
decline of these dynasties? What advice, based on
those patterns, might you give a Chinese emperor?
4. ANALYZING PRIMARY SOURCES
The following is part of a message sent by Kublai
Khan to Japan’s imperial court in 1266, as recorded
by a Chinese historian. Read the passage and answer
the questions below it.
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
The Emperor of the Great Mongols addresses
the King of Japan as follows: . . . I am sending
you my envoys bearing my personal message.
It is my hope that the communication
between our two countries be opened and
maintained and that our mutual friendship be
established. A sage regards the whole world
as one family; how can different countries be
considered one family if there is not friendly
communication between them? Is force really
necessary to establish friendly relations? I
hope that you will give this matter your most
careful attention.

• Give a “virtual” guided tour of a traditional Buddhist temple in Korea,
Japan, or Vietnam. Using slides or overhead images, show how the
architecture relates to Buddhist practices and the country’s culture.
2. CONNECT TO TODAY: Cooperative Learning
THEME CULTURAL INTERACTION For 100 years, the Mongols were the lords of
settled societies across Eurasia. Today, modern civilization threatens to
extinguish the nomadic way of life. Traditionally nomadic groups such as the
Kurds, whose homeland includes parts of Turkey, Iraq, and Iran, have faced
many challenges and changes. Work with a team to prepare a report on the
challenges faced by the Kurds or another traditionally nomadic people today.

Using the Internet, magazines, or reference books, research the
history of the Kurds or another group and their way of life today.
• How have modern political boundaries and population growth in their
region affected their way of life?
• What is their political status in the countries in which they live? Are they
treated the same as others? How has their status affected their way of life?
3. INTERPRETING A TIME LINE
Revisit the unit time line on pages 228–229, and study the segment for
Chapter 12. Which events from East Asia had the greatest impact on
developments outside this region? Explain your response.

FOCUS ON GEOGRAPHY
Study the maps of China’s population distribution during the Tang and
Song dynasties.
• During the Tang Dynasty, which areas of China were most densely
populated?
• Overall, how had China’s population changed by the Song Dynasty?
Connect to History What political and economic developments in China
were related to this population change?
TANG
DYNASTY

KOREA

SONG
DYNASTY

Yellow
a
H u Luoyang Sea

TEST PRACTICE
CL ASSZONE .COM

an

Hangzhou

Chengdu

CHINA
Xi

Additional Test Practice,
pp. S1–S33

Yan
gtz

• Based on what you have read about the Mongols
and Japan, what do you think Kublai’s real goal
was?

Xi’an

Ya
ngtz
e

• What is Kublai Khan asking of the Japanese?

South China
Sea

KOREA

Yellow
H u Luoyang Sea
.
e
Xi’an

ng

SUNG LIEN, quoted in The Essence of Chinese Civilization

• Create a mural portraying the essential beliefs of Shintoism.

e

For each of the following developments, create a
diagram like the one shown and identify two
results from it: (a) construction of the Grand Canal,
(b) stirrups, and (c) the compass.

• Prepare a photo essay on one of the massive temple complexes of
Southeast Asia, such as Angkor Wat or Borobudur. In the essay, show how
the design of the complex reflected the religious influences on the region.

gH

2. DEVELOPMENTS AND CHANGE

THEME RELIGIOUS AND ETHICAL SYSTEMS Your unit portfolio project focuses on
how belief systems have affected people’s lives (see page 229). For Chapter
12, you might use one of the following ideas.

He

How might history have
been different if the Mongols had conquered all or
most of Europe? Discuss the possible immediate and
long-term consequences for Europe and the rest of the
Mongol Empire.
THEME EMPIRE BUILDING

East
China
Sea

Hangzhou

Chengdu

CHINA
High
Density
Moderate
Density

East
China
Sea

Xi

South China
Sea

Source: John King Fairbank, China: A New History
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European Middle Ages,
500–1200
Connect History and Geography
In 771, Charlemagne took charge of the Frankish kingdom and
began building an empire. By the time of his death in 814, the
empire had reached its height. The map at the right shows
Charlemagne’s empire, and the way it was divided 29 years after
his death. Use the map to answer the questions below.
1. What bodies of water form the borders of
Charlemagne’s empire?
2. What island is part of
Charlemagne’s empire?
3. How and when was the
empire divided?
For more information about the Middle
Ages in Europe . . .

CLASSZONE.COM

From 771 to 814,
Charlemagne ruled
a vast kingdom
later called the
Holy Roman Empire.

While serving as pope from 590
to 604, Gregory the Great wore
only a monk’s robe. He humbly
called himself “the servant of
the servants of God.”
511
Clovis unites Franks
under Christian rule.

314

732 Charles
Martel stops
Muslim invasion.
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Interact with History

Y

ou are living in the countryside of western Europe during
the 1100s. Like about 90 percent of the population, you
are a peasant working the land. Your family’s hut is located in a
small village on your lord’s estate. The lord provides your basic
needs, including housing, food, and protection.
Opportunities to leave the estate are rare. Within your
lifetime, you will probably travel no more than 25 miles from
your home.
Peasants retreat behind the castle
walls during attacks.

What is good
and bad about
the small
world of a
peasant’s life?

EXAMINING

the

ISSUES

• What is secure about your world?
• How do you view the world beyond
your estate?
• How is your life limited?
• How do you cope with the many
hardships?
Peasants owe their lord two
or three days’ labor every
week farming his land.

As a class, discuss these questions. In your
discussion, think about other people who
have limited power over their lives.
As you read about the lot of European

peasants in this chapter, see how their living
arrangements determine their role in society
and shape their beliefs.

This peasant feels
the right to stay on
his lord’s land is
more important than
his freedom to leave.

316

This peasant woman
cannot marry without her
lord’s consent.
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TERMS & NAMES

Germanic Kingdoms
Unite Under Charlemagne
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Many Germanic kingdoms that
succeeded the Roman Empire were
reunited under Charlemagne’s empire.

Charlemagne spread Christian
civilization through northern Europe,
where it had a permanent impact.

•
•
•
•
•

Middle Ages
Franks
monastery
secular
Carolingian
Dynasty
• Charlemagne

SETTING THE STAGE The gradual decline of the Roman Empire ushered in an era of

European history called the Middle Ages, or the medieval period. It spanned from
around 500 to 1500. During these centuries, new institutions slowly emerged to
replace those of the fallen Roman Empire. Unified civilizations flourished in China
and Southwest Asia. Medieval Europe, though, remained fragmented.

Invasions Trigger Changes in Western Europe
By the end of the fifth century, invaders from many different Germanic groups overran the western half of the Roman Empire. Repeated invasions and constant warfare
sparked new trends. A series of changes altered government, economy, and culture:

• Downfall of Cities With the fall of the Roman
Empire, cities were abandoned as centers of
administration.
THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Recognizing
Effects How did the
fall of the Roman
Empire lead to
disorder in western
Europe?
A. Answer Strong
government vanished,
economic life was in
turmoil, cities were
abandoned, and learning declined.

• Population Shifts As Roman centers of trade and
government collapsed, nobles retreated to the rural
areas. Roman cities were left without strong leadership. Other city dwellers also fled to the countryside,
where they grew their own food. The population of
western Europe became mostly rural.

350
300
250
200
150
100
50

The Decline of Learning The Germanic invaders who

stormed Rome could not read or write. Among Roman
subjects themselves, the level of learning sank sharply as
more and more families left for rural areas. Few people
except priests and other church officials were literate.
Knowledge of Greek, long important in Roman culture, was almost lost. Few people could read Greek works
of literature, science, and philosophy. The Germanic
tribes, though, had a rich oral tradition of songs and legends. However, they had no written language.
Loss of a Common Language As German-speaking

Vocabulary
dialects: various
ways words from the
same language are
pronounced or used in
different regions.

Population of Three Roman Cities

Population (in thousands)

• Disruption of Trade Merchants faced invasions
from both land and sea. Their businesses collapsed.
The breakdown of trade destroyed Europe’s cities
as economic centers. Money became scarce.

0

Rome

Lyon

Trier

(in France)

(in Germany)

City Populations around A.D. 100
City Populations around A.D. 900

SKILLBUILDER:
Interpreting Graphs
1. How much did Rome’s population
decrease from around A.D. 100 to 900?
2. What does the bar graph suggest about
trends that occurred after the fall of the
Roman Empire?

peoples mixed with the Roman population, Latin began
to change. It was no longer understood from region to region. Different dialects developed as new words and phrases became part of everyday speech. By the 800s, French,
Spanish, and other Roman-based languages had evolved from Latin. The development
of various languages mirrored the continued breakup of a once unified empire.
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Germanic Kingdoms Emerge
In the years of upheaval between 400 and 600, small Germanic kingdoms replaced
Roman provinces. The borders of those kingdoms changed constantly with the fortunes of war. The Church was an institution that survived the fall of the Roman
Empire. During this time of political chaos, the Church provided order and security.
The Concept of Government Changes Along with shifting boundaries, the entire
concept of government changed. Loyalty to public government and written law had
unified Roman society. Family ties and personal loyalty, rather than citizenship in a
public state, bound Germanic society together. Unlike the Romans, Germanic peoples
lived in small communities. These were governed by unwritten rules and traditions.
Every Germanic chief led a band of warriors who had pledged their loyalty to him.
In peacetime, these followers lived in their lord’s hall. He gave them food, weapons,
and treasure. In battle, warriors fought to the death at their lord’s side. They considered it a disgrace to outlive him.
Germanic warriors willingly died for a leader they respected. Yet they felt no obligation to obey a king they didn’t even know. Nor would they obey an official sent to
collect taxes or administer justice in the name of an emperor they had never met. The
Germanic stress on personal ties made it impossible to establish orderly government
for large territories.
In the Roman province of Gaul, a Germanic people called the Franks held power.
Their leader, Clovis (KLOH vihs), would eventually bring Christianity to this region.
•

The Franks Under Clovis Clovis’s wife, Clothilde, urged him to convert to her faith.

She believed in a traditional form of Christianity. In 496 Clovis led his warriors into
battle against another Germanic army. Fearing
defeat, Clovis appealed to the Christian God.
“For I have called on my gods,” he prayed, “but
I find they are far from my aid . . . Now I call on
Thee. I long to believe in Thee. Only, please
deliver me from my enemies.” The tide of the
battle shifted and the Franks triumphed.
Afterward, Clovis and 3,000 of his warriors
asked a bishop to baptize them.
The Church in Rome welcomed Clovis’s conversion and supported his military campaigns
against other Germanic peoples. By 511, Clovis
had united the Franks into one kingdom. The
strategic alliance between Clovis’s Frankish kingdom and the Church marked the beginning of a
special partnership between two powerful forces.
This ivory carving
shows Clovis’s
conversion to
Christianity in 496.
A bishop baptizes
him as his wife,
Clothilde, looks on.

Germanic Peoples Adopt Christianity
Politics played a key role in spreading Christianity. By 600, the Church, with the help
of Frankish rulers, had converted many Germanic peoples. These new converts had
settled in Rome’s former lands.
Missionaries also succeeded in spreading Christianity. These religious travelers
often risked their lives to advance their beliefs. During the fourth and fifth centuries,
they worked among the Germanic and Celtic groups that bordered the Roman
Empire. In southern Europe, the fear of coastal attacks by Muslims also spurred
many people to become Christians.
Monasteries and Convents To adapt to rural conditions, the Church built religious

communities called monasteries. There Christian men called monks gave up all their
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Background
Convents gave unmarried women opportunities for learning that
were unavailable to
them in the outside
world.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Making
Inferences What
valuable role did
monasteries play during this time of
chaos?
B. Possible
Answers
Represented an
orderly, religious way
of life; kept learning
alive.
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private possessions. Monks became servants of God. Nuns, women ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
■HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■
who also followed this religious way of life, lived in convents.
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Around 520, Benedict, an Italian monk, began writing a book
describing a strict yet practical set of rules for monasteries. Benedict’s
sister, Scholastica (skuh LAS tik uh), headed a convent. There she
adapted the same rules for women. These guidelines became a
model for many other religious communities in western Europe.
Monks and nuns devoted their lives to prayer and good works.
Monasteries also became Europe’s best-educated communities.
Monks opened schools, maintained libraries, and copied books. In
731, Venerable Bede, an English monk, wrote a history of England.
Scholars still consider it the best historical work of the early Middle
Ages. In the 600s and 700s, monks made beautiful copies of religious
writings, decorated with ornate letters and brilliant pictures. The
Benedict
480?–543
monks’ illuminated manuscripts preserved at least part of Rome’s
At 15, Benedict left school and hiked
intellectual heritage.
•

•

•

up to the Sabine Hills, where he
lived in a cave as a hermit. After
learning about Benedict’s deep
religious conviction, a group of other
monks persuaded Benedict to lead
their monastery. Benedict declared:

Gregory I Expands Papal Power In 590, Gregory I, also called

Gregory the Great, became pope. As head of the Church in Rome,
Gregory broadened the authority of the papacy, or pope’s office,
beyond its spiritual role. Under Gregory, the papacy also became a
secular, or worldly, power involved in politics. The pope’s palace was
the center of Roman government. Gregory used Church revenues to
raise armies, repair roads, and help the poor. He also negotiated
peace treaties with invaders such as the Lombards. Gregory had
begun to act as the mayor of Rome. Yet his influence extended
beyond the city’s boundaries.
According to Gregory, the entire region from Italy to England,
from Spain to western Germany, fell under his responsibility.
Gregory strengthened the vision of Christendom. It was a spiritual
kingdom that fanned out from Rome to the most distant churches.
This idea of a churchly kingdom, ruled by a pope, would become a
central theme of the Middle Ages. Meanwhile, secular rulers set
their sights on expanding their own political kingdoms.

We must prepare our hearts
and bodies for combat under
holy obedience to the divine
commandments. . . . We are
therefore going to establish a
school in which one may learn
the service of the Lord.

In his book describing the rules
for monastic life, Benedict
emphasized a balance between
work and study. Such guidelines
turned monasteries into centers of
order, stability, and learning.

A European Empire Evolves
After the Roman Empire dissolved, small kingdoms sprang up all over Europe. For
example, England splintered into seven tiny kingdoms. Some of them were no larger
than the state of Connecticut. The Franks controlled the largest and strongest of
Europe’s kingdoms in an area that was formerly the Roman province of Gaul. The
Franks’ first Christian king, Clovis, laid down the foundations for this kingdom.
By the time Clovis died in 511, he had extended his rule over most of what is now
France. Clovis greatly strengthened the Merovingian (mehr uh VIHN jee uhn) Dynasty,
which was named after his legendary ancestor.
•

•

•

•

Clovis’s Descendants By 700, an official known as the major domo, or mayor of the
palace, had become the most powerful person in the kingdom. Officially, the mayor of
the palace had charge of the royal household and estates. Unofficially, he commanded
armies and made policy. In effect, the mayor of the palace ruled the kingdom.
In 719, a mayor of the palace named Charles Martel (Charles the Hammer) held
more power than the king. Charles Martel extended the Franks’ reign to the north,
south, and east. He also defeated a Muslim raiding party from Spain at the Battle of
Tours in 732. The outcome of this battle held great significance for Christian
Europeans. If the Muslims had won, western Europe might have become a part of
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800 Pope Leo III
crowns Charlemagne
(below) emperor.

Frankish Rule
730

740
732 Charles Martel defeats the
Muslims at the Battle of Tours.

760
751 Pepin the Short becomes the
first king ever anointed by the pope.

780

800

771 Charlemagne becomes the
sole king of the Franks and continues his conquest of Europe.

the Muslim Empire. Charles Martel’s victory at the Battle of Tours halted the
Muslim invasion. This conquest made him a Christian hero.
At his death, Charles Martel passed on his power to his son, Pepin the Short. Pepin
wanted to become king. He shrewdly cooperated with the pope. On behalf of the
Church, Pepin agreed to fight the Lombards. They were invading central Italy and
threatening Rome. In exchange, the pope anointed Pepin “king by the grace of God.”
Thus began the reign of Frankish rulers called the Carolingian (kar uh LIHN juhn)
Dynasty. It lasted from 751 to 987.
•

•

•

Charlemagne Extends Frankish Rule Pepin the Short died in 768. He left a greatly

strengthened Frankish kingdom to his two sons, Carloman and Charles. After
Carloman’s death in 771, Charles, known as Charlemagne (SHAHR luh mayn), or
Charles the Great, quickly seized control of the entire kingdom.
Charlemagne was an imposing figure. He stood six feet four inches tall. His admiring secretary, a monk named Einhard, described Charlemagne’s achievements:
•

•

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
[Charlemagne] was the most potent prince with the greatest skill and success in different countries during the forty-seven years of his reign. Great and powerful as was the
realm of Franks, Karl [Charlemagne] received from his father Pippin, he nevertheless so
splendidly enlarged it . . . that he almost doubled it.
EINHARD, from Life of Charlemagne

Charlemagne Takes Center Stage
Charlemagne built an empire greater than any known since ancient Rome. Each summer Charlemagne led his armies against the enemies that surrounded his kingdom.
He fought the Muslims in Spain and tribes from other Germanic kingdoms.
Charlemagne conquered new lands to both the south and the east. Through these
conquests, Charlemagne spread Christianity. He reunited western Europe for the first
time since the Roman Empire. By 800, the Carolingian empire exceeded the
Byzantine Empire. It included two-thirds of Italy, all of present-day France, a small
part of Spain, and all of German Saxony. Charlemagne had become the most powerful
king in western Europe.
In 800, Charlemagne traveled to Rome to crush an unruly mob that had attacked
the pope. In gratitude, Pope Leo III crowned him emperor. The coronation was historic. A pope had claimed the political right to confer the title “Roman Emperor” on a
European king. This event signaled the joining of Germanic power, the Church, and
the heritage of the Roman Empire.
Charlemagne’s Government Charlemagne strengthened his royal power by limit-

ing the authority of the nobles. To govern his empire, Charlemagne sent out royal
agents. They made sure that the powerful landholders, called counts, governed their
counties justly. Charlemagne also regularly visited every part of his kingdom. He
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military campaign in
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Charlemagne's Empire, 768–843
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C. Evaluating What
were Charlemagne’s
most notable achievements?
C. Answer Reuniting
Western Europe for
the first time since the
Roman Empire,
spreading Christianity,
encouraging learning,
governing effectively.
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
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judged cases, settled disputes, and
rewarded faithful followers. He also kept
a close watch on the management of his
huge estates. They were the source of
Carolingian wealth and power.
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agement of learning. Charlemagne surrounded himself with English, German,
GEOGRAPHY SKILLBUILDER:
Italian, and Spanish scholars. For his
Interpreting Maps
many sons and daughters and other chil1. Region By 814, what was the extent of Charlemagne’s
dren at the court, Charlemagne opened a
empire (north to south, east to west)?
2. Region Based on the map, why did the Treaty of
palace school. He ordered monasteries to
Verdun signal the decline of Charlemagne’s empire?
open schools that trained future monks
and priests. Monasteries expanded their
libraries. Monks labored to make handwritten copies of Latin books.
Charlemagne’s Heirs Are Weak Rulers A year before Charlemagne died in 814,

he crowned his only surviving son, Louis the Pious, as emperor. Louis was a devoutly
religious man. He might have fared better as a monk. Louis proved an ineffective ruler.
Louis left three sons: Lothair (loh THAIR), Charles the Bald, and Louis the German.
Louis’s sons fought one another for the empire. The civil war ended in 843 when the
brothers signed the Treaty of Verdun. This pact divided Charlemagne’s empire into
three kingdoms. After the treaty, Carolingian kings lost power. As central authority
broke down, the lack of strong rulers led to a new system of governing and landholding.
•

Section 1 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Middle Ages
• Franks
• monastery
• secular
• Carolingian Dynasty
• Charlemagne

2. TAKING NOTES

Create a chart like the one below
to summarize how each person
listed helped spread Christianity.
Method of
Spreading Christianity
Clovis
Benedict
Gregory I
Charles Martel
Charlemagne

3. SYNTHESIZING

4. ANALYZING THEMES

After the fall of the Roman Empire,
learning declined. How was this
trend offset during the early
Middle Ages?

Empire Building How does

THINK ABOUT

THINK ABOUT

• the establishment of
monasteries
• Charlemagne’s accomplishments

• the extent of the empire
• the spread of Christianity
• how long each empire endured

Charlemagne’s empire in medieval
Europe compare with the Roman
Empire?

Which of these people do you
think was the most influential in
spreading Christianity? Why?
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Feudalism in Europe
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Europeans developed feudalism, a
political and military system of
protective alliances and relationships.

The rights and duties of feudal
relationships helped shape today’s
forms of representative government.

TERMS & NAMES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

lord
fief
vassal
knight
serf
manor
tithe

SETTING THE STAGE After the Treaty of Verdun, Charlemagne’s three feuding

grandsons broke up the kingdom even further. Part of this territory also became a
battleground as new waves of invaders attacked Europe. The political turmoil and
constant warfare led to the rise of feudalism—a military and political system based on
land ownership and personal loyalty.

New Invasions Trouble Western Europe
Between 800 and 1000, invasions completely destroyed the Carolingian Empire.
Muslim invaders from the south seized Sicily and raided Italy. They sacked Rome in
846. Magyar invaders struck from the east. Like the earlier Huns and Avars, the
Magyar warriors terrorized Germany and Italy. And from the north sailed the most
dreaded attackers of all—the Vikings.
Vikings: Raiders, Traders, and Explorers The Vikings set sail from a wintry,

wooded region called Scandinavia (skan duh NAY vee uh). The Vikings, a Germanic
people, were also called Northmen or Norsemen. They worshiped warlike gods. The
Vikings took pride in nicknames like Eric Bloodaxe and Thorfinn Skullsplitter.
The Vikings carried out their raids with terrifying speed. Clutching swords and heavy
wooden shields, these helmeted warriors beached their ships. They struck and then
quickly shoved out to sea again. By the time local troops arrived, the Vikings were gone.
Viking warships were awesome. The largest of these long ships held 300 warriors.
They took turns rowing the ship’s 72 oars. The prow of each ship swept grandly upward,
often ending with the carved head of a sea monster. A ship might weigh 20 tons when
fully loaded. Yet it could sail in a mere three feet of water. Rowing up shallow creeks,
the Vikings looted inland villages and monasteries.
The Vikings were not only warriors but also traders,
farmers, and outstanding explorers. Vikings ventured far
beyond western Europe. They journeyed down rivers into
the heart of Russia, to Constantinople, and even across
the icy waters of the North Atlantic. A Viking explorer
named Leif (leef) Ericson most likely reached North
America around 1000, almost 500 years before Columbus.
About the same time Ericson reached the Americas,
the Viking terror in Europe faded away. As Vikings gradually accepted Christianity, they stopped raiding monasteries. Also, a warming trend in Europe’s climate made
farming easier in Scandinavia. As agricultural settlements
in Iceland and Greenland prospered, fewer Scandinavians
adopted the seafaring life of Viking warriors.
•

This curled
oak prow is a
model of a magnificent Viking ship found
in Oseberg, Norway.
Up to 30 Vikings rowed
such ships, which
were over 70 feet
long.
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Background
The Vikings in Russia,
called Varangians,
settled down to
become traders and
nation builders. Their
earlier invasions of
Russia led to the
establishment of the
first Russian state, in
the mid-800s. (See
Chapter 11.)
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G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
1. Location What lands did the Vikings raid?
2. Movement Why were the Viking, Magyar, and Muslim invasions so threatening to Europe?

Magyars and Muslims As the Viking invasions declined, Europe became the target

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Recognizing
Effects What was
the impact of Viking,
Magyar, and Muslim
invasions on medieval
Europe?
A. Answer Left villages and monasteries in ruins; weakened
authority of central
rulers; spurred people
to rely on local leaders for protection

of new assaults. The Magyars, a group of nomadic people, attacked from the east.
They were superb horseback riders. The Magyars swept across the plains of the
Danube River and invaded western Europe in the late 800s. The Magyars did not settle conquered land. Instead, they captured people to sell as slaves. They attacked isolated villages and monasteries. The Magyars overran northern Italy and reached as far
west as the Rhineland and Burgundy.
The Muslims struck from the south. From there, they controlled the Mediterranean
Sea, and disrupted trade. In the 600s and 700s, the Muslims tried to conquer and settle in Europe. By the 800s and 900s, their goal was also plunder. The Muslims were
excellent sailors. They attacked settlements on the Atlantic and Mediterranean coasts
and as far inland as Switzerland.
The invasions of Vikings, Magyars, and Muslims caused widespread disorder and
suffering. Most western Europeans were living in constant danger. Central authority
proved powerless. They no longer looked to a central ruler for security. Instead, many
turned to local rulers with their own armies. Leaders who could fight the invaders
attracted followers and gained political strength.

Feudalism Structures Society
In 911, two former enemies faced each other in a peace ceremony. Rollo was the
head of a Viking army. He had been plundering the rich Seine (sayn) River valley for
years. Charles the Simple was the king of France but held little power. Charles
granted the Viking leader a huge piece of French territory. It became known as
Northmen’s land, or Normandy. In return, Rollo placed his hands between the king’s
hands and swore a pledge of loyalty.
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A New Social Order The worst years of the invaders’ attacks roughly spanned from

850 to 950. During this time, rulers and warriors like Charles and Rollo made similar
agreements in many parts of Europe. The system of governing and landholding called
feudalism had emerged in Europe. A similar feudal system existed in China under the
Zhou Dynasty that ruled from around the 11th century B.C. until 256 b.c. Feudalism
in Japan began in a.d. 1192 and ended in the 19th century.
The feudal system was based on mutual obligations. In exchange for military protection and other services, a lord, or landowner, granted land called a fief. The person receiving a fief was called a vassal. Charles the Simple, the lord, and Rollo, the
vassal, showed how this two-sided bargain worked. Feudalism depended on the control of land.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Summarizing
What are the key
characteristics of
feudalism?
B. Answer System
of government based
on landholding;
alliances based on
loyalty, military service, and land grants

The Feudal Pyramid To visualize the structure of feudal society, think of a pyramid.

At the peak reigned the king. Next came the most powerful vassals—wealthy
landowners such as nobles and bishops. Serving beneath these vassals were knights.
Knights were mounted warriors who pledged to defend their lords’ lands in exchange
for fiefs. At the base of the pyramid were landless peasants who toiled in the fields.

Peasants

Peasants

Knights

Knights

Church
Official

Noble

King

In practice, the feudal system did not work so simply. Relationships between various
lords and their vassals were never clear-cut. The same noble might be a vassal to several different lords. The feudal pyramid often became a complex tangle of conflicting
loyalties. Both lords and vassals tried to use these relationships to their own advantage.
Social Classes Are Well Defined In the feudal system, status determined a per-

son’s prestige and power. Medieval writers classified people into three groups: those
who fought (nobles and knights), those who prayed (men and women of the Church),
and those who worked (the peasants). Social class was usually inherited.
In Europe during the Middle Ages, the vast majority of people were peasants. Most
peasants were serfs. Serfs were people who could not lawfully leave the place where
they were born. Though bound to the land, serfs were not slaves. Their lords could not
sell or buy them. The wealth of the feudal lords came from the labor of peasants.
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HISTORY THROUGH ART: Fine Ar t
This medieval painting shows a noble
and two workmen who live on a manor.
During the Middle Ages, “fashion
police” made sure that people dressed
according to their social class.
Peasants could not lawfully wear the
clothes of a noble.
Connect

to History

Contrasting How does the
clothing of the three people in
the painting reflect their status
and responsibilities in medieval
society?
SEE SKILLBUILDER
HANDBOOK, PAGE R20

Connect

to Today

Comparing How would you
visually show that today’s styles,
especially among teenagers, blur
the distinctions among various
social classes?

March: Two Workmen in a Garden by Simon Bening (about 1515)

Manors: The Economic Side of Feudalism

Background
Farming was the chief
economic activity during the Middle Ages.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Analyzing
Causes How might
the decline of trade
during the early
Middle Ages have
contributed to the
self-sufficiency of the
manor system?
C. Answer The limited amount of outside goods available
led to communities
that produced everything they needed.

The manor was the lord’s estate. During the Middle Ages, the manor system was the
basic economic arrangement. The manor system rested on a set of rights and obligations between a lord and his serfs. The lord provided the serfs with housing, strips of
farmland, and protection from bandits. In return, serfs tended the lord’s lands, cared
for his animals, and performed other tasks to maintain the estate. Peasant women
shared in the farmwork with their husbands. All peasants, whether free or serf, owed
the lord certain duties. These included at least a few days’ labor each week and a certain portion of their grain.
A Self-Contained World Peasants rarely traveled more than 25 miles from their
own manor. By standing in the center of a plowed field, they could see their entire
world at a glance. A manor usually covered only a few square miles of land. It typically
consisted of the lord’s manor house, a church, and workshops. Generally, 15 to 30
families lived in the village on a manor. Fields, pastures, and forests surrounded the
village. Sometimes a stream wound through the manor. Streams and ponds provided
fish, which served as an important source of food.
The manor was largely a self-sufficient community. The serfs and peasants raised or
produced nearly everything that they and their lord needed for daily life—crops, fuel,
cloth, leather goods, and lumber. The only outside purchases were salt, iron, and a
few unusual objects such as millstones. These huge stones were used to grind flour.
The Harshness of Manor Life For the privilege of living on the lord’s land, peasants paid a high price. They paid a tax on all grain ground in the lord’s mill. Any
attempt to dodge taxes by baking bread elsewhere was treated as a crime. Peasants
also paid a tax on marriage. Weddings could take place only with the lord’s consent.
After all these payments to the lord, peasant families owed the village priest a tithe,
or church tax. A tithe represented one-tenth of their income.
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Fallow Field

A Medieval Manor

Forest

Spring Planting
Field

Fall Planting
Field

Serfs’ Cottages
This diagram shows
the arrangement of
a typical medieval
manor. These selfcontained communities dotted the
countryside
throughout western
Europe. Manors
included farmland
usually ranging in
size from 900 to
3,000 acres.

Pond
Meadow
Church
Blacksmith

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
D. Making
Inferences What
does this excerpt suggest about the problems peasant families
faced?

Oven
Well

Orchard

Mill

D. Possible
Answers Hunger,
poverty, underfed children

Lord’s Manor House

Serfs lived in crowded cottages with only one or two rooms. They warmed their
dirt-floor houses by bringing pigs inside. At night the family huddled on a pile of
straw that often crawled with insects. Peasants’ simple diet consisted mainly of vegetables, coarse brown bread, grain, cheese, and soup.
Piers Plowman, written by William Langland in 1362, reveals the hard life of
English peasants:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
What by spinning they save, they spend it in house-hire,
Both in milk and in meal to make a mess of porridge,
To cheer up their children who chafe for their food,
And they themselves suffer surely much hunger
And woe in the winter, with waking at nights
And rising to rock an oft restless cradle
WILLIAM LANGLAND, Piers Plowman

Despite the hardships they endured, serfs accepted their lot in life as part of the
Church’s teachings. They, like most Christians during medieval times, believed that
God determined a person’s place in society.

Section 2 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• lord
• fief
• vassal
• knight
• serf
• manor
• tithe

2. TAKING NOTES

Create a cause-and-effect chart
like the one below. Show the
reasons why feudalism developed
and its consequences.
Causes

Rise of
Feudalism

Effects
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3. EVALUATING

What benefits do you think a
medieval manor provided to the
serfs who lived there? What were
the drawbacks?

THINK ABOUT
• the duties and rights of serfs
• serfs’ living conditions
• the diagram of the medieval
manor on this page

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Power and Authority Work
with a partner to draw up a
contract between a lord and a
vassal, such as a knight, or
between the lord of a manor and a
serf. Include the responsibilities,
obligations, and rights of each
party. Refer to information
mentioned in the text.
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The Age of Chivalry
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

The code of chivalry for knights
glorified combat and romantic love.

Chivalry has shaped modern ideas of
romance in Western cultures.

TERMS & NAMES

• chivalry
• tournament
• troubadour

SETTING THE STAGE During the Middle Ages, nobles constantly fought one another.

Their feuding kept Europe in a fragmented state for centuries. Through warfare, feudal lords defended their estates, seized new territories, and increased their wealth.
Lords and their armies lived in a violent society that prized combat skills. By the
1100s, a code of behavior arose. High ideals guided warriors’ actions and glorified
their roles.
Background
The Muslims who
invaded Spain in the
700s and established
a civilization there
were called Moors.

Warriors on Horseback
Mounted soldiers became valuable in combat during the reign of Charlemagne’s
grandfather, Charles Martel, in the 700s. Charles Martel had observed that the
Muslim cavalry often turned the tide of battles. As a result, he organized Frankish
troops of armored horsemen, or knights.
Saddles and Stirrups The leather saddle was developed on the Asian steppes

around 200 b.c. Stirrups were developed in India around the same time. Both
changed the technology of warfare in Europe during the 700s. The saddle kept a warrior firmly seated on a moving horse. Stirrups allowed him to stand up while riding
and to maneuver heavier weapons. Without stirrups to brace him, a charging warrior
was likely to topple off his own horse.
Frankish knights, galloping full tilt, could knock over enemy foot soldiers and riders
on horseback. Gradually, mounted knights became the most important part of an army.
The horses they owned were status symbols. Warhorses played a key military role.
The Warrior’s Role in Feudal Society By the 11th century, western Europe was a

battleground of warring nobles vying for power. To defend their territories, feudal lords
raised private armies. In exchange for military service, feudal lords used their most
abundant resource—land. They rewarded knights, their most skilled warriors, with fiefs
from their sprawling estates. Wealth from these fiefs allowed knights to devote their
lives to war. Knights could afford to pay for costly weapons, armor, and warhorses.
As the lord’s vassal, a knight’s main obligation was to serve in battle. From each of
his knights, a lord typically demanded about 40 days of mounted combat each year.
Knights’ pastimes also often revolved around training for war. Wrestling and hunting
helped knights gain strength and practice the skills they would need on the battlefield.

These two-inch
high iron spikes,
called caltrops,
were strewn over
a battlefield or in
front of a castle.
They could maim
galloping warhorses
or enemy foot
soldiers.

2 inches

0
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Education of a Knight
PAGE The education of a young noble began early.
At age 7, his parents sent him off to the castle of
another lord. As a page, he waited on his hosts and
learned courtly manners. He played chess to
learn war strategies. To develop fighting
skills, the page practiced sword fighting.

KNIGHT At around age 21, a squire became
a full-fledged knight. An English squire
might have heard his lord say these words
during the knighting ceremony: “In the
name of God, Saint Michael, and Saint
George, I dub thee knight. Be valiant.”

SQUIRE At around age 14, the page was
raised to the rank of squire. A squire acted
as a servant to a knight. The squire took
care of the knight’s armor, weapons, and
warhorse. The squire also escorted the
knight to battles.

Knighthood and Chivalry
Early in the Middle Ages, knights were expected to display courage in battle and loyalty to their lord. By the 1100s, the code of chivalry (SHIHV uhl ree), a complex set
of ideals, demanded that a knight fight bravely in defense of three masters. He
devoted himself to his earthly feudal lord, his heavenly Lord, and his chosen lady. The
chivalrous knight also protected the weak and the poor. The ideal knight was loyal,
brave, and courteous. Most knights, though, failed to meet these high standards. They
treated the lower classes brutally.
A cowardly knight who disregarded the code of chivalry faced public shame. First,
his armor was stripped off, and his shield was cracked. Next, his spurs were cut off, and
his sword was broken over his head. People then threw the knight into a coffin and
dragged him to church. There a priest would chant a mock funeral service.
•

•

War Games for Glory Sons of nobles began training for knighthood at an early age

and learned the code of chivalry. After being dubbed a knight, most young men traveled with companions for a year or two. The young knights gained experience fighting
in local wars. Some knights took part in mock battles called tournaments.
Tournaments combined recreation with combat training. Two armies of knights
charged each other. Trumpets blared, and lords and ladies cheered. Like real battles,
tournaments were fierce and bloody competitions. Winners could usually demand
large ransoms from defeated knights.

Background
The word chivalry
comes from the
French words cheval
(horse) and chevalier
(horse-riding knight).

A. Possible
Answers Contests
of athletic skill; large,
cheering audiences;
financial profit for the
winners

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Comparing How
do medieval tournaments resemble
modern sports
competitions?

Brutal Reality of Warfare The small-scale violence of tournaments did not match

the bloodshed of actual battles, especially those fought at castles. By the 1100s, stone
castles were encircled by massive walls and guard towers. These castles dominated
much of the countryside in western Europe. The castle was the home of the lord and
lady, their family, knights and other men-at-arms, and servants. It also was a fortress,
designed for defense.
A castle under siege was a gory sight. Attacking armies used a wide range of strategies and weapons to force castle residents to surrender. Defenders of a castle poured
boiling water, hot oil, or molten lead on enemy soldiers. Expert archers were stationed
on the roof of the castle. Armed with crossbows, they fired deadly bolts that could
pierce full armor.
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Vocabulary
siege: a military
blockade staged by
enemy armies trying
to capture a fortress.
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&TECHNOLOGY

Castles and Siege Weapons
Attacking armies carefully planned how to capture a castle. Engineers would inspect
the castle walls for weak points in the stone. Then enemy soldiers would try to ram
the walls, causing them to collapse. At the battle site, attackers often constructed the
heavy and clumsy weapons shown here.

Siege Tower
• had a platform on top that
lowered like a drawbridge
• could support weapons
and soldiers

Trebuchet
• worked like a
giant slingshot
• propelled objects
up to a distance
of 980 feet

Battering Ram
• made of heavy timber
with a sharp metal tip
• swung like a pendulum to
crack castle walls or to
knock down drawbridge

Mantlet
• shielded soldiers

Tortoise
• moved slowly on wheels
• sheltered soldiers from
falling arrows

An Array of High-Flying Missiles
Using the trebuchet, enemy soldiers launched a wide
variety of missiles over the castle walls:
• pots of burning lime
• boulders
• severed human heads

• captured soldiers
• diseased cows
• dead horses

Connect

to History

Making Inferences How do
these siege weapons show that
their designers knew the architecture of a castle well?
SEE SKILLBUILDER
HANDBOOK, PAGE R16

Connect
Mangonel
• flung huge rocks that
crashed into castle walls
• propelled objects up to a
distance of 1,300 feet

to Today

Researching Modern technology
has made warfare far less personal
than it was during the Middle Ages.
Find examples of recent weapons.
Describe how they affect the way
war is conducted.
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The Literature of Chivalry
In the 1100s, the themes of medieval literature downplayed the brutality of knighthood and feudal warfare. Many stories idealized castle life. They glorified knighthood
and chivalry, tournaments and real battles. Songs and poems about a knight’s undying
love for a lady were also popular.
Epic Poetry Feudal lords and their ladies enjoyed listening to epic poems. These

poems recounted a hero’s deeds and adventures. Many epics retold stories about legendary heroes of the early Middle Ages, such as King Arthur and Charlemagne.
The Song of Roland is one of the earliest and most famous medieval
epic poems. It praises a band of French soldiers who perished in
battle during Charlemagne’s reign. The poem transforms the
event into a struggle. A few brave French knights led by Roland
battle an overwhelming army of Muslims from Spain. Roland’s
friend, Turpin the Archbishop, stands as a shining example of
medieval ideals. Turpin represents courage, faith, and chivalry:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
And now there comes the Archbishop.
He spurs his horse, goes up into a mountain,
summons the French; and he preached them a sermon:
“Barons, my lords, [Charlemagne] left us in this place.
We know our duty: to die like good men for our King.
Fight to defend the holy Christian faith.”

Medieval musicians
often played a harp
or a lute, like the
one shown here, to
accompany recitals
of poems
celebrating
warrior-heroes.

from The Song of Roland

Love Poems and Songs Under the code of chivalry, a knight’s

duty to his lady became as important as his duty to his lord. In many
medieval poems, the hero’s difficulties resulted
CONNECT to TODAY from a conflict between those two obligations.
Troubadours were poet-musicians at the castles
Modern Love Songs
and courts of Europe. They composed short verses and
Many love songs played on the
songs about the joys and sorrows of romantic love. Sometimes
radio or cable TV share similarities
troubadours sang their own verses in the castles of their lady. They
with the love songs of troubadours
also sent roving minstrels to carry their songs to courts.
from the 1100s and 1200s. Modern
lyrics echo themes featured in
A troubadour might sing about love’s disappointments: “My
troubadours’ songs—happiness and
loving heart, my faithfulness, myself, my world she deigns to take/ Then
heartbreaks, devoted lovers and
leave me bare and comfortless to longing thoughts that ever wake.”
unfaithful lovers, trust and jealousy.
Other songs told of lovesick knights who adored ladies they would
The titles of modern love songs
probably never win: “Love of a far-off land/For you my heart is
reflect the legacy of medieval
troubadours’ songs. Here are some
aching/And I can find no relief.” The code of chivalry promoted a
examples:
false image of knights. In turn, these love songs created an artificial
• “Heartbreaker”
image of women. In the troubadour’s eyes, noblewomen were always
• ”True Love”
beautiful and pure.
• “Your Cheatin’ Heart”
The most celebrated woman of the age was Eleanor of Aquitaine
• “Power of Love”
(1122–1204). Troubadours flocked to her court in the French duchy
• “Can’t Help Falling in Love”
of Aquitaine. Later, as queen of England, Eleanor was the mother of
Richard the Lion-Hearted and King John. Richard himself composed
romantic songs and poems. Eleanor’s daughter, Marie of Champagne, turned love into
a subject of study like logic or law. She presided at a famed Court of Love. Troubled
lovers came there to air their grievances.
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Making
Inferences How
was the code of
chivalry like the idea
of romantic love?
B. Possible Answer
Both presented distorted, unrealistic
images of men and
women.
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The Shifting Role of Women

MS Bruxelles, B.R. 9961–62, fol. 91v. Copyright Bibliothèque Royale Albert Ier, Brussels, Belgium.

The Church viewed women as inferior to men. In contrast, the idea of romantic love
placed noblewomen on a pedestal where they could be worshipped. A true knight
pledged to protect all women. He also might love, serve, and adore a particular lady,
preferably from afar.
Yet as feudalism developed across western Europe, women’s status actually
declined. Their roles became increasingly
limited to the home and convent.
For the vast majority of women life remained
unchanged for centuries. During the Middle Ages,
most women were still poor and powerless. Their
roles were confined to performing endless labor,
bearing children, and taking care of their families.
Women in Power Under the feudal system, a

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Summarizing
What privileges did
noblewomen have in
medieval society?
C. Answer Respect
and admiration,
power to inherit her
husband’s estate, and,
with his consent, send
his knights to war.

noblewoman could inherit an estate from her husband. Upon her lord’s request, she could also send
his knights to war. When her husband was off
fighting, the lady of a medieval castle might act as
military commander and a warrior. Noblewomen
often played a key role in defending castles. They
hurled rocks and fired arrows at attackers. Some
women even dressed in armor, mounted
warhorses, and mobilized a cavalry of knights.
However, unlike knights, women were not eligible to receive land as reward in exchange for
military service. Women also held less property.
Lords passed down their fiefs to their sons, not
their daughters.
Women’s Falling Status As the Middle Ages

progressed, noblewomen wielded less real power
than they had in earlier years. Eleanor of Aquitaine was a notable exception. As
queen of England, she ruled at times for her husband, Henry II, and later for her
sons, Richard and John. Few other women had such authority.
The Church played a part in medieval women’s declining fortunes. The Church
tried to regain control of religious appointments and organizations. It reclaimed convents and monasteries that noblewomen had founded or supported. As you will read
in Section 4, the influence of the Church was far-reaching.

Knights were not
the only warriors
glorified in medieval
paintings. These
noblewomen show
their courage and
combat skills in
defending a castle
against enemies.

Section 3 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• chivalry
• tournament
• troubadour

2. TAKING NOTES

Using a web diagram like the one
below, show ideas associated
with chivalry.

3. FORMING OPINIONS

Do you think the idea of romantic
love helped or hindered women?
Why?

THINK ABOUT
chivalry

• pros and cons of placing women
on a “pedestal”
• the Church’s view of women
• the lyrics of love songs quoted in
the text

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Religious and Ethical
Systems What positive effects
might the code of chivalry have
had on feudal society?

THINK ABOUT
•
•
•
•

the ideals of chivalry
the education of a knight
the importance of religious faith
the violence and constant
warfare during the Middle Ages

Which have remnants in today’s
society? Explain.
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The Church
Wields Power
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Church leaders and political leaders
competed for power and authority.

Today many religious leaders still
voice their opinions on political issues.

TERMS & NAMES

•
•
•
•

clergy
sacrament
canon law
Holy Roman
Empire
• lay investiture

SETTING THE STAGE Amid the weak central governments in feudal Europe, the

Church emerged as a powerful institution. It shaped the lives of people from all social
classes. As the Church expanded its political role, strong rulers began to question the
pope’s authority. Dramatic power struggles unfolded in the Holy Roman Empire—
the scene of mounting tensions between popes and emperors.

The Scope of Church Authority
In crowning Charlemagne emperor in 800, the Church sought to influence both spiritual and political matters. Three hundred years earlier, Pope Gelasius I recognized
the conflicts that could arise between the two great forces—the Church and the
state. He wrote, “There are two powers by which this world is chiefly ruled: the
sacred authority of the priesthood and the authority of kings.”
Gelasius suggested an analogy to solve such conflicts. God had created
two symbolic swords. One sword was religious. The other was political.
The pope held a spiritual sword. The emperor wielded a political one.
Gelasius thought that the pope should bow to the emperor in political
matters. In turn, the emperor should bow to the pope in religious matters. If each ruler kept the authority in his own realm, Gelasius suggested, the two leaders could share power in harmony.
In reality, though, the Church and state disagreed on the boundaries of either realm. Clashes erupted throughout the Middle Ages.
The Church and various European governments competed for power.
This jeweled tiara,
which a pope would
wear in a procession,
reflects the wealth,
power, and authority
of his office.

Church Structure Somewhat like the system of feudalism, the

Church established its own organization. The distribution of power
was based on status. Church structure consisted of different ranks
of clergy, or religious officials. The pope headed the Church in
Rome. All clergy, including bishops and priests, fell under his
authority. Bishops supervised priests, the lowest ranking members
of the clergy. Bishops also settled disputes over Church teachings
and religious practices. For most people, local priests served as the
main contact with the Church.

Religion as a Unifying Force Feudalism and the manor system created divisions

among people. Shared beliefs in the teachings of the Church bonded people together.
During an era of constant warfare and political turmoil, the Church was a stable
force. The Church provided Christians with a sense of security and a religious community to which they might belong. The Middle Ages in Europe were aptly named
the Age of Faith. Religion at this time occupied center stage.
Medieval Christians’ everyday lives were often harsh. Still, they could all follow the
same path to salvation—everlasting life in heaven. Priests and other religious officials
administered the sacraments, or important religious ceremonies. These rites paved the
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Background
The clergy was also
part of the feudal system. In the early
Middle Ages, some
bishops, like other
vassals, owed military
service to their lord
and fought courageously in battles.
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Analyzing
Motives Why did
medieval peasants
support the Church?
A. Answer The
Church offered unity,
security, hope, a
social life, and order
in an unstable world.
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way for achieving salvation. For example, through the sacrament of baptism, people
became part of the Christian community. Through confirmation, baptized people of
their own will publicly acknowledged their membership in the Church.
At the local level, the village church was a unifying force in the
Daily
daily lives of most people. It served as a religious and social center.
An Age of Superstition
People worshiped together at the church. They also met and talked
Along
with their devout Christian
with other villagers. Religious holidays, especially Christmas and
faith, many people during the
Easter, were occasions for social gatherings and festive celebrations.
Middle Ages also clung to

Life

Church Justice The scope of the Church’s authority was both reli-

superstitious beliefs. Medieval
people expected the dead to
reappear as ghosts. A friendly
goblin might do a person a good
deed, but an evil witch might cause
great harm. Medieval people
thought an evil witch had the
power to exchange a healthy child
for a sickly one.
The medieval Church frowned
upon superstitions such as these:
• Preparing a table with three
knives to please good fairies
• Making a vow by a tree, a pond,
or any place but a church
• Believing that a person could
change into the shape of a wolf
• Believing that the croak of a
raven or meeting a priest would
bring a person good or bad luck

gious and political. The Church provided a unifying set of spiritual
beliefs and rituals. The Church also created a system of justice to
guide people’s conduct. All medieval Christians, kings and peasants
alike, were subject to canon law, or the law of the Church, in matters such as marriage and religious practices. The Church also established courts to try people accused of violating canon law. Two of the
harshest punishments that offenders faced were excommunication
and interdict.
Popes used the threat of excommunication—banishment from the
Church—to wield power over political rulers. For example, a disobedient king’s quarrel with a pope might result in excommunication.
This meant the king would be denied salvation. Excommunication
also freed all the king’s vassals from their duties to him. If an excommunicated king continued to disobey the pope, the pope, in turn,
could use an even more frightening weapon—the interdict. Under
an interdict, many sacraments and religious services could not be
performed in the king’s lands. As Christians, the king’s subjects
believed that without such sacraments they might be doomed to eternal suffering in
hell. In the 11th century, excommunication and the possible threat of an interdict
would force a German emperor to submit to the pope’s commands.

The Church and the Holy Roman Empire
Background
The Holy Roman
Empire was located in
the region of presentday Germany.

After the death of Charlemagne, the Holy Roman Empire was the strongest kingdom that arose from the ruins of his empire. When Pope Leo III crowned
Charlemagne emperor in 800, he unknowingly set the stage for future conflicts
between popes and emperors.
Otto I Allies with the Church The most effective ruler of medieval Germany was

Otto I. He was known as Otto the Great. Otto, crowned king in 936, consciously
copied the policies of his boyhood hero, Charlemagne. Like Charlemagne, Otto
formed a close alliance with the Church. To limit the nobles’ strength, Otto sought
help from the clergy. He built up his power base by gaining the support of the bishops
and abbots, the heads of monasteries. Otto dominated the Church in Germany. He
also used his power to defeat unruly German princes.
Following in Charlemagne’s footsteps, Otto also invaded Italy on the pope’s behalf.
In 962, the pope rewarded Otto by crowning him emperor.
Signs of Future Conflicts The German-Italian empire Otto created was first called
the Roman Empire of the German Nation. It later became known as the Holy Roman
Empire. The Holy Roman Empire remained the strongest state in Europe until about
1100. However, Otto’s attempt to revive Charlemagne’s empire caused trouble for
future German leaders. Italian nobles resented German rule. Popes too came to fear
the political power that the German emperors held over Italy.
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Holy Roman Emperor Clashes with the Pope
The Church began to resent the control that kings, such as Otto, exercised over clergy
and their offices. The focus of this resentment was lay investiture—a ceremony in
which kings and nobles appointed church officials. Whoever controlled lay investiture
wielded the real power in naming bishops. They were powerful clergy whom kings
sought to control. Church reformers felt that bishops should not be under the power
of any king. In 1075, Pope Gregory VII banned lay investiture.
The furious young German emperor, Henry IV, immediately called a meeting of
the German bishops he had appointed. With their approval, the emperor sent a
vicious letter to Gregory VII. Henry called Gregory “not pope, but false monk” and
ordered him to step down from the papacy. Gregory fired back and excommunicated
Henry. Afterward, German bishops and princes sided with the pope. Determined to
save his throne, Henry tried to win the pope’s forgiveness.
Showdown at Canossa In January 1077, Henry journeyed over the snowy Alps to

the Italian town of Canossa (kuh NAHS uh). He approached the castle where Pope
Gregory was a guest. Gregory later described the scene:
•

•

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
There, having laid aside all the belongings of royalty, wretchedly, with bare feet and
clad in wool, he [Henry IV] continued for three days to stand before the gate of the castle. Nor did he desist from imploring with many tears the aid and consolation of the
apostolic mercy until he had moved all of those who were present there. . . .
POPE GREGORY, cited in Basic Documents in Medieval History
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The Pope was obligated to forgive any sinner who begged so humbly. Still, Gregory
kept Henry waiting in the snow for three days before ending his excommunication.
The meeting in Canossa was one of the most dramatic confrontations of the Middle
Ages. Yet it actually solved nothing. A triumphant Henry rushed home to punish the
nobles who had rebelled against him. The
pope had gained an even greater victory by
humiliating the proudest ruler in Europe.
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Henry’s successors continued to fight over
lay investiture until 1122. That year, representatives of the Church and the emperor
met in the German city of Worms (wurms).
There they reached a compromise known as
the Concordat of Worms. By its terms, the
Church alone could grant a bishop his ring
and staff, symbols of Church office. Yet the
emperor had the veto power to prevent the
appointment of a bishop.
During Henry’s struggle, German
princes regained much of the power they
had lost under Otto the Great. A later
German ruler, Frederick I, would resume
the battle to build up royal authority.

500 Kilometers

GEOGRAPHY SKILLBUILDER: Interpreting Maps

Mediterranean Sea
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1. Region How many states make up the Holy Roman Empire?
What does this suggest about ruling it as an empire?
2. Location How does the location of the Papal States make
them an easy target for frequent invasions by Germanic rulers?

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Making
Inferences Why
was Henry’s journey
to Canossa a political
maneuver?
B. Possible Answer
Confident that the
pope would forgive
him, Henry could then
reclaim his throne and
punish the rebellious
nobles who betrayed
him.
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Renewed Church Conflicts Under Frederick I
Vocabulary
Barbarossa: “red
beard” in Italian.

By 1152, the seven German princes who elected the German king realized that
Germany needed a strong ruler to keep the peace. The princes chose
Frederick I. His red beard earned him the nickname “Barbarossa.”
Frederick I was the first ruler to call his lands the Holy Roman Empire.
However, this region was actually a patchwork of feudal territories. His
forceful personality and military skills enabled him to dominate the
German princes. Yet whenever he left the country, disorder returned.
Following Otto the Great’s example, Frederick did not focus on building
royal power in Germany. Instead, he repeatedly invaded the rich cities of
Italy. Frederick’s brutal tactics spurred Italian merchants to unite against
him. Like Henry IV, Frederick angered the pope, who joined the merchants. Together, Frederick’s enemies formed an alliance called the
Lombard League.
In 1176, the foot soldiers of the Lombard League faced Frederick’s army
of mounted knights at the Battle of Legnano (lay NYAHN oh). In an astonishing victory, these foot soldiers used crossbows to defeat feudal knights
for the first time in history.
In 1177, Frederick made peace with the pope and returned to Germany.
Frederick’s military defeat, though, had undermined his authority with the
German princes. Their power continued to grow in spite of Frederick’s
efforts. After he drowned in 1190, Frederick’s empire dissolved into an
array of fragmented feudal states.
•

C. Possible Answer
German kings’ continued attempts to revive
Charlemagne’s empire
and his alliance with
the Church sparked
wars with Italian cites
and clashes with the
pope.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Analyzing
Causes What longlasting political trend
kept German states
separate during the
Middle Ages?

•

German States Remain Separate
By getting involved in Italian politics, German kings after Frederick continued their attempts to revive Charlemagne’s empire and his alliance with the
Church. This policy led to wars with Italian cities and to further clashes
with the pope. These conflicts were among several reasons why the feudal
states of Germany did not unify during the Middle Ages.
The system of German princes electing the king weakened royal authority. German
rulers controlled fewer royal lands to use as a base of power than French and English
kings, who were establishing strong central authority. These kings made changes in
the legal system that would lay the foundation for modern unified nation-states.
As you will read in Chapter 14, feudalism in France and England spurred the rise
of powerful leaders. They would create strong and enduring nations. Gradually,
orderly government would replace the fighting and frequent warfare that characterized feudal societies, such as Germany.

This stained-glass
portrait of
Frederick I projects
an image of
imperial power. Yet
like Henry IV,
Frederick’s clashes
with the pope
eroded the
emperor’s authority.

Section 4 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• clergy
• sacrament
• canon law
• Holy Roman Empire
• lay investiture

2. TAKING NOTES

3. EVALUATING DECISIONS

Create a time line like the one
below for the Holy Roman Empire.
Write the significance of each
date shown.
936

1077

962

1190

1122

For which events did the Church
and rulers engage in a power
struggle? Why?

Do you think the Concordat of
Worms was a fair compromise for
both the emperor and the Church?
Why or why not?

THINK ABOUT
• the Church’s authority in spiritual
matters
• the emperor’s political power
• the problems that remained
unresolved

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Power and Authority Work
with a partner to play the roles of
Henry IV and Pope Gregory VII.
Based on your role-play, write a
dialogue about their meeting at
Canossa.
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Chapter 13 Assessment
TERMS & NAMES

REVIEW QUESTIONS

Briefly explain the importance of each of the following
during the Middle Ages from 500 to 1200.

SECTION 1 (pages 317–321)

Germanic Kingdoms Unite Under Charlemagne
11. How did Gregory I increase the political power of the pope?

1. monastery

6. chivalry

12. What was the outcome of the Battle of Tours?

2. Charlemagne

7. troubadour

3. vassal

8. clergy

13. What was the significance of the pope’s declaring Charlemagne
emperor?

4. serf

9. Holy Roman Empire

5. manor

10. lay investiture

SECTION 2 (pages 322–326)

Feudalism in Europe
14. Which invading peoples caused turmoil in Europe during the 800s?

Interact

with History

On page 316, you imagined what the world
was like from the viewpoint of a peasant living on a medieval manor. Now that you’ve
read the chapter, reconstruct a more accurate picture. What was a peasant’s daily life
like? Why did peasants cling to their religious beliefs and the teachings of the
Church? Discuss your ideas in a small group.

15. What exchange took place between lords and vassals under the
feudal system?
16. What duties did a lord of a manor and his serfs owe one another?
SECTION 3 (pages 327–331)

The Age of Chivalry
17. Briefly describe the stages of becoming a knight.
18. What were common subjects of troubadours’ songs during the Middle
Ages?
SECTION 4 (pages 332–335)

The Church Wields Power
19. What was Gelasius’s two-swords theory?

Visual Summary

European
Middle Ages

20. Describe the conflict between Pope Gregory VII and Henry IV and its
outcome.

Feudalism
• Form of government based on landholding
• Alliances between lords and vassals
• Oaths of loyalty in exchange for land and
military service
• Ranking of power and authority

POLITICAL
SYSTEM
Chivalry
• Displays of courage and
valor in combat
• Devotion to a feudal lord
and heavenly lord
• Respect toward women

Manors
CODE OF
BEHAVIOR

MEDIEVAL
SOCIETY

ECONOMIC
SYSTEM

BELIEF
SYSTEM

The Church
• Unifying force of Christian faith
• Power over people’s everyday lives
• Involvement in political affairs
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• Lord’s estate
• Set of rights and obligations
between serfs and lords
• Self-sufficient community
producing a variety of goods
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CRITICAL THINKING

CHAPTER ACTIVITIES

1. COMPARING CIVILIZATIONS

1. LIVING HISTORY: Unit Portfolio Projects

Create a chart comparing medieval Europe to an
earlier civilization, such as Rome or Greece. Consider
government, religion, and social roles.
2. CHARLEMAGNE AND HIS LEGACY
THEME EMPIRE BUILDING Copy the three overlapping
circles below to show how Otto I and Frederick I tried to
imitate Charlemagne’s approach to empire building.
Otto I’s Roman
Empire of the German
Nation

Charlemagne’s Empire

THEME RELIGIOUS AND ETHICAL SYSTEMS Your unit portfolio project focuses on
showing the influence of the Church during the Middle Ages. For Chapter 13,
you might use one of the following ideas.

• Write a character sketch of a religious or historical figure described in this
chapter.
• Create a poster titled “The Age of Faith” focusing on the role that the
Church played in the daily lives of Europeans.
• Create a time line tracing the most important power plays between
religious and political leaders during the Middle Ages. Refer to the text for
ideas.
2. CONNECT TO TODAY: Cooperative Learning
THEME POWER AND AUTHORITY Through warfare, knights helped feudal lords
defend their estates, seize new territories, and gain more power. In mock
battles called tournaments, knights developed their combat skills. Work with
a team to design a video war game that imitates a medieval tournament
between knights. Describe your ideas in a proposal that you might send to a
video game company.

All

Use the Internet or books to find out more about medieval
tournaments. Think about video games that are based on combat
experiences. You might adapt some of the rules to your game. Use these
questions to help you brainstorm ideas.

Frederick I’s Holy
Roman Empire

• What are the rules of the game?
3. THE POWER OF LANDOWNERS
Why do you think the ownership of land became an
increasing source of power for feudal lords?
4. ANALYZING PRIMARY SOURCES
In The Canterbury Tales, the English poet Geoffrey
Chaucer tells a series of stories about characters from
the Middle Ages. Read the following passage about a
knight. Then answer the questions below it.
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
There was a knight, a most distinguished man,
Who from the day on which he first began
To ride abroad had followed chivalry,
Truth, honor, generous, and courtesy.
He had done nobly in sovereign’s war
And ridden in battle, no man more,
As well as Christian in heathen places
And ever honored for his noble graces.
• How does Chaucer characterize the knight?
• What qualities of knighthood do you think are
missing from Chaucer’s description? Use
information from the text to support your answer.

Additional Test Practice,
pp. S1–S33

• What is the system of keeping score of wins and losses?
• How should captured prisoners be treated?
• Which weapons should be used and which should be banned?
3. INTERPRETING A TIME LINE
Revisit the unit time line for Chapter 13 on pages 228–229. Which two
important events in other parts of the world roughly coincide with the
expansion of feudalism in western Europe? Give reasons to support your
choices.

FOCUS ON ART
Chess was a popular game during
the Middle Ages. The chess pieces
portray important people from
medieval society. Work with
someone in class who plays chess
to answer these questions:
• What element of medieval
society do you think each chess
piece represents?

• How do these chess pieces
reflect the power of various
members of medieval society?
Connect to History
Why do you think that learning to
play chess was an important part
of a knight’s education?

TEST PRACTICE
CL ASSZONE .COM
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Formation of
Western Europe, 800–1500
The

Connect History and Geography
Europe underwent important changes in the late Middle Ages.
The Catholic Church faced challenges to its authority from
increasingly powerful nations like France and England. At the
same time, economic and social changes undermined the feudal
system. The map to the right shows the kingdoms of Europe in
the 14th century. Use the map to help you answer the questions.
1. What was the largest state in Western Europe at the time?
2. How might England’s geography have helped that nation
create a strong, independent kingdom?
3. Why do you think Europe was divided into so many ruling
states?
For more information about the
formation of Western European nations . . .

CLASSZONE.COM

Joan of Arc helped
to lead the French
to victory over the
English before her
execution in 1431.

The bishop of Paris blesses
the people while merchants
prepare their booths for
a fair in the 14th century.
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910
Benedictine Abbey
founded at Cluny, France.

987
Capetian dynasty
begins in France.
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Interact with History

Y

ou are a squire in training to be a knight in
France. The knight you serve has decided to
join a Crusade to capture the city of Jerusalem from
the Muslims. The knight has given you the choice
of accompanying him on his expedition to the Holy
Land (the biblical region of Palestine) or staying
home to look after his family and manor. You would
also look after your parents, who do not wish you to
The knight as he went into
battle was heavily armored.
He wore a helmet and chain
mail, and he carried various
weapons, including a lance.
He required assistance both
in putting on his armor and in
mounting his horse.

go. You are torn between the desire for adventure
and possible riches that you might find on the
Crusade, and fear of the hazards that await you on
such a dangerous journey. On an earlier Crusade,
the knight and his friends plundered towns and
manors. They acquired jewels and precious objects.
But some were also imprisoned, held for ransom,
robbed, and murdered.

Would you
join the
Crusade?
While the knight went off on the Crusade,
someone needed to look after his property
in his absence. This task often fell to the
lady of the manor, who exercised her
authority through servants.

EXAMINING

the

ISSUES

• What dangers might you face on the
Crusade?
• What rewards, both material and
personal, might come your way on
the Crusade?
• What might be the advantages and
disadvantages of staying home to
defend the knight’s family and estate?
• What arguments would you make to
your parents to persuade them to agree
to your participation in the Crusade?

A squire acted as a personal servant to the
knight. A squire rode at his master’s side in
battle, in which he took an active part. One of
his responsibilities in battle was to take charge
of the prisoners.
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As a class, discuss these questions. In your
discussion, remember what you’ve learned
about other religious wars, sometimes called
holy wars or crusades.
As you read about the Crusades in this chapter,

see how events turned out for the Crusaders,
especially the participants in the Children’s
Crusade.
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TERMS & NAMES
• simony

Church Reform
and the Crusades

•
•
•
•
•
•

MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

The Catholic Church underwent reform
and launched Crusades (religious
wars) against Muslims and others.

The Crusades resulted in trade and
exploration between Christians and
Muslims but left a legacy of distrust.

St. Francis of Assisi
Gothic
Urban II
Crusade
Saladin
Richard
the Lion-Hearted
• Reconquista
• Inquisition

SETTING THE STAGE Between A.D. 500 and A.D. 1000, Vikings attacked and looted

Church monasteries. They destroyed many of these centers of learning. At that time,
the Church suffered severe problems. Some priests could barely read their prayers.
Some popes were men of questionable morals. Many bishops and abbots cared more
about their positions as feudal lords than about their duties as spiritual leaders.
However, over the next 300 years the Church and medieval life changed dramatically.

Monastic Revival and Church Reform
Vocabulary
piety: religious
devotion and
reverence for God.

Beginning in the 1000s, a spiritual revival spread across Europe. This
revival was led by the monasteries. The reformers wanted to return
to the basic principles of the Christian religion. New religious
orders were founded. Influenced by the piety of the new monasteries, the popes began to reform the Church. They restored and
expanded its power and authority. A new age of religious feeling
was born—the Age of Faith.
Problems in the Church Many problems troubled the Church

at that time, but reformers were most distressed by three. First,
many village priests married and had families. Such marriages were
against Church rulings. Second, positions in the Church were sold by
bishops, a practice called simony (SY muh nee). Third, the practice of lay
investiture put kings in control of church bishops. Church reformers believed
bishops should be appointed by the Church alone.
•

•

Reform Begins at Cluny Reforms began quietly in 910 with the founding of a

Benedictine monastery at Cluny (KLOO nee) in France. The monks there strictly followed the Benedictine rule. Soon Cluny’s reputation for virtue inspired the founding
of similar monasteries throughout western Europe. By the year 1000, there were 300
houses under Cluny’s leadership. In 1098, another order was founded, the Cistercian
(sih STUR shuhn) monks. The Cistercian life of hardship won many followers, helping
to bring about further reforms.
The reform movement, begun at Cluny, influenced the papacy. Pope Leo IX, who
took office in 1049, enforced Church laws against simony and the marriage of priests.
Pope Gregory VII was elected pope in 1073. He had spent time at Cluny and was
determined to purify the Church. Gregory extended the reforms begun by Leo.
•

•

Vocabulary
papacy: the position
or office of the pope.

This scene of
monastic life
comes from a Book
of Hours, a book of
prayers for private
use that followed
the hours of
the day.

•

Reform and Church Organization The popes who followed Leo and Gregory reor-

ganized the Church to continue the policy of reform. In the 1100s and 1200s the Church
was restructured to resemble a kingdom, with the pope at its head. The pope’s group of
advisers was called the papal Curia. The Curia also acted as a court. It developed canon
law (the law of the Church) on matters such as marriage, divorce, and inheritance. The
Curia also decided cases based on these laws. Diplomats for the pope traveled through
Europe dealing with bishops and kings. This extended the power of the pope.
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The Church collected taxes in the form of tithes. These consumed one-tenth the
yearly income from every Christian family. The Church performed social services such
as caring for the sick and the poor. Most hospitals in medieval Europe were operated
by the Church. By the early 1200s, popes had achieved remarkable success in their
reforms. The practice of simony and the marriage of clergy both declined dramatically. The popes established their authority throughout Europe.
Preaching Friars In the early 1200s, wandering friars traveled from place to place

preaching and spreading the Church’s ideas. Like monks, friars took vows of chastity,
poverty, and obedience. Unlike monks, friars did not live apart from the world in
monasteries. Instead, they preached to the poor throughout Europe’s towns and cities.
Friars owned nothing and lived by begging.
The Dominicans, one of the earliest orders of friars, were founded by Dominic, a
Spanish priest. Because Dominic emphasized the importance of study, many Dominicans
were scholars. Another order of friars, the Franciscans, was founded by the Italian
St. Francis of Assisi (uh SEE zee). The son of a rich merchant, Francis gave up his
wealth and turned to preaching when he was about 20 years old. He placed much less
importance on scholarship than did Dominic. Francis treated
all creatures as if they were his spiritual brothers and sisters.
•

•

Religious Orders for Women Women as well as men
participated in the spiritual revival. Women joined the
Dominicans. In 1212, the Franciscan order for women, known
as the Poor Clares, was founded by Clare and her friend
Francis of Assisi. In Germany, Hildegard of Bingen, a mystic
and musician, founded a Benedictine convent in 1147. Unlike
the men, women were not allowed to travel from place to place
as preachers. However, they too lived in poverty and worked to
help the poor and sick.

Cathedrals—Cities of God
Although the friars chose to live in poverty, evidence of the
Church’s wealth could be seen everywhere in the Middle Ages.
This was especially true in the cathedrals that were built in
Europe around this time.
A New Style of Church Architecture Between about 800

and 1100, churches were built in the Romanesque (roh muh
NEHSK) style. The churches had round arches and a heavy
roof held up by thick walls and pillars. The thick walls had tiny
windows that let in little light.
In the early 1100s, a new style of architecture, known as
Gothic, evolved. The term Gothic comes from a Germanic
tribe named the Goths. It describes the particular church
architecture that spread throughout medieval Europe. Unlike
the heavy, gloomy Romanesque buildings, Gothic cathedrals
thrust upward as if reaching toward heaven. Light streamed in
through huge stained-glass windows. Soon Gothic cathedrals
were built in many towns of France. In Paris, the vaulted ceiling of the Cathedral of
Notre Dame (NOH truh DAHM) eventually rose to over 100 feet. Then Chartres,
Reims, Amiens, and Beauvais built even higher cathedrals.
In all, nearly 500 Gothic churches were built between 1170 and 1270. Other arts of
the medieval world clustered around the Gothic cathedral—sculpture, woodcarvings,
and the stained-glass windows. The cathedral represented the City of God. As such, it
was decorated with all the richness that people on earth could offer.
•

In this 13th-century
painting, St. Clare
(kneeling) is
received by St.
Francis (standing,
with halo).
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•

•

Background
Because of his love of
nature, St. Francis
was named the patron
saint of ecology in
1979 by Pope John
Paul II.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Making
Inferences Why
might women have
preferred life in a
religious order to
secular life in the
Middle Ages?
A. Possible Answer
Women had very little
freedom during this
period. A life in the
convent might have
enabled them to pursue their own intellectual and artistic
interests, which could
have been difficult if
not impossible for
them to do in a secular life.
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HISTORY THROUGH ART: Church Architecture
1 pointed, ribbed vaults

3 tall spires

The cathedral of Chartres (shahrt) is a
masterpiece of Gothic architecture. In
addition to its stained-glass windows,
the cathedral has hundreds of sculptures.
The stone carvings that frame every door
illustrate Bible stories. The cathedral has
two bell towers.

Chartres Cathedral has some
of the most beautiful
stained-glass windows of
any Gothic cathedral in
Europe. The windows
illustrate stories from the
Bible. As illiterate peasants
walked past the 176
windows, they could view
those stories. This window
depicts the parable of the
Good Samaritan.

Connect

to History

Drawing Conclusions Have
students work in small groups to
pose and answer three questions
about what elements in the style of
Gothic architecture might affect the
sense of height and light inside.
SEE SKILLBUILDER
HANDBOOK, PAGE R17

Connect

2 flying buttresses
The master builders in France, where the Gothic style originated,
developed certain techniques of structural engineering. These were key
to Gothic architecture: 1 pointed, ribbed vaults that supported the roof’s
weight and framed huge stained-glass windows, 2 flying buttresses that
both supported the walls from the outside and acted as wind braces, and
3 pointed arches and tall spires that seemed to be pointing to heaven.

to Today

Taking a Tour Take a walk past
the churches in your neighborhood.
Notice the stained-glass windows.
Do they tell a story? What figures
or events do they illustrate?

The Crusades
The Age of Faith also inspired wars of conquest. In 1093, the Byzantine emperor
Alexius Comnenus sent an appeal to Robert, Count of Flanders. That letter was also
read by Pope Urban II. The emperor asked for help against the Muslim Turks. They
were threatening to conquer his capital, Constantinople:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
Come then, with all your people and give battle with all your strength, so that all this
treasure shall not fall into the hands of the Turks. . . . Therefore act while there is still
time lest the kingdom of the Christians shall vanish from your sight and, what is more
important, the Holy Sepulchre [the tomb where Jesus was buried] shall vanish. And in
your coming you will find your reward in heaven, and if you do not come, God will
condemn you.
Vocabulary
Holy Land: Palestine;
the area where Jesus
had lived and preached.

EMPEROR ALEXIUS COMNENUS, quoted in The Dream and the Tomb

Shortly after this appeal, Pope Urban II issued a call for what he termed a “holy war,”
a Crusade, to gain control of the Holy Land. Over the next 200 years a number of such
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G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
1. Place What Muslim power ruled lands close to the Christian city of Constantinople?
2. Movement Which Crusade did not make it to Jerusalem? Where did this Crusade end?
3. Region Where in Europe were Muslim and Christian lands adjacent to one another?

Crusades were launched. The goal of these military expeditions was to recover Jerusalem
and the Holy Land from the Muslim Turks.
Causes of the Crusading Spirit The Crusades had both economic goals and

religious motives. Pope Urban’s call brought a tremendous outpouring of religious feeling
and support for the Crusade. This support came from great lords and humble peasants
alike. In 1096, between 50,000 and 60,000 knights became Crusaders. With red crosses
sewn on tunics worn over their armor and the battle cry of “God wills it!” on their lips, the
Crusaders marched eastward. Few would return from the journey.
Kings and the Church saw the Crusades as an opportunity to get rid of quarrelsome
knights who fought each other. These knights threatened the peace of the kingdoms, as
well as Church property. Others who participated were younger sons who, unlike their
oldest brother, did not stand to inherit their father’s property. They were looking for
land and a position in society. Knights and commoners alike were fired by religious
zeal. According to Pope Urban II, if the knights died on Crusade, they were assured
of a place in heaven.
In later Crusades, merchants profited by making cash loans to finance the Crusade.
They also leased their ships for a hefty fee to transport armies over the Mediterranean
Sea. In addition, the merchants of Pisa, Genoa, and Venice hoped to win control of
key trade routes to India, Southeast Asia, and China from Muslim traders.
The First and Second Crusades By early 1097, three armies of knights and people

of all classes had gathered outside Constantinople. Most of the Crusaders were
French. But Germans, Englishmen, Scots, Italians, and Spaniards came as well.
The Crusaders were ill-prepared for their holy war in this First Crusade. They knew
nothing of the geography, climate, or culture of the Holy Land. They had no grand
strategy to capture Jerusalem. The nobles argued among themselves and couldn’t agree
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Summarizing
What, if anything, had
the Crusaders gained
by the end of the
Second Crusade?
B. Possible Answer
The Crusader armies
gained nothing and
went home in defeat.

Background
In the looting of Constantinople, Crusaders
stole the relics from
the great cathedral.
They loaded the
jewel-studded communion table onto a
Venetian ship. The
ship sank, and its
priceless cargo was
never recovered.
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on a leader. Also, they had not set up adequate supply lines. Finally, however, an army
of 12,000 (less than one-fourth the original army) approached Jerusalem. The
Crusaders besieged the city for a month. On July 15, 1099, they captured the city.
All in all, the Crusaders had won a narrow strip of land. It stretched about 400
miles from Edessa in the north to Jerusalem in the south. Four feudal Crusader states
were carved out of this territory, each ruled by a European noble.
The Crusaders’ states were extremely vulnerable to Muslim counterattack. In 1144,
Edessa was reconquered by the Turks. The Second Crusade was organized to recapture
the city. But its armies straggled home in defeat. In 1187, Europeans were shocked to
learn Jerusalem itself had fallen to the Muslim leader Saladin (SAL uh dihn).
•

The Third and Fourth Crusades

•

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■ MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
The Third Crusade to recapture
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Jerusalem was led by three of
Europe’s most powerful monarchs.
These were the French king Philip
Augustus, the German emperor
Frederick I (Barbarossa), and the
English king Richard the LionHearted. Barbarossa drowned on
the journey, and Philip Augustus
argued with Richard and went
home. Richard was left to regain
the Holy Land from Saladin.
Both Richard and Saladin were
Richard the Lion-Hearted
Saladin
ruthless fighters who respected each
1157–1199
1138–1193
other. After many battles, the two
Richard was noted for his good
Saladin was the most famous
agreed to a truce in 1192. Jerusalem
Muslim leader of the 1100s. His own looks, charm, courage, grace—and
ruthlessness. When he heard that
people considered him a most deremained under Muslim control. In
Jerusalem had fallen to the
vout
man.
Even
the
Christians
return, Saladin promised that
Muslims, he was inspired with
regarded him as honest and brave.
unarmed Christian pilgrims could
religious zeal. He joined the
He wished to chase the
freely visit the city’s holy places.
Crusade, leaving others to rule
Crusaders back into their own
England in his place.
territories. He said:
In 1198, the powerful Pope
Richard mounted a siege on the
I think that when God grants
Innocent III appealed for still another
city of Acre. Saladin’s army was in
me
victory
over
the
rest
of
Crusade to capture Jerusalem. The
the hills overlooking the city, but it
Palestine, I shall divide my terknights who took part in this Fourth
was not strong enough to defeat the
ritories, make a will stating my
Crusaders. When finally the city fell,
Crusade became entangled in Italian
wishes, then set sail on this sea
Richard had the Muslim survivors—
for their far-off lands and
and Byzantine politics. They ended
some 3,000 men, women, and
pursue the Franks there, so as
up looting the city of Constantinople
children—slaughtered. The Muslim
to free the earth from anyone
in 1204, ending the Fourth Crusade.
army watched helplessly from
who does not believe in Allah,
the hills.
There was a breach (a split) between
or die in the attempt.
the Church in the east, whose capital
was Constantinople, and the Church
in the west, whose capital was Rome. This breach, caused in part by the Crusaders’
actions, became permanent.

The Crusading Spirit Dwindles
In the 1200s, Crusades became increasingly common and unsuccessful. The religious
spirit of the First Crusade faded, replaced by a search for personal gain.
The Later Crusades In several later Crusades, armies marched not to the Holy
Land but to North Africa. The French king who led the last two Crusades, Louis IX,
won wide respect in Europe. He was later declared a saint. None of these attempts
conquered much land, however.
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The Children’s Crusade took place in 1212. Thousands of children set out for the
Holy Land. They were armed only with the belief that God would give them
Jerusalem. On their march south to the Mediterranean, many died from cold and starvation. One group even turned back. The rest drowned at sea or were sold into slavery.
A Spanish Crusade In Spain, Muslims (called Moors) had

The Crusades

controlled most of the country until the 1100s. The Reconquista
(ray kawn KEES tuh) was a long effort to drive the Muslims out of
Spain. By the late 1400s, the Muslims held only the tiny kingdom
of Granada. In 1492, Granada fell to the Christian army of
Ferdinand and Isabella, the Spanish monarchs.
Spain had a large Jewish population. Many achieved high
positions in finance, government, and medicine. Many Jews (and
Muslims) converted to Christianity during the late 1400s. To unify
their country under Christianity and to consolidate their power,
Isabella and Ferdinand made use of the Inquisition. This was a
tribunal held by the Church to suppress heresy. Heretics were
people whose religious beliefs differed from the teachings of the
Church. The inquisitors suspected Jewish and Muslim converts of
heresy. A person who was suspected of heresy might be questioned for weeks and even tortured. Once suspects confessed,
they were often burned at the stake. Eventually, in 1492, the
monarchs expelled all practicing Jews and Muslims from Spain.
•

Causes
• Muslims control Palestine (the Holy
Land) and threaten Constantinople.
• Byzantine emperor calls for help.
• Pope wants to reclaim Palestine and
reunite Christendom.
• Pope appeals to Christian knights.
• Knights feel religious zeal and want
land, riches, and adventure.
• Italian cities desire commercial power.

Effects
•
•
•
•
•
•

Byzantine Empire is weakened.
Pope’s power declines.
Power of feudal nobles weakens.
Kings become stronger.
Religious intolerance grows.
Italian cities expand trade and
grow rich.
• Muslims increasingly distrust
Christians.
• Trade grows between Europe
and the Middle East.
• European technology improves as
Crusaders learn from Muslims.

•

•

The Effects of the Crusades The failure of later Crusades

lessened the power of the pope. The Crusades weakened the
feudal nobility. Thousands of knights lost their lives and fortunes.
On the positive side, the Crusades played a part in stimulating
trade between Europe and Southwest Asia. The goods imported
from Southwest Asia included spices, fruits, and cloth.
For Muslims, the Crusades also had both good and bad effects.
The intolerance and prejudice displayed by Christians in the Holy
Land left behind a legacy of bitterness and hatred. This legacy
continues to the present. For Christians and Jews who remained
in the region after the fall of the Crusader states, relations with
their Muslim masters worsened. However, European merchants who lived and traded
in the Crusader states were encouraged to continue their trading after the collapse of
the states. This trade with the West benefited both Christians and Muslims.
The Crusades grew from the forces of religious fervor, feudalism, and chivalry as
they came together with explosive energy. This same energy could be seen in the
growth of trade, towns, and universities in medieval Europe.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Recognizing
Effects What were
the effects of the
Reconquista?
C. Possible
Answers Most of
Spain reconquered
from Muslims;
Muslims and Jews
expelled from Spain;
country unified under
Christianity.

Section 1 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• simony
• St. Francis of Assisi
• Gothic
• Urban II
• Crusade
• Saladin
• Richard the LionHearted
• Reconquista
• Inquisition

346 Chapter 14

2. TAKING NOTES

Using a time line like the one
below, show four or five key
events that summarize the
Age of Faith.
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500

Write a paragraph describing one
event in detail.

3. FORMING AND
SUPPORTING OPINIONS

Which of the Church’s problems—
marriage of priests, simony, lay
investiture—do you think was
most harmful to the Church? Why?

THINK ABOUT
• the effects of each problem
• the reforms that corrected
each problem

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Cultural Interaction With
a partner, develop a scene from a
play in which Richard the LionHearted, in 1192, meets Saladin for
the first time and the two warriors
work out a truce. Include stage
directions, but focus mainly on
what the men say to each other.
Be prepared to present the scene
as a dialogue.
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Fdifferent
E A T U R EPERSPECTIVES
TITLE

The Crusades
In the Crusades, both Christians and Muslims believed that God was on their
side. They both felt justified in using violence to win or to keep the Holy Land.
The following excerpts show their belief in God’s approval for their deeds. The
quotation from Norman Cantor explains where this attitude has led.
SPEECH

HISTORICAL ACCOUNT

H I S T O R I A N ’ S C O M M E N TA RY

Pope Urban II

William of Tyre

Norman Cantor

In 1095, Pope Urban II gave
one of the most influential
speeches of history when he
issued a plea that resulted in
the First Crusade. The pope
assured his listeners that God
was on their side.

William of Tyre was a Christian
bishop who drew upon
eyewitness accounts of the
capture of Jerusalem by the
Crusaders in writing his
account.

It was impossible
to look upon the vast
numbers of the slain without horror; everywhere lay fragments
of human bodies, and the very ground
was covered with the blood of the
slain. It was not alone the spectacle
of headless bodies and mutilated
limbs strewn in all directions that
roused horror in all who looked upon
them. Still more dreadful was it to
gaze upon the victors themselves,
dripping with blood from head to
foot, an ominous sight which brought
terror to all who met them.
It is reported that within
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Let the holy sepulcher
of our Lord and Saviour,
which is possessed by the unclean
nations, especially arouse you. . . .
This royal city [Jerusalem], situated at
the center of the earth, is now held
captive by the enemies of Christ and
is subjected, by those who do not
know God, to the worship of the
heathen. Accordingly, undertake this
journey eagerly for the remission of
your sins, with the assurance of the
reward of imperishable glory in the
kingdom of heaven.

Historian Norman Cantor explains
the lasting legacy of the
Crusades—even today when
nation fights nation, each
sincerely believes that God is
on its side.

The most important
legacy of the crusading
movement was the sanctification [making holy] of violence in
pursuit of [ideas]. This was not a new
concept, but it took on new force
when the pope and the flower of
Christian chivalry acted it out in holy
wars. The underlying concept outlived its religious origin, . . . and the
state gradually replaced the Church
as a holy cause.

Connect

to History

Comparing Use specific
phrases or passages from Urban’s
speech and from Saladin’s letter
to show how their attitudes are
similar.
SEE SKILLBUILDER
HANDBOOK, PAGE R7

Connect

to Today

Researching Find accounts in
newspapers or magazines of how
some groups today feel morally
justified in using violence. Share
your accounts with the class.
For another perspective on the Crusades,
see World History: Electronic Library of
Primary Sources.

CD-ROM
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Trade, Towns, and
Financial Revolution
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

European cities challenged the feudal
system as agriculture, trade, finance,
and universities developed.

The various changes in the Middle
Ages laid the foundations for
modern Europe.

TERMS & NAMES

• three-field
system
• guild
• burgher
• vernacular
• Dante Alighieri
• Geoffrey
Chaucer
• Thomas Aquinas
• scholastics

SETTING THE STAGE While Church reform, cathedral building, and the Crusades

were taking place, other important changes were occurring in medieval society.
Between 1000 and 1300, agriculture, trade, and finance made remarkable progress.
Towns and cities grew. This was in part due to the growing population and territorial
expansion of western Europe. The creativity unleashed during this age also sparked the
growth of learning and the birth of an institution new to Europe—the university.

A Growing Food Supply
Europe’s great revival would have been impossible without better ways of
farming. Expanding civilization requires an increased food supply. Farming
was helped by a warmer climate that lasted from about 800 to 1200. Farmers
began to cultivate lands in regions once too cold to grow crops. They also
developed new methods to take advantage of more available land.
Using Horsepower For hundreds of years, peasants depended on oxen to

pull their plows. Oxen lived on the poorest straw and stubble. They were easy
to keep, but they moved very slowly. Horses needed better food, but a team
of horses could plow twice as much land in a day as a team of oxen.
Before they could use horses, however, people needed a new type of
harness. Harnesses of the early Middle Ages went around the horse’s neck.
They nearly strangled the animal when it pulled. Sometime before 900, farmers
in Europe began using a new technology. This was a harness that fitted across
the horse’s chest, taking pressure off its neck and windpipe. As a result, horses
gradually replaced oxen for plowing and for pulling wagons.
The Three-Field System At the same time, villagers began to organize their

A variety of farm
chores is shown in
this 14th-century
agricultural
almanac.

348 Chapter 14

land differently. Under the old, two-field system, peasants divided the village’s
land into two great fields. They planted one field with crops and left the other
to lie fallow, or unplanted to avoid exhausting the soil, for a year. So if a village
had 600 acres, each year farmers used 300 acres for raising food, leaving the
other 300 acres fallow.
Around 800, some villages began to organize their land into three fields.
With the same 600 acres, they used 200 acres for a winter crop of wheat
or rye. In spring, they planted another 200 acres with oats, barley, peas, or
beans. The remaining 200 acres lay fallow. Under this new, three-field
system, farmers could grow crops on two-thirds of their land each year, not
just on half of it. As a result, food production increased. Villagers had more
to eat. The food was also better for them, because peas, beans, and lentils are good
sources of vegetable protein. The result was an increase in population. People could
raise larger families. Well-fed people could better resist disease and live longer. With
horses, a farmer plowed more land in a day. This meant that teams cleared forests for
new fields. All over Europe, axes rang as the great forests began to fall.

A. Possible
Answers Food production increased,
people had more to
eat, population
increased.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Recognizing
Effects What were
the main consequences of the threefield system?
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Trade and Finance Expand
Just as agriculture was expanding, so were trade and finance. This was in part a
response to population growth. By the 1000s, artisans and craftsmen were manufacturing goods by hand for local and long-distance trade. Trade routes spread across
Europe from Flanders to Italy. Italian merchant ships traveled the Mediterranean to
ports in Byzantium such as Constantinople. They also traveled to Muslim ports along
the North African coast. Trade routes were opened to Asia, in part by the Crusades.
Background
Great fairs were held
several times a year,
usually during religious festivals, when
many people would be
in town. People could
visit the stalls set up
by merchants from all
parts of Europe.

Background
In most crafts, both
husbands and wives
worked at the family
trade. In some guilds,
especially for clothmaking, women
formed the majority.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Recognizing
Effects How did the
exclusion of Jews
from many aspects of
life in medieval Europe
affect their ways of
earning a living?
B. Possible Answer
With few other
avenues open to
them, and with
Church rules against
Christians’ engaging
in moneylending,
many Jews undertook
finance.

Fairs and Trade Most trade took place in towns. Peasants from nearby manors
traveled to town on fair days, hauling items to trade. Cloth was the most common
trade item. Other items included bacon, salt, honey, cheese, wine, leather, dyes,
knives, and ropes. Such local fairs met all the needs of daily life for a small community. No longer was everything produced on a self-sufficient manor.
The Guilds Great fairs were made possible by the guilds, which
controlled the crafts and trade. A guild was an association of people
who worked at the same occupation. It was similar to a union today.
In medieval towns, guilds controlled all wages and prices in their
craft. Each guild usually met in its own guild hall. The first guilds
were formed by merchants who controlled all the trade in their town.
As towns grew, skilled artisans—such as wheelwrights, glassmakers, winemakers, tailors, and druggists—began craft guilds. Guilds
enforced standards of quality. Bakers, for example, were required to
sell loaves of bread of a standard size and weight and at a fair price.
Only masters of the trade could be guild members. Becoming a
master wasn’t easy. First a child was apprenticed for five to nine
years to a master to learn the trade. Then the apprentice became
a journeyman and could go to work for wages. As the final step, a
journeyman made an item—whether it was a shoe, a barrel, or a
sword—that qualified as a “master piece.” Journeymen whose product met guild standards were welcomed into the guild as masters.

Daily Life
Surnames
Many people can trace their last
names, or surnames, back to a
medieval occupation. For example,
a man who made thatched roofs for
cottages became Thatcher.
The name Smith refers to a man
who “smites,” or works, metal.
There is also Brownsmith, one who
works copper; Goldsmith, one who
works gold; and Silversmith, one
who works silver.
Someone who made things out
of wood might be surnamed
Carpenter. Someone who made or
repaired wooden barrels might be
called Cooper.
Place names also became
surnames, such as Holland and
Welsh (a person from Wales).
Sometimes, a person new to the
area simply received the surname
Newman. Surnames can also derive
from family relationships, as does
Williamson.

A Financial Revolution This medieval world of fairs and guilds
created a need for large amounts of cash. Before a merchant could
make a profit selling his goods at a fair, he first had to purchase goods
from distant places. Usually, this meant he had to borrow money, but
the Church forbade Christians from lending money at interest, a sin
called usury. Where, then, did merchants go for a loan?
Many of Europe’s Jews lived in the growing towns and were
moneylenders. Moneylending was one of the few ways of making a living allowed
them. In this largely Christian world, Jews were kept on the fringes of society. Guilds
excluded them. They had to live in segregated parts of towns called ghettos. Because
Jews were forbidden to hold land, they had never become part of the feudal system.
Over time, the Church relaxed its rule on usury. Banking became an important business, especially in Italy.

Urban Splendor Reborn
All over Europe, trade blossomed, and better farming methods caused a spurt of population growth. Scholars estimate that between 1000 and 1150, the population of western
Europe rose from around 30 million to about 42 million. Towns grew and flourished.
Compared to great cities like Constantinople, European towns were primitive and tiny.
Europe’s largest city, Paris, probably had no more than 60,000 people by the year
1200. A typical town in medieval Europe had only about 1,500 to 2,500 people.
Nevertheless, these small communities became a powerful force for change.
The Formation of Western Europe 349
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Trade and Towns Grow Together By the later Middle Ages, trade was the very

lifeblood of the new towns, which sprang up at ports, at crossroads, on hilltops, and
along rivers. All over Europe, as trade grew, towns swelled with people. The excitement and bustle of towns drew many people. They were no longer content with their
old feudal existence. Even though they were legally bound to their lord’s manor, many
serfs ran away. As people left life on the manor for life in towns, they challenged the
traditional ways of feudal society in which everyone had his place. They did not return
to the manor, and towns grew rapidly.
Most medieval towns developed haphazardly. Streets were
narrow, filled with horses, pigs, oxen, and their refuse. With
no sewers, most people dumped household waste, both
animal and human, into the street in front of the house. Most
people never bathed, and their houses lacked fresh air, light,
and clean water. Because houses were built of wood with
thatched roofs, they were a constant fire hazard. All in all,
there were many drawbacks to living in a medieval town.
Nonetheless, many people chose to move to such towns to
pursue the economic and social opportunities they offered.
Towns and the Social Order So many serfs had left the

manors by the 1100s that according to custom, a serf could
now become free by living within a town for a year and a day.
As the saying went, “Town air makes you free.” Many of
these runaway serfs, now free people, made better lives for
themselves in towns.
The merchants and craftsmen of medieval towns did not fit
into the traditional medieval social order of noble, clergy, and
peasant. At first, towns came under the authority of feudal
lords, who used their authority to levy fees, taxes, and rents.
As trade expanded, the burghers, or town dwellers, resented
this interference in their trade and commerce. They organized
themselves and demanded privileges. These included freedom
from certain kinds of tolls or the right to govern the town.
At times they fought against their landlords and won these
rights by force.
This drawing of the
bishop of Paris
blessing the people
at a fair dates from
the 14th century.
The scene shows
town dwellers
going about their
business, including
merchants in their
fair booths.
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The Revival of Learning
Growing trade and growing cities brought a new interest in learning. At the center
of the growth of learning stood a new European institution—the university. Athens,
Alexandria, Rome, and Constantinople had all been centers of learning, but never
before had the world seen the university as it arose in western Europe.
Scholars and Writers The word university originally designated a group of scholars

meeting wherever they could. People, not buildings, made up the medieval university.
Universities arose at Paris and at Bologna, Italy, by the end of the 1100s. Others followed at the English town of Oxford and at Salerno, Italy. Most students were the sons
of burghers or well-to-do artisans. For most students, the goal was a job in government
or the Church. Earning a bachelor’s degree in theology might take 5 to 7 years in school;
becoming a master of theology took at least 12 years of study.
At a time when serious scholars and writers were writing in Latin, a few remarkable
poets began using a lively vernacular, or the everyday language of their homeland. Some
of these writers wrote masterpieces that are still read today. Dante Alighieri wrote The
Divine Comedy (1321) in Italian. Geoffrey Chaucer wrote The Canterbury Tales (about
1387–1400) in English. Christine de Pisan wrote The City of Ladies (1405) in French.
Since most people couldn’t read or understand Latin, these writers brought literature to

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Summarizing
What were the advantages of town life for
many former serfs?
C. Possible Answer
Economic and social
opportunities.
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many people. For example, Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales describes a pilgrimage to the
shrine of St. Thomas à Becket. It was read aloud at gatherings:

SPOTLIGHT ON

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
It happened in that season that one day
In Southwark, at The Tabard, as I lay
Ready to go on pilgrimage and start
For Canterbury, most devout at heart,
At night there came into that hostelry
Some nine and twenty in a company
Of sundry folk happening then to fall
In fellowship, and they were pilgrims all
That towards Canterbury meant to ride.
GEOFFREY CHAUCER, the Prologue to The Canterbury Tales, translated by Nevill Coghill

The Muslim Connection The revival of learning sparked European

D. Possible Answer
Aristotle’s work influenced Arab thinkers
such as Avicenna and
Averroes, both of
whom wrote commentaries on Aristotle, as
well as the scholars
at universities in
medieval Europe.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
D. Supporting
Opinions Why do
you suppose that
Aristotle was called
“the master of those
who know” and “the
philosopher” in
medieval times?

interest in the works of ancient scholars. At the same time, the growth
of trade was accelerated by the Crusades. This brought Europeans into
contact with Muslims and Byzantines. These people had preserved in
their libraries the writings of the old Greek philosophers. In the 1100s,
Christian scholars from Europe began visiting Muslim libraries in
Spain. Few Western scholars knew Greek. Jewish scholars translated
Arabic versions of works by Aristotle and other Greek writers into
Latin. All at once, Europeans acquired a huge new body of knowledge.
This included science, philosophy, law, mathematics, and other fields.
In addition, the Crusaders learned from, and brought back to Europe,
superior Muslim technology in ships, navigation, and weapons.
Aquinas and Medieval Philosophy Christian scholars were

Arab Scholars
A number of Islamic scholars had a
great influence on European thought.
The woodcut from 1584 above shows
Ibn Sina, known in the West as
Avicenna. He was a Persian
philosopher, astronomer, poet, and
physician. A book of his that greatly
affected Western thought was
The Cure, an interpretation of the
philosophy of Aristotle. This work,
translated into Latin, influenced the
scholastics.
Another scholar was Ibn Rushd,
known in the West as Averroes, who
lived in Córdoba, Spain. He achieved
fame for his commentaries on the
works of Aristotle. These works
were translated from Arabic into
Latin and were used in universities
throughout Christian Europe in the
1200s. Ibn Rushd’s work greatly
influenced Western thinkers.

excited by the Greek writings. Could a Christian scholar use
Aristotle’s logical approach to truth and still keep faith with the Bible?
In the mid-1200s, the scholar Thomas Aquinas (uh KWY nuhs)
argued that the most basic religious truths could be proved by logical
argument. Between 1267 and 1273, Aquinas wrote the Summa
Theologica. Aquinas’s great work, influenced by Aristotle, combined
ancient Greek thought with the Christian thought of his time. Aquinas
and his fellow scholars who met at the great universities were known
as schoolmen, or scholastics. The scholastics used their knowledge of
Aristotle to debate many issues of their time. Their teachings on law and government
influenced the thinking of western Europeans, particularly the English and French.
Accordingly, they began to develop democratic institutions and traditions.
•

•

Section 2 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• three-field system
• guild
• burgher
• vernacular
• Dante Alighieri
• Geoffrey Chaucer
• Thomas Aquinas
• scholastics

2. TAKING NOTES

Using a web diagram like the
one below, show how medieval
society changed between
1000 and 1300.

Changes in
Medieval Society

3. ANALYZING CAUSES

What was the effect of towns on
the feudal system?

THINK ABOUT
• where the new townsfolk
came from
• the saying “Town air makes
you free”
• the changes experienced
by townspeople

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Economics How did guilds
improve the quality of goods and
business practices?

THINK ABOUT
• who enforced standards of quality
• who could become guild
members
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England and
France Develop
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

As the kingdoms of England and France
began to develop into nations, certain
democratic traditions evolved.

Modern concepts of jury trials,
common law, and legal rights
developed during this period.

SETTING THE STAGE By the early 800s, small Anglo-Saxon kingdoms covered the

former Roman province of Britain. In Europe, the decline of the Carolingian Empire
in the 900s left a patchwork of feudal states controlled by local lords. Gradually, the
rise of the burghers, the growth of towns and villages, and the breakup of the feudal
system were leading to changes in government and the development of nations.

England Absorbs Waves of Invaders
For centuries, invaders from various regions in Europe landed on English shores.
Many of them stayed, bringing their own ways and changing English culture.
William the
Conqueror, from a
13th-century English
history book.

Early Invasions In the 800s, Britain was battered by fierce raids of Danish Vikings.

These invaders were so feared that a special prayer was said in churches: “God,
deliver us from the fury of the Northmen.” Only Alfred the Great, king from 871 to
899, managed to turn back the Viking invaders. Gradually he and his successors
united the kingdom under one rule, calling it England—“land of the Angles.”
The Angles were one of the Germanic tribes that had invaded Britain.
In 1016, the Danish king Canute (kuh NOOT) conquered England,
molding Anglo-Saxons and Vikings into one people. In 1042, King Edward
the Confessor, a descendant of the Anglo-Saxon Alfred the Great, took the
throne. Edward died in January 1066 without an heir. A great struggle for
the throne erupted, and that led to one last invasion.
•

The Norman Conquest The invader was William, duke of

Normandy, who became known as William the Conqueror.
Normandy is a region in the north of France that had been
conquered by the Vikings. The Normans were descended from the
Vikings, but they were French in language and in culture. As King
Edward’s cousin, William claimed the English crown and invaded
England with a Norman army. William was ambitious, tough, and an
imposing figure. An anonymous monk of the time described him:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
[William was] great in body and strong, tall in stature but not ungainly.
He was also temperate in eating and drinking. . . . In speech he was fluent and persuasive, being skilled at all times in making clear his will. If
his voice was harsh, what he said was always suited to the occasion. . . .
ANONYMOUS MONK OF CAEN

William’s rival was Harold Godwinson, the Anglo-Saxon who claimed
the throne. And he was equally ambitious. On October 14, 1066,
Normans and Saxons fought the battle that changed the course of
English history—the Battle of Hastings. After Harold was killed
by an arrow in his eye, the Normans won a decisive victory.

TERMS & NAMES

• William the
Conqueror
• Henry II
• Eleanor of
Aquitaine
• Magna Carta
• parliament
• Philip II
• Louis IX

352-355-0314s3
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Background
Through William’s
actions, England suddenly had a new ruling
class of Frenchspeaking nobles.
William kept about
one-fifth of England for
himself, a powerful
base for any king.
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After his victory, William declared all England his personal property. The English
lords who supported Harold lost their lands. William then granted fiefs to about 200
Norman lords who swore oaths of loyalty to him personally. In this way he laid the
foundation for centralized government.

England’s Evolving Government
William the Conqueror’s descendants owned land both in Normandy and in England. The
English King Henry II added to these holdings by marrying Eleanor of Aquitaine. She
brought with her more lands from France. Over the next centuries English kings tried to
achieve two goals. First, they wanted to hold and add on to their French lands. Second,
they wanted to strengthen their own power over the nobles and the Church.
Monarchs, Nobles, and the Common Law Eleanor of Aquitaine was one of the

most remarkable women in history. She was wife to two kings and mother to two kings.
She married Louis VII of France when the Second Crusade began. In 1147, she
accompanied him to the Holy Land. Shortly afterward their marriage was annulled.
Eleanor then married Henry Plantagenet, who was to become Henry II of England.
Their marriage produced four sons. Two became English kings—Richard the LionHearted and John. The marriage also brought Henry a large territory in France called
Aquitaine. He added Aquitaine to the lands in Normandy he had already inherited
from William the Conqueror. Because Henry held lands in France, he was a vassal to
the French king. But he was also a king in his own right.
Henry ruled England from 1154 to 1189. He strengthened the
CONNECT to TODAY
royal courts of justice by sending royal judges to every part of England
at least once a year. They collected taxes, settled lawsuits, and punished crimes. Henry also introduced the use of the jury in English
courts. A jury in medieval England was a group of loyal people—usually 12 neighbors of the accused—who answered a royal judge’s questions about the facts of a case. Jury trials became a popular means of
settling disputes. Only the king’s courts were allowed to conduct them.
Over the centuries, case by case, the rulings of England’s royal
judges formed a unified body of law that became known as common
law. Today these principles of English common law are the basis for
law in many English-speaking countries, including the United States.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Summarizing
What is the significance of the Magna
Carta?
A. Possible Answer
The Magna Carta limited the power of the
king and guaranteed
basic political and
legal rights that,
although at first
applied only to
nobles, came to be
applied to all citizens.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Summarizing
What is the significance of the Magna
Carta?

The Magna Carta Henry was succeeded first by his son Richard
the Lion-Hearted, hero of the Third Crusade. When Richard died,
his younger brother John took the throne. John ruled from 1199 to
1216. He failed as a military leader, earning the nickname John
Softsword. John lost Normandy and all his lands in northern France
to the French. This loss forced a confrontation with his own nobles.
Some of John’s problems stemmed from his own character. He was
mean to his subjects and tried to squeeze money out of them. John
raised taxes to an all-time high to finance his wars. His nobles revolted.
On June 15, 1215, they forced John to agree to the most celebrated
document in English history, the Magna Carta (Great Charter). This
document, drawn up by English nobles and reluctantly approved by
King John, guaranteed certain basic political rights. The nobles wanted
to safeguard their own feudal rights and limit the king’s powers. In
later years, however, English people of all classes argued that certain
clauses in the Magna Carta applied to every citizen. Guaranteed rights
included no taxation without representation, a jury trial, and the
protection of the law. The Magna Carta guaranteed what are now
considered basic legal rights both in England and in the United States.

Robin Hood in the Movies
During the time of King Richard and
King John, Robin Hood was said to
live in Sherwood Forest with his
band of merry men. According to
the stories about him, he was an
outlaw who robbed from the rich
and gave to the poor. He attempted
to remedy some of the injustices
committed under King John.
There have been many film
versions of the story of Robin Hood.
Douglas Fairbanks starred in a silent
Robin Hood (1922). Errol Flynn (above
right) starred in The Adventures of
Robin Hood (1938), a version
celebrated for its rousing action.
Disney released an animated Robin
Hood in 1973. Kevin Costner starred
in the popular Robin Hood: Prince of
Thieves (1991).
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The Model Parliament Another important step toward democratic government

resulted from Edward I’s struggles to hang onto his last remaining French lands. In
1295, Edward needed to raise taxes for a war against the French. Edward summoned
two burgesses (citizens of wealth and property) from every borough and two knights
from every county to serve as a parliament, or legislative group. In November 1295,
knights, burgesses, bishops, and lords met together at Westminster in London. This is
now called the Model Parliament because its new makeup (commoners, or non-nobles,
as well as lords) served as a model for later kings.
Over the next century, from 1300 to 1400, the king called the knights and
burgesses whenever a new tax was needed. In Parliament, these two groups gradually
formed an assembly of their own called the House of Commons. Nobles and bishops
met separately as the House of Lords. Under Edward I, Parliament was in part a royal
tool that weakened the great lords. As time went by, however, Parliament became
strong. Like the Magna Carta, it provided a check on royal power.

Capetian Dynasty Rules France
The kings of France, like those of England, looked for ways of increasing their power.
After the breakup of Charlemagne’s empire, French counts and dukes ruled their
lands independently under the feudal system. By the year 1000, France was divided
into about 30 feudal territories. In 987, the last member of the Carolingian family—
Louis the Sluggard—died. Hugh Capet (kuh PAY), an undistinguished duke from the
middle of France, succeeded him. The Capet family ruled only a small territory, but
at its heart stood Paris. Hugh Capet began the Capetian dynasty of French kings that
ruled France from 987 to 1328.
•

France Becomes a Separate Kingdom Hugh Capet, his son, and his grandson all

were weak rulers, but time and geography favored the Capetians. Their territory, though
small, sat astride important trade routes in northern France. For 200 years, Capetian
kings tightened their grip on this strategic area. The power of the king gradually spread
outward from Paris. Eventually, the growth of royal power would unite France.
Philip II Expands His Power One of the most powerful Capetians was Philip II,
The coronation of
Philip II in the
cathedral of Reims.

called Philip Augustus, who ruled from 1180 to 1223. As a child, Philip had watched
his father lose land to King Henry II of England. When Philip became king at the age
of 15, he set out to weaken the power of the English kings in France. Philip was
crafty, unprincipled, and willing to do whatever
was necessary to achieve his goals.
Philip had little success against Henry II or
Henry’s son, Richard the Lion-Hearted. However,
when King John seized the English throne, it was
another matter. Philip earned the name Augustus
(from the Latin word meaning “majestic”), probably because he greatly increased the territory of
France. He seized Normandy from King John in
1204 and within two years had gained other territory. By the end of Philip’s reign, he had tripled
the lands under his direct control. For the first
time, a French king had become more powerful
than any of his vassals.
Philip Augustus not only wanted more land,
he also wanted a stronger central government.
He established royal officials called bailiffs.
They were sent from Paris to every district in
the kingdom to preside over the king’s courts
and collect the king’s taxes.

Vocabulary
borough: a selfgoverning town.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Clarifying What
was the Model
Parliament and why
did it come to be
considered a model?
B. Possible Answer
An assembly of citizens and knights from
all over England
called together by
Edward I as a legislative group to raise
taxes. It served as a
model to later kings
who wished to call
together a representative assembly.
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The Development of England and France
England

France

• William the Conqueror, duke of Normandy,
invades England in 1066.

• Hugh Capet establishes Capetian Dynasty
in 987, which rules until 1328.

• Henry II (ruled 1154–1189) introduces use of
the jury in English courts.

• Philip II (ruled 1180–1223) increases the
territory of France.

• Under pressure from his nobles, King John
agrees to Magna Carta in 1215.

• Louis IX (ruled 1226–1270) strengthens
France’s central government.

• Edward I calls Model Parliament in 1295.

• Philip IV (ruled 1285–1314) adds Third Estate
to Estates-General.

S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Charts
1. What is the significance of the date 1066?
2. Which English king and French king contributed to the growth of a representative assembly?

Philip II’s Heirs France’s central government was made even stronger during the

C. Answer The First
Estate was made up of
Church leaders; the
Second Estate was
made up of the great
lords; the Third Estate
was made up of commoners.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Summarizing
What three estates
made up the
Estates-General?

reign of Philip’s grandson, Louis IX, who ruled from 1226 to 1270. Unlike his
grandfather, Louis was pious and saintly. He was known as the ideal king. After his
death, he was made a saint by the Catholic Church. Louis created a French appeals
court, which could overturn the decisions of local courts. These royal courts of France
strengthened the monarchy while weakening feudal ties.
In 1302, Philip IV, who ruled France from 1285 to 1314, was involved in a quarrel
with the pope. The pope refused to allow priests to pay taxes to the king. Philip disputed the right of the pope to control Church affairs in his kingdom. As in England,
the French king usually called a meeting of his lords and bishops when he needed
support for his policies. To win wider support against the pope, Philip IV decided to
include commoners in the meeting.
In France, the Church leaders were known as the First Estate, and the great lords as
the Second Estate. The commoners that Philip invited to participate in the council
became known as the Third Estate. The whole meeting was called the Estates-General.
Like the English Parliament in its early years, the Estates-General helped to increase
royal power against the nobility. Unlike Parliament, however, the Estates-General never
became an independent force that limited the king’s power. However, centuries later, the
Third Estate would be the key to overthrowing the French monarchy. Now, in the 14th
century, there was much turmoil. This included religious disputes, plague, and war. This
disorder threatened the fragile achievements of England and France in beginning to
establish a democratic tradition.

Section 3 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• William the Conqueror
• Henry II
• Eleanor of Aquitaine
• Magna Carta
• parliament
• Philip II
• Louis IX

2. TAKING NOTES

Using a graphic, name each major
step toward a democratic
government and describe why it
was important. Add steps as
needed.

(Step)
(Description)

Which of the steps are similar
to U.S. practices? Explain.

3. CONTRASTING

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Contrast the way in which England
and France began developing
as nations.

THINK ABOUT
• the character of William, duke of
Normandy, versus the character
of Hugh Capet
• the rise of the Normans to power
in England
• the rise of the Capetians to
power in France

Power and Authority
Imagine that you are an adviser
to the king. Write him a letter in
which you argue for or against
including commoners in the
Parliament or Estates-General.
Tell the king the advantages and
disadvantages of including
commoners in the group.
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TERMS & NAMES

A Century
of Turmoil

•
•
•
•
•
•

MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

During the 1300s, Europe was torn apart
by religious strife, the bubonic plague,
and the Hundred Years’ War.

Events of the 1300s led to a change in
attitudes toward religion and the state,
a change reflected in modern attitudes.

Avignon
Great Schism
John Wycliffe
Jan Hus
bubonic plague
Hundred
Years’ War
• Joan of Arc

SETTING THE STAGE At the turn of the century between the 1200s and 1300s, church

and state seemed in good shape, but trouble was brewing. The Church seemed to be
thriving. Ideals of fuller political representation seemed to be developing in France and
England. However, the 1300s were filled with disasters, both natural and manmade. By
the end of the century, the medieval way of life was beginning to disappear.

A Church Divided
At the beginning of the 1300s, the papacy seemed in some
ways still strong. Soon, however, both pope and Church
were in desperate trouble.
Pope and King Collide The pope in 1300 was an able

Boniface VIII
served as pope
from 1294 to 1303.
This woodcut of
Boniface was done
in Venice in 1592.

but stubborn Italian. Pope Boniface VIII attempted to
enforce papal authority on kings as previous popes had.
When King Philip IV of France asserted his authority over
French bishops, Boniface responded with a papal bull
(an official document issued by the pope). It stated, “We
declare, state, and define that subjection to the Roman
Pontiff is absolutely necessary for the salvation of every
human creature.” In short, kings must always obey popes.
Philip merely sneered at this bull. In fact one of Philip’s
ministers is said to have remarked that “my master’s sword is made
of steel, the pope’s is made of [words].” Instead of obeying the pope, in
September 1303 Philip had him held prisoner. The king planned to bring him to
France for trial. The pope was rescued, but the elderly Boniface died a month later.
Never again would a pope be able to force monarchs to obey him.

Vocabulary
Pontiff: the pope.

Avignon and the Great Schism While Philip IV failed to keep Pope Boniface

captive, in 1305 he persuaded the College of Cardinals to choose a French archbishop
as the new pope. Clement V, the selected pope, shortly moved from Rome to the city
of Avignon (av vee NYAWN) in France. Popes would live there for the next 67 years.
The move to Avignon badly weakened the Church. When reformers finally tried to
move the papacy back to Rome, however, the result was even worse. In 1378, Pope
Gregory XI died while visiting Rome. The College of Cardinals then met in Rome to
choose a successor. As they deliberated, they could hear a mob outside screaming,
“A Roman, a Roman, we want a Roman for pope, or at least an Italian!” Finally, the
cardinals announced to the crowd that an Italian had been chosen: Pope Urban VI.
Many cardinals regretted their choice almost immediately. Urban VI’s passion for
reform and his arrogant personality caused French cardinals to elect another pope
a few months later. They chose Robert of Geneva, who spoke French. He took the
name Clement VII.
•

356 Chapter 14

•

Background
People outside France
concluded that the
Avignon popes were
pawns of the French
kings. They believed
that the Church was
held captive in
Avignon just as, centuries before, the
Jews had been held
captive in Babylon.
This period in Church
history came to be
called the Babylonian
Captivity.
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Now there were two popes. Each declared the other to be a false pope, excommunicating his rival. The French pope lived in Avignon, while the Italian pope lived in Rome.
This began the split in the Church known as the Great Schism (SIHZ uhm), or division.
The Council of Constance had as its major task to end the Great Schism by choosing
a new pope. In 1414, when the Council of Constance began its meetings, there were
a total of three popes: the Avignon pope, the Roman pope, and a third pope elected
by an earlier council at Pisa. With the help of the Holy Roman Emperor, the council
forced all three popes to resign. In 1417, the council chose a new pope, Martin V,
ending the Great Schism.
•

A Scholarly Challenge to Church Authority The papacy was further challenged in

the late 1300s and early 1400s by two professors. One was an Englishman named John
Wycliffe (WIHK lihf). He preached that Jesus Christ, not the pope, was the true head of
the Church. He was much offended by the worldliness and wealth many clergy displayed.
The pope himself, as Wycliffe noted, lived in shameful luxury, serving dinner on gold and silver plates to
guests dressed in costly furs. Wycliffe believed that
the clergy should own no land or wealth.
Wycliffe also taught that the Bible alone—not
the pope—was the final authority for Christian life.
He helped spread this idea by inspiring an English
translation of the New Testament of the Bible,
which at the time was available only in French or
Latin. Wycliffe’s radical ideas were discussed
widely throughout England. Influenced by
Wycliffe’s writings, Jan Hus, a professor in
Bohemia (now part of the Czech Republic), taught
that the authority of the Bible was higher than that
of the pope. Hus was excommunicated in 1412.
In 1414, the German emperor Sigismund arranged
the Council of Constance. He urged Hus to attend
and even gave him safe conduct. When Hus arrived
at the meeting, however, he was seized and tried as
a heretic, then burned at the stake in 1415.
•

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Contrasting
What was the true
source of religious
authority, according to
the different beliefs of
the time?
A. Possible Answer
There was confusion
and disagreement
about where true religious authority
resided. Some
thought it resided
with the pope, others
with a Church council,
and still others with
the Bible alone.

The Bubonic Plague Strikes
Artists of the 1300s depicted death as the Grim Reaper, a skeleton on horseback
whose scythe cut people down. The image is appropriate—approximately one-third of
the population of Europe died of the deadly disease known as the bubonic plague.

This scene from a
15th-century book
shows Jan Hus
being burned at the
stake in 1415.

Origins and Symptoms of the Plague The plague began in Asia. Traveling the

trade lanes, it infected most of Asia and the Muslim world. Inevitably it reached Europe.
In 1347, a fleet of Genoese merchant ships arrived in Sicily carrying a dread cargo. This
was the disease that became known as the Black Death. It got the name because of the
purplish or blackish spots it produced on the skin. The disease swept through Italy. From
there it followed trade routes to France, Germany, England, and other parts of Europe.
Unlike catastrophes that pull communities together, this epidemic was so terrifying
that it ripped apart the very fabric of society. Giovanni Boccaccio, an Italian writer of
the time, described its effect:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
This scourge had implanted so great a terror in the hearts of men and women that
brothers abandoned brothers, uncles their nephews, sisters their brothers, and in many
cases wives deserted their husbands. But even worse, . . . fathers and mothers refused to
nurse and assist their own children.
GIOVANNI BOCCACCIO, The Decameron
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F E A T U IRmpact
E TITLE
Global

The Bubonic Plague

We
We see
see death
death coming
coming into
into
our
our midst
midst like
like black
black smoke…
smoke…
—Welsh
—Welsh poet
poet Ieuan
Ieuan Gethin
Gethin in
in 1349
1349

The bubonic plague, or Black Death, was a killer disease that swept
repeatedly through many areas of the world. It wiped out two-thirds
of the population in some areas of China, destroyed populations of
Muslim towns in Southwest Asia, and then decimated a third of the
European population.

The Plague in the 14th Century
KEY

Death Toll, 1300s

= 4 million

Western Europe

20–25 million

Southwest Asia

4 million

China

35 million

The horse-riding Mongols
likely carried infected
fleas and rats in their food
supplies as they swooped
into China.

Route of the Plague
ASIA
EUROPE

ATLANTIC
OCEAN

Black Sea

Genoa

MONGOLIA

Kaffa

Alexandria

PACIFIC
OCEAN

SOUTHWEST
ASIA

AFRICA

0

INDIA

0

In 1345–46, a Mongol army
besieged Kaffa, on the Black
Sea. A year later, Italian
merchants who lived there fled
back to Italy, unknowingly
bringing the plague with them.

Detail of The Plague by Micco Spadaro, mid-1600s

CHINA
1,000 Miles
2,000 Kilometers

The disease came with merchants
along the trade routes of Asia to all
parts of southern Asia, southwest
Asia, and eventually Africa.

Symptoms
• Painful swellings called buboes (BOO bohz) in the lymph nodes,
particularly those in the armpits and groin
• Sometimes purplish or blackish spots on the skin
• Extremely high fever, chills, delirium, and in most cases, death
•

Black rats carried fleas from
one area to another—fleas that
were infested with a bacillus
called Yersinia pestis. In those
days, people did not bathe—and
almost all had fleas and lice. In
addition, medieval people threw their
garbage and sewage into the streets.
These unsanitary streets became
breeding grounds for more rats. The
fleas carried by rats leapt from person
to person, thus spreading the bubonic
plague with incredible speed.

Connect

Patterns of Interaction
The bubonic plague was just one of the several lethal diseases that
have swept from one society to another throughout history. Such
diseases as smallpox and influenza have wiped out huge numbers of
people, sometimes—as with the Aztecs—virtually destroying civilizations.
The spread of disease has been a physical and very tragic result of
cultures’ interacting with one another across place and time.
VIDEO
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The Spread of Epidemic Disease: Bubonic Plague and Smallpox

to History

Hypothesizing Had people
known the cause of the bubonic
plague, what might they have
done to slow its spread?
SEE SKILLBUILDER
HANDBOOK, PAGE R11

Connect

to Today

Comparing What diseases of
today might be compared to the
bubonic plague? Why?
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scapegoat: one that
is made to bear the
blame of others.
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Frightened people looked around for a scapegoat.
They found one in the Jews, who were blamed for
bringing on the plague by poisoning the wells. All
over Europe, Jews were driven from their homes
or, worse, massacred.
The bubonic plague took about four years to
reach almost every corner of Europe. In any given
community, approximately three-quarters of those
who caught the disease died. Before the bubonic
plague ran its course, it killed almost 25 million
Europeans and many more millions in Asia and
North Africa.
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If the Plague Struck America Today
The bubonic plague reportedly wiped out about one-third
of Europe’s population in the 1300s. In the United States
today, a one-third death toll would equal nearly 79 million
people, or the number living in the states represented by
the color
.

Effects of the Plague The plague returned

Vocabulary
penance: an act
performed to show
sorrow for a sin or
wrongdoing.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Recognizing
Effects What were
some of the effects of
the plague?
B. Possible
Answers Population
declined; workers
scarce; farmland
abandoned; serfs
sought higher wages;
manor system crumbled; nobles resisted
demands for higher
wages; Church lost
prestige; pessimism
increased.

every few years, though it never struck as severely
as in the first outbreak. However, the periodic
attacks further reduced the population.
Source: Bureau of the Census
The economic effects of the plague were
S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Charts
enormous. Town populations fell. Trade declined.
1. How many states on the chart would have lost
Prices rose. Fewer people meant that workers were
their entire population to the plague?
scarce everywhere. Farmland was abandoned or
2. How might the chart help explain why many
used to pasture sheep, which required less labor.
Europeans thought the world was ending?
Serfs had often been unpaid or poorly paid for their
labor. They left the manor in search of better wages.
The old manorial system began to crumble. Nobles fiercely resisted peasant demands
for higher wages, causing peasant revolts in England, France, Italy, and Belgium.
The Church suffered a loss of prestige when its prayers and penances failed to stop
the onslaught of the bubonic plague. In addition, many clergy deserted their flocks or
charged high fees to perform services for the dying.
Many people who saw how abruptly life could end became pessimistic about life
itself, fearing the future. As one poet of the time wrote, “Happy is he who has no
children.” Art and literature of the time reflect an unusual awareness of death. On the
other hand, many people became occupied with pleasure and self-indulgence. They
displayed the attitude of “Eat, drink, and be merry, for tomorrow you may die.”
The bubonic plague and its aftermath disrupted medieval society, hastening changes
that were already in the making. The society of the Middle Ages was collapsing. The
century of war between England and France was that society’s final death struggle.

The Hundred Years’ War
When the last Capetian king died without a successor, England’s Edward III claimed
the right to the French throne as grandson of Philip IV. The war that Edward III
launched for that throne continued on and off from 1337 to 1453. It became known as
the Hundred Years’ War and added to the century’s miseries. The war was a seesaw
affair, fought on French soil. Victory passed back and forth between the two countries. Finally, between 1421 and 1453, the French rallied and drove the English out of
France entirely, except for the port city of Calais.
The Battle of Crécy While the French eventually won the war, the English won

three important battles in France. The first and most spectacular was the Battle of
Crécy (KREHS ee). Some of the combatants were still operating under medieval
ideals of chivalry. They were anxious to perform noble deeds in war. They looked
with contempt on the common foot soldiers and archers who fought alongside them.
However, in the Battle of Crécy, it was the English archers who won the day.
•
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Important Events in the Middle Ages
1096
First
Crusade
begins

987
Capetian
Dynasty begins
in France

900

1000

1189
Third
Crusade
begins

1100

1302
First meeting
of EstatesGeneral

1273
Thomas Aquinas
completes Summa
Theologica

1200

1300

1492
Muslims and Jews
driven out of Spain
Columbus lands
in America

1378
The Great
Schism
begins

1400
THE HUNDRED YEARS’ WAR

1066
Norman
conquest of
England

1147
Second
Crusade
begins

1215
Magna
Carta
signed

1347
Bubonic plague
devastates
Europe

1295
Model
Parliament
meets

1429
Joan of Arc leads the
French army that lifts
the siege of Orléans

English and French forces met near the town of Crécy on August 26, 1346. English
men-at-arms and their longbowmen were outnumbered by a French army three times
its size, including armored knights and a force of archers with crossbows. Mounted on
warhorses and protected by heavy armor, French knights believed themselves invincible and attacked.
Meanwhile, English longbowmen let fly thousands of arrows at the oncoming French.
The crossbowmen, out of range and peppered with English arrows, retreated in panic. A
French noble, seeing the crossbowmen fleeing, shouted, “Slay these rascals who get in
our way!” The knights trampled their own archers in an effort to cut a path through
them. English longbowmen sent volley after volley of deadly arrows. They unhorsed
knights who then lay helplessly on the ground in their heavy armor. Then, using long
knives, the English foot soldiers attacked, slaughtering the French. At the end of the day,
more than a third of the French force lay dead. Among them were some of the most
honored in chivalry. The longbow, not chivalry, had won the day.

SPOTLIGHT ON
The Longbow
The bow and arrow reached one of
its peaks from the 1200s through the
early 1400s with the longbow. The
string of the “short bow” was
drawn back to the chest. The
longbow was as tall as a man, or
taller, and the string was pulled
back to the archer’s ear. A six-foottall man might have a bow seven
feet tall.
English archers usually carried a
case with extra bowstrings and a
sheaf of 24 arrows with them into
battle. The arrows were balanced in
flight by feathers. The arrows were
dangerous at a range of 300 yards.
They were absolutely fatal within
100 yards. Writers of the time say
that the sound of several thousand
arrows whistling through the air
was terrifying.

Poitiers and Agincourt The English repeated their victory ten

years later at the Battle of Poitiers (pwah TYAY). Near the town of
Poitiers, France, the French believed they had caught the English at
a disadvantage. When the overconfident knights charged on foot,
English longbowmen greeted them with volleys of arrows so thick that
the air grew dark. French knights were helpless. The French king
John and his son Philip were captured and held for ransom.
The third English victory, the Battle of Agincourt (AJ ihn kawrt),
took place in 1415. Again the English army was outnumbered, with
their 6,000 troops against a French force of 20,000 to 30,000. Led by
King Henry V, English archers again won a victory over the heavily
armored French knights. The success of the longbow in these battles
spelled doom for chivalric warfare. The mounted, heavily armored
medieval knight was soon to become extinct.
•

•

•

Joan of Arc Five years after Agincourt, the French and English

signed a treaty stating that Henry V would inherit the French crown
at the death of the French king Charles VI. The French had lost
hope. Then, in 1429, a teenage French peasant girl named Joan of
Arc felt moved by God to rescue France from its English conquerors.
She believed that heavenly voices spoke to her. They told her to drive
the English out of France and give the French crown to France’s
true king, Charles VI’s son.
Joan convinced Charles that she was sincere. On May 7, 1429, Joan led the French
army into battle against an English fort that blocked the roads to Orléans. The
English had been besieging the city for over six months. Without help, the city’s

360 Chapter 14

Background
The English archers
aimed for the horses’
unprotected rumps.
Wounded horses fell,
causing chaos.
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defenders could not hold out much longer. The English forts had
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
■HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■
to be taken in order to lift the siege. It was a hard-fought battle for
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
both sides, and the French finally retreated in despair. But suddenly, Joan and a few soldiers charged back toward the fort. The
entire French army stormed after her. The siege of Orléans was
broken. Joan of Arc guided the French onto the path of victory.
After that victory, Joan persuaded Charles to go with her to
Reims. There he was crowned king on July 17, 1429. Joan helped
turn the tide for France. In 1430, she was captured in battle by the
Burgundians, England’s allies. They turned her over to the English.
The English, in turn, handed her over to Church authorities to stand
trial. Although the French king Charles VII owed his crown to Joan,
he did nothing to rescue her. Condemned as a witch and a heretic
because of her claim to hear voices, Joan was tied to a stake and
JOAN OF ARC
burned to death on May 30, 1431.
The Impact of the Hundred Years’ War The long, exhausting

C. Possible Answers
Lives and property
lost on both sides;
French monarchy
strengthened; feelings
of nationalism grew;
king regarded as
national leader; turmoil erupted in
England; Parliament
strengthened.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Recognizing
Effects What were
some of the consequences of the
Hundred Years’ War?

1412?–1431
When Joan was just 13 she began
to have visions and hear what she
believed were voices of the saints
urging her to help Charles VII drive
the English from France. When
helping to lift the English siege of
Orléans, she said:

war finally ended in 1453, with the English left with only the French
port of Calais. For France, the war—despite its terrible costs in lives,
property, and money—ultimately raised the power and prestige of
the French monarch. Nonetheless, it took a long time for some
regions in France to recover.
You, men of England, who
The war gave birth in both countries to a feeling of nationalism.
have no right in the kingdom
No longer did people think of the king as simply a feudal lord, but
of France, the King of Heaven
as a national leader fighting for the glory of the country.
sends the order through me,
Following the Hundred Years’ War, the English suffered a period of
Joan the Maid, to return to
your own country.
internal turmoil known as the War of the Roses, in which two noble
In 1430, she was turned over to a
houses fought for the throne. Nevertheless, this war was responsible for
Church
court for trial. Because of
strengthening the English Parliament. Edward III’s constant need for
her claim to hear voices, Joan was
money to finance the war led him to call Parliament as many as 27
tried for witchcraft and heresy. In
times, asking for new taxes. Gradually, Parliament’s “power of the
truth, her trial was more political
than religious. The English were
purse” became firmly established, sowing another seed of democracy.
embarrassed that a teenage girl
The end of the Hundred Years’ War in 1453 is considered by some
had defeated them.
historians as the end of the Middle Ages. The twin pillars of the
medieval world—intense religious devotion and the code of
chivalry—both crumbled. The Age of Faith died a slow death. This death was caused
by the Great Schism, the scandalous display of wealth by the Church, and the discrediting of the Church during the bubonic plague. The Age of Chivalry died on the battlefields of Crécy, Poitiers, and Agincourt.

Section 4 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Avignon
• Great Schism
• John Wycliffe
• Jan Hus
• bubonic plague
• Hundred Years’ War
• Joan of Arc

2. TAKING NOTES

Using a chart like the one below,
identify the main cause and the
long-term effect of the three events.
Main Cause Long-Term Effect
Split in
Church
Bubonic
plague
Hundred
Years’ War

3. IDENTIFYING PROBLEMS

What problems did survivors face
after the bubonic plague swept
through their town?

THINK ABOUT
• the number of dead
• the social, political, and
economic chaos

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Religious and Ethical
Systems Do you think John
Wycliffe and Jan Hus posed
a real threat to the Church? Why
or why not?

THINK ABOUT
• the two men’s ideas
• the condition of the Church
at the time

Which event had some positive
economic effects? Explain.
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Chapter 14 Assessment
TERMS & NAMES

REVIEW QUESTIONS

Briefly explain the importance of each of the following
to western Europe during the medieval period.

SECTION 1 (pages 341–346)

Church Reform and the Crusades

1. Crusade

6. Magna Carta

11. What were the three main abuses that most distressed Church
reformers? Explain the problem with each.

2. Reconquista

7. parliament

12. What was the main goal of the Crusades?

3. Inquisition

8. Great Schism

4. three-field system

9. bubonic plague

5. scholastics

SECTION 2 (pages 348–351)

Trade, Towns, and Financial Revolution

10. Hundred Years’ War

13. Name a short-term and a longer-term effect of the switch to the
three-field system.
14. How did the growth of towns hurt the feudal system?

Interact

with History

On page 340, you thought about
whether or not you would join a
Crusade before completely understanding what the Crusades were
and what sort of advantages and
sacrifices they entailed. Now that
you’ve read the chapter, reexamine
whether or not you would join a
Crusade. What might a Crusader
bring home from his travels? What
problems might a Crusader encounter on his adventures? Discuss
your opinions with a small group.

15. What role did Jews and Muslims play in Christian Europe’s
financial revolution?
SECTION 3 (pages 352–355)

England and France Develop
16. How did William the Conqueror extend his rule over all of England
after the Battle of Hastings?
17. What circumstances led King John to accept the Magna Carta?
SECTION 4 (pages 356–361)

A Century of Turmoil
18. Summarize the main ideas of John Wycliffe.
19. Why did the bubonic plague cause people to turn away from the Church?
20. How did the Hundred Years’ War end European armies’ reliance on
mounted knights?

Visual Summary
The Church
The great Gothic cathedrals that soared
heavenward were symbols of the
Church’s power. Yet this power did not
go unchallenged. For decades, kings
and popes engaged in power struggles.

The Bubonic Plague
The bubonic plague killed millions and
weakened the manorial economy.

Crusades
Although the First Crusade
captured Jerusalem, later Crusades
accomplished little.

362 Chapter 14

Better farming methods—such as the
three-field system and the use of
horses—made it possible for farmers
to grow more food. This brought a
population increase in the Middle Ages.

Trade and Towns

EUROPE IN
THE MIDDLE AGES

As people moved from farms into towns,
trade expanded, and guilds formed for
both merchants and artisans.

Hundred Years’ War

Learning
Europe’s first universities developed in
the Middle Ages. Interest in learning
grew in part as a result of the
rediscovery of ancient Greek writings.

Farming

Government
England and France developed strong
central governments in which arose
the first stirrings of democracy in
medieval Europe. This can be seen in
Parliament and the Estates-General.

The Hundred Years’ War further
weakened feudal power. The
longbow doomed armored knights.
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CRITICAL THINKING

CHAPTER ACTIVITIES

1. EDUCATION AFTER THE CRUSADES
THEME CULTURAL INTERACTION How might life have

been different for Europeans if Muslims had not
shared their knowledge and skills?
2. THE GREAT SCHISM
Using a problem-solution outline like the one below,
summarize the Great Schism. Describe the problem,
identify at least two attempted solutions, and note
how the Church finally solved the problem.

1. LIVING HISTORY: Unit Portfolio Project
THEME RELIGIOUS AND ETHICAL SYSTEMS Your unit portfolio project focuses
on how religion affected life during the Middle Ages (see page 229). For
Chapter 14, you might add one of the following ideas.

• Prepare the script for a newscast announcing the capture of Jerusalem
by Crusaders and its impact on Christians and Muslims.
• Draw a cartoon about the clash between King Philip IV and Pope Boniface
VIII. Try to show the conflict between religious and secular leaders.
2. CONNECT TO TODAY: Cooperative Learning

Great Schism
Description:

Solution 1

Page 2 of 2

Solution 2

Resolution

3. JOAN OF ARC AND THE 15TH CENTURY
How does Joan of Arc’s story reflect the violence
and pessimism of the early 1400s?
4. ANALYZING PRIMARY SOURCES
In 1295, Edward I of England sent letters such as the
following to sheriffs throughout the land, announcing
a meeting of Parliament. Read the letter and answer
the questions below it.
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
The king to the sheriff of Northampton,
greeting. Whereas we wish to have a conference and discussion with the earls, barons,
and other nobles of our realm concerning the
provision of remedies for the dangers that in
these days threaten the same kingdom . . . we
command and firmly enjoin you that without
delay you cause two knights, of the more
discreet and more capable of labor, to be
elected from the aforesaid county, and two
citizens from each city of the aforesaid
county, and two burgesses from each
borough, and that you have them come to
us . . . to do whatever in the aforesaid
matters may be ordained by common
counsel.

THEME ECONOMICS The bubonic plague and the Hundred Years’ War both
had a major impact on the economy of medieval Europe. During the plague,
populations fell, trade declined, prices rose, farmland was abandoned, and
workers demanded higher wages. Today, disease, natural catastrophes, and
war still have a great impact on an economy. Work with a team to research
and present the effect of war, disease, or natural catastrophe on a country’s
economy.

Use the Internet, magazines, or books to research the topic. You
might choose a war such as the U.S. Civil War, World War II, or the
Vietnam War. You might choose a disease such as heart disease or cancer.
You might choose a natural disaster such as a hurricane or flood.
• As part of your presentation, make a graph that shows statistical information about the impact of the event you have chosen on the economy.
• Compare your team’s event with those of other teams to determine their
relative economic impacts.
3. INTERPRETING A TIME LINE
Revisit the unit time line on pages 228–229. Which events during the medieval
period in Europe were triggered by a struggle for individual power?

FOCUS ON ART
The painting below shows Richard the Lion-Hearted (left) unhorsing
Saladin during the Third Crusade. In fact the two men never met in
personal combat. Notice the way the two leaders are depicted.
• What elements suggest that Richard is the hero of this painting?
• What elements suggest that Saladin is the villain?
Connect to History What evidence of the artist’s bias is there in this
painting about the confrontation between Islam and Christianity?

• Why is the king calling a meeting
of Parliament?
• Who will represent the cities
and boroughs, and how will
they be chosen?
Additional Test Practice,
pp. S1–S33

TEST PRACTICE
CL ASSZONE .COM
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People and Empires in
the Americas, 900–1500
Connect History and Geography
Several great civilizations flourished in the Americas between
the 9th and 16th centuries. The most powerful civilizations were
the Maya, Aztec, and Inca, but many other cultures also thrived.
Examine the map at the right and use it to help you answer the
questions below.
1. What cultures are shown in North America?
2. Where was Mesoamerica?
3. Which culture would have had more influence on
the Aztecs: the Maya, Anasazi, or Inca? Why?
For more information about
empires in the Americas . . .

CLASSZONE.COM

This Eagle Knight
shows how important
warriors were to the
Aztec society. It was
found in the Eagle
Knight House near the
Great Temple of
Tenochtitlan. The
fierce-looking knight
belonged to the Aztec
nobility and dedicated
himself to the service of
the god Sol. The Aztecs
ruled a large empire
between 1200 and 1521.

388

Chac, a rain god of the Maya, 300–900, reclines in front
of the Temple of the Warriors. He holds a stone bowl,
which was a receptacle for sacrifices, such as human
hearts, made to the gods.

500s
Teotihuacan reaches population
peak in central Mexico.

800 Anasazi
culture develops in
the Southwest.
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The Americas, 900–1535
30°W

NORTH AMERICA
Cahokia

30°N
30°N

Gulf of
Mexico

Tropic of Cancer

ATLANTIC
OCEAN

MESOAMERICA
Chichen Itza

Tenochtitlan

PACIFIC
OCEAN
0°

0°

Equator

SOUTH AMERICA
N

Cuzco

Maya, 250 B.C. - A.D. 900
Adena and Hopewell, 800 B.C.
Mississippian, 800 - 1500
Hohokam, 300 - 1400
Anasazi, 900 - 1200

Tropic of Capricorn

Aztec, 1200 - 1521
Inca, 1438 - 1535

30°S

30°S

500

0
0

500

1000 Miles

1000 Kilometers

Robinson Projection

120°W

900
Classic period of Mayan
civilization ends.

90°W

1100
Mississippian culture
thrives at Cahokia.

60°W

1325
Aztecs build
Tenochtitlan.

30°W

1438 Pachacuti
becomes Inca
emperor.

1502 Montezuma II
crowned Aztec
emperor.
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Interact with History

A

s a historian studying a culture with no written language,
you are forced to study the artifacts of that culture. In
many ways you are like a detective. You look at the evidence
and clues to draw conclusions about the culture. Imagine
you have found the mask shown on this page. Study the clues
and see how much you can learn about the Bella Coola.
These images are of ravens and
a killer whale found in the
Pacific Ocean.

What does this mask
reveal about
the society?
This mask, used by the Bella Coola
during a ceremony, tells the legend of
Ahlquntam II, the chief god in the land
of creation.

EXAMINING

the

ISSUES

• What do the materials and images used
reveal about the environment in which
the Bella Coola lived?
• What do the images or figures tell you
about what was important in the
culture?
• Why might it be important to know by
whom or when the mask might have
been worn?
• How else might you find out information
about this culture?
Carved of red cedar and
painted, the mask was
moved by strings and
mechanical devices
across the rear house
wall during a ceremony.

Discuss these questions with your classmates.
Think about the kinds of information you have
learned about other cultures that did not have a
written language. You may recall ways historians
learned about the very earliest cultures.
Legend says Ahlquntam II
used the sun as a canoe to
cross the sky. He wore a
cloak lined with salmon.

390 Chapter 16

As you read this chapter, examine the masks

made by different peoples of the Americas.
Think about what those masks reveal about the
various cultures.
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Diverse Societies of
North America
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Complex North American societies
were linked to each other through
culture and economics.

Traditions and ideas from these
cultures became part of the cultures of
North America.

TERMS & NAMES

• potlatch
• Anasazi
• pueblos
• Mississippian
• Iroquois
• totems

SETTING THE STAGE Between 40,000 and 12,000 years ago, hunter-gatherers
migrated across the Bering Strait land bridge from Asia and began to populate the
Americas. Migrating southward, those first Americans reached the southern tip of
South America by somewhere between 12,000 and 7000 B.C. At the same time, they
spread out across North America. Over the centuries, early North American peoples
adapted to their environment, creating a diverse set of cultures.

Complex Societies Build and Trade
In some ways, the early cultures north of the Rio Grande River were less developed
than those of South America and Mesoamerica. The North American groups created no
great empires. They left few ruins as spectacular as those of ancient Mexico or Peru.
Nevertheless, the first peoples of North America did create complex societies. These
societies were able to conduct long-distance trade and construct magnificent buildings.
Northwest Coast—Cultures of Abundance The Pacific Northwest—from Oregon

to Alaska—was rich in resources and supported a sizable population. To the Kwakiutl,
Nootka, and Haida peoples, the most important resource was the sea. They hunted
whales in canoes. Some canoes were large enough to carry at least 15 people. In addition to the many resources of the sea, the coastal forest provided plentiful food. In
this abundant environment, the Northwest Coast tribes developed societies in which
differences in wealth created social classes. Families displayed their rank and prosperity in an elaborate ceremony called the potlatch (PAHT lach). In this ceremony,
they gave food, drink, and gifts to the community.
•

Cliff Palace,
located at Mesa
Verde, Colorado,
was an Anasazi
pueblo. It had 200
rooms.

Pueblo People Construct Complex Buildings The

dry, desert lands of the Southwest were a much harsher
environment than the temperate Pacific coast. However,
as early as 3000 B.C. the peoples of the Southwest were
beginning to farm the land. Among the most successful of
these early farmers were the Hohokam (huh HOH kuhm)
of central Arizona. They used irrigation to produce harvests of corn, beans, and squash. Their use of pottery
rather than baskets, and certain religious rituals, showed
contact with Mesoamerican peoples to the south.
The Hohokam were also influenced by a people to the
north: the Anasazi (ah nuh SAH zee). They lived where
the present-day states of Utah, Arizona, Colorado, and
New Mexico meet. The Anasazi built impressive cliff
dwellings, such as the ones at Mesa Verde, Colorado.
These houses were built in shallow caves in the sheer walls of deep canyons. By the
A.D. 900s, the Anasazi were living in pueblos (PWEHB lohs), villages of large, apartment-style compounds made of stone and sun-baked clay.
•

Background
Around 300 B.C.
Mesoamerican people
migrated into the valleys of Arizona.

•

•

•

•

•
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G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
1. Region Which culture group had the largest number of tribes?
2. Human-Environment Interaction In which culture areas would movement of trade goods be
made easier by river and lake connections?

This Anasazi
pitcher dates from
A.D. 1100. The black
and white spirals
form a traditional
design.

One of the largest pueblos, begun around A.D. 900, was Pueblo Bonito, a Spanish
name meaning “beautiful village.” Its construction required a high degree of social
organization and inventiveness. Like other people of the Americas, the Anasazi did not
have horses, mules, or the wheel. Instead, they relied on human labor to quarry sandstone from the canyon walls and move it to the site. Skilled builders then used a mudlike mortar to construct walls up to five stories high. Windows were small to keep out
the burning sun. When completed, Pueblo Bonito probably housed about 1,000 people
and contained more than 600 rooms. In addition, a number of underground ceremonial chambers called kivas (KEE vuhs) were used for a variety of religious practices.
Many Anasazi pueblos were abandoned around 1200. Their descendants, the
Pueblo peoples, continued many Anasazi customs. Pueblo groups like the Hopi and
Zuni used kivas for religious ceremonies. They also created beautiful pottery and
woven blankets. They traded these, along with corn and other farm products, with Plains Indians to the east, who supplied bison meat and hides.
These nomadic Plains tribes eventually became known by such names as
the Comanche, Kiowa, and Apache.
•

Mound Builders Forge Ties with Eastern Peoples Beyond

the Great Plains, in the wooded lands east of the Mississippi River,
other ancient peoples—the Mound Builders—were creating their
own unique traditions. Beginning around 800 B.C., two cultures,
known as Adena and Hopewell, built large burial mounds and
filled them with finely crafted copper and stone objects. Some
mounds, such as Ohio’s Great Serpent Mound, had the shape of
animals when seen from above.
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Background
Tribes in the Plains
are classified into
groups based on one
of six basic language
families.
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The last Mound Builder culture, the Mississippian, lasted from
800 until the arrival of Europeans in the 1500s. These people
built giant earthen pyramids such as the one at Cahokia (kuh HOH
kee uh), Illinois. They created thriving villages based on farming and
trade. Between 1000 and 1200, as many as 10,000 people lived at
Cahokia, the leading site of Mississippian culture. Cahokia was led
by priest-rulers, who regulated farming activities. The priest-rulers
may have been influenced by the cultures of Mesoamerica. The
heart of the community was a 100-foot-high, flat-topped pyramid,
which was crowned by a wooden temple.
These Mississippian lands were located in a crossroads region
between east and west. They enjoyed easy transportation on the
Mississippi and Ohio rivers. They came into contact with many other
peoples, including those of the Eastern Woodlands.
A.D.

•

•

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Drawing
Conclusions Of
what value would a
political alliance be to
an individual tribe?
A. Answer It would
provide protection
from enemies.

SPOTLIGHT ON

•

Cahokia Monk’s Mound
In 1809, in southern Illinois, a group
of French monks founded a
monastery on top of an unusual
mound. The mound was about 100
feet high and consisted of four
terraces that covered about
15 acres.
Four years later, the monks
abandoned the site. Later
explorations would show that their
settlement had been in the middle
of one of the greatest preColumbian Native American cities.
The large mound eventually
became known as Monk’s Mound.
It was located inside a stockade
that enclosed about 40 acres of
land. To an observer standing in the
enclosure on the first day of spring,
the sun would appear to rise
directly over the mound itself.

Woodlands Tribes Build Alliances The eastern tribes had much in
common with the Mississippian peoples, including a similar environment. Despite the similar environment, woodlands groups developed
a variety of cultures. They spoke distinct languages belonging to language families such as Algonquian, Iroquoian, and Muskogean. The
woodlands peoples often clashed with each other over land. In some
areas, tribes formed political alliances to ensure protection of tribal
lands. The best example of a political alliance was the Iroquois
(IHR uh kwoy), a group of tribes speaking related languages living in the eastern Great
Lakes region. In the late 1500s, five of these tribes in upper New York—the Mohawk,
Oneida, Onondaga, Cayuga, and Seneca—formed the Iroquois League. According to
legend, Chief Hiawatha created this league. His goal was to promote joint defense and
cooperation among the tribes. The confederacy lasted for almost 200 years.
•

•

Cultural Connections
The Iroquois alliance was a notable example of a political link between early North
American peoples. For the most part, however, the connections between native North
Americans were economic and cultural. They traded, had similar religious beliefs, and
shared social patterns.
Trading Networks Tie Tribes Together Trade was a major factor linking the

peoples of North America. Trade centers and traveling merchants were found
throughout North America. Along the Columbia River in Oregon, the Chinook
people established a lively marketplace that brought together trade goods from all
over the West. The Mississippians were also active traders. Their trade network
stretched from the Rocky Mountains to the Atlantic coast and from the Great
Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico. Sometimes goods traveled hundreds or even thousands of miles from their original source. This was especially true of exotic items
such as colored feathers or copper jewelry.
Religion Shapes Views of Life Another practice early Americans shared was reli-

Background
The belief that natural
objects have a spirit is
called animism.

gion. Nearly all native North Americans believed that the world around them was
filled with nature spirits. Most Native Americans recognized a number of sacred
spirits. Some groups held up one supreme being, or Great Spirit, above all others.
North American peoples believed that the spirits gave them rituals and customs to
guide them in their lives and to satisfy their basic needs. If people practiced these rituals, they would live in peace and harmony.
Native American religious beliefs also included great respect for the land as the
source of life. Native Americans used the land but tried to alter it as little as possible.
The land was sacred, not something that could be bought and sold. Later, when
People and Empires in the Americas 393
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Europeans arrived in North America, the issue of ownership of land became a
problem. A Native American expressed his view of this dilemma:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
Some of our chiefs make the claim that the land belongs to us. It is not what the
Great Spirit told me. He told me that the land belongs to Him, that no people
own the land, and that I was not to forget to tell this to the white people.
KANNEKUK, Kickapoo prophet, quoted in Through Indian Eyes

Harmony with nature was an important part of Native American life, and
so was harmony in relationships with people.

Daily Life

Shared Social Patterns The family was the basis for social

organization for Native Americans. Generally, the family unit
was the extended family, including parents, children, grandIroquois Women:
parents, and other close relatives. Some tribes further organHolders of Political Power
ized families into clans: groups of families descended from a
The Iroquois society was matricommon ancestor. In some tribes, clan members lived
lineal. This means that all Iroquois
traced their descent through their
together in large houses or groups of houses.
female ancestors. Clans of the
Common among American Indian clans was the use of
mother controlled property, held
totems
(TOH tuhmz). The term refers to a natural object
ceremonies, and determined official
that
an
individual,
clan, or group identifies itself with. The
titles.
The ability to grant titles to men
totem was used as a symbol of the unity of a group or clan. It
was handed down from mother to
also helped define certain behaviors and the social relationdaughter. The most important title
ships of a group. The term comes from an Ojibwa Indian langiven to men was that of “Sachem,”
guage spoken in the Great Lakes area, but refers to a cultural practice
the peace, or civil, chief.
A council of Sachems met once a
found throughout the Americas. For example, Northwestern peoples
year to decide on war and peace
displayed totem symbols on masks, boats, and huge poles set in front
and other important matters. Since
of their houses. Others used totem symbols in rituals or dances associSachems could not go to war, they
ated with important group events such as marriages, the naming of
appointed warriors to lead a war
children, or the planting or harvesting of crops.
party. Thus, in a way women controlled warfare in the Iroquois tribes.
There were hundreds of different patterns of North American
Indian life. Some societies were small and dealt with life in a limited
region of the vast North American continent. Other groups were much larger, and
were linked by trade and culture to other groups in North America and Mesoamerica.
As you will learn in Section 2, peoples in Mesoamerica and South America also lived
in societies that varied from simple to complex. Three of these cultures—the Maya,
the Aztec, and the Inca—would develop sophisticated ways of life like those of highly
developed cultures in other parts of the globe.
•

Totem poles marked
important events
such as the naming
of a chief.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Making
Inferences What
artificial symbols are
used by nations or
organizations in a way
similar to totems?
B. Possible
Answers Flags, mascots, religious signs

Section 1 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• potlatch
• Anasazi
• pueblos
• Mississippian
• Iroquois
• totems

2. TAKING NOTES

Draw a Venn diagram like the one
below. Compare and contrast
Native Americans of the Northwest Coast and the Southwest.
Northwest Coast
Both
Southwest

How did environment affect the
development of these cultures?

394 Chapter 16

3. COMPARING

In what ways did the peoples of
North America share similar
cultural patterns?

THINK ABOUT
• how the people viewed the
environment
• the role of family in their lives
• religion

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Cultural Interaction What
evidence is there that societies in
North America interacted with
each other?

THINK ABOUT
• how goods were obtained
• ways to defend against enemies
• what kinds of evidence
historians find and consider
valid
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Mayan Kings and Cities
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

The Maya developed a highly complex
civilization based on city-states
controlled by dynasties of kings.

Descendants of the Maya still occupy
the same territory.

TERMS & NAMES

• Tikal
• glyph
• codex
• Popol Vuh

SETTING THE STAGE In the early centuries A.D., most North American peoples were

beginning to develop complex societies. Further south, the peoples of Mexico and
Central America were entering into the full flower of civilization. A prime example of
this cultural flowering was the Maya, who built an extraordinary civilization in the
heart of Mesoamerica.

Maya Create Urban Kingdoms
The homeland of the Maya stretched from southern Mexico into northern Central
America. This area includes a highland region and a lowland region. The lowlands lie to
the north. They include the dry scrub forest of the Yucatan (yoo kuh TAN) Peninsula
and the dense, steamy jungles of southeastern Mexico and northern Guatemala. The
highlands are further south—a range of cool, cloud-wreathed mountains that stretch
from southern Mexico to El Salvador.
While the Olmec were building
their civilization along the Gulf Coast
in the period from 1200 B.C. to 400
Mesoamerican Civilizations
B.C., the Maya were also evolving. They
200 B.C.–A.D. 1521
took on Olmec influences, blending
Teotihuacan Civilization, 200 B.C.–A.D. 700
these with local customs. By A.D. 250,
Toltec Heartland, A.D. 900–1100
Mayan culture had burst forth in a
Aztec Civilization, A.D. 1200–1521
flourishing civilization.
Mayan Civilization, A.D. 250–900
•

Urban Centers The period from A.D.

250 to 900 is known as the Classic
Period of Mayan civilization. During
this time, the Maya built spectacular
cities such as Tikal (tee KAHL), a
major center in northern Guatemala.
Other important sites included Copan,
Palenque, Uxmal, and Chichen Itza.
Each of these was an independent citystate, ruled by a god-king and serving as
a center for religious ceremonies and
trade.
Mayan cities featured giant pyramids, temples, palaces, and elaborate
stone carvings dedicated to the gods
and to important rulers. Tens of thousands of people lived in residential
areas surrounding the city center, which
bustled with activity.

•
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G E O G R A P H Y S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Maps
The map shows about 1,700 years of occupation of Mesoamerica.
During this time cultures influenced each other through trade and °N
10
the conquering of lands.
1. Region Which civilization occupied the Yucatan Peninsula?
2. Region What other civilization areas were eventually
incorporated into the Aztec area?
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Archaeologists have identified at least 50 major Mayan sites, all with monumental
architecture. For example, Pyramid IV at Tikal stretched 212 feet into the jungle sky.
In fact, the Tikal pyramids were the tallest structures in the Americas until 1903,
when the Flatiron Building was built in New York City. In addition to temples and
pyramids, each Mayan city featured a ball court. In this stone-sided playing field, the
Maya played a game that had religious and political significance. The Maya believed
the playing of this game would maintain the cycles of the sun and moon and bring
life-giving rains.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Drawing
Conclusions What
does the ability to
construct complex
buildings reveal about
a society?

Agriculture and Trade Support Cities Although the Mayan city-states were inde-

pendent of each other, they were linked through alliances and trade. Cities exchanged
the products of their local environment such as salt, flint, feathers, shells, and honey.
Also traded were craft goods like cotton textiles and jade ornaments. While the Maya
did not have a uniform currency, cacao (chocolate) beans sometimes served as one.
As in the rest of Mesoamerica, agriculture—particularly the growing of maize, beans,
and squash—provided the basis for Mayan life. For years, experts assumed that the
Maya practiced slash-and-burn agriculture. This method involves farmers clearing the
land by burning existing vegetation and planting crops in the ashes. Evidence now
shows, however, that the Maya also developed more sophisticated methods, including
planting on raised beds above swamps and on hillside terraces. These methods allowed
Mayan farmers to produce large amounts of food to be traded in the cities.
Kingdoms Built on Dynasties Successful farming methods led to the accumulaThis is the death
mask of a seventhcentury ruler of
Palenque, a Mayan
city-state. The
mask is a mosaic of
jade with eyes of
shell and obsidian.

tion of wealth and the development of social classes. The noble class, which included
priests and the leading warriors, occupied the top rung of Mayan society. Below them
came merchants and those with specialized knowledge, such as master artisans.
Finally, at the bottom, came the peasant majority.
The Mayan king sat at the top of this class structure. He was regarded as a holy figure and his position was hereditary. When he died, he passed the throne on to his
eldest son. Other sons of the ruler might expect to join the priesthood.

Religion Shapes Mayan Life
Religion influenced most aspects of Mayan life. The Maya believed
in many gods, who inhabited 13 layers of the sky and the 9 layers
of the underworld. There were gods of corn, of death, of rain, and
of war. Gods could be good or evil, and sometimes both. Gods also
were associated with the four directions and with different colors:
white for north, black for west, yellow for south, red for east, and
green in the center. The Maya believed that each day was a living
god whose behavior could be predicted with the help of an intricate system of calendars.
Religious Practices The Maya worshiped their gods in various

ways. They prayed and made offerings of food, flowers, and
incense. They also pierced their bodies with sharp needles and
offered their blood, believing that this would nourish the gods.
Sometimes the Maya even carried out human sacrifice, usually of captured enemies. At Chichen Itza (chee CHEHN ee TSAH), in the Yucatan, they threw captives
into a deep sinkhole lake, called a cenote (say NO tay), along with gold, jade, and other
offerings. The Maya believed that human sacrifice pleased the gods and kept the
world in balance. Nevertheless, the Maya’s use of sacrifice never reached the extremes
of some other Mesoamerican peoples.
•

•

•

•

Math Develops to Support Religion Mayan religious beliefs also led to the devel-

opment of the calendar, mathematics, and astronomy. Mayans believed that time was
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Background
Only the wealthy consumed chocolate as a
drink. It was flavored
with honey and
vanilla.
A. Answer Workers
had to be available for
more than raising
food and had to be
highly organized and
skilled in construction
of larger buildings.
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HISTORY THROUGH ART: Monumental Architecture

Chichen Itza
Mayan cities feature very large structures that seem
to be designed for ceremonial or religious purposes.
Inscriptions on the buildings, the buildings’ contents,
chambers, and even the locations of the buildings
reveal important information about the culture.
Chichen Itza, a Mayan city located on the Yucatan
Peninsula in Mexico, has huge buildings to honor
rulers, warriors, and gods.

This carved stone throne takes the form of a
snarling jaguar, painted red, with eyes and
spots of jade and fangs of shell. It represents
the jaguar god of the underworld. It sits inside
a chamber of a four-sided pyramid. The
chambers are parts of a pyramid that occupied
the same site at an earlier time. El Castillo, the
pyramid below, was constructed over it.

El Caracol—“The Snail”
Resembling a modern observatory, El
Caracol shows the Mayans’ knowledge
of astronomy. Window-like openings in
the tower align with the sunset during
both spring and autumn equinoxes.
The Maya studied the movements of
the sun, moon, and stars because
these movements related to the
activities of the gods.

Connect

El Castillo—”The Castle”
This temple, also called the Pyramid
of Kukulcan, sat at the top of four
spectacular stairways. It was
dedicated to the worship of Kukulcan,
the feathered serpent god. The stairs
to the temple were constructed so
that at certain times of the day it
looked as if a writhing serpent was
crawling up them.

to History

Analyzing Motives In what
ways do the huge buildings at
Chichen Itza show how the Mayan
people felt about their gods?
SEE SKILLBUILDER
HANDBOOK, PAGE R5

Connect

to Today

Drawing Conclusions What
conclusions might someone make
about U.S. culture from viewing
the heads of the presidents at
Mount Rushmore?
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SPOTLIGHT ON

Calendar Glyph
The glyph shown above is the date
“9 Zotz” on the 365-day calendar. The
symbol stands for the name of the
month. The number is represented by
the bar, which equals 5, and dots,
which together equal 4.
Pictured above is a group of
Mayan hieroglyphs from Temple 18
at Palenque. They are undecoded.
Like Egyptian hieroglyphics, the
glyphs can be grouped into two
categories: those that are word
signs and those that are syllables.
The way the glyphs are translated
involves deciding if the sign sets
are word pictures or syllables.
Many of the glyphs on stone
monuments are records of kings
and the history of their rule. Other
glyphs provide information on the
Mayan gods and religious activities.

Page 4 of 5

a burden carried on the back of a god. At the end of a
day, month, or year, one god would lay the burden down
and another would pick it up. A day would be lucky or
unlucky, depending on the nature of the god. Thus it
was very important to have an accurate calendar to
know which god was in charge of the day.
The Maya developed a 260-day religious calendar,
which consisted of twenty 13-day months. A second 365day solar calendar consisted of eighteen 20-day months,
with a separate period of five days at the end. The two
calendars were linked together like meshed gears so that
any given day could be identified in both cycles. The
calendar helped identify the best time to plant crops,
attack enemies, or crown new rulers.
The Maya based their calendar on careful observation of the planets, sun, and moon. Highly skilled
Mayan astronomers and mathematicians calculated the
solar year at 365.2420 days. (Only .0002 of a day too
short!) The Mayan astronomers were able to attain
such great precision by using a math system that
included the concept of zero. The Maya used a shell
symbol for zero, dots for the numbers 1 to 4, and a
bar for 5. The Mayan number system was a base 20 system. They
used the numerical system primarily for calendar and astronomical
work, not to count people or objects.
Written Language Preserves History The Maya also developed

the most advanced writing system in the ancient Americas. Mayan
writing consisted of about 800 hieroglyphic symbols, or glyphs
(glihfs). Some of these glyphs stand for whole words, while others
represent syllables. The Maya used their writing system to record
important historical events, carving their glyphs in stone or recording
them in a bark-paper book known as a codex (KOH dehks). Only
three of these ancient books have survived.
Other original books telling of Mayan history and customs do
exist, however. These were written down by Mayan peoples after the
arrival of the Spanish. The most famous of these books, the Popol
Vuh (POH pohl VOO), recounts the Highland Maya’s version of the
story of creation. “Before the world was created, Calm and Silence
were the great kings that ruled,” reads the first sentence in the book.
“Nothing existed, there was nothing.”
•

•

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
Then let the emptiness fill! they said. Let the water weave its way downward so the
earth can show its face! Let the light break on the ridges, let the sky fill up with the yellow light of dawn! Let our glory be a man walking on a path through the trees! “Earth!”
the Creators called. They called only once, and it was there, from a mist, from a cloud of
dust, the mountains appeared instantly.
From the Popol Vuh

Mysterious Mayan Decline
The remarkable history of the Maya ended in mystery. In the late 800s, the Maya
suddenly abandoned many of their cities. Some Mayan sites in the Yucatan, such as
Chichen Itza and Uxmal, continued to thrive for several more centuries. Invaders
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Making
Inferences How are
math, astronomy, and
calendars related?
B. Answer
Calendars are based
on astronomical
observations and are
recorded in mathematical terms

Background
The codex was made
of long strips of bark
paper that were
folded like a fan.
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Evaluating Which
of the causes for the
fall of the Maya do
you think was most
important? Explain.
C. Possible answer
Invaders from the
north
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from the north, the Toltec, moved into the
lands occupied by the Maya. These warlike
peoples from central Mexico changed the culture. The high civilization of Mayan cities like
Tikal and Copan disappeared.
No one knows exactly why this happened,
though experts offer several overlapping theories. By the 700s, warfare had broken out
among the various Mayan city-states. This
violence caused some Maya to flee their cities
and take refuge in the jungle. Increased warfare disrupted trade and produced economic
hardship. In addition, population growth and
over-farming may have caused ecological damage, causing food shortages, famine, and disease. All these circumstances probably
contributed to the fall of Mayan civilization. By the time the Spanish arrived in the
early 1500s, the Maya were divided into small, weak city-states that gave little hint
of their former glory.
As the Mayan civilization faded, other peoples of Mesoamerica were growing in
strength and sophistication. Like the Maya, these peoples would trace some of their
ancestry to the Olmec. Eventually, these people would dominate the Valley of Mexico
and lands beyond it, as you will learn in Section 3.

A trio of modern
Mayan women sell
textiles at the
marketplace. The
traditional designs
on their clothing
and the textiles
have been used on
Mayan fabrics for
hundreds of years.

Maya
Traits of Civilization
Vocabulary
theocracy: combined
state and religious
rule

Religious beliefs and theocracy

Strength Leading
to Power
United culture

Weakness Leading
to Decline

Loyalty to the king

Many physical and human
resources funneled into religious
activities

Independent city-states

Wealthy and prosperous
culture

Frequent warfare occurs between
kingdoms

Intensive agriculture

Production of more food
feeds a larger population

Soil depletion and population growth
creates need for more land

S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Charts
1. Which trait aids in building a sense of loyalty to the ruler?
2. How can intensive agriculture be both a strength and a weakness?

Section 2 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Tikal
• glyph
• codex
• Popol Vuh

2. TAKING NOTES

3. DRAWING CONCLUSIONS

Draw a diagram like the one
below and fill in details that
support the main idea in the
center. You may want to review
the characteristics of a civilization
found in Chapter 1.
The Maya developed a highly complex
civilization in Mesoamerica.
Supporting
detail

Supporting
detail

Supporting
detail

How important do you think the
development of advanced
mathematics was in the creation
of the Mayan calendar?

THINK ABOUT
• how records are kept over long
periods of time
• the need for numbers larger
than 20
• the need for precision

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Religious and Ethical
Systems Imagine that you are
a reporter visiting Mayan citystates. Write a one-page article
that describes various aspects of
the Mayan religion.
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TERMS & NAMES

The Aztecs Control
Central Mexico

• obsidian
• Quetzalcoatl
• Triple Alliance
• Montezuma II

MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

Through alliances and conquest, the
Aztecs created a powerful empire in
Mexico.

This time period saw the origins of one
of the 20th century’s most populous
cities, Mexico City.

SETTING THE STAGE While the Maya were developing their civilization to the south,

other high cultures were evolving in central Mexico. Some of the most important
developments took place in and around the Valley of Mexico. This valley, where modern Mexico City is located, eventually became the site of the greatest empire of
Mesoamerica, the Aztec. The Aztecs were preceded by two other important civilizations who traced their ancestry to the Olmec and Zapotec.

The Valley of Mexico
The Valley of Mexico, a mountain basin 7,000 feet above sea level, served as the home
base of several powerful cultures. The valley had several large, shallow lakes at its center, accessible resources, and fertile soil. These advantages attracted the people of
Teotihuacan (tay oh tee wah KAHN) and the Toltecs. They settled in the valley and
developed advanced civilizations that controlled much of the area. (See the map on
page 395.)
•

•

•

•

Teotihuacan: An Early City-State The first major civilization of central Mexico
Below is the Street
of the Dead at
Teotihuacan. Along
the sides of the
mile and a half long
street are pyramid
platforms that were
originally topped
with temples. The
Pyramid of the Sun
is visible in the
distance.

400

was Teotihuacan, a city-state whose ruins lie just outside Mexico City. In the first century A.D., villagers at this site began to plan and construct a monumental city, even
larger than Monte Albán, in Oaxaca.
At its peak in the sixth century, Teotihuacan had as many as 125,000 people, making it one of the largest cities in the world at the time. In the heart of the city was
the giant Pyramid of the Sun. This 200-foot-tall pyramid was larger at its base than
Egypt’s Great Pyramid. The city also included numerous apartment compounds and
artisan workshops.
Teotihuacan became the center of a thriving trade network that extended far into
Central America. The city’s most valuable trade item was obsidian (ahb SIHD ee uhn),
•

•

•

Background
The Olmec civilization
was located further
south in Mexico and
was the first major
civilization in all of
Mexico.
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a hard, glassy green or black rock found in the Valley of Mexico and
used to make razor sharp weapons. There is no evidence that
Teotihuacan conquered its neighbors or tried to create an empire.
However, evidence of art styles and religious beliefs from Teotihuacan
have been found throughout Mesoamerica.
After centuries of growth, the city abruptly declined. By 750 it was
virtually abandoned. The vast ruins astonished later settlers in the
area, who named the site Teotihuacan, meaning “City of the Gods.”

SPOTLIGHT ON

Toltecs Take Over After the fall of Teotihuacan, no single culture

dominated central Mexico for decades. Then, around 900, a new
people from the southwest, the Toltecs, rose to power. For the next
three centuries, the Toltecs ruled over the heart of Mexico from
their capital at Tula, just north of Mexico City. Like other
Mesoamericans, they built pyramids and temples. They also carved
tall pillars in the shape of armed warriors.
In fact, the Toltecs were an extremely warlike people whose
empire was based on conquest. They worshiped a fierce war god who
demanded blood and human sacrifice from his followers. According
to legend, an early Toltec king, Topiltzin, tried to replace this war
god with a god of peace. That god was named Quetzalcoatl
(keht SAHL koh AHT uhl), the Feathered Serpent. Magically,
Topiltzin and Quetzalcoatl merged, becoming a single god-king and
ruling in peace. Followers of the war god rebelled, however, overthrowing Quetzalcoatl and returning the Toltecs to their warlike
ways. Through trade and conquest, Toltec power spread as far as the
Yucatan, where it influenced late-Mayan culture. By the early 1200s,
however, the Toltec reign had ended.
The Quetzalcoatl legend lived on, though, taking on the power of
myth. According to legend, after his exile from Tula, the god traveled
east, crossing the sea on a raft of snakes. It was said that he would
return one day, bringing a new reign of light and peace. That myth
would come back to haunt the greatest empire of Mexico, the Aztecs.
•

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Making
Inferences Why
would the followers
of the war god rebel
against the king?
A. Answer They did
not wish to worship a
peaceful god or perhaps feared the wrath
of the war god if they
did not worship him.

•

•

•

Aztecs Build an Empire

Quetzalcoatl: Feathered
Serpent God
The story of Quetzalcoatl is found
throughout Mesoamerican culture.
This god, as seen above, was a
combination of a snake and the
brightly colored quetzal bird. He had
his origins in Teotihuacan, where he
represented the earth and rain.
He was later adopted by the
Toltecs, who saw him as the god of
the morning and evening star,
Venus, and as a bringer of
culture. The Maya also worshiped
Quetzalcoatl, as did the Aztecs.
They saw him as a god of learning
and a symbol of death and rebirth.
The quetzal bird that represents
the god is found throughout the
forests of Central and South
America. Its three-foot-long
emerald green tail feathers were
highly valued by the Maya and the
Aztecs, who traded to obtain them.
Today, the quetzal bird appears
on the coat of arms of the country
of Guatemala. Also, the currency of
that country is called the quetzal.

The Aztecs arrived in the Valley of Mexico around A.D. 1200. It was
home to a number of small city-states that had survived the collapse of Toltec rule.
The Aztecs, who were then called the Mexica, were a poor, nomadic people from the
harsh deserts of northern Mexico. Fierce and ambitious, they soon adapted to local
ways, finding work as soldiers-for-hire to local rulers.
According to an Aztec legend, the Aztecs’ sun god, Huitzilopochtli (wee tsee loh
POHCH tlee), told them to found a city of their own. He said to look for a place
where an eagle perched on a cactus, holding a snake in its mouth. Part of the legend
is captured in these words:
•

Background
The eagle on a cactus
with the snake
appears on the
national flag of
Mexico.

•

•

•

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
The place where the eagle screams,
where he spreads his wings;
the place where he feeds,
where the fish jump,
where the serpents
coil up and hiss!
This shall be Mexico Tenochtitlan
and many things shall happen!
Cronica Mexicayotl
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They found such a place on a small island in Lake Texcoco, at the center of the
valley. There, in 1325, they founded their city, which they named Tenochtitlan
(teh NOCH tee TLAHN).
•

•

•

Aztecs Grow Stronger Over the years, the Aztecs gradually increased in strength

and number. In 1428, they joined with two other city-states—Texcoco and Tlacopan—
to form the Triple Alliance. This alliance became the leading power in the Valley of
Mexico and soon gained control over neighboring regions. By the early 1500s, they
controlled a vast Mesoamerican empire, which stretched from central Mexico to the
Atlantic and Pacific coasts and south into Oaxaca. This empire was divided into 38
provinces. It had an estimated population of between 5 and 15 million people.
The Aztec state based its power on military conquest and the tribute it gained from
conquered people. The Aztecs exercised loose control over much of their empire.
They often let local rulers govern their own regions. The Aztecs did demand tribute,
however, in the form of gold, maize, cacao beans, cotton, jade, and other products. If
local rulers failed to pay tribute, or otherwise defied the Aztecs, the Aztec warriors
would respond brutally. They would destroy villages and capture or slaughter the
inhabitants.
Nobles Rule Aztec Society At the height of the Aztec Empire, military leaders

held great power in Aztec society. Along with government officials and priests, these
military leaders made up the noble class. Many nobles owned vast estates, which they
ruled over like lords, living a life of great wealth and luxury.
The other two broad classes in Aztec society were the commoners and the slaves.
Commoners included merchants, artisans, soldiers, and farmers who owned their own
land. The merchants were a special type of elite. They often traveled widely, acting as
spies for the emperor and gaining great wealth for themselves. The lowest class, the
slaves, were captives who did many different jobs.
The emperor sat at the top of the Aztec social pyramid. Although he sometimes
consulted with top generals or officials, his power was absolute. He lived in royal
splendor in a magnificent palace, surrounded by servants and his wives. Visitors had to
treat him like a god. They entered his presence in bare feet and cast their eyes down
so as not to look at him.

CONNECT to TODAY
Aztec Ruins Unearthed
On February 21, 1978, electric
company workers broke through a
thick layer of concrete on a street
in Mexico City. Underneath the
street was an enormous piece of
carved rock. It was the statue
of the Aztec moon goddess. The
location of the accidental find
proved to be the Great Temple of
Tenochtitlan, the most sacred Aztec
shrine.
The world’s largest city, Mexico
City, is built on the ruins of
Tenochtitlan. Although the lake
that surrounded the Aztec capital is
gone, many of the ruins of Aztec
civilization remain. Most of these
ruins lie buried beneath city streets,
but a few major sites such as the
Great Temple have been excavated
and rebuilt.
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Compare How
are the Aztecs’ methods of controlling the
empire like those of
other empires you
have read about?
B. Answer Most
other empires
demanded some sort
of tribute. Some
allowed locals to rule
if the tribute was
paid. Failure to pay
was severely
punished.

Background
The Aztec emperor’s
palace grounds
included a zoo.

Trade Brings Wealth The Aztecs controlled an extensive trade

network, which brought many products from faraway regions to the
capital at Tenochtitlan. The economic heart of the city was the huge
market of Tlatelolco (tlah tehl AWL koh). According to Hernando
Cortés, the Spanish conqueror of Mexico, this market was larger
than any in Spain:
•

•

•

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
Day after day 60,000 people congregate here to buy and sell. Every
imaginable kind of merchandise is available from all parts of the
Empire, foodstuffs and dress, . . . gold, silver, copper, . . . precious
stones, leather, bone, mussels, coral, cotton, feathers. . . . Everything
is sold by the piece or by measurement, never by weight. In the
main market there is a law court in which there are always ten or
twelve judges performing their office and taking decisions on all
marketing controversies.
HERNANDO CORTÉS, Letters of Information

Much of the agricultural produce sold at the market was grown
on chinampas, farm plots built on the marshy fringes of the lake.
These plots, which spread out from Tenochtitlan in all directions,
were extremely productive. They provided the food needed for a
huge urban population.

Background
Chinampas, sometimes called “floating
gardens,” were an
agricultural practice
passed on from the
earliest settlers thousands of years earlier.
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Tenochtitlan: A Planned City By the early 1500s, Tenochtitlan had become an extraor-

dinary urban center. With an estimated population of 200,000 people, it was larger than
London or any other European capital of the time. Tenochtitlan remained on its original
island site. To connect the island to the mainland, Aztec engineers built three raised roads
called causeways over the water and marshland. Other cities ringed the lake, creating a
dense concentration of people in the Valley of Mexico. One of Cortés’s soldiers, Bernal
Díaz, was amazed to find a bustling urban civilization in the heart of Mexico:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
When we saw all those cities and villages built in the water, and other great towns on
dry land, and that straight and level causeway leading to Mexico, we were astounded.
These great towns and cues [pyramids] and buildings rising from the water, all made of
stone, seemed like an enchanted vision. . . . Indeed, some of our soldiers asked whether
it was not all a dream.
BERNAL DÍAZ, The Conquest of New Spain

Background
The twin temples were
dedicated to the sun
god and the rain god.

In Tenochtitlan, palaces, temples, markets, and residential districts were connected by streets and avenues. Canals divided the city, allowing canoes to bring
people and cargo directly into the city center. Aqueducts funneled fresh water in
from the mainland.
At the center of the city was a huge, walled complex, filled with palaces, temples,
and government buildings. The main structure in this complex was the Great Temple.
It was a giant pyramid with twin temples at the top, the Aztec religious center.

Religion, the Center of Aztec Life
Religion played a major role in Aztec society. In Tenochtitlan there were hundreds of
temples and religious structures dedicated to the gods. The Aztecs adopted many of their
gods and religious beliefs from other Mesoamerican peoples, particularly the Toltecs.
Aztec religious practice centered on elaborate public ceremonies designed to communicate with the gods and win their favor. At these ceremonies, priests made offerings
to the gods and presented ritual dramas, songs, and dances featuring masked performers. The Aztec ceremonial calendar was full of religious festivals, which varied according
to the god being honored.

C. Answer They
were needed for sacrifice to the gods.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Clarifying Why
were so many war
captives taken?

Men on a flying
wheel and dancers
entertain warriors
on a festival day.
Sacrificial offerings
are carried to the
top of the pyramid.
The picture is a
detail from a fresco
at the National
Palace in Mexico,
painted by Diego
Rivera in 1950.

Sacrifices for the Sun God The most
important rituals involved the sun god,
Huitzilopochtli. According to Aztec
belief, Huitzilopochtli made the sun rise
every day, but only when he was nourished by human blood. Without regular
offerings of blood, the sun would fall
from the sky and all life would perish.
For that reason, Aztec priests carried
out human sacrifice on a massive scale.
Thousands of victims, usually prisoners
of war, were led to the altar atop the
Great Temple, where priests carved out
their hearts using obsidian knives.
To fulfill this sacred duty, the priests
required a steady supply of war captives. This in turn pushed the Aztec
military to carry out new conquests.
The battle tactics of Aztec warriors
were designed to provide live prisoners
of war for the sacrifices.
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something in common across cultures

Measuring Time
Personal experiences and changes in the environment force all humans to
sense time. How that passage of time is measured is a cultural characteristic
that reflects the needs of the society. For example, if the society needs to
know when a yearly flood will take place, the measuring of time will provide
an answer. The need to get many people to work together at an identical
time requires a different measurement of time. Cultures have devised a
variety of ways to measure time to meet their needs. As you compare and
contrast the methods of measuring time on these pages, think about what
needs each of these timepieces helps meet.

In 1884, nations around the world agreed
to set standard time zones. They begin at
the Prime Meridian. There are 24
standard zones that cover the earth’s
surface at intervals of 60 minutes.
Greece

Prime
Meridian

China
Aztecs

Aztec Sun Stone at Tenochtitlan
Religious activities in the 14th century surrounding
both the day and the year required a method of
identifying the time period and the god who controlled
it. Originally located in the main ceremonial plaza of
Tenochtitlan, the Aztec calendar stone measures 13 feet
in diameter and weighs 24 tons. In the center is the sun
god Tonatiuh. He is surrounded by symbols of movement
and the four worlds preceding the time of the Aztecs: Tiger,
Water, Wind, and Rain of Fire. In the ring just outside these
panels, 20 segments represent the 20 days that make up each of
the 18 months of the Mesoamerican year. The year was composed
of 360 days plus 5 extra days that were considered to be unlucky.

a

closer
look

AZTEC CALENDARS
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The Aztec gods pictured here were closely
associated with the calendar and the passage of
time. Since gods ruled specific periods of time,
it was important to know which gods controlled
the day. During the time they ruled, offerings
were made to them.
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Sundial
The need to know which part of the day to pray or
assemble created a need for a timepiece with more
exactness. The earliest known sundial dates from about
the eighth century b.c. The style pictured above was used
by the astronomer Ptolemy in Alexandria in a.d. 125–141.
A sundial tells time by measuring the angles of a
shadow cast by the sun. A flat triangular piece of metal is
set in the center of the dial. The shadow it casts on the
dial tells the time. The dial face is divided into hours, and
sometimes half and quarter hours. Many sundials have
faces numbered from 5 A.M. to 7 P.M. in Roman numerals.

Page 6 of 7

Chinese Mechanical Clock
Built in a.d. 1090, during the Song Dynasty, this
clock’s movements were driven by water flowing into
buckets on a waterwheel inside the clock tower. As each
bucket filled, a lever tilted, the wheel turned, and a new
bucket was filled. Every 15 minutes, bells and gongs
rang. To chime the hours, revolving figures appeared at
the clock windows. For accuracy, the mechanical
movement was coordinated with the celestial globe at
the top of the tower.

Wristwatch
Wristwatches became popular
during World War I when soldiers
and pilots needed both convenience
and precision in measuring time.
This modern navigator style
chronograph shows the time, acts as
a stop watch, and can calculate miles
per hour.

The Aztecs, like the Maya, used two
calendars to calculate time—a 260day religious calendar and a 365day solar one. They meshed as if
they were a pair of wheels. Once
every 52 years both cycles started
on the same day.

Connect

to History

Contrasting For which need for
measuring time were the majority
of the clocks/calendars invented?
SEE SKILLBUILDER
HANDBOOK, PAGE R7

Connect

to Today

Reporting Find out the reasons
for the origin of daylight-savings
time. Also try to find out what
impact daylight-savings time has
on the use of electricity in the
United States. Write a brief report
on your findings.
For an Internet activity on Counting:
Calendars and Cords . . .

NET ACTIVITY
CL ASSZONE .COM
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Problems in the Aztec Empire
Eventually, the Aztecs’ need for an ever-expanding empire created
problems for them. In 1502 a new ruler, Montezuma II
(mahn tih ZOO muh), was crowned emperor. Under Montezuma, the
Aztec empire began to weaken. For nearly a century, the Aztecs had been
demanding tribute and sacrificial victims from the provinces under their
control. Now, with the population of Tenochtitlan growing ever greater,
the emperor called for even more tribute and sacrifice. A number of
provinces rose up against Aztec oppression. This began a period of unrest
and rebellion, which the military had to put down.
Montezuma tried to reduce pressure on the provinces caused by great demands for
tribute payment. He froze and reduced the number of government officials. But
resentment continued to grow. Then, as domestic problems simmered, another threat
appeared: the arrival of the Spanish. To many Aztecs, the strangers from across the
sea brought to mind the old legend regarding the return of Quetzalcoatl.
Further south in the high mountain valleys of the Andes, another empire was
developing, one that would transcend the Aztec empire in land area, power, and
wealth. The Inca, too, worshiped the sun and had large armies, but the society they
built was much different from that of the Aztecs, as you will see in Section 4.
•

Masks such as this
were sometimes
placed on the head
of a dead person.
The mosaic pattern
dates from the
Teotihuacan era
and was repeated
in Aztec masks.
The mosaic pieces
are jade, coral, and
shell on an obsidian base.

•

•

Aztec
Traits of Civilization

Strength Leading to
Power

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
D. Making
Inferences Why
would freezing the
number of government officials reduce
the need for tribute
money?
D. Answer They
would not need to be
paid.

Weakness Leading to
Decline

Religious beliefs and theocracy

United culture
Loyalty to the king

Many physical and human
resources funneled into
religious activities

Powerful army

Adds land, power, and prisoners for religious sacrifice

Need for prisoners changes
warfare style to less deadly
and less aggressive

Empire of tribute states

Provides wealth and power
and prisoners for religious
sacrifice

Tribute states are rebellious
and need to be controlled

S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Charts
1. How was the tribute system both a strength and a weakness?
2. How are the army and religious beliefs linked in the Aztec Empire?

Section 3 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• obsidian
• Quetzalcoatl
• Triple Alliance
• Montezuma II

406 Chapter 16

2. TAKING NOTES

Draw a chain of events diagram
like the one below and fill in the
main events that led to the
establishment and growth of the
Aztec Empire.

3. RECOGNIZING EFFECTS

How did the Aztec need for
victims for sacrifice lead to
problems controlling the empire?

THINK ABOUT
• reactions of the conquered
peoples
• changes in army tactics

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Power and Authority With a
small group of students, write a
short play in which Montezuma
discusses with his advisers how
to gain control of rebellious
provinces of the Aztec Empire. Be
sure one adviser wants to keep
peace at all costs.
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TERMS & NAMES

The Inca Create a
Mountain Empire

•
•
•
•

MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

The Inca built a vast empire supported
by taxes, governed by a bureaucracy,
and linked by extensive road systems.

The Inca system of government was
similar to some socialist governments
in the 20th century.

Pachacuti
ayllu
mita
quipu

SETTING THE STAGE While the Aztecs were ruling in

Mexico, another people—the Inca—were creating an
equally powerful state in South America. From their capital
in southern Peru, the Inca spread outward in all directions.
They brought various Andean peoples under their control
and built the largest empire ever seen in the Americas.

The Inca Come to Power
Like the Aztecs, the Inca built their empire on cultural foundations thousands of years old. Ancient civilizations such as Chavín, Moche, and Nazca
had already established a tradition of high culture in Peru. They were followed by the
Huari and Tiahuanaco cultures of southern Peru and Bolivia. The Chimu, an impressive civilization of the 1300s based in the northern coastal region once controlled by
the Moche, came next. The Inca would create an even more powerful state, however,
extending their rule over the entire Andean region.
Incan Beginnings The word Inca was originally the name of the ruling family of a

This gold mask is
covered with cinnabar, a red ore. The
eyes are formed of
tree resin. The ear
spools are marks of
nobility. The mask is
from the Siccan
culture, which was
conquered by the
Chimu.

group of people living in a high plateau of the Andes. After wandering the highlands
for years, the Inca finally settled on fertile lands in the Valley of Cuzco. By the 1200s,
the Inca had established their own small kingdom in the valley.
During this early period, the Inca developed traditions and beliefs ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
■HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■
that helped launch and unify their empire. One of these traditions
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
was the belief that the Incan ruler was descended from the sun god,
Pachacuti
Inti, who would bring prosperity and greatness to the Incan state.
As the second son of the Inca ruler
Only men from one of 11 noble lineages believed to be descendants
Viracocha, Pachacuti was not in
of the sun god could be selected as the Incan leader. These 11 familine to succeed his father. In the
lies were called orejones, “Big Ears,” because of the large plugs they
early 1400s, however, Cuzco was
attacked by the enemy state of
wore in their earlobes.
Chanca. Viracocha and his first son,
Another tradition was the custom of worshiping dead rulers, who
Urcon, fled the city. However,
were preserved as sacred mummies. The mummies were brought to
Pachacuti stood his ground and
all important events and housed in special chambers. These royal
defeated the enemy. He then seized
the throne from his brother to
mummies and their descendants retained rights to all the wealth and
become the new king.
property accumulated during the king’s lifetime. Succeeding rulers had
Pachacuti, whose name meant
to acquire their own wealth, which led them to conquer new territories.
“World Transformer” (or in some
Pachacuti Builds an Empire At first the Incan kingdom grew

slowly. In 1438, however, a powerful and ambitious ruler, Pachacuti
(pah chah KOO tee), took the throne. Under his leadership, the Inca
expanded quickly, conquering all of Peru and then moving into
neighboring lands. By 1500 the Inca ruled an empire that stretched
2,500 miles along the western coast of South America, from Ecuador
in the north to Chile and Argentina in the south. The Inca called this
•

•

•

translations “Earthshaker”), ruled
for 33 years, until 1471, creating the
largest empire in the Americas.
Pachacuti has been compared
to Philip II of Macedonia. His son,
Topa Yupanqui, who further
enlarged the empire, has been
compared to Alexander the Great.
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empire Tihuantinsuya, or “Land of the Four Quarters.”
It included about 80 provinces and perhaps as many as
16 million people.
Pachacuti and his successors accomplished this feat of
conquest through a combination of diplomacy and military
force. The Inca had a powerful military but used force only
when necessary. The Inca were clever diplomats. Before
attacking, they typically offered enemy states an honorable
surrender. They would allow them to keep their own customs
and rulers in exchange for loyalty to the Incan state. Because
of this kind treatment, many states gave up without resisting.
Once an area was defeated, the Inca would make every
effort to gain the loyalty of the newly conquered people.
According to a 16th-century Spanish observer:
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South American
Cultures, 100–1535
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A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
The Inca always had the mastery, but when the enemies were
vanquished, they were not destroyed; on the contrary, orders
were given to release the captives and restore the spoils, and
allow them to retain their estates. For the Inca desired to
show them that they should not be so mad as to revolt against
his royal person and reject his friendship; rather they should
wish to be his friends, as were those in other provinces.

Lake
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PEDRO DE CIEZA DE LEÓN, Chronicle of Peru

Incan Government Creates Unity
30°S

The Inca were also extraordinary organizers and administrators. To control the huge empire, the rulers divided their
territory and its people into manageable units, governed by
a central bureaucracy. The Inca created an efficient economic system to support the empire and an extensive road
system to tie it together. They also imposed a single official
language, Quechua (KEHCH wuh), and founded schools to
teach Incan ways. Certain social groups were identified by
officially dictated patterns on clothing. All of these actions
were calculated to unify the variety of people controlled by
the Inca.

Moche, 100–700
Chimu, 1000–1470
Inca, 1438–1535
Inca roads

40°S
0
0

•

500 Miles
1,000 Kilometers

GEOGRAPHY SKILLBUILDER:
Interpreting Maps
1. Place The lands of which earlier South
American cultures were included in the
Incan Empire?
2. Human-Environment Interaction Look at
the shape and terrain of the Incan Empire.
What problems related to geography
might occur in controlling the land?

Incan Cities Show Government Presence To exercise

control over their empire, the Inca built many cities in conquered areas. The architecture of government buildings
was the same all over the empire, making the presence of
the government apparent. As in Rome, all roads led to the
capital, Cuzco. The heart of the Incan Empire, Cuzco was a
splendid city of temples, plazas, and palaces. “Cuzco was
grand and stately,” wrote Cieza de León. “It had fine streets, . . . and the houses were
built of solid stones, beautifully joined.” Like the Romans, the Inca were masterful
engineers and stonemasons. Though they had no iron tools and did not use the wheel,
Incan builders carved and transported huge blocks of stone, fitting them together perfectly without mortar. Many Incan walls still stand in Cuzco, undisturbed by the
region’s frequent earthquakes.
Incan Government Organizes Communities The Incan system of government

was based on age-old patterns of community cooperation. Small groups of people
known as ayllu (EYE loo) worked together for the common good, building irrigation
•
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Forming and
Supporting an
Opinion Of all the
methods used to create unity, which do
you think would be
most successful?
Why?
A. Possible Answer
Probably the strongest
answer is language. It
allowed easy communication throughout
the empire.
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Recognizing
Effects How would
relocating troublesome people help
government control of
an area?
B. Answer Reduce
the ability of the troublemakers to gather
followers.
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canals and agricultural terraces on steep hillsides. The ayllu also stored food and other
supplies to distribute during hard times.
The Inca took this principle of community organization and welfare and applied it
to their empire. They incorporated the ayllu structure into a governing system based
on the decimal system. They divided families into groups of 10, 100, 1,000, and
10,000. Each group was led by a chief. He was part of a chain of command. That chain stretched from the community and regional levels all
the way to Cuzco, where the Incan ruler and his council of state held
court. In general, local administration was left in the hands of local
rulers, and villages were allowed to continue their traditional ways. If a
community resisted Incan control, however, the Inca might relocate the
whole group to a different territory. The resisters would be placed under
the control of rulers appointed by the high rulers.
The main demand the Incan state placed on its subjects was for tribute,
mainly in the form of labor. The labor tribute was known as mita (MEE tuh). It
required all able-bodied citizens to work for the state a certain number of days every
year. Mita workers might labor on state farmlands, produce craft goods for state warehouses, or help build public works, such as roads, palaces, or irrigation canals.
•

Roads Link the Empire The most spectacular public works project was the Incan

A miniature silver
llama illustrates
how important the
llama was in Incan
society. It helped
transport goods and
food in the mountains, provided
wool and meat, and
was offered to the
gods as a sacrifice.

road system. A marvel of engineering, this road system symbolized the power of the
Incan state. The 14,000-mile-long network of roads and bridges spanned the empire,
traversing rugged mountains and harsh deserts. The roads ranged from paved stone
to simple paths. Along the roads, the Inca built guest houses to provide shelter for
weary travelers. A system of runners, known as chasquis (SHAH skeys), traveled these
roads as a kind of postal service, carrying messages from one end of
the empire to the other. The road system also allowed the easy
POTLIGHT N
movement of troops to bring control to zones where trouble might
Incan Relay Messengers
be brewing.
•

S

State Controls the Economy Incan power was also evident in

Background
The irrigation systems
were originally built
by the Moche, Chimu,
and Tiwankans.

O

Communication in the Incan Empire
was the task of runner-messengers
called chasquis. The system worked
like a modern relay race. A runner
would “hand off” a memorized
message or package to another
runner waiting at a way station.
That runner would sprint to the next
station along the road.
The stations were placed about
every mile or so along the main
roads, which covered about 3,100
miles. In this way, a message could
travel 140 miles a day. The distance
from Cuzco to the coast could be
covered in just three days. A century later, the same journey took the
Spanish 12 days on horseback!
The chasquis who traveled the
Inca roads served in 15-day shifts.
This job was a part of their mita
labor tax.

economic life. The Incan state controlled most economic activity,
regulating the production and distribution of goods. Land was organized into upper and lower geographical units, each producing goods
the other could not. The units were linked together to create a total
economy. Unlike the Maya and the Aztec, the Inca allowed little private commerce or trade.
Historians have compared the Incan system to a type of socialism
or a modern welfare state. Citizens were expected to work for the
state and were cared for in return. For example, the aged and disabled were often supported by the state. The state also held public
feasts, distributing food and maize beer as a reward for citizens’ labor.
Land ownership was divided in three ways: state lands, religious
lands, and community lands. Farmers worked on all three types of
land. Expanding on irrigation systems developed by earlier people,
the Inca created a massive water management system that stored
water for the dry season. They even straightened an entire river
channel to better provide water for agriculture.
With a terracing system they produced crops such as maize and
quinoa, a grain native to the Andes. The Inca developed a method for freeze-drying
potatoes. They then stored the freeze-dried potatoes, called chuño, in huge warehouses for times of shortages of food. The chuño could be kept indefinitely.
Government Keeps Records Despite the sophistication of many aspects of

Incan life, the Inca never developed a writing system. History and literature were
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One and one-half
miles up a mountain, Machu Picchu
could only be
reached by a log
bridge across a
deep canyon.
Although the
details of its origin
and its abandonment are unclear,
some historians
believe that it was
a religious or
ceremonial city.
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memorized as part of an oral tradition. For numerical information, the Inca created an accounting device known as the quipu (see “Spotlight” on page 18), a set
of knotted strings that could be used to record data. The knots and their position
on the cord indicated numbers. Additionally, the colors of the cords indicated categories of information important to the government. For example, red strings were
used to count warriors.
The Inca also developed an elaborate calendar system with two types of calendars,
one for night and one for day. They were used primarily for religious purposes. Like
the calendars of the Maya and the Aztec, the two calendars provided information
about the gods who, the Inca believed, ruled the day and time. Like the Maya, Incan
mathematicians and astronomers used complicated methods to create calendars necessary for the proper worship of the gods.

Religion Supports the State
As in ancient Mexico, religion was important to the Inca and helped reinforce the
power of the state. The Inca worshiped fewer gods than the Aztecs. The Inca focused
on key nature spirits such as the moon, the stars, and thunder. In the balance of
nature, the Inca saw patterns for the
way humans should relate to each
other and to the earth. Chief of the
Incan gods was a creator god called
Viracocha. Next in importance was the
sun god, Inti. Because the Incan ruler
was considered a descendant of Inti,
sun worship amounted to worship of
the king.
Incan priests led the sun-worship
services, assisted by young women
known as mamakuna, or “virgins of
the sun.” These women, all unmarried, were drafted by the Inca for a
lifetime of religious service. The
young women were trained in religious activities, as teachers, spinners,
weavers, and beer makers. Young
men, known as yamacuna, also served
as full-time workers for the state and
in religious activities. Sacrifice of llamas and exchange of goods were a
part of the religious activities. The
goods were distributed by the priest to
the people as gifts from the gods.
The Temple of the Sun in Cuzco
was the most sacred of all Incan shrines. It was heavily decorated in gold, a metal the
Inca referred to as “sweat of the sun.” According to Garcilaso de la Vega, the son of an
Inca princess, the temple even had a garden crafted entirely from precious metals.
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
Here could be seen all sorts of plants, flowers, trees, animals, both small and large, wild
and tame, tiny crawling creatures such as snakes, lizards, and snails, as well as butterflies
and birds of every size. . . . All of these valuable works were made by the goldsmiths
attached to the Temple, from the tribute of gold and silver that arrived every year from
all the provinces of the Empire.
GARCILASO DE LA VEGA, The Incas
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Recognizing
Effects How might
Incan achievements in
math and astronomy
have helped create a
strong government?
B. Possible Answer
The quipus helped the
government to gather
important information.
Accurate calendars
were essential to
the Inca religion,
which supported the
government.

Background
Notice the similarity
to the Egyptian ideas
about the sun and the
ruler.
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In addition to producing beautiful gold and silver articles, Incan artisans even covered walls in Cuzco with shining sheets of gold.
Cuzco was the administrative and ceremonial capital of the Incan Empire. It
included a sun temple and storage areas. Other Incan cities also had monumental
architecture and seemed to have multiple purposes. For example, Machu Picchu, discovered by Hiram Bingham in 1912, was isolated and mysterious. Like Cuzco, Machu
Picchu also had a sun temple, public buildings, a water system, and a central plaza.
Some sources suggest it was an estate of Pachacuti. Others believe it was a retreat for
Inca rulers or the elite. Its true function has not been determined.

Discord in the Empire
Vocabulary
litter: a chair that is
carried by bearers

In the early 1500s, the Inca empire was at the height of its glory. King Huayna Capac
toured the empire in a royal litter, covered with gold and surrounded by attendants.
Trouble was on the way, however. Stopping in Quito, Ecuador, the king opened a gift
box. Out flew butterflies and moths, considered an evil omen. About 1525, while still
in Quito, Huayna Capac died of disease. Soon after his death, civil war broke out
between Huayna Capac’s sons, Atahualpa (ah tah WAHL pah) and Huascar (WAHS
kahr), who both claimed the throne. Atahualpa won, but the war tore the empire
apart. As you will learn in Chapter 20, within a few years, the Spanish arrived. Taking
advantage of Incan weakness, they would soon divide and conquer the empire.
•

•

•

•

Inca
Traits of Civilization

Strength Leading
to Power

Weakness Leading
to Decline

Religious beliefs and
theocracy

United culture
Loyalty to the emperor

Many physical and human
resources funneled into
religious activities

Major road systems

Connected entire empire and
aided control

Enemy could also use roads to
move troops

Type of welfare state with huge
bureaucracy

Care for entire population
during good and bad times

People unable to care for
themselves with the elimination
of the welfare state

S K I L L B U I L D E R : Interpreting Charts
1. In your opinion, which of the three traits leading to power was the most valuable? Briefly
discuss your reasons.
2. Which trait did you find repeated in the Maya and Aztec Empires?

Section 4 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Pachacuti
• ayllu
• mita
• quipu

2. TAKING NOTES

Draw a diagram like the one below
and fill in the methods the Inca
used to achieve the idea in the
center.

3. ANALYZING MOTIVES

Why do you think the Inca used
the ayllu system as the basis for
governing the people of the
empire?

THINK ABOUT
The Inca built a vast
empire, which was
largely unified under
their control.

• ways to control a large empire
• the ease of using a system that
already existed

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Power and Authority Choose
a partner to debate the value of
the welfare state of the Inca. One
partner should support the welfare
state and the other should be
against it. Focus the debate on the
advantages and disadvantages of
the Incan welfare state.

Which of these methods for
unification were acceptable to the
conquered people? Explain.
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Chapter

16 Assessment

People and Empires
in the Americas

TERMS & NAMES

North America
600–1600

1. pueblos

6. Quetzalcoatl

2. Mississippian

7. Triple Alliance

3. Iroquois

8. Montezuma II

• Government by a variety of
small tribes to very complex
societies
• Similar religious beliefs in the
Great Spirit
• Economy influenced by the
environment
• Trade links to other groups

Briefly explain the importance of each of the following to the development of
Native American cultures in North America, Mesoamerica, or South America.

4. Tikal

9. Pachacuti

5. glyph

10. mita

REVIEW QUESTIONS
SECTION 1 (pages 391–394)

Diverse Societies of North America

Mesoamerica: Maya
250–900
• Government by city-state kings
• Religion plays a major role in
society and rule
• Trade links between city-states
and other Mesoamerican
groups
• Math and astronomy develop
to support religious beliefs
• Pyramid builders
• Written language using
hieroglyphs

11. Why were Native American societies in North America so diverse?
12. What were the three things that most Native Americans in North
America had in common?
SECTION 2 (pages 395–399)

Mayan Kings and Cities
13. What role did religion play in Mayan life?
14. What were three major achievements of the Mayan civilization?
SECTION 3 (pages 400–406)

The Aztecs Control Central Mexico
15. How did the Aztecs build and control their empire?
16. What role did trade play in the Aztec Empire?
17. Why did the Aztecs sacrifice human beings to their gods?

Mesoamerica: Aztec
1200–1521
• Government by warrior-kings
• Religion plays a major role in
society and rule
• Trade links between tribute
states and other Mesoamerican
groups
• Human sacrifice practiced for
religious offerings
• Pyramid builders
• Pictorial written language

SECTION 4 (pages 407–411)

The Inca Create a Mountain Empire
18. How did the Inca custom of worshiping dead rulers affect the conquest
of new territories?
19. List three ways in which the Inca government involved itself in people’s
lives.
20. How did Inca religion reinforce the power of the state?

Interact

South America: Inca
1400–1532
• Government by theocracy—sun-god king
• Religion plays a major
role in society and rule
• Social welfare state cares for all
people
• Extensive road system links the
country together

412 Chapter 16

with History

From the mask clues and detective
thinking, you should have determined that the Bella Coola society
was a salmon fishing society that
lived in forests by the Pacific
Ocean. They probably used the
mask in a ceremony about the chief
god bringing fish to the people.
Using the guide questions on the
Interact page, look back in the
chapter at the masks in each section to see what you can determine
about other cultures.
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CRITICAL THINKING

CHAPTER ACTIVITIES

1. NATIVE AMERICAN RELIGIOUS BELIEFS

1. LIVING HISTORY: Unit Portfolio Project

Compare the
religious beliefs of the Maya, the Aztecs, and the Inca.
How were they similar? How were they different?
THEME RELIGIOUS AND ETHICAL SYSTEMS

2. CONTROLLING THE VALLEY OF MEXICO
From the beginning of the first century A.D., the Valley
of Mexico was controlled by three major cultural
groups. Find two dates for each culture and place
them on the time line below. Write a brief description
of the importance of each date.

3. INCAN GOVERNMENT AND SOCIETY
What can you infer about the values of the Inca from
the fact that the government provided care for
citizens who were aged or unable to care for
themselves?
4. ANALYZING PRIMARY SOURCES
The following quotation is an Iroquois prayer to the
Great Spirit and to other spirits in nature. Read the
prayer and answer the questions below it.
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
We return thanks to our mother, the earth,
which sustains us. We return thanks to the
rivers and streams, which supply us with
water. . . . We return thanks to the corn, and
to her sisters, the beans and squashes, which
give us life. . . . We return thanks to the sun,
that he has looked upon the earth with a
beneficent eye. . . . We return thanks to the
Great Spirit . . . who directs all things for the
good of his children.
Quoted in In the Trail of the Wind

• How did the Iroquois feel about nature?
• What role did the Great Spirit play for the
Iroquois?

Additional Test Practice,
pp. S1–S33

TEST PRACTICE
CL ASSZONE .COM

THEME CULTURAL INTERACTION Your unit portfolio project focuses on showing
cultural interaction through conquest, trade, migration, and heritage (see
page 387). For Chapter 16, you might use one of the following ideas.

• Imagine you are a Chinook trader from the Northwest Coast heading for
an intertribal marketplace on the Columbia River. Do research on the trade
items of peoples of the Northwest and those of the interior plains. Write a
dialogue between you as a Chinook trader and one or more traders from
other areas discussing the goods you will trade.
• The Toltec culture influenced the religious ideas of both the Aztec and the
Maya. Do research on the Toltec, Maya, and Aztec gods. Then make a
poster that illustrates how some of the Toltec gods were portrayed in the
Maya and Aztec cultures.
Aztec cultural ruins have been excavated in Mexico City. Using the
Internet, magazines, and books, research how the Plaza of Three
Cultures and the Great Temple have preserved the cultures of the people of
Mexico. Then write a one-page news article that describes these places and
shows the heritage of the Mexican people.
2. CONNECT TO TODAY: Cooperative Learning
THEME POWER AND AUTHORITY The Iroquois League, or Confederacy,
originally formed over 400 years ago, in 1570, is still in operation today.
Work with a team to prepare a six-page advertising brochure that discusses
the founding of the confederacy, its history through the years, and how it is
functioning today. Use the Internet, magazines, and books such as White
Roots of Peace: Iroquois Book of Life to research the topic.

3. INTERPRETING A TIME LINE
Revisit the unit time line on pages 386–387. Find the dates for Chapter 16.
Look at the dates for other cultures in this unit. Which empires were in
power in other parts of the world at about the same time as the Aztecs and
the Inca?

FOCUS ON GEOGRAPHY
This Spanish map (c.1519)
is a bird’s-eye view of the
island city of Tenochtitlan.
Notice the roadway
connections to the mainland and the canals that
connected parts of
the city.
• How many direct
links to the
mainland are
there?
• What appears to be in the
center of the city?
Connect to History Why
was this location selected
for a city?
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European Renaissance
and Reformation, 1300–1600
Connect History and Geography
By the 16th century, the humanistic ideas of the Italian
Renaissance were spreading throughout Europe. The Holy Roman
Empire, though formally in control of northern Italy, had little
power outside Germany. The map at the right shows Europe in
1500. Use the map to help you answer the questions below.
1. What were the borders of the Holy Roman Empire?
2. How was Italy divided at the time?
3. What does the map show in Italy that is different from the rest
of Europe?
4. How might the growth of cities have affected Italian culture?
For more information about the European Renaissance
and Reformation . . .

CLASSZONE.COM

By 1527, King Henry VIII of England was
sure that his queen was too old to bear
a son. Anne Boleyn caught his eye.
Anne was pretty and young enough to
have children. When the pope refused
to end Henry’s first marriage, Henry
started his own church. An English
archbishop ended Henry’s marriage,
and Anne became Henry’s second wife.

1300
Renaissance
begins in Italy.

414

1455
Gutenberg Bible
printed.
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Interact with History

Y

ou are a historian looking at primary sources from the
Renaissance. One of them is this painting by Jan van Eyck.
Chancellor Rolin, a powerful government official in
Burgundy (later part of France), asked the artist to paint this
portrait. You are analyzing it to discover Rolin’s values and
how he wanted to be viewed by others. You can also use the
art to learn about the times.

What do we
learn from
art?
1 Van Eyck used a

5 Renaissance artists
were influenced
by classical art.
The columns and
arches show
classical influence.

recently
rediscovered
technique called
perspective,
which makes
distant objects
look smaller than
close ones. He
also used oil
paints, a new
invention.

5
1

4 Renaissance artists
portrayed the
importance of
individuals.
Chancellor Rolin is
kneeling to show
respect, but he
wears a fur-trimmed
robe that shows his
high status.

3 Van Eyck included

2 This painting
2
4

many details simply
for the sake of
beauty. These
include the fancy
design on the floor,
the folds of Mary’s
cloak, and the
scenery outside the
arches.

3

EXAMINING
• What does art tell us about the
values and beliefs of the society
that produced it?
• What does art show about how
people of that society viewed
themselves?
• How does art reflect a society’s
standards of beauty?

416 Chapter 17

the

ISSUES

As a class, discuss these questions. In
your discussion, review what you know
about art in other places such as Egypt,
India, China, and Benin.
As you read about the Renaissance,

notice what the art of that time reveals
about European society.

shows the infant
Jesus and his
mother Mary in
15th century
Europe. By
portraying biblical
characters in
their own time,
Renaissance
artists showed
the importance of
religion in their
lives.
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TERMS & NAMES

Italy: Birthplace of
the Renaissance
MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

The European Renaissance, a rebirth of
learning and the arts, began in Italy in
the 1300s.

Renaissance ideas about classical
studies, art, and literature still
influence modern thought.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Renaissance
humanism
secular
patron
perspective
vernacular

SETTING THE STAGE During the late Middle Ages, Europeans suffered from both

war and plague. Those who survived wanted to enjoy life. As a result, they questioned
the Church, which taught Christians to endure suffering to get a heavenly reward.
They also questioned the structures of medieval society, which blocked social
advancement. Educated people gradually began to reject medieval values and look to
the classical past for ideas.

SPOTLIGHT ON

Italy’s Advantages
The years 1300 to 1600 saw an explosion of creativity in Europe.
Historians call this period the Renaissance (REHN ih SAHNS). The
term means rebirth—in this case a rebirth of art and learning. The
Renaissance began in northern Italy around 1300 and later spread
north. One reason northern Europe lagged behind is that France and
England were locked in the Hundred Years’ War. Italy also had three
advantages that fostered the Renaissance: thriving cities, a wealthy merchant class, and the classical heritage of Greece and Rome.
•

•

Urban Centers Overseas trade, spurred by the Crusades, had led

Background
Florence lost up to
55,000 out of a population of 85,000.

A. Possible
Answers Because if
he were elected, he
might lose his office;
by staying behind the
scenes, he could try
to influence whoever
held office.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Making
Inferences Why do
you suppose Cosimo
de’ Medici preferred
to rule from behind
the scenes rather than
openly?

to the growth of large city-states in northern Italy. The region also
had many sizable towns. Thus, northern Italy was urban while the
rest of Europe was still mostly rural. Since cities are often places
where people exchange new ideas, they were an ideal breeding
ground for an intellectual revolution.
The bubonic plague struck these cities hard, killing up to 60 percent of the population. This brought economic changes. Because there
were fewer laborers, survivors could demand higher wages. In addition, the reduced population shrank opportunities for business expansion. Wealthy merchants began to pursue other interests, such as art.

Other Renaissances
A Renaissance can be a rebirth
of the arts and learning at any
time in history. For example,
the Tang (618–907) and Song
(960–1279) dynasties in China
oversaw a period of great artistic
and technological advances.
Like the Italian Renaissance,
the achievements of the Tang and
the Song had roots in an earlier
time—the Han Dynasty (202 B.C. to
A.D. 220). After the Han collapsed,
China experienced turmoil.
When order was restored,
Chinese culture flourished. The
Chinese invented gunpowder and
printing. The most famous Chinese
poets of all time wrote literary
masterpieces. Breakthroughs
were made in architecture,
painting, and pottery. In many
ways, the Tang and Song period
was a true Renaissance.

Merchants and the Medici Milan, Florence, and other Italian

city-states ran their own affairs. Each collected taxes and had its own army. Because
city-states were relatively small, a high percentage of citizens could be intensely
involved in political life. Merchants were the wealthiest, most powerful class, and they
dominated politics. Unlike nobles, merchants did not inherit social rank. Success in
business depended mostly on their own wits. As a result, many successful merchants
believed they deserved power and wealth because of their individual merit. Individual
achievement was to become an important Renaissance theme.
Florence came under the rule of one powerful family, the Medici (MEHD ih chee).
They had made a fortune in trade and banking. Cosimo de’ Medici was the wealthiest
European of his time. In 1434, he won control of Florence’s government. He did not
seek political office for himself, but instead influenced members of the ruling council by
giving them loans. For 30 years, he was virtually dictator of Florence.
•

•
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■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ Cosimo de’ Medici died in 1464, but his family retained control of
■HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ Florence. His grandson, Lorenzo de’ Medici, came into power in 1469.
Medici Family
Giant banks with branches in many
cities are nothing new. The Medici
bank had branch offices not only
throughout Italy but also in the
major cities of Europe.
A rival family grew so jealous of
the Medici that they plotted to kill
Lorenzo (see bust below) and his
brother Giuliano. As the Medici
attended Mass, assassins murdered
Giuliano at the altar. Drawing his
sword, Lorenzo escaped to a small
room and held off his attackers until
help arrived. Then he had the killers
brutally, publicly executed.
More positively, Lorenzo was a
generous patron of the arts who
collected many rare manuscripts.
Eventually the Medici family made
their library available to the public.

He became known as Lorenzo the Magnificent. Like his grandfather,
Lorenzo ruled as a dictator yet kept up the appearance of having an
elected government. Although the Medici did not foster true republican government, they aided the Renaissance by supporting the arts.

Classical Heritage Renaissance scholars looked down on the art
and literature of the Middle Ages and wanted to return to the learning of the Greeks and Romans. One reason the Renaissance began
in Italy is that artists and scholars drew inspiration from the ruins of
Rome that surrounded them.
In the 1300s, scholars studied ancient Latin manuscripts, which
had been preserved in monasteries. Then, when Constantinople fell
to the Ottoman Turks in 1453, Byzantine scholars fled to Rome with
ancient Greek manuscripts—which Italian scholars had assumed
were lost forever.

Classical and Worldly Values
As scholars studied these Greek works, they became increasingly
influenced by classical ideas. These ideas helped them to develop
a new outlook on life, which had several characteristics.
Classics Lead to Humanism The study of classical texts led to

humanism, which focused on human potential and achievements.
Instead of trying to make classical texts agree with Christian teaching
as medieval scholars had, humanists studied them to understand
ancient Greek values. Humanists influenced artists and architects to
carry on classical traditions. In addition, humanists popularized the
study of subjects common to classical education, such as history, literature, and philosophy. These subjects are called the humanities.
Enjoyment of Worldly Pleasures In the Middle Ages, some religious people had proved their piety by wearing rough clothing and
eating the plainest foods. However, humanists suggested that a person might enjoy life without offending God. In Renaissance Italy, the
wealthy openly enjoyed material luxuries, fine music, and tasty foods.
Most people remained devout Catholics. However, the basic spirit of Renaissance
society was secular—worldly and concerned with the here and now. Even church leaders became more worldly. They lived in beautiful mansions, threw lavish banquets, and
wore expensive clothes.
Patrons of the Arts In addition to seeking pleasure, Renaissance popes beautified

Rome by spending huge amounts of money for art. They became patrons of the arts
by financially supporting artists. Renaissance merchants also were patrons of the arts.
Wealthy families such as the Medici generously supported artists. By having their
portraits painted or by donating public art to the city, the wealthy demonstrated their
own importance.
The Renaissance Man Renaissance writers first introduced the idea that some peo-

ple were artistic geniuses. Though genius was rare, all educated people were expected
to create art. In fact, the ideal individual strove to master almost every area of study. A
man who excelled in many fields was praised as a “universal man.” Later ages called
such people “Renaissance men.”
A book called The Courtier (1528) by Baldassare Castiglione (KAHS teel YOH nay)
taught how to become such a person. A young man, said Castiglione, should be
•
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•

•

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Analyzing
Causes What were
the three advantages
that caused the
Renaissance to start
in Italy?
B. Answer Italy had
many cities, where
people could
exchange ideas; the
cities were run by
merchants, who supported the arts; Italian
scholars and artists
had access to classical art and literature.

Background
The words humanist
and humanities come
from the Latin word
humanitas, which
referred to the literary
culture that every
educated person
should know.
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charming, witty, and well educated in the classics. He should dance, sing,
play music, and write poetry. In addition, he should be a skilled rider,
wrestler, and swordsman. Above all, he should have self-control:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
Let the man we are seeking be very bold, stern, and always among the
first, where the enemy are to be seen; and in every other place, gentle,
modest, reserved, above all things avoiding ostentation [showiness] and
that impudent [bold] self-praise by which men ever excite hatred and disgust in all who hear them.
BALDASSARE CASTLIGLIONE, The Courtier

The Renaissance Woman According to The Courtier, upper-class women

C. Possible Answer
Because merchants
were proud of their
individual achievements, they wanted
their portraits to show
them as distinctive
individuals.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Synthesizing
Merchants believed in
their own individual
merit. How did this
belief affect artistic
styles?

also should know the classics and be charming. Yet they were not expected to seek
fame. They were expected to inspire art but rarely to create it. Upper-class Renaissance
women were far better educated than the women of the Middle Ages. However, most
Renaissance women had less influence than medieval women had.
A few women, such as Isabella d’Este, did exercise power. Born into the ruling
family of the city-state of Ferrara, she married the ruler of another city-state, Mantua.
She brought many Renaissance artists to her court and acquired an art collection that
was famous throughout Europe. She was also skilled in politics. When her husband
was taken captive in war, she defended Mantua and won his release.

Renaissance Revolutionizes Art
Supported by patrons like Isabella d’Este, dozens of talented artists worked in northern Italy. As the Renaissance advanced, artistic styles changed. Medieval artists used
religious subjects and tried to convey a spiritual ideal. Renaissance artists also often
portrayed religious subjects, but they used a realistic style copied from classical models. Greek and Roman subjects also became popular.
Following the new emphasis on individuals, painters began to paint prominent citizens. These realistic portraits revealed what was distinctive about each person. In
addition, artists such as the sculptor and painter Michelangelo
(MY kuhl AN juh LOH) glorified the human body. (See page 420.)
•

•

•

•

New Techniques Donatello (DAHN•uh•TEHL•oh) made

sculpture more realistic by carving natural postures and
expressions that reveal personality. He revived a classical
form by carving the statue David. It was the first European
sculpture of a large, free-standing nude since ancient
times. Renaissance artists, such as the painter Masaccio
(muh SAH chee oh), also rediscovered the technique of
perspective, which indicates three dimensions.
•

•

•

Perspective in Paintings
Perspective is a technique that creates the
appearance of three dimensions. Classical
artists used perspective, but medieval
artists abandoned the technique. In
the 1400s, Italian artists rediscovered
perspective. Since then, it has remained an
important part of Western art.

vanishing point
horizon

Perspective is based on an optical
illusion. As parallel lines stretch away
from a viewer, they seem to draw
together—until they meet at a spot on
the horizon called the vanishing point.
Marriage of the Virgin (1504), Raphael

This is a 19thcentury engraving
of the Renaissance
writer Baldassare
Castiglione.
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HISTORY THROUGH ART: Renaissance Art

Michelangelo–Renaissance Artist
Like Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo Buonarroti was a true
Renaissance man. He excelled at almost every area of study.
Michelangelo was a painter, a sculptor, an architect, and a poet.
Michelangelo is most famous for the way he portrayed the
human body in painting and sculpture. Influenced by classical art,
he created figures that are forceful and show heroic grandeur and
power. By doing this, he explored the Renaissance theme of
human potential.

St. Peter’s Basilica
As an architect, he designed this
dome to top St. Peter’s Basilica
[Church] in Rome. Michelangelo
began working on the church
in 1546. It still wasn’t
finished when he died in
1564. Another architect
had to finish the dome.

Sistine Chapel
From 1508 to 1512, Michelangelo painted
the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel in Rome.
This detail shows the Biblical prophet
Joel. Many of the panels show classical
influences, such as the two youths who
stand behind Joel instead of angels. Like
many Renaissance artists, Michelangelo
blended Christian and Greek ideals.
Connect

to History

Clarifying How does the work
of Michelangelo show that he
was influenced by Renaissance
values? Explain.

David
Influenced by classical statues,
Michelangelo sculpted David from 1501
to 1504. Michelangelo portrayed the
Biblical hero in the moments just before
battle. His posture is graceful, yet his
figure also displays strength. The
statue, which is 18 feet tall, towers
over the viewer. This conveys a sense
of power.

420 Chapter 17

SEE SKILLBUILDER
HANDBOOK, PAGE R3

Connect

to Today

Researching Look through
books on 20th century art to find
artists who work in more than one
medium, such as painting and
sculpture. Share your findings
with the class.
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Leonardo, Renaissance Man

Leonardo da Vinci (LAY uh
NAHR doh duh VIHN chee) was a
painter, sculptor, inventor, and scientist. A true “Renaissance man,”
he was deeply interested in how
things worked. He studied how a
muscle moves or how veins are
arranged in a leaf. He filled his
notebooks with observations and
sketches of new inventions, and he
incorporated his findings in his art.
Among his many masterpieces,
Leonardo painted one of the bestknown portraits in the world, the
Mona Lisa. The woman in the portrait seems so real that many writers
have tried to explain the thoughts
behind her slight smile. Leonardo
also produced a famous religious
painting, The Last Supper. It shows
the personalities of Jesus’ disciples
through facial expressions.
•

•

•

•

•

Raphael Advances Realism

Leonardo da Vinci
1452–1519
Leonardo da Vinci’s notebooks—and
life—are mysterious in many ways.
Some 3,500 pages closely covered
with writings and drawings survive,
but these may be only one-fourth of
what Leonardo produced.
His writing is clear and easy to
read—but only if you look at it in a
mirror. He wrote backwards in
“mirror-writing.” No one knows why
he took the time to do this.
Leonardo planned scholarly
works that he never wrote, and he
planned great feats of engineering
that were never built. Only 17 of his
paintings survive, and several of
those were unfinished. The drawing
above is the only self-portrait known
to exist. And yet the work that
Leonardo did produce is so amazing
that his reputation as one of the
world’s geniuses is secure.

Raphael
1483–1520
One of the artists influenced by
Leonardo, Raphael began his career
early. His father, Giovanni Santi, was
a painter, and Raphael learned the
basics of his art in his father’s
studio. At a young age, Raphael
went to study with a painter named
Perugino. He stayed there about ten
years and then went to Florence.
In 1508, Raphael was asked by
Pope Julius II to work for him in
Rome. Raphael created a series of
magnificent frescoes, paintings
done on wet plaster, for the pope’s
private rooms in the Vatican.
Raphael, unlike many of his
fellow artists, was easy to like.
When he died on his 37th birthday
after a short illness, many
Romans—including the pope and
his court—were stricken with grief
and went into mourning.

Raphael (RAF ee uhl) was younger
than Michelangelo and Leonardo.
He learned from studying their
works. One of Raphael’s favorite
subjects was the Madonna and
child. Raphael often portrayed their
expressions as gentle and calm.
In his greatest achievement,
Raphael filled the walls of Pope
Julius II’s library with several paintings. One of these, School of Athens (page 414), conveys the classical influence of the
Renaissance. It shows classical and Renaissance figures together. Listening to Greek
philosophers are Raphael and Michelangelo, among others.
•

Vocabulary
Madonna: a term for
Mary, the mother of
Jesus; it comes from
a former Italian title
for women, meaning
“my lady.”

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ HISTORY
■ ■ ■ ■ MAKERS
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

•

Women Painters Although Renaissance society generally restricted women’s roles, a

few Italian women became painters. Sofonisba Anguissola (ahng GWEES soh lah) was
the first woman artist to gain an international reputation. She is known for portraits of
her sisters and of prominent people such as King Phillip II of Spain. Artemisia
Gentileschi (JAYN tee LEHS kee) trained with her painter father and helped with his
work. In her own paintings, Gentileschi painted pictures of strong, heroic women.
•

•

•

•

•

•

Renaissance Writers Change Literature
Background
During most of the
Middle Ages, educated
Europeans wrote
everything in Latin.

Renaissance writers produced works that not only reflected their time, but also used
techniques that writers rely on today. Some followed the example of the medieval
writer Dante. He wrote in the vernacular, his native language, instead of classical
Latin. Dante’s native language was Italian. In addition, Renaissance writers wrote
either for self-expression or to portray the individuality of their subjects. In these
ways, writers of the Renaissance began trends that modern writers still follow.
European Renaissance and Reformation 421
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Petrarch and Boccaccio Francesco Petrarch (PEE•trahrk) was one of the earliest

and most influential humanists. He was also a great poet. Petrarch wrote both in
Italian and in Latin. In Italian, he wrote sonnets—14-line poems. They were about a
mysterious woman named Laura, who was his ideal. (Little is known of Laura except
that she died of the plague in 1348.) In classical Latin, he wrote letters to his many
important friends.
The Italian writer Boccaccio (boh KAH chee oh) is best known for the Decameron,
a series of realistic, sometimes off-color stories. The stories are supposedly told by a
group of worldly young people waiting in a villa to avoid the plague sweeping through
Florence. The humor of the Decameron is cutting. Boccaccio presents the follies of
his characters—and all humans—with some sarcasm.
•

•

•

Machiavelli Advises Rulers The Prince (1513), by Niccolò Machiavelli (MAK ee
uh VEHL ee), also examines the imperfect conduct of human beings. He does so in
the form of a political guidebook. In The Prince, Machiavelli examines how a ruler
can gain power and keep it in spite of his enemies. In answering this question,
he began with the idea that most people are selfish, fickle, and corrupt.
To succeed in such a wicked world, Machiavelli said, a prince
must be strong as a lion and shrewd as a fox. He might have to trick
his enemies and even his own people for the good of the state. In
The Prince, Machiavelli was not concerned with what was morally
right, but with what was politically effective:
•

•

•

•

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
Everyone admits how praiseworthy it is in a prince to keep
faith, and to live with integrity and not with craft. Nevertheless
our experience has been that those princes who have done
great things have held good faith of little account, and have
known how to circumvent the intellect of men by craft, and in
the end have overcome those who have relied on their word.
NICCOLÒ MACHIAVELLI, The Prince

Niccolò
Machiavelli, shown
here with his hand
on a book, was
much more than just
a cynical political
thinker. He was also
a patriot, a poet, and
a historian.

Women Writers The women writers who gained fame in the Renaissance usually

wrote about personal subjects, not politics. Yet, some of them had great influence.
Vittoria Colonna exchanged sonnets with Michelangelo and helped Castiglione publish The Courtier. Her own poems are often very personal. For example, when her
husband was away at war, she wrote to him, “Your uncertain enterprises do not hurt
you; / but we who wait, mournfully grieving, / are wounded by doubt and fear.”
Toward the end of the 15th century, Renaissance ideas began to spread north from
Italy to countries such as France, Germany, and England. Northern artists and
thinkers would adapt the Renaissance ideals in their own ways.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
D. Supporting
Opinions Do you
think Machiavelli is
right in his view that
rulers must trick people and ignore morality? Explain.
D. Possible
Answers Yes,
because leaders
sometimes have to
hurt individuals to do
what is best for a
state; No, there is
never a good reason
to abandon one’s
morals.

Section 1 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Renaissance
• humanism
• secular
• patron
• perspective
• vernacular
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2. TAKING NOTES

Using a big-idea outline like the
one below, record the main ideas
from the section about the Italian
Renaissance.
Renaissance
I. Italy’s advantages
A.
B.
C.
II. Classical and worldly values

3. SUPPORTING OPINIONS

Name three people from this
section whom you regard as a
“Renaissance man” or a
“Renaissance woman.” Explain
your choices.

THINK ABOUT
• the idea of the “universal man”
• Castiglione’s description of such
a person
• which people from this section
seem to match that description

4. ANALYZING THEMES

Revolution How did the
Renaissance revolutionize
European art and thought?

THINK ABOUT
• changes in ideas since
medieval times
• changes in artistic techniques
• changes in artistic subjects
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TERMS & NAMES

The Northern
Renaissance

• Utopia
• printing press
• Gutenberg Bible

MAIN IDEA

WHY IT MATTERS NOW

In the 1400s, northern Europeans began
to adapt the ideas of the Renaissance.

Renaissance ideas such as the
importance of the individual are a
strong part of modern thought.

SETTING THE STAGE The work of such artists as Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo,

Background
Flanders was a region
in northern Europe. It
included part of
France and part of the
Netherlands. The people of Flanders are
the Flemish.

and Raphael showed the Renaissance spirit. All three artists demonstrated an interest
in classical culture, a curiosity about the world, and a belief in human potential. These
ideas impressed scholars and students who visited Italy. Merchants also carried these
ideas when they traveled out of Italy. By the late 1400s, Renaissance ideas had spread
to northern Europe—especially England, France, Germany, and Flanders.

The Northern Renaissance Begins
By 1450 the population of northern Europe, which had been shattered by the bubonic
plague, was beginning to recover. In addition, the destructive Hundred Years’ War between France and England ended in 1453. Many cities grew rapidly. Urban merchants
became wealthy enough to sponsor artists. This happened first in Flanders, which was
rich from long-distance trade and the cloth industry. Then it happened in other countries.
As Section 1 explained, Italy was divided into city-states. In contrast, England
and France were unified under strong monarchs. These rulers often sponsored the
arts. For example, Francis I of France purchased Renaissance paintings. He also
invited Leonardo da Vinci to retire in France, and hired Italian artists and architects to rebuild his castle at Fontainebleau (FAHN tihn BLOH). When completed,
Fontainebleau became a showcase of the French Renaissance. Because of monarchs like Francis, royal courts played a major role in introducing Renaissance styles to northern Europe.
As Renaissance ideas spread out of Italy, they mingled with northern traditions. As a result, the
northern Renaissance developed its own character. Many humanists there were more interested in religious ideas than in the secular
themes popular in Italy. The Renaissance
ideal of human dignity inspired some northern humanists to develop plans for social
reform based on Christian values.
•

Artistic Ideas Spread

A. Answer By making Italian artists flee
north

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
A. Analyzing
Causes How did the
war in Italy spread
the Renaissance?

In 1494, a French king claimed the throne
of Naples in southern Italy and launched an
invasion through northern Italy. As the war
dragged on, many Italian artists and writers
left for a safer life in northern Europe. With
them, they brought the styles and techniques of the Renaissance. In addition,
artists who studied in Italy also carried
Renaissance ideas north.

•

Albrecht Dürer
painted Adoration
of the Trinity after
returning from
studying in Italy.
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German Painters Perhaps the most famous person to do this was the German artist

Albrecht Dürer (DYUR uhr). The son of a goldsmith, Dürer decided to become a
painter. After serving an apprenticeship, he traveled to Italy to study in 1494.
After returning to Germany, Dürer produced woodcuts and engravings that became
influential. Many of his prints portray religious subjects such as the one on page 423.
Others portray classical myths. He also painted realistic landscapes and a self-portrait in
which he portrayed himself as a Renaissance man. The popularity of Dürer’s work helped
to spread Renaissance styles. His work inspired other German artists.
Dürer’s emphasis upon realism influenced the work of another
German artist, Hans Holbein (HOHL byn) the Younger. Holbein
Daily
specialized in painting portraits that are almost photographic in
Flemish Peasant Life
detail. He enjoyed great success in England, where he painted porThe Flemish painter Pieter Bruegel
traits of King Henry VIII and other members of the royal family.
•

Life

often portrayed peasants. Many of
his paintings provide information
about peasant life in the 1500s.
Peasant Wedding (1568), shown
below, portrays a wedding feast in
a rough but clean barn. The bride
sits under the paper crown hanging
on a piece of green cloth. Two
young men who may be her
brothers are pouring drinks and
passing out plates.
Who, then, is the groom?
Possibly the man sitting across the
table from the bride and leaning
back on a three-legged stool.
Children and at least one dog
have come to the party. The couple
to the right of the bride and the man
on the far right with a sword are
dressed more elegantly than the
other guests. They may be wealthy
townsfolk related to the groom.

•

Flemish Painters As in Italy, wealthy merchant families in

Flanders were attracted to the Renaissance emphasis on individualism and worldly pleasures. Their patronage helped to make Flanders
the artistic center of northern Europe.
As in Italy, the Renaissance in Flanders was marked by an interest
in realism. The first great Flemish Renaissance painter was Jan van
Eyck (yahn van YK). Van Eyck lived from sometime in the late
1300s to 1441 and worked at the height of the Italian Renaissance.
Oil-based paints had recently been developed. Van Eyck used
them to develop techniques that painters still use. Because oil paint
does not dry quickly, it can be blended more easily than other paints.
By applying layer upon layer of paint, van Eyck was able to create a
variety of subtle colors in clothing and jewels. Oil painting became
popular and spread to Italy.

B. Answer It spread
from the North to
Italy, instead of moving from Italy to the
North.

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
B. Contrasting
How was the
development and
spread of oil painting
different from many
other Renaissance
developments?
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In addition to new techniques, van Eyck’s paintings display unusually realistic
details and reveal the personality of their subjects. His work influenced later artists in
northern Europe.
Flemish painting reached its peak after 1550 with the work of Pieter Bruegel (BROY
guhl) the Elder. Like van Eyck, Bruegel was interested in realistic details and individual
people. He captured scenes from everyday peasant life such as weddings, dances, harvests, and the changing seasons. Bruegel also produced paintings that illustrated proverbs
or taught a moral. Some of his paintings protested harsh Spanish rule over his country.
In all his work, Bruegel’s rich colors, vivid details, and balanced use of space give a
sense of life and feeling. He was also very skillful in portraying large numbers of people. Not only did Bruegel produce a large number of paintings, he inspired two sons
and three grandsons to also became painters.
•

Northern Writers Try to Reform Society
Just as Italian art influenced northern European painters, so did Renaissance ideas
influence the writers and philosophers of northern Europe. These writers adopted the
ideal of humanism. However, some gave it a more religious slant. Because of this,
some northern humanists are also called Christian humanists.
Christian Humanists The best known of the Christian humanists were Desiderius
Erasmus (DEHZ ih DEER ee uhs ih RAZ muhs) of Holland and Thomas More of
England. The two were close friends.
Born in Rotterdam, Erasmus received honors from princes, kings, and cardinals for
his brilliant writings. In 1509, while he was a guest in More’s house, Erasmus wrote
his most famous work, The Praise of Folly. This book poked fun at greedy merchants,
heartsick lovers, quarrelsome scholars, and pompous priests. Although some of
Erasmus’s most stinging barbs were aimed at the clergy, his work is strongly Christian.
Erasmus believed in a Christianity of the heart, not one of ceremonies or rules. He
thought that in order to improve society, all people should study the Bible.
Also concerned with society’s flaws, Thomas More tried to show a better model.
In 1516, he wrote the book Utopia about an imaginary land inhabited by a
peace-loving people. In Greek, Utopia means “no place,” but in English it
has come to mean an ideal place because of More’s book. In Utopia,
greed, corruption, war, and crime had been weeded out. Because the
Utopians weren’t greedy, they had little use for money:
•

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
C. Making
Inferences What
point do you think
More was making
about his own
society?
C. Possible
Answers That they
were too greedy or
that they loved money
too much.

•

•

•

•

•

The Christian
humanist Thomas
More wrote about a
nearly perfect
society called
Utopia. He did this
to show his own
society how to
improve.

A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
Gold and silver, of which money is made, are so treated . . . that no one
values them more highly than their true nature deserves. Who does
not see that they are far inferior to iron in usefulness since without
iron mortals cannot live any more than without fire and water?
THOMAS MORE, Utopia

The French humanist François Rabelais (RAB eh LAY) provided a
contrast to Erasmus and More in several ways. They wrote in Latin,
while Rabelais wrote his comic adventure Gargantua and Pantagruel
in vernacular French. More secular than either Erasmus or More,
Rabelais believed that human beings were basically good. They should
live by their instincts rather than religious rules. As he told of the wild
adventures of the giants Gargantua and Pantagruel, he poked fun at his society.
Rabelais’s humor was uproarious and earthy, although he made many serious points
about the nature of humanity, education, and government.
•

•

William Shakespeare William Shakespeare wrote in Renaissance England. Many

people regard him as the greatest playwright of all time. Shakespeare was born in
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CONNECT to TODAY
William Shakespeare
Shakespeare’s plays were very
popular in London in the 1600s. They
are popular today as well, but they
appear in many places besides
London. Shakespearean festivals
are regularly held in such places
as Stratford-upon-Avon, England;
Stratford, Ontario, Canada; and
Austin, Texas.
Even though he has been dead
for almost 400 years, Shakespeare
is one of Hollywood’s favorite
writers. In the 1990s, two film
versions of Hamlet hit the theaters,
as did a version of Romeo and
Juliet. The poster below is from the
1990 version of Hamlet, starring Mel
Gibson and Glenn Close.

1564 in Stratford-upon-Avon, a small town about 90 miles northwest of London. By 1592 he was living in London and writing
poems and plays.
His works display a masterful command of the English language
and a deep understanding of human beings. He revealed the souls of
men and women through scenes of dramatic conflict. His most
famous plays include the tragedies Macbeth, King Lear, Hamlet,
Romeo and Juliet, and the comedy A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
Many of these plays frankly examine human flaws. However,
Shakespeare also had one of his characters deliver a speech that
expresses the Renaissance’s high view of human nature:
A V O I C E F R O M T H E PA S T
What a piece of work is a man, how noble in reason, how infinite in
faculties, in form and moving, how express and admirable in action,
how like an angel in apprehension [understanding], how like a god!
the beauty of the world; the paragon of animals.
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE, Hamlet

Like many Renaissance writers, Shakespeare revered the classics and drew on them for inspiration and plots. One of his great
tragedies, for example, tells the story of the assassination of Julius
Caesar—the Roman general and statesman.
The Elizabethan Age The Renaissance in England is also called

the Elizabethan Age, for Queen Elizabeth I. She reigned from
1558 to 1603. Elizabeth was well-educated and knew French,
Italian, Latin, and Greek. In addition to running a kingdom (see
page 432), she also wrote poetry. As queen, she patronized artists
and writers. Poet Edmund Spenser dedicated his long poem The
Faerie Queene (1590) to her with these words: “To the most high,
mighty, and magnificent Empress, renowned for piety, virtue, and
all gracious government, Elizabeth.”

Printing Spreads Renaissance Ideas
One thing that helped spread Renaissance ideas throughout
Europe was a new invention that adapted Chinese technology. The
Chinese had invented block printing, in which a printer carved a
word or letter on a wooden block, inked the block, and then used it
to print on paper. Around 1045, Bi Sheng invented movable type,
or a separate piece of type for each character in the language. However, since the
Chinese writing system contained thousands of different characters, most Chinese
printers found movable type impractical.
Gutenberg Invents the Printing Press During the 13th century, block-printed

items reached Europe from China. European printers began to use block printing
to create whole pages to bind into books. However, this process was too slow to
satisfy the Renaissance demand for knowledge and books. Johann Gutenberg, a
craftsman from Mainz, Germany, reinvented movable type around 1440. The
method was practical for Europeans because their languages have a very small
number of letters in their alphabets.
Gutenberg then invented the printing press. The printing press is a machine
that presses paper against a tray full of inked movable type. Using this invention,
Gutenberg printed a complete Bible, the Gutenberg Bible, in about 1455. It was
the first full-size book printed with movable type.
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THINK THROUGH HISTORY
D. Summarizing
State at least two
ways in which
Shakespeare’s work
showed Renaissance
influences.
D. Possible
Answers He wrote
in vernacular English;
he had a character
express a high view of
human nature; he
wrote about classical
subjects.
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History of Book Making
• 2700 B.C., Egyptians write books
on papyrus scrolls.
• 1000 B.C., Chinese make books
by writing on strips of bamboo.
• A.D. 300, Romans write on sheets
of parchment (treated animal skin).
These are sewn together into
books.
• 800, Irish monks hand-write and
hand-illustrate The Book of Kells.
• About 1455, Gutenberg prints the
first complete book on a printing
press—similar to the one shown
at left.

Printing Spreads Learning The printing press had a

THINK THROUGH HISTORY
E. Recognizing
Effects What were
the major effects of
the invention of the
printing press?
E. Answers Books
became affordable;
books were published
on many subjects;
new ideas spread;
writing in vernacular
languages increased;
people formed their
own opinions about
religion.

revolutionary impact on European society. It enabled a
printer to produce hundreds of copies, all exactly alike,
of a single work. For the first time, books were cheap
enough that many people could buy them. Printing
spread quickly to other cities in Europe. By 1500, presses in about 250 cities had
printed between 9 and 10 million books.
New ideas spread more quickly than ever before. At first printers produced many
religious works. Soon they began to provide books on other subjects such as travel
guides and medical manuals. The availability of books encouraged people to learn to
read and so caused a rise in literacy.
Writing in vernacular languages also increased because even people who could not
afford a classical education could now buy books. Printers produced the Bible in the
vernacular, which allowed more people to read it. People began to interpret the Bible
for themselves and to become more critical of priests and their behavior. This eventually led to demands for religious reform.

Only 46 copies of
the Gutenberg
Bible still exist in
the world. Because
of this, each copy
is considered
priceless. A part of
a page is shown
above.

The End of the Renaissance In both Italy and northern Europe, the Renaissance
had stirred a burst of creative activity. Artists in both regions studied classical culture,
praised individual achievement, and produced works using new techniques. During
the 1600s, new ideas and artistic styles appeared. Nonetheless, Renaissance ideals
continued to influence European thought. For example, the Renaissance belief in the
dignity of the individual played a key role in the gradual rise of democratic ideas.

Section 2 Assessment
1. TERMS & NAMES

Identify
• Utopia
• printing press
• Gutenberg Bible

2. TAKING NOTES

3. RECOGNIZING EFFECTS

On a time line like the one below,
show important events in the
Northern Renaissance.
1400

1600

Choose one Northern
Renaissance figure. Explain how
he or she was influenced by
Renaissance ideas.

THINK ABOUT
• the influence of humanism
• the use of new techniques
• the concept of the Renaissance
man or woman

Which of the events do you think
was most important? Explain.

4. THEME ACTIVITY

Cultural Interaction Working
in a small team, reproduce a map
of Europe in 1500. On the map, use
arrows, pictures, and captions to
show the spread of Renaissance
ideas and developments. Include
not only the spread of ideas north
from Italy, but also innovations
that spread southward from
northern Europe.
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